Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Hi Dave- Here's

bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net
Wednesday, December 07, 2005 6:40 AM
Dave Anderson
Re: Reminder: Safety Organizations and Responsibilities
info. you requested.

Name of Organization- Lake Murray Watch- Committed to protecting and enhancing the
project's environmental and recreational resources
Type of Safety Activities Involved In (such as swift water rescue, boater safety
education, etc.)
Lake Watch Volunteers report unsafe conditions and activities
Geographic Area Covered -

Lake Murray and the Lower Saluda

Number of Personnel (dedicated to safety activities around the lake or LSR)
members on the Lake and 2 on the river.

Appx. 16

Our goal in this committee - To seek changes in Saluda Hydro operations that will protect
public safety for recreational users in the lake in the lower Saluda
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From: Dave Anderson <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com>
Date: 2005/12/02 Fri PM 05:47:54 EST
To: Dave Anderson <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com>, Alison Guth
<Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com>, "'arsbhs@bellsouth.net'"
<arsbhs@bellsouth.net>, "'cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net'"
<cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net>, Alan Stuart
<Alan.Stuart@KleinschmidtUSA.com>, "'marshallb@dnr.sc.gov'"
<marshallb@dnr.sc.gov>, "'bill25@sc.rr.com'" <bill25@sc.rr.com>,
"'cheetahtrk@yahoo.com'" <cheetahtrk@yahoo.com>, "'pricedc@dhec.sc.gov'"
<pricedc@dhec.sc.gov>, "'dchristie@infoave.net'" <dchristie@infoave.net>,
"'eschnepel@sc.rr.com'" <eschnepel@sc.rr.com>,
"'kayakduke@bellsouth.net'" <kayakduke@bellsouth.net>,
"'gjobsis@americanrivers.org'" <gjobsis@americanrivers.org>,
"'meddynamic@aol.com'" <meddynamic@aol.com>,
"'kakustafik@columbiasc.net'" <kakustafik@columbiasc.net>,
"'Skfox@Bellsouth.net'" <Skfox@Bellsouth.net>, "'Lbarber@sc.rr.com'"
<Lbarber@sc.rr.com>, "'Malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu'"
<Malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu>, "'miriam@lakemurraycountry.com'"
<miriam@lakemurraycountry.com>, "'PatrickM@scccl.org'"
<PatrickM@scccl.org>, "'bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net'"
<bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net>, "'suzrhodes@juno.com'"
<suzrhodes@juno.com>, "'tboozer@scana.com'" <tboozer@scana.com>,
"'bargentieri@scana.com'" <bargentieri@scana.com>, "'rmahan@scana.com'"
<rmahan@scana.com>
Subject: Reminder: Safety Organizations and Responsibilities
Just a reminder that we would like to receive this information by
December 8th so that it can be distributed prior to next meeting. So
far I have responses from William Axson (Columbia Fire Department),
Jerry Wise (Power Squadron), Lee Barber (LMA/Power Squadron), Malcolm
Leaphart (TU), Aaron Small (USCG), and Karen Kustafik (City of
Columbia Parks and Recreation).
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As we discussed in the meeting yesterday, I am sending out an
inquiry about the different groups represented in the Safety RCG.
If you were not able to attend yesterday, we would still be
interested in your organization.
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So that I don't get a bunch of different answers here, it would
probably be good if everybody sent in the same information. If you
could fill in the blanks, I will compile all the information and
produce one document that we can send around before the next
meeting.
I thought this would be a good start:
Name of Organization
Type of Safety Activities Involved In (such as swift water rescue,
boater safety education, etc.)
Geographic Area Covered (This could be as simple as Lake Murray vs.
LSR, but if you have specific areas, these would be good to know
also, like Columbia City limits, Lexington County, etc.)
Number of Personnel (dedicated to safety activities around the lake
or
LSR)
If there is anything else you think would be beneficial for the
group to know, just add it to the above list.
Please have your response to me by December 8th so that I have time
to compile the information and redistribute before the next meeting.
Thanks for your response!
-------------------------------------------------------------------David K. Anderson, Ph.D.
Recreation/Human Dimensions Specialist
Kleinschmidt Associates
4958 Valleydale Rd., Ste. 250
Birmingham, AL 35242
Ph: 205-981-4547x240
FAX: 205-981-4549
Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com
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Reminder: Safety Organizations and Responsibilities
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Kacie Jensen
From:

Bill Marshall [MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov]

Sent:

Monday, December 05, 2005 9:51 AM

To:

Dave Anderson

Cc:

Dick Christie; Charlene Coleman; kakustafik@columbiasc.net; Malcolm Leaphart

Subject: RE: Reminder: Safety Organizations and Responsibilities
Dave,
I will reply for those I represent regarding safety activities on the lower Saluda River

Organization:
Lower Saluda Scenic River Advisory Council in partnership with the SCDNR, River Conservation Program
Safety Activities:
> Provide river-user safety information at kiosks located at public access sites
> Provide safety information on website and in a river-map/brochure product
> Established water-level safety marker system painted on poles at access sites and on bridge supports (blue,
yellow, red color-coded bands convey increasingly hazardous conditions with rising waters).
Geographic area:
Lower Saluda River and access sites, which include Hope Ferry (Metts) Landing, Saluda Shoals Park,
Gardendale Landing, and Riverbanks Zoo.
Number of personnel dedicated to safety:
One staff person to periodically update and maintain information and water-level marker system described
above

Thanks,
Bill Marshall
(803) 734-9096
marshallb@dnr.sc.gov

From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Friday, December 02, 2005 5:48 PM
To: Dave Anderson; Alison Guth; 'arsbhs@bellsouth.net'; 'cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net'; Alan Stuart; Bill Marshall;
'bill25@sc.rr.com'; 'cheetahtrk@yahoo.com'; 'pricedc@dhec.sc.gov'; 'dchristie@infoave.net';
'eschnepel@sc.rr.com'; 'kayakduke@bellsouth.net'; 'gjobsis@americanrivers.org'; 'meddynamic@aol.com';
'kakustafik@columbiasc.net'; 'Skfox@Bellsouth.net'; 'Lbarber@sc.rr.com'; 'Malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu';
'miriam@lakemurraycountry.com'; 'PatrickM@scccl.org'; 'bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net'; 'suzrhodes@juno.com';
'tboozer@scana.com'; 'bargentieri@scana.com'; 'rmahan@scana.com'
Subject: Reminder: Safety Organizations and Responsibilities
Just a reminder that we would like to receive this information by December 8th so that it can be distributed prior to
next meeting. So far I have responses from William Axson (Columbia Fire Department), Jerry Wise (Power
Squadron), Lee Barber (LMA/Power Squadron), Malcolm Leaphart (TU), Aaron Small (USCG), and Karen
Kustafik (City of Columbia Parks and Recreation).
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As we discussed in the meeting yesterday, I am sending out an inquiry about the different groups
represented in the Safety RCG. If you were not able to attend yesterday, we would still be interested in
your organization.
So that I don't get a bunch of different answers here, it would probably be good if everybody sent in the
same information. If you could fill in the blanks, I will compile all the information and produce one
document that we can send around before the next meeting.
I thought this would be a good start:
Name of Organization
Type of Safety Activities Involved In (such as swift water rescue, boater safety education, etc.)
Geographic Area Covered (This could be as simple as Lake Murray vs. LSR, but if you have specific
areas, these would be good to know also, like Columbia City limits, Lexington County, etc.)
Number of Personnel (dedicated to safety activities around the lake or LSR)
If there is anything else you think would be beneficial for the group to know, just add it to the above list.
Please have your response to me by December 8th so that I have time to compile the information and
redistribute before the next meeting.
Thanks for your response!
-------------------------------------------------------------------David K. Anderson, Ph.D.
Recreation/Human Dimensions Specialist
Kleinschmidt Associates
4958 Valleydale Rd., Ste. 250
Birmingham, AL 35242
Ph: 205-981-4547x240
FAX: 205-981-4549
Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com
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Kacie Jensen
From:

Suzanne Rhodes [suzrhodes@juno.com]

Sent:

Monday, December 05, 2005 11:52 AM

To:

Dave Anderson

Cc:

ANGELA@SCWF.ORG; JENNO@SCWF.ORG; TBEBBER@SCPRT.COM; marshallb@dnr.sc.gov;
cheetahtrk@yahoo.com; kayakduke@bellsouth.net; gjobsis@americanrivers.org;
kakustafik@columbiasc.net; Malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu; PatrickM@scccl.org;
bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net

Subject: Re: Reminder: Safety Organizations and Responsibilities

DAVE - BECAUSE OF ANNUAL LEAVE LIMITATIONS, I HAVE BEEN UNABLE TO ATTEND ANY
OF THE MEETINGS. JENN O'ROARK MIGHT HAVE BEEN ABLE TO ATTEND FOR THE
FEDERATION. PLEASE CONSIDER THIS AS A "DRAFT" UNTIL TONY BEBBER AND ANGELA
VINEY AND JENN HAVE A CHANCE TO COMMENT. CONSIDER IT "FINAL" TUESDAY
MORNING, PLEASE, IF NO COMMENTS HAVE BEEN RECEIVED. I HOPE TO PARTICIPATE AS
MY WORK SCHEDULE ALLOWS IN 2006 WHEN I WILL HAVE SOME ANNUAL LEAVE
FLEXIBILITY. MY DRAFT IS IN ITALIC CAPS. MANY THANKS. SUZANNE RHODES.
On Fri, 2 Dec 2005 17:47:54 -0500 Dave Anderson <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com> writes:
Just a reminder that we would like to receive this information by December 8th so that it can be
distributed prior to next meeting. So far I have responses from William Axson (Columbia Fire
Department), Jerry Wise (Power Squadron), Lee Barber (LMA/Power Squadron), Malcolm Leaphart
(TU), Aaron Small (USCG), and Karen Kustafik (City of Columbia Parks and Recreation).
As we discussed in the meeting yesterday, I am sending out an inquiry about the different
groups represented in the Safety RCG. If you were not able to attend yesterday, we would still
be interested in your organization.
So that I don't get a bunch of different answers here, it would probably be good if everybody sent
in the same information. If you could fill in the blanks, I will compile all the information and
produce one document that we can send around before the next meeting.
I thought this would be a good start:
Name of Organization SOUTH CAROLINA

WILDLIFE FEDERATION

Type of Safety Activities Involved In (such as swift water rescue, boater safety education,
etc.) RIVER SPORTS - FISHING, CANOEING, OVERNIGHT CAMPING ON LOWER

SALUDA
Geographic Area Covered (This could be as simple as Lake Murray vs. LSR, but if you have
specific areas, these would be good to know also, like Columbia City limits, Lexington County,
etc.) LAKE MURRAY AND LOWER SALUDA RIVER
Number of Personnel (dedicated to safety activities around the lake or LSR)

NO

DEDICATED PERSONNEL
If there is anything else you think would be beneficial for the group to know, just add it to the
above list. CONCERN THAT THERE IS WOEFULLY INSUFFICIENT NOTICE
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BELOW THE DAM WHEN THE WATER IS RELEASED FOR POWER PRODUCTION.
THIS PUTS CITIZENS AT RISK - THOSE WHO ARE NOT PAYING ATTENTION,
WHO ARE USING THE WATERS RECREATIONALLY - PERHAPS FOR THE FIRST
TIME - AND ALSO THOSE WHO ARE THEN CALLED UPON TO RESCUE. THE
FEDERATION'S PRIMARY CONCERN IS WILDLIFE HABITAT, BUT HABITAT OF
PERSONS IS ALSO OF CONCERN. THE FEDERATION HAS RAISED THIS ISSUE
PREVIOUSLY.
Please have your response to me by December 8th so that I have time to compile the
information and redistribute before the next meeting.
Thanks for your response!
-------------------------------------------------------------------David K. Anderson, Ph.D.
Recreation/Human Dimensions Specialist
Kleinschmidt Associates
4958 Valleydale Rd., Ste. 250
Birmingham, AL 35242
Ph: 205-981-4547x240
FAX: 205-981-4549
Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com

11/5/2007

Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

David Price [PRICEDC@dhec.sc.gov]
Monday, December 05, 2005 11:37 AM
Dave Anderson
meddynamic@aol.com; bill25@sc.rr.com; lbarber@sc.rr.com; MikeDuffy@sc.rr.com;
eprice@scana.com; david.allen@scbar.org
Re: Reminder: Safety Organizations and Responsibilities

Lake Murray
relicensing- LMPS ...

Dave, as requested, I have attached information about Lake Murray Power
Squadron. We are looking forward to working with you and SCE&G to help promote boating
safety on Lake Murray.
David Price
Commander
Lake Murray Power Squadron
(803) 206-6572 Cell
(803) 898-3993 Work
(803) 345-1847 Home
>>> Dave Anderson <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com> 12/2/2005 5:47 PM
>>> >>>
Just a reminder that we would like to receive this information by December 8th so that it
can be distributed prior to next meeting. So far I have responses from William Axson
(Columbia Fire Department), Jerry Wise (Power Squadron), Lee Barber (LMA/Power Squadron),
Malcolm Leaphart (TU), Aaron Small (USCG), and Karen Kustafik (City of Columbia Parks and
Recreation).
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As we discussed in the meeting yesterday, I am sending out an inquiry
about the different groups represented in the Safety RCG. If you were
not able to attend yesterday, we would still be interested in your
organization.
So that I don't get a bunch of different answers here, it would
probably be good if everybody sent in the same information. If you
could fill in the blanks, I will compile all the information and
produce one document that we can send around before the next meeting.
I thought this would be a good start:
Name of Organization
Type of Safety Activities Involved In (such as swift water rescue,
boater safety education, etc.)
Geographic Area Covered (This could be as simple as Lake Murray vs.
LSR, but if you have specific areas, these would be good to know also,
like Columbia City limits, Lexington County, etc.)
Number of Personnel (dedicated to safety activities around the lake or
LSR)
If there is anything else you think would be beneficial for the group
to know, just add it to the above list.
Please have your response to me by December 8th so that I have time to
compile the information and redistribute before the next meeting.
Thanks for your response!
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-------------------------------------------------------------------David K. Anderson, Ph.D.
Recreation/Human Dimensions Specialist
Kleinschmidt Associates
4958 Valleydale Rd., Ste. 250
Birmingham, AL 35242
Ph: 205-981-4547x240
FAX: 205-981-4549
Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com
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Name of Organization - Lake Murray Power Squadron (LMPS)
Geographic Area Covered - Midlands of South Carolina with emphasis on Lake Murray
Number of Personnel - LMPS has over 300 members who volunteer their time and
resources to carry out the mission of the LMPS.
Activities Related to Lake Murray


Mission of the LMPS
The Lake Murray Power Squadron (www.lmpsonline.org), a unit of the United States
Power Squadrons (USPS) (www.usps.org), is a non-profit boating organization
dedicated to making boating safer and more enjoyable through education, civic
service and fraternal boating activities among our members.



Education
 Boating Safety Courses for the General Public - LMPS offers a basic boating
safety course (Boat Smart®) to the public in the fall and spring of each year. This
course consists of 4 two-hour classroom sessions, followed by a proctored exam.
Individuals unable to attend the classes can order America’s Boating Course from
the USPS website and contact a local squadron (LMPS for the SC midlands area)
for assistance as they study the course material. A proctored exam is provided for
the course ordered from the internet.
 Courses for LMPS Members - Once a member of the LMPS, many other
educational course are available to enhance one’s boating skills. A list, along
with a brief description, is as follows:
o Seamanship - types of boats (motor and sail), trailering, maintenance,
weather, navigational rules and aids to navigation, medical emergencies,
and nautical customs
o Piloting - course plotting, dead reckoning, marine radio use, chart reading,
compass adjustment
o Advanced Piloting - advanced navigational and charting skills, use of
deviation tables, danger bearings and angles, tides and currents,
fundamentals of electronic navigation
o Junior Navigation - working knowledge of celestial navigation, concept
of celestial sphere, identification of celestial bodies, and advanced plotting
techniques
o Navigation - advanced concepts and skills of navigation
o Engine Maintenance - operating principles of gasoline and diesel engines,
trouble shooting, temporary remedies, and safety procedures
o Instructor Qualification - practical skills and use of teaching aids for
teaching courses
o Marine Electronics - essential knowledge about electrical and electronic
systems

o Sail - terminology; types of hulls and rigs; running standing rigging;
techniques for adjusting to wind and waves; sail handling, storm survival,
sail instrumentation; marlinspike techniques; and sailboat emergencies
o Weather - awareness of weather phenomena and impact upon boating
o Compass Adjusting - various methods of ensuring precision of compass
o Skipper Saver - basic skills of operating a boat safely in an emergency
o Preparation for Coast Guard License - rules of the road, seamanship,
weather, piloting, and damage control in preparation for USCG license
exam
o Principles of Water Skiing Safety - basic techniques, safety procedures,
types of skis, and skier responsibility
o Additional courses are listed on LMPS website.
 Future Boating Courses for the General Public - The USPS is considering
making available to the public several of the above courses which are currently
available to members only.


Civic Service
In addition to the boating safety courses, the LMPS performs a number of other civic
service activities which are as follows:
 Reference lights - LMPS spends many hours each month inspecting and repairing
the reference lights on Lake Murray to ensure they are operating within prescribed
functional limits and are compliant with federal, state and local regulations.
 Shoal marker inspection - LMPS conducts annual checks of all shoal markers on
Lake Murray to ensure presence, positioning. Any problems are reported to the
SC Department of Natural Resources (SCDNR) for repair.
 Vessel Safety Checks - LMPS has many certified inspectors that examine
recreational vessels to ensure the presence of functioning marine safety
equipment, clarify boating regulations, emphasize safety procedures, and
encourage boater education. This inspection program originally was conducted
solely by the Coast Guard Auxiliary; however, in an effort to expand this
important inspection program, the US Coast Guard enlisted the help of the USPS.
 Adopt an Island Program - LMPS conducts an annual clean-up of Rock Island in
cooperation with SCDNR.
 Geodetic Marks - ensure presence of small brass plates that provide geographic
framework for mapping and charting, boundaries and property lines, and setting
precise positions of space craft and satellites.



Additional Information About LMPS and USPS
For additional information about LMPS and USPS, and the activities mentioned
above as well as our fraternal boating activities, please visit our websites at:
www.lmpsonline.org and www.usps.org.
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Kacie Jensen
From:

Patrick Moore [PatrickM@scccl.org]

Sent:

Monday, December 05, 2005 9:33 AM

To:

Dave Anderson

Subject: RE: Reminder: Safety Organizations and Responsibilities
Here you go Dave,
Let me know if there is anything else you need.
Patrick Moore
Water Quality Associate
Coastal Conservation League
1207 Lincoln St. Suite 203-C
Columbia, S.C. 29201
803.771.7102
-----Original Message----From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Friday, December 02, 2005 5:48 PM
To: Dave Anderson; Alison Guth; 'arsbhs@bellsouth.net'; 'cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net'; Alan Stuart;
'marshallb@dnr.sc.gov'; 'bill25@sc.rr.com'; 'cheetahtrk@yahoo.com'; 'pricedc@dhec.sc.gov';
'dchristie@infoave.net'; 'eschnepel@sc.rr.com'; 'kayakduke@bellsouth.net'; 'gjobsis@americanrivers.org';
'meddynamic@aol.com'; 'kakustafik@columbiasc.net'; 'Skfox@Bellsouth.net'; 'Lbarber@sc.rr.com';
'Malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu'; 'miriam@lakemurraycountry.com'; Patrick Moore;
'bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net'; 'suzrhodes@juno.com'; 'tboozer@scana.com'; 'bargentieri@scana.com';
'rmahan@scana.com'
Subject: Reminder: Safety Organizations and Responsibilities

Just a reminder that we would like to receive this information by December 8th so that it can be
distributed prior to next meeting. So far I have responses from William Axson (Columbia Fire
Department), Jerry Wise (Power Squadron), Lee Barber (LMA/Power Squadron), Malcolm Leaphart (TU),
Aaron Small (USCG), and Karen Kustafik (City of Columbia Parks and Recreation).
As we discussed in the meeting yesterday, I am sending out an inquiry about the different groups
represented in the Safety RCG. If you were not able to attend yesterday, we would still be
interested in your organization.
So that I don't get a bunch of different answers here, it would probably be good if everybody sent
in the same information. If you could fill in the blanks, I will compile all the information and
produce one document that we can send around before the next meeting.
I thought this would be a good start:
Name of Organization
Type of Safety Activities Involved In (such as swift water rescue, boater safety education, etc.)
Geographic Area Covered (This could be as simple as Lake Murray vs. LSR, but if you have
specific areas, these would be good to know also, like Columbia City limits, Lexington County,
etc.)
Number of Personnel (dedicated to safety activities around the lake or LSR)
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If there is anything else you think would be beneficial for the group to know, just add it to the
above list.
Please have your response to me by December 8th so that I have time to compile the information
and redistribute before the next meeting.
Thanks for your response!
-------------------------------------------------------------------David K. Anderson, Ph.D.
Recreation/Human Dimensions Specialist
Kleinschmidt Associates
4958 Valleydale Rd., Ste. 250
Birmingham, AL 35242
Ph: 205-981-4547x240
FAX: 205-981-4549
Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com

11/5/2007

Name of Organization

American Rivers and Coastal Conservation League
Type of Safety Activities Involved In (such as swift water rescue, boater safety
education, etc.) - None
Geographic Area Covered (This could be as simple as Lake Murray vs. LSR, but if you
have specific areas, these would be good to know also, like Columbia City limits,
Lexington County, etc.)- Full area of project impact
Number of Personnel (dedicated to safety activities around the lake or LSR) -0
While we do not have any personnel excl usively dedicated to safety, enhancing the
public value of recreational safety is a goal of both organizations.
If there is anything else you think would be beneficial for the group to know, just add it to
the above list.
Please have your response to me by December 8th so that I have time to compile the
information and redistribute before the next meeting.
Thanks for your response!

Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dave Anderson
Friday, December 02, 2005 5:48 PM
Dave Anderson; Alison Guth; 'arsbhs@bellsouth.net'; 'cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net'; Alan
Stuart; 'marshallb@dnr.sc.gov'; 'bill25@sc.rr.com'; 'cheetahtrk@yahoo.com';
'pricedc@dhec.sc.gov'; 'dchristie@infoave.net'; 'eschnepel@sc.rr.com';
'kayakduke@bellsouth.net'; 'gjobsis@americanrivers.org'; 'meddynamic@aol.com';
'kakustafik@columbiasc.net'; 'Skfox@Bellsouth.net'; 'Lbarber@sc.rr.com';
'Malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu'; 'miriam@lakemurraycountry.com'; 'PatrickM@scccl.org';
'bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net'; 'suzrhodes@juno.com'; 'tboozer@scana.com';
BARGENTIERI@scana.com; RMAHAN@scana.com
Reminder: Safety Organizations and Responsibilities

Just a reminder that we would like to receive this information by December 8th so that it can be distributed prior to next
meeting. So far I have responses from William Axson (Columbia Fire Department), Jerry Wise (Power Squadron), Lee
Barber (LMA/Power Squadron), Malcolm Leaphart (TU), Aaron Small (USCG), and Karen Kustafik (City of Columbia Parks
and Recreation).
As we discussed in the meeting yesterday, I am sending out an inquiry about the different groups represented in the
Safety RCG. If you were not able to attend yesterday, we would still be interested in your organization.
So that I don't get a bunch of different answers here, it would probably be good if everybody sent in the same
information. If you could fill in the blanks, I will compile all the information and produce one document that we can
send around before the next meeting.
I thought this would be a good start:
Name of Organization
Type of Safety Activities Involved In (such as swift water rescue, boater safety education, etc.)
Geographic Area Covered (This could be as simple as Lake Murray vs. LSR, but if you have specific areas, these
would be good to know also, like Columbia City limits, Lexington County, etc.)
Number of Personnel (dedicated to safety activities around the lake or LSR)
If there is anything else you think would be beneficial for the group to know, just add it to the above list.
Please have your response to me by December 8th so that I have time to compile the information and redistribute
before the next meeting.
Thanks for your response!
-------------------------------------------------------------------David K. Anderson, Ph.D.
Recreation/Human Dimensions Specialist
Kleinschmidt Associates
4958 Valleydale Rd., Ste. 250
Birmingham, AL 35242
Ph: 205-981-4547x240
FAX: 205-981-4549
Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com
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Kacie Jensen
From:

Aaron Small [arsbhs@bellsouth.net]

Sent:

Thursday, December 01, 2005 9:43 AM

To:

Dave Anderson

Subject: Satety meeting SCE&G
Enclosed is the letter you requested for the USCG Aux. LakeMurray. Aaron Small USCU Aux.

11/5/2007

U.S. COAST GUARD AUXILIARY
LAKE MURRAY STATION
WHO ARE WE?
Since its creation by Congress in 1939, the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary has served as the civilian,
non-military component of the Coast Guard. The Lake Murray Flotilla, which was chartered in
1947, is part of a 35,000 member force of volunteer men and women who are active on the
waterways and classrooms in over 2,000 cities and towns across the nation. The Lake Murray
Station is considered by U.S. Coast Guard Charleston Sector to be their presence on Lake
Murray.
WHAT ARE OUR RESPONSIBILITIES?
The Lake Murray Station provides the following services for boaters on Lake Murray and the
surrounding area residents:
**For twenty five plus years, the Flotilla has conducted safety patrols on the lake. These patrols
are conducted from privately owned vessels which are specially equipped, inspected and certified
by the USCG for handling emergency operations such as collisions, fires aboard and sinking
boats.
**In 2004, the Flotilla was assigned a dedicated patrol boat by the Coast Guard for use on Lake
Murray. This facility, Unit 1, is on 24/7 standby at Flotilla Island in the event of an on-water
emergency.
**The Flotilla maintains the marine radio network for use by boaters on Lake Murray in the event
of an emergency. This elaborate communications system allows for communications even in the
far reaches of the lake by boaters who are in need of assistance.
**The Flotilla, through a mutual agreement with the National Weather Service, provides for a site
and communications link to collect weather data on the shore of the lake. This data is collected
and disseminated by the NWS on weather radio frequencies to boaters and residents on the lake.
**In the event of an emergency, the Flotilla will assist boaters who otherwise cannot receive
towing services form the commercial tow boats now operating on the lake.
**The Flotilla has developed special skills through constant training to handle special events in
conjunction with the law enforcements agencies on the lake. Such events as sailing regattas,
triathlons, boat races, holiday events, etc. are handled when requested and require a high level of
nautical skills on the part of the Auxiliary in order to perform those duties.
**The Flotilla has members who have completed U.S. Coast Guard developed training in crew,
coxswain, pilot, air observer, radio watchstander, weather, search and rescue, advanced
navigation, patrol operations, etc. The Flotilla membership has expended hundreds of volunteer
hours in this training to assure that we are ready when the call comes to assist boaters on the lake.
**The on-water activities are only a portion of the services provided to the boating public. The
Flotilla conducts numerous training classes each year which are available to the public for a
minimal fee. We are in the process of adding to the number of available courses.

**The Flotilla inspects recreational boats as a courtesy to the owners when requested. This
program assists in eliminating a problem before it develops into an on-water emergency. We
schedule Vessel Courtesy Inspections at each of the major marinas and launch sites on the lake
each year to assure public access to this important program.
**The Flotilla, after the September 11 disaster, now serves as the eyes and ears for the Coast
Guard and law enforcement for suspicious activities on and around the shores of the lake.
During the Sept. 11 crisis, at the request of the U.S. Coast Guard, we provided 24/7 patrols of the
major inland lakes where critical power generation equipment is located.
**The Flotilla maintains a service of distributing water safety literature through periodic visits to
the area marinas, marine supply stores, visitation centers ,etc. where we furnish counter displays
stocked with the brochures. This is another Auxiliary effort to educate and reach out to the
boating public in order to prevent accidents on the lake.
WHAT ARE OUR CAPABILITIES?
**We maintain seven patrol boats including the dedicated Unit 1. In addition, we have two other
patrol boats, one each located at Lake Greenwood and Lake Wateree that can be transported to
Lake Murray as required.
**We maintain six radio operational units in addition to the marine radios which are required
equipment for each operational patrol boat.
**We currently have 41 members on our active roster and they can be responded through the use
of our alert communications tree. Most members live on or close to the lake and can be under
way in minutes.
**Each patrol boat is equipped with and annually inspected for a detailed list of U.S. Coast Guard
required items such as towing bridles and lines, advanced first aid kits, PEPIRP location device,
VHF radio, depth sounder, GPS, extra PFD’s, signal flare kits, heaving lines, night operations
equipment, etc. Each crew member who serves during the winter months is equipped with
winter survival suits.
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Kacie Jensen
From:

Kustafik, Karen [kakustafik@columbiasc.net]

Sent:

Wednesday, November 23, 2005 1:20 PM

To:

Dave Anderson

Subject: RE: Safety Organizations and Responsibilities
Name of Organization: City of Columbia Parks and Recreation Department
Type of Safety Activities Involved In: COC-Instruction, whitewater kayak program; boating safety
information; Park Ranger staff patrol. I also teach and volunteer on the LSR personally, outside of my
COC duties.
Geographic Area Covered: Lower Saluda River and Three Rivers Greenway
Number of Personnel: Whitewater: ~10 volunteer coaches; Park Ranger Staff: 18
The park ranger staff will begin duties mid-December. They will cover Riverfront and Granby Parks at present. It
is reasonable to assume that, as the Saluda portion of the 3RG is built, the ranger staff would also cover that
area.
DAVE-Sorry to no-show last Friday for the Recreation RCG. My ranger staff is set to start on 11/28, and I ran into some
difficulties that had to be resolved immediately. I am very committed to this process; the timing with my new
responsibilities here is tough. We should be on the ground Mid-December and my schedule will be less hectic.
In the meantime, I am strongly supportive of working within a river interests group. I know the safety RCG had
discussed the functionality of splitting.

Thanks, enjoy the holiday weekend. Karen
Karen Kustafik
Park Ranger Coordinator
Outdoor & Environmental Programs
City of Columbia Parks & Recreation
1932 Calhoun St.
Columbia, SC 29201
803.255.8163 office
803.767.0788 cell
803.343.8744 fax
-----Original Message----From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2005 4:56 PM
To: Alison Guth; 'arsbhs@bellsouth.net'; Axson, William; Alan Stuart; 'marshallb@dnr.sc.gov'; 'bill25@sc.rr.com';
'cheetahtrk@yahoo.com'; 'pricedc@dhec.sc.gov'; 'dchristie@infoave.net'; 'eschnepel@sc.rr.com';
'kayakduke@bellsouth.net'; 'gjobsis@americanrivers.org'; 'meddynamic@aol.com'; Kustafik, Karen;
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'Skfox@Bellsouth.net'; 'Lbarber@sc.rr.com'; 'Malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu'; 'miriam@lakemurraycountry.com';
'PatrickM@scccl.org'; 'bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net'; 'suzrhodes@juno.com'; 'tboozer@scana.com';
'bargentieri@scana.com'; 'rmahan@scana.com'
Subject: Safety Organizations and Responsibilities
As we discussed in the meeting yesterday, I am sending out an inquiry about the different groups
represented in the Safety RCG. If you were not able to attend yesterday, we would still be interested in
your organization.
So that I don't get a bunch of different answers here, it would probably be good if everybody sent in the
same information. If you could fill in the blanks, I will compile all the information and produce one
document that we can send around before the next meeting.
I thought this would be a good start:
Name of Organization
Type of Safety Activities Involved In (such as swift water rescue, boater safety education, etc.)
Geographic Area Covered (This could be as simple as Lake Murray vs. LSR, but if you have specific
areas, these would be good to know also, like Columbia City limits, Lexington County, etc.)
Number of Personnel (dedicated to safety activities around the lake or LSR)
If there is anything else you think would be beneficial for the group to know, just add it to the above list.
Please have your response to me by December 8th so that I have time to compile the information and
redistribute before the next meeting.
Thanks for your response!
-------------------------------------------------------------------David K. Anderson, Ph.D.
Recreation/Human Dimensions Specialist
Kleinschmidt Associates
4958 Valleydale Rd., Ste. 250
Birmingham, AL 35242
Ph: 205-981-4547x240
FAX: 205-981-4549
Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com

11/5/2007

Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Malcolm Leaphart [malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu]
Tuesday, November 22, 2005 10:29 AM
Dave Anderson
Norm@sc.rr.com
Fwd: Safety Organizations and Responsibilities

unnamed (6 KB)

Dave, I am not sure whether Norm or I or even another chapter representative
will attend the Safety meetings, but keep us in the loop. Here is the
information you requested:
1. Name

of Organization

Saluda River Chapter Trout Unlimited
(see www.saludatu.org)
Conservation group, but with strong fisherman membership base...
2. Safety Isssues Involved In
River fishing safety, both by wading and by boat, paddle and motor;
water flows for both recreation and for the fisheries; river safety
education through articles and meeting programs; and river rescues.
3. Geographic Area Covered
Lower Saluda River
4. Number of Personnel
325 chapter members

----- Original Message ----From: Malcolm Leaphart
To: Norm@sc.rr.com
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2005 1:37 PM
Subject: Fwd: Safety Organizations and Responsibilities
Norm - Dave Anderson of Kleinscmidt
Hope you can make future meetings for
to the relicensing web page and check
Thanks, Malcolm. Any questions,
wk

does not have you in his email list...
this and the other issues. Stay plug in
your emails frequently for notices, etc.
777-7652
hm 781-4752

>>
As we discussed in the meeting yesterday, I am sending out an inquiry about
the different groups represented in the Safety RCG. If you were not able to
attend yesterday, we would still be interested in your organization.
So that I don't get a bunch of different answers here, it would probably be
good if everybody sent in the same information. If you could fill in the
blanks, I will compile all the information and produce one document that we
can send around before the next meeting.
I thought this would be a good start:
1

Name of Organization
Type of Safety Activities Involved In (such as swift water rescue, boater
safety education, etc.)
Geographic Area Covered (This could be as simple as Lake Murray vs. LSR, but
if you have specific areas, these would be good to know also, like Columbia
City limits, Lexington County, etc.)
Number of Personnel (dedicated to safety activities around the lake or LSR)
If there is anything else you think would be beneficial for the group to
know, just add it to the above list.
Please have your response to me by December 8th so that I have time to
compile the information and redistribute before the next meeting.
Thanks for your response!
-------------------------------------------------------------------David K. Anderson, Ph.D.
Recreation/Human Dimensions Specialist
Kleinschmidt Associates
4958 Valleydale Rd., Ste. 250
Birmingham, AL 35242
Ph: 205-981-4547x240
FAX: 205-981-4549
Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com
----- End forwarded message -----

----- End forwarded message -----
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Kacie Jensen
From:

Norm [norm@sc.rr.com]

Sent:

Tuesday, November 22, 2005 7:06 AM

To:

Dave Anderson

Subject: Fw: Safety Organizations and Responsibilities

----- Original Message ----From: Norm
To: Malcolm Leaphart
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2005 7:04 AM
Subject: Re: Safety Organizations and Responsibilities
1. Name of Organization
Saluda River Chapter Trout Unlimited
2. Safety Isssues Involved In
River wade fishing safety, water flows, boating and swift water rescue.
3. Geographic Area Covered
Lower Saluda River
4. Number of Personnal
325 chapter members

----- Original Message ----From: Malcolm Leaphart
To: Norm@sc.rr.com
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2005 1:37 PM
Subject: Fwd: Safety Organizations and Responsibilities

Norm - Did you attend the Safety RCG meeting Wednesday? If so, Dave Anderson of
Kleinscmidt does not have you in his email list... let him know if you want to
follow this issue.
Would you complete the below safety questionaire for the chapter - whether you
attended Wednesday or not??? CC me in your reply. And if you don't, please let
me know so that I can see that it gets done for the chapter??? Thanks, Malcolm.
Any questions,
wk 777-7652
hm 781-4752
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----- Forwarded message from Dave Anderson <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com> ---Date: Thu, 17 Nov 2005 16:56:17 -0500
From: Dave Anderson <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com>
Reply-To: Dave Anderson <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com>
Subject: Safety Organizations and Responsibilities
To: Alison Guth
<Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com>, "'arsbhs@bellsouth.net'"
<arsbhs@bellsouth.net>, "'cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net'"
<cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net>, Alan Stuart
<Alan.Stuart@KleinschmidtUSA.com>, "'marshallb@dnr.sc.gov'"
<marshallb@dnr.sc.gov>, "'bill25@sc.rr.com'"
<bill25@sc.rr.com>, "'cheetahtrk@yahoo.com'"
<cheetahtrk@yahoo.com>, "'pricedc@dhec.sc.gov'"
<pricedc@dhec.sc.gov>, "'dchristie@infoave.net'"
<dchristie@infoave.net>, "'eschnepel@sc.rr.com'"
<eschnepel@sc.rr.com>, "'kayakduke@bellsouth.net'"
<kayakduke@bellsouth.net>, "'gjobsis@americanrivers.org'"
<gjobsis@americanrivers.org>, "'meddynamic@aol.com'"
<meddynamic@aol.com>, "'kakustafik@columbiasc.net'"
<kakustafik@columbiasc.net>, "'Skfox@Bellsouth.net'"
<Skfox@bellsouth.net>, "'Lbarber@sc.rr.com'"
<Lbarber@sc.rr.com>, "'Malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu'"
<Malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu>, "'miriam@lakemurraycountry.com'"
<miriam@lakemurraycountry.com>, "'PatrickM@scccl.org'"
<PatrickM@scccl.org>, "'bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net'"
<bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net>, "'suzrhodes@juno.com'"
<suzrhodes@juno.com>, "'tboozer@scana.com'"
<tboozer@scana.com>, "'bargentieri@scana.com'"
<bargentieri@scana.com>, "'rmahan@scana.com'" <rmahan@scana.com>
As we discussed in the meeting yesterday, I am sending out an inquiry about
the different groups represented in the Safety RCG. If you were not able to
attend yesterday, we would still be interested in your organization.
So that I don't get a bunch of different answers here, it would probably be
good if everybody sent in the same information. If you could fill in the
blanks, I will compile all the information and produce one document that we
can send around before the next meeting.
I thought this would be a good start:
Name of Organization
Type of Safety Activities Involved In (such as swift water rescue, boater
safety education, etc.)
Geographic Area Covered (This could be as simple as Lake Murray vs. LSR, but
if you have specific areas, these would be good to know also, like Columbia
City limits, Lexington County, etc.)
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Number of Personnel (dedicated to safety activities around the lake or LSR)
If there is anything else you think would be beneficial for the group to
know, just add it to the above list.
Please have your response to me by December 8th so that I have time to
compile the information and redistribute before the next meeting.
Thanks for your response!
-------------------------------------------------------------------David K. Anderson, Ph.D.
Recreation/Human Dimensions Specialist
Kleinschmidt Associates
4958 Valleydale Rd., Ste. 250
Birmingham, AL 35242
Ph: 205-981-4547x240
FAX: 205-981-4549
Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com
----- End forwarded message -----
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Kacie Jensen
From:

Aaron Small [arsbhs@bellsouth.net]

Sent:

Tuesday, November 22, 2005 3:35 PM

To:

Dave Anderson

Subject: Re: Safety Organizations and Responsibilities
Dr. Anderson, I am Aaron Small, Vice Commander of Lake Murray Coast Guard Aux.Lake Murray Station. Our
primary mission is boating safety, education and water rescue on Lake Murray and we serve all of S.C. Inland and
Coastal waters on request from USCG Sector Charleston. . We have 48 members and eight equipped Coast
Guard Aux. boats that meet the USCG requirements. My concern is a major accident on Lake Murray that would
involve 50 to 100 people.If that was to happen and Charleston Sector equipment is not on a mission we can get
Helicopters and additional boats. Thanks Aaron Small
----- Original Message ----From: Dave Anderson
To: Alison Guth ; 'arsbhs@bellsouth.net' ; 'cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net' ; Alan Stuart ; 'marshallb@dnr.sc.gov' ;
'bill25@sc.rr.com' ; 'cheetahtrk@yahoo.com' ; 'pricedc@dhec.sc.gov' ; 'dchristie@infoave.net' ;
'eschnepel@sc.rr.com' ; 'kayakduke@bellsouth.net' ; 'gjobsis@americanrivers.org' ; 'meddynamic@aol.com' ;
'kakustafik@columbiasc.net' ; 'Skfox@Bellsouth.net' ; 'Lbarber@sc.rr.com' ; 'Malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu' ;
'miriam@lakemurraycountry.com' ; 'PatrickM@scccl.org' ; 'bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net' ;
'suzrhodes@juno.com' ; 'tboozer@scana.com' ; 'bargentieri@scana.com' ; 'rmahan@scana.com'
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2005 4:56 PM
Subject: Safety Organizations and Responsibilities
As we discussed in the meeting yesterday, I am sending out an inquiry about the different groups represented
in the Safety RCG. If you were not able to attend yesterday, we would still be interested in your organization.
So that I don't get a bunch of different answers here, it would probably be good if everybody sent in the same
information. If you could fill in the blanks, I will compile all the information and produce one document that we
can send around before the next meeting.
I thought this would be a good start:
Name of Organization
Type of Safety Activities Involved In (such as swift water rescue, boater safety education, etc.)
Geographic Area Covered (This could be as simple as Lake Murray vs. LSR, but if you have specific areas,
these would be good to know also, like Columbia City limits, Lexington County, etc.)
Number of Personnel (dedicated to safety activities around the lake or LSR)
If there is anything else you think would be beneficial for the group to know, just add it to the above list.
Please have your response to me by December 8th so that I have time to compile the information and
redistribute before the next meeting.
Thanks for your response!
-------------------------------------------------------------------David K. Anderson, Ph.D.

11/5/2007
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Recreation/Human Dimensions Specialist
Kleinschmidt Associates
4958 Valleydale Rd., Ste. 250
Birmingham, AL 35242
Ph: 205-981-4547x240
FAX: 205-981-4549
Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com
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Kacie Jensen
From:

Lee Barber [lbarber@sc.rr.com]

Sent:

Monday, November 21, 2005 9:59 PM

To:

Dave Anderson

Subject: Re: Safety Organizations and Responsibilities
David
Lee Barber responds. I represent the LMA. I am also a member of the Lake Murray Power Squadron. If for
some reason you do not get a response from the latter please advise but I feel certain you will.
The LMA is an organization representing all homeowners and users of Lake Murray. We have been organized for
nearly 12 years. Safety is one of our issues/concerns and we have a committee dedicated to this subject. A
report is made to our board at each monthly meeting as it is a standing agenda item. We are interested in safety
education and laws. We were quite instrumental in the enactment of "Drew's Law". Working with DNR we have
sponsored Ladies Day on the Lake for several years This is a hands on boating course that has been especially
successful. For a couple of years we also brokered a county fair safety program at the dam that was not well
attented and thus interest was lost. Several years ago a number of agencies and activities involved or interested
in Lake Safety met on a monthly basis to exchange information. For various reasons this activity ceased to
function. As you probably are aware I want to see this reactivated. I have been involved in the LMA for about 10
years. For the first five I chaired a very active safety commitee. I have a 50 ton master's USCG Captain license
for 200 miles off shore and have owned boats for 55 years. I have a personal and keen interest in safe boating. I
see boating as a wonderful recreation but one that has great potential for disaster in the hands of the wrong
persons.
I am thus most appreciative that SCE&G has agreed to make this a subject for relicensing.

----- Original Message ----From: Dave Anderson
To: Alison Guth ; 'arsbhs@bellsouth.net' ; 'cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net' ; Alan Stuart ; 'marshallb@dnr.sc.gov' ;
'bill25@sc.rr.com' ; 'cheetahtrk@yahoo.com' ; 'pricedc@dhec.sc.gov' ; 'dchristie@infoave.net' ;
'eschnepel@sc.rr.com' ; 'kayakduke@bellsouth.net' ; 'gjobsis@americanrivers.org' ; 'meddynamic@aol.com' ;
'kakustafik@columbiasc.net' ; 'Skfox@Bellsouth.net' ; 'Lbarber@sc.rr.com' ; 'Malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu' ;
'miriam@lakemurraycountry.com' ; 'PatrickM@scccl.org' ; 'bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net' ;
'suzrhodes@juno.com' ; 'tboozer@scana.com' ; 'bargentieri@scana.com' ; 'rmahan@scana.com'
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2005 4:56 PM
Subject: Safety Organizations and Responsibilities
As we discussed in the meeting yesterday, I am sending out an inquiry about the different groups represented
in the Safety RCG. If you were not able to attend yesterday, we would still be interested in your organization.
So that I don't get a bunch of different answers here, it would probably be good if everybody sent in the same
information. If you could fill in the blanks, I will compile all the information and produce one document that we
can send around before the next meeting.
I thought this would be a good start:
Name of Organization
Type of Safety Activities Involved In (such as swift water rescue, boater safety education, etc.)
Geographic Area Covered (This could be as simple as Lake Murray vs. LSR, but if you have specific areas,
these would be good to know also, like Columbia City limits, Lexington County, etc.)
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Number of Personnel (dedicated to safety activities around the lake or LSR)
If there is anything else you think would be beneficial for the group to know, just add it to the above list.
Please have your response to me by December 8th so that I have time to compile the information and
redistribute before the next meeting.
Thanks for your response!
-------------------------------------------------------------------David K. Anderson, Ph.D.
Recreation/Human Dimensions Specialist
Kleinschmidt Associates
4958 Valleydale Rd., Ste. 250
Birmingham, AL 35242
Ph: 205-981-4547x240
FAX: 205-981-4549
Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com
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Kacie Jensen
From:

MedDynamic@aol.com

Sent:

Friday, November 18, 2005 10:37 AM

To:

Dave Anderson

Subject: Re: Safety Organizations and Responsibilities

Hello Dave:
I am Jerry Wise and serve in several capacities and will list them below.
Name of Organization

US Power Squadron. Safety Officer
Hollow Creek Fire Department: Rescue 2 and EMS First Response
Lex. Cty. EMS: CPR training and EMS part time. Work with them on Lake safety.
Type of Safety Activities Involved In (such as swift water rescue, boater safety education, etc.)

Boater Safety, CPR Training, Rescue, EMS First Response
Geographic Area Covered

For the Power Squadron, Lake Murray Squadron
For EMS and Fire Rescue Lexington County
Number of Personnel (dedicated to safety activities around the lake or LSR)

Power Squadron - 3, Fire Rescue at Hollow Creek - 24, EMS-100+
Thank you, Jerry Wise
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Kacie Jensen
From:

Axson, William [cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net]

Sent:

Friday, November 18, 2005 8:54 AM

To:

Dave Anderson

Subject: RE: Safety Organizations and Responsibilities

Subject: Safety Organizations and Responsibilities
Name of Organization Columbia Fire department
Type of Safety Activities Involved In Swiftwater rescue

Geographic Area Covered City of Columbia City Limits & Within Richland County- Outside richland
County when called
Number of Personnel 36-40
If there is anything else you think would be beneficial for the group to know, just add it to the above list.
Please have your response to me by December 8th so that I have time to compile the information and
redistribute before the next meeting.
Thanks for your response!
-------------------------------------------------------------------David K. Anderson, Ph.D.
Recreation/Human Dimensions Specialist
Kleinschmidt Associates
4958 Valleydale Rd., Ste. 250
Birmingham, AL 35242
Ph: 205-981-4547x240
FAX: 205-981-4549
Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com
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Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dave Anderson
Thursday, November 17, 2005 4:56 PM
Alison Guth; 'arsbhs@bellsouth.net'; 'cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net'; Alan Stuart;
'marshallb@dnr.sc.gov'; 'bill25@sc.rr.com'; 'cheetahtrk@yahoo.com'; 'pricedc@dhec.sc.gov';
'dchristie@infoave.net'; 'eschnepel@sc.rr.com'; 'kayakduke@bellsouth.net';
'gjobsis@americanrivers.org'; 'meddynamic@aol.com'; 'kakustafik@columbiasc.net';
'Skfox@Bellsouth.net'; 'Lbarber@sc.rr.com'; 'Malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu';
'miriam@lakemurraycountry.com'; 'PatrickM@scccl.org'; 'bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net';
'suzrhodes@juno.com'; 'tboozer@scana.com'; BARGENTIERI@scana.com;
RMAHAN@scana.com
Safety Organizations and Responsibilities

As we discussed in the meeting yesterday, I am sending out an inquiry about the different groups represented in the Safety
RCG. If you were not able to attend yesterday, we would still be interested in your organization.
So that I don't get a bunch of different answers here, it would probably be good if everybody sent in the same information.
If you could fill in the blanks, I will compile all the information and produce one document that we can send around before
the next meeting.
I thought this would be a good start:
Name of Organization
Type of Safety Activities Involved In (such as swift water rescue, boater safety education, etc.)
Geographic Area Covered (This could be as simple as Lake Murray vs. LSR, but if you have specific areas, these would
be good to know also, like Columbia City limits, Lexington County, etc.)
Number of Personnel (dedicated to safety activities around the lake or LSR)
If there is anything else you think would be beneficial for the group to know, just add it to the above list.
Please have your response to me by December 8th so that I have time to compile the information and redistribute before
the next meeting.
Thanks for your response!
-------------------------------------------------------------------David K. Anderson, Ph.D.
Recreation/Human Dimensions Specialist
Kleinschmidt Associates
4958 Valleydale Rd., Ste. 250
Birmingham, AL 35242
Ph: 205-981-4547x240
FAX: 205-981-4549
Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com
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Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Alison Guth
Monday, November 14, 2005 4:18 PM
'arsbhs@bellsouth.net'; 'cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net'; Alan Stuart; 'marshallb@dnr.sc.gov';
'bill25@sc.rr.com'; 'cheetahtrk@yahoo.com'; Dave Anderson; 'pricedc@dhec.sc.gov';
'dchristie@infoave.net'; 'eschnepel@sc.rr.com'; 'kayakduke@bellsouth.net';
'gjobsis@americanrivers.org'; 'meddynamic@aol.com'; 'kakustafik@columbiasc.net';
'Skfox@Bellsouth.net'; 'Lbarber@sc.rr.com'; 'Malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu';
'miriam@lakemurraycountry.com'; 'PatrickM@scccl.org'; 'bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net';
'suzrhodes@juno.com'; 'tboozer@scana.com'; 'bargentieri@scana.com';
'rmahan@scana.com'
Safety Agenda & RSVP

Good Afternoon All:
Attached to this email is the agenda for the Safety Resource Conservation Group. If you know that you will not be able to
attend Wednesday's meeting, please let me know by tomorrow morning, if at all possible. This will allow me enough time
to make any adjustments with the catering service. Thanks so much, and hope to see you all there.
Sincerely,
Alison

Safety RCG
Agenda.pdf (86 KB)

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator

Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive
Suite 21A
West Columbia, SC 29170
P: (803) 822-3177
F: (803) 822-3183
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
November 16, 2005
9:30 AM
Lake Murray Training Center

9:35 to 9:45

Introduction
SCE&G and KA Staff
Resource Agency Representatives
NGO Representatives
Individuals

9:45 to 10:00

Purpose of Resource Groups

10:00 to 11:00

Presentation  Saluda Hydro Operations  Lee Xanthakos
SCANA Services

11:00 to 11:45

Develop Safety RCG Mission Statement

11:45 to 12:45

Lunch

1:00 to 2:00

Discuss Safety RCG procedures

2:00 to 2:30

Develop List of Homework Assignments

2:30 to 2:45

Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting

2:45 to 3:00

Set Next Meeting Date
Adjourn

Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dave Anderson
Monday, November 27, 2006 3:35 PM
Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill
Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson;
David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers);
Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy
Downs; Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov);
Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson;
Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Roger Hovis ; Skeet Mills ; Steve Bell; Suzanne
Rhodes; Tom Eppink
10-24-2006 Final Safety RCG Meeting Notes

Here are the final meeting notes from our October 24th meeting.
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MEETING NOTES
SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY
SALUDA HYDRO PROJECT RELICENSING
SAFETY RESOURCE CONSERVATION GROUP
LAKE MURRAY TRAINING CENTER
October 24, 2006

final dka 11-27-06

ATTENDEES:
Name
Alison Guth
Bill Argentieri
Tom Eppink
David Hancock
Ed Schnepel
Tony Bebber
Lee Barber
George Duke
Bret Hoffman
Bill Marshall
Patrick Moore

Organization
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCE&G
SCANA Services, Inc.
SCE&G
LMA
SCPRT
LMA
LMHOC
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCDNR, LSSRAC
SCCCL, Am. Rivers

Name
Dave Anderson
Alan Stuart
Tommy Boozer
Steve Bell
Kenneth Fox
Joy Downs
Richard Mikell
Malcolm Leaphart
Bill Mathias
Charlene Coleman
Mike Waddell

Organization
Kleinschmidt Associates
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCE&G
Lake Watch
LMA
LMA
Adventure Carolina
TU
LMA & LMPS
American Whitewater
TU

HOMEWORK ITEMS:
Steve Bellcontact Winward Point Yacht Club and discuss whether or not there are any
areas in which power lines pose a problem
Tom Eppinkresearch laws regarding non-traditional vehicles
Dave Andersonobtain redacted accident data from DNR
Tom Eppinkresearch specifics of shoal marker law
PARKING LOT ITEMS:
None
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

March 20, 2007 (tentative) at 9:30 a.m.
Located at the Lake Murray Training Center
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MEETING NOTES:
These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.
Dave Anderson opened the meeting and welcomed the group. In reviewing a few of the past Action
Items, Dave noted that he has issued the Final Study Plan for the Recreational Flow Assessment.
He explained that this study will include both land and water based reconnaissance of the river and
will include the placement of water level data loggers that will record water level changes in the
river over a period of time. The group posed no questions on this document and moved to the next
item on the agenda.
Location of Additional Sirens on LSR
Dave noted that the next topic of discussion was regarding the location of additional warning sirens
on the lower Saluda River (LSR). The group examined a map of the LSR and Dave encouraged the
group to indicate areas on the map where they felt additional warning sirens were most needed.
Dave pointed out that Trout Unlimited has already provided dot locations where they believe sirens
are most necessary. Bill Marshall noted that the section of the river near the tailrace was probably
the section of river that needed the best warning system, as it has the most rapid rate of change.
Dave replied that the level loggers will provide much needed information on this issue. Dave also
noted that Corley Island appeared to be a high use area. He then asked the group if there were any
needs for sirens in the stretch of river down to Gardendale. Malcolm Leaphart noted that it would
probably not be necessary as it is flat water. Patrick Moore commented that we should begin by
warning the whole river of the danger of the rising water and then exclude places where adequate
warning exists instead of looking for just a few high use places.
The group also discussed alternate warning systems. Leaphart suggested that strobe lights be used
at certain sections of the river. Dave also noted that SCE&G is currently testing a phone call/email
warning system as well. Bill Argentieri further pointed out that the purpose of the phone warning
system is not to replace the sirens, but to add to the available information. Bill M. noted that he had
received feedback on the call-down program and it was suggested that there be amount of discharge
information with the message. Argentieri noted that they had discussed this, however there were
legal issues involved with providing this information. Patrick Moore asked if the system could be
configured in such a way that the sirens only functioned during the daylight hours and strobe lights
functioned at night.
The group continued to discuss different methods of warning systems. Malcolm Leaphart
questioned the warning systems not being triggered until there is a two-inch rise in the water level
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registered a short ways upstream, instead of being triggered when water is released at the dam. In
some cases, such as a full release from all five turbines, the time from when the two-inch rise is
measured until it reaches the warning area could be too short for safe exit. There was a concern
about the length of time before rising waters would reach the lower areas, but he noted that
allowances for each of the warning areas could be calculated at different flows to factor them in so
that the warning is not so long in duration that people would ignore it. Malcolm also suggested that
the maximum amount of time possible be given for warnings, but for the sake of consistency, a 30
minute sounding before an area is affected could be implemented - except of course for the upper
areas where the time would be less. A possibility would be to use different colored lights. For
example, orange or yellow flashing lights could mean that water has been released (that would raise
the flow at least two inches), and red could mean that the gage registering the two inch increase
upstream of the warning system had been triggered. Bill A. noted that he believed that a complex
multi-tiered warning system would send the wrong message to recreators. He explained that the
idea that they wanted to focus on is when the sirens go off, then the individuals need to exit the
water. Alan Stuart noted that an important component of the Safety RCG would be education on
this issue. The group agreed.
Patrick Moore pointed out that while reserve capacity would probably be in the license application,
the Safety RCG would ultimately be called on to make a recommendation on the safety of reserve
capacity operations vs. non-reserve scenarios. He noted that the warning system location exercise
was valuable but was not necessary the safest option in light of all operational possibilities.
Malcolm noted that more information on releases would help determine how to approach the river,
whether to wade or go out by boat. Bill A. reiterated that they were concerned with informing the
individuals that they needed to leave the water due to rising water levels. Bill A. explained that if
they inform the individuals of cfs, and it is originally planned to be only 3000 cfs and SCE&G has
to go up to 18000 cfs for some reason, then they could be distributing misleading information.
Dave explained that the group was discussing two different items, immediately warning individuals
of rising water levels, and providing more information for the more educated river users. The group
was informed that SCE&G is currently working on developing a website that provides their 48-hour
schedule for generation to their best possible knowledge. It was noted that reserve calls could not
be predicted and thus could not be included on a long-range schedule. Many individuals agreed that
the warning system had to be simple enough for the average recreating public to understand;
however, the group was looking at ways of disseminating information to the more educated river
users as well.
The group then began to discuss Saludas operation for reserve and its relation to safety. Lee
Barber asked how much on average the lake level dropped during a reserve call. Bill A. noted that
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it would be less than an inch. Dave asked the group if lake levels affect safety. Malcolm noted that
it would be helpful to know what shoals will be showing at various lake levels.
Communication System Needs
After a short break the group discussed communication system needs. Through an interactive
exercise, the following list was developed:
Lake Levels (Rule Curve)
Generation Schedule
o Lake Level Management/Normal Operations
o Reserve Calls
o Special Releases
o Special Drawdowns
Maintenance
o Minimum Flow
Identification of Shoals at Different Lake Levels
Education About
What to do in an Emergency
How To Get Information
The group discussed this list, and Alan S. noted that he had envisioned many information needs
being answered in a Public Safety Plan. For example, emergency contacts, how the Project
operates, etc. Dave then asked the group where they thought people received most of their
information on the Lake. The group noted various sources, such as the following:
Word of mouth
Signage
Internet
Newspaper
Tourism Department
University South Carolina 101
High Schools
Local Outfitters
Call Down System
Marinas/Parks
Brochures
Billboards
Real Estate Agents
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Conservation Group
The group noted that the safety information that needed priority was the following:
Special releases
Special drawdowns
Reserve calls
HEC-ResSim Model Discussion
The next item on the agenda was a discussion of the operations model. Dave explained that he
attended the presentation on the model earlier in the month and took notes on the items he felt were
important for the committee to note. Dave continued to explain that the committee would need to
decide upon what flows and lake levels were needed during certain times of the year to address
safety issues. Dave then asked the group if 354, 355, and 356 were appropriate lake levels to
examine. Joy Downs noted that the Lake Murray Association has deemed 354 an appropriate lake
level, access wise. She continued to explain that as a whole, with more development stemming into
the backs of coves and such, many individuals would like the standard to be set at 356. However,
Joy D. noted that as an organization, the Lake Murray Association has deemed 354 the most
appropriate for all parties involved. Bill A. pointed out a couple things for the group to consider
when discussing lake levels. First, that the Water Quality RCG was looking at a periodic drawdown
for water quality benefits. Second, that even if SCE&G has a target range of 354 during the year,
there still may be the need to take the lake down to 345 for maintenance on the dam or the towers.
Dave noted that once an appropriate lake level is decided on, the group could then look at shoal
issues at that lake level.
Identified Issues  Power Lines and Amphibious Aircraft
After lunch the group discussed some issues that have been identified in the group, power lines, and
non-traditional vehicles (amphibious aircraft, submarines). Dave noted that the first item they
would discuss was power lines that cross the reservoir. Tommy Boozer gave the group a brief
history on this topic and explained that of the 196 power lines crossing the reservoir, only 78 are
SCE&G owned. He noted that all power lines that do not meet the codes on height are in the
process of being phased out. Steve Bell suggested having the sailing clubs identify areas where
they feel power lines pose a threat. Steve volunteered to discuss this with Winward Point Yacht
Club as a homework item.
The group then moved on to discuss non-traditional vehicles. Tom Eppink noted that once an
airplane touches water it is subject to the authority of the Coast Guard. Bill Mathias noted that it
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was the take-off and landing that raised concerns. Tom E. noted that the only way to resolve this
was to ask the FAA to restrict the airspace. The group also discussed the potential for submarines
in the future. Tom E. noted that he would research non-traditional vehicles and the laws that deal
with them. The group also noted that unforeseen items can be addressed in the Safety Committee
that is ongoing after relicensing.
Dave passed out the issues matrix and asked the group to look at it and let him know if there is
anything else that the group would like to add to it.
Accident Data Collection
The final item on the agenda was to discuss accident data collection. Dave asked the group if there
was any information besides location that the group would like to see DNR collect from an
accident. The group compiled the following list:
Location
Blood alcohol level
Fatalities
What type of vessel
Type of accident
Age
Cause
Time of day
Time of year
Dave noted that he was working on placing the existing information in some type of form.
However, Dave noted that he had problems obtaining the information from DNR, who noted they
could not release personal information. Tom E. noted that he felt confident that they could request
redacted copies. Joy D. added that a Colonel Alvin Taylor could assist Dave in obtaining this
information. Dave explained that this information could provide information on whether there were
patterns to accidents, and what the causes are (shoals, congestion). He continued to explain that
SCE&G could then take this information and use it in lake and land management decisions.
Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date
Before adjourning the meeting, the group discussed the schedule. Dave noted that the group was
waiting on a lot of data to come back. Therefore, it may be better to have the next RCG meeting in
the spring of 2007. The group tentatively chose March 20th as the next meeting date. It was also
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noted that there would be a meeting to discuss the safety program and that Dave would email the
RCG to see who would be interested.
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
October 24, 2006

9:30 AM

Lake Murray Training Center
9:30 to 10:00

Downstream Recreation Flow Assessment Study Plan Questions
(Dave Anderson)

10:00 to 10:30 Location of Additional Sirens on LSR (Dave Anderson)
10:30 to 10:45 BREAK
10:45 to 11:45 Communication System Needs (Dave Anderson)
11:45 to 12:00 HEC-ResSim Model Discussion (Dave Anderson)
12:00 to 1:00

LUNCH

1:00 to 2:00

Identified Issues  Power Lines and Amphibious Aircraft (Dave
Anderson)

2:00 to 2:15

BREAK

2:15 to 2:45

Accident Data Collection (Dave Anderson)

2:45 to 3:00

Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date
Adjourn
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Comments from Charlene Coleman: I'd like to add using the inserts in SCE&G bills as a way to
inform the public as to lake and river dangers, warnings, web site information and what they mean
to the public using the resources. education should be a primary concern and target, just like Drivers
Ed, investments, car buying and voting.
I don't think horns or sirens are the perfect answer to the problem. Both of these warning methods
are much to intrusive for a normally peaceful river. Lights at key areas and a more something less
obnoxious in the more remote areas would be worth investigating.
Markers, signage and a serious public information push would go a long way towards helping the
situtation. I hate to throw water so to speak on everyone's stress but there is a certain amount of
responsibility everyone has to there own safety too. the river or the lake are both oxygen poor
environments and that's just a fact.
Saluda Hydro is not the silver bullet for all power issues for reserve capacity. This Summer after the
lower Zoo siren was installed there was a reserve need, and the siren worked well with the first 2
inches of rise and length of time for each area. Also a less rapid rate of change was used than the
normal, all at once, technique. As a result no rescues were needed, things went off with out any
problems, power was covered and at a time when peak use and system use was at it's highest
demand. the 20 minutes it took to raise the water a little slower at the onset, gave everyone time to
get off the water. I find it hard to believe this technique can't be used more often if not,
exceptionally so in high public use times of the year.
To note also, the recreational flow studies will need to be carefully thought through and a "meeting
of the minds" for "known" levels should be compiled first before we waste any more time on
shuffling issues.
Comments from Tom Eppink: Inserts may be worth exploring, if they can be targeted  we have
more than 600,000 customers, most of who probably dont need to be educated as much as others.
From a legal stand point, SCE&G is interested in doing what is right and reasonable to make the
Lower Saluda safer, understanding, of course, that no body of water can ever be made truly safe.
And just as the river can never be made perfectly safe, SCE&G can never completely escape
liability. No matter what we do, we cannot reach everybody with our message of safety  some will
continue to make uniformed, impaired, or just plain old dumb decisions, and those decisions will
occasionally have dire consequences. Having just been treated to the spectacle of one Lexington
County man shooting his friend over a $20 bet on the USC/Clemson game [Sadly, now national
news:
http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/2006/football/ncaa/11/26/bc.fbc.footballbet.shoo.ap/index.html?cnn
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=yes] I become more and more convinced that there is a limit to what we can do to effectuate safety
and a point beyond which that it is simply pointless to try.
Comments from Charlene Coleman: "you can lead a horse to water...."
All true, and that's a prime example of the shallower end of the local gene pool.
We have to understand those not bright enough, are why RESCUE became a profession and many
have had to reinvent the wheel, mouse trap, napkin and a couple other things to save them from
themselves and not get one of the rescuers killed.
But in the end of the day I can only rest when I know we did what we could.
one day that game will end up in a classroom being played on one of those vibrating football games
from the dark ages....(made you laugh)....and you have to pass an emotional stability test to get the
score afterwards.
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Subject:

Dave Anderson
Monday, November 20, 2006 12:04 PM
Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill
Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson;
David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers);
Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy
Downs; Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov);
Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson;
Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Roger Hovis ; Skeet Mills ; Steve Bell; Suzanne
Rhodes; Tom Eppink
Reminder: 10-24-06 Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes

I have received a few comments on these notes. Although they are scheduled to be finalized on Friday, due to the
holidays, they will not be finalized until next Monday.
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ATTENDEES:
Name
Alison Guth
Bill Argentieri
Tom Eppink
David Hancock
Ed Schnepel
Tony Bebber
Lee Barber
George Duke
Bret Hoffman
Bill Marshall
Patrick Moore

Organization
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCE&G
SCANA Services, Inc.
SCE&G
LMA
SCPRT
LMA
LMHOC
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCDNR, LSSRAC
SCCCL, Am. Rivers

Name
Dave Anderson
Alan Stuart
Tommy Boozer
Steve Bell
Kenneth Fox
Joy Downs
Richard Mikell
Malcolm Leaphart
Bill Mathias
Charlene Coleman
Mike Waddell

Organization
Kleinschmidt Associates
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCE&G
Lake Watch
LMA
LMA
Adventure Carolina
TU
LMA & LMPS
American Whitewater
TU

HOMEWORK ITEMS:
 Steve Bell—contact Winward Point Yacht Club and discuss whether or not there are any
areas in which power lines pose a problem
 Tom Eppink—research laws regarding non-traditional vehicles
 Dave Anderson—obtain redacted accident data from DNR
 Tom Eppink—research specifics of shoal marker law
PARKING LOT ITEMS:
 None
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

March 20, 2007 (tentative) at 9:30 a.m.
Located at the Lake Murray Training Center
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MEETING NOTES:
These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.
Dave Anderson opened the meeting and welcomed the group. In reviewing a few of the past Action
Items, Dave noted that he has issued the Final Study Plan for the Recreational Flow Assessment.
He explained that this study will include both land and water based reconnaissance of the river and
will include the placement of water level data loggers that will record water level changes in the
river over a period of time. The group posed no questions on this document and moved to the next
item on the agenda.
Location of Additional Sirens on LSR
Dave noted that the next topic of discussion was regarding the location of additional warning sirens
on the lower Saluda River (LSR). The group examined a map of the LSR and Dave encouraged the
group to indicate areas on the map where they felt additional warning sirens were most needed.
Dave pointed out that Trout Unlimited has already provided dot locations where they believe sirens
are most necessary. Bill Marshall noted that the section of the river near the tailrace was probably
the section of river that needed the best warning system, as it has the most rapid rate of change.
Dave replied that the level loggers will provide much needed information on this issue. Dave also
noted that Corley Island appeared to be a high use area. He then asked the group if there were any
needs for sirens in the stretch of river down to Gardendale. Malcolm Leaphart noted that it would
probably not be necessary as it is flat water. Patrick Moore commented that we should begin by
warning the whole river of the danger of the rising water and then exclude places where adequate
warning exists instead of looking for just a few high use places.
The group also discussed alternate warning systems. Leaphart suggested that strobe lights be used
at certain sections of the river. Dave also noted that SCE&G is currently testing a phone call/email
warning system as well. Bill Argentieri further pointed out that the purpose of the phone warning
system is not to replace the sirens, but to add to the available information. Bill M. noted that he had
received feedback on the call-down program and it was suggested that there be amount of discharge
information with the message. Argentieri noted that they had discussed this, however there were
legal issues involved with providing this information. Patrick Moore asked if the system could be
configured in such a way that the sirens only functioned during the daylight hours and strobe lights
functioned at night.
The group continued to discuss different methods of warning systems. Malcolm Leaphart
questioned the warning systems not being triggered until there is a two-inch rise in the water level
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registered a short ways upstream, instead of being triggered when water is released at the dam. In
some cases, such as a full release from all five turbines, the time from when the two-inch rise is
measured until it reaches the warning area could be too short for safe exit. There was a concern
about the length of time before rising waters would reach the lower areas, but he noted that
allowances for each of the warning areas could be calculated at different flows to factor them in so
that the warning is not so long in duration that people would ignore it. Malcolm also suggested that
the maximum amount of time possible be given for warnings, but for the sake of consistency, a 30
minute sounding before an area is affected could be implemented - except of course for the upper
areas where the time would be less. A possibility would be to use different colored lights. For
example, orange or yellow flashing lights could mean that water has been released (that would raise
the flow at least two inches), and red could mean that the gage registering the two inch increase
upstream of the warning system had been triggered. Bill A. noted that he believed that a complex
multi-tiered warning system would send the wrong message to recreators. He explained that the
idea that they wanted to focus on is “when the sirens go off, then the individuals need to exit the
water.” Alan Stuart noted that an important component of the Safety RCG would be education on
this issue. The group agreed.
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Patrick Moore pointed out that while reserve capacity would probably be in the license application,
the Safety RCG would ultimately be called on to make a recommendation on the safety of reserve
capacity operations vs. non-reserve scenarios. He noted that the warning system location exercise
was valuable but was not necessary the safest option in light of all operational possibilities.
Malcolm noted that more information on releases would help determine how to approach the river,
whether to wade or go out by boat. Bill A. reiterated that they were concerned with informing the
individuals that they needed to leave the water due to rising water levels. Bill A. explained that if
they inform the individuals of cfs, and it is originally planned to be only 3000 cfs and SCE&G has
to go up to 18000 cfs for some reason, then they could be distributing misleading information.
Dave explained that the group was discussing two different items, immediately warning individuals
of rising water levels, and providing more information for the more educated river users. The group
was informed that SCE&G is currently working on developing a website that provides their 48-hour
schedule for generation to their best possible knowledge. It was noted that reserve calls could not
be predicted and thus could not be included on a long-range schedule. Many individuals agreed that
the warning system had to be simple enough for the average recreating public to understand;
however, the group was looking at ways of disseminating information to the more educated river
users as well.
The group then began to discuss Saluda’s operation for reserve and its relation to safety. Lee
Barber asked how much on average the lake level dropped during a reserve call. Bill A. noted that
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it would be less than an inch. Dave asked the group if lake levels affect safety. Malcolm noted that
it would be helpful to know what shoals will be showing at various lake levels.
Communication System Needs
After a short break the group discussed communication system needs. Through an interactive
exercise, the following list was developed:
 Lake Levels (Rule Curve)
 Generation Schedule
o Lake Level Management/Normal Operations
o Reserve Calls
o Special Releases
o Special Drawdowns
 Maintenance
o Minimum Flow
 Identification of Shoals at Different Lake Levels
 Education About
 What to do in an Emergency
 How To Get Information
The group discussed this list, and Alan S. noted that he had envisioned many information needs
being answered in a Public Safety Plan. For example, emergency contacts, how the Project
operates, etc. Dave then asked the group where they thought people received most of their
information on the Lake. The group noted various sources, such as the following:














Word of mouth
Signage
Internet
Newspaper
Tourism Department
University South Carolina 101
High Schools
Local Outfitters
Call Down System
Marinas/Parks
Brochures
Billboards
Real Estate Agents
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 Conservation Group
The group noted that the safety information that needed priority was the following:
 Special releases
 Special drawdowns
 Reserve calls
HEC-ResSim Model Discussion
The next item on the agenda was a discussion of the operations model. Dave explained that he
attended the presentation on the model earlier in the month and took notes on the items he felt were
important for the committee to note. Dave continued to explain that the committee would need to
decide upon what flows and lake levels were needed during certain times of the year to address
safety issues. Dave then asked the group if 354’, 355’, and 356’ were appropriate lake levels to
examine. Joy Downs noted that the Lake Murray Association has deemed 354’ an appropriate lake
level, access wise. She continued to explain that as a whole, with more development stemming into
the backs of coves and such, many individuals would like the standard to be set at 356’. However,
Joy D. noted that as an organization, the Lake Murray Association has deemed 354’ the most
appropriate for all parties involved. Bill A. pointed out a couple things for the group to consider
when discussing lake levels. First, that the Water Quality RCG was looking at a periodic drawdown
for water quality benefits. Second, that even if SCE&G has a target range of 354’ during the year,
there still may be the need to take the lake down to 345’ for maintenance on the dam or the towers.
Dave noted that once an appropriate lake level is decided on, the group could then look at shoal
issues at that lake level.
Identified Issues – Power Lines and Amphibious Aircraft
After lunch the group discussed some issues that have been identified in the group, power lines, and
non-traditional vehicles (amphibious aircraft, submarines). Dave noted that the first item they
would discuss was power lines that cross the reservoir. Tommy Boozer gave the group a brief
history on this topic and explained that of the 196 power lines crossing the reservoir, only 78 are
SCE&G owned. He noted that all power lines that do not meet the codes on height are in the
process of being phased out. Steve Bell suggested having the sailing clubs identify areas where
they feel power lines pose a threat. Steve volunteered to discuss this with Winward Point Yacht
Club as a homework item.
The group then moved on to discuss non-traditional vehicles. Tom Eppink noted that once an
airplane touches water it is subject to the authority of the Coast Guard. Bill Mathias noted that it
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was the take-off and landing that raised concerns. Tom E. noted that the only way to resolve this
was to ask the FAA to restrict the airspace. The group also discussed the potential for submarines
in the future. Tom E. noted that he would research non-traditional vehicles and the laws that deal
with them. The group also noted that unforeseen items can be addressed in the Safety Committee
that is ongoing after relicensing.
Dave passed out the issues matrix and asked the group to look at it and let him know if there is
anything else that the group would like to add to it.
Accident Data Collection
The final item on the agenda was to discuss accident data collection. Dave asked the group if there
was any information besides location that the group would like to see DNR collect from an
accident. The group compiled the following list:










Location
Blood alcohol level
Fatalities
What type of vessel
Type of accident
Age
Cause
Time of day
Time of year

Dave noted that he was working on placing the existing information in some type of form.
However, Dave noted that he had problems obtaining the information from DNR, who noted they
could not release personal information. Tom E. noted that he felt confident that they could request
redacted copies. Joy D. added that a Colonel Alvin Taylor could assist Dave in obtaining this
information. Dave explained that this information could provide information on whether there were
patterns to accidents, and what the causes are (shoals, congestion). He continued to explain that
SCE&G could then take this information and use it in lake and land management decisions.
Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date
Before adjourning the meeting, the group discussed the schedule. Dave noted that the group was
waiting on a lot of data to come back. Therefore, it may be better to have the next RCG meeting in
the spring of 2007. The group tentatively chose March 20th as the next meeting date. It was also
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noted that there would be a meeting to discuss the safety program and that Dave would email the
RCG to see who would be interested.
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
October 24, 2006

9:30 AM
Lake Murray Training Center
 9:30 to 10:00

Downstream Recreation Flow Assessment Study Plan Questions
(Dave Anderson)

 10:00 to 10:30 Location of Additional Sirens on LSR (Dave Anderson)
 10:30 to 10:45 BREAK
 10:45 to 11:45 Communication System Needs (Dave Anderson)
 11:45 to 12:00 HEC-ResSim Model Discussion (Dave Anderson)
 12:00 to 1:00

LUNCH

 1:00 to 2:00

Identified Issues – Power Lines and Amphibious Aircraft (Dave
Anderson)

 2:00 to 2:15

BREAK

 2:15 to 2:45

Accident Data Collection (Dave Anderson)

 2:45 to 3:00

Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date
Adjourn
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Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Malcolm Leaphart [malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu]
Tuesday, November 14, 2006 2:55 PM
Dave Anderson
Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill;
BARGENTIERI@scana.com; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman;
Dave Anderson; David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis
(American Rivers); Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Joel Huggins; John and
Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox;
turnerle@dhec.sc.gov; Lee Barber; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson;
Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; RMAHAN@scana.com; Roger Hovis; Skeet Mills; Steve Bell;
Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Eppink
Re: 10-24-2006 Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes

Dave, Additional comments to be added, under the section titled "Location of
Additional Sirens on LSR". I remember the discussion and main points, but not
every word. The following will hopefully provide a clear summary of what I
intended. Thanks...
Malcolm Leaphart questioned the warning systems not being triggered until there
is a two inch rise in the water level registered a short ways upstream, instead
of being triggered when water is released at the dam. In some cases, such as a
full release from all five turbines, the time from when the two inch rise is
measured until it reaches the warning area could be too short for safe exit.
There was a concern about the length of time before rising waters would reach
the lower areas, but he noted that allowances for each of the warning areas
could be calculated at different flows to factor them in so that the warning is
not so long in duration that people would ignore it. Malcolm also suggested
that the maximum amount of time possible be given for warnings, but for for the
sake of consistency, a 30 minute sounding before an area is affected could be
implemented - except of course for the upper areas where the time would be
less. A possibility would be to use different colored lights. For example,
orange or yellow flashing lights could mean that water has been released (that
would raise the flow at least two inches), and red could mean that the gage
registering the two inch increase upstream of the warning system had been
triggered.
Quoting Dave Anderson <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com>:
> Here are the draft meeting notes from our October 24th Safety RCG
> meeting. Please have any comments/changes back to me by November
> 24th.
>
> <<2006-10-24 Meeting Notes - Safety (DRAFT).doc>>
>

1

Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dave Anderson
Friday, November 10, 2006 11:44 AM
Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill
Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson;
David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers);
Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy
Downs; Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov);
Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson;
Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Roger Hovis ; Skeet Mills ; Steve Bell; Suzanne
Rhodes; Tom Eppink
10-24-2006 Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes

Here are the draft meeting notes from our October 24th Safety RCG meeting. Please have any comments/changes back
to me by November 24th.

2006-10-24
Meeting Notes - Saf...

1
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SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY
SALUDA HYDRO PROJECT RELICENSING
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LAKE MURRAY TRAINING CENTER
October 24, 2006
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ATTENDEES:
Name
Alison Guth
Bill Argentieri
Tom Eppink
David Hancock
Ed Schnepel
Tony Bebber
Lee Barber
George Duke
Bret Hoffman
Bill Marshall
Patrick Moore

Organization
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCE&G
SCANA Services, Inc.
SCE&G
LMA
SCPRT
LMA
LMHOC
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCDNR, LSSRAC
SCCCL, Am. Rivers

Name
Dave Anderson
Alan Stuart
Tommy Boozer
Steve Bell
Kenneth Fox
Joy Downs
Richard Mikell
Malcolm Leaphart
Bill Mathias
Charlene Coleman
Mike Waddell

Organization
Kleinschmidt Associates
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCE&G
Lake Watch
LMA
LMA
Adventure Carolina
TU
LMA & LMPS
American Whitewater
TU

HOMEWORK ITEMS:
 Steve Bell—contact Winward Point Yacht Club and discuss whether or not there are any
areas in which power lines pose a problem
 Tom Eppink—research laws regarding non-traditional vehicles
 Dave Anderson—obtain redacted accident data from DNR
 Tom Eppink—research specifics of shoal marker law
PARKING LOT ITEMS:
 None
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

March 20, 2007 (tentative) at 9:30 a.m.
Located at the Lake Murray Training Center
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MEETING NOTES:
These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.
Dave Anderson opened the meeting and welcomed the group. In reviewing a few of the past Action
Items, Dave noted that he has issued the Final Study Plan for the Recreational Flow Assessment.
He explained that this study will include both land and water based reconnaissance of the river and
will include the placement of water level data loggers that will record water level changes in the
river over a period of time. The group posed no questions on this document and moved to the next
item on the agenda.
Location of Additional Sirens on LSR
Dave noted that the next topic of discussion was regarding the location of additional warning sirens
on the lower Saluda River (LSR). The group examined a map of the LSR and Dave encouraged the
group to indicate areas on the map where they felt additional warning sirens were most needed.
Dave pointed out that Trout Unlimited has already provided dot locations where they believe sirens
are most necessary. Bill Marshall noted that the section of the river near the tailrace was probably
the section of river that needed the best warning system, as it has the most rapid rate of change.
Dave replied that the level loggers will provide much needed information on this issue. Dave also
noted that Corley Island appeared to be a high use area. He then asked the group if there were any
needs for sirens in the stretch of river down to Gardendale. Malcolm Leaphart noted that it would
probably not be necessary as it is flat water.
The group also discussed alternate warning systems. Leaphart suggested that strobe lights be used
at certain sections of the river. Dave also noted that SCE&G is currently testing a phone call/email
warning system as well. Bill Argentieri further pointed out that the purpose of the phone warning
system is not to replace the sirens, but to add to the available information. Bill M. noted that he had
received feedback on the call-down program and it was suggested that there be amount of discharge
information with the message. Argentieri noted that they had discussed this, however there were
legal issues involved with providing this information. Patrick Moore asked if the system could be
configured in such a way that the sirens only functioned during the daylight hours and strobe lights
functioned at night.
The group continued to discuss different methods of warning systems. There was extensive
discussion on a multi-tiered type warning system. Bill A. noted that he believed that a complex
multi-tiered warning system would send the wrong message to recreators. He explained that the
idea that they wanted to focus on is “when the sirens go off, then the individuals need to exit the
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water.” Alan Stuart noted that an important component of the Safety RCG would be education on
this issue. The group agreed.
Malcolm noted that more information on releases would help determine how to approach the river,
whether to wade or go out by boat. Bill A. reiterated that they were concerned with informing the
individuals that they needed to leave the water due to rising water levels. Bill A. explained that if
they inform the individuals of cfs, and it is originally planned to be only 3000 cfs and SCE&G has
to go up to 18000 cfs for some reason, then they could be distributing misleading information.
Dave explained that the group was discussing two different items, immediately warning individuals
of rising water levels, and providing more information for the more educated river users. The group
was informed that SCE&G is currently working on developing a website that provides their 48-hour
schedule for generation to their best possible knowledge. It was noted that reserve calls could not
be predicted and thus could not be included on a long-range schedule. Many individuals agreed that
the warning system had to be simple enough for the average recreating public to understand;
however, the group was looking at ways of disseminating information to the more educated river
users as well.
The group then began to discuss Saluda’s operation for reserve and its relation to safety. Lee
Barber asked how much on average the lake level dropped during a reserve call. Bill A. noted that
it would be less than an inch. Dave asked the group if lake levels affect safety. Malcolm noted that
it would be helpful to know what shoals will be showing at various lake levels.
Communication System Needs
After a short break the group discussed communication system needs. Through an interactive
exercise, the following list was developed:
 Lake Levels (Rule Curve)
 Generation Schedule
o Lake Level Management/Normal Operations
o Reserve Calls
o Special Releases
o Special Drawdowns
 Maintenance
o Minimum Flow
 Identification of Shoals at Different Lake Levels
 Education About
 What to do in an Emergency
 How To Get Information
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The group discussed this list, and Alan S. noted that he had envisioned many information needs
being answered in a Public Safety Plan. For example, emergency contacts, how the Project
operates, etc. Dave then asked the group where they thought people received most of their
information on the Lake. The group noted various sources, such as the following:















Word of mouth
Signage
Internet
Newspaper
Tourism Department
University South Carolina 101
High Schools
Local Outfitters
Call Down System
Marinas/Parks
Brochures
Billboards
Real Estate Agents
Conservation Group

The group noted that the safety information that needed priority was the following:
 Special releases
 Special drawdowns
 Reserve calls
HEC-ResSim Model Discussion
The next item on the agenda was a discussion of the operations model. Dave explained that he
attended the presentation on the model earlier in the month and took notes on the items he felt were
important for the committee to note. Dave continued to explain that the committee would need to
decide upon what flows and lake levels were needed during certain times of the year to address
safety issues. Dave then asked the group if 354’, 355’, and 356’ were appropriate lake levels to
examine. Joy Downs noted that the Lake Murray Association has deemed 354’ an appropriate lake
level, access wise. She continued to explain that as a whole, with more development stemming into
the backs of coves and such, many individuals would like the standard to be set at 356’. However,
Joy D. noted that as an organization, the Lake Murray Association has deemed 354’ the most
appropriate for all parties involved. Bill A. pointed out a couple things for the group to consider
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when discussing lake levels. First, that the Water Quality RCG was looking at a periodic drawdown
for water quality benefits. Second, that even if SCE&G has a target range of 354’ during the year,
there still may be the need to take the lake down to 345’ for maintenance on the dam or the towers.
Dave noted that once an appropriate lake level is decided on, the group could then look at shoal
issues at that lake level.
Identified Issues – Power Lines and Amphibious Aircraft
After lunch the group discussed some issues that have been identified in the group, power lines, and
non-traditional vehicles (amphibious aircraft, submarines). Dave noted that the first item they
would discuss was power lines that cross the reservoir. Tommy Boozer gave the group a brief
history on this topic and explained that of the 196 power lines crossing the reservoir, only 78 are
SCE&G owned. He noted that all power lines that do not meet the codes on height are in the
process of being phased out. Steve Bell suggested having the sailing clubs identify areas where
they feel power lines pose a threat. Steve volunteered to discuss this with Winward Point Yacht
Club as a homework item.
The group then moved on to discuss non-traditional vehicles. Tom Eppink noted that once an
airplane touches water it is subject to the authority of the Coast Guard. Bill Mathias noted that it
was the take-off and landing that raised concerns. Tom E. noted that the only way to resolve this
was to ask the FAA to restrict the airspace. The group also discussed the potential for submarines
in the future. Tom E. noted that he would research non-traditional vehicles and the laws that deal
with them. The group also noted that unforeseen items can be addressed in the Safety Committee
that is ongoing after relicensing.
Dave passed out the issues matrix and asked the group to look at it and let him know if there is
anything else that the group would like to add to it.
Accident Data Collection
The final item on the agenda was to discuss accident data collection. Dave asked the group if there
was any information besides location that the group would like to see DNR collect from an
accident. The group compiled the following list:






Location
Blood alcohol level
Fatalities
What type of vessel
Type of accident
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Age
Cause
Time of day
Time of year

Dave noted that he was working on placing the existing information in some type of form.
However, Dave noted that he had problems obtaining the information from DNR, who noted they
could not release personal information. Tom E. noted that he felt confident that they could request
redacted copies. Joy D. added that a Colonel Alvin Taylor could assist Dave in obtaining this
information. Dave explained that this information could provide information on whether there were
patterns to accidents, and what the causes are (shoals, congestion). He continued to explain that
SCE&G could then take this information and use it in lake and land management decisions.
Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date
Before adjourning the meeting, the group discussed the schedule. Dave noted that the group was
waiting on a lot of data to come back. Therefore, it may be better to have the next RCG meeting in
the spring of 2007. The group tentatively chose March 20th as the next meeting date. It was also
noted that there would be a meeting to discuss the safety program and that Dave would email the
RCG to see who would be interested.
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
October 24, 2006

9:30 AM
Lake Murray Training Center
 9:30 to 10:00

Downstream Recreation Flow Assessment Study Plan Questions
(Dave Anderson)

 10:00 to 10:30 Location of Additional Sirens on LSR (Dave Anderson)
 10:30 to 10:45 BREAK
 10:45 to 11:45 Communication System Needs (Dave Anderson)
 11:45 to 12:00 HEC-ResSim Model Discussion (Dave Anderson)
 12:00 to 1:00

LUNCH

 1:00 to 2:00

Identified Issues – Power Lines and Amphibious Aircraft (Dave
Anderson)

 2:00 to 2:15

BREAK

 2:15 to 2:45

Accident Data Collection (Dave Anderson)

 2:45 to 3:00

Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date
Adjourn
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Kacie Jensen
From:

Patrick Moore [PatrickM@scccl.org]

Sent:

Friday, November 10, 2006 11:55 AM

To:

Dave Anderson

Subject: RE: 10-24-2006 Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
Dave,
Changes included.
The minutes are a poor reflection of what people actually say.

Patrick
-----Original Message----From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Friday, November 10, 2006 11:44 AM
To: Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill
Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson; David Price; Dick Christie;
Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim
Devereaux; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth
Fox; turnerle@dhec.sc.gov; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm
Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Roger Hovis ; Skeet Mills ; Steve Bell; Suzanne
Rhodes; Tom Eppink
Subject: 10-24-2006 Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes

Here are the draft meeting notes from our October 24th Safety RCG meeting. Please have any
comments/changes back to me by November 24th.
<<2006-10-24 Meeting Notes - Safety (DRAFT).doc>>

10/31/2007
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SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY
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ATTENDEES:
Name
Alison Guth
Bill Argentieri
Tom Eppink
David Hancock
Ed Schnepel
Tony Bebber
Lee Barber
George Duke
Bret Hoffman
Bill Marshall
Patrick Moore

Organization
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCE&G
SCANA Services, Inc.
SCE&G
LMA
SCPRT
LMA
LMHOC
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCDNR, LSSRAC
SCCCL, Am. Rivers

Name
Dave Anderson
Alan Stuart
Tommy Boozer
Steve Bell
Kenneth Fox
Joy Downs
Richard Mikell
Malcolm Leaphart
Bill Mathias
Charlene Coleman
Mike Waddell

Organization
Kleinschmidt Associates
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCE&G
Lake Watch
LMA
LMA
Adventure Carolina
TU
LMA & LMPS
American Whitewater
TU

HOMEWORK ITEMS:
 Steve Bell—contact Winward Point Yacht Club and discuss whether or not there are any
areas in which power lines pose a problem
 Tom Eppink—research laws regarding non-traditional vehicles
 Dave Anderson—obtain redacted accident data from DNR
 Tom Eppink—research specifics of shoal marker law
PARKING LOT ITEMS:
 None
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

March 20, 2007 (tentative) at 9:30 a.m.
Located at the Lake Murray Training Center
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MEETING NOTES:
These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.
Dave Anderson opened the meeting and welcomed the group. In reviewing a few of the past Action
Items, Dave noted that he has issued the Final Study Plan for the Recreational Flow Assessment.
He explained that this study will include both land and water based reconnaissance of the river and
will include the placement of water level data loggers that will record water level changes in the
river over a period of time. The group posed no questions on this document and moved to the next
item on the agenda.
Location of Additional Sirens on LSR
Dave noted that the next topic of discussion was regarding the location of additional warning sirens
on the lower Saluda River (LSR). The group examined a map of the LSR and Dave encouraged the
group to indicate areas on the map where they felt additional warning sirens were most needed.
Dave pointed out that Trout Unlimited has already provided dot locations where they believe sirens
are most necessary. Bill Marshall noted that the section of the river near the tailrace was probably
the section of river that needed the best warning system, as it has the most rapid rate of change.
Dave replied that the level loggers will provide much needed information on this issue. Dave also
noted that Corley Island appeared to be a high use area. He then asked the group if there were any
needs for sirens in the stretch of river down to Gardendale. Malcolm Leaphart noted that it would
probably not be necessary as it is flat water. Patrick Moore commented that we should begin by
warning the whole river of the danger of the rising water and then exclude places where adequate
warning exists instead of looking for just a few high use places.
The group also discussed alternate warning systems. Leaphart suggested that strobe lights be used
at certain sections of the river. Dave also noted that SCE&G is currently testing a phone call/email
warning system as well. Bill Argentieri further pointed out that the purpose of the phone warning
system is not to replace the sirens, but to add to the available information. Bill M. noted that he had
received feedback on the call-down program and it was suggested that there be amount of discharge
information with the message. Argentieri noted that they had discussed this, however there were
legal issues involved with providing this information. Patrick Moore asked if the system could be
configured in such a way that the sirens only functioned during the daylight hours and strobe lights
functioned at night.
The group continued to discuss different methods of warning systems. There was extensive
discussion on a multi-tiered type warning system. Bill A. noted that he believed that a complex
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multi-tiered warning system would send the wrong message to recreators. He explained that the
idea that they wanted to focus on is “when the sirens go off, then the individuals need to exit the
water.” Alan Stuart noted that an important component of the Safety RCG would be education on
this issue. The group agreed.
Patrick Moore pointed out that while reserve capacity would probably be in the license application,
the Safety RCG would ultimately be called on to make a recommendation on the safety of reserve
capacity operations vs. non reserve scenarios. He noted that the warning system location exercise
was valuable but was not necessary the safest option in light of all operational possibilities.
Malcolm noted that more information on releases would help determine how to approach the river,
whether to wade or go out by boat. Bill A. reiterated that they were concerned with informing the
individuals that they needed to leave the water due to rising water levels. Bill A. explained that if
they inform the individuals of cfs, and it is originally planned to be only 3000 cfs and SCE&G has
to go up to 18000 cfs for some reason, then they could be distributing misleading information.
Dave explained that the group was discussing two different items, immediately warning individuals
of rising water levels, and providing more information for the more educated river users. The group
was informed that SCE&G is currently working on developing a website that provides their 48-hour
schedule for generation to their best possible knowledge. It was noted that reserve calls could not
be predicted and thus could not be included on a long-range schedule. Many individuals agreed that
the warning system had to be simple enough for the average recreating public to understand;
however, the group was looking at ways of disseminating information to the more educated river
users as well.
The group then began to discuss Saluda’s operation for reserve and its relation to safety. Lee
Barber asked how much on average the lake level dropped during a reserve call. Bill A. noted that
it would be less than an inch. Dave asked the group if lake levels affect safety. Malcolm noted that
it would be helpful to know what shoals will be showing at various lake levels.
Communication System Needs
After a short break the group discussed communication system needs. Through an interactive
exercise, the following list was developed:
 Lake Levels (Rule Curve)
 Generation Schedule
o Lake Level Management/Normal Operations
o Reserve Calls
o Special Releases
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o Special Drawdowns
 Maintenance
o Minimum Flow
Identification of Shoals at Different Lake Levels
Education About
What to do in an Emergency
How To Get Information

The group discussed this list, and Alan S. noted that he had envisioned many information needs
being answered in a Public Safety Plan. For example, emergency contacts, how the Project
operates, etc. Dave then asked the group where they thought people received most of their
information on the Lake. The group noted various sources, such as the following:















Word of mouth
Signage
Internet
Newspaper
Tourism Department
University South Carolina 101
High Schools
Local Outfitters
Call Down System
Marinas/Parks
Brochures
Billboards
Real Estate Agents
Conservation Group

The group noted that the safety information that needed priority was the following:
 Special releases
 Special drawdowns
 Reserve calls
HEC-ResSim Model Discussion
The next item on the agenda was a discussion of the operations model. Dave explained that he
attended the presentation on the model earlier in the month and took notes on the items he felt were
important for the committee to note. Dave continued to explain that the committee would need to
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decide upon what flows and lake levels were needed during certain times of the year to address
safety issues. Dave then asked the group if 354’, 355’, and 356’ were appropriate lake levels to
examine. Joy Downs noted that the Lake Murray Association has deemed 354’ an appropriate lake
level, access wise. She continued to explain that as a whole, with more development stemming into
the backs of coves and such, many individuals would like the standard to be set at 356’. However,
Joy D. noted that as an organization, the Lake Murray Association has deemed 354’ the most
appropriate for all parties involved. Bill A. pointed out a couple things for the group to consider
when discussing lake levels. First, that the Water Quality RCG was looking at a periodic drawdown
for water quality benefits. Second, that even if SCE&G has a target range of 354’ during the year,
there still may be the need to take the lake down to 345’ for maintenance on the dam or the towers.
Dave noted that once an appropriate lake level is decided on, the group could then look at shoal
issues at that lake level.
Identified Issues – Power Lines and Amphibious Aircraft
After lunch the group discussed some issues that have been identified in the group, power lines, and
non-traditional vehicles (amphibious aircraft, submarines). Dave noted that the first item they
would discuss was power lines that cross the reservoir. Tommy Boozer gave the group a brief
history on this topic and explained that of the 196 power lines crossing the reservoir, only 78 are
SCE&G owned. He noted that all power lines that do not meet the codes on height are in the
process of being phased out. Steve Bell suggested having the sailing clubs identify areas where
they feel power lines pose a threat. Steve volunteered to discuss this with Winward Point Yacht
Club as a homework item.
The group then moved on to discuss non-traditional vehicles. Tom Eppink noted that once an
airplane touches water it is subject to the authority of the Coast Guard. Bill Mathias noted that it
was the take-off and landing that raised concerns. Tom E. noted that the only way to resolve this
was to ask the FAA to restrict the airspace. The group also discussed the potential for submarines
in the future. Tom E. noted that he would research non-traditional vehicles and the laws that deal
with them. The group also noted that unforeseen items can be addressed in the Safety Committee
that is ongoing after relicensing.
Dave passed out the issues matrix and asked the group to look at it and let him know if there is
anything else that the group would like to add to it.
Accident Data Collection
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The final item on the agenda was to discuss accident data collection. Dave asked the group if there
was any information besides location that the group would like to see DNR collect from an
accident. The group compiled the following list:










Location
Blood alcohol level
Fatalities
What type of vessel
Type of accident
Age
Cause
Time of day
Time of year

Dave noted that he was working on placing the existing information in some type of form.
However, Dave noted that he had problems obtaining the information from DNR, who noted they
could not release personal information. Tom E. noted that he felt confident that they could request
redacted copies. Joy D. added that a Colonel Alvin Taylor could assist Dave in obtaining this
information. Dave explained that this information could provide information on whether there were
patterns to accidents, and what the causes are (shoals, congestion). He continued to explain that
SCE&G could then take this information and use it in lake and land management decisions.
Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date
Before adjourning the meeting, the group discussed the schedule. Dave noted that the group was
waiting on a lot of data to come back. Therefore, it may be better to have the next RCG meeting in
the spring of 2007. The group tentatively chose March 20th as the next meeting date. It was also
noted that there would be a meeting to discuss the safety program and that Dave would email the
RCG to see who would be interested.
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
October 24, 2006

9:30 AM
Lake Murray Training Center
 9:30 to 10:00

Downstream Recreation Flow Assessment Study Plan Questions
(Dave Anderson)

 10:00 to 10:30 Location of Additional Sirens on LSR (Dave Anderson)
 10:30 to 10:45 BREAK
 10:45 to 11:45 Communication System Needs (Dave Anderson)
 11:45 to 12:00 HEC-ResSim Model Discussion (Dave Anderson)
 12:00 to 1:00

LUNCH

 1:00 to 2:00

Identified Issues – Power Lines and Amphibious Aircraft (Dave
Anderson)

 2:00 to 2:15

BREAK

 2:15 to 2:45

Accident Data Collection (Dave Anderson)

 2:45 to 3:00

Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date
Adjourn
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ATTENDEES:
Name
Alison Guth
Bill Argentieri
Tom Eppink
David Hancock
Ed Schnepel
Tony Bebber
Lee Barber
George Duke
Bret Hoffman
Bill Marshall
Patrick Moore

Organization
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCE&G
SCANA Services, Inc.
SCE&G
LMA
SCPRT
LMA
LMHOC
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCDNR, LSSRAC
SCCCL, Am. Rivers

Name
Dave Anderson
Alan Stuart
Tommy Boozer
Steve Bell
Kenneth Fox
Joy Downs
Richard Mikell
Malcolm Leaphart
Bill Mathias
Charlene Coleman
Mike Waddell

Organization
Kleinschmidt Associates
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCE&G
Lake Watch
LMA
LMA
Adventure Carolina
TU
LMA & LMPS
American Whitewater
TU

HOMEWORK ITEMS:
 Steve Bell—contact Winward Point Yacht Club and discuss whether or not there are any
areas in which power lines pose a problem
 Tom Eppink—research laws regarding non-traditional vehicles
 Dave Anderson—obtain redacted accident data from DNR
 Tom Eppink—research specifics of shoal marker law
PARKING LOT ITEMS:
 None
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

March 20, 2007 (tentative) at 9:30 a.m.
Located at the Lake Murray Training Center
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MEETING NOTES:
These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.
Dave Anderson opened the meeting and welcomed the group. In reviewing a few of the past Action
Items, Dave noted that he has issued the Final Study Plan for the Recreational Flow Assessment.
He explained that this study will include both land and water based reconnaissance of the river and
will include the placement of water level data loggers that will record water level changes in the
river over a period of time. The group posed no questions on this document and moved to the next
item on the agenda.
Location of Additional Sirens on LSR
Dave noted that the next topic of discussion was regarding the location of additional warning sirens
on the lower Saluda River (LSR). The group examined a map of the LSR and Dave encouraged the
group to indicate areas on the map where they felt additional warning sirens were most needed.
Dave pointed out that Trout Unlimited has already provided dot locations where they believe sirens
are most necessary. Bill Marshall noted that the section of the river near the tailrace was probably
the section of river that needed the best warning system, as it has the most rapid rate of change.
Dave replied that the level loggers will provide much needed information on this issue. Dave also
noted that Corley Island appeared to be a high use area. He then asked the group if there were any
needs for sirens in the stretch of river down to Gardendale. Malcolm Leaphart noted that it would
probably not be necessary as it is flat water.
The group also discussed alternate warning systems. Leaphart suggested that strobe lights be used
at certain sections of the river. Dave also noted that SCE&G is currently testing a phone call/email
warning system as well. Bill Argentieri further pointed out that the purpose of the phone warning
system is not to replace the sirens, but to add to the available information. Bill M. noted that he had
received feedback on the call-down program and it was suggested that there be amount of discharge
information with the message. Argentieri noted that they had discussed this, however there were
legal issues involved with providing this information. Patrick Moore asked if the system could be
configured in such a way that the sirens only functioned during the daylight hours and strobe lights
functioned at night.
The group continued to discuss different methods of warning systems. There was extensive
discussion on a multi-tiered type warning system. Bill A. noted that he believed that a complex
multi-tiered warning system would send the wrong message to recreators. He explained that the
idea that they wanted to focus on is “when the sirens go off, then the individuals need to exit the
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water.” Alan Stuart noted that an important component of the Safety RCG would be education on
this issue. The group agreed.
Malcolm noted that more information on releases would help determine how to approach the river,
whether to wade or go out by boat. Bill A. reiterated that they were concerned with informing the
individuals that they needed to leave the water due to rising water levels. Bill A. explained that if
they inform the individuals of cfs, and it is originally planned to be only 3000 cfs and SCE&G has
to go up to 18000 cfs for some reason, then they could be distributing misleading information.
Dave explained that the group was discussing two different items, immediately warning individuals
of rising water levels, and providing more information for the more educated river users. The group
was informed that SCE&G is currently working on developing a website that provides their 48-hour
schedule for generation to their best possible knowledge. It was noted that reserve calls could not
be predicted and thus could not be included on a long-range schedule. Many individuals agreed that
the warning system had to be simple enough for the average recreating public to understand;
however, the group was looking at ways of disseminating information to the more educated river
users as well.
The group then began to discuss Saluda’s operation for reserve and its relation to safety. Lee
Barber asked how much on average the lake level dropped during a reserve call. Bill A. noted that
it would be less than an inch. Dave asked the group if lake levels affect safety. Malcolm noted that
it would be helpful to know what shoals will be showing at various lake levels.
Communication System Needs
After a short break the group discussed communication system needs. Through an interactive
exercise, the following list was developed:
 Lake Levels (Rule Curve)
 Generation Schedule
o Lake Level Management/Normal Operations
o Reserve Calls
o Special Releases
o Special Drawdowns
 Maintenance
o Minimum Flow
 Identification of Shoals at Different Lake Levels
 Education About
 What to do in an Emergency
 How To Get Information
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The group discussed this list, and Alan S. noted that he had envisioned many information needs
being answered in a Public Safety Plan. For example, emergency contacts, how the Project
operates, etc. Dave then asked the group where they thought people received most of their
information on the Lake. The group noted various sources, such as the following:















Word of mouth
Signage
Internet
Newspaper
Tourism Department
University South Carolina 101
High Schools
Local Outfitters
Call Down System
Marinas/Parks
Brochures
Billboards
Real Estate Agents
Conservation Group

The group noted that the safety information that needed priority was the following:
 Special releases
 Special drawdowns
 Reserve calls
HEC-ResSim Model Discussion
The next item on the agenda was a discussion of the operations model. Dave explained that he
attended the presentation on the model earlier in the month and took notes on the items he felt were
important for the committee to note. Dave continued to explain that the committee would need to
decide upon what flows and lake levels were needed during certain times of the year to address
safety issues. Dave then asked the group if 354’, 355’, and 356’ were appropriate lake levels to
examine. Joy Downs noted that the Lake Murray Association has deemed 354’ an appropriate lake
level, access wise. She continued to explain that as a whole, with more development stemming into
the backs of coves and such, many individuals would like the standard to be set at 356’. However,
Joy D. noted that as an organization, the Lake Murray Association has deemed 354’ the most
appropriate for all parties involved. Bill A. pointed out a couple things for the group to consider
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when discussing lake levels. First, that the Water Quality RCG was looking at a periodic drawdown
for water quality benefits. Second, that even if SCE&G has a target range of 354’ during the year,
there still may be the need to take the lake down to 345’ for maintenance on the dam or the towers.
Dave noted that once an appropriate lake level is decided on, the group could then look at shoal
issues at that lake level.
Identified Issues – Power Lines and Amphibious Aircraft
After lunch the group discussed some issues that have been identified in the group, power lines, and
non-traditional vehicles (amphibious aircraft, submarines). Dave noted that the first item they
would discuss was power lines that cross the reservoir. Tommy Boozer gave the group a brief
history on this topic and explained that of the 196 power lines crossing the reservoir, only 78 are
SCE&G owned. He noted that all power lines that do not meet the codes on height are in the
process of being phased out. Steve Bell suggested having the sailing clubs identify areas where
they feel power lines pose a threat. Steve volunteered to discuss this with Winward Point Yacht
Club as a homework item.
The group then moved on to discuss non-traditional vehicles. Tom Eppink noted that once an
airplane touches water it is subject to the authority of the Coast Guard. Bill Mathias noted that it
was the take-off and landing that raised concerns. Tom E. noted that the only way to resolve this
was to ask the FAA to restrict the airspace. The group also discussed the potential for submarines
in the future. Tom E. noted that he would research non-traditional vehicles and the laws that deal
with them. The group also noted that unforeseen items can be addressed in the Safety Committee
that is ongoing after relicensing.
Dave passed out the issues matrix and asked the group to look at it and let him know if there is
anything else that the group would like to add to it.
Accident Data Collection
The final item on the agenda was to discuss accident data collection. Dave asked the group if there
was any information besides location that the group would like to see DNR collect from an
accident. The group compiled the following list:






Location
Blood alcohol level
Fatalities
What type of vessel
Type of accident
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Age
Cause
Time of day
Time of year

Dave noted that he was working on placing the existing information in some type of form.
However, Dave noted that he had problems obtaining the information from DNR, who noted they
could not release personal information. Tom E. noted that he felt confident that they could request
redacted copies. Joy D. added that a Colonel Alvin Taylor could assist Dave in obtaining this
information. Dave explained that this information could provide information on whether there were
patterns to accidents, and what the causes are (shoals, congestion). He continued to explain that
SCE&G could then take this information and use it in lake and land management decisions.
Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date
Before adjourning the meeting, the group discussed the schedule. Dave noted that the group was
waiting on a lot of data to come back. Therefore, it may be better to have the next RCG meeting in
the spring of 2007. The group tentatively chose March 20th as the next meeting date. It was also
noted that there would be a meeting to discuss the safety program and that Dave would email the
RCG to see who would be interested.
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
October 24, 2006

9:30 AM
Lake Murray Training Center
 9:30 to 10:00

Downstream Recreation Flow Assessment Study Plan Questions
(Dave Anderson)

 10:00 to 10:30 Location of Additional Sirens on LSR (Dave Anderson)
 10:30 to 10:45 BREAK
 10:45 to 11:45 Communication System Needs (Dave Anderson)
 11:45 to 12:00 HEC-ResSim Model Discussion (Dave Anderson)
 12:00 to 1:00

LUNCH

 1:00 to 2:00

Identified Issues – Power Lines and Amphibious Aircraft (Dave
Anderson)

 2:00 to 2:15

BREAK

 2:15 to 2:45

Accident Data Collection (Dave Anderson)

 2:45 to 3:00

Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date
Adjourn
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To:

Alison Guth

Subject: FW: 10-24-2006 Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
Just thought I would piss you off this morning...
-----Original Message----From: Patrick Moore [mailto:PatrickM@scccl.org]
Sent: Friday, November 10, 2006 10:55 AM
To: Dave Anderson
Subject: RE: 10-24-2006 Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
Dave,
Changes included.
The minutes are a poor reflection of what people actually say.

Patrick
-----Original Message----From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Friday, November 10, 2006 11:44 AM
To: Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill
Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson; David Price; Dick Christie;
Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim
Devereaux; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth
Fox; turnerle@dhec.sc.gov; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm
Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Roger Hovis ; Skeet Mills ; Steve Bell; Suzanne
Rhodes; Tom Eppink
Subject: 10-24-2006 Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes

Here are the draft meeting notes from our October 24th Safety RCG meeting. Please have any
comments/changes back to me by November 24th.
<<2006-10-24 Meeting Notes - Safety (DRAFT).doc>>
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ATTENDEES:
Name
Alison Guth
Bill Argentieri
Tom Eppink
David Hancock
Ed Schnepel
Tony Bebber
Lee Barber
George Duke
Bret Hoffman
Bill Marshall
Patrick Moore

Organization
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCE&G
SCANA Services, Inc.
SCE&G
LMA
SCPRT
LMA
LMHOC
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCDNR, LSSRAC
SCCCL, Am. Rivers

Name
Dave Anderson
Alan Stuart
Tommy Boozer
Steve Bell
Kenneth Fox
Joy Downs
Richard Mikell
Malcolm Leaphart
Bill Mathias
Charlene Coleman
Mike Waddell

Organization
Kleinschmidt Associates
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCE&G
Lake Watch
LMA
LMA
Adventure Carolina
TU
LMA & LMPS
American Whitewater
TU

HOMEWORK ITEMS:
 Steve Bell—contact Winward Point Yacht Club and discuss whether or not there are any
areas in which power lines pose a problem
 Tom Eppink—research laws regarding non-traditional vehicles
 Dave Anderson—obtain redacted accident data from DNR
 Tom Eppink—research specifics of shoal marker law
PARKING LOT ITEMS:
 None
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

March 20, 2007 (tentative) at 9:30 a.m.
Located at the Lake Murray Training Center
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MEETING NOTES:
These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.
Dave Anderson opened the meeting and welcomed the group. In reviewing a few of the past Action
Items, Dave noted that he has issued the Final Study Plan for the Recreational Flow Assessment.
He explained that this study will include both land and water based reconnaissance of the river and
will include the placement of water level data loggers that will record water level changes in the
river over a period of time. The group posed no questions on this document and moved to the next
item on the agenda.
Location of Additional Sirens on LSR
Dave noted that the next topic of discussion was regarding the location of additional warning sirens
on the lower Saluda River (LSR). The group examined a map of the LSR and Dave encouraged the
group to indicate areas on the map where they felt additional warning sirens were most needed.
Dave pointed out that Trout Unlimited has already provided dot locations where they believe sirens
are most necessary. Bill Marshall noted that the section of the river near the tailrace was probably
the section of river that needed the best warning system, as it has the most rapid rate of change.
Dave replied that the level loggers will provide much needed information on this issue. Dave also
noted that Corley Island appeared to be a high use area. He then asked the group if there were any
needs for sirens in the stretch of river down to Gardendale. Malcolm Leaphart noted that it would
probably not be necessary as it is flat water. Patrick Moore commented that we should begin by
warning the whole river of the danger of the rising water and then exclude places where adequate
warning exists instead of looking for just a few high use places.
The group also discussed alternate warning systems. Leaphart suggested that strobe lights be used
at certain sections of the river. Dave also noted that SCE&G is currently testing a phone call/email
warning system as well. Bill Argentieri further pointed out that the purpose of the phone warning
system is not to replace the sirens, but to add to the available information. Bill M. noted that he had
received feedback on the call-down program and it was suggested that there be amount of discharge
information with the message. Argentieri noted that they had discussed this, however there were
legal issues involved with providing this information. Patrick Moore asked if the system could be
configured in such a way that the sirens only functioned during the daylight hours and strobe lights
functioned at night.
The group continued to discuss different methods of warning systems. There was extensive
discussion on a multi-tiered type warning system. Bill A. noted that he believed that a complex
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multi-tiered warning system would send the wrong message to recreators. He explained that the
idea that they wanted to focus on is “when the sirens go off, then the individuals need to exit the
water.” Alan Stuart noted that an important component of the Safety RCG would be education on
this issue. The group agreed.
Patrick Moore pointed out that while reserve capacity would probably be in the license application,
the Safety RCG would ultimately be called on to make a recommendation on the safety of reserve
capacity operations vs. non reserve scenarios. He noted that the warning system location exercise
was valuable but was not necessary the safest option in light of all operational possibilities.
Malcolm noted that more information on releases would help determine how to approach the river,
whether to wade or go out by boat. Bill A. reiterated that they were concerned with informing the
individuals that they needed to leave the water due to rising water levels. Bill A. explained that if
they inform the individuals of cfs, and it is originally planned to be only 3000 cfs and SCE&G has
to go up to 18000 cfs for some reason, then they could be distributing misleading information.
Dave explained that the group was discussing two different items, immediately warning individuals
of rising water levels, and providing more information for the more educated river users. The group
was informed that SCE&G is currently working on developing a website that provides their 48-hour
schedule for generation to their best possible knowledge. It was noted that reserve calls could not
be predicted and thus could not be included on a long-range schedule. Many individuals agreed that
the warning system had to be simple enough for the average recreating public to understand;
however, the group was looking at ways of disseminating information to the more educated river
users as well.
The group then began to discuss Saluda’s operation for reserve and its relation to safety. Lee
Barber asked how much on average the lake level dropped during a reserve call. Bill A. noted that
it would be less than an inch. Dave asked the group if lake levels affect safety. Malcolm noted that
it would be helpful to know what shoals will be showing at various lake levels.
Communication System Needs
After a short break the group discussed communication system needs. Through an interactive
exercise, the following list was developed:
 Lake Levels (Rule Curve)
 Generation Schedule
o Lake Level Management/Normal Operations
o Reserve Calls
o Special Releases
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o Special Drawdowns
 Maintenance
o Minimum Flow
Identification of Shoals at Different Lake Levels
Education About
What to do in an Emergency
How To Get Information

The group discussed this list, and Alan S. noted that he had envisioned many information needs
being answered in a Public Safety Plan. For example, emergency contacts, how the Project
operates, etc. Dave then asked the group where they thought people received most of their
information on the Lake. The group noted various sources, such as the following:















Word of mouth
Signage
Internet
Newspaper
Tourism Department
University South Carolina 101
High Schools
Local Outfitters
Call Down System
Marinas/Parks
Brochures
Billboards
Real Estate Agents
Conservation Group

The group noted that the safety information that needed priority was the following:
 Special releases
 Special drawdowns
 Reserve calls
HEC-ResSim Model Discussion
The next item on the agenda was a discussion of the operations model. Dave explained that he
attended the presentation on the model earlier in the month and took notes on the items he felt were
important for the committee to note. Dave continued to explain that the committee would need to
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decide upon what flows and lake levels were needed during certain times of the year to address
safety issues. Dave then asked the group if 354’, 355’, and 356’ were appropriate lake levels to
examine. Joy Downs noted that the Lake Murray Association has deemed 354’ an appropriate lake
level, access wise. She continued to explain that as a whole, with more development stemming into
the backs of coves and such, many individuals would like the standard to be set at 356’. However,
Joy D. noted that as an organization, the Lake Murray Association has deemed 354’ the most
appropriate for all parties involved. Bill A. pointed out a couple things for the group to consider
when discussing lake levels. First, that the Water Quality RCG was looking at a periodic drawdown
for water quality benefits. Second, that even if SCE&G has a target range of 354’ during the year,
there still may be the need to take the lake down to 345’ for maintenance on the dam or the towers.
Dave noted that once an appropriate lake level is decided on, the group could then look at shoal
issues at that lake level.
Identified Issues – Power Lines and Amphibious Aircraft
After lunch the group discussed some issues that have been identified in the group, power lines, and
non-traditional vehicles (amphibious aircraft, submarines). Dave noted that the first item they
would discuss was power lines that cross the reservoir. Tommy Boozer gave the group a brief
history on this topic and explained that of the 196 power lines crossing the reservoir, only 78 are
SCE&G owned. He noted that all power lines that do not meet the codes on height are in the
process of being phased out. Steve Bell suggested having the sailing clubs identify areas where
they feel power lines pose a threat. Steve volunteered to discuss this with Winward Point Yacht
Club as a homework item.
The group then moved on to discuss non-traditional vehicles. Tom Eppink noted that once an
airplane touches water it is subject to the authority of the Coast Guard. Bill Mathias noted that it
was the take-off and landing that raised concerns. Tom E. noted that the only way to resolve this
was to ask the FAA to restrict the airspace. The group also discussed the potential for submarines
in the future. Tom E. noted that he would research non-traditional vehicles and the laws that deal
with them. The group also noted that unforeseen items can be addressed in the Safety Committee
that is ongoing after relicensing.
Dave passed out the issues matrix and asked the group to look at it and let him know if there is
anything else that the group would like to add to it.
Accident Data Collection
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The final item on the agenda was to discuss accident data collection. Dave asked the group if there
was any information besides location that the group would like to see DNR collect from an
accident. The group compiled the following list:










Location
Blood alcohol level
Fatalities
What type of vessel
Type of accident
Age
Cause
Time of day
Time of year

Dave noted that he was working on placing the existing information in some type of form.
However, Dave noted that he had problems obtaining the information from DNR, who noted they
could not release personal information. Tom E. noted that he felt confident that they could request
redacted copies. Joy D. added that a Colonel Alvin Taylor could assist Dave in obtaining this
information. Dave explained that this information could provide information on whether there were
patterns to accidents, and what the causes are (shoals, congestion). He continued to explain that
SCE&G could then take this information and use it in lake and land management decisions.
Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date
Before adjourning the meeting, the group discussed the schedule. Dave noted that the group was
waiting on a lot of data to come back. Therefore, it may be better to have the next RCG meeting in
the spring of 2007. The group tentatively chose March 20th as the next meeting date. It was also
noted that there would be a meeting to discuss the safety program and that Dave would email the
RCG to see who would be interested.
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
October 24, 2006

9:30 AM
Lake Murray Training Center
 9:30 to 10:00

Downstream Recreation Flow Assessment Study Plan Questions
(Dave Anderson)

 10:00 to 10:30 Location of Additional Sirens on LSR (Dave Anderson)
 10:30 to 10:45 BREAK
 10:45 to 11:45 Communication System Needs (Dave Anderson)
 11:45 to 12:00 HEC-ResSim Model Discussion (Dave Anderson)
 12:00 to 1:00

LUNCH

 1:00 to 2:00

Identified Issues – Power Lines and Amphibious Aircraft (Dave
Anderson)

 2:00 to 2:15

BREAK

 2:15 to 2:45

Accident Data Collection (Dave Anderson)

 2:45 to 3:00

Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date
Adjourn
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Cheryl Balitz
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dave Anderson
Monday, November 20, 2006 12:04 PM
Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill
Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson;
David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers);
Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy
Downs; Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov);
Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson;
Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Roger Hovis ; Skeet Mills ; Steve Bell; Suzanne
Rhodes; Tom Eppink
Reminder: 10-24-06 Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes

I have received a few comments on these notes. Although they are scheduled to be finalized on Friday, due to the
holidays, they will not be finalized until next Monday.
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ATTENDEES:
Name
Alison Guth
Bill Argentieri
Tom Eppink
David Hancock
Ed Schnepel
Tony Bebber
Lee Barber
George Duke
Bret Hoffman
Bill Marshall
Patrick Moore

Organization
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCE&G
SCANA Services, Inc.
SCE&G
LMA
SCPRT
LMA
LMHOC
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCDNR, LSSRAC
SCCCL, Am. Rivers

Name
Dave Anderson
Alan Stuart
Tommy Boozer
Steve Bell
Kenneth Fox
Joy Downs
Richard Mikell
Malcolm Leaphart
Bill Mathias
Charlene Coleman
Mike Waddell

Organization
Kleinschmidt Associates
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCE&G
Lake Watch
LMA
LMA
Adventure Carolina
TU
LMA & LMPS
American Whitewater
TU

HOMEWORK ITEMS:
 Steve Bell—contact Winward Point Yacht Club and discuss whether or not there are any
areas in which power lines pose a problem
 Tom Eppink—research laws regarding non-traditional vehicles
 Dave Anderson—obtain redacted accident data from DNR
 Tom Eppink—research specifics of shoal marker law
PARKING LOT ITEMS:
 None
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

March 20, 2007 (tentative) at 9:30 a.m.
Located at the Lake Murray Training Center
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MEETING NOTES:
These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.
Dave Anderson opened the meeting and welcomed the group. In reviewing a few of the past Action
Items, Dave noted that he has issued the Final Study Plan for the Recreational Flow Assessment.
He explained that this study will include both land and water based reconnaissance of the river and
will include the placement of water level data loggers that will record water level changes in the
river over a period of time. The group posed no questions on this document and moved to the next
item on the agenda.
Location of Additional Sirens on LSR
Dave noted that the next topic of discussion was regarding the location of additional warning sirens
on the lower Saluda River (LSR). The group examined a map of the LSR and Dave encouraged the
group to indicate areas on the map where they felt additional warning sirens were most needed.
Dave pointed out that Trout Unlimited has already provided dot locations where they believe sirens
are most necessary. Bill Marshall noted that the section of the river near the tailrace was probably
the section of river that needed the best warning system, as it has the most rapid rate of change.
Dave replied that the level loggers will provide much needed information on this issue. Dave also
noted that Corley Island appeared to be a high use area. He then asked the group if there were any
needs for sirens in the stretch of river down to Gardendale. Malcolm Leaphart noted that it would
probably not be necessary as it is flat water. Patrick Moore commented that we should begin by
warning the whole river of the danger of the rising water and then exclude places where adequate
warning exists instead of looking for just a few high use places.
The group also discussed alternate warning systems. Leaphart suggested that strobe lights be used
at certain sections of the river. Dave also noted that SCE&G is currently testing a phone call/email
warning system as well. Bill Argentieri further pointed out that the purpose of the phone warning
system is not to replace the sirens, but to add to the available information. Bill M. noted that he had
received feedback on the call-down program and it was suggested that there be amount of discharge
information with the message. Argentieri noted that they had discussed this, however there were
legal issues involved with providing this information. Patrick Moore asked if the system could be
configured in such a way that the sirens only functioned during the daylight hours and strobe lights
functioned at night.
The group continued to discuss different methods of warning systems. Malcolm Leaphart
questioned the warning systems not being triggered until there is a two-inch rise in the water level
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registered a short ways upstream, instead of being triggered when water is released at the dam. In
some cases, such as a full release from all five turbines, the time from when the two-inch rise is
measured until it reaches the warning area could be too short for safe exit . There was a concern
about the length of time before rising waters would reach the lower areas, but he noted that
allowances for each of the warning areas could be calculated at different flows to factor them in so
that the warning is not so long in duration that people would ignore it. Malcolm also suggested that
the maximum amount of time possible be given for warnings, but for the sake of consistency, a 30
minute sounding before an area is affected could be implemented - except of course for the upper
areas where the time would be less. A possibility would be to use different colored lights. For
example, orange or yellow flashing lights could mean that water has been released (that would raise
the flow at least two inches), and red could mean that the gage registering the two inch increase
upstream of the warning system had been triggered. Bill A. noted that he believed that a complex
multi-tiered warning system would send the wrong message to recreators. He explained that the
idea that they wanted to focus on is “when the sirens go off, then the individuals need to exit the
water.” Alan Stuart noted that an important component of the Safety RCG would be education on
this issue. The group agreed.

Deleted: .

Patrick Moore pointed out that while reserve capacity would probably be in the license application,
the Safety RCG would ultimately be called on to make a recommendation on the safety of reserve
capacity operations vs. non-reserve scenarios. He noted that the warning system location exercise
was valuable but was not necessary the safest option in light of all operational possibilities.
Malcolm noted that more information on releases would help determine how to approach the river,
whether to wade or go out by boat. Bill A. reiterated that they were concerned with informing the
individuals that they needed to leave the water due to rising water levels. Bill A. explained that if
they inform the individuals of cfs, and it is originally planned to be only 3000 cfs and SCE&G has
to go up to 18000 cfs for some reason, then they could be distributing misleading information.
Dave explained that the group was discussing two different items, immediately warning individuals
of rising water levels, and providing more information for the more educated river users. The group
was informed that SCE&G is currently working on developing a website that provides their 48-hour
schedule for generation to their best possible knowledge. It was noted that reserve calls could not
be predicted and thus could not be included on a long-range schedule. Many individuals agreed that
the warning system had to be simple enough for the average recreating public to understand;
however, the group was looking at ways of disseminating information to the more educated river
users as well.
The group then began to discuss Saluda’s operation for reserve and its relation to safety. Lee
Barber asked how much on average the lake level dropped during a reserve call. Bill A. noted that
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it would be less than an inch. Dave asked the group if lake levels affect safety. Malcolm noted that
it would be helpful to know what shoals will be showing at various lake levels.
Communication System Needs
After a short break the group discussed communication system needs. Through an interactive
exercise, the following list was developed:
 Lake Levels (Rule Curve)
 Generation Schedule
o Lake Level Management/Normal Operations
o Reserve Calls
o Special Releases
o Special Drawdowns
 Maintenance
o Minimum Flow
 Identification of Shoals at Different Lake Levels
 Education About
 What to do in an Emergency
 How To Get Information
The group discussed this list, and Alan S. noted that he had envisioned many information needs
being answered in a Public Safety Plan. For example, emergency contacts, how the Project
operates, etc. Dave then asked the group where they thought people received most of their
information on the Lake. The group noted various sources, such as the following:














Word of mouth
Signage
Internet
Newspaper
Tourism Department
University South Carolina 101
High Schools
Local Outfitters
Call Down System
Marinas/Parks
Brochures
Billboards
Real Estate Agents
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 Conservation Group
The group noted that the safety information that needed priority was the following:
 Special releases
 Special drawdowns
 Reserve calls
HEC-ResSim Model Discussion
The next item on the agenda was a discussion of the operations model. Dave explained that he
attended the presentation on the model earlier in the month and took notes on the items he felt were
important for the committee to note. Dave continued to explain that the committee would need to
decide upon what flows and lake levels were needed during certain times of the year to address
safety issues. Dave then asked the group if 354’, 355’, and 356’ were appropriate lake levels to
examine. Joy Downs noted that the Lake Murray Association has deemed 354’ an appropriate lake
level, access wise. She continued to explain that as a whole, with more development stemming into
the backs of coves and such, many individuals would like the standard to be set at 356’. However,
Joy D. noted that as an organization, the Lake Murray Association has deemed 354’ the most
appropriate for all parties involved. Bill A. pointed out a couple things for the group to consider
when discussing lake levels. First, that the Water Quality RCG was looking at a periodic drawdown
for water quality benefits. Second, that even if SCE&G has a target range of 354’ during the year,
there still may be the need to take the lake down to 345’ for maintenance on the dam or the towers.
Dave noted that once an appropriate lake level is decided on, the group could then look at shoal
issues at that lake level.
Identified Issues – Power Lines and Amphibious Aircraft
After lunch the group discussed some issues that have been identified in the group, power lines, and
non-traditional vehicles (amphibious aircraft, submarines). Dave noted that the first item they
would discuss was power lines that cross the reservoir. Tommy Boozer gave the group a brief
history on this topic and explained that of the 196 power lines crossing the reservoir, only 78 are
SCE&G owned. He noted that all power lines that do not meet the codes on height are in the
process of being phased out. Steve Bell suggested having the sailing clubs identify areas where
they feel power lines pose a threat. Steve volunteered to discuss this with Winward Point Yacht
Club as a homework item.
The group then moved on to discuss non-traditional vehicles. Tom Eppink noted that once an
airplane touches water it is subject to the authority of the Coast Guard. Bill Mathias noted that it
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was the take-off and landing that raised concerns. Tom E. noted that the only way to resolve this
was to ask the FAA to restrict the airspace. The group also discussed the potential for submarines
in the future. Tom E. noted that he would research non-traditional vehicles and the laws that deal
with them. The group also noted that unforeseen items can be addressed in the Safety Committee
that is ongoing after relicensing.
Dave passed out the issues matrix and asked the group to look at it and let him know if there is
anything else that the group would like to add to it.
Accident Data Collection
The final item on the agenda was to discuss accident data collection. Dave asked the group if there
was any information besides location that the group would like to see DNR collect from an
accident. The group compiled the following list:










Location
Blood alcohol level
Fatalities
What type of vessel
Type of accident
Age
Cause
Time of day
Time of year

Dave noted that he was working on placing the existing information in some type of form.
However, Dave noted that he had problems obtaining the information from DNR, who noted they
could not release personal information. Tom E. noted that he felt confident that they could request
redacted copies. Joy D. added that a Colonel Alvin Taylor could assist Dave in obtaining this
information. Dave explained that this information could provide information on whether there were
patterns to accidents, and what the causes are (shoals, congestion). He continued to explain that
SCE&G could then take this information and use it in lake and land management decisions.
Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date
Before adjourning the meeting, the group discussed the schedule. Dave noted that the group was
waiting on a lot of data to come back. Therefore, it may be better to have the next RCG meeting in
the spring of 2007. The group tentatively chose March 20th as the next meeting date. It was also
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noted that there would be a meeting to discuss the safety program and that Dave would email the
RCG to see who would be interested.
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
October 24, 2006

9:30 AM
Lake Murray Training Center
 9:30 to 10:00

Downstream Recreation Flow Assessment Study Plan Questions
(Dave Anderson)

 10:00 to 10:30 Location of Additional Sirens on LSR (Dave Anderson)
 10:30 to 10:45 BREAK
 10:45 to 11:45 Communication System Needs (Dave Anderson)
 11:45 to 12:00 HEC-ResSim Model Discussion (Dave Anderson)
 12:00 to 1:00

LUNCH

 1:00 to 2:00

Identified Issues – Power Lines and Amphibious Aircraft (Dave
Anderson)

 2:00 to 2:15

BREAK

 2:15 to 2:45

Accident Data Collection (Dave Anderson)

 2:45 to 3:00

Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date
Adjourn
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Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dave Anderson
Monday, August 14, 2006 12:40 PM
Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill
Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson;
David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers);
Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy
Downs; Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov);
Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson;
Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Roger Hovis ; Skeet Mills ; Steve Bell; Suzanne
Rhodes; Tom Eppink
07-20-06 Final Safety RCG Meeting Notes

Here are the final meeting notes from our July 20th Safety RCG meeting.
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ATTENDEES:
Name
Alan Stuart
Kelly Miller
Bill Argentieri
Bret Hoffman

Organization
Kleinschmidt Associates
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCE&G
Kleinschmidt Associates

Karen Kustafik

Columbia Parks &
Recreation
Trout Unlimited

Malcolm
Leaphart
Gerrit Jobsis
George Duke
Mike Waddell
Patrick Moore
Am. Rivers
Randy Mahan
Regis Parsons
Mike Dawson

Name
Don Eng
Dave Anderson
Steve Bell
Charlene
Coleman
Kenneth Fox

Organization
TU
Kleinschmidt Associates
Lake Watch
American Whitewater

Bill Mathias

LMA, LMPS

American Rivers
LMHC
TU
SCCCL

Tom Eppink
Norm Nicholson
Joy Downs
David Price
Alice Ammons

SCANA Services
Homeowner
River Alliance

Tommy Boozer
Richard Mikel
Randy Mahan

SCANA Services
Lex. Co. Sherrifs Dept.
LMA
LMPS
Palmetto Richland
Hospital
SCE&G
Adventure Carolina
SCANA Services

LMA

HOMEWORK ITEMS:
Dave Anderson  modify Safety RCG Work Plan and send to group for final approval
PARKING LOT ITEMS:
None
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

October 24, 2006 at 9:30 a.m.
Located at the Lake Murray Training Center
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MEETING NOTES:
These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.
Dave Anderson opened the meeting and distributed meeting agendas to the group. He briefly went
over the agenda and then turned the meeting over to Mike Dawson to give a presentation on the
Three Rivers Greenway.
Mike began his presentation by detailing the construction of the riverwalk system. He showed a
map that displayed the exact layout of the riverwalk, including the location of restrooms, parking
lots, and boat access. Mike also explained how potential problems such as flooding and maximum
flows were being considered. He showed a detailed drawing of the composting toilets that are being
installed and explained they are designed to limit potential damage from flooding of the restrooms.
He also addressed the issue of wetlands, mentioning that the pathway will circle the wetland areas
in order to preserve them. Mike also specified the various smaller pathways that will lead to and
from the riverwalk to allow for easy access. After Mike finished detailing the length of the
riverwalk, he addressed the installation of emergency call boxes. He said these boxes would be
installed along the riverwalk, providing immediate access to a 911 operator. Mike added that a light
would turn on near the call box when activated. He also said that there would be a gate for firemen
and other rescue workers to easily access the riverwalk. Mike concluded his presentation stating
that the new portion of the Three Rivers Greenway was scheduled to be operational by early
summer in 2007. Mike then added that the International Canoe Federation was considering the
Saluda River as the site for its annual canoe race and that he would like to have the riverwalk
functional for that event. Mike then opened the meeting for questions.
Malcolm Leaphart asked who had police jurisdiction in regards to the call boxes. Mike answered
that police from the University of South Carolina and other city police have an agreement on who
will take jurisdiction in the various areas. He said that the law enforcement wants to be proactive.
Mike also added that there will be active patrolling around the river including security guards on
golf carts.
Bret Hoffman asked if the walkway would be located above the high water mark during periods of
high flows; Mike replied that they are not, but it should not matter as any flooding will not affect
the walkway.
Steve Bell then asked if there was any idea of what to expect in the next thirty years in terms of
recreational activity on the river. Mike answered that there was no accurate prediction of the
amount of recreational activity that the Saluda River will see in thirty years. He said that a
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probability analysis could be done based on population, but the accuracy would not be very reliable.
Mike predicted that as many as 450 people per hour would use the greenway after completion.
Charlene Coleman brought up the issue of an increased budget for training rescuers. She stated that
by adding more access to the river, there would be a rise in river use, causing an increased need for
additional trained rescuers. Mike agreed that more resources were needed and that the budget did
need to expand to include this issue. Charlene then asked if there would be some type of public
education informing people on the new access routes. Mike answered that the State newspaper has
already begun running articles about the greenway.
Dave asked if there were plans to expand the riverwalk above Interstate 26, towards Saluda Shoals.
Mike answered that Saluda Shoals has put in grant requests to do their own expansions. He added
that this would be funded by the cities of Columbia and West Columbia, highway funds, and local
school districts. Mike added that the Three Rivers Greenway project does not have the budget to
expand towards Saluda Shoals.
After a break, Dave reconvened the meeting and then turned it over to Bret Hoffman to give the
group an update on the installation of the new warning siren on the Saluda River. Bret began by
stating that the pole was in place and the rest of the equipment would be installed within the next
week. He added that noise testing would be done on Thursday to determine if the siren noise could
be reduced, in consideration of nearby neighborhoods. The new siren would be operational
following that noise test. Malcolm then asked Bret where this new siren was located. Bret
answered that it was at the left of the Riverbanks Zoo parking lot, covering the rapids in that area
and the downstream side of the zoo. Mike Waddell then asked how long the siren will sound after
activation. Bill Argentieri answered that it will sound for three minutes after initial activation. He
added that the siren will be activated after a three inch rise in water level, changed from a ¾ inch
rise, and that the siren will be reactivated after each rise. Bill then said that a strobe will also be
triggered and will flash for sixteen minutes. Bill also added that this system runs on a three minute
time delay. Charlene said that she felt that people in the river needed that extra three minutes to
move to safety. Bill replied that the system can be adjusted. Malcolm asked if the siren and strobe
were activated by a drop in water level. It was stated that the warning siren system was only
initiated by rising water levels.
Dave then distributed copies of the Safety RCG Work Plan (attached) for discussion and the issue
of having a safety plan versus a program was introduced. Bill Mathias said that a safety plan would
be integrated into the FERC license, but the creation of a safety program would not, which would
allow for easier modifications. Malcolm asked what assurance there is if a safety program is
created. He wanted to know how it could be included into the license. Overall, the group expressed
concern over the fact that a program could eventually be absolved, but a plan could not, since it
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would be included in the license. Patrick M. pointed out that regardless of the plan vs. program
decision, the final settlement terms will be enforceable in a court of competent jurisdiction by any
signatory. Bill Mathias said that the safety program would be a partial liability absolver, and there
would be no reason to terminate the program. Charlene added that the plan could include specifics
about stakeholders involved and meeting times for the program. This would ensure that mention of
the program was included as part of the license. Joy Downs said that some of the issues were like
apples and oranges, and that some of the larger issues could be discussed in the FERC plan and the
other issues could be dealt with in the program. Tom Eppink said that there were some issues that
had to be included in the license, as required by FERC, but others could be dealt with in the
program. Tom also reiterated that there will be unannounced releases in order for Saluda to meet
reserve generation requirements and the group should move forward based on this. Patrick replied
that this statement is erroneous and that no evidence has been presented to stakeholders that
demonstrates operations are capable of compliance with state numeric water quality standards, state
narrative standards, the Clean Water Act, Federal Power Act, Endangered Species Act, and other
applicable law. Several other stakeholders also spoke up in disagreement with Toms statement and
restated their expectations the RCG would be an open forum where all issues and alternatives could
be discussed. The group then agreed that we can amicably, yet seriously, disagree on this issue.
Dave Anderson then directed the discussion back to the specifics of the work plan. The group
decided that the identified issues would be better separated into lower Saluda River issues and Lake
Murray issues.
Before the group broke for lunch, Don Eng recounted his experience during a recent release on the
Saluda River. Don explained that he was fishing when he saw a large amount of water rushing
towards him, washing him downstream for approximately one block. He said that he clung to
branches to stay above the water, and was eventually rescued by some kayakers. He added that
during this struggle, he watched a family get washed downstream and out of his sight. Don wanted
to state that real people are affected by the water releases on the river. After Dons recount, there
was discussion regarding the need for in-stream recreators to use appropriate safety equipment and
the lack thereof in this particular case.
After lunch, discussion on the work plan continued. During the discussion, the issue of how to
attain accident information was raised. The Budget Control Board and SCDNR accident data were
mentioned as possible sources for this information. Because of privacy issues and unreported
accidents, accurate accident information is hard to acquire. The group agreed to continue thinking
about this issue.
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The RCG Responsibilities section of the Work Plan initiated a discussion on whether the Safety
RCG takes hierarchy over the other RCGs. The group then decided that safety should be
compatible with all of the RCGs, allowing for compromise between the groups.
The group agreed on the changes made to the Safety RCG Work Plan (The updated work plan is
attached).
Dave then directed the discussion to focus on the Safety Program Outline (attached). Again, the
issue of having a program versus a plan was raised. Dave stated that a safety program is acceptable
to deal with issues that will continue beyond the FERC relicensing. Mike Waddell asked if the
program would be submitted to FERC. Alan Stuart answered that it would be referenced through
the safety plan. Dave agreed, stating that the safety program can be referenced to FERC, allowing
FERC to be aware of the program. The group agreed that a safety program would be beneficial.
Randy Mahan stated that this would be something good for the community. He added that
including FERC in some cases would complicate the process and use extra time when making
simple changes.
Malcolm asked Dave to develop deliverables for each of the tasks in the Safety RCG Work Plan
(Work Scope and Product Section) as those are reflective of the important issues raised to date and
are the basis for the recommendations to be made to FERC. Dave indicated that he would do that.
Malcolm pointed out that developing a safety program would take away from the limited time and
resources of the Safety RCG in dealing with the issues and should be considered after relicensing,
and definitely not as a replacement goal or deliverable of the Safety RCG as defined in the Mission
Statement. Tentative revisions to the Mission Statement made earlier in the meeting to reflect a
change in scope and product (deliverable) to a safety program to be administered outside of the
FERC process and after license approval were removed. The language of the original mission to
develop recommendations for the identified issues was reinserted to reflect that the group would
continue to develop an RCG Safety Plan for submission to FERC for consideration to incorporate
into the FERC Public Safety Plan. Tommy Boozer acknowledged that the safety program was an
idea brought to SCE&G to simplify and allow for ongoing public discussions concerning safety
issues on the lake. Tommy further stated that he understands, as Malcolm explained, the
stakeholders want to develop recommendations for incorporation into the FERC license and not
defer actions on issues until after the license is approved. Randy reiterated that FERC will want to
look at alternatives in determining whether to grant a new license and explained this might include
the potential to modify Saluda to get the most economic benefit possible from a minimum flow
rather than just to keep spinning a unit or two with no generation and the potential to replace the
runners to increase the units' maximum capacity.
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Joy reiterated that the larger safety issues, such as flows, water levels, and shoal makers, should be
included in the plan to FERC, and other issues should be included in the program. Tommy Boozer
added that it is important to show that an effort is being made for safety in the future. The group
ended the discussion by agreeing in favor of the safety program. The group agreed that developing
a safety plan, addressing identified issues, and determining what recommendations need to be made
back to Operations RCG should take priority, but that Bill Mathias can continue to work on the
safety program. Malcolm suggested that developing a safety program after submitting the new
license application might be more appropriate.
The group agreed to have the next RCG meeting in October, around the time of the next Quarterly
Public Meeting. Dave suggested that the group have two separate meetings to discuss lake issues
and river issues after the joint RCG meeting in September (after the operations model is finalized).
No dates were set for any of these meetings. It was agreed that the group will continue to
communicate by e-mail.
Comments received after this meeting are attached after the agenda.
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
July 20, 2006

9:30 AM

Lake Murray Training Center

9:30 to 10:30

Presentation on the Three Rivers Greenway (Mike Dawson)

10:30 to 10:45 BREAK
10:45 to 11:00 Update on Installation of Warning Siren (Bret Hoffman)
11:00 to 12:00 Discussion of Safety RCG Work Plan (Dave Anderson)
12:00 to 1:00

LUNCH

1:00 to 2:00

Discussion of Safety RCG Work Plan (Dave Anderson)

2:00 to 2:15

BREAK

2:15 to 3:00

Discussion of Safety Program Outline (Dave Anderson)

3:00 to 3:10

Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date
Adjourn
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Comments from Steve Bell: The Saluda Generation TWC is reviewing generation data and most
likely will request additional information on specific releases. It seems a bit premature to suggest
that we should agree to disagree before reviewing all the data. Also, it may be worth mentioning
that all issues including SCE&G's are being tracked via spreadsheet which will result in a written
record of the step by step process used to resolve the issue. I believe this will complement the
meeting summaries as the official record. Finally, there appears to be no consensus, at this time, on
SCE&G's issue of maximum flexibility. We owe it to our members to review all the facts before
considering an outcome.
Comments from Malcolm Leaphart: I have no further comments for either the Safety or
Recreation summaries of the most recent meetings; but still have concerns about issues not
addressed to date. For example, additional recreational sites as I raised to you earlier in the process,
including extension of the Greenways Trail to the dam now that we have learned of the River
Alliance's plans to build it up to I26, providing the needed 'safety' exit above Mill Race. You
deferred those to SCE&G, but recreation sites should be discussed in the Recreation RCG and
TWCs for it. Also, how will the rest of the river users out of hearing range of the 3 sirens be
warned of rising water levels - and whether the sirens are a nuisance to homeowners that should not
be used at all for warnings (as opposed to something less obtrusive and possibly more effective like
warning lights)? Also, I am having to question Charlene about the warning system because it is not
clearly documented. Recent questions have included the location of the sensors for the water level
increases, whether the sirens can be triggered before water is actually released, the amount of time
that a person on the river would have to exit it once a siren goes off at each location, and whether
that amount of warning time is dependent on the amount or rate of water released??? That is,
should there be a table created of warning times at varying flow releases? Bottom line - the current
warning system and any intended changes should be clearly documented and updated as questions
are raised and answered during the remainder of the relicensing process.
There will certainly be many other questions and issues once the warning system is documented
thoroughly, such as the suitability of sirens in a largely residential area, how the entire tailrace down
into the confluence will be alerted, etc. For example, with the 3 sirens in place now, I know of
hundreds who still must 'watch the rocks' for rising water, and are extremely fearful now of the
quick releases of large volumes like the over 13,000 cfs that washed Don Eng downstream in May
without any chance of escaping it... see the Saluda River Trout Unlimited website for the article on
river safety in the lower Saluda in the ATTENTION box - www.saludatu.org.
And of course, there is the issue of evolving to an operational mode that uses the hydro in the
heavily populated Columbia metropolitan area only for base power needs, like the TVA does with
announced schedules of moderate releases more in tune with the natural hydrology. The ultimate
warning for this river at this point in time is of course not lights and sirens, but an announced
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warning a day or more in advance as that mode of operation would allow. If I was a lawyer for the
utility company, I would surely want that to be the case if I had to defend the company in a suit
about a river drowning during a generation. Regardless of whatever decision is made, not even
considering a change to a safer mode for the community during relicensing would certainly flaw the
process.
I'm sure SCE&G would like to be considered a good corporate neighbor in the midlands, but their
decisions about public safety, not words in ads, are the real factors in whether the public agrees with
that description or not. And an open process with a clean slate approach will go a long way towards
fostering a positive attitude for the company. Times have changed for the rivers, just as they have
for Lake Murray, and continuing the past operating modes of peak power or reserve power usage
should be closely examined given the heavy use of the river by the citizens, and the incorporation of
the midlands rivers into the very fabric of the community as the greenways and parks are doing. In
other words, it is time for a major re-thinking of the best usage of the Lake Murray hydro - for both
SCE&G and the citizens who have placed their trust in them in managing public waters in an
efficient and safe way.
Steve Bell has told me that there is a spreadsheet being kept by either SCE&G or Kleinschmidt of
issues to make sure all issues are addressed. It would be good to have that clarified for all the
stakeholders as I have only heard that from Steve, not from you or another committee leader.
Would you confirm with a quick reply that a spreadsheet of issues is being kept, and follow up soon
with information to all the stakeholders about it, including how it can be accessed, when it will be
used in the process, etc.
Please share my comments with any others that you deem appropriate beyond my limited
distribution and/or post as comments to the last Safety RCG meeting summary. However, please do
not post as comments and fail to include them as topics for discussion at future meetings.
Comments from Charlene Coleman: I feel it is critical to include a plan to FERC on issues that
do pertain to the safety of the public in regards to operation of the facility. I also agree with Steve
Bell that with out the proper information to make sound decisions or agree to disagree on level
ground is the only way for everyone to "feel" confident they did due process in the public's best
interest, be that power or just surviving a family outing.
The program is an excellent idea and should be pursued, but not at the expense of guidelines that
can not be change at whim. Therefore I do feel strongly a plan is to be offered with the program as
part of the plan.
So much for semantics.
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Comments from Mike Waddell: The word plan has to stay in the mission statement period. If it
does not then I can assure you there will no consensus.
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Mission Statement
The Mission of the Safety Resource Conservation Group (SRCG) is, through good faith
cooperation, to make Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River as safe as reasonably
possible for the public. The objective is to develop a consensus-based Recreational
Safety Plan proposal for inclusion in the FERC license application. This will be
accomplished by gathering or developing data relevant to Saluda Hydroelectric Project
safety-related interests/issues, seek to understand those interests/issues and that data, and
consider all such interests/issues and data relevant to and significantly affecting safety on
Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River.
Identified Issues
creation of a public information system and improvement of communications
concerning changes in river flows in the lower Saluda River
creation of a public warning/notification system for river users during unannounced
changes in river flows in the lower Saluda River
fluctuating lake levels and their effect on safety
boat traffic/congestion in cove areas related to nearby shoreline development
fluctuating lake and river levels and their effect on recreational user safety
placement and maintenance of shoal markers
systematic collection of accident data on the lake and on the river
ingress/egress to potentially hazardous areas (e.g., Mill Race)
Lack of an advanced public information system of releases from the Lake Murray
hydro plant that provides release information at least 12 hours in advance
'Rates of flow' from the Lake Murray hydro need a unit of measure established, and a
determination of unacceptable rate levels for the safety of recreationists in the lower
Saluda River
consider alternate methods of operations besides the present maximum flexibility
mode of operation
Poor understanding the hazardous conditions in the river caused by hydro flows, how
hazards vary from place to place, and who is affected
Interest in managing river flows, particularly rates of increase in flow, to improve
safety for river users
fluctuating river levels and its effect on rescue resources
flow rate recommendations for public safety concerns
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RCG Responsibilities
Identifying specific areas where lake level fluctuations may be adversely affecting
safety at the lake, including the nature and timing of the effect (e.g., shoal areas).
Working with the Operations Resource Conservation Group to identify reasonable
(based on hydrologic, structural, and other limitations identified) changes and
alternatives for modifying project operations, including operations that affect safety
on the lake and lower Saluda River.
Identifying any studies, if applicable, that should be performed to identify and/or
evaluate possible changes to Project operations (e.g., flow studies on the river).
Presenting a range of reasonable alternatives or recommendations to the Saluda
Hydro Relicensing Group (SHRG) regarding possible modifications to current Project
operations.
Reviewing results from the Recreation Resource Conservation Group to make sure
they are consistent with the mission statement of the Safety Resource Conservation
Group.
Developing a recreational safety plan for Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River
that addresses all of the Identified Issues
Developing a public information/warning system during unannounced changes in
river flows in the lower Saluda River (including a phone call to Rescue One
Columbia Fire Department).
Identify needed information products/systems/facilities to increase public awareness
of potential hazards and necessary precautions
Work Scope and Product
Task 1  Review the operational constraints and current operations of the Saluda
Project (see Initial Consultation Document).
Task 2  Determine how Project operations affect safety and alternatives to present
operations to enhance safety on the lower Saluda River.
Task 3  Review applicable laws governing boating use.
Task 4  Identify safety-related organizations concerned with Lake Murray and/or
the lower Saluda River.
Task 5  Invite those safety-related organizations identified in Task 4 to participate in
the Safety Resource Conservation Group.
Task 6  Review stakeholder requests for particular studies and/or enhancement
measures to ensure that these are incorporated into study planning, if applicable (flow
studies related to safety on the lower Saluda River).
Task 7  Develop and recommend operations scenarios to the Operations RCG for
analysis (both lake and selected points (determine by the stakeholders) on the lower
Saluda River). These scenarios should reflect initial thinking on potential solutions
and be designed to narrow the focus of Task 12 below. Analysis by the Operations
RCG will focus on an assessment of potential safety impacts associated with any
suggested changes to operations.
Task 8  Discuss results of the Operations RCG analyses.
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Safety Resource Conservation Group Work Plan
Saluda River Project
Task 9  Develop study designs/methods/plans and review agreed upon studies,
literature reviews, etc, if necessary.
Task 10  Identify high use areas of the river for inclusion in the rising water warning
system.
Task 11  Identify safety concerns that can possibly be resolved outside of the
relicensing process.
Task 12  Provide safety-related recommendations for Project operations and
recreation access, facilities, and use to be considered in conjunction with all
ecological and recreational issues.
Task 13  Develop a consensus based Recreational Safety Plan for the Saluda Project
that addresses all of the issues and tasks identified above.
Schedule
Late 2005/Early 2006Finalize Mission Statement and Work Plan
Mid-2006Complete identification of studies, literature reviews, etc. that need to be
completed to address issues and tasks identified in the Work Plan
Late 2006Begin compilation of existing information, review preliminary study results,
and draft an outline of the Recreational Safety Plan
2007Complete any studies identified in Task 9 and review results; draft
recommendations to SHRG, complete draft Recreational Safety Plan
2008Finalize Recreational Safety Plan and provide comments on Draft License
Application
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cooperation, to make Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River as safe as reasonably
possible for the public. The objective is to develop consensus-based recommendations to
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Identifying any studies, that should be performed to identify and/or evaluate possible
changes to Project operations (e.g., flow studies on the river).
Presenting a range of reasonable alternatives or recommendations to the Saluda
Hydro Relicensing Group (SHRG) regarding possible modifications to current
Project operations. (flow rate recommendations for public safety concerns)
Reviewing recommendations from the Resource Conservation Groups for
compatibility with the Safety Program/Plan.
Developing a safety program/plan for Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River that
addresses all of the Identified Issues
Developing a public information/warning system (warning devices) for unannounced
changes in river flows in the lower Saluda River (including a phone call to Rescue
OneColumbia Fire Department).
Identifying needed information products/systems/facilities to increase public
awareness of potential hazards and necessary precautions
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Task 1  Review the operational constraints and current operations of the Saluda
Project (see Initial Consultation Document).
Task 2  Determine how current Project operations affect safety.
Task 3  Review applicable laws governing boating use.
Task 4  Identify and invite safety-related organizations concerned with Lake Murray
and/or the lower Saluda River to participate in the Safety Resource Conservation
Group.
Task 5 
Task 6  Review stakeholder requests for particular studies and/or enhancement
measures to ensure that these are incorporated into study planning, if applicable (flow
studies related to safety on the lower Saluda River).
Task 7  Develop and recommend operations scenarios to the Operations RCG for
analysis. These scenarios should reflect initial thinking on potential solutions and be
designed to narrow the focus of Task 12 below. Analysis by the Operations RCG will
focus on an assessment of potential safety impacts associated with any suggested
changes to operations.
Task 8  Discuss results of the Operations RCG analyses.
Task 9  Develop study designs/methods/plans and review agreed upon studies,
literature reviews, etc, if necessary.
Task 10  Identify high use areas of the river for inclusion in the rising water warning
system.
Task 11  Identify safety concerns that can possibly be resolved outside of the
relicensing process.
Task 12  Provide safety-related recommendations for Project operations and
recreation access, facilities, and use to be considered in conjunction with all
ecological and recreational issues.
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Safety Resource Conservation Group Work Plan
Saluda River Project
Task 13  Develop a consensus based Safety Program/Plan for the Saluda Project
that addresses all of the issues and tasks identified above.
Schedule
Late 2005/Early 2006Finalize Mission Statement and Work Plan
Mid-2006Complete identification of studies, literature reviews, etc. that need to be
completed to address issues and tasks identified in the Work Plan
Late 2006Begin compilation of existing information, review preliminary study results,
and draft an outline of the Recreational Safety Plan
2007Complete any studies identified in Task 9 and review results; draft
recommendations to SHRG, complete draft Recreational Safety Plan
2008Finalize Recreational Safety Plan and provide comments on Draft License
Application
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Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill
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David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers);
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Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson;
Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Roger Hovis ; Skeet Mills ; Steve Bell; Suzanne
Rhodes; Tom Eppink
07-20-06 Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes

We have a few edits to the meeting notes, so I am sending them around one more time before they become final on
Friday.
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ATTENDEES:
Name
Alan Stuart
Kelly Miller
Bill Argentieri
Bret Hoffman

Organization
Kleinschmidt Associates
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCE&G
Kleinschmidt Associates

Karen Kustafik

Columbia Parks &
Recreation
Trout Unlimited

Malcolm
Leaphart
Gerrit Jobsis
George Duke
Mike Waddell
Patrick Moore
Am. Rivers
Randy Mahan
Regis Parsons
Mike Dawson

Name
Don Eng
Dave Anderson
Steve Bell
Charlene
Coleman
Kenneth Fox

Organization
TU
Kleinschmidt Associates
Lake Watch
American Whitewater

Bill Mathias

LMA, LMPS

American Rivers
LMHC
TU
SCCCL

Tom Eppink
Norm Nicholson
Joy Downs
David Price
Alice Ammons

SCANA Services
Homeowner
River Alliance

Tommy Boozer
Richard Mikel
Randy Mahan

SCANA Services
Lex. Co. Sherrif’s Dept.
LMA
LMPS
Palmetto Richland
Hospital
SCE&G
Adventure Carolina
SCANA Services

LMA

HOMEWORK ITEMS:
 Dave Anderson – modify Safety RCG Work Plan and send to group for final approval

Deleted: None

PARKING LOT ITEMS:
 None
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

October 24, 2006 at 9:30 a.m.
Located at the Lake Murray Training Center
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MEETING NOTES:
These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.
Dave Anderson opened the meeting and distributed meeting agendas to the group. He briefly went
over the agenda and then turned the meeting over to Mike Dawson to give a presentation on the
Three Rivers Greenway.
Mike began his presentation by detailing the construction of the riverwalk system. He showed a
map that displayed the exact layout of the riverwalk, including the location of restrooms, parking
lots, and boat access. Mike also explained how potential problems such as flooding and maximum
flows were being considered. He showed a detailed drawing of the composting toilets that are being
installed and explained that the pathway is being constructed above the maximum flow line. Mike
said this will reduce the potential for flooding of the restrooms and pathway. He also addressed the
issue of wetlands, mentioning that the pathway will circle the wetland areas in order to preserve
them. Mike also specified the various smaller pathways that will lead to and from the riverwalk to
allow for easy access. After Mike finished detailing the length of the riverwalk, he addressed the
installation of emergency call boxes. He said these boxes would be installed along the riverwalk,
providing immediate access to a 911 operator. Mike added that a light would turn on near the call
box when activated. He also said that there would be a gate for firemen and other rescue workers to
easily access the riverwalk. Mike concluded his presentation stating that the new portion of the
Three Rivers Greenway was scheduled to be operational by early summer in 2007. Mike then
added that the International Canoe Federation was considering the Saluda River as the site for its
annual canoe race and that he would like to have the riverwalk functional for that event. Mike then
opened the meeting for questions.
Malcolm Leaphart asked who had police jurisdiction in regards to the call boxes. Mike answered
that police from the University of South Carolina and other city police have an agreement on who
will take jurisdiction in the various areas. He said that the law enforcement wants to be proactive.
Mike also added that there will be active patrolling around the river including security guards on
golf carts.
Steve Bell then asked if there was any idea of what to expect in the next thirty years in terms of
recreational activity on the river. Mike answered that there was no accurate prediction of the
amount of recreational activity that the Saluda River will see in thirty years. He said that a
probability analysis could be done based on population, but the accuracy would not be very reliable.
Mike predicted that as many as 450 people per hour would use the greenway after completion.
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Charlene Coleman brought up the issue of an increased budget for training rescuers. She stated that
by adding more access to the river, there would be a rise in river use, causing an increased need for
additional trained rescuers. Mike agreed that more resources were needed and that the budget did
need to expand to include this issue. Charlene then asked if there would be some type of public
education informing people on the new access routes. Mike answered that the State newspaper has
already begun running articles about the greenway.
Dave asked if there were plans to expand the riverwalk above Interstate 26, towards Saluda Shoals.
Mike answered that Saluda Shoals has put in grant requests to do their own expansions. He added
that this would be funded by the cities of Columbia and West Columbia, highway funds, and local
school districts. Mike added that the Three Rivers Greenway project does not have the budget to
expand towards Saluda Shoals.
After a break, Dave reconvened the meeting and then turned it over to Bret Hoffman to give the
group an update on the installation of the new warning siren on the Saluda River. Bret began by
stating that the pole was in place and the rest of the equipment would be installed within the next
week. He added that noise testing would be done on Thursday to determine if the siren noise could
be reduced, in consideration of nearby neighborhoods. The new siren would be operational
following that noise test. Malcolm then asked Bret where this new siren was located. Bret
answered that it was at the left of the Riverbanks Zoo parking lot, covering the rapids in that area
and the downstream side of the zoo. Mike Waddell then asked how long the siren will sound after
activation. Bill Argentieri answered that it will sound for three minutes after initial activation. He
added that the siren will be activated after a three inch rise in water level, changed from a ¾ inch
rise, and that the siren will be reactivated after each rise. Bill then said that a strobe will also be
triggered and will flash for sixteen minutes. Bill also added that this system runs on a three minute
time delay. Charlene said that she felt that people in the river needed that extra three minutes to
move to safety. Bill replied that the system can be adjusted. Malcolm asked if the siren and strobe
were activated by a drop in water level. It was stated that the warning siren system was only
initiated by rising water levels.
Dave then distributed copies of the Safety RCG Work Plan (attached) for discussion and the issue
of having a safety plan versus a program was introduced. Bill Mathias said that a safety plan would
be integrated into the FERC license, but the creation of a safety program would not, which would
allow for easier modifications. Malcolm asked what assurance there is if a safety program is
created. He wanted to know how it could be included into the license. Overall, the group expressed
concern over the fact that a program could eventually be absolved, but a plan could not, since it
would be included in the license. Patrick M. pointed out that regardless of the plan vs. program
decision, the final settlement terms will be enforceable in state court by any signatory. Bill Mathias
said that the safety program would be a partial liability absolver, and there would be no reason to
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terminate the program. Charlene added that the plan could include specifics about stakeholders
involved and meeting times for the program. This would ensure that mention of the program was
included as part of the license. Joy Downs said that some of the issues were like apples and
oranges, and that some of the larger issues could be discussed in the FERC plan and the other issues
could be dealt with in the program. Tom Eppink said that there were some issues that had to be
included in the license, as required by FERC, but others could be dealt with in the program. Tom
also reiterated that there will be unannounced releases in order for Saluda to meet reserve
generation requirements and the group should move forward based on this. Patrick replied that this
statement is erroneous and that no evidence has been presented to stakeholders that demonstrates
operations are capable of compliance with state numeric water quality standards, state narrative
standards, the Clean Water Act, Federal Power Act, Endangered Species Act, and other applicable
law. Several other stakeholders also spoke up in disagreement with Tom’s statement and restated
their expectations the RCG would be an open forum where all issues and alternatives could be
discussed. The group then agreed that we can amicably, yet seriously, disagree on this issue.
Dave Anderson then directed the discussion back to the specifics of the work plan. The group
decided that the identified issues would be better separated into lower Saluda River issues and Lake
Murray issues.
Before the group broke for lunch, Don Eng recounted his experience during a recent release on the
Saluda River. Don explained that he was fishing when he saw a large amount of water rushing
towards him, washing him downstream for approximately one block. He said that he clung to
branches to stay above the water, and was eventually rescued by some kayakers. He added that
during this struggle, he watched a family get washed downstream and out of his sight. Don wanted
to state that real people are affected by the water releases on the river. After Don’s recount, there
was discussion regarding the need for in-stream recreators to use appropriate safety equipment and
the lack thereof in this particular case.
After lunch, discussion on the work plan continued. During the discussion, the issue of how to
attain accident information was raised. The Budget Control Board and SCDNR accident data were
mentioned as possible sources for this information. Because of privacy issues and unreported
accidents, accurate accident information is hard to acquire. The group agreed to continue thinking
about this issue.
The RCG Responsibilities section of the Work Plan initiated a discussion on whether the Safety
RCG takes hierarchy over the other RCGs. The group then decided that safety should be
compatible with all of the RCGs, allowing for compromise between the groups.
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The group agreed on the changes made to the Safety RCG Work Plan (The updated work plan is
attached).
Dave then directed the discussion to focus on the Safety Program Outline. Again, the issue of
having a program versus a plan was raised. Dave stated that a safety program is acceptable to deal
with issues that will continue beyond the FERC relicensing. Mike Waddell asked if the program
would be submitted to FERC. Alan Stuart answered that it would be referenced through the safety
plan. Dave agreed, stating that the safety program can be referenced to FERC, allowing FERC to
be aware of the program. The group agreed that a safety program would be beneficial. Randy
Mahan stated that this would be something good for the community. He added that including FERC
in some cases would complicate the process and use extra time when making simple changes.
Malcolm asked Dave to develop ‘deliverables’ for each of the tasks in the Safety RCG Work Plan
(Work Scope and Product Section) as those are reflective of the important issues raised to date and
are the basis for the recommendations to be made to FERC. Dave indicated that he would do that.
Malcolm pointed out that developing a safety program would take away from the limited time and
resources of the Safety RCG in dealing with the issues and should be considered after relicensing,
and definitely not as a replacement goal or deliverable of the Safety RCG as defined in the Mission
Statement. Tentative revisions to the Mission Statement made earlier in the meeting to reflect a
change in scope and product (deliverable) to a safety program to be administered outside of the
FERC process and after license approval were removed. The language of the original mission to
develop recommendations for the identified issues was reinserted to reflect that the group would
continue to develop an “RCG Safety Plan” for submission to FERC for consideration to incorporate
into the FERC Public Safety Plan. Tommy Boozer acknowledged that the safety program was an
idea brought to SCE&G to simplify and allow for ongoing public discussions concerning safety
issues on the lake. Tommy further stated that he understands, as Malcolm explained, the
stakeholders want to develop recommendations for incorporation into the FERC license and not
defer actions on issues until after the license is approved. Randy reiterated that FERC will want to
look at alternatives in determining whether to grant a new license and explained this might include
the potential to modify Saluda to get the most economic benefit possible from a minimum flow
rather than just to keep spinning a unit or two with no generation and the potential to replace the
runners to increase the units' maximum capacity.
Joy reiterated that the larger safety issues, such as flows, water levels, and shoal makers, should be
included in the plan to FERC, and other issues should be included in the program. Tommy Boozer
added that it is important to show that an effort is being made for safety in the future. The group
ended the discussion by agreeing in favor of the safety program. The group agreed that developing
a safety plan, addressing identified issues, and determining what recommendations need to be made
back to Operations RCG should take priority, but that Bill Mathias can continue to work on the
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safety program. Malcolm suggested that developing a safety program after submitting the new
license application might be more appropriate.
The group agreed to have the next RCG meeting in October, around the time of the next Quarterly
Public Meeting. Dave suggested that the group have two separate meetings to discuss lake issues
and river issues after the joint RCG meeting in September (after the operations model is finalized).
No dates were set for any of these meetings. It was agreed that the group will continue to
communicate by e-mail.
Comments received after this meeting are attached after the agenda.
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
July 20, 2006

9:30 AM
Lake Murray Training Center

 9:30 to 10:30

Presentation on the Three Rivers Greenway (Mike Dawson)

 10:30 to 10:45 BREAK
 10:45 to 11:00 Update on Installation of Warning Siren (Bret Hoffman)
 11:00 to 12:00 Discussion of Safety RCG Work Plan (Dave Anderson)
 12:00 to 1:00

LUNCH

 1:00 to 2:00

Discussion of Safety RCG Work Plan (Dave Anderson)

 2:00 to 2:15

BREAK

 2:15 to 3:00

Discussion of Safety Program Outline (Dave Anderson)

 3:00 to 3:10

Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date
Adjourn
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Comments from Steve Bell: The Saluda Generation TWC is reviewing generation data and most
likely will request additional information on specific releases. It seems a bit premature to suggest
that we should agree to disagree before reviewing all the data. Also, it may be worth mentioning
that all issues including SCE&G's are being tracked via spreadsheet which will result in a written
record of the step by step process used to resolve the issue. I believe this will complement the
meeting summaries as the official record. Finally, there appears to be no consensus, at this time, on
SCE&G's issue of “maximum flexibility”. We owe it to our members to review all the facts before
considering an outcome.
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Kacie Jensen
From:

Patrick Moore [PatrickM@scccl.org]

Sent:

Wednesday, July 26, 2006 3:11 PM

To:

Dave Anderson; Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill;
Bill Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; David Price; Dick
Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry
Wise; Jim Devereaux; Joel Huggins; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Ken
Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; turnerle@dhec.sc.gov; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike
Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Randy Mahan; Roger Hovis; Skeet Mills;
Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Eppink

Cc:

vetaylor@adelphia.net; jgantenbein@n-h-i.org; allan.creamer@ferc.gov

Subject: RE: 07-20-06 Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
Dave,
Please include the part of the meeting where SCE&G counsel stated that there will be unannounced releases and
stakeholders should accept that. The treatment of reserve capacity as a foregone conclusion is inappropriate and
inaccurate and it is important that the record reflect attempts on the part of SCE&G to imply/declare consensus on
this issue.
Also please include my reply that this statement was erroneous and that no evidence has been presented to
stakeholders that demonstrates operations are capable of compliance with state numeric water quality standards,
state narrative standards, the Clean Water Act, Federal Power Act, Endangered Species Act, and other
applicable law. Until that information is before the group, there is no way we can possibly evaluate how reserve
capacity does or does not meet our respective interests. Several other stakeholders also spoke up in
disagreement with Tom’s statement. The group all then agreed that we can amicably, yet seriously, disagree on
these issues.
Also please include the point that regardless of the plan vs. program decision that the final settlement terms will
be enforceable in state court by any signatory.
I know these minutes are not intended as a word for word recount, but as the official record they need to be more
specific on known issues of contention.
Thanks for all your effort,

Patrick Moore

-----Original Message----From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 26, 2006 12:50 PM
To: Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill
Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson; David Price; Dick Christie;
Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim
Devereaux; Joel Huggins; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth
Fox; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell;
Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Roger Hovis; Skeet Mills;
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Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Eppink
Subject: 07-20-06 Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes

Here are the draft meeting notes from our July 20th Safety RCG meeting. Please have any
comments/changes back to me by August 11th. I have also attached the Work Plan with the "track
changes" we did in the meeting for your reference. I will be finalizing this document in the coming weeks.
<<2006-07-20 Meeting Notes - Safety (DRAFT).doc>> <<Draft Safety RCG Work Plan (07 -20-06).doc>>
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Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net
Wednesday, July 26, 2006 7:20 PM
Dave Anderson; Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda
Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave
Anderson; David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis
(American Rivers); Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Joel Huggins; John and
Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschel bec; Kenneth Fox; Larry Turner
(turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Wadd ell; Miriam
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From: Dave Anderson <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com>
Date: 2006/07/26 Wed PM 12:50:09 EDT
To: Tommy Boozer <tboozer@scana.com>, Aaron Small <arsbhs@bellsouth.net>,
Alan Axson <cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net>, Alan Stuart
<alan.stuart@kleinschmidtusa.com>, Alison Guth
<alison.guth@kleinschmidtusa.com>, Amanda Hill <amanda_hill@fws.gov>,
Bill Argentieri <bargentieri@scana.com>, Bill Marshall
<marshallb@dnr.sc.gov>, Bill Mathias <bill25@sc.rr.com>, Bret Hoffman
<bret.hoffman@kleinschmidtusa.com>, Charlene Coleman
<cheetahtrk@yahoo.com>, Dave Anderson
<dave.anderson@kleinschmidtusa.com>, David Price <pricedc@dhec.sc.gov>,
Dick Christie <dchristie@infoave.net>, Edward Schnepel
<eschnepel@sc.rr.com>, George Duke <kayakduke@bellsouth.net>,
"Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers)" <gjobsis@americanrivers.org>,
Jennifer O'Rourke <jenno@scwf.org>, Jerry Wise <meddynamic@aol.com>,
Jim Devereaux <jdevereaux@scana.com>, Joel Huggins
<jbhuggins@lexhealth.org>, John and Rob Altenberg
<seatowlakemurray@seatow.com>, Joy Downs <elymay2@aol.com>,
Karen Kustafik <kakustafik@columbiasc.net>, Ken Uschelbec
<colkenu@aol.com>, Kenneth Fox <skfox@sc.rr.com>,
"Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov)" <turnerle@dhec.sc.gov>, Lee Barber
<lbarber@sc.rr.com>, Malcolm Leaphart <malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu>,
Mark Leao <mark_leao@fws.gov>, Mike Waddell <mwaddell@esri.sc.edu>,
Miriam Atria <miriam@lakemurraycountry.com>, Norm Nicholson
<larana@mindspring.com>, Norman Ferris <norm@sc.rr.com>, Patrick Moore
<patrickm@scccl.org>, Randy Mahan <rmahan@scana.com>, Roger Hovis
<rogerhovis@richlandonline.com>, Skeet Mills <MillsL@dnr.sc.gov>,
Steve Bell <bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net>, Suzanne Rhodes
<suzrhodes@juno.com>, Tom Eppink <teppink@scana.com>
Subject: 07-20-06 Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
Here are the draft meeting notes from our July 20th Safety RCG
meeting. Please have any comments/changes back to me by August 11th.
I have also attached the Work Plan with the "track changes" we did in
the meeting for your reference. I will be finalizing this document in
the coming weeks.
<<2006-07-20 Meeting Notes - Safety (DRAFT).doc>>
Work Plan (07-20-06).doc>>
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<<Draft Safety RCG
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MEETING NOTES
SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY
SALUDA HYDRO PROJECT RELICENSING
SAFETY RESOURCE CONSERVATION GROUP
LAKE MURRAY TRAINING CENTER
July 20, 2006
draft dka 07-26-06

ATTENDEES:
Name
Alan Stuart
Kelly Miller
Bill Argentieri
Bret Hoffman

Organization
Kleinschmidt Associates
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCE&G
Kleinschmidt Associates

Karen Kustafik

Columbia Parks &
Recreation
Trout Unlimited

Malcolm
Leaphart
Gerrit Jobsis
George Duke
Mike Waddell
Patrick Moore
Am. Rivers
Randy Mahan
Regis Parsons
Mike Dawson

Name
Don Eng
Dave Anderson
Steve Bell
Charlene
Coleman
Kenneth Fox

Organization
TU
Kleinschmidt Associates
Lake Watch
American Whitewater

Bill Mathias

LMA, LMPS

American Rivers
LMHC
TU
SCCCL

Tom Eppink
Norm Nicholson
Joy Downs
David Price
Alice Ammons

SCANA Services
Homeowner
River Alliance

Tommy Boozer
Richard Mikel
Randy Mahan

SCANA Services
Lex. Co. Sherrif’s Dept.
LMA
LMPS
Palmetto Richland
Hospital
SCE&G
Adventure Carolina
SCANA Services

HOMEWORK ITEMS:
 None
PARKING LOT ITEMS:
 None
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

TBA
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MEETING NOTES:
These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.
Dave Anderson opened the meeting and distributed meeting agendas to the group. He briefly went
over the agenda and then turned the meeting over to Mike Dawson to give a presentation on the
Three Rivers Greenway.
Mike began his presentation by detailing the construction of the riverwalk system. He showed a
map that displayed the exact layout of the riverwalk, including the location of restrooms, parking
lots, and boat access. Mike also explained how potential problems such as flooding and maximum
flows were being considered. He showed a detailed drawing of the composting toilets that are being
installed and explained that the pathway is being constructed above the maximum flow line. Mike
said this will reduce the potential for flooding of the restrooms and pathway. He also addressed the
issue of wetlands, mentioning that the pathway will circulate the wetland areas in order to preserve
them. Mike also specified the various smaller pathways that will lead to and from the riverwalk to
allow for easy access. After Mike finished detailing the length of the riverwalk, he addressed the
installation of emergency call boxes. He said these boxes would be installed along the riverwalk,
providing immediate access to a 911 operator. Mike added that a light would turn on near the call
box when activated. He also said that there would be a gate for firemen and other rescue workers to
easily access the riverwalk. Mike concluded his presentation stating that the new portion of the
Three Rivers Greenway was scheduled to be operational by early summer in 2007. Mike then
added that the International Canoe Federation was considering the Saluda River as the site for its
annual canoe race and that he would like to have the riverwalk functional for that event. Mike then
opened the meeting for questions.
Malcolm Leaphart asked who had police jurisdiction in regards to the call boxes. Mike answered
that police from the University of South Carolina and other city police have an agreement on who
will take jurisdiction in the various areas. He said that the law enforcement wants to be proactive.
Mike also added that there will be active patrolling around the river including security guards on
golf carts.
Steve Bell then asked if there was any idea of what to expect in the next thirty years in terms of
recreational activity on the river. Mike answered that there was no accurate prediction of the
amount of recreational activity that the Saluda River will see in thirty years. He said that a
probability analysis could be done based on population, but the accuracy would not be very reliable.
Mike predicted that as many as 450 people per hour would use the greenway after completion.
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Charlene Coleman brought up the issue of an increased budget for training rescuers. She stated that
by adding more access to the river, there would be a rise in river use, causing an increased need for
additional trained rescuers. Mike agreed that more resources were needed and that the budget did
need to expand to include this issue. Charlene then asked if there would be some type of public
education informing people on the new access routes. Mike answered that the State newspaper has
already begun running articles about the greenway.
Dave asked if there were plans to expand the riverwalk above Interstate 26, towards Saluda Shoals.
Mike answered that Saluda Shoals has put in grant requests to do their own expansions. He added
that this would be funded by the cities of Columbia and West Columbia, highway funds, and local
school districts. Mike added that the Three Rivers Greenway project does not have the budget to
expand towards Saluda Shoals.
After a break, Dave reconvened the meeting and then turned it over to Bret Hoffman to give the
group an update on the installation of the new warning siren on the Saluda River. Bret began by
stating that the pole was in place and the rest of the equipment would be installed within the next
week. He added that noise testing would be done on Thursday to determine if the siren noise could
be reduced, in consideration of nearby neighborhoods. The new siren would be operational
following that noise test. Malcolm then asked Bret where this new siren was located. Bret
answered that it was at the left of the Riverbanks Zoo parking lot, covering the rapids in that area
and the downstream side of the zoo. Mike Waddell then asked how long the siren will sound after
activation. Bill Argentieri answered that it will sound for three minutes after initial activation. He
added that the siren will be activated after a three inch rise in water level, changed from a ¾ inch
rise, and that the siren will be reactivated after each rise. Bill then said that a strobe will also be
triggered and will flash for sixteen minutes. Bill also added that this system runs on a three minute
time delay. Charlene said that she felt that people in the river needed that extra three minutes to
move to safety. Bill replied that the system can be adjusted. Malcolm asked if the siren and strobe
were activated by a drop in water level. It was stated that the warning siren system was only
initiated by rising water levels.
Dave then distributed copies of the Safety RCG Work Plan (attached) for discussion and the issue
of having a safety plan versus a program was introduced. Bill Mathias said that a safety plan would
be integrated into the FERC license, but the creation of a safety program would not, which would
allow for easier modifications. Malcolm asked what assurance there is if a safety program is
created. He wanted to know how it could be included into the license. Overall, the group expressed
concern over the fact that a program could eventually be absolved, but a plan could not, since it
would be included in the license. Bill Mathias said that the safety program would be a partial
liability absolver, and there would be no reason to terminate the program. Charlene added that the
plan could include specifics about stakeholders involved and meeting times for the program. This
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would ensure that mention of the program was included as part of the license. Joy Downs said that
some of the issues were like apples and oranges, and that some of the larger issues could be
discussed in the FERC plan and the other issues could be dealt with in the program. Tom Eppink
said that there were some issues that had to be included in the license, as required by FERC, but
others could be dealt with in the program.
Dave Anderson then directed the discussion back to the specifics of the work plan. The group
decided that the identified issues would be better separated into Lower Saluda River issues and
Lake Murray issues.
Before the group broke for lunch, Don Eng recounted his experience during a recent release on the
Saluda River. Don explained that he was fishing when he saw a large amount of water rushing
towards him, washing him downstream for approximately one block. He said that he clung to
branches to stay above the water, and was eventually rescued by some kayakers. He added that
during this struggle, he watched a family get washed downstream and out of his sight. Don wanted
to state that real people are affected by the water releases on the river.
After lunch, discussion on the work plan continued. During the discussion, the issue of how to
attain accident information was raised. The Budget Control Board and SCDNR accident data were
mentioned as possible sources for this information. Because of privacy issues and unreported
accidents, accurate accident information is hard to acquire. The group agreed to continue thinking
about this issue.
The RCG Responsibilities section of the Work Plan initiated a discussion on whether the Safety
RCG takes hierarchy over the other RCGs. The group then decided that safety should be
compatible with all of the RCGs, allowing for compromise between the groups.
The group agreed on the changes made to the Safety RCG Work Plan (The updated work plan is
attached).
Dave then directed the discussion to focus on the Safety Program Outline. Again, the issue of
having a program versus a plan was raised. Dave stated that a safety program is acceptable to deal
with issues that will continue beyond the FERC relicensing. Mike Waddell asked if the program
would be submitted to FERC. Alan Stuart answered that it would be referenced through the safety
plan. Dave agreed, stating that the safety program can be referenced to FERC, allowing FERC to
be aware of the program. The group agreed that a safety program would be beneficial. Randy
Mahan stated that this would be something good for the community. He added that including FERC
in some cases would complicate the process and use extra time when making simple changes.
Malcolm stated that the stakeholders want to be part of the process and have a platform to make
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recommendations. Joy reiterated that the larger safety issues, such as flows, water levels, and shoal
makers, should be included in the plan to FERC, and other issues should be included in the
program. Tommy Boozer added that it is important to show that an effort is being made for safet y
in the future. The group ended the discussion by agreeing in favor of the safety program. The
group agreed that developing a safety plan, addressing identified issues and , a determining what
recommendations need to be made back to operations RCG should take priority, but that Bill
Mathias can continue to work on the safety program. Malcom suggested that developing a safety
program after a the new license application might be more appropriate.
The group agreed to have the next RCG meeting in October, around the time of the next Quarterly
Public Meeting. Dave suggested that the group have two separate meetings to discuss lake issues
and river issues after the joint RCG meeting in September (after the operations model is finalized).
No dates were set for any of these meetings. It was agreed that the group will continue to
communicate by e-mail.
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
July 20, 2006

9:30 AM
Lake Murray Training Center

 9:30 to 10:30

Presentation on the Three Rivers Greenway (Mike Dawson)

 10:30 to 10:45 BREAK
 10:45 to 11:00 Update on Installation of Warning Siren (Bret Hoffman)
 11:00 to 12:00 Discussion of Safety RCG Work Plan (Dave Anderson)
 12:00 to 1:00

LUNCH

 1:00 to 2:00

Discussion of Safety RCG Work Plan (Dave Anderson)

 2:00 to 2:15

BREAK

 2:15 to 3:00

Discussion of Safety Program Outline (Dave Anderson)

 3:00 to 3:10

Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date
Adjourn
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I will be finalizing this document in the coming weeks.
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ATTENDEES:
Name
Alan Stuart
Kelly Miller
Bill Argentieri
Bret Hoffman

Organization
Kleinschmidt Associates
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCE&G
Kleinschmidt Associates

Karen Kustafik

Columbia Parks &
Recreation
Trout Unlimited

Malcolm
Leaphart
Gerrit Jobsis
George Duke
Mike Waddell
Patrick Moore
Am. Rivers
Randy Mahan
Regis Parsons
Mike Dawson

Name
Don Eng
Dave Anderson
Steve Bell
Charlene
Coleman
Kenneth Fox

Organization
TU
Kleinschmidt Associates
Lake Watch
American Whitewater

Bill Mathias

LMA, LMPS

American Rivers
LMHC
TU
SCCCL

Tom Eppink
Norm Nicholson
Joy Downs
David Price
Alice Ammons

SCANA Services
Homeowner
River Alliance

Tommy Boozer
Richard Mikel
Randy Mahan

SCANA Services
Lex. Co. Sherrif’s Dept.
LMA
LMPS
Palmetto Richland
Hospital
SCE&G
Adventure Carolina
SCANA Services

HOMEWORK ITEMS:
 None
PARKING LOT ITEMS:
 None
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

TBA
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MEETING NOTES:
These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.
Dave Anderson opened the meeting and distributed meeting agendas to the group. He briefly went
over the agenda and then turned the meeting over to Mike Dawson to give a presentation on the
Three Rivers Greenway.
Mike began his presentation by detailing the construction of the riverwalk system. He showed a
map that displayed the exact layout of the riverwalk, including the location of restrooms, parking
lots, and boat access. Mike also explained how potential problems such as flooding and maximum
flows were being considered. He showed a detailed drawing of the composting toilets that are being
installed and explained that the pathway is being constructed above the maximum flow line. Mike
said this will reduce the potential for flooding of the restrooms and pathway. He also addressed the
issue of wetlands, mentioning that the pathway will circulate the wetland areas in order to preserve
them. Mike also specified the various smaller pathways that will lead to and from the riverwalk to
allow for easy access. After Mike finished detailing the length of the riverwalk, he addressed the
installation of emergency call boxes. He said these boxes would be installed along the riverwalk,
providing immediate access to a 911 operator. Mike added that a light would turn on near the call
box when activated. He also said that there would be a gate for firemen and other rescue workers to
easily access the riverwalk. Mike concluded his presentation stating that the new portion of the
Three Rivers Greenway was scheduled to be operational by early summer in 2007. Mike then
added that the International Canoe Federation was considering the Saluda River as the site for its
annual canoe race and that he would like to have the riverwalk functional for that event. Mike then
opened the meeting for questions.
Malcolm Leaphart asked who had police jurisdiction in regards to the call boxes. Mike answered
that police from the University of South Carolina and other city police have an agreement on who
will take jurisdiction in the various areas. He said that the law enforcement wants to be proactive.
Mike also added that there will be active patrolling around the river including security guards on
golf carts.
Steve Bell then asked if there was any idea of what to expect in the next thirty years in terms of
recreational activity on the river. Mike answered that there was no accurate prediction of the
amount of recreational activity that the Saluda River will see in thirty years. He said that a
probability analysis could be done based on population, but the accuracy would not be very reliable.
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Charlene Coleman brought up the issue of an increased budget for training rescuers. She stated that
by adding more access to the river, there would be a rise in river use, causing an increased need for
additional trained rescuers. Mike agreed that more resources were needed and that the budget did
need to expand to include this issue. Charlene then asked if there would be some type of public
education informing people on the new access routes. Mike answered that the State newspaper has
already begun running articles about the greenway.
Dave asked if there were plans to expand the riverwalk above Interstate 26, towards Saluda Shoals.
Mike answered that Saluda Shoals has put in grant requests to do their own expansions. He added
that this would be funded by the cities of Columbia and West Columbia, highway funds, and local
school districts. Mike added that the Three Rivers Greenway project does not have the budget to
expand towards Saluda Shoals.
After a break, Dave reconvened the meeting and then turned it over to Bret Hoffman to give the
group an update on the installation of the new warning siren on the Saluda River. Bret began by
stating that the pole was in place and the rest of the equipment would be installed within the next
week. He added that noise testing would be done on Thursday to determine if the siren noise could
be reduced, in consideration of nearby neighborhoods. The new siren would be operational
following that noise test. Malcolm then asked Bret where this new siren was located. Bret
answered that it was at the left of the Riverbanks Zoo parking lot, covering the rapids in that area
and the downstream side of the zoo. Mike Waddell then asked how long the siren will sound after
activation. Bill Argentieri answered that it will sound for three minutes after initial activation. He
added that the siren will be activated after a three inch rise in water level, changed from a ¾ inch
rise, and that the siren will be reactivated after each rise. Bill then said that a strobe will also be
triggered and will flash for sixteen minutes. Bill also added that this system runs on a three minute
time delay. Charlene said that she felt that people in the river needed that extra three minutes to
move to safety. Bill replied that the system can be adjusted. Malcolm asked if the siren and strobe
were activated by a drop in water level. It was stated that the warning siren system was only
initiated by rising water levels.
Dave then distributed copies of the Safety RCG Work Plan (attached) for discussion and the issue
of having a safety plan versus a program was introduced. Bill Mathias said that a safety plan would
be integrated into the FERC license, but the creation of a safety program would not, which would
allow for easier modifications. Malcolm asked what assurance there is if a safety program is
created. He wanted to know how it could be included into the license. Overall, the group expressed
concern over the fact that a program could eventually be absolved, but a plan could not, since it
would be included in the license. Bill Mathias said that the safety program would be a partial
liability absolver, and there would be no reason to terminate the program. Charlene added that the
plan could include specifics about stakeholders involved and meeting times for the program. This
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would ensure that mention of the program was included as part of the license. Joy Downs said that
some of the issues were like apples and oranges, and that some of the larger issues could be
discussed in the FERC plan and the other issues could be dealt with in the program. Tom Eppink
said that there were some issues that had to be included in the license, as required by FERC, but
others could be dealt with in the program.
Dave Anderson then directed the discussion back to the specifics of the work plan. The group
decided that the identified issues would be better separated into Lower Saluda River issues and
Lake Murray issues.
Before the group broke for lunch, Don Eng recounted his experience during a recent release on the
Saluda River. Don explained that he was fishing when he saw a large amount of water rushing
towards him, washing him downstream for approximately one block. He said that he clung to
branches to stay above the water, and was eventually rescued by some kayakers. He added that
during this struggle, he watched a family get washed downstream and out of his sight. Don wanted
to state that real people are affected by the water releases on the river.
After lunch, discussion on the work plan continued. During the discussion, the issue of how to
attain accident information was raised. The Budget Control Board and SCDNR accident data were
mentioned as possible sources for this information. Because of privacy issues and unreported
accidents, accurate accident information is hard to acquire. The group agreed to continue thinking
about this issue.
The RCG Responsibilities section of the Work Plan initiated a discussion on whether the Safety
RCG takes hierarchy over the other RCGs. The group then decided that safety should be
compatible with all of the RCGs, allowing for compromise between the groups.
The group agreed on the changes made to the Safety RCG Work Plan (The updated work plan is
attached).
Dave then directed the discussion to focus on the Safety Program Outline. Again, the issue of
having a program versus a plan was raised. Dave stated that a safety program is acceptable to deal
with issues that will continue beyond the FERC relicensing. Mike Waddell asked if the program
would be submitted to FERC. Alan Stuart answered that it would be referenced through the safety
plan. Dave agreed, stating that the safety program can be referenced to FERC, allowing FERC to
be aware of the program. The group agreed that a safety program would be beneficial. Randy
Mahan stated that this would be something good for the community. He added that including FERC
in some cases would complicate the process and use extra time when making simple changes.
Malcolm stated that the stakeholders want to be part of the process and have a platform to make
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recommendations. Joy reiterated that the larger safety issues, such as flows, water levels, and shoal
makers, should be included in the plan to FERC, and other issues should be included in the
program. Tommy Boozer added that it is important to show that an effort is being made for safety
in the future. The group ended the discussion by agreeing in favor of the safety program. The
group agreed that the safety plan should take priority, but that Bill Mathias can continue to work on
the safety program.
The group agreed to have the next RCG meeting in October, around the time of the next Quarterly
Public Meeting. Dave suggested that the group have two separate meetings to discuss lake issues
and river issues after the joint RCG meeting in September (after the operations model is finalized).
No dates were set for any of these meetings. It was agreed that the group will continue to
communicate by e-mail.
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
July 20, 2006

9:30 AM
Lake Murray Training Center

 9:30 to 10:30

Presentation on the Three Rivers Greenway (Mike Dawson)

 10:30 to 10:45 BREAK
 10:45 to 11:00 Update on Installation of Warning Siren (Bret Hoffman)
 11:00 to 12:00 Discussion of Safety RCG Work Plan (Dave Anderson)
 12:00 to 1:00

LUNCH

 1:00 to 2:00

Discussion of Safety RCG Work Plan (Dave Anderson)

 2:00 to 2:15

BREAK

 2:15 to 3:00

Discussion of Safety Program Outline (Dave Anderson)

 3:00 to 3:10

Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date
Adjourn
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Safety Resource Conservation Group Work Plan
Saluda River Project
Facilitator:
Dave Anderson

Kleinschmidt Associates

dave.anderson@kleinschmidtusa.com

(205) 981-4547

Members:
Name

Organization

E-mail

Work Phone

Aaron Small
Alan Axson
Alan Stuart
Alison Guth
Amanda Hill
Bill Argentieri

US Coast Guard Auxiliary
Columbia Fire Department
KA
KA
USFWS
SCE&G

arsbhs@bellsouth.net
cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net
alan.stuart@kleinschmidtusa.com
alison.guth@kleinschmidtusa.com
amanda_hill@fws.gov
bargentieri@scana.com

Bill Marshall
Bill Mathias

Lower Saluda Scenic River Advisory Council, marshallb@dnr.sc.gov
DNR
LMA/LMPS
bill25@sc.rr.com

Charlene Coleman
Dave Anderson
David C. Price
Dick Christie
Edward D. Schnepel

American Whitewater
Kleinschmidt Associates
Lake Murray Power Squadron
SCDNR
LMA

cheetahtrk@yahoo.com
dave.anderson@kleinschmidtusa.com
pricedc@dhec.sc.gov
dchristie@infoave.net
eschnepel@sc.rr.com

George Duke

LMHC
Coastal Conservation League & American
Rivers

kayakduke@bellsouth.net
gerritj@scccl.org;
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Mission Statement
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The Mission of the Safety Resource Conservation Group (SRCG) is, through good faith
cooperation, to make Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River as safe as reasonably
possible for the public. The objective is to develop consensus-based recommendations to
the license application. . This will be accomplished by gathering or developing data
relevant to Saluda Hydroelectric Project safety-related interests/issues, seek to understand
those interests/issues and that data, and consider all such interests/issues and data relevant
to and significantly affecting safety on Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River.
Identified Issues
Lower Saluda River:
 level fluctuations and their effect on safety:
 Lack of advance public information system and improvement of communications
concerning changes in river flows in the lower Saluda River
 enhancement of a public warning/notification system (warning devices) for river
users during unannounced changes in river flows in the lower Saluda River
 ingress/egress to potentially hazardous areas and its effect on rescue resources
(e.g., Mill Race)
 rate of change on the lower Saluda River for recreational safety
 systematic collection of accident data on the river
Lake Murray:
 levels and their effect on safety
 level fluctuations and their effect on safety
 boat traffic/congestion in cove areas related to nearby shoreline development
 placement and maintenance of shoal markers
 Power lines impeding sail boat navigation
 Water quality and its effect on safety being addressed by WQ RCG
 Amphibious aircraft using Lake Murray
 systematic collection of accident data on the lake
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RCG Responsibilities
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 Identifying specific areas where lake levels and fluctuations may be adversely
affecting safety at the lake, including the nature and timing of the effect (e.g., shoal
areas).
 Working with the Operations Resource Conservation Group to identify “reasonable”
(based on hydrologic, structural, and other limitations identified) changes and
alternatives for modifying project operations, including operations that affect safety
on the lake and lower Saluda River.
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Safety Resource Conservation Group Work Plan
Saluda River Project
 Identifying any studies, that should be performed to identify and/or evaluate possible
changes to Project operations (e.g., flow studies on the river).
 Presenting a range of reasonable alternatives or recommendations to the Saluda
Hydro Relicensing Group (SHRG) regarding possible modifications to current
Project operations. (flow rate recommendations for public safety concerns)
 Reviewing recommendations from the Resource Conservation Groups for
compatibility with the Safety Program/Plan.
 Developing a safety program/plan for Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River that
addresses all of the “Identified Issues”
 Developing a public information/warning system (warning devices) for unannounced
changes in river flows in the lower Saluda River (including a phone call to Rescue
One—Columbia Fire Department).
 Identifying needed information products/systems/facilities to increase public
awareness of potential hazards and necessary precautions
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 Task 1 – Review the operational constraints and current operations of the Saluda
Project (see Initial Consultation Document).
 Task 2 – Determine how current Project operations affect safety.
 Task 3 – Review applicable laws governing boating use.
 Task 4 – Identify and invite safety-related organizations concerned with Lake Murray
and/or the lower Saluda River to participate in the Safety Resource Conservation
Group.
 Task 5 –
 Task 6 – Review stakeholder requests for particular studies and/or enhancement
measures to ensure that these are incorporated into study planning, if applicable (flow
studies related to safety on the lower Saluda River).
 Task 7 – Develop and recommend operations scenarios to the Operations RCG for
analysis. These scenarios should reflect initial thinking on potential solutions and be
designed to narrow the focus of Task 12 below. Analysis by the Operations RCG will
focus on an assessment of potential safety impacts associated with any suggested
changes to operations.
 Task 8 – Discuss results of the Operations RCG analyses.
 Task 9 – Develop study designs/methods/plans and review agreed upon studies,
literature reviews, etc, if necessary.
 Task 10 – Identify high use areas of the river for inclusion in the rising water warning
system.
 Task 11 – Identify safety concerns that can possibly be resolved outside of the
relicensing process.
 Task 12 – Provide safety-related recommendations for Project operations and
recreation access, facilities, and use to be considered in conjunction with all
ecological and recreational issues.
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Safety Resource Conservation Group Work Plan
Saluda River Project
 Task 13 – Develop a consensus based Safety Program/Plan for the Saluda Project
that addresses all of the issues and tasks identified above.
Schedule
Late 2005/Early 2006—Finalize Mission Statement and Work Plan
Mid-2006—Complete identification of studies, literature reviews, etc. that need to be
completed to address issues and tasks identified in the Work Plan
Late 2006—Begin compilation of existing information, review preliminary study results,
and draft an outline of the Recreational Safety Plan
2007—Complete any studies identified in Task 9 and review results; draft
recommendations to SHRG, complete draft Recreational Safety Plan
2008—Finalize Recreational Safety Plan and provide comments on Draft License
Application
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Sorry that you couldn't make it. I don't know what's going on with the web link below; it's doing something strange
on my computer also. Try this:
http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com
We have tentatively scheduled the next meeting for October 24th at 9:30 AM at the Lake Murray Training Center.
If you don't have any objections, I will get Alison to add you to the distribution list for members of the Safety
RCG. This way you will get all correspondence on meeting notes, agendas, etc.
Thanks for your interest.
-----Original Message----From: Joel Huggins [mailto:jbhuggins@lexhealth.org]
Sent: Friday, July 21, 2006 2:08 PM
To: 'Dave Anderson'
Subject: RE: Saluda Safety Meeting
David,
I realize that yesterday was the scheduled meeting, but I have been in and out of the office for the last 2
weeks and just now getting a chance to get caught-up. I tried to access the web address you gave below.
I was unable to open that address. Can you check to make sure that it is correct. If so, is there something
else you have that would give me information regarding your organization.
Thanks and have a great weekend.
Joel

-----Original Message----From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 18, 2006 9:18 AM
To: Joel Huggins
Cc: Alison Guth; Alan Stuart
Subject: Saluda Safety Meeting
I spoke to Pamela Williams last week to extend an invitation to your organization to participate in the
Safety Resource Conservation Group. SCE&G is currently undergoing a federal process to obtain a
new operating license for the Saluda Dam. The Safety RCG is a working group comprised of
SCE&G and several stakeholders concerned with safety issues associated with Lake Murray and
the lower Saluda River.
If your organization is interested, I encourage you to visit the website that we have set up as the
primary means of communication for relicensing:
www.saludahydrorelicense.com
The next meeting of the Safety RCG is on Thursday, July 20 at the Lake Murray Training Center. I
have attached the agenda for the meeting. If you would like to be added to our e-mail distribution
group, please reply to Alison Guth (cc'ed on this message) and she can get you set up.
Thanks for your interest in this important process.
-------------------------------------------------------------------David K. Anderson, Ph.D.

11/8/2007
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Recreation/Human Dimensions Specialist
Kleinschmidt Associates
4958 Valleydale Rd., Ste. 250
Birmingham, AL 35242
Ph: 205-981-4547x240
FAX: 205-981-4549
Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com
<<2006-07-20 Safety RCG Agenda.pdf>>

_________________________________
This email and any files transmitted with it may contain PRIVILEGED or CONFIDENTIAL information and
may be read or used only by the intended recipient. If you are not the intended recipient of the email or any
of its attachments, please be advised that you have received this email in error and that any use,
dissemination, distribution, forwarding, printing, or copying of this email or any attached files is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please immediately purge it and all attachments and
notify the sender by reply email or contact the sender at the number listed above if one is provided.

11/8/2007

Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Bret Hoffman
Monday, July 24, 2006 12:43 PM
'Tommy Boozer'; 'Aaron Small'; 'Alan Axson'; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; 'Amanda Hill'; 'Bill
Argentieri'; 'Bill Marshall'; 'Bill Mathias'; Bret Hoffman; 'Charlene Coleman'; Dave Anderson;
'David Price'; 'Dick Christie'; 'Edward Schnepel'; 'George Duke'; 'Gerrit Jobsis (American
Rivers)'; 'Jennifer O'Rourke'; 'Jerry Wise'; 'Jim Devereaux'; 'John and Rob Altenberg'; 'Joy
Downs'; 'Karen Kustafik'; 'Ken Uschelbec'; 'Kenneth Fox'; 'Larry Turner
(turnerle@dhec.sc.gov)'; 'Lee Barber'; 'Malcolm Leaphart'; 'Mark Leao'; 'Mike Waddell';
'Miriam Atria'; 'Norm Nicholson'; 'Norman Ferris'; 'Patrick Moore'; 'Randy Mahan'; 'Roger Hovis
'; 'Skeet Mills '; 'Steve Bell'; 'Suzanne Rhodes'; 'Tom Eppink'
Saluda cross-sections

Good afternoon,
At the request of Mike Waddell during last Thursday's Safety RCG meeting, I am forwarding the map of cross-sections on
the lower Saluda River that will be evaluated by the HEC Res-Sim model.
Thanks,
__________________________________
Bret Hoffman, P.E.
Mechanical Engineer

Kleinschmidt
Energy & Water Resource Consultants
101 Trade Zone Drive, Suite 21A
West Columbia, SC 29170
(803) 822-3177
FAX (803) 822-3183
Bret.Hoffman@KleinschmidtUSA.com

cross-sections.pdf
(1 MB)
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Cheryl Balitz
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bret Hoffman
Tuesday, August 08, 2006 1:10 PM
Alison Guth
FW: 07-20-06 Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes

-----Original Message----From:
Bret Hoffman
Sent:
Tuesday, August 08, 2006 1:09 PM
To:
Dave Anderson
Subject:
FW: 07-20-06 Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes

Dave,
I removed a section because Mike Dawson did not address the walkway and high river elevations during his presentation.
After his presentation, I specifically asked him about the walkway being above the high-water mark, hi response was that it
would not matter to the walkway ("the walkway's not gonna care"). I raised this point because the other Greenway paths
ARE below flows on frequent occasion, and Charlene had informed me that the plans show the Saluda walkway within
high-water flow boundaries.
Not sure where to add this, as part of the meeting notes (during M. Dawson's Q&A) or as an added comment...
-Bret
-----Original Message----From:
Dave Anderson
Sent:
Tuesday, August 08, 2006 12:33 PM
To:
Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret
Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson; David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American
Rivers); Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Ken
Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam
Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Roger Hovis ; Skeet Mills ; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom
Eppink
Subject:
07-20-06 Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes

We have a few edits to the meeting notes, so I am sending them around one more time before they become final on
Friday.

2006-07-20
Meeting Notes - Saf...

1

MEETING NOTES
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 Dave Anderson – modify Safety RCG Work Plan and send to group for final approval
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DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

October 24, 2006 at 9:30 a.m.
Located at the Lake Murray Training Center
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MEETING NOTES:
These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.
Dave Anderson opened the meeting and distributed meeting agendas to the group. He briefly went
over the agenda and then turned the meeting over to Mike Dawson to give a presentation on the
Three Rivers Greenway.
Mike began his presentation by detailing the construction of the riverwalk system. He showed a
map that displayed the exact layout of the riverwalk, including the location of restrooms, parking
lots, and boat access. Mike also explained how potential problems such as flooding and maximum
flows were being considered. He showed a detailed drawing of the composting toilets that are being
installed and explained they are designed to limit potential damage from flooding of the restrooms.
He also addressed the issue of wetlands, mentioning that the pathway will circle the wetland areas
in order to preserve them. Mike also specified the various smaller pathways that will lead to and
from the riverwalk to allow for easy access. After Mike finished detailing the length of the
riverwalk, he addressed the installation of emergency call boxes. He said these boxes would be
installed along the riverwalk, providing immediate access to a 911 operator. Mike added that a light
would turn on near the call box when activated. He also said that there would be a gate for firemen
and other rescue workers to easily access the riverwalk. Mike concluded his presentation stating
that the new portion of the Three Rivers Greenway was scheduled to be operational by early
summer in 2007. Mike then added that the International Canoe Federation was considering the
Saluda River as the site for its annual canoe race and that he would like to have the riverwalk
functional for that event. Mike then opened the meeting for questions.
Malcolm Leaphart asked who had police jurisdiction in regards to the call boxes. Mike answered
that police from the University of South Carolina and other city police have an agreement on who
will take jurisdiction in the various areas. He said that the law enforcement wants to be proactive.
Mike also added that there will be active patrolling around the river including security guards on
golf carts.
Steve Bell then asked if there was any idea of what to expect in the next thirty years in terms of
recreational activity on the river. Mike answered that there was no accurate prediction of the
amount of recreational activity that the Saluda River will see in thirty years. He said that a
probability analysis could be done based on population, but the accuracy would not be very reliable.
Mike predicted that as many as 450 people per hour would use the greenway after completion.
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Charlene Coleman brought up the issue of an increased budget for training rescuers. She stated that
by adding more access to the river, there would be a rise in river use, causing an increased need for
additional trained rescuers. Mike agreed that more resources were needed and that the budget did
need to expand to include this issue. Charlene then asked if there would be some type of public
education informing people on the new access routes. Mike answered that the State newspaper has
already begun running articles about the greenway.
Dave asked if there were plans to expand the riverwalk above Interstate 26, towards Saluda Shoals.
Mike answered that Saluda Shoals has put in grant requests to do their own expansions. He added
that this would be funded by the cities of Columbia and West Columbia, highway funds, and local
school districts. Mike added that the Three Rivers Greenway project does not have the budget to
expand towards Saluda Shoals.
After a break, Dave reconvened the meeting and then turned it over to Bret Hoffman to give the
group an update on the installation of the new warning siren on the Saluda River. Bret began by
stating that the pole was in place and the rest of the equipment would be installed within the next
week. He added that noise testing would be done on Thursday to determine if the siren noise could
be reduced, in consideration of nearby neighborhoods. The new siren would be operational
following that noise test. Malcolm then asked Bret where this new siren was located. Bret
answered that it was at the left of the Riverbanks Zoo parking lot, covering the rapids in that area
and the downstream side of the zoo. Mike Waddell then asked how long the siren will sound after
activation. Bill Argentieri answered that it will sound for three minutes after initial activation. He
added that the siren will be activated after a three inch rise in water level, changed from a ¾ inch
rise, and that the siren will be reactivated after each rise. Bill then said that a strobe will also be
triggered and will flash for sixteen minutes. Bill also added that this system runs on a three minute
time delay. Charlene said that she felt that people in the river needed that extra three minutes to
move to safety. Bill replied that the system can be adjusted. Malcolm asked if the siren and strobe
were activated by a drop in water level. It was stated that the warning siren system was only
initiated by rising water levels.
Dave then distributed copies of the Safety RCG Work Plan (attached) for discussion and the issue
of having a safety plan versus a program was introduced. Bill Mathias said that a safety plan would
be integrated into the FERC license, but the creation of a safety program would not, which would
allow for easier modifications. Malcolm asked what assurance there is if a safety program is
created. He wanted to know how it could be included into the license. Overall, the group expressed
concern over the fact that a program could eventually be absolved, but a plan could not, since it
would be included in the license. Patrick M. pointed out that regardless of the plan vs. program
decision, the final settlement terms will be enforceable in state court by any signatory. Bill Mathias
said that the safety program would be a partial liability absolver, and there would be no reason to
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terminate the program. Charlene added that the plan could include specifics about stakeholders
involved and meeting times for the program. This would ensure that mention of the program was
included as part of the license. Joy Downs said that some of the issues were like apples and
oranges, and that some of the larger issues could be discussed in the FERC plan and the other issues
could be dealt with in the program. Tom Eppink said that there were some issues that had to be
included in the license, as required by FERC, but others could be dealt with in the program. Tom
also reiterated that there will be unannounced releases in order for Saluda to meet reserve
generation requirements and the group should move forward based on this. Patrick replied that this
statement is erroneous and that no evidence has been presented to stakeholders that demonstrates
operations are capable of compliance with state numeric water quality standards, state narrative
standards, the Clean Water Act, Federal Power Act, Endangered Species Act, and other applicable
law. Several other stakeholders also spoke up in disagreement with Tom’s statement and restated
their expectations the RCG would be an open forum where all issues and alternatives could be
discussed. The group then agreed that we can amicably, yet seriously, disagree on this issue.
Dave Anderson then directed the discussion back to the specifics of the work plan. The group
decided that the identified issues would be better separated into lower Saluda River issues and Lake
Murray issues.
Before the group broke for lunch, Don Eng recounted his experience during a recent release on the
Saluda River. Don explained that he was fishing when he saw a large amount of water rushing
towards him, washing him downstream for approximately one block. He said that he clung to
branches to stay above the water, and was eventually rescued by some kayakers. He added that
during this struggle, he watched a family get washed downstream and out of his sight. Don wanted
to state that real people are affected by the water releases on the river. After Don’s recount, there
was discussion regarding the need for in-stream recreators to use appropriate safety equipment and
the lack thereof in this particular case.
After lunch, discussion on the work plan continued. During the discussion, the issue of how to
attain accident information was raised. The Budget Control Board and SCDNR accident data were
mentioned as possible sources for this information. Because of privacy issues and unreported
accidents, accurate accident information is hard to acquire. The group agreed to continue thinking
about this issue.
The RCG Responsibilities section of the Work Plan initiated a discussion on whether the Safety
RCG takes hierarchy over the other RCGs. The group then decided that safety should be
compatible with all of the RCGs, allowing for compromise between the groups.
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The group agreed on the changes made to the Safety RCG Work Plan (The updated work plan is
attached).
Dave then directed the discussion to focus on the Safety Program Outline. Again, the issue of
having a program versus a plan was raised. Dave stated that a safety program is acceptable to deal
with issues that will continue beyond the FERC relicensing. Mike Waddell asked if the program
would be submitted to FERC. Alan Stuart answered that it would be referenced through the safety
plan. Dave agreed, stating that the safety program can be referenced to FERC, allowing FERC to
be aware of the program. The group agreed that a safety program would be beneficial. Randy
Mahan stated that this would be something good for the community. He added that including FERC
in some cases would complicate the process and use extra time when making simple changes.
Malcolm asked Dave to develop ‘deliverables’ for each of the tasks in the Safety RCG Work Plan
(Work Scope and Product Section) as those are reflective of the important issues raised to date and
are the basis for the recommendations to be made to FERC. Dave indicated that he would do that.
Malcolm pointed out that developing a safety program would take away from the limited time and
resources of the Safety RCG in dealing with the issues and should be considered after relicensing,
and definitely not as a replacement goal or deliverable of the Safety RCG as defined in the Mission
Statement. Tentative revisions to the Mission Statement made earlier in the meeting to reflect a
change in scope and product (deliverable) to a safety program to be administered outside of the
FERC process and after license approval were removed. The language of the original mission to
develop recommendations for the identified issues was reinserted to reflect that the group would
continue to develop an “RCG Safety Plan” for submission to FERC for consideration to incorporate
into the FERC Public Safety Plan. Tommy Boozer acknowledged that the safety program was an
idea brought to SCE&G to simplify and allow for ongoing public discussions concerning safety
issues on the lake. Tommy further stated that he understands, as Malcolm explained, the
stakeholders want to develop recommendations for incorporation into the FERC license and not
defer actions on issues until after the license is approved. Randy reiterated that FERC will want to
look at alternatives in determining whether to grant a new license and explained this might include
the potential to modify Saluda to get the most economic benefit possible from a minimum flow
rather than just to keep spinning a unit or two with no generation and the potential to replace the
runners to increase the units' maximum capacity.
Joy reiterated that the larger safety issues, such as flows, water levels, and shoal makers, should be
included in the plan to FERC, and other issues should be included in the program. Tommy Boozer
added that it is important to show that an effort is being made for safety in the future. The group
ended the discussion by agreeing in favor of the safety program. The group agreed that developing
a safety plan, addressing identified issues, and determining what recommendations need to be made
back to Operations RCG should take priority, but that Bill Mathias can continue to work on the
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safety program. Malcolm suggested that developing a safety program after submitting the new
license application might be more appropriate.
The group agreed to have the next RCG meeting in October, around the time of the next Quarterly
Public Meeting. Dave suggested that the group have two separate meetings to discuss lake issues
and river issues after the joint RCG meeting in September (after the operations model is finalized).
No dates were set for any of these meetings. It was agreed that the group will continue to
communicate by e-mail.
Comments received after this meeting are attached after the agenda.
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
July 20, 2006

9:30 AM
Lake Murray Training Center

 9:30 to 10:30

Presentation on the Three Rivers Greenway (Mike Dawson)

 10:30 to 10:45 BREAK
 10:45 to 11:00 Update on Installation of Warning Siren (Bret Hoffman)
 11:00 to 12:00 Discussion of Safety RCG Work Plan (Dave Anderson)
 12:00 to 1:00

LUNCH

 1:00 to 2:00

Discussion of Safety RCG Work Plan (Dave Anderson)

 2:00 to 2:15

BREAK

 2:15 to 3:00

Discussion of Safety Program Outline (Dave Anderson)

 3:00 to 3:10

Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date
Adjourn
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Comments from Steve Bell: The Saluda Generation TWC is reviewing generation data and most
likely will request additional information on specific releases. It seems a bit premature to suggest
that we should agree to disagree before reviewing all the data. Also, it may be worth mentioning
that all issues including SCE&G's are being tracked via spreadsheet which will result in a written
record of the step by step process used to resolve the issue. I believe this will complement the
meeting summaries as the official record. Finally, there appears to be no consensus, at this time, on
SCE&G's issue of “maximum flexibility”. We owe it to our members to review all the facts before
considering an outcome.
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Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Dave Anderson
Tuesday, July 18, 2006 9:18 AM
'jbhuggins@lexhealth.org'
Alison Guth; Alan Stuart
Saluda Safety Meeting

I spoke to Pamela Williams last week to extend an invitation to your organization to participate in the Safety Resource
Conservation Group. SCE&G is currently undergoing a federal process to obtain a new operating license for the Saluda
Dam. The Safety RCG is a working group comprised of SCE&G and several stakeholders concerned with safety issues
associated with Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River.
If your organization is interested, I encourage you to visit the website that we have set up as the primary means of
communication for relicensing:
www.saludahydrorelicense.com
The next meeting of the Safety RCG is on Thursday, July 20 at the Lake Murray Training Center. I have attached the
agenda for the meeting. If you would like to be added to our e-mail distribution group, please reply to Alison Guth (cc'ed
on this message) and she can get you set up.
Thanks for your interest in this important process.
-------------------------------------------------------------------David K. Anderson, Ph.D.
Recreation/Human Dimensions Specialist
Kleinschmidt Associates
4958 Valleydale Rd., Ste. 250
Birmingham, AL 35242
Ph: 205-981-4547x240
FAX: 205-981-4549
Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com
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Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Alison Guth
Thursday, July 13, 2006 11:04 AM
Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill
Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson;
David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers);
Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen
Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber;
Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris;
Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Roger Hovis ; Skeet Mills ; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom
Eppink
FW: 07-20-2006 Safety RCG Meeting Agenda

-----Original Message----From:
Dave Anderson
Sent:
Tuesday, July 11, 2006 11:11 AM
To:
Alison Guth
Subject:
07-20-2006 Safety RCG Meeting Agenda

Here is our agenda for the meeting next week. As you can see, we will be viewing a presentation about the Three Rivers
Greenway given by Mike Dawson first thing in the morning. Please make every effort to be ready to start at 9:30 am so we
can accommodate Mike's schedule.

2006-07-20 Safety
RCG Agenda.p...

You can also see that we have a very busy day after the presentation. The objective of our meeting is to finalize the Safety
RCG Work Plan and to begin discussions on the "Safety Program" we will develop over the course of the next year. I have
attached both Word and PDF files of the Work Plan in order for you to see the changes that have been made via e-mail.
These changes are color coded for your reading pleasure. If you have MS Word, you should be able to see who made the
edit by hovering your cursor over the change. For those of you that don't have Word, the colors and their respective
"editors" are:
Red - Dave A.
Blue - Alan S. (these are actually changes we made on Alan's computer at our last meeting)
Green - Randy M.
Purple - Bill A.
Orange - Charlene C.
Lt. Blue - Malcolm L.
Yellow - Mike W.
Grey - Bill M.
These colors may not match up to what you see in the Word document as Word changes the colors every time you open
the document. They will correspond to the attached PDF file.

Draft Safety RCG
Work Plan (07...

Draft Safety RCG
Work Plan (07...

Finally we will discuss the "Safety Program" outline. I will be looking for your basic comments as to the components of this
program and any additional "sections" you think should be included. I will provide verbal cues as to what each section will
entail at the meeting.
1

Saluda Safety
Program Outline_...

As always, if you are planning on attending the meeting, please let Alison know ASAP so she can make arrangements for
lunch (and for seating for Mike's presentation). Hope to see you next week!
-------------------------------------------------------------------David K. Anderson, Ph.D.
Recreation/Human Dimensions Specialist
Kleinschmidt Associates
4958 Valleydale Rd., Ste. 250
Birmingham, AL 35242
Ph: 205-981-4547x240
FAX: 205-981-4549
Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com
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US Coast Guard Auxiliary
Columbia Fire Department
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USFWS
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bargentieri@scana.com
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Lower Saluda Scenic River Advisory Council, marshallb@dnr.sc.gov
DNR
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bill25@sc.rr.com
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American Whitewater
Kleinschmidt Associates
Lake Murray Power Squadron
SCDNR
LMA

cheetahtrk@yahoo.com
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LMHC
Coastal Conservation League & American
Rivers

kayakduke@bellsouth.net
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Joy Downs
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South Carolina Wildlife Federation
Lake Murray Power Squadron
SCE&G

jenno@scwf.org
meddynamic@aol.com
jdevereaux@scana.com

Sea Tow

seatowlakemurray@seatow.com
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City of Columbia Parks and Recreation
US Coast Guard Auxiliary

elymay2@aol.com
kakustafik@columbiasc.net
colkenu@aol.com

Kenneth G. Fox
Larry Turner
Lee Barber
Malcolm Leaphart
Mark Leao

LMA
SCDHEC
LMA
Trout Unlimited
USFWS

skfox@sc.rr.com
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lbarber@sc.rr.com
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TU - Saluda River Chapter
EMS
Capitol City Lake Murray Country
Lexington Resident Deputy
Trout Unlimited

mwaddell@esri.sc.edu

Patrick Moore
Ralph Crafton
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Suzanne Rhodes

SCCCL AR
LMA
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Richland County Emergency Services
Lake Murray Watch
SC Wildlife Federation
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crafton@usit.net
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rogerhovis@richlandonline.com
bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net
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SCANA Services, Inc.
SCE&G

teppink@scana.com
tboozer@scana.com

Gerrit Jobsis

miriam@lakemurraycountry.com
larana@mindspring.com
norm@sc.rr.com
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Safety Resource Conservation Group Work Plan
Saluda River Project
Mission Statement
The Mission of the Safety Resource Conservation Group (SRCG) is, through good faith
cooperation, to make Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River as safe as reasonably
possible for the public. The objective is to develop a consensus-based Recreational
Safety Plan proposal for inclusion in the FERC license application. This will be
accomplished by gathering or developing data relevant to Saluda Hydroelectric Project
safety-related interests/issues, seek to understand those interests/issues and that data, and
consider all such interests/issues and data relevant to and significantly affecting safety on
Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River.
Identified Issues
 creation of a public information system and improvement of communications
concerning changes in river flows in the lower Saluda River
 creation of a public warning/notification system for river users during unannounced
changes in river flows in the lower Saluda River
 fluctuating lake levels and their effect on safety
 boat traffic/congestion in cove areas related to nearby shoreline development
 fluctuating lake and river levels and their effect on recreational user safety
 placement and maintenance of shoal markers
 systematic collection of accident data on the lake and on the river
 ingress/egress to potentially hazardous areas (e.g., Mill Race)
 Lack of an advanced public information system of releases from the Lake Murray
hydro plant that provides release information at least 12 hours in advance
 'Rates of flow' from the Lake Murray hydro need a unit of measure established, and a
determination of unacceptable rate levels for the safety of recreationists in the lower
Saluda River
 consider alternate methods of operations besides the present “maximum flexibility”
mode of operation
 Poor understanding the hazardous conditions in the river caused by hydro flows, how
hazards vary from place to place, and who is affected
 Interest in managing river flows, particularly rates of increase in flow, to improve
safety for river users
 fluctuating river levels and its effect on rescue resources
 flow rate recommendations for public safety concerns
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Safety Resource Conservation Group Work Plan
Saluda River Project
RCG Responsibilities
 Identifying specific areas where lake level fluctuations may be adversely affecting
safety at the lake, including the nature and timing of the effect (e.g., shoal areas).
 Working with the Operations Resource Conservation Group to identify “reasonable”
(based on hydrologic, structural, and other limitations identified) changes and
alternatives for modifying project operations, including operations that affect safety
on the lake and lower Saluda River.
 Identifying any studies, if applicable, that should be performed to identify and/or
evaluate possible changes to Project operations (e.g., flow studies on the river).
 Presenting a range of reasonable alternatives or recommendations to the Saluda
Hydro Relicensing Group (SHRG) regarding possible modifications to current Project
operations.
 Reviewing results from the Recreation Resource Conservation Group to make sure
they are consistent with the mission statement of the Safety Resource Conservation
Group.
 Developing a recreational safety plan for Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River
that addresses all of the “Identified Issues”
 Developing a public information/warning system during unannounced changes in
river flows in the lower Saluda River (including a phone call to Rescue One—
Columbia Fire Department).
 Identify needed information products/systems/facilities to increase public awareness
of potential hazards and necessary precautions
Work Scope and Product
 Task 1 – Review the operational constraints and current operations of the Saluda
Project (see Initial Consultation Document).
 Task 2 – Determine how Project operations affect safety and alternatives to present
operations to enhance safety on the lower Saluda River.
 Task 3 – Review applicable laws governing boating use.
 Task 4 – Identify safety-related organizations concerned with Lake Murray and/or
the lower Saluda River.
 Task 5 – Invite those safety-related organizations identified in Task 4 to participate in
the Safety Resource Conservation Group.
 Task 6 – Review stakeholder requests for particular studies and/or enhancement
measures to ensure that these are incorporated into study planning, if applicable (flow
studies related to safety on the lower Saluda River).
 Task 7 – Develop and recommend operations scenarios to the Operations RCG for
analysis (both lake and selected points (determine by the stakeholders) on the lower
Saluda River). These scenarios should reflect initial thinking on potential solutions
and be designed to narrow the focus of Task 1 2 below. Analysis by the Operations
RCG will focus on an assessment of potential safety impacts associated with any
suggested changes to operations.
 Task 8 – Discuss results of the Operations RCG analyses.
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Safety Resource Conservation Group Work Plan
Saluda River Project
 Task 9 – Develop study designs/methods/plans and review agreed upon studies,
literature reviews, etc, if necessary.
 Task 10 – Identify high use areas of the river for inclusion in the rising water warning
system.
 Task 11 – Identify safety concerns that can possibly be resolved outside of the
relicensing process.
 Task 12 – Provide safety-related recommendations for Project operations and
recreation access, facilities, and use to be considered in conjunction with all
ecological and recreational issues.
 Task 13 – Develop a consensus based Recreational Safety Plan for the Saluda Project
that addresses all of the issues and tasks identified above.
Schedule
Late 2005/Early 2006—Finalize Mission Statement and Work Plan
Mid-2006—Complete identification of studies, literature reviews, etc. that need to be
completed to address issues and tasks identified in the Work Plan
Late 2006—Begin compilation of existing information, review preliminary study results,
and draft an outline of the Recreational Safety Plan
2007—Complete any studies identified in Task 9 and review results; draft
recommendations to SHRG, complete draft Recreational Safety Plan
2008—Finalize Recreational Safety Plan and provide comments on Draft License
Application
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Safety Resource Conservation Group Work Plan
Saluda River Project
Mission Statement
The Mission of the Safety Resource Conservation Group (SRCG) is, through good faith
cooperation, to make Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River as safe as reasonably
possible for the public. The objective is to develop a consensus-based Recreational
Safety Plan proposal for inclusion in the FERC license application. This will be
accomplished by gathering or developing data relevant to Saluda Hydroelectric Project
safety-related interests/issues, seek to understand those interests/issues and that data, and
consider all such interests/issues and data relevant to and significantly affecting safety on
Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River.
Identified Issues
creation of a public information system and improvement of communications
concerning changes in river flows in the lower Saluda River
creation of a public warning/notification system for river users during unannounced
changes in river flows in the lower Saluda River
fluctuating lake levels and their effect on safety
boat traffic/congestion in cove areas related to nearby shoreline development
fluctuating lake and river levels and their effect on recreational user safety
placement and maintenance of shoal markers
systematic collection of accident data on the lake and on the river
ingress/egress to potentially hazardous areas (e.g., Mill Race)
Lack of an advanced public information system of releases from the Lake Murray
hydro plant that provides release information at least 12 hours in advance
'Rates of flow' from the Lake Murray hydro need a unit of measure established, and a
determination of unacceptable rate levels for the safety of recreationists in the lower
Saluda River
consider alternate methods of operations besides the present maximum flexibility
mode of operation
Poor understanding the hazardous conditions in the river caused by hydro flows, how
hazards vary from place to place, and who is affected
Interest in managing river flows, particularly rates of increase in flow, to improve
safety for river users
fluctuating river levels and its effect on rescue resources
flow rate recommendations for public safety concerns
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Safety Resource Conservation Group Work Plan
Saluda River Project
RCG Responsibilities
Identifying specific areas where lake level fluctuations may be adversely affecting
safety at the lake, including the nature and timing of the effect (e.g., shoal areas).
Working with the Operations Resource Conservation Group to identify reasonable
(based on hydrologic, structural, and other limitations identified) changes and
alternatives for modifying project operations, including operations that affect safety
on the lake and lower Saluda River.
Identifying any studies, if applicable, that should be performed to identify and/or
evaluate possible changes to Project operations (e.g., flow studies on the river).
Presenting a range of reasonable alternatives or recommendations to the Saluda
Hydro Relicensing Group (SHRG) regarding possible modifications to current Project
operations.
Reviewing results from the Recreation Resource Conservation Group to make sure
they are consistent with the mission statement of the Safety Resource Conservation
Group.
Developing a recreational safety plan for Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River
that addresses all of the Identified Issues
Developing a public information/warning system during unannounced changes in
river flows in the lower Saluda River (including a phone call to Rescue One
Columbia Fire Department).
Identify needed information products/systems/facilities to increase public awareness
of potential hazards and necessary precautions
Work Scope and Product
Task 1  Review the operational constraints and current operations of the Saluda
Project (see Initial Consultation Document).
Task 2  Determine how Project operations affect safety and alternatives to present
operations to enhance safety on the lower Saluda River.
Task 3  Review applicable laws governing boating use.
Task 4  Identify safety-related organizations concerned with Lake Murray and/or
the lower Saluda River.
Task 5  Invite those safety-related organizations identified in Task 4 to participate in
the Safety Resource Conservation Group.
Task 6  Review stakeholder requests for particular studies and/or enhancement
measures to ensure that these are incorporated into study planning, if applicable (flow
studies related to safety on the lower Saluda River).
Task 7  Develop and recommend operations scenarios to the Operations RCG for
analysis (both lake and selected points (determine by the stakeholders) on the lower
Saluda River). These scenarios should reflect initial thinking on potential solutions
and be designed to narrow the focus of Task 12 below. Analysis by the Operations
RCG will focus on an assessment of potential safety impacts associated with any
suggested changes to operations.
Task 8  Discuss results of the Operations RCG analyses.
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Safety Resource Conservation Group Work Plan
Saluda River Project
Task 9  Develop study designs/methods/plans and review agreed upon studies,
literature reviews, etc, if necessary.
Task 10  Identify high use areas of the river for inclusion in the rising water warning
system.
Task 11  Identify safety concerns that can possibly be resolved outside of the
relicensing process.
Task 12  Provide safety-related recommendations for Project operations and
recreation access, facilities, and use to be considered in conjunction with all
ecological and recreational issues.
Task 13  Develop a consensus based Recreational Safety Plan for the Saluda Project
that addresses all of the issues and tasks identified above.
Schedule
Late 2005/Early 2006Finalize Mission Statement and Work Plan
Mid-2006Complete identification of studies, literature reviews, etc. that need to be
completed to address issues and tasks identified in the Work Plan
Late 2006Begin compilation of existing information, review preliminary study results,
and draft an outline of the Recreational Safety Plan
2007Complete any studies identified in Task 9 and review results; draft
recommendations to SHRG, complete draft Recreational Safety Plan
2008Finalize Recreational Safety Plan and provide comments on Draft License
Application
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Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dave Anderson
Tuesday, July 11, 2006 11:11 AM
Alison Guth
07-20-2006 Safety RCG Meeting Agenda

Here is our agenda for the meeting next week. As you can see, we will be viewing a presentation about the Three Rivers
Greenway given by Mike Dawson first thing in the morning. Please make every effort to be ready to start at 9:30 am so we
can accommodate Mike's schedule.

2006-07-20 Safety
RCG Agenda.p...

You can also see that we have a very busy day after the presentation. The objective of our meeting is to finalize the Safety
RCG Work Plan and to begin discussions on the "Safety Program" we will develop over the course of the next year. I have
attached both Word and PDF files of the Work Plan in order for you to see the changes that have been made via e-mail.
These changes are color coded for your reading pleasure. If you have MS Word, you should be able to see who made the
edit by hovering your cursor over the change. For those of you that don't have Word, the colors and their respective
"editors" are:
Red - Dave A.
Blue - Alan S. (these are actually changes we made on Alan's computer at our last meeting)
Green - Randy M.
Purple - Bill A.
Orange - Charlene C.
Lt. Blue - Malcolm L.
Yellow - Mike W.
Grey - Bill M.
These colors may not match up to what you see in the Word document as Word changes the colors every time you open
the document. They will correspond to the attached PDF file.

Draft Safety RCG
Work Plan (07...

Draft Safety RCG
Work Plan (07...

Finally we will discuss the "Safety Program" outline. I will be looking for your basic comments as to the components of this
program and any additional "sections" you think should be included. I will provide verbal cues as to what each section will
entail at the meeting.

Saluda Safety
Program Outline_...

As always, if you are planning on attending the meeting, please let Alison know ASAP so she can make arrangements for
lunch (and for seating for Mike's presentation). Hope to see you next week!
-------------------------------------------------------------------David K. Anderson, Ph.D.
Recreation/Human Dimensions Specialist
Kleinschmidt Associates
4958 Valleydale Rd., Ste. 250
Birmingham, AL 35242
1

Ph: 205-981-4547x240
FAX: 205-981-4549
Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com

2

Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
July 20, 2006

9:30 AM

Lake Murray Training Center

9:30 to 10:30

Presentation on the Three Rivers Greenway (Mike Dawson)

10:30 to 10:45 BREAK
10:45 to 11:00 Update on Installation of Warning Siren (Bret Hoffman)
11:00 to 12:00 Discussion of Safety RCG Work Plan (Dave Anderson)
12:00 to 1:00

LUNCH

1:00 to 2:00

Discussion of Safety RCG Work Plan (Dave Anderson)

2:00 to 2:15

BREAK

2:15 to 3:00

Discussion of Safety Program Outline (Dave Anderson)

3:00 to 3:10

Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date
Adjourn

Safety Resource Conservation Group Work Plan
Saluda River Project
Facilitator:
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(205) 981-4547

Members:
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Columbia Fire Department
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DNR
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Kleinschmidt Associates
Lake Murray Power Squadron
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Safety Resource Conservation Group Work Plan
Saluda River Project
Mission Statement
The Mission of the Safety Resource Conservation Group (SRCG) is, through good faith
cooperation, to make Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River as safe as reasonably
possible for the public. The objective is to develop a consensus-based Recreational
Safety Plan proposal for inclusion in the FERC license application. This will be
accomplished by gathering or developing data relevant to Saluda Hydroelectric Project
safety-related interests/issues, seek to understand those interests/issues and that data, and
consider all such interests/issues and data relevant to and significantly affecting safety on
Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River.
Identified Issues
 creation of a public information system and improvement of communications
concerning changes in river flows in the lower Saluda River
 creation of a public warning/notification system for river users during unannounced
changes in river flows in the lower Saluda River
 fluctuating lake levels and their effect on safety
 boat traffic/congestion in cove areas related to nearby shoreline development
 fluctuating lake and river levels and their effect on recreational user safety
 placement and maintenance of shoal markers
 systematic collection of accident data on the lake and on the river
 ingress/egress to potentially hazardous areas (e.g., Mill Race)
 Lack of an advanced public information system of releases from the Lake Murray
hydro plant that provides release information at least 12 hours in advance
 'Rates of flow' from the Lake Murray hydro need a unit of measure established, and a
determination of unacceptable rate levels for the safety of recreationists in the lower
Saluda River
 consider alternate methods of operations besides the present “maximum flexibility”
mode of operation
 Poor understanding the hazardous conditions in the river caused by hydro flows, how
hazards vary from place to place, and who is affected
 Interest in managing river flows, particularly rates of increase in flow, to improve
safety for river users
 fluctuating river levels and its effect on rescue resources
 flow rate recommendations for public safety concerns
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Safety Resource Conservation Group Work Plan
Saluda River Project
RCG Responsibilities
 Identifying specific areas where lake level fluctuations may be adversely affecting
safety at the lake, including the nature and timing of the effect (e.g., shoal areas).
 Working with the Operations Resource Conservation Group to identify “reasonable”
(based on hydrologic, structural, and other limitations identified) changes and
alternatives for modifying project operations, including operations that affect safety
on the lake and lower Saluda River.
 Identifying any studies, if applicable, that should be performed to identify and/or
evaluate possible changes to Project operations (e.g., flow studies on the river).
 Presenting a range of reasonable alternatives or recommendations to the Saluda
Hydro Relicensing Group (SHRG) regarding possible modifications to current Project
operations.
 Reviewing results from the Recreation Resource Conservation Group to make sure
they are consistent with the mission statement of the Safety Resource Conservation
Group.
 Developing a recreational safety plan for Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River
that addresses all of the “Identified Issues”
 Developing a public information/warning system during unannounced changes in
river flows in the lower Saluda River (including a phone call to Rescue One—
Columbia Fire Department).
 Identify needed information products/systems/facilities to increase public awareness
of potential hazards and necessary precautions
Work Scope and Product
 Task 1 – Review the operational constraints and current operations of the Saluda
Project (see Initial Consultation Document).
 Task 2 – Determine how Project operations affect safety and alternatives to present
operations to enhance safety on the lower Saluda River.
 Task 3 – Review applicable laws governing boating use.
 Task 4 – Identify safety-related organizations concerned with Lake Murray and/or
the lower Saluda River.
 Task 5 – Invite those safety-related organizations identified in Task 4 to participate in
the Safety Resource Conservation Group.
 Task 6 – Review stakeholder requests for particular studies and/or enhancement
measures to ensure that these are incorporated into study planning, if applicable (flow
studies related to safety on the lower Saluda River).
 Task 7 – Develop and recommend operations scenarios to the Operations RCG for
analysis (both lake and selected points (determine by the stakeholders) on the lower
Saluda River). These scenarios should reflect initial thinking on potential solutions
and be designed to narrow the focus of Task 1 2 below. Analysis by the Operations
RCG will focus on an assessment of potential safety impacts associated with any
suggested changes to operations.
 Task 8 – Discuss results of the Operations RCG analyses.
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Safety Resource Conservation Group Work Plan
Saluda River Project
 Task 9 – Develop study designs/methods/plans and review agreed upon studies,
literature reviews, etc, if necessary.
 Task 10 – Identify high use areas of the river for inclusion in the rising water warning
system.
 Task 11 – Identify safety concerns that can possibly be resolved outside of the
relicensing process.
 Task 12 – Provide safety-related recommendations for Project operations and
recreation access, facilities, and use to be considered in conjunction with all
ecological and recreational issues.
 Task 13 – Develop a consensus based Recreational Safety Plan for the Saluda Project
that addresses all of the issues and tasks identified above.
Schedule
Late 2005/Early 2006—Finalize Mission Statement and Work Plan
Mid-2006—Complete identification of studies, literature reviews, etc. that need to be
completed to address issues and tasks identified in the Work Plan
Late 2006—Begin compilation of existing information, review preliminary study results,
and draft an outline of the Recreational Safety Plan
2007—Complete any studies identified in Task 9 and review results; draft
recommendations to SHRG, complete draft Recreational Safety Plan
2008—Finalize Recreational Safety Plan and provide comments on Draft License
Application
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Safety Resource Conservation Group Work Plan
Saluda River Project
Mission Statement
The Mission of the Safety Resource Conservation Group (SRCG) is, through good faith
cooperation, to make Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River as safe as reasonably
possible for the public. The objective is to develop a consensus-based Recreational
Safety Plan proposal for inclusion in the FERC license application. This will be
accomplished by gathering or developing data relevant to Saluda Hydroelectric Project
safety-related interests/issues, seek to understand those interests/issues and that data, and
consider all such interests/issues and data relevant to and significantly affecting safety on
Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River.
Identified Issues
creation of a public information system and improvement of communications
concerning changes in river flows in the lower Saluda River
creation of a public warning/notification system for river users during unannounced
changes in river flows in the lower Saluda River
fluctuating lake levels and their effect on safety
boat traffic/congestion in cove areas related to nearby shoreline development
fluctuating lake and river levels and their effect on recreational user safety
placement and maintenance of shoal markers
systematic collection of accident data on the lake and on the river
ingress/egress to potentially hazardous areas (e.g., Mill Race)
Lack of an advanced public information system of releases from the Lake Murray
hydro plant that provides release information at least 12 hours in advance
'Rates of flow' from the Lake Murray hydro need a unit of measure established, and a
determination of unacceptable rate levels for the safety of recreationists in the lower
Saluda River
consider alternate methods of operations besides the present maximum flexibility
mode of operation
Poor understanding the hazardous conditions in the river caused by hydro flows, how
hazards vary from place to place, and who is affected
Interest in managing river flows, particularly rates of increase in flow, to improve
safety for river users
fluctuating river levels and its effect on rescue resources
flow rate recommendations for public safety concerns
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Safety Resource Conservation Group Work Plan
Saluda River Project
RCG Responsibilities
Identifying specific areas where lake level fluctuations may be adversely affecting
safety at the lake, including the nature and timing of the effect (e.g., shoal areas).
Working with the Operations Resource Conservation Group to identify reasonable
(based on hydrologic, structural, and other limitations identified) changes and
alternatives for modifying project operations, including operations that affect safety
on the lake and lower Saluda River.
Identifying any studies, if applicable, that should be performed to identify and/or
evaluate possible changes to Project operations (e.g., flow studies on the river).
Presenting a range of reasonable alternatives or recommendations to the Saluda
Hydro Relicensing Group (SHRG) regarding possible modifications to current Project
operations.
Reviewing results from the Recreation Resource Conservation Group to make sure
they are consistent with the mission statement of the Safety Resource Conservation
Group.
Developing a recreational safety plan for Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River
that addresses all of the Identified Issues
Developing a public information/warning system during unannounced changes in
river flows in the lower Saluda River (including a phone call to Rescue One
Columbia Fire Department).
Identify needed information products/systems/facilities to increase public awareness
of potential hazards and necessary precautions
Work Scope and Product
Task 1  Review the operational constraints and current operations of the Saluda
Project (see Initial Consultation Document).
Task 2  Determine how Project operations affect safety and alternatives to present
operations to enhance safety on the lower Saluda River.
Task 3  Review applicable laws governing boating use.
Task 4  Identify safety-related organizations concerned with Lake Murray and/or
the lower Saluda River.
Task 5  Invite those safety-related organizations identified in Task 4 to participate in
the Safety Resource Conservation Group.
Task 6  Review stakeholder requests for particular studies and/or enhancement
measures to ensure that these are incorporated into study planning, if applicable (flow
studies related to safety on the lower Saluda River).
Task 7  Develop and recommend operations scenarios to the Operations RCG for
analysis (both lake and selected points (determine by the stakeholders) on the lower
Saluda River). These scenarios should reflect initial thinking on potential solutions
and be designed to narrow the focus of Task 12 below. Analysis by the Operations
RCG will focus on an assessment of potential safety impacts associated with any
suggested changes to operations.
Task 8  Discuss results of the Operations RCG analyses.
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Safety Resource Conservation Group Work Plan
Saluda River Project
Task 9  Develop study designs/methods/plans and review agreed upon studies,
literature reviews, etc, if necessary.
Task 10  Identify high use areas of the river for inclusion in the rising water warning
system.
Task 11  Identify safety concerns that can possibly be resolved outside of the
relicensing process.
Task 12  Provide safety-related recommendations for Project operations and
recreation access, facilities, and use to be considered in conjunction with all
ecological and recreational issues.
Task 13  Develop a consensus based Recreational Safety Plan for the Saluda Project
that addresses all of the issues and tasks identified above.
Schedule
Late 2005/Early 2006Finalize Mission Statement and Work Plan
Mid-2006Complete identification of studies, literature reviews, etc. that need to be
completed to address issues and tasks identified in the Work Plan
Late 2006Begin compilation of existing information, review preliminary study results,
and draft an outline of the Recreational Safety Plan
2007Complete any studies identified in Task 9 and review results; draft
recommendations to SHRG, complete draft Recreational Safety Plan
2008Finalize Recreational Safety Plan and provide comments on Draft License
Application
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Kacie Jensen
From:

Mike Waddell [mwaddell@esri.sc.edu]

Sent:

Friday, July 07, 2006 11:46 AM

To:

Dave Anderson

Subject: RE: Reminder: Updated Safety RCG Work Plan
Dave attached are my comments to the work plan

From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 9:34 AM
To: 'Tommy Boozer'; 'Aaron Small'; 'Alan Axson'; 'Alan Stuart'; 'Alison Guth'; 'Amanda Hill'; 'Bill Argentieri'; 'Bill
Marshall'; 'Bill Mathias'; 'Bret Hoffman'; 'Charlene Coleman'; 'Dave Anderson'; 'David Price'; 'Dick Christie';
'Edward Schnepel'; 'George Duke'; 'Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers)'; 'Jennifer O'Rourke'; 'Jerry Wise'; 'Jim
Devereaux'; 'John and Rob Altenberg'; 'Joy Downs'; 'Karen Kustafik'; 'Ken Uschelbec'; 'Kenneth Fox'; 'Larry Turner
(turnerle@dhec.sc.gov)'; 'Lee Barber'; 'Malcolm Leaphart'; 'Mark Leao'; Mike Waddell; 'Miriam Atria'; 'Norm
Nicholson'; 'Norman Ferris'; 'Patrick Moore'; 'Randy Mahan'; 'Roger Hovis '; 'Skeet Mills '; 'Steve Bell'; 'Suzanne
Rhodes'; 'Tom Eppink'
Subject: Reminder: Updated Safety RCG Work Plan
Just a quick reminder that we have a due date coming up on the Work Plan.
-----Original Message----From: Dave Anderson
Sent: Tuesday, June 13, 2006 3:15 PM
To: Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret
Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson; David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers);
Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Larry
Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris;
Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Roger Hovis ; Skeet Mills ; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Eppink
Subject:

Updated Safety RCG Work Plan

I have compiled all of the comments to the Safety RCG Work Plan that I have received to date. You
should be able to see who made the edit based on the color of the "track change"--if you hover your cursor
over the change, it should pop up who made the suggested edit. The edits made by "Alan Stuart" reflect
the changes that we made at our last meeting--they are showing up from Alan because we were using his
computer during the meeting.
I would like to collect comments to this revised work plan by July 7. This will give everyone 3.5 weeks to
comment. It also provides me with enough time to compile additional comments and resend the work plan
before our next RCG meeting on July 21. It is my goal to finalize any edits on the work plan at this
meeting.
If you have any questions on the suggested edits, feel free to contact me.
<< File: Draft Safety RCG Work Plan (06-13-06).doc >>
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Safety Resource Conservation Group Work Plan
Saluda River Project
Mission Statement
The Mission of the Safety Resource Conservation Group (SRCG) is, through good faith
cooperation, to make Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River as safe as reasonably
possible for the public. The objective is to develop a consensus-based Recreational
Safety Plan proposal for inclusion in the FERC license application. This will be
accomplished by gathering or developing data relevant to Saluda Hydroelectric Project
safety-related interests/issues, seek to understand those interests/issues and that data, and
consider all such interests/issues and data relevant to and significantly affecting safety on
Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River.
Identified Issues
 creation of a public information system and improvement of communications
concerning changes in river flows in the lower Saluda River
 creation of a public warning/notification system for river users during un announced
changes in river flows in the lower Saluda River
 fluctuating lake levels and their effect on safety
 boat traffic/congestion in cove areas related to nearby shoreline development
 fluctuating lake and river levels and their effect on safety
 placement and maintenance of shoal markers
 systematic collection of accident data
 ingress/egress to potentially hazardous areas (e.g., Mill Race)
RCG Responsibilities
 Identifying specific areas where lake level fluctuations may be adversely affecting
safety at the lake, including the nature and timing of the effect (e.g., shoal areas).
 Working with the Operations Resource Conservation Group to identify “reasonable”
(based on hydrologic, structural, and other limitations identified) changes and
alternatives for modifying project operations, including operations that affect safety
on the lake and lower Saluda River.
 Identifying any studies, if applicable, that should be performed to identify and/or
evaluate possible changes to Project operations.
 Presenting a range of reasonable alternatives or recommendations to the Saluda
Hydro Relicensing Group (SHRG) regarding possible modifications to current Project
operations.
 Reviewing results from the Recreation Resource Conservation Group to make sure
they are consistent with the mission statement of the Safety Resource Conservation
Group.
 Developing a recreational safety plan for Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River
 Developing a public information/warning system during unannounced changes in
river flows in the lower Saluda River
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Safety Resource Conservation Group Work Plan
Saluda River Project
Work Scope and Product
 Task 1 – Review the operational constraints and current operations of the Saluda
Project (see Initial Consultation Document).
 Task 2 – Determine how Project operations affect safety and alternatives to present
operations to enhance safety on the lower Saluda River
 Task 3 – Review applicable laws governing boating use.
 Task 4 – Identify safety-related organizations concerned with Lake Murray and/or
the lower Saluda River.
 Task 5 – Invite those safety-related organizations identified in Task 4 to participate in
the Safety Resource Conservation Group.
 Task 6 – Review stakeholder requests for particular studies and/or enhancement
measures to ensure that these are incorporated into study planning, if applicable (flow
studies related to safety on the lower Saluda River).
 Task 7 – Develop and recommend operations scenarios to the Operations RCG for
analysis (both lake and selected points (determine by the stakeholders) on the lower
Saluda River). These scenarios should reflect initial thinking on potential solutions
and be designed to narrow the focus of Task 1 2 below. Analysis by the Operations
RCG will focus on an assessment of potential safety impacts associated with any
suggested changes to operations.
 Task 8 – Discuss results of the Operations RCG analyses.
 Task 9 – Develop study designs/methods/plans and review agreed upon studies,
literature reviews, etc, if necessary.
 Task 10 – Identify high use areas of the river for inclusion in the rising water warning
system.
 Task 11 – Identify safety concerns that can possibly be resolved outside of the
relicensing process.
 Task 12 – Provide safety-related recommendations for Project operations and
recreation access, facilities, and use to be considered in conjunction with all
ecological and recreational issues.
 Task 13 – Develop a consensus based Recreational Safety Plan for the Saluda Project
that addresses all of the issues and tasks identified above.
Schedule
Late 2005/Early 2006—Finalize Mission Statement and Work Plan
Mid-2006—Complete identification of studies, literature reviews, etc. that need to be
completed to address issues and tasks identified in the Work Plan
Late 2006—Begin compilation of existing information, review preliminary study results,
and draft an outline of the Recreational Safety Plan
2007—Complete any studies identified in Task 9 and review results; draft
recommendations to SHRG, complete draft Recreational Safety Plan
2008—Finalize Recreational Safety Plan and provide comments on Draft License
Application
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Kacie Jensen
From:

C Coleman [cheetahtrk@yahoo.com]

Sent:

Thursday, July 06, 2006 10:34 AM

To:

Dave Anderson; 'Bill Marshall'; 'Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers)'; 'Joy Downs'; 'Malcolm Leaphart';
'Mike Waddell'; 'Patrick Moore'; 'Steve Bell'

Subject: Re: Reminder: Updated Safety RCG Work Plan

Dave,
my additions
sorry for the late notes--- prior obligations in legal narrative precluded progress.
Gentlemen and kind lady do these cover your latest concerns?
Charlene
Dave Anderson <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com> wrote:
Just a quick reminder that we have a due date coming up on the Work Plan.
-----Original Message----From: Dave Anderson
Sent: Tuesday, June 13, 2006 3:15 PM
To: Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias;
Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson; David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis
(American Rivers); Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Ken
Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam
Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Roger Hovis ; Skeet Mills ; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom
Eppink
Subject:

Updated Safety RCG Work Plan

I have compiled all of the comments to the Safety RCG Work Plan that I have received to date.
You should be able to see who made the edit based on the color of the "track change"--if you
hover your cursor over the change, it should pop up who made the suggested edit. The edits
made by "Alan Stuart" reflect the changes that we made at our last meeting--they are showing up
from Alan because we were using his computer during the meeting.
I would like to collect comments to this revised work plan by July 7. This will give everyone 3.5
weeks to comment. It also provides me with enough time to compile additional comments and
resend the work plan before our next RCG meeting on July 21. It is my goal to finalize any edits
on the work plan at this meeting.
If you have any questions on the suggested edits, feel free to contact me.
<< File: Draft Safety RCG Work Plan (06-13-06).doc >>

Learn to get in touch with the silence within yourself and know that everything in this life has a purpose.
- Elizabeth Kubler-Ross
Do you Yahoo!?
Next-gen email? Have it all with the all-new Yahoo! Mail Beta.
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Identified Issues
 creation of a public information system and improvement of communications
concerning changes in river flows in the lower Saluda River
 creation of a public warning/notification system for river users during unannounced
changes in river flows in the lower Saluda River
 fluctuating lake levels and their effect on safety
 boat traffic/congestion in cove areas related to nearby shoreline development
 fluctuating lake and river levels and its effect on recreational user safety ( redundant
in #3)
 fluctuating river levels and its effect on rescue resources
 placement and maintenance of shoal markers
 systematic collection of accident data on the lake and on the river
 ingress / egress to potentially hazardous areas (e.g., Mill Race)
* flow rate recommendations for public safety concerns
RCG Responsibilities
 Identifying specific areas where lake level fluctuations may be adversely affecting
safety at the lake, including the nature and timing of the effect (e.g., shoal areas).
 Working with the Operations Resource Conservation Group to identify “reasonable”
(based on hydrologic, structural, and other limitations identified) changes and
alternatives for modifying project operations, including operations that affect safety.
 Identifying any studies, if applicable, that should be performed to identify and/or
evaluate possible changes to Project operations. (e.g. flow studies on the river)
 Presenting a range of reasonable alternatives or recommendations to the Saluda
Hydro Relicensing Group (SHRG) regarding possible modifications to current Project
operations.
 Reviewing results from the Recreation Resource Conservation Group to make sure
they are consistent with the mission statement of the Safety Resource Conservation
Group.
 Developing a recreational safety plan for Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River
 Developing a public information/warning system during unannounced changes in
river flows in the lower Saluda River

Work Scope and Product
 Task 1 – Review the operational constraints and current operations of the Saluda
Project (see Initial Consultation Document).
 Task 2 – Determine how Project operations affect safety.
 Task 3 – Review applicable laws governing boating use.
 Task 4 – Identify safety-related organizations concerned with Lake Murray and/or
the lower Saluda River.

 Task 5 – Invite those safety-related organizations identified in Task 4 to participate in
the Safety Resource Conservation Group.
 Task 6 – Review stakeholder requests for particular studies and/or enhancement
measures to ensure that these are incorporated into study planning, if applicable.
 Task 7 – Develop and recommend operations scenarios to the Operations RCG for
analysis. These scenarios should reflect initial thinking on potential solutions and be
designed to narrow the focus of Task 12 below. Analysis by the Operations RCG will
focus on an assessment of potential safety impacts associated with any suggested
changes to operations.
 Task 8 – Discuss results of the Operations RCG analyses.
 Task 9 – Develop study designs/methods/plans and review agreed upon studies,
literature reviews, etc, if necessary.
 Task 10 – Identify high use areas of the river for inclusion in the rising water warning
system.
 Task 11 – Identify safety concerns that can possibly be resolved outside of the
relicensing process.
 Task 12 – Provide safety-related recommendations for Project operations and
recreation access, facilities, and use to be considered in conjunction with all
ecological and recreational issues.
 Task 13 – Develop a consensus based Recreational Safety Plan for the Saluda Project
that addresses all of the issues and tasks identified above.
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Kacie Jensen
From:

Bill Marshall [MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov]

Sent:

Monday, July 03, 2006 3:55 PM

To:

Dave Anderson

Cc:

Dick Christie; Charlene Coleman; Malcolm Leaphart; kakustafik@columbiasc.net; Patrick Moore;
Steve Bell

Subject: RE: Updated Safety RCG Work Plan
Dave,
I reviewed the Safety work plan ...again (after reviewing the recreation plan) ...and now have a few additions to
suggest.
Under "Identified Issues" please add:




Poor understanding the hazardous conditions in the river caused by hydro flows, how hazards vary
from place to place, and who is affected.
Interest in managing river flows, particularly rates of increase in flow, to improve safety for river
users.

Under "RCG Responsibilities" consider adding:


Identify needed information products/systems/facilities to increase public awareness of potential
hazards and necessary precautions.

Thanks for allowing me to submit comments.
Bill Marshall
S.C. Department of Natural Resources
1000 Assembly Street, Suite 354
Columbia, SC 29201
(803) 734-9096
marshallb@dnr.sc.gov

From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 13, 2006 4:15 PM
To: Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill Marshall;
Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson; David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel;
George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; John and Rob
Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee
Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick
Moore; Randy Mahan; Roger Hovis; Lee (Skeet) Mills; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Eppink
Subject: Updated Safety RCG Work Plan
I have compiled all of the comments to the Safety RCG Work Plan that I have received to date. You should be
able to see who made the edit based on the color of the "track change"--if you hover your cursor over the change,
it should pop up who made the suggested edit. The edits made by "Alan Stuart" reflect the changes that we
made at our last meeting--they are showing up from Alan because we were using his computer during the
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Updated Safety RCG Work Plan
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meeting.
I would like to collect comments to this revised work plan by July 7. This will give everyone 3.5 weeks to
comment. It also provides me with enough time to compile additional comments and resend the work plan before
our next RCG meeting on July 21. It is my goal to finalize any edits on the work plan at this meeting.
If you have any questions on the suggested edits, feel free to contact me.
<<Draft Safety RCG Work Plan (06-13-06).doc>>
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Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Malcolm Leaphart [malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu]
Tuesday, June 13, 2006 5:17 PM
Dave Anderson
Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill
Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson;
David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers);
Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen
Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber;
Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore;
Randy Mahan; Roger Hovis; Skeet Mills; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Eppink
Re: Updated Safety RCG Work Plan {SpamScore: sss}

Dave,
Please include the following two "Identified Issues" for the Safety RCG that
have been discussed many times at the meetings and via emails - including in
the email discussion chain resulting from the unannounced high flow release in
May that required river rescues.
The public warning system for unannounced releases listed as the second of
the "Identified Issues" is not feasable for the entire stretch of the lower
Saluda River, but is not unacceptable as an issue; however, the first issue
for 'improved communications' is of no value if the communications cannot be
provided in advance. Once a recreationist has reached the river, website and
telephone information of rising water is of no value. Delete that issue in
lieu of the first one listed below.
The next to last entry in the RCG Responsibilities:
"Develop a recreational safety plan for Lake Murray and the lower Saluda
River"
should be expanded to:
"Develop a recreational safety plan for Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River that
addresses all of the "Identified Issues".
The last entry in the "RCG Responsibilities" is redundant and should be
deleted. The first issue listed below addresses a 'public information/warning
system'.
"Identified Issues"
-- Lack of an advanced public information system of releases from the Lake
Murray hydro plant that provides release information at least 12 hours in
advance.
-- 'Rates of flow' from the Lake Murray hydro need a unit of measure
established, and a determination of unacceptable rate levels for the safety of
recreationists in the lower Saluda River.

Quoting Dave Anderson <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com>:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I have compiled all of the comments to the Safety RCG Work Plan that I
have received to date. You should be able to see who made the edit
based on the color of the "track change"--if you hover your cursor
over the change, it should pop up who made the suggested edit. The
edits made by "Alan Stuart" reflect the changes that we made at our
last meeting--they are showing up from Alan because we were using his
computer during the meeting.
1

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I would like to collect comments to this revised work plan by July 7.
This will give everyone 3.5 weeks to comment. It also provides me
with enough time to compile additional comments and resend the work
plan before our next RCG meeting on July 21. It is my goal to
finalize any edits on the work plan at this meeting.
If you have any questions on the suggested edits, feel free to contact
me.
<<Draft Safety RCG Work Plan (06-13-06).doc>>
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Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dave Anderson
Tuesday, June 13, 2006 4:15 PM
'Tommy Boozer'; 'Aaron Small'; 'Alan Axson'; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; 'Amanda Hill'; 'Bill
Argentieri'; 'Bill Marshall'; 'Bill Mathias'; Bret Hoffman; 'Charlene Coleman'; Dave Anderson;
'David Price'; 'Dick Christie'; 'Edward Schnepel'; 'George Duke'; 'Gerrit Jobsis (American
Rivers)'; 'Jennifer O'Rourke'; 'Jerry Wise'; 'Jim Devereaux'; 'John and Rob Altenberg'; 'Joy
Downs'; 'Karen Kustafik'; 'Ken Uschelbec'; 'Kenneth Fox'; 'Larry Turner
(turnerle@dhec.sc.gov)'; 'Lee Barber'; 'Malcolm Leaphart'; 'Mark Leao'; 'Mike Waddell';
'Miriam Atria'; 'Norm Nicholson'; 'Norman Ferris'; 'Patrick Moore'; 'Randy Mahan'; 'Roger Hovis
'; 'Skeet Mills '; 'Steve Bell'; 'Suzanne Rhodes'; 'Tom Eppink'
Updated Safety RCG Work Plan

I have compiled all of the comments to the Safety RCG Work Plan that I have received to date. You should be able to see
who made the edit based on the color of the "track change"--if you hover your cursor over the change, it should pop up
who made the suggested edit. The edits made by "Alan Stuart" reflect the changes that we made at our last meeting--they
are showing up from Alan because we were using his computer during the meeting.
I would like to collect comments to this revised work plan by July 7. This will give everyone 3.5 weeks to comment. It also
provides me with enough time to compile additional comments and resend the work plan before our next RCG meeting on
July 21. It is my goal to finalize any edits on the work plan at this meeting.
If you have any questions on the suggested edits, feel free to contact me.

Draft Safety RCG
Work Plan (06...
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Safety Resource Conservation Group Work Plan
Saluda River Project
Mission Statement
The Mission of the Safety Resource Conservation Group (SRCG) is, through good faith
cooperation, to make Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River as safe as reasonably
possible for the public. The objective is to develop a consensus-based Recreational
Safety Plan proposal for inclusion in the FERC license application. This will be
accomplished by gathering or developing data relevant to Saluda Hydroelectric Project
safety-related interests/issues, seek to understand those interests/issues and that data, and
consider all such interests/issues and data relevant to and significantly affecting safety on
Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River.
Identified Issues
 creation of a public information system and improvement of communications
concerning changes in river flows in the lower Saluda River
 creation of a public warning/notification system for river users during unannounced
changes in river flows in the lower Saluda River
 fluctuating lake levels and their effect on safety
 boat traffic/congestion in cove areas related to nearby shoreline development
 fluctuating lake and river levels and their effect on safety
 placement and maintenance of shoal markers
 systematic collection of accident data
 ingress/egress to potentially hazardous areas (e.g., Mill Race)

Deleted: about
Deleted: unannounced
Deleted: conditions o
Inserted: unannounced
Deleted: due
Inserted: due to
Deleted: current project operations
Inserted: current project operations
Deleted: unannounced river flows

RCG Responsibilities
 Identifying specific areas where lake level fluctuations may be adversely affecting
safety at the lake, including the nature and timing of the effect (e.g., shoal areas).
 Working with the Operations Resource Conservation Group to identify “reasonable”
(based on hydrologic, structural, and other limitations identified) changes and
alternatives for modifying project operations, including operations that affect safety.
 Identifying any studies, if applicable, that should be performed to identify and/or
evaluate possible changes to Project operations.
 Presenting a range of reasonable alternatives or recommendations to the Saluda
Hydro Relicensing Group (SHRG) regarding possible modifications to current Project
operations.
 Reviewing results from the Recreation Resource Conservation Group to make sure
they are consistent with the mission statement of the Safety Resource Conservation
Group.
 Developing a recreational safety plan for Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River
 Developing a public information/warning system during unannounced changes in
river flows in the lower Saluda River
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Safety Resource Conservation Group Work Plan
Saluda River Project
Work Scope and Product
 Task 1 – Review the operational constraints and current operations of the Saluda
Project (see Initial Consultation Document).
 Task 2 – Determine how Project operations affect safety.
 Task 3 – Review applicable laws governing boating use.
 Task 4 – Identify safety-related organizations concerned with Lake Murray and/or
the lower Saluda River.
 Task 5 – Invite those safety-related organizations identified in Task 4 to participate in
the Safety Resource Conservation Group.
 Task 6 – Review stakeholder requests for particular studies and/or enhancement
measures to ensure that these are incorporated into study planning, if applicable.
 Task 7 – Develop and recommend operations scenarios to the Operations RCG for
analysis. These scenarios should reflect initial thinking on potential solutions and be
designed to narrow the focus of Task 12 below. Analysis by the Operations RCG will
focus on an assessment of potential safety impacts associated with any suggested
changes to operations.
 Task 8 – Discuss results of the Operations RCG analyses.
 Task 9 – Develop study designs/methods/plans and review agreed upon studies,
literature reviews, etc, if necessary.
 Task 10 – Identify high use areas of the river for inclusion in the rising water warning
system.
 Task 11 – Identify safety concerns that can possibly be resolved outside of the
relicensing process.
 Task 12 – Provide safety-related recommendations for Project operations and
recreation access, facilities, and use to be considered in conjunction with all
ecological and recreational issues.
 Task 13 – Develop a consensus based Recreational Safety Plan for the Saluda Project
that addresses all of the issues and tasks identified above.
Schedule
Late 2005/Early 2006—Finalize Mission Statement and Work Plan
Mid-2006—Complete identification of studies, literature reviews, etc. that need to be
completed to address issues and tasks identified in the Work Plan
Late 2006—Begin compilation of existing information, review preliminary study results,
and draft an outline of the Recreational Safety Plan
2007—Complete any studies identified in Task 9 and review results; draft
recommendations to SHRG, complete draft Recreational Safety Plan
2008—Finalize Recreational Safety Plan and provide comments on Draft License
Application
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Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Malcolm Leaphart [malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu]
Monday, June 12, 2006 5:56 PM
Dave Anderson
Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill
Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson;
David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers);
Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen
Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber;
Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore;
Randy Mahan; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Eppink
Fatalities on the lower Saluda River

Forward of comments from Don Eng and I as suggested regarding the safety
concerns of the 'big' releases from the Lake Murray hydro.
Malcolm
I'm fine with you sending it out to the group; it seems to fit in as a reply to the
"Fatalities on the lower Saluda River" thread.
-----Original Message----From: Malcolm Leaphart [mailto:malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu]
Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2006 9:56 AM
To: Dave Anderson
Subject: Safety/Flows
Dave,
Thanks for your reply noting the rescue information previously
provided. Unfortunately it does not include the many times the grave
situations have occurred over the years such as the rescues Saturday at the
Zoo and the one related by Don Eng below. I have requested that Columbia try to pull
together additional information such as the number of people rescued, even if not injured
or drowned. That data may not be available, and
the many incidents like Mr. Eng's are obviously not recorded anywhere either;
but we cannot ignore them as 'anecdotal' and inconsequential. Also, we must
acknowledge the dangers of the very rapid rises in the lower Saluda water
levels and the fact that releases are not announced at least a day in advance for safe
planning by the public of river activities. Mr. Eng would not
have fished Saturday afternoon, and I hate to think of the sad ending to his story if the
flows had been in the 18,000 cfs range...
Science based decision making is obviously preferred, but we have to make sure that we
don't overlook evaluating issues to make sure that personal knowledge and experiences are
factored in, and that solutions pass the 'common
sense' test to those with first-hand experience.
I can only say a prayer that Don Eng is okay as I point out to you that he is one of the
strongest, most experienced wading fishermen I have ever known. And very vigilant too,
always watching the water levels in the lower Saluda as
I do. For him to barely escape with his life Saturday is disconcerting to say
the least... These types of threats to human life from the 'wall of water' he experienced
must be factored into the relicensing decision making...
Please let me know if there is an appropriate way you would like to share
Don's experience and my comments to the others on the Safety and Recreation
RCGs? Or, if I should forward my note on to them?
Thanks for your efforts in moderating the groups and committees. Look forward to future
correspondence and meetings.
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----- Forwarded message from DEngFF@aol.com ----Date: Wed, 24 May 2006 23:27:01 EDT
From: DEngFF@aol.com
Reply-To: DEngFF@aol.com
Subject: Fwd: Final Meeting Notes for the Generation Review TWC
To: MALCOLML@mailbox.sc.edu
For your information: 600 cu ft per sec to 13,000+ cu ft per sec. in just a few minutes
Saturday. The advancing wall of water must have been over 2 feet and total release was
over 6 feet. I am lucky to be still here. I was
fishing below Corley Island (downstream from Saluda Shoals Park).
Don Eng
----- End forwarded message -----
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Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dave Anderson
Tuesday, December 05, 2006 3:09 PM
Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill
Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson;
David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers);
Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy
Downs; Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov);
Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson;
Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Roger Hovis ; Skeet Mills ; Steve Bell; Suzanne
Rhodes; Tom Eppink
Safety RCG Issues Matrix

I handed this out in our last meeting, but wanted to give everyone the chance to look at the "e-version." I have updated it a
little since our meeting. If anyone thinks something is missing, let me know.

Safety RCG Issues
Matrix (2006...

1

Safety RCG
Issues Matrix
Issue/Request
river level fluctuations and their effect on safety
lack of advance public information system and
improvement of communications concerning
changes in river flows in the lower Saluda River

Requested by:
CCL/AR, Lake
Watch, LSSRAC,
SCPRT, TU, AW

Description
Request of studies to improve the water level rise safety
warning systems on the LSR, as well as implementing
additional measures to improve safety. It is requested that
SCE&G “should examine various types of warning systems at
all sites used by the public for recreation” and “should include
the amount of time required for various volumes of release to
reach the recreation sites to give an idea of exactly how much
time river users have to react. The study should also examine
signs, lights and other visual warnings as well as horns or
sirens to meet the needs of river users of all abilities.”
Request of studies in order to explore and decide the best way
to disseminate Project operations information to river users as
well as decide what information to release. CCL/AR suggests
that the public information system should include an annual
schedule of minimum flow requirements, recent rainfall,
weekly forecasts of expected operations, real-time operations
and flow information, and other useful information. The
information should include what rapids require what levels
of paddling expertise at different water levels and include
warnings about dangers present in varying flow scenarios.

lake levels and their effect on safety

LMHC, Lake
Watch

Requested in order to determine the impacts that lake
drawdowns pose on public safety, economics, recreation,
erosion, sedimentation and other resources.

lake level fluctuations and their effect on safety

LMHC, Lake
Watch

enhancement of a public warning/notification
system (warning devices) for river users during
unannounced changes in river flows in the lower
Saluda River
ingress/egress to potentially hazardous areas
and its effect on rescue resources (e.g., Mill
Race)
rate of change on the lower Saluda River for
recreational safety

Safety RCG
Issues Matrix
boat traffic/congestion in cove areas related to
nearby shoreline development

Lake Watch,
LHMC, LMA

Boat traffic and congestion in cove areas related to nearby
shoreline development was expressed as a concern.

placement and maintenance of shoal markers

Lake Watch,
LHMC, LMA

Group expressed concern as to the placement and
maintenance of shoal markers.

DNR

Group expressed concern as to the use of the lake by
amphibious aircraft and the possible safety issues that could
result.
All project related accidents that occurred during the existing
license period and any accommodations in project operations
or facilities by the licensee to address these accidents should
be listed.

power lines impeding sail boat navigation

amphibious aircraft using Lake Murray

systematic collection of accident data

Safety RCG
Issues Matrix
Status/Date Discussed
Initial discussions on warning siren
system occurred on January 10,
2006. Discussions included an
explanation of how sirens function
as well as their locations. April 18,
2006 - group identified high use
areas for possible locations for
warning sirens. Group in process
of developing map of locations.
April 18th, 2006 - Fire Department
is currently identifying an area
where access is needed. Lake and
Land Management RCG had
significant discussion on Public
Outreach Programs on August 22,
2006. Several options for public
outreach were favored including a
newsletter. SCE&G in the process
of testing a email/phone call system
for water level rise. October 24,
2006 - Additional locations of
warning devices were discussed;
communications plan was
discussed; update on rate of
change from level logger analysis

Current Action Items
Resolutions
Types and placement of additional Ongoing
warning devices are in discussion.
Results from rate of change
analysis will assist with how
additional warning devices will be
activated. Communication Plan is
being drafted.

Hazardous Areas TWC formed to
examine issue in more detail.

Ongoing

Hazardous Areas TWC formed to
examine issue in more detail.

Ongoing

Safety RCG
Issues Matrix
Lake and Land Management TWC
is in the process of revising criteria
intended to lessen congestion
issues related to multi-slip facilities.

Ongoing

February 14, 2006 - concern was
raised about unmarked shoals on
Lake Murray. Item placed in
parking lot until Steve Bell can
gather information on specific
potential hazardous shoals below
354’ msl. Tom Eppink to review
DNR authority concerning shoal
markers on Lake Murray.

Steve Bell to gather information on Ongoing
specific potential hazardous shoals
below 354’ msl. Tom Eppink to
review DNR authority concerning
shoal markers on Lake Murray.

October 24, 2006 - this issue was
discussed; standards are in place
for power lines; Steve Bell is going
to talk to sailing clubs to see if there
are any existing lines that are a
problem.
October 24, 2006 - issue was
discussed; Tom Eppink is
researching applicable laws.
Information on Fatalities on the
LSR was distributed to the group on
May 23, 2006 by email. Accident
logs also handed out at the
February 14, 2006 meeting.

Steve Bell to talk to sailing clubs
about existing problems.

Ongoing

Ongoing

Dave Anderson trying to contact
person at DNR to request boating
accident data.

Ongoing
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Alan explained that SCE&G was in the process of developing a presentation on alternative energy
sources. Bill Argentieri further explained that they hope to have a presentation ready in June or
July that addresses the issues associated with alternative energy sources, energy sources that could
replace Saluda, the permitting issues related to replacement energy sources, as well as their
environmental impacts. Bill continued to explain that there would also be a dollar analysis that
would address capital costs, fuel costs and O&M costs.
Gerrit Jobsis explained that he believed that although it was important to look at reserve, he was
concerned with how the Saluda Project operates as it relates to compliance with water quality
standards, minimum flow requirements, ESA standards, and recreation and safety needs. He noted
that he believed that overall project operations need to be evaluated. Bill Argentieri replied that
those issues would be addressed in an upgrade study. He noted that they were looking at runner
improvements that would improve the water quality.
Bill Argentieri began to explain how Saluda was used for reserve. He noted that SCE&G started
using Saluda to meet reserve requirements in the late 1990s. He noted that this was mainly due to
requirement changes of VACAR. Bill informed the group that according to SCE&Gs records,
SCE&G was called on for reserve capacity by neighboring utilities 22 times since 1998. Bill further
clarified that the records did not specify whether it was Saluda that was used to meet the reserve or
if another plant was used. It also did not specify how many times Saluda was used for internal
reserve needs. It was noted that in the past year SCE&G has been putting out a weekly report that
specifies more information on how Saluda is used due in part to a settlement agreement with
American Rivers and the South Carolina Coastal Conservation League (SCCCL). Bill explained
that it was SCE&Gs goal in relicensing to maintain the flexibility to use Saluda for reserve.
Steve Bell and Patrick Moore requested to form a technical committee (TWC) to explore the uses of
Saluda. Patrick suggested acquiring USGS data in order to link it to Saluda operations. Charlene
Coleman noted that weather patterns may also be needed when evaluating the use of Saluda
Theresa Thom pointed out that it would be difficult to link flow data to operations at Saluda until
recently as the reports have been put out in the past year.
Bill Cutler recommended the development of a statistical model that would predict the future use of
Saluda by looking at past uses at Saluda as well as other facilities. Randy noted that the group
could look at the historical data but it would be difficult to predict the unpredictable need for
reserve. Gerrit Jobsis added that he did not believe the information was available at this point to
develop a model.
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Ray Ammarell explained to the group what information was issued in the weekly generation
reports. He noted that dispatch provides any explanations for why Saluda is used and distinguishes
if it is used for reserve.
The group briefly reviewed the goal of the proposed TWC. Gerrit noted that he believed the goal of
the TWC would be to evaluate operational flexibility at Saluda and understand how it affects other
interests. Gerrit further noted that once information is collected on the operations, the group could
work towards an agreement on how they would move forward with operations. Steve Bell also
added that it was Lake Watchs goal to obtain the operational flexibility information in a physical
report form. The group concluded that the new TWC would serve to accomplish the following two
goals:
To better understand Saluda operations
To review existing operations data
To develop a process for using input from other RCGs to develop alternatives for operation.
Charlene Colman suggested that the committee start by obtaining the operations information from
the past year. She explained that all the weather events and circumstances were still fresh in
everyones memories, and the occurrence of Katrina would show what would happen under an
extreme event. Randy noted that that was agreeable to SCE&G as well.
Alan then asked the group who was interested in being a member of the TWC. The following
people volunteered:
Mike Waddell
Steve Bell
Bill Cutler
Jennifer ORourke
Theresa Thom
Karen Kustafik
Patrick Moore
Bill Marshall
Bill Argentieri
The group then began to discuss safety on the river and the group collectively brainstormed ideas
for the collection of information on this topic. Alan suggested developing a questionnaire that
Trout Unlimited could distribute among its members. Tony Bebber pointed out that the recreation
committee would be performing onsite studies, he noted that a few safety questions could be
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incorporated as a component of the questionnaire such as how the individual perceived the water
level that day in terms of safe recreation.
Charlene Colman addressed the issue of safety on the lower Saluda River and noted that even if
flow changes are implemented, the limiting factor will still be the responsibility of the public. She
explained that people using the river, in majority, do not heed any warning, even personal. Randy
Mahan mentioned that he would be in support of legislation that requires individuals who recreate
below the hydro to wear a personal floatation device. The group agreed. Gerrit Jobsis added that
warnings and operations can be improved and modified to limit unsafe conditions on the river.
Charlene then distributed information to the group addressing flows and recreation (attached
below). She explained that the information was approximations made from 14 years of research.
She noted that she worked with Bill Marshall and the SCE&G dispatchers to develop the
information. Charlene agreed that the most helpful thing in regards to safety is to implement
legislation that requires safety vests. She also noted that on May 13th there would be a 10,000 cfs
recreation release if an individual wanted to see the effects of this.
Patrick Moore noted that he would be interested in obtaining information on fatalities on the lower
Saluda River, he noted that he would be interested to find out if operations was effecting that. Alan
Stuart noted that they would look into obtaining that information and that Alan Axson with the
Columbia Fire and Rescue may have that information.
In closing Alan noted that the Technical Working Committee would meet directly after in order to
quantify what information was needed and proceed with the next steps in data acquisition.
On a different note, Alan noted that Jim Landreth had asked him to note that if any members felt
that their questions were not being answered in the group setting that Jim would be happy to talk
with them personally.
The group adjourned.
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Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dave Anderson
Thursday, May 25, 2006 10:02 AM
Dave Anderson; 'Tommy Boozer'; 'Aaron Small'; 'Alan Axson'; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth;
'Amanda Hill'; 'Bill Argentieri'; 'Bill Marshall'; 'Bill Mathias'; Bret Hoffman; 'Charlene Coleman';
Dave Anderson; 'David Price'; 'Dick Christie'; 'Edward Schnepel'; 'George Duke'; 'Gerrit Jobsis
(American Rivers)'; 'Jennifer O'Rourke'; 'Jerry Wise'; 'Jim Devereaux'; 'John and Rob
Altenberg'; 'Joy Downs'; 'Karen Kustafik'; 'Ken Uschelbec'; 'Kenneth Fox'; 'Larry Turner
(turnerle@dhec.sc.gov)'; 'Lee Barber'; 'Malcolm Leaphart'; 'Mark Leao'; 'Mike Waddell';
'Miriam Atria'; 'Norm Nicholson'; 'Norman Ferris'; 'Patrick Moore'; 'Randy Mahan'; 'Skeet Mills
'; 'Steve Bell'; 'Suzanne Rhodes'; 'Tom Eppink'
RE: Fatalities on the lower Saluda River

It was pointed out to me that the information from Incident 2 was missing from the previous file. Here is an updated
version with the missing information.

Fatalities on the
Lower Saluda...

-----Original Message----From:
Dave Anderson
Sent:
Tuesday, May 23, 2006 5:32 PM
To:
Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret
Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson; David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis
(American Rivers); Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Ken
Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell;
Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Skeet Mills ; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom
Eppink
Subject:
Fatalities on the lower Saluda River

Alan S. and Bill A. have provided us with some information concerning fatalities on the lower Saluda River going back
to 1990. The attached file correlates the time of the incident with the gage conditions at the dam and at the zoo. I will
post this to the website.
<< File: Fatalities on the Lower Saluda River.pdf >>
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Deaths Reported on the Saluda River from 1990 - 2006
INCIDENT 1
Date

Person

Age

Time of
Incident

Activity

Location

Flow
at Dam

Flow
at Zoo

5/27/1990

Ronald Sims

37

4:45 PM

swimming

near Mill Race

440

518

Lower Saluda River Flow
May 27, 1990

15000
14000
13000

gage
at
dam

12000
11000

gage
at zoo

10000
9000
8000
7000
6000

time of incident

5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0

0

0.04 0.08 0.13 0.17 0.21 0.25 0.29 0.33 0.38 0.42 0.46

Notes:

0.5

0.54 0.58 0.63 0.67 0.71 0.75 0.79 0.83 0.88 0.92 0.96

None

INCIDENT 2
Date

Person

Age

Time of
Incident

Activity

Location

Flow
at Dam

Flow
at Zoo

6/16/1997

Lewis Morris

65

11:00 AM

boat fishing

near Hope Ferry

4,572

4,217

Lower Saluda River Flow
June 16, 1997
15000
14000
13000
12000
11000
10000
9000
8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0

time of incident

0

Notes:

gage
at
dam
gage
at
zoo

0.042 0.083 0.125 0.167 0.208 0.25 0.292 0.333 0.375 0.417 0.458 0.5 0.542 0.583 0.625 0.667 0.708 0.75 0.792 0.833 0.875 0.917 0.958

Person attempted to dislodge anchor, turned back end of boat towards current and capzied;no PFD's
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INCIDENT 3
Date

Person

Age

Time of
Incident

Activity

Location

Flow
at Dam

Flow
at Zoo

6/25/1997

Clint Wingard

20

3:00 PM

tubing

near Mill Race

8,580

10,574

Lower Saluda River Flow
June 25. 1997
15000
14000
13000
12000
11000
10000
9000
8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0

time of incident

0

gage
at
dam
gage
at
zoo

0.042 0.083 0.125 0.167 0.208 0.25 0.292 0.333 0.375 0.417 0.458 0.5 0.542 0.583 0.625 0.667 0.708 0.75 0.792 0.833 0.875 0.917 0.958

Notes:

Family made claims a Rottweiler scared individual off of inner tube; never proven

INCIDENT 4
Date

Person

Age

Time of
Incident

Activity

Location

Flow
at Dam

Flow
at Zoo

9/14/1998

Richard Metts

65

10:00 AM

Boating

near Hope Ferry

1,408

1,940

Lower Saluda River Flow
September 14, 1998
15000
14000
13000
12000
11000
10000
9000
8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0

gage
at
dam
gage
at zoo
time of incident

0

Notes:

0.04 0.08 0.13 0.17 0.21 0.25 0.29 0.33 0.38 0.42 0.46

0.5

0.54 0.58 0.63 0.67 0.71 0.75 0.79 0.83 0.88 0.92 0.96

Capsized Canoe, no PFD
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INCIDENT 5
Date

Person

Age

Time of
Incident

Activity

Location

Flow
at Dam

Flow
at Zoo

7/22/2001

Brian Shealy

21

5:30 PM

attempted rescue

near Mill Race

800

4,885

Lower Saluda River Flow
July 22, 2001
15000
14000
13000
12000
11000
10000
9000
8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0

gage
at
dam
gage
at
zoo

time of incident

0

0.042 0.083 0.125 0.167 0.208 0.25 0.292 0.333 0.375 0.417 0.458 0.5 0.542 0.583 0.625 0.667 0.708 0.75 0.792 0.833 0.875 0.917 0.958

Notes:

Individual had alcohol in system

INCIDENT 6
Date

Person

Age

Time of
Incident

Activity

Location

Flow
at Dam

Flow
at Zoo

unknown
between
March 9 - April 3, 2003

Christopher Glen

25

unknown

apparent suicide

Hope Ferry

unknown

unknown

Notes:

Individual apparently drove car off Hope Ferry or Saluda Shoals Park Boat ramp into the Lower Saluda River
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INCIDENT 7
Date

Person

Age

Time of
Incident

Activity

Location

Flow
at Dam

Flow
at Zoo

25-Jan-06

Maurice Conyers

23

10:29 PM

robbery suspect

upstream of Mill Race

5,548

5,928

Lower Saluda River Flow
January 25, 2006
15000
14000
13000
12000
11000
10000
9000
8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0

gage
at dam
gage
at zoo
time of incident

0

Notes:

0.04 0.08 0.13 0.17 0.21 0.25 0.29 0.33 0.38 0.42 0.46

0.5

0.54 0.58 0.63 0.67 0.71 0.75 0.79 0.83 0.88 0.92 0.96

Individual was auto theft suspect pursued by police; attempted to flee along Candi Lane and into the LSR
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Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Alison Guth
Wednesday, May 24, 2006 4:40 PM
Wenonah Haire; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Andy Miller;
Bertina Floyd; Bill Argentieri; Bill Cutler; Bill East; Bill Green (BGreen@smeinc.com); Bill
Hulslander; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bob Olsen; Bob Seibels (bseibels@yahoo.com);
Brandon Stutts ; Bret Hoffman; Brett Bursey; btrump@scana.com; Bud Badr; Buddy Baker ;
Cam Littlejohn; Chad Long; Charlene Coleman; Charles Floyd; Charlie Compton; Charlie
Rentz; Chris Judge; Chris Page; Craig Stow; Daniel Tufford; Dave Anderson; Dave Landis;
David Allen; David Hancock; David Jones; David Price; Dell Isham; Dick Christie; Don Tyler;
Donald Eng; Ed Diebold; Ed Fetner; Edward Schnepel; Feleke Arega (aregaf@dnr.sc.gov);
George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Gerrit Jobsis (CCL); Gina Kirkland; Guy
Jones; Hal Beard; Hank McKellar; Irvin Pitts (ipitts@scprt.com); Jay Robinson; Jeanette
Wells; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer O'Rourke; Jennifer Price ; Jennifer Summerlin; Jerry Wise; Jim
Devereaux; Jim Glover; Jim Goller; Jim Ruane ; JoAnn Butler; Joe Logan; John and Rob
Altenberg; John Davis (johned44@bellsouth.net); Jon Leader; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik;
Keith Ganz-Sarto; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Kim Westbury; Kristina Massey; Larry
Michalec; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Marianne
Zajac; Mark Leao; Marty Phillips; Mary Kelly; Michael Murrell; Mike Duffy; Mike Sloan; Mike
Summer (msummer@scana.com); Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman
Ferris; Parkin Hunter; Patricia Wendling; Patrick Moore; Prescott Brownell; Ralph Crafton;
Randal Shealy; Randy Mahan; Ray Ammarell; Rebekah Dobrasko; Reed Bull
(rbull@davisfloyd.com); Rhett Bickley; Richard Kidder; Richard Mikell; Robert Keener
(SKEENER@sc.rr.com); Robert Lavisky; Ron Ahle; Ronald Scott; Roy Parker; Russell
Jernigan; ryanity@scana.com; Sam Drake; Sandra Reinhardt; Sean Norris; Shane Boring;
Stanley Yalicki; Steve Bell; Steve Leach; Steve Summer; Suzanne Rhodes; Theresa Powers
(tpowers@newberrycounty.net); Theresa Thom; Tim Flach; Tim Vinson; Tom Bowles
(tbowles@scana.com); Tom Brooks; Tom Eppink; Tom Ruple; Tom Stonecypher; Tommy
Boozer; Tony Bebber; Van Hoffman; Wade Bales (balesw@dnr.sc.gov); Mike Schimpff;
Brandon Kulik; Marty Phillips
Final Meeting Notes for the Generation Review TWC

Hello all,
Attached are the final meeting notes from the Generation Review TWC Meeting on April 6, 2006. I am still waiting on a
couple comments on the notes from the Safety and Operations RCG meeting that same day, but the final copy should be
issued soon. Thanks and take care, Alison

2006-04-06 final
Meeting Minut...

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator

Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive
Suite 21A
West Columbia, SC 29170
P: (803) 822-3177
F: (803) 822-3183
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MEETING NOTES
SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY
SALUDA HYDRO PROJECT RELICENSING
GENERATION REVIEW TWC
Saluda Shoals Park
April 6, 2006
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ATTENDEES:
Alan Stuart, Kleinschmidt Associates
Alison Guth, Kleinschmidt Associates
Bill Argentieri, SCE&G
Bill Marshall, DNR, LSSRAC
Michael Waddell, TU
Patrick Moore, SCCCL, Am. Rivers
Steve Bell, Lake Watch
DATE:

Theresa Thom, Congaree National Park
Jennifer ORourke, SC Wildlife Federation
Bill Cutler, Lake Watch, LM Homeowners
Coalition

April 6, 2006

These notes serve as a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.
HOMEWORK
Provide response to list of questions from TWC participants
Bill Argentieri
DISCUSSION
After the April 6 th Combined Safety and Recreation meeting, the TWC members began the
technical meeting. Bill Argentieri opened the meeting by asking what info the group felt that it
needed and he would check to see if that information was available. Patrick Moore noted that he
would like to see information on the operation of Saluda from a wet year, a dry year, and a normal
year. He also noted that it would be beneficial to obtain operations information from a normal, wet,
and dry year from the time in which Saluda was used for peaking.
Steve Bell asked if weekly generation reports were available for all plants on SCE&Gs system.
Bill Argentieri replied that they were available for Saluda because they are being sent out as part of
the settlement agreement. Steve further explained that they would like to see reports from the entire
system in order to see if Saluda was run for reserve or for some other reason. Patrick further noted
that he would like to see if Saluda truly was the last option for reserve. Mike Waddell explained
that it was his interest to expand the range of options and to better grasp how the system operates.
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The group began discussing what date ranges of information was needed. Mike Waddell suggested
that the group begin by looking at information from January of 2005 to the following January, with
the understanding that there may be more questions once the group is able to look at the
information. Bill Argentieri explained that the generation reports alone would not explain why
other plants were or were not operated. The group began to go over options for deciphering why a
particular plant was run. Mike Waddell suggested looking at Broad River flows in order to see how
many times it was flowing over 40,000 cfs.
Steve Bell noted that his goal for the committee would be to have a specific report that was part of
the record and that other groups could refer to. The group also requested a round table discussion
with Lee Xanthakos to discuss in more detail how he uses Saluda as well as the other facilities.
Bill Marshall mentioned that he also would be interested in learning different scenarios for the use
of Saluda and Fairfield and asked if that would be a part of what was brought to the table in an
alternatives analysis. Bill Argentieri replied that it was not a part of the alternative analysis which
would look at the alternatives for replacing Saluda all together.
The group continued to discuss the uses of Saluda and Fairfield. Patrick Moore requested to see
information on rate ranges for the purchase of power. Alan noted that this information could not be
disseminated in the presence of Lee Xanthakos according to FERC guidelines.
Steve Bell noted that he would also like to see information on the drawdowns for hurricane season.
He continued to explain that he would be interested to see what time of day or month SCE&G
began to take the lake down, and to what level. Steve also asked what was done if there was an
emergency downstream where someones life was at risk, and if they could stop generation in that
case. Bill Argentieri replied that they have received a call of that nature before and the generation
was shut down.
After more brief discussion on the use of Saluda the group compiled a list of requested information.
Bill noted that he would meet with Lee Xanthakos in order to compile the answers to these
questions.
List of Requested Information:
Weekly generation reports for all plants on SCE&Gs system between January and
December of 2005 (The group will start this process by looking at one weeks worth or
information and decide what more is needed)
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Reasons why certain plants on the system were operated.
Time periods during which Broad River flows were greater than 40,000 cfs
How and when the gas turbines are used on the system
How Fairfield is used
Ranges of costs for the purchase of megawatt hours.
Reserves that were requested in 2005 by other utilities and the amounts of megawatts that
were called upon.
How is it determined when and at what rate Lake Murray is lowered during the annual
drawdown.
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Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dave Anderson
Tuesday, May 23, 2006 6:32 PM
Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill
Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson;
David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers);
Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen
Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber;
Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris;
Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Skeet Mills ; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Eppink
Fatalities on the lower Saluda River

Alan S. and Bill A. have provided us with some information concerning fatalities on the lower Saluda River going back to
1990. The attached file correlates the time of the incident with the gage conditions at the dam and at the zoo. I will post
this to the website.

Fatalities on the
Lower Saluda...

1

INCIDENT 1
Date

Person

Age

Time of
Incident

Activity

Location

Flow
at Dam

Flow
at Zoo

5/27/1990

Ronald Sims

37

4:45 PM

swimming

near Mill Race

440

518

Lower Saluda River Flow
May 27, 1990

15000
14000
13000

gage
at
dam

12000
11000

gage
at zoo

10000
9000
8000
7000
6000

time of incident

5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0

0

0.04 0.08 0.13 0.17 0.21 0.25 0.29 0.33 0.38 0.42 0.46

Notes:

0.5

0.54 0.58 0.63 0.67 0.71 0.75 0.79 0.83 0.88 0.92 0.96

None

Lower Saluda River Flow
June 16, 1997
15000
14000
13000
12000
11000
10000
9000
8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0

gage
at
dam
gage
at
zoo

time of incident

12:00 1:00
AM AM

2:00 3:00
AM AM

4:00 5:00
AM AM

6:00 7:00
AM AM

8:00 9:00 10:00 11:00 12:00 1:00
AM AM AM AM PM PM
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2:00 3:00
PM PM

4:00 5:00
PM PM

6:00 7:00
PM PM

8:00 9:00 10:00 11:00
PM PM PM PM

INCIDENT 3
Date

Person

Age

Time of
Incident

Activity

Location

Flow
at Dam

Flow
at Zoo

6/25/1997

Clint Wingard

20

3:00 PM

tubing

near Mill Race

8,580

10,574

Lower Saluda River Flow
June 25. 1997
15000
14000
13000
12000
11000
10000
9000
8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0

time of incident

12:00 1:00
AM AM

2:00 3:00 4:00 5:00 6:00
AM AM AM AM AM

Notes:

gage
at
dam
gage
at
zoo

7:00 8:00 9:00 10:00 11:00 12:00 1:00 2:00 3:00 4:00 5:00
AM AM AM AM AM PM PM PM PM PM PM

6:00 7:00 8:00 9:00 10:00 11:00
PM PM PM PM PM PM

Family made claims a Rottweiler scared individual off of inner tube; never proven

INCIDENT 4
Date

Person

Age

Time of
Incident

Activity

Location

Flow
at Dam

Flow
at Zoo

9/14/1998

Richard Metts

65

10:00 AM

Boating

near Hope Ferry

1,408

1,940

Lower Saluda River Flow
September 14, 1998
15000
14000
13000
12000
11000
10000
9000
8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0

gage
at
dam
gage
at zoo
time of incident

12:00
AM

Notes:

2:00
AM

4:00
AM

6:00
AM

8:00
AM

10:00
AM

12:00
PM

2:00
PM

4:00
PM

Capsized Canoe, no PFD
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6:00
PM

8:00
PM

10:00
PM

INCIDENT 5
Date

Person

Age

Time of
Incident

Activity

Location

Flow
at Dam

Flow
at Zoo

7/22/2001

Brian Shealy

21

5:30 PM

attempted rescue

near Mill Race

800

4,885

Lower Saluda River Flow
July 22, 2001
15000
14000
13000
12000
11000
10000
9000
8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0

gage
at
dam
gage
at
zoo

time of incident

0

0.042 0.083 0.125 0.167 0.208 0.25 0.292 0.333 0.375 0.417 0.458 0.5 0.542 0.583 0.625 0.667 0.708 0.75 0.792 0.833 0.875 0.917 0.958

Notes:

Individual had alcohol in system

INCIDENT 6
Date

Person

Age

Time of
Incident

Activity

Location

Flow
at Dam

Flow
at Zoo

unknown
between
March 9 - April 3, 2003

Christopher Glen

25

unknown

apparent suicide

Hope Ferry

unknown

unknown

Notes:

Individual apparently drove car off Hope Ferry or Saluda Shoals Park Boat ramp into the Lower Saluda River
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INCIDENT 7
Date

Person

Age

Time of
Incident

Activity

Location

Flow
at Dam

Flow
at Zoo

25-Jan-06

Maurice Conyers

23

10:29 PM

robbery suspect

upstream of Mill Race

5,548

5,928

Lower Saluda River Flow
January 25, 2006
15000
14000
13000
12000
11000
10000
9000
8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0

gage
at dam
gage
at zoo
time of incident

0

Notes:

0.04 0.08 0.13 0.17 0.21 0.25 0.29 0.33 0.38 0.42 0.46

0.5

0.54 0.58 0.63 0.67 0.71 0.75 0.79 0.83 0.88 0.92 0.96

Individual was auto theft suspect pursued by police; attempted to flee along Candi Lane and into the LSR
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Kacie Jensen
From:

Elymay2@aol.com

Sent:

Tuesday, May 16, 2006 3:17 AM

To:

Elymay2@aol.com; Dave Anderson; tboozer@scana.com; arsbhs@bellsouth.net;
cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; amanda_hill@fws.gov;
bargentieri@scana.com; marshallb@dnr.sc.gov; bill25@sc.rr.com; Bret Hoffman;
cheetahtrk@yahoo.com; Dave Anderson; pricedc@dhec.sc.gov; dchristie@infoave.net;
eschnepel@sc.rr.com; kayakduke@bellsouth.net; gjobsis@americanrivers.org; jenno@scwf.org;
MedDynamic@aol.com; jdevereaux@scana.com; seatowlakemurray@seatow.com;
kakustafik@columbiasc.net; Colkenu@aol.com; skfox@sc.rr.com; turnerle@dhec.sc.gov;
lbarber@sc.rr.com; malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu; mark_leao@fws.gov; mwaddell@esri.sc.edu;
miriam@lakemurraycountry.com; larana@mindspring.com; norm@sc.rr.com; patrickm@scccl.org;
rmahan@scana.com; bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net; suzrhodes@juno.com; teppink@scana.com

Subject: Re: 04-18-06 Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
Sorry about not attaching the Draft Safety Meeting notes with comments. I was out of town for the past three
days and did not realize I had not made the attachment.
Joy Downs
Executive Director
The Lake Murray Association, Inc.
803-781-8411 (fax or phone)
E-mail Elymay2@aol.com

11/5/2007

MEETING NOTES
SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY
SALUDA HYDRO PROJECT RELICENSING
SAFETY RESOURCE GROUP
LAKE MURRAY TRAINING CENTER
April 18, 2006
draft jms 4-27-06

ATTENDEES:
Name
Bill Argentieri
Dave Anderson
Henry Mealing
Jeni Summerlin
Bret Hoffman
Ken Uschelbec
David Price
Kenneth Fox
George Duke
Karen Kustafik
Tommy Boozer
Bill Marshall
Jenn O’Rourke

Organization
SCE&G
Kleinschmidt Associates
Kleinschmidt Associates
Kleinschmidt Associates
Kleinschmidt Associates
U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary
Lake Murray Power Squadron
LMA
LMHOC
Columbia Parks & Recreation
SCE&G
SCDNR & LSSRAC
SCE&G

Name
Alan Stuart
Dave Anderson
J. Travis Carricato
Steve Bell
John Altenberg
Joy Downs
Bill Mathias
Michael Waddell
Ed Schnepel
Charlene Coleman
Lee Mills Jr.
Tom Eppink
Patrick Moore

Organization
Kleinschmidt Associates
Kleinschmidt Associates
Columbia Fire
Lake Watch
Sea Tow Lake Murray
LMA
LMA & LMPS
Trout Unlimited
LMA
American Whitewater
SCDNR
SCANA Services
CCL/AR

HOMEWORK ITEMS:








Dave Anderson – put Safety Organizations and Responsibilities on relicensing web site
Tommy Boozer – contact Southshore about mapping process
Tom Eppink – locate agreement between SCE&G and SCDNR concerning navigation aids
Tom Eppink – investigate funding of shoal marker program
Dave Anderson – draft “straw man” of Recreational Safety Plan
Dave Anderson – get GIS data for the Three Rivers Greenway
Dave Anderson - send out Safety RCG Work Plan to all group members

PARKING LOT ITEMS:
 None
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

TBA
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MEETING NOTES:
These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.
Dave Anderson opened the meeting and new RCG attendees introduced themselves. Dave A.
introduced the Safety RCG Work Plan (attached) and noted he developed a list of Identified Issues
from previous meeting notes and comments on the ICD. Bill Mathias had a couple of specific
suggestions for the Identified Issues. He wanted to change “lower lake levels” to “fluctuating lake
levels” and take out winter, add “maintenance of shoal markers” as a new bullet, and add
“systematic collection of accident/safety data” as a new bullet. Dave A. noted that it is not
SCE&G’s responsibility to collect data, but we can address it as an issue. Bill M. then suggested
adding “ingress/egress to potentially hazardous areas (e.g., Mill Race). Travis C. noted that the
Columbia Fire Department is currently identifying areas where an access point is needed. Bill M.
also suggested moving “unannounced river flows” to the top of the list. Steve B. suggested adding
“boat traffic/congestion in cove areas due to development.” The group agreed to all changes made
under Identified Issues.
Dave then focused attention to RCG Responsibilities and asked the group to provide comments.
Bill M. suggested adding “creation of Recreational Safety Plan” as new bullet. For bullet five, he
wanted to change “Downstream Flows TWC” to “Recreation RCG”. Through some discussion, the
group agreed to the changes made under RCG Responsibilities. Dave briefly went over the Work
Scope and Product. He read through and discussed tasks that have been completed and tasks that
need to be addressed in the future. Dave A. noted that he would like to speed up the process by
sending out the Work Plan for everyone to review and have it finalized as soon as possible.
Dave A. directed attention to shoal areas and the responsibility for marking shoal areas. Skeet Mills
noted that there is a fish/hunt map that is very accurate and may be useful for identifying shoal
markers on Lake Murray. Joy D. noted that Southshore has taken over the responsibility for
updating the map. Dave A. noted that he would email Southshore to find out more information
about the map.
Joy D. asked what is required in the license about marking shoal hazards. Tommy B. replied that
Lake Murray is marked by SCDNR. He added that, in the license, SCE&G is not required to mark
areas in the lake. Tommy B. mentioned there was an agreement made in the 1970s between
SCDNR and SCE&G about marking shoal areas. Skeet noted that SCDNR has funding for buoy
placement, but does not have the time and manpower for marking all hazardous areas on the lake.
Dave A. noted that the group would try to find the agreement made between SCE&G and SCDNR
and would investigate funding on the shoal marker program. Dave A. clarified to the group that
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Comment: I don’t think this is entirely
accurate as it was made clear that safety
is the responsibility of SCE&G and that
there is only a possible agreement for
SCDNR to mark shoals. They have the
expertise but unfortunately not the time
and money always. I think this statement
is misleading and not what the attached
letters indicate. Please change the
absolute responsibility for the markers to
SCE&G or make clear it is only a loose
agreement with DNR with SCE&G
responsible according to the FERC
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LAKE MURRAY TRAINING CENTER
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draft jms 4-27-06

when the lake is down in the winter, it is SCDNR’s responsibility to make sure makers are placed in
hazardous areas.
Steve B. presented a letter to the group that SCDNR sent to the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) on July 6, 1999 and also provided a reply letter from FERC to SCE&G
(attached). Alan Stuart made copies of the two letters and distributed them to the group. Through
some discussion, Tom E. noted that SCE&G relies on SCDNR’s discretion as to where to place
markers. Steve B. noted that the group should look at solutions to quantify the problem. Steve B.
suggested forming a TWC to discuss hazardous shoal issues. David Price noted that regardless of
lake levels, we need to look at how to maintain safety markers, because there will always be shoals.
Through some discussion, the group agreed to form a Hazardous Areas TWC. The group’s purpose
is to propose potential solutions for unmarked hazards on Lake Murray. Members of the Hazardous
Areas TWC are summarized below.
Norman Nicholson
David Price
Tommy Boozer
Kenneth Fox
Skeet Mills

Larry K.
Joy Downs
Tom Eppink
Steve Bell
Alan Stuart

Dave then focused attention on the Recreation Safety Plan. The group briefly discussed safety
issues that will be sent to the FERC. Henry M. recommended using a “straw man” to summarize
the Recreational Safety Plan and employ the Identified Issues as an outline.
After lunch, the group concentrated on identifying high use areas for rising water sirens. Dave A.
noted that they are currently in the process of developing a map that will identify possible areas for
warning devices. Travis C. noted that Columbia Fire is currently working on the Three Rivers
Greenway Plan, which will provide emergency access points on the lower Saluda River. Travis
presented a map, prepared by Mike Dawson from the River Alliance, illustrating the future
emergency access points along the river.
The group then discussed ramping at other FERC projects. Charlene C. provided a list of projects
that that are related to ramping and briefly discussed each.
Big Fork
Flaming Gorge (BLM)
PIH 345 (PG&E) Chattahoochee
Summerville
Cheowa
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She noted that studies on the use of ramping for safety purposes were not available. She mentioned
that it may be helpful to examine historical generation records and reserve calls. Bill A. noted that
he will find out in a few weeks if generation records are available. Charlene noted that an ideal
ramping scenario for the lower Saluda River would be 1,000 cfs for 45 minutes, 4,000 cfs for
another 45 minutes, and then full release. Dave A. noted that a recreational release schedule needs
to be developed. Henry M. pointed out that the group should begin looking at possible solutions for
those times of high flows, such as ramping and/or sirens. Patrick suggested that the group should
put together a study examining the rate of change of the river for various flows at various river
reaches and an analysis of different flows for various user groups and skill levels that provide the
safest conditions. Dave A. noted that Patrick’s suggested study will be discussed in the
Downstream Flows TWC.
Dave A. reminded the group that the FERC representative would be at the Quarterly Public Meeting
on Thursday, April 20th. He noted that everyone should submit any questions to prepare the
representative. Dave A. briefly discussed the agenda for the next meeting and noted that he would
try to have the lower Saluda River map and historical generation records available. The group
agreed to schedule the next Safety RCG meeting once the Quarterly Public Meeting has been
scheduled. Dave A. noted that he would set the date through email.
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
April 18, 2006

9:00 AM
Lake Murray Training Center

 9:00 to 9:30

Review Safety RCG Work Plan

 9:30 to 10:30
Areas

Discussion of Shoal Areas and Responsibility for Marking Shoal

 10:30 to 11:30 Discussion of Draft Outline for Safety Plan
 11:30 to 12:30 Lunch
 12:30 to 1:00

Update on Identifying High Use Areas for Rising Water Sirens

 1:00 to 1:30

Discussion of Ramping at Other FERC Projects

 1:30 to 1:45

Discussion of Questions for FERC Representative

 1:45 to 2:00

Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date
Adjourn
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Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dave Anderson
Monday, May 15, 2006 5:45 PM
Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill
Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson;
David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers);
Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen
Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber;
Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris;
Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Eppink
04-18-06 Final Safety RCG Meeting Notes

Here are the final meeting notes from our April 18th meeting.

2006-04-18
Meeting Notes - Saf...

1

MEETING NOTES
SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY
SALUDA HYDRO PROJECT RELICENSING
SAFETY RESOURCE CONSERVATION GROUP
LAKE MURRAY TRAINING CENTER
April 18, 2006

final dka 05-15-06

ATTENDEES:
Name
Bill Argentieri
Dave Anderson
Henry Mealing
Jeni Summerlin
Bret Hoffman
Ken Uschelbec
David Price
Kenneth Fox
George Duke
Karen Kustafik
Tommy Boozer
Bill Marshall
Jenn ORourke

Organization
SCE&G
Kleinschmidt Associates
Kleinschmidt Associates
Kleinschmidt Associates
Kleinschmidt Associates
U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary
Lake Murray Power Squadron
LMA
LMHOC
Columbia Parks & Recreation
SCE&G
SCDNR & LSSRAC
SCE&G

Name
Alan Stuart
Dave Anderson
J. Travis Carricato
Steve Bell
John Altenberg
Joy Downs
Bill Mathias
Michael Waddell
Ed Schnepel
Charlene Coleman
Lee Mills Jr.
Tom Eppink
Patrick Moore

Organization
Kleinschmidt Associates
Kleinschmidt Associates
Columbia Fire
Lake Watch
Sea Tow Lake Murray
LMA
LMA & LMPS
Trout Unlimited
LMA
American Whitewater
SCDNR
SCANA Services
CCL/AR

HOMEWORK ITEMS:
Dave Anderson  put Safety Organizations and Responsibilities on relicensing web site
Tommy Boozer  contact Southshore about mapping process
Tom Eppink  locate agreement between SCE&G and SCDNR concerning navigation aids
Tom Eppink  investigate funding of shoal marker program
Dave Anderson  draft straw man of Recreational Safety Plan
Dave Anderson  get GIS data for the Three Rivers Greenway
Dave Anderson - send out Safety RCG Work Plan to all group members
PARKING LOT ITEMS:
None
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

July 20, 2006 at 9:30 a.m.
Located at the Lake Murray Training Center
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LAKE MURRAY TRAINING CENTER
April 18, 2006

MEETING NOTES:
These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.
Dave Anderson opened the meeting and new RCG attendees introduced themselves. Dave A.
introduced the Safety RCG Work Plan (attached) and noted he developed a list of Identified Issues
from previous meeting notes and comments on the ICD. Bill Mathias had a couple of specific
suggestions for the Identified Issues. He wanted to change lower lake levels to fluctuating lake
levels and take out winter, add maintenance of shoal markers as a new bullet, and add
systematic collection of accident/safety data as a new bullet. Dave A. noted that it is not
SCE&Gs responsibility to collect data, but we can address it as an issue. Bill M. then suggested
adding ingress/egress to potentially hazardous areas (e.g., Mill Race). Travis C. noted that the
Columbia Fire Department is currently identifying areas where an access point is needed. Bill M.
also suggested moving unannounced river flows to the top of the list. Steve B. suggested adding
boat traffic/congestion in cove areas due to development. The group agreed to all changes made
under Identified Issues.
Dave then focused attention to RCG Responsibilities and asked the group to provide comments.
Bill M. suggested adding creation of Recreational Safety Plan as new bullet. For bullet five, he
wanted to change Downstream Flows TWC to Recreation RCG. Through some discussion, the
group agreed to the changes made under RCG Responsibilities. Dave briefly went over the Work
Scope and Product. He read through and discussed tasks that have been completed and tasks that
need to be addressed in the future. Dave A. noted that he would like to speed up the process by
sending out the Work Plan for everyone to review and have it finalized as soon as possible.
Dave A. directed attention to shoal areas and the responsibility for marking shoal areas. Skeet Mills
noted that there is a fish/hunt map that is very accurate and may be useful for identifying shoal
markers on Lake Murray. Joy D. noted that Southshore has taken over the responsibility for
updating the map. Dave A. noted that he would email Southshore to find out more information
about the map.
Joy D. asked what is required in the license about marking shoal hazards. Tommy B. replied that
Lake Murray is marked by SCDNR. He added that, in the license, SCE&G is not required to mark
areas in the lake. Tommy B. mentioned there was an agreement made in the 1970s between
SCDNR and SCE&G about marking shoal areas. Skeet noted that SCDNR has funding for buoy
placement, but does not have the time and manpower for marking all hazardous areas on the lake.
Dave A. noted that the group would try to find the agreement made between SCE&G and SCDNR
and would investigate funding on the shoal marker program.
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Steve B. presented a letter to the group that SCDNR sent to the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) on July 6, 1999 and also provided a reply letter from FERC to SCE&G
(attached). Steve B. read two excerpts from the letters in order to clarify the issue. The SCDNR
stated in its letter in response to complaints about unmarked hazards during low fall and winter
levels,
 the SCDNR attempts to work with the utility to mark some hazards to navigation at normal or
nearly full pull levels. The size of Lake Murray and the extent of periodic drawdowns makes the
marking of all hazards at all lake levels beyond the capability of SCDNRs program. The SCDNR
will continue to cooperate with the South Carolina Electric & Gas Company to place aids to
navigation, but the SCDNRs program is not intended to absolve the South Carolina Electric & Gas
Company of any responsibility it may have to identify or mark hazards.
The excerpt from FERCs ruling on the complaint stated,
Your policy of cooperating with the DNR to identify and mark hazards appears to be an acceptable
approach to addressing this concern. We expect you to continue your active participation with the
DNR. We remind you, however, that ultimately you are responsible for ensuring that appropriate
public safety measures are implemented at your project.
Regarding the issue of low lake levels below 354 msl that affect recreational use of the lake, we
expect further evaluation of this issue during your re-licensing process when project operation will
be evaluated in a comprehensive manner. Your project license expires on August 31, 2007. Your
evaluation of the affects low lake levels have on boating recreational use should include
consultation with the appropriate Federal, state and local agencies and other affected parties, such as
represented by the various home owners association, sports clubs, etc., that are concerned about
Lake Murray.
[Note: The entire suite of letters concerning shoal areas has been attached to these meeting notes.
Only the two letters referenced above were provided at the meeting.]
Alan Stuart made copies of the two letters and distributed them to the group. Through some
discussion, Tom E. noted that SCE&G relies on SCDNRs discretion as to where to place markers.
Steve B. noted that the group needs to quantify the problem then look for solutions, which might
include maintaining higher year round lake levels. Steve B. suggested forming a TWC to discuss
hazardous shoal issues. David Price noted that regardless of lake levels, we need to look at how to
maintain safety markers, because there will always be shoals. Through some discussion, the group
agreed to form a Hazardous Areas TWC. The groups purpose is to identify unmarked hazards and
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propose potential solutions for unmarked hazards on Lake Murray. Members of the Hazardous
Areas TWC are summarized below.
Norman Nicholson
David Price
Tommy Boozer
Kenneth Fox
Skeet Mills

Larry K.
Joy Downs
Tom Eppink
Steve Bell
Alan Stuart

Dave then focused attention on the Recreation Safety Plan. The group briefly discussed safety
issues that will be sent to the FERC. Henry M. recommended using a straw man to summarize
the Recreational Safety Plan and employ the Identified Issues as an outline.
After lunch, the group concentrated on identifying high use areas for rising water sirens. Dave A.
noted that they are currently in the process of developing a map that will identify possible areas for
warning devices. Travis C. noted that Columbia Fire is currently working on the Three Rivers
Greenway Plan, which will provide emergency access points on the lower Saluda River. Travis
presented a map, prepared by Mike Dawson from the River Alliance, illustrating the future
emergency access points along the river.
The group then discussed ramping at other FERC projects. Charlene C. provided a list of projects
that are related to ramping and briefly discussed each.
Big Fork
Flaming Gorge (BLM)
PIH 345 (PG&E) Chattahoochee
Summerville
Cheoah
She noted that studies on the use of ramping for safety purposes were not available. She mentioned
that it may be helpful to examine historical generation records and reserve calls. Bill A. noted that
he will find out in a few weeks if generation records are available. Charlene noted that an ideal
ramping scenario for the lower Saluda River would be 1,000 cfs for 45 minutes, 4,000 cfs for
another 45 minutes, and then full release. Bill A. noted that SCE&Gs goal in relicensing is to use
Saluda to meet contingency reserve requirements, which will mean unannounced high flows at
times. Bill A. further noted the Safety RCG should stay focused on the goal of making the river as
safe as reasonably possible and should be looking at some kind of warning system for the times
when SCE&G has to increase generation to meet system requirements, unless the goal of the other
stakeholders in this RCG is the limit our generation capability. Dave A. noted that a recreational
release schedule needs to be developed. Henry M. pointed out that the group should begin looking
at possible solutions for those times of high flows, such as ramping and/or sirens. Patrick suggested
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that the group should put together a study examining the rate of change of the river for various
flows at various river reaches and an analysis of different flows for various user groups and skill
levels that provide the safest conditions. Dave A. noted that Patricks suggested study will be
discussed in the Downstream Flows TWC.
Dave A. reminded the group that the FERC representative would be at the Quarterly Public Meeting
on Thursday, April 20th. He noted that everyone should submit any questions to prepare the
representative. Dave A. briefly discussed the agenda for the next meeting and noted that he would
try to have the lower Saluda River map and historical generation records available. The group
agreed to schedule the next Safety RCG meeting once the Quarterly Public Meeting has been
scheduled. Dave A. noted that he would set the date through email.
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
April 18, 2006

9:00 AM

Lake Murray Training Center

9:00 to 9:30

Review Safety RCG Work Plan

9:30 to 10:30
Areas

Discussion of Shoal Areas and Responsibility for Marking Shoal

10:30 to 11:30 Discussion of Draft Outline for Safety Plan
11:30 to 12:30 Lunch
12:30 to 1:00

Update on Identifying High Use Areas for Rising Water Sirens

1:00 to 1:30

Discussion of Ramping at Other FERC Projects

1:30 to 1:45

Discussion of Questions for FERC Representative

1:45 to 2:00

Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date
Adjourn
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Kleinschmidt Associates

dave.anderson@kleinschmidtusa.com

(205) 981-4547

Name

Organization

E-mail

Work Phone

Aaron Small

US Coast Guard Auxiliary

arsbhs@bellsouth.net

Alan Axson

Columbia Fire Department

cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net

Alan Stuart

KA

alan.stuart@kleinschmidtusa.com

Alison Guth

KA

alison.guth@kleinschmidtusa.com

Amanda Hill

USFWS

amanda_hill@fws.gov

Bill Argentieri

SCE&G

bargentieri@scana.com

Bill Marshall

Lower Saluda Scenic River Advisory Council,
marshallb@dnr.sc.gov
DNR

Bill Mathias

LMA/LMPS

bill25@sc.rr.com

Charlene Coleman

American Whitewater

cheetahtrk@yahoo.com

Dave Anderson

Kleinschmidt Associates

dave.anderson@kleinschmidtusa.com

David C. Price

Lake Murray Power Squadron

pricedc@dhec.sc.gov

Dick Christie

SCDNR

dchristie@infoave.net

Edward D. Schnepel

LMA

eschnepel@sc.rr.com

Members:

George Duke

LMHC

kayakduke@bellsouth.net

Gerrit Jobsis

Coastal Conservation League & American
Rivers

gerritj@scccl.org;
gjobsis@americanrivers.org

Jennifer O'Rourke

South Carolina Wildlife Federation

jenno@scwf.org

Jerry Wise

Lake Murray Power Squadron

meddynamic@aol.com

Jim Devereaux

SCE&G

jdevereaux@scana.com

John and Rob
Altenberg

Sea Tow

seatowlakemurray@seatow.com

Joy Downs

LMA

elymay2@aol.com

Karen Kustafik

City of Columbia Parks and Recreation

kakustafik@columbiasc.net

Ken Uschelbec

US Coast Guard Auxiliary

colkenu@aol.com

Kenneth G. Fox

LMA

skfox@sc.rr.com

Larry Turner

SCDHEC

turnerle@dhec.sc.gov

Lee Barber

LMA

lbarber@sc.rr.com

Malcolm Leaphart

Trout Unlimited

malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu

Mark Leao

USFWS

mark_leao@fws.gov

Michael Waddell

TU - Saluda River Chapter

mwaddell@esri.sc.edu

Mike Gillis

EMS

Miriam S. Atria

Capitol City Lake Murray Country

miriam@lakemurraycountry.com

Norm Nicholson

Lexington Resident Deputy

larana@mindspring.com

Norm Ferris

Trout Unlimited

norm@sc.rr.com

Patrick Moore

SCCCL AR

patrickm@scccl.org

Ralph Crafton

LMA

crafton@usit.net

Randy Mahan

SCANA

rmahan@scana.com

Steve Bell

Lake Murray Watch

bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net

Suzanne Rhodes

SC Wildlife Federation

suzrhodes@juno.com

Tom Eppink

SCANA Services, Inc.

teppink@scana.com

Tommy Boozer

SCE&G

tboozer@scana.com
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Mission Statement
The Mission of the Safety Resource Conservation Group (SRCG) is, through good faith
cooperation, to make Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River as safe as reasonably
possible for the public. The objective is to develop a consensus-based Recreational Safety
Plan proposal for inclusion in the FERC license application. This will be accomplished
by gathering or developing data relevant to Saluda Hydroelectric Project safety-related
interests/issues, seek to understand those interests/issues and that data, and consider all
such interests/issues and data relevant to and significantly affecting safety on Lake
Murray and the lower Saluda River.
Identified Issues
creation of a public information system and improvement of communications about
river flow conditions on the lower Saluda River
lower lake levels in the winter and their effect on safety
unannounced river flows
RCG Responsibilities
Identifying specific areas where lake level fluctuations may be adversely affecting
safety at the lake, including the nature and timing of the effect (e.g., shoal areas).
Working with the Operations Resource Conservation Group to identify reasonable
(based on hydrologic, structural, and other limitations identified) changes and
alternatives for modifying project operations, including operations that affect safety.
Identifying any studies, if applicable, that need to be performed for identifying and/or
evaluating changes to Project operations.
Presenting a range of reasonable alternatives or recommendations to the Saluda
Hydro Relicensing Group (SHRG) regarding modifications to current Project
operations.
Reviewing results from the Downstream Flows Technical Working Committee to
make sure they are consistent with the mission statement of the Safety Resource
Conservation Group.
Work Scope and Product
Task 1  Review the operational constraints and current operations of the Saluda
Project (see Initial Consultation Document).
Task 2  Determine how Project operations affect safety.
Task 3  Review applicable laws governing boating use.
Task 4  Identify safety-related organizations concerned with Lake Murray and/or
the lower Saluda River.
Task 5  Invite those safety-related organizations identified in Task 4 to participate in
the Safety Resource Conservation Group.
Task 6  Review stakeholder requests for particular studies and/or enhancement
measures to ensure that these are incorporated into study planning, if applicable.
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Task 7  Develop and recommend operation scenarios to the Operations RCG for
analysis. These scenarios should reflect initial thinking on potential solutions and be
designed to narrow the focus of Task 12 below. Analysis by the Operations RCG will
focus on an assessment of potential safety impacts associated with any suggested
changes to operations.
Task 8  Discuss results of the Operations RCG analyses.
Task 9  Develop study designs/methods/plans and review agreed upon studies,
literature reviews, etc.
Task 10  Identify high use areas of the river for inclusion in the rising water warning
system.
Task 11  Identify safety concerns that can possibly be resolved outside of the
relicensing process.
Task 12  Provide recommendations for Project operations and recreation access,
facilities, and use to be considered in conjunction with all ecological and recreational
issues.
Task 13  Develop a consensus based Recreational Safety Plan for the Saluda Project
that addresses all of the issues and tasks identified above.
Schedule
Late 2005/Early 2006Finalize Mission Statement and Work Plan
Mid-2006Complete identification of studies, literature reviews, etc. that need to be
completed to address issues and tasks identified in the Work Plan
Late 2006Begin compilation of existing information, review preliminary study results,
and draft an outline of the Recreational Safety Plan
2007Complete any studies identified in Task 9 and review results; draft
recommendations to SHRG, complete draft Recreational Safety Plan
2008Finalize Recreational Safety Plan and provide comments on Draft License
Application
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Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net
Thursday, May 11, 2006 8:08 PM
Dave Anderson; Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda
Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave
Anderson; David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis
(American Rivers); Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; John and Rob Altenberg;
Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Larry Turner
(turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam
Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom
Eppink
bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net
Re: 04-18-06 Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes

Track changes for
04-18_Meetin...

Dave- Lake Watch request that track changes attached below be incorporated in
the final meeting meetings. In addition we will be submitting comments to clarify the
"ummarked" hazard issue including a background on citizen complaints filed in 1999. Also
please include along with the letter from the FERC and SCDNR, SCE&G's letter to the FERC.
>
> From: Dave Anderson <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com>
> Date: 2006/05/10 Wed AM 10:56:42 EDT
> To: Tommy Boozer <tboozer@scana.com>, Aaron Small <arsbhs@bellsouth.net>,
>
Alan Axson <cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net>, Alan Stuart
>
<alan.stuart@kleinschmidtusa.com>, Alison Guth
>
<alison.guth@kleinschmidtusa.com>, Amanda Hill <amanda_hill@fws.gov>,
>
Bill Argentieri <bargentieri@scana.com>, Bill Marshall
>
<marshallb@dnr.sc.gov>, Bill Mathias <bill25@sc.rr.com>, Bret Hoffman
>
<bret.hoffman@kleinschmidtusa.com>, Charlene Coleman
>
<cheetahtrk@yahoo.com>, Dave Anderson
>
<dave.anderson@kleinschmidtusa.com>, David Price <pricedc@dhec.sc.gov>,
>
Dick Christie <dchristie@infoave.net>, Edward Schnepel
>
<eschnepel@sc.rr.com>, George Duke <kayakduke@bellsouth.net>,
>
"Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers)" <gjobsis@americanrivers.org>,
>
Jennifer O'Rourke <jenno@scwf.org>, Jerry Wise <meddynamic@aol.com>,
>
Jim Devereaux <jdevereaux@scana.com>, John and Rob Altenberg
>
<seatowlakemurray@seatow.com>, Joy Downs <elymay2@aol.com>,
>
Karen Kustafik <kakustafik@columbiasc.net>, Ken Uschelbec
>
<colkenu@aol.com>, Kenneth Fox <skfox@sc.rr.com>,
>
"Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov)" <turnerle@dhec.sc.gov>, Lee Barber
>
<lbarber@sc.rr.com>, Malcolm Leaphart <malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu>,
>
Mark Leao <mark_leao@fws.gov>, Mike Waddell <mwaddell@esri.sc.edu>,
>
Miriam Atria <miriam@lakemurraycountry.com>, Norm Nicholson
>
<larana@mindspring.com>, Norman Ferris <norm@sc.rr.com>, Patrick Moore
>
<patrickm@scccl.org>, Randy Mahan <rmahan@scana.com>, Steve Bell
>
<bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net>, Suzanne Rhodes <suzrhodes@juno.com>,
>
Tom Eppink <teppink@scana.com>
> Subject: 04-18-06 Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
>
> We have a few edits to the meeting notes, so I am sending them around
> one more time before they become final on Friday.
>
> <<2006-04-18 Meeting Notes - Safety (DRAFT2).doc>>
>
>
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Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dave Anderson
Wednesday, May 10, 2006 12:11 PM
Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill
Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson;
David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers);
Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen
Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber;
Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris;
Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Eppink
Draft Safety RCG Work Plan

Here is the document we were working on in our last meeting (with "track changes" left on). I would like to collect any
comments on this work plan via e-mail by June 1. This will give everyone three weeks to make comments. At that time, I
will compile all of the comments and re-submit the document to the RCG. My goal is to have this finalized by the next
RCG meeting so we can discuss if we are on track to complete our responsibilities.
If anyone feels they need longer than three weeks for this initial set of comments, let me know and we can discuss an
alternate method of collecting your comments.

Draft Safety RCG
Work Plan (04...
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Facilitator:
Dave Anderson

Kleinschmidt Associates

dave.anderson@kleinschmidtusa.com

(205) 981-4547

Members:
Name

Organization

E-mail

Work Phone

Aaron Small
Alan Axson
Alan Stuart
Alison Guth
Amanda Hill
Bill Argentieri

US Coast Guard Auxiliary
Columbia Fire Department
KA
KA
USFWS
SCE&G

arsbhs@bellsouth.net
cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net
alan.stuart@kleinschmidtusa.com
alison.guth@kleinschmidtusa.com
amanda_hill@fws.gov
bargentieri@scana.com

Bill Marshall
Bill Mathias

Lower Saluda Scenic River Advisory Council, marshallb@dnr.sc.gov
DNR
LMA/LMPS
bill25@sc.rr.com

Charlene Coleman
Dave Anderson
David C. Price
Dick Christie
Edward D. Schnepel

American Whitewater
Kleinschmidt Associates
Lake Murray Power Squadron
SCDNR
LMA

cheetahtrk@yahoo.com
dave.anderson@kleinschmidtusa.com
pricedc@dhec.sc.gov
dchristie@infoave.net
eschnepel@sc.rr.com

George Duke

LMHC
Coastal Conservation League & American
Rivers

kayakduke@bellsouth.net
gerritj@scccl.org;
gjobsis@americanrivers.org

Jennifer O'Rourke
Jerry Wise
Jim Devereaux
John and Rob
Altenberg
Joy Downs
Karen Kustafik
Ken Uschelbec

South Carolina Wildlife Federation
Lake Murray Power Squadron
SCE&G

jenno@scwf.org
meddynamic@aol.com
jdevereaux@scana.com

Sea Tow

seatowlakemurray@seatow.com

LMA
City of Columbia Parks and Recreation
US Coast Guard Auxiliary

elymay2@aol.com
kakustafik@columbiasc.net
colkenu@aol.com

Kenneth G. Fox
Larry Turner
Lee Barber
Malcolm Leaphart
Mark Leao

LMA
SCDHEC
LMA
Trout Unlimited
USFWS

skfox@sc.rr.com
turnerle@dhec.sc.gov
lbarber@sc.rr.com
malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu
mark_leao@fws.gov

Michael Waddell
Mike Gillis
Miriam S. Atria
Norm Nicholson
Norm Ferris

TU - Saluda River Chapter
EMS
Capitol City Lake Murray Country
Lexington Resident Deputy
Trout Unlimited

mwaddell@esri.sc.edu

Patrick Moore
Ralph Crafton
Randy Mahan
Steve Bell
Suzanne Rhodes
Tom Eppink

SCCCL AR
LMA
SCANA
Lake Murray Watch
SC Wildlife Federation
SCANA Services, Inc.

patrickm@scccl.org
crafton@usit.net
rmahan@scana.com
bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net
suzrhodes@juno.com
teppink@scana.com

Tommy Boozer

SCE&G

tboozer@scana.com

Gerrit Jobsis

miriam@lakemurraycountry.com
larana@mindspring.com
norm@sc.rr.com
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Mission Statement
The Mission of the Safety Resource Conservation Group (SRCG) is, through good faith
cooperation, to make Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River as safe as reasonably
possible for the public. The objective is to develop a consensus-based Recreational Safety
Plan proposal for inclusion in the FERC license application. This will be accomplished
by gathering or developing data relevant to Saluda Hydroelectric Project safety -related
interests/issues, seek to understand those interests/issues and that data, and consider all
such interests/issues and data relevant to and significantly affecting safety on Lake
Murray and the lower Saluda River.
Identified Issues
 creation of a public information system and improvement of communications
concerning unannounced river flows in the lower Saluda River
 fluctuating lake levels and their effect on safety
 boat traffic/congestion in cove areas due to development
 current project operations and their effect on safety
 placement and maintenance of shoal markers
 systematic collection of accident data
 ingress/egress to potentially hazardous areas (e.g., Mill Race)

Deleted: about
Deleted: conditions o

Deleted: unannounced river flows

RCG Responsibilities
 Identifying specific areas where lake level fluctuations may be adversely affecting
safety at the lake, including the nature and timing of the effect (e.g., shoal areas).
 Working with the Operations Resource Conservation Group to identify “reasonable”
(based on hydrologic, structural, and other limitations identified) changes and
alternatives for modifying project operations, including operations that affect safety.
 Identifying any studies, if applicable, that need to be performed for identifying and/or
evaluating changes to Project operations.
 Presenting a range of reasonable alternatives or recommendations to the Saluda
Hydro Relicensing Group (SHRG) regarding modifications to current Project
operations.
 Reviewing results from the Recreation Resource Conservation Group to make sure
they are consistent with the mission statement of the Safety Resource Conservation
Group.
 Develop a recreational safety plan for Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River
Work Scope and Product
 Task 1 – Review the operational constraints and current operations of the Saluda
Project (see Initial Consultation Document).
 Task 2 – Determine how Project operations affect safety.
 Task 3 – Review applicable laws governing boating use.
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 Task 4 – Identify safety-related organizations concerned with Lake Murray and/or
the lower Saluda River.
 Task 5 – Invite those safety-related organizations identified in Task 4 to participate in
the Safety Resource Conservation Group.
 Task 6 – Review stakeholder requests for particular studies and/or enhancement
measures to ensure that these are incorporated into study planning, if applicable.
 Task 7 – Develop and recommend operation scenarios to the Operations RCG for
analysis. These scenarios should reflect initial thinking on potential solutions and be
designed to narrow the focus of Task 12 below. Analysis by the Operations RCG will
focus on an assessment of potential safety impacts associated with any suggested
changes to operations.
 Task 8 – Discuss results of the Operations RCG analyses.
 Task 9 – Develop study designs/methods/plans and review agreed upon studies,
literature reviews, etc, if necessary.
 Task 10 – Identify high use areas of the river for inclusion in the rising water warning
system.
 Task 11 – Identify safety concerns that can possibly be resolved outside of the
relicensing process.
 Task 12 – Provide recommendations for Project operations and recreation access,
facilities, and use to be considered in conjunction with all ecological and recreational
issues.
 Task 13 – Develop a consensus based Recreational Safety Plan for the Saluda Project
that addresses all of the issues and tasks identified above.
Schedule
Late 2005/Early 2006—Finalize Mission Statement and Work Plan
Mid-2006—Complete identification of studies, literature reviews, etc. that need to be
completed to address issues and tasks identified in the Work Plan
Late 2006—Begin compilation of existing information, review preliminary study results,
and draft an outline of the Recreational Safety Plan
2007—Complete any studies identified in Task 9 and review results; draft
recommendations to SHRG, complete draft Recreational Safety Plan
2008—Finalize Recreational Safety Plan and provide comments on Draft License
Application
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SALUDA HYDRO PROJECT RELICENSING
SAFETY RESOURCE GROUP
LAKE MURRAY TRAINING CENTER
April 18, 2006
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ATTENDEES:
Name
Bill Argentieri
Dave Anderson
Henry Mealing
Jeni Summerlin
Bret Hoffman
Ken Uschelbec
David Price
Kenneth Fox
George Duke
Karen Kustafik
Tommy Boozer
Bill Marshall
Jenn O’Rourke

Organization
SCE&G
Kleinschmidt Associates
Kleinschmidt Associates
Kleinschmidt Associates
Kleinschmidt Associates
U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary
Lake Murray Power Squadron
LMA
LMHOC
Columbia Parks & Recreation
SCE&G
SCDNR & LSSRAC
SCE&G

Name
Alan Stuart
Dave Anderson
J. Travis Carricato
Steve Bell
John Altenberg
Joy Downs
Bill Mathias
Michael Waddell
Ed Schnepel
Charlene Coleman
Lee Mills Jr.
Tom Eppink
Patrick Moore

Organization
Kleinschmidt Associates
Kleinschmidt Associates
Columbia Fire
Lake Watch
Sea Tow Lake Murray
LMA
LMA & LMPS
Trout Unlimited
LMA
American Whitewater
SCDNR
SCANA Services
CCL/AR

HOMEWORK ITEMS:








Dave Anderson – put Safety Organizations and Responsibilities on relicensing web site
Tommy Boozer – contact Southshore about mapping process
Tom Eppink – locate agreement between SCE&G and SCDNR concerning navigation aids
Tom Eppink – investigate funding of shoal marker program
Dave Anderson – draft “straw man” of Recreational Safety Plan
Dave Anderson – get GIS data for the Three Rivers Greenway
Dave Anderson - send out Safety RCG Work Plan to all group members

PARKING LOT ITEMS:
 None
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

July 20, 2006 at 9:30 a.m.
Located at the Lake Murray Training Center
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MEETING NOTES:
These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.
Dave Anderson opened the meeting and new RCG attendees introduced themselves. Dave A.
introduced the Safety RCG Work Plan (attached) and noted he developed a list of Identified Issues
from previous meeting notes and comments on the ICD. Bill Mathias had a couple of specific
suggestions for the Identified Issues. He wanted to change “lower lake levels” to “fluctuating lake
levels” and take out winter, add “maintenance of shoal markers” as a new bullet, and add
“systematic collection of accident/safety data” as a new bullet. Dave A. noted that it is not
SCE&G’s responsibility to collect data, but we can address it as an issue. Bill M. then suggested
adding “ingress/egress to potentially hazardous areas (e.g., Mill Race). Travis C. noted that the
Columbia Fire Department is currently identifying areas where an access point is needed. Bill M.
also suggested moving “unannounced river flows” to the top of the list. Steve B. suggested adding
“boat traffic/congestion in cove areas due to development.” The group agreed to all changes made
under Identified Issues.
Dave then focused attention to RCG Responsibilities and asked the group to provide comments.
Bill M. suggested adding “creation of Recreational Safety Plan” as new bullet. For bullet five, he
wanted to change “Downstream Flows TWC” to “Recreation RCG”. Through some discussion, the
group agreed to the changes made under RCG Responsibilities. Dave briefly went over the Work
Scope and Product. He read through and discussed tasks that have been completed and tasks that
need to be addressed in the future. Dave A. noted that he would like to speed up the process by
sending out the Work Plan for everyone to review and have it finalized as soon as possible.
Dave A. directed attention to shoal areas and the responsibility for marking shoal areas. Skeet Mills
noted that there is a fish/hunt map that is very accurate and may be useful for identifying shoal
markers on Lake Murray. Joy D. noted that Southshore has taken over the responsibility for
updating the map. Dave A. noted that he would email Southshore to find out more information
about the map.
Joy D. asked what is required in the license about marking shoal hazards. Tommy B. replied that
Lake Murray is marked by SCDNR. He added that, in the license, SCE&G is not required to mark
areas in the lake. Tommy B. mentioned there was an agreement made in the 1970s between
SCDNR and SCE&G about marking shoal areas. Skeet noted that SCDNR has funding for buoy
placement, but does not have the time and manpower for marking all hazardous areas on the lake.
Dave A. noted that the group would try to find the agreement made between SCE&G and SCDNR
and would investigate funding on the shoal marker program. Dave A. clarified to the group that
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when the lake is down in the winter, it is SCDNR’s responsibility to make sure makers are placed in
hazardous areas.
Steve B. presented a letter to the group that SCDNR sent to the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) on July 6, 1999 and also provided a reply letter from FERC to SCE&G
(attached). . Steve B. read two excerpts from the letters in order to clarify the issue. DNR’s stated
in its letter in response to complaints about unmarked harzards during low fall and winter levels,
“The SCDNR attempts to work with the utility to mark some hazards to navigation at normal or
nearly full pull levels. The size of Lake Murray and the extent of periodic drawdowns makes the
marking of all hazards at all lake levels beyond the capability of SCDNR’s program. The SCDNR
will continue to cooperate with SCE&G to place aids to navigation, but the SCDNR’s program is
not intended to absolve the South Carolina Electric and Gas Co. of any responsibility it may have to
identify or mark hazards.
The excerpt from FERC’s ruling on the complaint stated,
“Your policy of cooperating with the DNR to identify and mark hazards appears to be an acceptable
approach to addressing this concern. We expect you to continue your active participation with the
DNR. We remind you, however, that ultimately you are responsible for ensuring that appropriate
public safety measures are implemented at your project. Regarding the issue of low lake levels
below 354 msl that affect recreational use of the lake, we expect further evaluation of this issue
during your re—licensing process when project operation will be evaluated in a comprehensive
manner. Your project license expires on August 31, 2007. Your evaluation of the affects low lake
levels have on boating recreational use should include consultation with the appropriate Federal,
state and local agencies and other affected parties, such as represented by the various home owners’
association, sports clubs, etc., that are concerned about Lake Murray.”

Alan Stuart made copies of the two letters and distributed them to the group. Through some
discussion, Tom E. noted that SCE&G relies on SCDNR’s discretion as to where to place markers.
Steve B. noted that the group needs to quantify the problem, then look for solutions including
maintaining higher year round lake levels. Steve B. suggested forming a TWC to discuss hazardous
shoal issues. David Price noted that regardless of lake levels, we need to look at how to maintain
safety markers, because there will always be shoals. Through some discussion, the group agreed to
form a Hazardous Areas TWC. The group’s purpose is to identify unmarked hazards and propose
potential solutions for unmarked hazards on Lake Murray. Members of the Hazardous Areas TWC
are summarized below.
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Norman Nicholson
David Price
Tommy Boozer
Kenneth Fox
Skeet Mills

Larry K.
Joy Downs
Tom Eppink
Steve Bell
Alan Stuart

Dave then focused attention on the Recreation Safety Plan. The group briefly discussed safety
issues that will be sent to the FERC. Henry M. recommended using a “straw man” to summarize
the Recreational Safety Plan and employ the Identified Issues as an outline.
After lunch, the group concentrated on identifying high use areas for rising water sirens. Dave A.
noted that they are currently in the process of developing a map that will identify possible areas for
warning devices. Travis C. noted that Columbia Fire is currently working on the Three Rivers
Greenway Plan, which will provide emergency access points on the lower Saluda River. Travis
presented a map, prepared by Mike Dawson from the River Alliance, illustrating the future
emergency access points along the river.
The group then discussed ramping at other FERC projects. Charlene C. provided a list of projects
that are related to ramping and briefly discussed each.
Big Fork
Flaming Gorge (BLM)
PIH 345 (PG&E) Chattahoochee
Summerville
Cheoha
She noted that studies on the use of ramping for safety purposes were not available. She mentioned
that it may be helpful to examine historical generation records and reserve calls. Bill A. noted that
he will find out in a few weeks if generation records are available. Charlene noted that an ideal
ramping scenario for the lower Saluda River would be 1,000 cfs for 45 minutes, 4,000 cfs for
another 45 minutes, and then full release. Bill A. noted that SCE&G’s goal in relicensing is to use
Saluda to meet our contingency reserve requirement, which will mean unannounced high flows at
times. The Safety RCG should stay focused on the goal of making the river as safe as reasonably
possible. This RCG should be looking at some kind of warning system for the times when SCE&G
has to increase generation to meet our system requirements, unless the goal of the other
stakeholders in this RCG is the limit our generation capability. Dave A. noted that a recreational
release schedule needs to be developed. Henry M. pointed out that the group should begin looking
at possible solutions for those times of high flows, such as ramping and/or sirens. Patrick suggested
that the group should put together a study examining the rate of change of the river for various
flows at various river reaches and an analysis of different flows for various user groups and skill
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levels that provide the safest conditions. Dave A. noted that Patrick’s suggested study will be
discussed in the Downstream Flows TWC.
Dave A. reminded the group that the FERC representative would be at the Quarterly Public Meeting
on Thursday, April 20th. He noted that everyone should submit any questions to prepare the
representative. Dave A. briefly discussed the agenda for the next meeting and noted that he would
try to have the lower Saluda River map and historical generation records available. The group
agreed to schedule the next Safety RCG meeting once the Quarterly Public Meeting has been
scheduled. Dave A. noted that he would set the date through email.
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
April 18, 2006

9:00 AM
Lake Murray Training Center

 9:00 to 9:30

Review Safety RCG Work Plan

 9:30 to 10:30
Areas

Discussion of Shoal Areas and Responsibility for Marking Shoal

 10:30 to 11:30 Discussion of Draft Outline for Safety Plan
 11:30 to 12:30 Lunch
 12:30 to 1:00

Update on Identifying High Use Areas for Rising Water Sirens

 1:00 to 1:30

Discussion of Ramping at Other FERC Projects

 1:30 to 1:45

Discussion of Questions for FERC Representative

 1:45 to 2:00

Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date
Adjourn
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MEETING NOTES:
These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.
Dave Anderson opened the meeting and new RCG attendees introduced themselves. Dave A.
introduced the Safety RCG Work Plan (attached) and noted he developed a list of Identified Issues
from previous meeting notes and comments on the ICD. Bill Mathias had a couple of specific
suggestions for the Identified Issues. He wanted to change “lower lake levels” to “fluctuating lake
levels” and take out winter, add “maintenance of shoal markers” as a new bullet, and add
“systematic collection of accident/safety data” as a new bullet. Dave A. noted that it is not
SCE&G’s responsibility to collect data, but we can address it as an issue. Bill M. then suggested
adding “ingress/egress to potentially hazardous areas (e.g., Mill Race). Travis C. noted that the
Columbia Fire Department is currently identifying areas where an access point is needed. Bill M.
also suggested moving “unannounced river flows” to the top of the list. Steve B. suggested adding
“boat traffic/congestion in cove areas due to development.” The group agreed to all changes made
under Identified Issues.
Dave then focused attention to RCG Responsibilities and asked the group to provide comments.
Bill M. suggested adding “creation of Recreational Safety Plan” as new bullet. For bullet five, he
wanted to change “Downstream Flows TWC” to “Recreation RCG”. Through some discussion, the
group agreed to the changes made under RCG Responsibilities. Dave briefly went over the Work
Scope and Product. He read through and discussed tasks that have been completed and tasks that
need to be addressed in the future. Dave A. noted that he would like to speed up the process by
sending out the Work Plan for everyone to review and have it finalized as soon as possible.
Dave A. directed attention to shoal areas and the responsibility for marking shoal areas. Skeet Mills
noted that there is a fish/hunt map that is very accurate and may be useful for identifying shoal
markers on Lake Murray. Joy D. noted that Southshore has taken over the responsibility for
updating the map. Dave A. noted that he would email Southshore to find out more information
about the map.
Joy D. asked what is required in the license about marking shoal hazards. Tommy B. replied that
Lake Murray is marked by SCDNR. He added that, in the license, SCE&G is not required to mark
areas in the lake. Tommy B. mentioned there was an agreement made in the 1970s between
SCDNR and SCE&G about marking shoal areas. Skeet noted that SCDNR has funding for buoy
placement, but does not have the time and manpower for marking all hazardous areas on the lake.
Dave A. noted that the group would try to find the agreement made between SCE&G and SCDNR
and would investigate funding on the shoal marker program. Dave A. clarified to the group that
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when the lake is down in the winter, it is SCDNR’s responsibility to make sure makers are placed in
hazardous areas.
Steve B. presented a letter to the group that SCDNR sent to the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) on July 6, 1999 and also provided a reply letter from FERC to SCE&G
(attached). Alan Stuart made copies of the two letters and distributed them to the group. Through
some discussion, Tom E. noted that SCE&G relies on SCDNR’s discretion as to where to place
markers. Steve B. noted that the group should look at solutions to quantify the problem. Steve B.
suggested forming a TWC to discuss hazardous shoal issues. David Price noted that regardless of
lake levels, we need to look at how to maintain safety markers, because there will always be shoals.
Through some discussion, the group agreed to form a Hazardous Areas TWC. The group’s purpose
is to propose potential solutions for unmarked hazards on Lake Murray. Members of the Hazardous
Areas TWC are summarized below.
Norman Nicholson
David Price
Tommy Boozer
Kenneth Fox
Skeet Mills

Larry K.
Joy Downs
Tom Eppink
Steve Bell
Alan Stuart

Dave then focused attention on the Recreation Safety Plan. The group briefly discussed safety
issues that will be sent to the FERC. Henry M. recommended using a “straw man” to summarize
the Recreational Safety Plan and employ the Identified Issues as an outline.
After lunch, the group concentrated on identifying high use areas for rising water sirens. Dave A.
noted that they are currently in the process of developing a map that will identify possible areas for
warning devices. Travis C. noted that Columbia Fire is currently working on the Three Rivers
Greenway Plan, which will provide emergency access points on the lower Saluda River. Travis
presented a map, prepared by Mike Dawson from the River Alliance, illustrating the future
emergency access points along the river.
The group then discussed ramping at other FERC projects. Charlene C. provided a list of projects
that that are related to ramping and briefly discussed each.
Big Fork
Flaming Gorge (BLM)
PIH 345 (PG&E) Chattahoochee
Summerville
Cheowa
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She noted that studies on the use of ramping for safety purposes were not available. She mentioned
that it may be helpful to examine historical generation records and reserve calls. Bill A. noted that
he will find out in a few weeks if generation records are available. Charlene noted that an ideal
ramping scenario for the lower Saluda River would be 1,000 cfs for 45 minutes, 4,000 cfs for
another 45 minutes, and then full release. Dave A. noted that a recreational release schedule needs
to be developed. Henry M. pointed out that the group should begin looking at possible solutions for
those times of high flows, such as ramping and/or sirens. Patrick suggested that the group should
put together a study examining the rate of change of the river for various flows at various river
reaches and an analysis of different flows for various user groups and skill levels that provide the
safest conditions. Dave A. noted that Patrick’s suggested study will be discussed in the
Downstream Flows TWC.
Dave A. reminded the group that the FERC representative would be at the Quarterly Public Meeting
on Thursday, April 20th. He noted that everyone should submit any questions to prepare the
representative. Dave A. briefly discussed the agenda for the next meeting and noted that he would
try to have the lower Saluda River map and historical generation records available. The group
agreed to schedule the next Safety RCG meeting once the Quarterly Public Meeting has been
scheduled. Dave A. noted that he would set the date through email.
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
April 18, 2006

9:00 AM
Lake Murray Training Center

 9:00 to 9:30

Review Safety RCG Work Plan

 9:30 to 10:30
Areas

Discussion of Shoal Areas and Responsibility for Marking Shoal

 10:30 to 11:30 Discussion of Draft Outline for Safety Plan
 11:30 to 12:30 Lunch
 12:30 to 1:00

Update on Identifying High Use Areas for Rising Water Sirens

 1:00 to 1:30

Discussion of Ramping at Other FERC Projects

 1:30 to 1:45

Discussion of Questions for FERC Representative

 1:45 to 2:00

Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date
Adjourn
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Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Alison Guth
Wednesday, April 12, 2006 5:50 PM
Van Hoffman; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill Marshall;
Charlene Coleman; Charlie Rentz; Dave Anderson; David Hancock; Dick Christie; George
Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Guy Jones; Irvin Pitts (ipitts@scprt.com); Jeff Duncan;
Jennifer O'Rourke; Jennifer Summerlin; Jim Devereaux; JoAnn Butler; Joy Downs; Karen
Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Kelly Maloney; Larry Michalec; Larry Turner
(turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Marty Phillips; Mike
Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norman Ferris; Patricia Wendling; Patrick Moore; Ralph Crafton;
Randy Mahan; Richard Mikell; Stanley Yalicki; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tim Flach; Tim
Vinson; Tom Brooks; Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber; Aaron Small; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman;
David Price; Edward Schnepel; Jerry Wise; John and Rob Altenberg; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth
Fox; Norm Nicholson; Tom Eppink
Recreation and Safety Agendas

Hello All
Attached are the meeting agendas for the Recreation and Safety meetings for next week. In you plan on attending and
have not yet RSVP'd, please let me know by tomorrow morning. I apologize for the duplicate emails if you are a member
of both RCG's. Thanks, Alison

2006-04-17
2006-04-18 Safety
Recreation RCG Agen...RCG Agenda.p...

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator

Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive
Suite 21A
West Columbia, SC 29170
P: (803) 822-3177
F: (803) 822-3183
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Recreation Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
April 17, 2006
9:30 AM
Lake Murray Training Center

9:30 to 10:30

Review of Standard Process and Development of Vision Statement

10:30 to 11:30 Review Recreation RCG Work Plan
11:30 to 12:30 Lunch
12:30 to 1:00

Update from Downstream Flows TWC

1:00 to 1:45

Update from Recreation Management TWC (to include presentation on
ADA design standards)

1:45 to 2:00

Discussion of Questions for FERC Representative

2:00 to 2:15

Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date
Adjourn

Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
April 18, 2006

9:00 AM

Lake Murray Training Center

9:00 to 9:30

Review Safety RCG Work Plan

9:30 to 10:30

Discussion of Shoal Areas and Responsibility for Marking Shoal Areas

10:30 to 11:30 Discussion of Draft Outline for Safety Plan
11:30 to 12:30 Lunch
12:30 to 1:00

Update on Identifying High Use Areas for Rising Water Sirens

1:00 to 1:30

Discussion of Ramping at Other FERC Projects

1:30 to 1:45

Discussion of Questions for FERC Representative

1:45 to 2:00

Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date
Adjourn

Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Alison Guth
Monday, April 03, 2006 1:56 PM
Tony Bebber; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill Hulslander; Bill
Marshall; Bud Badr; Charlene Coleman; Dave Landis; Dick Christie; George Duke; Gerrit
Jobsis (American Rivers); Gina Kirkland; Hank McKellar; James Smith; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer
O'Rourke; Joy Downs; Kristina Massey; Larry Michalec; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov);
Mark Leao; Mike Summer (msummer@scana.com); Mike Waddell; Parkin Hunter; Patrick
Moore; Ralph Crafton; Randal Shealy; Randy Mahan; Ray Ammarell; Russell Jernigan; Steve
Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Theresa Thom; Tom Ruple; Tom Stonecypher; Bret Hoffman; Tommy
Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Dave Anderson; David Price;
Edward Schnepel; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; John and Rob Altenberg; Karen Kustafik; Ken
Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson;
Norman Ferris; Tom Eppink
Safety/Ops Meeting

Hello All,
Attached is the agenda for Thursday's meeting. It is very brief with no time allotments, Thursday will consist mainly of
round-table discussion. Thank you to all who have RSVP'd. Do not be worried if I have not responded to your RSVP, I
receive quite a few of them, as you can imagine, and simply check you off a list once I have received it. It is not too late to
let me know if you are coming so please do so if you have not. Thanks, Alison

operations & Safety
RCG Agenda...

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator

Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive
Suite 21A
West Columbia, SC 29170
P: (803) 822-3177
F: (803) 822-3183
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Operations and Safety Resource Conservation Groups Meeting

Meeting Agenda
April 6, 2006
9:00 AM – 3:00PM
11:30 Lunch

Saluda Shoals Park – Environmental Education Center

This Meeting Will Consist Of Open Discussion On Topics That May Include But Are Not
Limited To The Following:





Discussion on Reserve Generation Needs and Saluda
Introductory Discussion on Reserve Alternatives
Identification of Information Needs
A Forward Look Towards Issue Resolutions

Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Alan Stuart
Thursday, March 23, 2006 12:29 AM
'Tony Bebber'; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; 'Amanda Hill'; 'Bill Argentieri'; 'Bill Hulslander'; 'Bill
Marshall'; 'Bud Badr'; 'Charlene Coleman'; 'Dave Landis'; 'Dick Christie'; 'George Duke'; 'Gerrit
Jobsis (American Rivers)'; 'Gina Kirkland'; 'Hank McKellar'; 'James Smith'; 'Jeff Duncan';
'Jennifer O'Rourke'; 'Joy Downs'; 'Kristina Massey'; 'Larry Michalec'; 'Larry Turner
(turnerle@dhec.sc.gov)'; 'Mark Leao'; 'Mike Summer (msummer@scana.com)'; 'Mike
Waddell'; 'Parkin Hunter'; 'Patrick Moore'; 'Ralph Crafton'; 'Randal Shealy'; 'Randy Mahan';
'Ray Ammarell'; 'Russell Jernigan'; 'Steve Bell'; 'Suzanne Rhodes'; 'Tom Ruple'; 'Tom
Stonecypher'; Bret Hoffman; 'Tommy Boozer'; 'Aaron Small'; 'Alan Axson'; 'Bill Mathias'; Bret
Hoffman; Dave Anderson; 'David Price'; 'Edward Schnepel'; 'Jerry Wise'; 'Jim Devereaux';
'John and Rob Altenberg'; 'Karen Kustafik'; 'Ken Uschelbec'; 'Kenneth Fox'; 'Lee Barber';
'Malcolm Leaphart'; 'Miriam Atria'; 'Norm Nicholson'; 'Norman Ferris'; 'Tom Eppink'
ADHOC Meeting

Good evening all,
I wanted to get back and respond to Steve Bell's request to convene an emergency meeting of the Operations RCG.
Based on Steve's request and the flurry of emails that I've noticed going back and forth I support Steve's request to have a
meeting. In monitoring the emails, I sense quite of bit of misunderstanding/miscommunication between all of the Parties in
this process. I have heard no unreasonable operational alternatives requests proposed by the stakeholders and believe
these need to be evaluated as part of this process. To steal a quote from Steve “everything is on the table for
consideration" and well it should be during this process. All of the groups have done an outstanding job developing
reasonable operational alternatives to evaluate and in my experiences this is half the battle. You have a great deal of
participants in this process with very diverse backgrounds which are a great tool in defining the issues and developing
potential alternatives for analysis. You should utilize these resources that you have at your disposal to the fullest extent
otherwise you are cheating yourselves. Part of our job as Kleinschmidt is to ensure that each and every reasonable
alternative is given serious and due consideration throughout this process. Make no mistake; I assure you this will
happen because we do not want to leave any stone unturned when it comes time to evaluate the options for your
comprehensive Protection, Mitigation and Enhancement Agreement (PM&EA). Remember our job as Kleinschmidt is to
try and bring everyone to the table, keep everyone there, work through the issues/information needs, make sure all
reasonable alternatives are given their due consideration and analysis, and ultimately assist the group's endeavors to
reach consensus on recommendations.
You all have done an outstanding job identifying and scoping of the issues/interests. This is another huge step in the
process that should not be taken lightly. You should be proud of this accomplishment. I have seen a lot of progress made
in the Technical Working Committees and RCG's and you should not want all of the positive efforts to deteriorate . One
item I would like to touch on, it is becoming very apparent that some of the correspondence we have noticed of late may
be directed on a more personal level. Folks, I made this comment early on that there are two major things (among many
things) that we must all recognize in the other to make this process move forward to reach a common goal, RESPECT for
each other and OPEN and HONEST communication. I know in the "heat of the argument" personalities and emotions
tend to take over but let's not loose sight that everyone is in this process because they feel strongly about some issue or
issues. We should RESPECT them for their opinion, the time and effort they are putting forth and just because they care
that much about the project to be involved. No matter how frustrated we become at times what must be maintained is
mutual respect for each other, period no questions asked. Therefore, in the future in an effort to eliminate the potential for
personal attacks, I am requesting that all email correspondence for recommendations, operational alternatives analysis etc
be directed by all parties to Kleinschmidt (me). I think this will help eliminate the personalize and provide more fruitful
results. I'd also like to challenge everyone that in the future we all try to leave the egos and differences at the door and get
back to the matter of going through the process in a very stepwise manner in working toward the common goal, the
PM&EA .
Now I'll step down from the soapbox and get to the matter at hand. Since there appears to be a strong relationship
between the Operations and Safety RCG's regarding operation of Saluda Hydro (with respect to potential alternatives
including ramping etc) I'm proposing both the Operations and Safety groups conduct a joint RCG meeting. I believe a
meeting will help to re-establish the working relationships and make sure there are no misunderstandings between the
parties. Additionally, we can address the items/alternatives/issues raised in the bevy of emails which have been circulating.
With that being said, I would like to convene the joint Operations/Safety RCG meeting on Wednesday March 29, 2006 at
9:30 at the Lake Murray Training Center. I have confirmed with Rita that space is available.
1

I know this is very short notice but feel this is extremely important before moving forward. Please let Alison know no later
than Monday March 27 by COB that you are attending so she can get a headcount for lunch. If you have questions please
email or give me a call.
Have a great evening all and my apologies for the novel,
Alan
Alan Stuart
Senior Licensing Coordinator
Kleinschmidt Energy and Water Resources
101 Trade Zone Drive Suite 21A
West Columbia, SC 29170
Phone 803.822.3177
Cell 803.640.8765
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Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dave Anderson
Friday, March 17, 2006 4:52 PM
Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill
Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson;
David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers);
Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen
Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike
Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Steve
Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Eppink
02-14-06 Safety RCG Final Meeting Notes

Here are the final meeting notes for the February 14th meeting. Don't forget about homework assignments for the next
meeting!

2006-02-14
Meeting Notes - Saf...
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MEETING NOTES
SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY
SALUDA HYDRO PROJECT RELICENSING
SAFETY RESOURCE GROUP
LAKE MURRAY TRAINING CENTER
February 14, 2006

final dka 03-17-06

ATTENDEES:
Name
Bill Argentieri
Alan Stuart
Tom Eppink
Alison Guth
Ed Schnepel
Kenneth Fox
Bill Mathias
Ken Uschelbec
Norm Nicholson
Bret Hoffman

Organization
SCE&G
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCANA
Kleinschmidt Associates
LMA
LMA
LMA & LMPS
USCG Auxiliary
LCSD
Kleinschmidt Associates

Name
Dave Anderson
George Duke
David Price
Randy Mahan
Alan Axson
Bill Marshall
Karen Kustafik
Lee Barber
Steve Bell
Mike Waddell

Organization
Kleinschmidt Associates
LMHOC
LMPS
SCANA
Columbia Fire Dept.
SCDNR/LSSRAC
CoC P&R
LMA
Lake Watch
TU

HOMEWORK ITEMS:
Steve Bell  identify specific potential hazardous shoals below 354 msl
Dave Anderson  continue to try to contact area hospitals
Dave Anderson  better boating accident data from SCDNR
Patrick Moore  identify safety plans at other FERC projects
Charlene Coleman  list FERC projects where ramping is a requirement for safety reasons
Tom Eppink  review DNR authority concerning shoal markers on Lake Murray
Alan Axson  review accident data for incidents at Candy Lane
All  Identify high use areas on maps for possible improvement to warning system
PARKING LOT ITEMS:
Equipment regulations for the LSR
Discussion of shoal markers and lake levels
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

April 18, 2006 at 9:00 a.m.
Located at the Lake Murray Training Center
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LAKE MURRAY TRAINING CENTER
February 14, 2006

MEETING NOTES:
These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.
Dave opened the meeting by reviewing the meeting notes from January 10 th, particularly the
comments received from Bill M. concerning group decisions on priority safety issues. Randy M.
disagreed with Bill M.s wording on the priority items determined at the January meeting; Randy
acknowledged the concerns, but suggested that meeting notes should accurately reflect what
occurred in the meeting. Bill M. agreed and noted that his comments were a reflection of concerns
expressed at the January meeting but did not reflect decisions made by the group to define priorities.
The group decided on some alternate wording for the meeting notes and Dave agreed to redistribute
the January 10th meeting notes before finalizing them.
Steve B. asked about written comments submitted after the meeting and if they could be appended
to the meeting notes. Dave noted that Charlene and Malcolm L. had also submitted written
comments, and asked if the group had received copies of those comments. The group decided that
attaching the submitted comments to the meeting notes is acceptable as long as they remain separate
from the events that occurred during the meeting.
Steve B. noted operation of the project is a priority issue of this group. Dave noted that this group
would not be proposing any operating plans for the Saluda project but would consider any
operational changes recommended by the Operations RCG and consider the safety aspects of their
recommendation. Dave further noted that it was beyond the means of the group to determine the
safest operational plan. Steve B. remarked that he believed we need to determine how project
operations affect safety and then quantify those impacts and determine how project operations need
to be modified. Dave agreed and commented that we would begin that process today.
The group then reviewed the homework items from the previous meeting. Dave noted that he called
both area hospitals but has not been able to speak to anyone. Norm noted that he had been told that
SeaTow would be in attendance.
Tom E. presented his homework assignment on boating laws in the state of South Carolina. Tom
observed that there is one state statute that covers boating and that counties can make ordinances
that are identical to the state statute, but could not find any examples where this had been done.
Counties can also pass ordinances not specifically aimed at boating but affecting it, for example,
noise ordinances that may affect boating in certain areas. Tom also went over some of the laws
related to enforcement and observed that any state law enforcement office may enforce boating
regulations. Norm noted that any Class One officer could put a blue light on a boat and be official.
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Mike W. asked if they could board a documented vessel; Norm replied that documented vessels had
to pull over when asked. Someone asked why there is only one sheriffs department patrolling the
lake; the answer given dealt with avoiding duplicate efforts. Norm commented that it was also
because of budget constraints and the perception that Lexington County contained the majority of
the lake.
Tom continued his presentation and moved into boating safety and educational programs and
towing laws. Bill Mathias noted that 107 percent is added to fines for court fees. Lee B. noted that
changing any of these laws is very difficult in South Carolina because the legislature believes the
laws are adequate. Steve B. asked if we could make better laws through the relicensing process.
Tom E. replied that this might be something to do after the relicensing process, but is probably not
necessary for the license application. Tom further commented that FERC has no authority over
water; Charlene observed that the TVA is the only entity she can think of that has authority over
water and they are not governed by FERC.
Mike W. asked how no wake zones are established. Norm replied that the SCDNR was the only
one that could do that. The group then began to talk about reckless operation of water devices and
went over some examples. Dave asked how it was possible for violators to lose the privilege of
boating when there are no laws about boating licenses. Norm noted that they are entered into a
database, which will flag them if they are pulled over and their name is taken. Tom continued
going over boating under the influence laws and the mechanism for punishment for these crimes.
Tom went on and defined Reckless Homicide by Operation of a Boat, which can be charged if a
person dies within three years due to injuries caused by the operation of a boat in a reckless
disregard of the safety of others. Lee B. noted it is interesting the offender did not lose their license.
Tom further explained laws concerning operation of a boat while a license suspended and the duties
of boat livery, which covers rentals of boats. Tom discussed the laws concerning swimming near a
public boat landing or in the vicinity of a hydro generation plant and the laws governing no-wake
zones. Alan S. commented that if FERC wanted to establish a 100 foot no swimming zone around a
public boat ramp, they could not because it is a state law.
Tom continued and talked about the good Samaritan clause and the relationship between state and
federal regulations. Tom observed that state laws incorporate U.S. Coast Guard regulations.
Norm began to discuss some of the authority he has concerning trespassing and noted that he could
use maritime law if needed. Lee noted that an inspection of the Southern Patriot about 10 years ago
resulted in a requirement for ballast so that the boat would be evenly weighted. Tom continued his
presentation and talked about the placing of aid and regulatory markers, towing water skiers,
windsurfers, and personal watercraft. Tom also discussed the fact that DNR has set out further
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boating requirements beyond the state statutes. The group then briefly noted that we can continue
to discuss these laws and that, in the past, these laws have only been changed as a result of an
incident.
The group then began looking at the accident data collected as part of the homework assignments.
Dave presented the boating accident data on Lake Murray, data provided by the SCDNR, and noted
his surprise that better data were not available on boating accidents (data presented are attached).
The group agreed that further homework needs to be done to see if better data can be collected.
Norm remarked his department is required to collect GPS coordinates of accidents and he believed
the SCDNR had the same thing. Bill Marshall said the DNR probably had more information in the
paperwork.
The group then discussed some information it would be nice to have in order to analyze effects of
project operations on safety. Norm believed that most problems were at the swimming beaches and
the rocks inside this area. George wondered if there was a difference in reported accidents between
daytime and night. Dave agreed to further question the SCDNR to see if the group could get some
better information from them. The group then looked at the accident report generated by Bill A.
(attached) and Bill A. noted none of the incidents on his report were wearing a PFD. Only one
incident on his list was classified as project-related according to FERCs definition. Randy M.
commented that the group does not need to get caught up in project versus non-project related
accidents.
Dave reported that Patrick M. (not in attendance) was not able to locate any safety plans at other
FERC projects. Patrick had contacted some other sources of information to see if he can find an
example of a safety plan. Patrick is continuing his search. Charlene reported that Duke and
Carolina Power have ramping for project safety and wanted to know if this is what the group
wanted to locate. Charlene agreed to list other FERC projects that have specific ramping
procedures for downstream safety. Steve B. inquired whether there are any FERC regulations or
standard license articles that require licensees to operate safely. Bret H. identified the Part 12
inspections related to dam safety. Randy clarified that it states that FERC has the authority to
specify flows and such for power production. Steve B. remarked that one of his concerns is that
there are safety issues when the lake level drops in the winter. Steve B. brought up some letters
where he believes FERC stated the licensee is responsible for safety at the project.
Dave A. noted that FERC is going to be interested in specific areas on the lake where project
operations make it unsafe. There was a discussion on responsibility for marking shoal areas in the
lake.. Steve B. noted that an individual with SCDNR told him it was SCE&Gs responsibility.
Norm disagreed and commented that only the SCDNR has the authority to put out buoys. The
group decided to look at the issue further and to attempt to get someone from SCDNR law
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enforcement to attend the next meeting. There are several letters of interest to the discussion that
will be examined. Bill A. noted that according to the data he collected, there are fewer accidents
when the lake is down. David P. remarked that this was because many of the amateurs stayed away
during this time. Steve B. noted that the reason the shoal markers do not work is the drawdown.
George D. made the point that if SCDNR felt it was necessary to mark shoal areas at high water,
then that same logic should apply to low water also. Lee B. remarked that we need to find out if
this a safety issue and see if there is evidence that lake levels have any effect on safety.
After some further discussion on the shoal marker issue, the group agreed to put the issue into the
parking lot so that Steve B. can gather some additional information. It should be noted that Randy
M. identified the partnership between SCE&G and SCDNR for placing navigational aids on Lake
Murray and other reservoirs. Steve B. agreed to talk to his constituents and identify shoal areas that
are unsafe due to the lake going below the 354 msl mark.
Alan A. then reviewed the data he collected from the 911 database maintained by the Columbia Fire
Department (attached). The CFD uses a specific address (500 Wildlife Drive) to record calls from
the Riverbanks Zoo area. Alan queried the database for incidents at this address from 2000 until
February 2006. The data are attached to these meeting notes.
The group then discussed other possible sources of information for accidents on Lake Murray
and/or the LSR. American Whitewater maintains an accident database, which Charlene described
in some detail.
After lunch, Bret H. presented information on the rising water warning system that SCE&G has
installed on the LSR. There are two sirens: one at Metts Landing across from Saluda Shoals Park
and another just upstream of the Riverbanks Zoo. SCE&G had these sirens tested in 2004 to
calibrate the loudness of the sirens. Bret noted that the system was designed to cover an area 1500
ft. upstream and downstream of the siren at the Zoo and 500 ft. upstream and downstream of the
siren at Metts Landing. There was some discussion about testing station #4 associated with the
Zoo siren. No sirens were heard at this location during the testing; Charlene noted that most of the
emergency calls are to this area. Dave A. asked about the radio transmitters that send signals from
the float switches to the siren. He wondered if it would be possible to use this signal to warn users
and/or emergency personnel that the river is rising. The group agreed that this would be worth
looking into.
Mike W. asked about including high-intensity strobe lights as part of the warning system. Mike W.
felt it would provide an additional level of warning for river users. Mike W. also wanted the group
to focus on the flow scenarios that are the cause of the rapidly rising water. The group then
discussed the placement and coverage area of an additional siren in the area of testing station #4.
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The group then examined a series of maps to begin identifying possible areas of concern that should
be included in the warning system. Mike W. provided some maps that Trout Unlimited produced
with possible locations of lights along the river. The group identified several areas below the I-26
bridge for consideration. The group agreed that the area between the I-20 bridge and the I-26
bridge is a low use area. Above the I-20 bridge, the group talked about the area of Corley Island as
a possible siren location as well as the area of Sandy Beach above Saluda Shoals Park.
The group then discussed changing the operations of Saluda. Mike W. asked if SCE&G could look
at gas turbines to meet their reserve capacity. Bill A. said they have been doing some studies and
will share the cost information for replacing Saluda as their reserve capacity requirement when the
information is available. Steve B. asked if Charlene could explain what ramping is and how it
would work at Saluda. Bill M. had some information on how fast the water rises in the river. The
USGS gauge below the dam showed an 8 foot rise in 30 minutes and a 4.5-foot rise in 15 minutes
when the river flow was released rapidly at the dam on January 1, 2006 1. Someone noted that these
numbers would not apply to the Zoo area because of the morphology of the river. Bill M. agreed
and said that the USGS data for January 1 show a two-hour delay for this pulse of water to reach the
downstream gage above the zoo, and the most rapid rise there was about a 3-foot rise in 30 minutes
and a 1.5-foot rise in 15 minutes.
The group then discussed ramping and if it would actually provide a safer experience on the river.
Alan S. asked if ramping just rewards people for staying on the river as long as possible after the
sirens are activated. Randy M. pointed out that we need to keep the message simple; if the sirens go
off, get off the river. Charlene remarked that ramping is an acceptable method for increasing public
safety in hydropower tailraces and that the river warning system is somewhat defective. She
reported the sirens sometimes are activated on falling water as well as rising water. The group
agreed that ramping will be an alternative that is analyzed in the environmental assessment, but
hopefully a group decision will be made so that the relicensing team can present one preferred
alternative to FERC.
The group then agreed on the next meeting date and reviewed the homework assignments that need
to be completed before the next meeting.

1

The water-level changes mentioned above represent how quickly water levels can rise on the lower Saluda River; thus
the figures mentioned represent the most rapid increases that occurred on January 1, 2006. As flows climbed that day
from 750 to 18,200 cfs, the total rise in river levels was 12 feet at the USGS gage below the dam and 5.5 feet at the gage
located above the zoo.
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
February 14, 2006

9:00 AM

Lake Murray Training Center

9:00 to 9:15

Discussion of 01-10-2006 Meeting Notes

9:15 to 10:30

Presentation and Discussion of State Boating Laws

10:30 to 12:00 Discussion of Existing Boating Accident Data
12:00 to 12:30 Lunch
12:30 to 1:00

Presentation on Existing Rising Water Sirens

1:00 to 2:50

Discussion on Improving Existing Rising Water Warning System

2:50 to 3:00

Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date

Adjourn
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MEMORANDUM
FOR:

Project 516 Relicensing Safety Resource Group

RE:

Watercraft Safety  Applicable Law

FROM:

Thomas G. Eppink

DATE:

January 17, 2006

ASSIGNMENT
My assignment from the January 10, 2006 Safety Committee Meeting was to review
applicable ordinances from the four counties surrounding Lake Murray, as well as State
law and regulation, relating to watercraft safety.
S.C. STATE WATERCRAFT LAW GENERALLY
S.C. Code §§ 50-21-10 et seq., Equipment and Operation of Watercraft is the primary
source of legal authority for regulating the operation of watercraft in Project 516 and
surrounding waters. Pursuant to S.C. Code § 50-21-30, counties and municipalities are
essentially preempted from enacting any ordinances or local law governing the use of
watercraft on the navigable waters of the state that are not identical to state law. Given
that, it is not surprising that I could find no local law or ordinances directly regulating
watercraft. Case law, however, suggests that counties and municipalities are not
necessarily preempted from passing local laws or ordinances that restrict launching or
beaching watercraft. (See Barnhill v. City of North Myrtle Beach, 333 S.C. 482, 511
S.E.2d 361 (1999). Additionally, local law and ordinance may incidentally regulate
watercraft, such as Lexington Countys noise ordinance that imposes limits on, inter alia,
watercraft, requiring that exhaust noise be kept to a level at or below that provided by the
original equipment manufacturer.
SPECIFIC STATE LAW LISTED
The entire text of the law can be found at http://www.scstatehouse.net/code/t50c021.doc.
Key sections are highlighted below:
SECTION 50-21-80. Enforcement of chapter; authority to stop and board vessels, make
arrests and issue summonses.
SECTION 50-21-90. Boating safety and educational program.
SECTION 50-21-105. Towing of watercraft by department.
SECTION 50-21-110. Negligent operation of water device.

SECTION 50-21-111. Reckless operation of water device.
SECTION 50-21-112. Operation of moving motorized water device or water device
under sail while under the influence of drugs and/or alcohol.
SECTION 50-21-113. Operation of moving water device while under the influence of
alcohol or drugs resulting in property damage, great bodily injury or death.
SECTION 50-21-115. Reckless homicide by operation of boat; persons convicted of
certain offenses prohibited from operating boat.
SECTION 50-21-117. Operation of water device while privileges suspended.
SECTION 50-21-120. Duty of boat livery as to equipment, registration and the like;
liability of owner for negligent operation of vessel.
SECTION 50-21-125. Restriction on swimming near public boat landing or ramp in
vicinity of utility for hydroelectric generation; establishment of no wake zone.
SECTION 50-21-130. Duties of vessel operator involved in collision; immunity of person
rendering assistance; accident reports; suspension of privileges.
SECTION 50-21-148. Prohibition against obstruction of pier, dock, wharf, boat ramp, or
access areas; erection of signs.
SECTION 50-21-170. Relationship between state and federal regulations; effect of
changes in federal law or regulations.
SECTION 50-21-175. Watercraft required to heave to; cooperation of operator, crew and
passengers.
SECTION 50-21-610. Regulations of Division as to construction, equipment and other
safety standards.
SECTION 50-21-710. Placing of aids to navigation and regulatory markers; certain
conduct prima facie evidence of negligence; prohibited acts.
SECTION 50-21-810. Motorboat towing person on water skis or similar device shall
have observer or rear-view mirror.
SECTION 50-21-820. Water skiing, surfboarding and similar activity prohibited during
certain hours.
SECTION 50-21-840. Certain conduct which endangers person on water skis, surfboard
or similar device prohibited.

SECTION 50-21-850. Ski belt, life preserver or similar equipment required; exceptions.
SECTION 50-21-855. Enforcement of regulations affecting windsurfers and sailboarders.
SECTION 50-21-870. Personal watercraft and boating safety.
DNR REGULATIONS
In addition to the statute, limited regulations have been promulgated by the Department
of Natural Resources. Significantly, they incorporate by reference the federal Inland
Navigation Rules Act (33 U.S.C. §§ 2001 et seq.) and the regulations promulgated
pursuant thereto, as well as the International Navigation Rules Act (33 U.S.C. §§ 1601 et
seq.) and the regulations promulgated pursuant thereto. See S.C. Reg. § 123-1. The
regulations further set out requirements for Accident Reports (S.C. Reg. § 123-2), Lights
(S.C. Reg. § 123-3), and vessel numbering (S.C. Reg. § 123-6). Significantly, there are
also a number of regulations imposing restrictions on certain parts of Lake Murray. See
S.C. Reg. §§ 123-19.2 (Pine Island), 19.4 (Lakeside Marina), 19.9 (Lake Murray
Marina), 19.11 (SCE&G Public Park No.1), 19.12 (Dreher Island Launching Ramp),
19.14 (Dreher Island State Park Swimming Area), 19.15 (SCE&G Public Park No. 3),
and 19.26 (Dreher Island State Park marina docking facilities).

Boating Accidents on Lake Murray
Lexington / Richland / Newberry / Saluda Counties
1994-2005
Data provided by SCDNR

Year
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

# Accidents
11
14
11
13
17
10
10
8
11
7
6
13

# Injuries
6
9
9
10
9
10
5
2
10
1
4
11

# Fatalities
2
1
2
5
2
1
1
4
0
4
0
1

* We had a total of 35 River Rescue calls answered from 1999  2004 on the Lower
Saluda.

Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dave Anderson
Monday, March 13, 2006 10:16 AM
Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill
Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson;
David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers);
Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; John and Rob Altenberg; Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec;
Kenneth Fox; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm
Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom
Eppink
02-14-06 Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes

We have a few edits to the meeting notes, so I am sending them around one more time before they become final on
Wednesday.
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ATTENDEES:
Name
Bill Argentieri
Alan Stuart
Tom Eppink
Alison Guth
Ed Schnepel
Kenneth Fox
Bill Mathias
Ken Uschelbec
Norm Nicholson
Bret Hoffman

Organization
SCE&G
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCANA
Kleinschmidt Associates
LMA
LMA
LMA & LMPS
USCG Auxiliary
LCSD
Kleinschmidt Associates

Name
Dave Anderson
George Duke
David Price
Randy Mahan
Alan Axson
Bill Marshall
Karen Kustafik
Lee Barber
Steve Bell
Mike Waddell

Organization
Kleinschmidt Associates
LMHOC
LMPS
SCANA
Columbia Fire Dept.
SCDNR/LSSRAC
CoC P&R
LMA
Lake Watch
TU

HOMEWORK ITEMS:









Steve Bell – identify specific potential hazardous shoals below 354’ msl
Dave Anderson – continue to try to contact area hospitals
Dave Anderson – better boating accident data from SCDNR
Patrick Moore – identify safety plans at other FERC projects
Charlene Coleman – list FERC projects where ramping is a requirement for safety reasons
Tom Eppink – review DNR authority concerning shoal markers on Lake Murray
Alan Axson – review accident data for incidents at Candy Lane
All – Identify high use areas on maps for possible improvement to warning system

Deleted: letters

PARKING LOT ITEMS:
 Equipment regulations for the LSR
 Discussion of shoal markers and lake levels
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

April 18, 2006 at 9:00 a.m.
Located at the Lake Murray Training Center
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MEETING NOTES:
These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.
Dave opened the meeting by reviewing the meeting notes from January 10th, particularly the
comments received from Bill M. concerning group decisions on priority safety issues. Randy M.
disagreed with Bill M.’s wording on the priority items determined at the January meeting; Randy
acknowledged the concerns, but suggested that meeting notes should accurately reflect what
occurred in the meeting. Bill M. agreed and noted that his comments were a reflection of concerns
expressed at the January meeting but did not reflect decisions made by the group to define priorities.
The group decided on some alternate wording for the meeting notes and Dave agreed to redistribute
the January 10th meeting notes before finalizing them.

Deleted: but noted his concern is the

Steve B. asked about written comments submitted after the meeting and if they could be appended
to the meeting notes. Dave noted that Charlene and Malcolm L. had also submitted written
comments, and asked if the group had received copies of those comments. The group decided that
attaching the submitted comments to the meeting notes is acceptable as long as they remain separate
from the events that occurred during the meeting.
Steve B. noted operation of the project is a priority issue of this group. Dave noted that this group
would not be proposing any operating plans for the Saluda project but would consider any
operational changes recommended by the Operations RCG and consider the safety aspects of their
recommendation. Dave further noted that it was beyond the means of the group to determine the
safest operational plan. Steve B. remarked that he believed we need to determine how project
operations affect safety and then quantify those impacts and determine how project operations need
to be modified. Dave agreed and commented that we would begin that process today.
The group then reviewed the homework items from the previous meeting. Dave noted that he called
both area hospitals but has not been able to speak to anyone. Norm noted that he had been told that
SeaTow would be in attendance.
Tom E. presented his homework assignment on boating laws in the state of South Carolina. Tom
observed that there is one state statute that covers boating and that counties can make ordinances
that are identical to the state statute, but could not find any examples where this had been done.
Counties can also pass ordinances not specifically aimed at boating but affecting it, for example,
noise ordinances that may affect boating in certain areas. Tom also went over some of the laws
related to enforcement and observed that any state law enforcement office may enforce boating
regulations. Norm noted that any Class One officer could put a blue light on a boat and be official.
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Mike W. asked if they could board a documented vessel; Norm replied that documented vessels had
to pull over when asked. Someone asked why there is only one sheriff’s department patrolling the
lake; the answer given dealt with avoiding duplicate efforts. Norm commented that it was also
because of budget constraints and the perception that Lexington County contained the majority of
the lake.
Tom continued his presentation and moved into boating safety and educational programs and
towing laws. Bill Mathias noted that 107 percent is added to fines for court fees. Lee B. noted that
changing any of these laws is very difficult in South Carolina because the legislature believes the
laws are adequate. Steve B. asked if we could make better laws through the relicensing process.
Tom E. replied that this might be something to do after the relicensing process, but is probably not
necessary for the license application. Tom further commented that FERC has no authority over
water; Charlene observed that the TVA is the only entity she can think of that has authority over
water and they are not governed by FERC.

Deleted: would
Deleted: group continues

Mike W. asked how no wake zones are established. Norm replied that the SCDNR was the only
one that could do that. The group then began to talk about reckless operation of water devices and
went over some examples. Dave asked how it was possible for violators to lose the privilege of
boating when there are no laws about boating licenses. Norm noted that they are entered into a
database, which will flag them if they are pulled over and their name is taken. Tom continued
going over boating under the influence laws and the mechanism for punishment for these crimes.
Tom went on and defined Reckless Homicide by Operation of a Boat, which can be charged if a
person dies within three years due to injuries caused by the operation of a boat in a reckless
disregard of the safety of others. Lee B. noted it is interesting the offender did not lose their license.
Tom further explained laws concerning operation of a boat while a license suspended and the duties
of boat livery, which covers rentals of boats. Tom discussed the laws concerning swimming near a
public boat landing or in the vicinity of a hydro generation plant and the laws governing no-wake
zones. Alan S. commented that if FERC wanted to establish a 100 foot no swimming zone around a
public boat ramp, they could not because it is a state law.
Tom continued and talked about the “good Samaritan” clause and the relationship between state and
federal regulations. Tom observed that state laws incorporate U.S. Coast Guard regulations.
Norm began to discuss some of the authority he has concerning trespassing and noted that he could
use maritime law if needed. Lee noted that an inspection of the Southern Patriot about 10 years ago
resulted in a requirement for ballast so that the boat would be evenly weighted. Tom continued his
presentation and talked about the placing of aid and regulatory markers, towing water skiers,
windsurfers, and personal watercraft. Tom also discussed the fact that DNR has set out further
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boating requirements beyond the state statutes. The group then briefly noted that we can continue
to discuss these laws and that, in the past, these laws have only been changed as a result of an
incident.
The group then began looking at the accident data collected as part of the homework assignments.
Dave presented the boating accident data on Lake Murray, data provided by the SCDNR, and noted
his surprise that better data were not available on boating accidents (data presented are attached).
The group agreed that further homework needs to be done to see if better data can be collected.
Norm remarked his department is required to collect GPS coordinates of accidents and he believed
the SCDNR had the same thing. Bill Marshall said the DNR probably had more information in the
paperwork.
The group then discussed some information it would be nice to have in order to analyze effects of
project operations on safety. Norm believed that most problems were at the swimming beaches and
the rocks inside this area. George wondered if there was a difference in reported accidents between
daytime and night. Dave agreed to further question the SCDNR to see if the group could get some
better information from them. The group then looked at the accident report generated by Bill A.
and Bill A. noted none of the incidents on his report were wearing a PFD. Only one incident on his
list was classified as project-related according to FERC’s definition. Randy M. commented that the
group does not need to get caught up in project versus non-project related accidents.
Dave reported that Patrick M. (not in attendance) was not able to locate any “safety plans” at other
FERC projects. Patrick had contacted some other sources of information to see if he can find an
example of a safety plan. Patrick is continuing his search. Charlene reported that Duke and
Carolina Power have ramping for project safety and wanted to know if this is what the group
wanted to locate. Charlene agreed to list other FERC projects that have specific ramping
procedures for downstream safety. Steve B. inquired whether there are any FERC regulations or
standard license articles that require licensee’s to operate safely. Bret H. identified the Part 12
inspections related to dam safety. Randy clarified that it states that FERC has the authority to
specify flows and such for power production. Steve B. remarked that one of his concerns is that
there are safety issues when the lake level drops in the winter. Steve B. brought up some letters
where he believes FERC stated the licensee is responsible for safety at the project.
Dave A. noted that FERC is going to be interested in specific areas on the lake where project
operations make it unsafe. There was a discussion on responsibility for marking shoal areas in the
lake.. Steve B. noted that an individual with SCDNR told him it was SCE&G’s responsibility.
Norm disagreed and commented that only the SCDNR has the authority to put out buoys. The
group decided to look at the issue further and to attempt to get someone from SCDNR law
enforcement to attend the next meeting. There are several letters of interest to the discussion that
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will be examined. Bill A. noted that according to the data he collected, there are fewer accidents
when the lake is down. David P. remarked that this was because many of the amateurs stayed away
during this time. Steve B. noted that the reason the shoal markers do not work is the drawdown.
George D. made the point that if SCDNR felt it was necessary to mark shoal areas at high water,
then that same logic should apply to low water also. Lee B. remarked that we need to find out if
this a safety issue and see if there is evidence that lake levels have any effect on safety.
After some further discussion on the shoal marker issue, the group agreed to put the issue into the
parking lot so that Steve B. can gather some additional information. It should be noted that Randy
M. identified the partnership between SCE&G and SCDNR for placing navigational aids on Lake
Murray and other reservoirs. Steve B. agreed to talk to his constituents and identify shoal areas that
are unsafe due to the lake going below the 354’ msl mark.
Alan A. then reviewed the data he collected from the 911 database maintained by the Columbia Fire
Department. The CFD uses a specific address (500 Wildlife Drive) to record calls from the
Riverbanks Zoo area. Alan queried the database for incidents at this address from 2000 until
February 2006. The data are attached to these meeting notes.
The group then discussed other possible sources of information for accidents on Lake Murray
and/or the LSR. American Whitewater maintains an accident database, which Charlene described
in some detail.
After lunch, Bret H. presented information on the rising water warning system that SCE&G has
installed on the LSR. There are two sirens: one at Mett’s Landing across from Saluda Shoals Park
and another just upstream of the Riverbanks Zoo. SCE&G had these sirens tested in 2004 to
calibrate the loudness of the sirens. Bret noted that the system was designed to cover an area 1500
ft. upstream and downstream of the siren at the Zoo and 500 ft. upstream and downstream of the
siren at Mett’s Landing. There was some discussion about testing station #4 associated with the
Zoo siren. No sirens were heard at this location during the testing; Charlene noted that most of the
emergency calls are to this area. Dave A. asked about the radio transmitters that send signals from
the float switches to the siren. He wondered if it would be possible to use this signal to warn users
and/or emergency personnel that the river is rising. The group agreed that this would be worth
looking into.
Mike W. asked about including high-intensity strobe lights as part of the warning system. Mike W.
felt it would provide an additional level of warning for river users. Mike W. also wanted the group
to focus on the flow scenarios that are the cause of the rapidly rising water. The group then
discussed the placement and coverage area of an additional siren in the area of testing station #4.
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The group then examined a series of maps to begin identifying possible areas of concern that should
be included in the warning system. Mike W. provided some maps that Trout Unlimited produced
with possible locations of lights along the river. The group identified several areas below the I-26
bridge for consideration. The group agreed that the area between the I-20 bridge and the I-26
bridge is a low use area. Above the I-20 bridge, the group talked about the area of Corley Island as
a possible siren location as well as the area of Sandy Beach above Saluda Shoals Park.
The group then discussed changing the operations of Saluda. Mike W. asked if SCE&G could look
at gas turbines to meet their reserve capacity. Bill A. said they have been doing some studies and
will share the cost information for replacing Saluda as their reserve capacity requirement when the
information is available. Steve B. asked if Charlene could explain what ramping is and how it
would work at Saluda. Bill M. had some information on how fast the water rises in the river. The
USGS gauge below the dam showed an 8 foot rise in 30 minutes and a 4.5-foot rise in 15 minutes
when the river flow was released rapidly at the dam on January 1, 2006 1. Someone noted that these
numbers would not apply to the Zoo area because of the morphology of the river. Bill M. agreed
and said that the USGS data for January 1 show a two-hour delay for this pulse of water to reach the
downstream gage above the zoo, and the most rapid rise there was about a 3-foot rise in 30 minutes
and a 1.5-foot rise in 15 minutes.
The group then discussed ramping and if it would actually provide a safer experience on the river.
Alan S. asked if ramping just rewards people for staying on the river as long as possible after the
sirens are activated. Randy M. pointed out that we need to keep the message simple; if the sirens go
off, get off the river. Charlene remarked that ramping is an acceptable method for increasing public
safety in hydropower tailraces and that the river warning system is somewhat defective. She
reported the sirens sometimes are activated on falling water as well as rising water. The group
agreed that ramping will be an alternative that is analyzed in the environmental assessment, but
hopefully a group decision will be made so that the relicensing team can present one preferred
alternative to FERC.
The group then agreed on the next meeting date and reviewed the homework assignments that need
to be completed before the next meeting.

1

The water-level changes mentioned above represent how quickly water levels can rise on the lower Saluda River; thus
the figures mentioned represent the most rapid increases that occurred on January 1, 2006. As flows climbed that day
from 750 to 18,200 cfs, the total rise in river levels was 12 feet at the USGS gage below the dam and 5.5 feet at the gage
located above the zoo.
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
February 14, 2006

9:00 AM
Lake Murray Training Center

 9:00 to 9:15

Discussion of 01-10-2006 Meeting Notes

 9:15 to 10:30

Presentation and Discussion of State Boating Laws

 10:30 to 12:00 Discussion of Existing Boating Accident Data
 12:00 to 12:30 Lunch
 12:30 to 1:00

Presentation on Existing Rising Water Sirens

 1:00 to 2:50

Discussion on Improving Existing Rising Water Warning System

 2:50 to 3:00

Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date

Adjourn
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Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net
Friday, March 10, 2006 8:48 AM
Bill Marshall; Dave Anderson; Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison
Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; David Price;
Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Jerry Wise;
Jim Devereaux; John and Rob Altenberg; Karen Kustafik; Kenneth Fox; Lee Barber; Malcolm
Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick
Moore; Randy Mahan; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Eppink
Re: RE: 02-14-06 Draft Meeting Notes - Saftey RCG - Saluda Hydro

Subject:

Dave- Below is suggested changes to summary. In addition, I would recommend that actual
quotes from members regarding the lake levels/safety be included for instance, Lee Barber
said "we need to find out if there is a safety factor, we have made an assumption that
there is an issue based on no data", George Duke said said " I am assuming that there is
a reason that DNR has marked the lake for 354, if would make sense to mark it a lower
levels." etc.
Delete-- "Most of the group agreed that lake levels are probably not a safety issue, and
the inherent dangers of boating are the cause for people not knowing about the existing
shoal markers" Include comments from those members who indicated that "lake levels are
probably not a safety issue"
Thanks
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Steve Bell

From: "Bill Marshall" <MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov>
Date: 2006/03/07 Tue PM 03:04:05 EST
To: "Dave Anderson" <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com>,
"Tommy Boozer" <tboozer@scana.com>,
"Aaron Small" <arsbhs@bellsouth.net>,
"Alan Axson" <cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net>,
"Alan Stuart" <alan.stuart@kleinschmidtusa.com>,
"Alison Guth" <alison.guth@kleinschmidtusa.com>,
"Amanda Hill" <amanda_hill@fws.gov>,
"Bill Argentieri" <bargentieri@scana.com>,
"Bill Mathias" <bill25@sc.rr.com>,
"Bret Hoffman" <bret.hoffman@kleinschmidtusa.com>,
"Charlene Coleman" <cheetahtrk@yahoo.com>,
"David Price" <pricedc@dhec.sc.gov>,
"Dick Christie" <dchristie@infoave.net>,
"Edward Schnepel" <eschnepel@sc.rr.com>,
"George Duke" <kayakduke@bellsouth.net>,
"Gerrit Jobsis \(American Rivers\)" <gjobsis@americanrivers.org>,
"Jerry Wise" <meddynamic@aol.com>,
"Jim Devereaux" <jdevereaux@scana.com>,
"John and Rob Altenberg" <seatowlakemurray@seatow.com>,
"Karen Kustafik" <kakustafik@columbiasc.net>,
"Kenneth Fox" <skfox@sc.rr.com>,
"Lee Barber" <lbarber@sc.rr.com>,
"Malcolm Leaphart" <malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu>,
"Mark Leao" <mark_leao@fws.gov>,
"Mike Waddell" <mwaddel@attglobal.net>,
"Miriam Atria" <miriam@lakemurraycountry.com>,
"Norm Nicholson" <larana@mindspring.com>,
"Norman Ferris" <norm@sc.rr.com>,
"Patrick Moore" <patrickm@scccl.org>,
"Randy Mahan" <rmahan@scana.com>,
"Steve Bell" <bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net>,
"Suzanne Rhodes" <suzrhodes@juno.com>,
"Tom Eppink" <teppink@scana.com>
Subject: RE: 02-14-06 Draft Meeting Notes - Saftey RCG - Saluda Hydro
1
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Dave and others,
FYI - I have attached the draft mtg notes of the Feb 14 Safety RCG mtg
with my suggested changes.
Thanks,
Bill Marshall
________________________________
From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth;
Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman;
Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson; David Price; Dick Christie; Edward
Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Jerry Wise; Jim
Devereaux; John and Rob Altenberg; Karen Kustafik; Kenneth Fox; Lee
Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm
Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Steve Bell;
Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Eppink
Subject: 02-14-06 Draft Meeting Notes

I am resending this to the entire RCG (originally went out yesterday).
Changes to the notes can only be made by attendees; comments on what
transpired will be taken from all members.
Here are the draft meeting notes from our Feb. 14 Safety RCG.
have any comments/changes back to me by March 15th.
<<2006-02-14 Meeting Notes - Safety (DRAFT).doc>>
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Kacie Jensen
From:

Bill Marshall [MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov]

Sent:

Tuesday, March 07, 2006 3:04 PM

To:

Dave Anderson; Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill;
Bill Argentieri; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; David Price; Dick Christie; Edward
Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; John and
Rob Altenberg; Karen Kustafik; Kenneth Fox; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike
Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Steve Bell;
Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Eppink

Subject: RE: 02-14-06 Draft Meeting Notes - Saftey RCG - Saluda Hydro
Dave and others,
FYI - I have attached the draft mtg notes of the Feb 14 Safety RCG mtg with my suggested changes.
Thanks,
Bill Marshall

From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill Marshall;
Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson; David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel;
George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; John and Rob Altenberg; Karen
Kustafik; Kenneth Fox; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson;
Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Eppink
Subject: 02-14-06 Draft Meeting Notes
I am resending this to the entire RCG (originally went out yesterday). Changes to the notes can only be made by
attendees; comments on what transpired will be taken from all members.
Here are the draft meeting notes from our Feb. 14 Safety RCG. Please have any comments/changes back to me
by March 15th.
<<2006-02-14 Meeting Notes - Safety (DRAFT).doc>>
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ATTENDEES:
Name
Bill Argentieri
Alan Stuart
Tom Eppink
Alison Guth
Ed Schnepel
Kenneth Fox
Bill Mathias
Ken Uschelbec
Norm Nicholson
Bret Hoffman

Organization
SCE&G
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCANA
Kleinschmidt Associates
LMA
LMA
LMA & LMPS
USCG Auxiliary
LCSD
Kleinschmidt Associates

Name
Dave Anderson
George Duke
David Price
Randy Mahan
Alan Axson
Bill Marshall
Karen Kustafik
Lee Barber
Steve Bell
Mike Waddell

Organization
Kleinschmidt Associates
LMHOC
LMPS
SCANA
Columbia Fire Dept.
SCDNR/LSSRAC
CoC P&R
LMA
Lake Watch
TU

HOMEWORK ITEMS:









Steve Bell – identify specific potential hazardous shoals below 354’ msl
Dave Anderson – continue to try to contact area hospitals
Dave Anderson – better boating accident data from SCDNR
Patrick Moore – identify safety plans at other FERC projects
Charlene Coleman – list FERC projects where ramping is a requirement for safety reasons
Tom Eppink – review letters concerning shoal markers on Lake Murray
Alan Axson – review accident data for incidents at Candy Lane
All – Identify high use areas on maps for possible improvement to warning system

PARKING LOT ITEMS:
 Equipment regulations for the LSR
 Discussion of shoal markers and lake levels
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

April 19, 2006 at 9:00 a.m.
Located at the Lake Murray Training Center
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MEETING NOTES:
These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.
Dave opened the meeting by reviewing the meeting notes from January 10 th, particularly the
comments received from Bill M. concerning group decisions on priority safety issues.
Randy M. disagreed with Bill M’s wording about the priority items determined at the January
meeting; but noted his concern is the Randy acknowledged the concerns, but suggested that meeting
notes should accurately reflect what occurred in the meeting. Bill M. agreed and noted that his
comments were a reflection of concerns expressed at the January meeting but did not reflect
decisions made by the group to define priorities. The group decided on some alternate wording for
the meeting notes and Dave agreed to redistribute the January 10th meeting notes before finalizing
them.
Steve B. asked about written comments submitted after the meeting and if they could be appended
to the meeting notes. Dave noted that Charlene and Malcolm L. had also submitted written
comments, and asked if the group had received copies of those comments. The group decided that
attaching the submitted comments to the meeting notes is acceptable as long as they remain separate
from the events that occurred during the meeting.
Steve B. noted operation of the project is a priority issue of this group. Dave noted that this group
would not be proposing any operating plans for the Saluda project but would consider any
operational changes recommended by the Operations RCG and consider the safety aspects of their
recommendation. Dave further noted that it was beyond the means of the group to determine the
safest operational plan. Steve B. remarked that he believed we need to determine how project
operations affect safety and then quantify those impacts and determine how project operations need
to be modified. Dave agreed and commented that we would begin that process today.
The group then reviewed the homework items from the previous meeting. Dave noted that he called
both area hospitals but has not been able to speak to anyone. Norm noted that he had been told that
SeaTow would be in attendance.
Tom E. presented his homework assignment on boating laws in the state of South Carolina. Tom
observed that there is one state statute that covers boating and that counties can make ordinances
that are more strict than the state statute, but could not find any examples where this had been done.
Counties can also pass noise ordinances that may affect boating in certain areas. Tom also went
over some of the laws related to enforcement and observed that any state law enforcement office
may enforce boating regulations. Norm noted that any Class One officer could put a blue light on a
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boat and be official. Mike W. asked if they could board a documented vessel; Norm replied that
documented vessels had to pull over when asked. Someone asked why there is only one sheriff’s
department patrolling the lake; the answer given dealt with avoiding duplicate efforts. Norm
commented that it was also because of budget constraints and the perception that Lexington County
contained the majority of the lake.
Tom continued his presentation and moved into boating safety and educational programs and
towing laws. Bill Mathias noted that 107 percent is added to fines for court fees. Lee B. noted that
changing any of these laws is very difficult in South Carolina because the legislature believes the
laws are adequate. Steve B. asked if would make better laws through the relicensing process. Tom
E. replied that this might be something to do after the relicensing group continues, but is probably
not necessary for the license application. Tom further commented that FERC has no authority over
water; Charlene observed that the TVA is the only entity she can think of that has authority over
water and they are not governed by FERC.
Mike W. asked how no wake zones are established. Norm replied that the SCDNR was the only
one that could do that. The group then began to talk about reckless operation of water devices and
went over some examples. Dave asked how it was possible for violators to lose the privilege of
boating when there are no laws about boating licenses. Norm noted that they are entered into a
database, which will flag them if they are pulled over and their name is taken. Tom continued
going over boating under the influence laws and the mechanism for punishment for these crimes.
Tom went on and defined Reckless Homicide by Operation of a Boat, which can be charged if a
person dies within three years due to injuries caused by the operation of a boat in a reckless
disregard of the safety of others. Lee B. noted it is interesting the offender did not lose their license.
Tom further explained laws concerning operation of a boat while a license suspended and the duties
of boat livery, which covers rentals of boats. Tom discussed the laws concerning swimming near a
public boat landing or in the vicinity of a hydro generation plant and the laws governing no-wake
zones. Alan S. commented that if FERC wanted to establish a 100 foot no swimming zone around a
public boat ramp, they could not because it is a state law.
Tom continued and talked about the “good Samaritan” clause and the relationship between state and
federal regulations. Tom observed that state laws incorporate laws set by the U.S. Coast Guard.
Norm began to discuss some of the authority he has concerning trespassing and noted that he could
use maritime law if needed. Lee noted that an inspection of the Southern Patriot about 10 years ago
resulted in a requirement for ballast so that the boat would be evenly weighted. Tom continued his
presentation and talked about the placing of aid and regulatory markers, towing water skiers,
windsurfers, and personal watercraft. Tom also discussed the fact that DNR has set out further
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boating requirements beyond the state statutes. The group then briefly noted that we can continue
to discuss these laws and that, in the past, these laws have only been changed as a result of an
incident.
The group then began looking at the accident data collected as part of the homework assignments.
Dave presented the boating accident data on Lake Murray, data provided by the SCDNR, and noted
his surprise that better data were not available on boating accidents (data presented are attached).
The group agreed that further homework needs to be done to see if better data can be collected.
Norm remarked his department is required to collect GPS coordinates of accidents and he believed
the SCDNR had the same thing. Bill Marshall said the DNR probably had more information in the
paperwork.
The group then discussed some information it would be nice to have in order to analyze effects of
project operations on safety. Norm believed that most problems were at the swimming beaches and
the rocks inside this area. George wondered if there was a difference in reported accidents between
daytime and night. Dave agreed to further question the SCDNR to see if the group could get some
better information from them. The group then looked at the accident report generated by Bill A.
and Bill A. noted none of the incidents on his report were wearing a PFD. Only one incident on his
list was classified as project-related according to FERC’s definition. Randy M. commented that the
group does not need to get caught up in project versus non-project related accidents.
Dave reported that Patrick M. (not in attendance) was not able to locate any “safety plans” at other
FERC projects. Patrick had contacted some other sources of information to see if he can find an
example of a safety plan. Patrick is continuing his search. Charlene reported the Duke and
Carolina Power have ramping for project safety and wanted to know if this is what the group
wanted to locate. Charlene agreed to list other FERC projects that have specific ramping
procedures for downstream safety. Steve B. inquired whether there are any FERC regulations or
standard license articles that require licensee’s to operate safely. Bret H. identified the Part 12
inspections related to dam safety. Randy clarified that it states that FERC has the authority to
specify flows and such for power production. Steve B. remarked that one of his concerns is that
there are safety issues when the lake level drops in the winter. Steve B. brought up some letters
where he believes FERC stated the licensee is responsible for safety at the project.
Dave A. noted that FERC is going to be interested in specific areas on the lake where project
operations make it unsafe. The group decided, based on Tom’s presentation, that the SCDNR has
the responsibility for marking shoal areas. Steve B. noted that an individual with SCDNR told him
it was SCE&G’s responsibility. Norm disagreed and commented that only the SCDNR has the
authority to put out buoys. Bill A. noted that according to the data he collected, there are fewer
accidents when the lake is down. David P. remarked that this was because many of the amateurs
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stayed away during this time. Steve B. noted that the reason the shoal markers do not work is the
drawdown.
After some further discussion on the shoal marker issue, the group agreed to put the issue into the
parking lot so that Steve B. can gather some additional information. It should be noted that Randy
M. identified the partnership between SCE&G and SCDNR for placing navigational aids on Lake
Murray and other reservoirs. Steve B. agreed to talk to his constituents and identify shoal areas that
are unsafe due to the lake going below the 354’ msl mark. Most of the group agreed that lake levels
are probably not a safety issue, and the inherent dangers of boating are the cause for people not
knowing about the existing shoal markers. (Note to explain this edit: I suggest that this last
sentence be deleted because the first part makes a judgment, which to my recollection is not
founded on a decision made by the group; and the second part is written unclearly and does not
make sense to me. – Bill M.)
Alan A. then reviewed the data he collected from the 911 database maintained by the Columbia Fire
Department. The CFD uses a specific address (500 Wildlife Drive) to record calls from the
Riverbanks Zoo area. Alan queried the database for incidents at this address from 2000 until
February 2006. The data are attached to these meeting notes.
The group then discussed other possible sources of information for accidents on Lake Murray
and/or the LSR. American Whitewater maintains an accident database, which Charlene described
in some detail.
After lunch, Bret H. presented information on the rising water warning system that SCE&G has
installed on the LSR. There are two sirens: one at Mett’s Landing across from Saluda Shoals Park
and another just upstream of the Riverbanks Zoo. SCE&G had these sirens tested in 2004 to
calibrate the loudness of the sirens. Bret noted that the system was designed to cover an area 1500
ft. upstream and downstream of the siren at the Zoo and 500 ft. upstream and downstream of the
siren at Mett’s Landing. There was some discussion about testing station #4. No sirens were heard
at this location during the testing; Charlene noted that most of the emergency calls are to this area.
Dave A. asked about the radio transmitters that send signals from the float switches to the siren. He
wondered if it would be possible to use this signal to warn users and/or emergency personnel that
the river is rising. The group agreed that this would be worth looking into.
Mike W. asked about including high-intensity strobe lights as part of the warning system. Mike W.
felt it would provide an additional level of warning for river users. Mike W. also wanted the group
to focus on the flow scenarios that are the cause of the rapidly rising water. The group then
discussed the placement and coverage area of an additional siren in the area of testing station #4.
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The group then examined a series of maps to begin identifying possible areas of concern that should
be included in the warning system. Mike W. provided some maps that Trout Unlimited produced
with possible locations of lights along the river. The group identified several areas below the I-26
bridge for consideration. The group agreed that the area between the I-20 bridge and the I-26
bridge is a low use area. Above the I-20 bridge, the group talked about the area of Corley Island as
a possible siren location as well as the area of Sandy Beach above Saluda Shoals Park.
The group then discussed changing the operations of Saluda. Mike W. asked if SCE&G could look
at gas turbines to meet their reserve capacity. Bill A. said they have been doing some studies and
will share the cost information for replacing Saluda as their reserve capacity requirement. Steve B.
asked if Charlene could explain what ramping is and how it would work at Saluda. Bill M. had
some information on how fast the water rises in the river. The USGS gauge below the dam showed
an 8-foot rise in 30 minutes and a 4.5-foot rise in 15 minutes when the river flow went from XXX to
XXX was released rapidly at the dam on January 1, 2006. Someone noted that these numbers
would not apply to the Zoo area because of the morphology of the river. Bill M. agreed and said that
the USGS data for January 1 show a two-hour delay for this pulse of water to reach the downstream
gage above the zoo, and the most rapid rise there was about a 3-foot rise in 30 minutes and a 1.5foot rise in 15 minutes.
(Note of clarification: The water-level changes mentioned above represent how quickly
water levels can rise on the lower Saluda River; thus the figures mentioned represent the most rapid
increases that occurred on January 1, 2006. As flows climbed that day from 750 to 18,200 cfs, the
total rise in river levels was 12 feet at the USGS gage below the dam and 5.5 feet at the gage
located above the zoo.
The group then discussed ramping and if it would actually provide a safer experience on the river.
Alan S. asked if ramping just rewards people for staying on the river as long as possible after the
sirens are activated. Randy M. pointed out that we need to keep the message simple; if the sirens go
off, get off the river. Charlene remarked that ramping is an acceptable method for increasing public
safety in hydropower tailraces and that the river warning system is somewhat defective. She
reported the sirens sometimes are activated on falling water as well as rising water. The group
agreed that ramping will be an alternative that is analyzed in the environmental assessment, but
hopefully a group decision will be made so that the relicensing team can present one preferred
alternative to FERC.
The group then agreed on the next meeting date and reviewed the homework assignments that need
to be completed before the next meeting.
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
February 14, 2006

9:00 AM
Lake Murray Training Center

 9:00 to 9:15

Discussion of 01-10-2006 Meeting Notes

 9:15 to 10:30

Presentation and Discussion of State Boating Laws

 10:30 to 12:00 Discussion of Existing Boating Accident Data
 12:00 to 12:30 Lunch
 12:30 to 1:00

Presentation on Existing Rising Water Sirens

 1:00 to 2:50

Discussion on Improving Existing Rising Water Warning System

 2:50 to 3:00

Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date

Adjourn
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To:

Cc:
Subject:

Dave Anderson
Monday, March 06, 2006 12:37 PM
Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill
Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson;
David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers);
Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; John and Rob Altenberg; Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec;
Kenneth Fox; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm
Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom
Eppink
Cheryl Balitz
01-10-06 Safety RCG Meeting Notes

It looks like we have agreement to that one statement we talked about at the last meeting, so these notes are final.
Cheryl, can you please post these to the website under the Safety RCG?

2006-01-10
Meeting Notes - Saf...

1

MEETING NOTES
SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY
SALUDA HYDRO PROJECT RELICENSING
SAFETY RESOURCE GROUP
LAKE MURRAY TRAINING CENTER
January 10, 2006

final dka 03-06-06

ATTENDEES:
Name
Bill Argentieri

Organization
SCE&G

Name
George Duke

Alison Guth
Tom Eppink
Aaron Small
Norm Nicholson
Patrick Moore
Randy Mahan

Kleinschmidt Associates
SCANA
USCG Auxiliary
Lexington County Sheriffs Dept.
American Rivers/CCL
SCANA

Bill Marshall
Jim Devereaux
Tommy Boozer
Mike Waddell
Bret Hoffman
Karen Kustafik

Alan Axson
David Price
Bill Mathias
Kenneth Fox

Columbia Fire Dept.
Lake Murray Power Squadron
LMPS & LMA
LMA

Lee Barber
Alan Stuart
Dave Anderson

Organization
Lake Murray
Homeowners Coalition
SCDNR/LSSRA
SCE&G
SCE&G
Trout Unlimited
Kleinschmidt Associates
Columbia Parks and
Recreation
LMA
Kleinschmidt Associates
Kleinschmidt Associates

HOMEWORK ITEMS:
Dave Anderson  contact local hospitals to see if they are interested in participating
Dave Anderson  start locating data on project related accidents
Tommy Boozer and/or Norm Nicholson  contact Sea Tow to see if they are interested in
participating
Patrick Moore  attempt to locate other "safety plans" at FERC projects
Jim Devereaux  contact Mike Dawson to see if he is interested in participating
Aaron Small  bring copies of DNR pamphlets related to boating/safety
Alan Axson  begin getting data on emergency responses on the LSR
Tom Eppink  look into state laws about boating safety
PARKING LOT ITEMS:
None
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

February 14, 2006 at 9:00 a.m.
Located at the Lake Murray Training Center
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MEETING NOTES:
These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.
The meeting began with a recap of organizations and their responsibilities for safety around Lake
Murray and the Lower Saluda River (LSR). Alan Axson with the Columbia Fire Department began
by explaining the CFD responds to anything in Richland County related to swiftwater rescue,
mainly below the I-20 bridge. The CFD also responds to some calls in the Congaree River in West
Columbia, occasionally responding to calls down to State Highway 601. Alan talked about how the
number of visitors at the Columbia Canal have increased (from 5 to 10 per hour to 100 per hour).
The CFD is in the process of putting another station at the Broad River and Greystone. The CFD
has two Zodiacs and about 30 people trained for swiftwater rescue.
Jerry Wise was absent, but Dave went over the information he submitted reporting his involvement
with various safety related organizations around the lake (especially on the Lexington County side
and the Saluda River above the lake).
Lee Barber explained the LMAs involvement with safety around the lake, mainly dealing with
education and legislation. He briefly explained Drews Law, one of LMAs successes, which deals
with boating laws and boating under the influence.
Mike Wadell told the groups about Trout Unlimiteds concern with safety education, mainly with
their members.
Aaron Small gave a short presentation about the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary, which is under the
jurisdiction of the USCG base in Charleston, SC. The Auxiliary are located at Lake Murray to
assist with boating safety and emergencies until the Charleston-based unit arrives. They also
maintain the weather link for the U.S. Weather Bureau and have an unofficial reporting station on
the lake. They presently have one unit on-duty (Unit 1) available twenty-four hours a day, seven
days a week, which is available to assist with emergencies. They also have seven other USCG
certified boats and have about 41 members who work closely with the Lake Murray Power
Squadron. They also have boats on Lake Greenwood and Wateree; additional boats can be
requested from the Charleston base. Education is their major concern for promoting boating safety.
Aaron noted that the National Weather Service issues small craft advisories for the lake. While the
Auxiliary does not have any authority for punishing boating violations, when members from the
Charleston base ride with them, they have that authority. Tommy B. noted that SCE&G has a long
standing positive relationship with the USCG Auxiliary and appreciate the work they do; Aaron
expressed similar sentiments about SCE&G.
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Karen Kustafik talked about her efforts teaching whitewater kayaking to prevent emergencies and is
coordinating park rangers for assistance with the riverfront area in Columbia. She also has a few
ACA-certified instructors doing instruction for kids These park rangers are not able to issue
citations, but may eventually be able to and will start patrolling within the city limits of the Three
Rivers Greenway. The rangers are funded by the city of Columbia. Further information on the
whitewater program is available through the citys website: www.columbiasc.net.
Patrick Moore explained that while American Rivers/CCL dont have any staff who deal directly
with safety, they are concerned with water quality and its possible effects on public health.
Bill Marshall talked about the Lower Saluda River Scenic River Advisory Council and their
responsibility for advising the Department of Natural Resources regarding the management of the
State Scenic River. Two Lower Saluda River corridor plans have been developed from this effort
and the 1990 plan contains a section with recommendations dealing specifically with safety.
Objectives range from improving information and warning systems to removing rebar from rocks in
the river 1. The Council has worked with SCE&G to put river markers in place on poles and bridge
pilings to help users interpret danger associated with rising water levels. They have put this
information at all public access points and have the information available on their website:
http://www.dnr.sc.gov/water/envaff/river/low_saluda_scenic.htm. Bill noted that the river marker
project was accomplished with leadership from Charlene Coleman of American Whitewater and
with cooperation from SCE&G who provided various flows for evaluation. The color-coding on the
poles equates to river flows as follows: top of blue/bottom of yellow is approximately 2600 cfs; top
of yellow/bottom of red is approximately 8800 cfs.. He also noted that this information is probably
not being handed out at local outfitters, but has been in the past.
David Price talked about the Lake Murray Power Squadron. They offer safe boating courses to
everyone and specific courses to their members on anything from taking care of engines to
navigating the ocean. They also offer a weather course and work with other groups, such as the
Boy Scouts. The Squadron helps to maintain the emergency center on Lake Murray, including the
helipad. They also maintain reference lights and day markers (with the help of the Lake Murray
Association). The Squadron is completely volunteer organization and rely on their members for
continuing education opportunities related to boating.

1

The 1990 Lower Saluda River Corridor Plan, User Safety Recommendations identify the following needs: improved
warning systems, river map signs at access points, training programs for river rescue personnel, improved access to flow
release information, portage path around majors rapids, and river safety education materials for the public. Most of
these safety-related needs have been addressed to some degree but the needs merit ongoing attention and upgrading of
solutions through time.
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Steve Bell explained that his organization is mainly concerned with safety on the lake but has
concerns on the LSR as well. Steve would like to focus on public education and changes in project
operations to make things safer. They have about 16 volunteers who provide reports of hazards on
the lake.
Norm Nicholson discussed the Lexington County Sheriffs Departments involvement with safety
issues around the lake and the upper Saluda River. They have patrol boats and fire rescue boats on
the lake and have a helicopter to use located at the substation on Lake Murray. Tommy B.
explained that SCE&G leases the land for the sub-station and have been since the late 1990s. This
substation is a very important part of maintaining safety on the lake since it allows responsible
parties to keep emergency boats on the lake. Norm continued explaining that the LCSD also covers
Saluda and Newberry counties and they have jurisdiction in all four counties (Lexington, Saluda,
Newberry, and Richland). David P. noted that his organization has started Harbor Watch to keep an
eye out for terror related activities. Alan S. noted they patrol heavily around the water intake
structures to the dams. It was noted that all agencies work together when there is an emergency.
Lee B. noted that the LMA sells dock signs, at the request of the Sheriffs Dept., that indicate the
propertys street address to assist with location of emergency situations.
Dave A. listed the organizations that are responsible on the lake, the river, or both.
Lake
Hollow Creek FD
Lexington County EMS
LMA
Lake Murray CG
Lake Murray PS
LMHOC

Both
AR
CCL
SCWF
LMW
SCDNR
Lexington County Sheriff

River
Columbia Fire Dept.
Trout Unlimited
CoC Parks and Recreation
American Whitewater
LSSRAC

The group then discussed the need to contact the Richland, Saluda, and Newberry County Sheriffs
office, as well as Providence Hospital, Richland Hospital, and West Columbia Rescue.
Randy M. questioned the group concerning a registry of certified first responders and who is
responsible for contacting them in case of an emergency. Norm N. indicated the fire departments
should have a list. There was some discussion between Tommy B. and Norm N. about getting
someone from SeaTow to attend the RCG meetings. Norm N. further explained that he helps get
first responders to the location. However, the bottom line is that the number to call in case of
emergencies is 911.
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Dave A. asked the group about statutory authority and who is able to issue citations. Someone
responded that the only people that have that authority were the USCG, SCDNR, and the Sheriffs
Depts. (anyone who is a class one certified law enforcement officer).
Tommy B. explained that there is a FERC safety plan that deals with warning signage and is being
updated right now. It was noted that signs dont necessarily mean that people will act responsibly.
Tommy B. showed some examples of the signs that SCE&G uses at their sites. The group talked
about the need to increase public education about the signs. It was noted that the USCG Auxiliary
and the SCDNR have created a safe boating checklist and that would be a good beginning for
education efforts. Norm N. and Tommy discussed the idea about getting a package together that the
DNR could give to people when they register a boat. Tommy B. also asked if the DNR could
enforce the signs on the back of the dam in the tailrace. Norm N. replied that if there are four signs
up; then it could be enforced. Tommy talked a little about the idea of putting a positive barrier
across the tailrace so people could not approach the dam.
The discussion turned to the warning system that is in place on the LSR to warn river users of rising
water. Bill A. explained the sirens are activated by a float switch upstream; on every three-inch rise
of the river, the sirens are activated. The sirens stay on for three minutes and there are some
controls in place that keep the sirens from sounding continuously if there is a prolonged rise in
water. After this delay, the sirens will activate on the next three-inch rise in water. The sirens will
sound 24 hours a day; SCE&G received many complaints, so they have performed studies that
resulted in a lowering of the volume. The sirens are located upstream of Riverbanks Zoo and at
Hope Ferry (Metts) Landing.
The group then proceeded to talk about ramping and the pros and cons of ramping releases at
Saluda. Randy M. made the point that ramping is a double-edged sword; it gives the river user a
false sense of security when they know they have more time to get off the river. In addition, if
SCE&G needs the reserve capacity of Saluda, then ramping is not an option. Patrick M. noted we
need to approach the ramping issue like FERC will approach it and made the point that SCE&G has
options for offline capacity if Saluda cannot be operated safely. Bill M. suggested the group should
study and understand how fast the water actually rises below the dam, in areas such as Hope Ferry
Landing, to see how rapidly conditions can change for people in the river when the turbines are
opened.
The group then looked at the mission statement and decided to finalize the statement and post it to
the website.
The discussion turned to the difference between the FERC required safety plan and the expected
deliverable from this RCG. The group wondered if there had been another safety plan of this type
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at other FERC projects. Patrick M. agreed to search e-Library to see if there have been any other
plans at a FERC project (besides the FERC required safety plan). Alan S. stated that he envisions
some type of plan that summarizes the safety personnel and equipment around the lake and what is
available and a way to get this information out to the public. Tommy B. noted that this would
probably be the only committee that continues after the licensing process is over. Steve B. asked
about if this committee will examine ramping and higher lake levels. It was explained that lake
levels will be addressed in the Operation RCG and that this group can make recommendations to
the Operations RCG as it relates to safety. The Operations RCG can then balance all the factors
before making a recommendation to FERC. Alan asked what is the main cause of accidents on
Lake Murray. David P. replied that there is probably not one main cause attributable to operations,
most of it is alcohol related. There was some discussion on ramping and lake levels. Norm N.
made the point that it does not matter how the project is operated; the bottom line is that we need to
educate lake/river users on how to be safe. Someone mentioned it would be useful to get data on
calls to the fire department from the lake/river. Dave A. agreed and noted we would be getting
these kinds of data.
After lunch, Dave A. led a discussion about what happens when there is an emergency on the lake
or river. Norm N. talked about 911 and enhanced 911 and the differences between them. When a
911 call is placed, the dispatcher forwards the call to the appropriate authority depending on what
the emergency is. If there is an on-water emergency, the call goes to the Lexington County Sheriffs
Dept.; if a call is for the river, the call usually goes to the Columbia Fire Dept. There are a lot of
problems with people knowing where they are on the water and with emergency personnel locating
accidents (i.e., there are different names for the same coves, people dont know distances on the
water, etc.). It was noted that the USCG monitors channel 16 on the lake usually, and the two onwater towing companies monitor it all the time. Dave A. inquired as to what information is
generated when an accident occurs. Norm N. said that the DNR usually writes reports for the lake;
Alan A. said they keep a record of the 911 calls they receive. It was also noted that a big problem is
when a new semester starts at the University of South Carolina and there is an influx of thousands
of new people that dont know the hazards of the river. It was noted that we should contact
someone from the university to participate in this group. Alan S. wondered if we should also invite
Mike Dawson from the Rivers Alliance. Jim D. agreed to get in touch with him.
The discussion then turned back to the need for better education of lake/river users. Randy M.
noted that if we can get people to use certain access areas, we can get the information to them at
those areas.
The group then entered into a question and answer session about safety and accidents around the
lake. It was noted that all the agencies work together to make sure emergencies are taken care of
and they are in constant communication when they are patrolling the lake. Questions were raised as
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to how best promote safety and the group discussed a public education campaign and the possibility
of monthly meetings about safety on the lake. Tommy B. noted that this would be good for
SCE&G as well as they can get input on future access points. There was a discussion as to data that
show how fast the water rises on the river.
The discussion then turned to laws that govern boating use in South Carolina. Aaron S. agreed to
bring in some DNR pamphlets that cover boating laws. Dave A. questioned the group on warning
buoys and the process for getting them installed. The DNR has criteria for placing new buoys.
The group then turned to listing specific issues they will be dealing with in the RCG meetings. The
group talked about water release response time and the issue of ramping. It was mentioned that
ramping provides a false sense of security and the rate of water rise will not encourage people to get
off the river. Alan S. made the point that if the sirens start going off, its time to get off the water.
Karen K. noted there are some places where the sirens cannot be heard and the group agreed that is
an issue worth exploring. The issue of egress from the river when the water starts rising was also
discussed. The group agreed to look at maps of the river next time and the estimated coverage of
the current warning system to begin examining if there are areas where the sirens should be heard.
There was some discussion if the confluence needs to be included. The group would like some
more information from Mike Dawson before looking at this issue.
The group then returned to applicable laws that might affect water recreation and use. Tom E.
agreed to look up these applicable laws. Alan S. reminded the group that we need to prioritize the
issues so that we can deal with them in the license application. We dont necessarily have to have
the safety plan in place, but the issues that will be affected by the application need to be the first to
be resolved. The group agreed that improvements to the information/warning systems for river-user
safety is a priority safety issue. There was also a discussion about the management of river flows as
a safety issue.
The group agreed to meet next month and be prepared to discuss the warning system and the siren
coverage on the LSR. The agenda for this meeting is attached below.
Comments received after this meeting are attached after the agenda.
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
January 10, 2006

9:30 AM

Lake Murray Training Center

9:30 to 11:30

Discussion on Safety Organizations and Responsibilities

11:30 to 12:00 Group Discussion of Mission Statement for Finalization Purposes
12:00 to 12:30 Lunch
12:30 to 3:00

Discussion on Prioritized Issues
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Comments from Steve Bell: Probably, the most important issue that must be addressed in the relicensing is the impact project operations have on public safety. It is apparent that dangerous
situations occur as a result of lake level management and releases downstream. We recommend this
committee be given the task of identifying and quantifying these unsafe conditions. This
information should then be sent to an operations technical committee assigned the task of
determining alternatives to the existing operational scheme which could reduce or eliminate the
unsafe conditons. In addition the committee should review all FERC regs and articles that address
public safety at these projects.
Comments from Malcolm Leaphart: There has been much discussion about the topics and
approaches discussed at the last Safety meeting. There is a real concern from Trout Unlimited and
other stakeholders that the emphasis is being placed on developing public education and warning
systems to deal with the huge fluctuations in flows, without a true consideration of eliminating the
source of the danger. The flows from Lake Murray into the lower Saluda River ranging from 180
cfs to over 18,000 cfs, often in extremely short time frames, are simply unacceptable in a new
FERC license because of the grave danger that flow regime presents to the public, especially with
the lack of advanced notice. Trying to deal with the safety concerns with the confinements of
maintaining the current operational framework is too limited and will not succesfully address the
threats to public life, including those involved in river rescues; and, also the expense to the
taxpayers who bear the costs for those.
The safety problems being raised now by all involved will continue until the flow range is either
significantly reduced or eliminated, preferably to a more natural, 'run of the river' flow, altered only
by hydrological conditions, and managed for constant flows. See the IDC comments from Trout
Unlimited of 8-15- 05 for further concerns and suggestions for safety issues http://saludatu.org/news/www/articles.cfm?fo=Articles&method=story&RecordID=322
A more constant minimum flow was discussed in the the 1980's with several from SCE&G,
including engineers and also Mr. Mahan who suggested that could be accomplished with the
purchase of a new, smaller generator that could run more efficiently at lower flow levels than the
existing turbines. His valid comment then was that his company would want a definitive flow level
determined and set for a long term so that they could maximize any purchased equipment without
altering or even replacing it for new flow requirements. A maximum flow limit also needs to be
established for many reasonss, especially safety, and the new FERC license would be the opportune
time to set both upper and lower flow limits from the hydro at Lake Murray.
Using the hydro to meet SCE&G's regional power reserves has obviously changed thinking from
the time when it was used for 'peak power'; but, ways to meet the regional power demands outside
of the hydro at Lake Murray should be developed. Until those demands can be met with other
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alternatives in the SCE&G power system, the Saluda will never be safe to the public. Plus, the
extremely low and high flows are very detrimental to the fisheries, through scouring of the river
cobble and fish spawning sites, de-watering of spawning sites, erosion of the river banks, and other
frequently documented factors from studies such as the one done on the Smith River in Virginia.
See the following link for the study on the effects on that river from releases at the Philpott Dam
near Martinsville, Virgina.
http://www.cnr.vt.edu/fisheries/Smith_River/
Also, in addition to public safety and fisheries, the dangers from the current flow regime affects or
is directly linked to overall operations, management of the lake, and the provision for recreational
opportunities on a public lake and river in a safe atmosphere. So, all of the RCG's need to be open
to the optimum solution to safe operations, not just the current lowest cost mode. I am
recommending through copies of this note, that all of the above mentioned RCG's add this request
to their agendas as the Operations RCG has for Mike Waddell's request to study gas turbines for
regional power demand.
We would appreciate a Safety agenda item for February 14 for consideration of alternatives to
drastically reducing the fluctations in the flows, or at least reducing them to no more than a few
thousand cfs in a 24 hour period, with an advanced release schedule. And we certainly hope that as
a meeting facilitator, that you will foster a serious discussion of how to elimiate the safety
problems, not continue to live with them as the public has for over 75 years; that is, please
encourage all to 'think outside the box' rather than trying to maintain the current unacceptable level
of danger for the way flows have been managed. I would ask you also to try to reach a consensus
from the Safety RCG member whether the new FERC license is the time to place more importance
on human life than power production, especially for temporary regional power needs which could
be met by other means. A consensus 'vote' on that question would probably provide the proper
direction to the entire current FERC guidelines process that many think is missing now.
Comments from Charlene Coleman: I must say that after reading the minutes I have a few serious
concerns:
1) SCE&G, at first impression, values reserve capacity needs greater than human life. I
sincerely hope that is not the case.
2) ramping does NOT create a false sense of security, it is a responsible operational procedure
during high seasonal public use periods.
3) the present siren system does create a false sense of security for SCE&G. Where
technological testing is useful for equipment, in this situation it is not. Until someone from
SCE&G physically stands at the rapids and has a sensory acceptance that this system is, has
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been and may always be a cry wolf to the public, we will get no resolution as to the actual
response of this system to actual water fluctuation.
The present warning system does not cover many high use areas and that type of system
may not fit all areas, making ramping an even more critical option during the summer and
trout stocking seasons.
Education must be universal, everyone (SCE&G, DNR, CPD, CFD, City governments,
development groups, and the public) needs an education on the river, its dangers, its
resources, its subculture, and its very critical place in the community as more than just a
power source. The river has an important role in this area as a food source for many poorer
families, water for numerous areas, recreation for generations, a habitat for threatened,
redeveloping, and endangered species and a natural treasure of seeming remoteness in an
urban area. Yet in its beauty is the fact, it is formidable whitewater.
the local boaters are the unidentified/unpaid/highly skilled rescuers of the public at the major
rapid. I have included a message from American Whitewater on river safety and who we are
in the US [attached]. I represent local boaters and their concerns. The Saluda also provides a
training ground for some of the best whitewater paddlers in the world. Several US Olympic
and Free style Team members are either from here or have come here to train. Several
pioneers in extreme creek boating are from the area. But most important is the fact, we
average over 35 rescues each summer alone. Rescues that dont make the news, dont cause
the water to be turned off, and go unnoticed for the skill required to make those rescues non
news worthy.
the whitewater boating community has a good relationship with SCE&G, CPD, DNR, and
CFD Rescue units. The rock people consider us their guardians. Most boaters on the
Saluda are Swift and Whitewater rescue trained and have first responder and wilderness
responder first aid training by the same schools that train CFD and DNR. Not to mention
certifications as instructors in rescue and boating and years of experience in whitewater, a
different animal than swiftwater. We offer our skills as the first line of defense and would
like to suggest cooperative training with all rescue sources on the river.
all river users must be identified and how they interact with the river must be examined, to
better understand the impact of reserve capacity rapid high water fluctuation, through out the
projects effected areas.
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PO Box 1540, Cullowhee, NC 28723
http://www.americanwhitewater.org
(828) 293-9791 Phone
(828) 227-7422 Fax

For Immediate Release
Contact: Charlie Walbridge,
AW Safety Editor
PH 304-379-9002
e-mail ccwalbridge@cs.com

American Whitewater's Accident Database and Safety Code
The Most Comprehensive Source for
Whitewater Safety Education...Anywhere!
Cullowhee, NC -- February 7, 2006 -- Safety has been at the core of American Whitewater's
mission since 1954. "We've been reporting and analyzing accidents since our earliest days and
today we are leaders in whitewater safety education based on that research. Our Accident
Database is the most comprehensive collection and analysis of whitewater accidents and close
calls anywhere," explains Charlie Walbridge, American Whitewater's Safety Editor. He goes on
to say, "The freedom to take calculated risks, in business, love, or whitewater, is one of the
most cherished prerogatives of a free people. We support the right of knowledgeable paddlers
to push their limits, and at the same time help give uninformed paddlers the information they
need to have fun and stay safe." The Accident Database is online at
http://www.americanwhitewater.org/accidents/.
Accident analysis is the foundation for the AW Safety Code which outlines whitewater safety
guidelines applicable to all skill levels. First written in 1957 and regularly updated, it is the
most complete set of guidelines for whitewater paddlers in existence. It also contains the
International Scale of River Difficulty which is in use throughout North America and the world.
AW's listing of Standard Rated Rapids helps make river classification more consistent across
the country. It was developed by former AW Safety Chair Lee Belknap by scientifically
analyzing forms filled out by hundreds of paddlers across the country. Paddlers across the
nation use it to know what to expect when traveling to an unfamiliar river.
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Safety often becomes an issue in river stewardship work; AW's key programmatic focus. The
challenge is often explaining whitewater paddling to the non-paddling public. Commonly asked
questions are: "How safe is whitewater paddling? Where does AW stand on riverbed
modification or boat registration? What are the most important issues for legislators, river
managers, and emergency responders?" All of these questions are answered in the safety
section of the stewardship toolkit online at AW Stewardship.

To Report an Accident:
Accident reporting is vital to American Whitewater's mission. But more importantly, it's a sure
antidote to the rumor, gossip, and innuendo that always follows a serious
accident. AW's Accident Database works with individuals who were on the scene and is thus
able to set the record straight.
The Accident Database contains reports of fatal accidents, serious injuries, and near-misses. A
serious injury is one requiring hospitalization; a near miss is an event which could easily have
been fatal. The Safety Committee examines all submissions prior to the final posting and
decides which incidents will be added to the database.

There are several ways to report an accident:
1) Each witness can post their own account to the AW web site and the Safety Committee will
create a report.
2) Groups or individuals can create their own report and post it. If you would like help in
crafting your report, contact Charlie Walbridge, AW Safety Editor, at ccwalbridge@cs.com or by
phone at 304-379-9002.
3) You can post emails, message board and chat room postings, and newspaper articles here.
In addition to providing a link, please cut and paste the text from the article. The links may be
dead when someone from Safety Committee follows it up. Always be sure that the SOURCE
and DATE is clearly indicated.
4) If you want to pass on information that you DON'T want the public to see, please specify on
the report form that the material is private. If so designated, it will not be released without
your OK.
If you have corrections, questions or comments about any accident please email Charlie
Walbridge at ccwalbridge@cs.com.
The recent improvements and updates of the AW Accident Database were made possible by
the Andy Banach Memorial Safety Fund. AW thanks the family and friends of Andy Banach.
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David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers);
Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; John and Rob Altenberg; Karen Kustafik; Kenneth Fox; Lee
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I am resending this to the entire RCG (originally went out yesterday). Changes to the notes can only be made by
attendees; comments on what transpired will be taken from all members.
Here are the draft meeting notes from our Feb. 14 Safety RCG. Please have any comments/changes back to me by
March 15th.
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ATTENDEES:
Name
Bill Argentieri
Alan Stuart
Tom Eppink
Alison Guth
Ed Schnepel
Kenneth Fox
Bill Mathias
Ken Uschelbec
Norm Nicholson
Bret Hoffman

Organization
SCE&G
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCANA
Kleinschmidt Associates
LMA
LMA
LMA & LMPS
USCG Auxiliary
LCSD
Kleinschmidt Associates

Name
Dave Anderson
George Duke
David Price
Randy Mahan
Alan Axson
Bill Marshall
Karen Kustafik
Lee Barber
Steve Bell
Mike Waddell

Organization
Kleinschmidt Associates
LMHOC
LMPS
SCANA
Columbia Fire Dept.
SCDNR/LSSRAC
CoC P&R
LMA
Lake Watch
TU

HOMEWORK ITEMS:









Steve Bell – identify specific potential hazardous shoals below 354’ msl
Dave Anderson – continue to try to contact area hospitals
Dave Anderson – better boating accident data from SCDNR
Patrick Moore – identify safety plans at other FERC projects
Charlene Coleman – list FERC projects where ramping is a requirement for safety reasons
Tom Eppink – review letters concerning shoal markers on Lake Murray
Alan Axson – review accident data for incidents at Candy Lane
All – Identify high use areas on maps for possible improvement to warning system

PARKING LOT ITEMS:
 Equipment regulations for the LSR
 Discussion of shoal markers and lake levels
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

April 19, 2006 at 9:00 a.m.
Located at the Lake Murray Training Center
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MEETING NOTES:
These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.
Dave opened the meeting by reviewing the meeting notes from January 10 th, particularly the
comments received from Bill M. concerning group decisions on priority safety issues. Randy M.
disagreed with Bill M.’s wording on the priority items but noted his concern is the meeting notes
should accurately reflect what occurred in the meeting. The group decided on some alternate
wording for the meeting notes and Dave agreed to redistribute the January 10th meeting notes before
finalizing them.
Steve B. asked about written comments submitted after the meeting and if they could be appended
to the meeting notes. Dave noted that Charlene and Malcolm L. had also submitted written
comments, and asked if the group had received copies of those comments. The group decided that
attaching the submitted comments to the meeting notes is acceptable as long as they remain separate
from the events that occurred during the meeting.
Steve B. noted operation of the project is a priority issue of this group. Dave noted that this group
would not be proposing any operating plans for the Saluda project but would consider any
operational changes recommended by the Operations RCG and consider the safety aspects of their
recommendation. Dave further noted that it was beyond the means of the group to determine the
safest operational plan. Steve B. remarked that he believed we need to determine how project
operations affect safety and then quantify those impacts and determine how project operations need
to be modified. Dave agreed and commented that we would begin that process today.
The group then reviewed the homework items from the previous meeting. Dave noted that he called
both area hospitals but has not been able to speak to anyone. Norm noted that he had been told that
SeaTow would be in attendance.
Tom E. presented his homework assignment on boating laws in the state of South Carolina. Tom
observed that there is one state statute that covers boating and that counties can make ordinances
that are more strict than the state statute, but could not find any examples where this had been done.
Counties can also pass noise ordinances that may affect boating in certain areas. Tom also went
over some of the laws related to enforcement and observed that any state law enforcement office
may enforce boating regulations. Norm noted that any Class One officer could put a blue light on a
boat and be official. Mike W. asked if they could board a documented vessel; Norm replied that
documented vessels had to pull over when asked. Someone asked why there is only one sheriff’s
department patrolling the lake; the answer given dealt with avoiding duplicate efforts. Norm
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commented that it was also because of budget constraints and the perception that Lexington County
contained the majority of the lake.
Tom continued his presentation and moved into boating safety and educational programs and
towing laws. Bill Mathias noted that 107 percent is added to fines for court fees. Lee B. noted that
changing any of these laws is very difficult in South Carolina because the legislature believes the
laws are adequate. Steve B. asked if would make better laws through the relicensing process. Tom
E. replied that this might be something to do after the relicensing group continues, but is probably
not necessary for the license application. Tom further commented that FERC has no authority over
water; Charlene observed that the TVA is the only entity she can think of that has authority over
water and they are not governed by FERC.
Mike W. asked how no wake zones are established. Norm replied that the SCDNR was the only
one that could do that. The group then began to talk about reckless operation of water devices and
went over some examples. Dave asked how it was possible for violators to lose the privilege of
boating when there are no laws about boating licenses. Norm noted that they are entered into a
database, which will flag them if they are pulled over and their name is taken. Tom continued
going over boating under the influence laws and the mechanism for punishment for these crimes.
Tom went on and defined Reckless Homicide by Operation of a Boat, which can be charged if a
person dies within three years due to injuries caused by the operation of a boat in a reckless
disregard of the safety of others. Lee B. noted it is interesting the offender did not lose their license.
Tom further explained laws concerning operation of a boat while a license suspended and the duties
of boat livery, which covers rentals of boats. Tom discussed the laws concerning swimming near a
public boat landing or in the vicinity of a hydro generation plant and the laws governing no-wake
zones. Alan S. commented that if FERC wanted to establish a 100 foot no swimming zone around a
public boat ramp, they could not because it is a state law.
Tom continued and talked about the “good Samaritan” clause and the relationship between state and
federal regulations. Tom observed that state laws incorporate laws set by the U.S. Coast Guard.
Norm began to discuss some of the authority he has concerning trespassing and noted that he could
use maritime law if needed. Lee noted that an inspection of the Southern Patriot about 10 years ago
resulted in a requirement for ballast so that the boat would be evenly weighted. Tom continued his
presentation and talked about the placing of aid and regulatory markers, towing water skiers,
windsurfers, and personal watercraft. Tom also discussed the fact that DNR has set out further
boating requirements beyond the state statutes. The group then briefly noted that we can continue
to discuss these laws and that, in the past, these laws have only been changed as a result of an
incident.
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The group then began looking at the accident data collected as part of the homework assignments.
Dave presented the boating accident data on Lake Murray and noted his surprise that better data
were not available on boating accidents (data presented are attached). The group agreed that further
homework needs to be done to see if better data can be collected. Norm remarked his department is
required to collect GPS coordinates of accidents and he believed the SCDNR had the same thing.
Bill Marshall said the DNR probably had more information in the paperwork.
The group then discussed some information it would be nice to have in order to analyze effects of
project operations on safety. Norm believed that most problems were at the swimming beaches and
the rocks inside this area. George wondered if there was a difference in reported accidents between
daytime and night. Dave agreed to further question the SCDNR to see if the group could get some
better information from them. The group then looked at the accident report generated by Bill A.
and Bill A. noted none of the incidents on his report were wearing a PFD. Only one incident on his
list was classified as project-related according to FERC’s definition. Randy M. commented that the
group does not need to get caught up in project versus non-project related accidents.
Dave reported that Patrick M. (not in attendance) was not able to locate any “safety plans” at other
FERC projects. Patrick had contacted some other sources of information to see if he can find an
example of a safety plan. Patrick is continuing his search. Charlene reported the Duke and
Carolina Power have ramping for project safety and wanted to know if this is what the group
wanted to locate. Charlene agreed to list other FERC projects that have specific ramping
procedures for downstream safety. Steve B. inquired whether there are any FERC regulations or
standard license articles that require licensee’s to operate safely. Bret H. identified the Part 12
inspections related to dam safety. Randy clarified that it states that FERC has the authority to
specify flows and such for power production. Steve B. remarked that one of his concerns is that
there are safety issues when the lake level drops in the winter. Steve B. brought up some letters
where he believes FERC stated the licensee is responsible for safety at the project.
Dave A. noted that FERC is going to be interested in specific areas on the lake where project
operations make it unsafe. The group decided, based on Tom’s presentation, that the SCDNR has
the responsibility for marking shoal areas. Steve B. noted that an individual with SCDNR told him
it was SCE&G’s responsibility. Norm disagreed and commented that only the SCDNR has the
authority to put out buoys. Bill A. noted that according to the data he collected, there are fewer
accidents when the lake is down. David P. remarked that this was because many of the amateurs
stayed away during this time. Steve B. noted that the reason the shoal markers do not work is the
drawdown.
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After some further discussion on the shoal marker issue, the group agreed to put the issue into the
parking lot so that Steve B. can gather some additional information. It should be noted that Randy
M. identified the partnership between SCE&G and SCDNR for placing navigational aids on Lake
Murray and other reservoirs. Steve B. agreed to talk to his constituents and identify shoal areas that
are unsafe due to the lake going below the 354’ msl mark. Most of the group agreed that lake levels
are probably not a safety issue, and the inherent dangers of boating are the cause for people not
knowing about the existing shoal markers.
Alan A. then reviewed the data he collected from the 911 database maintained by the Columbia Fire
Department. The CFD uses a specific address (500 Wildlife Drive) to record calls from the
Riverbanks Zoo area. Alan queried the database for incidents at this address from 2000 until
February 2006. The data are attached to these meeting notes.
The group then discussed other possible sources of information for accidents on Lake Murray
and/or the LSR. American Whitewater maintains an accident database, which Charlene described
in some detail.
After lunch, Bret H. presented information on the rising water warning system that SCE&G has
installed on the LSR. There are two sirens: one at Mett’s Landing across from Saluda Shoals Park
and another just upstream of the Riverbanks Zoo. SCE&G had these sirens tested in 2004 to
calibrate the loudness of the sirens. Bret noted that the system was designed to cover an area 1500
ft. upstream and downstream of the siren at the Zoo and 500 ft. upstream and downstream of the
siren at Mett’s Landing. There was some discussion about testing station #4. No sirens were heard
at this location during the testing; Charlene noted that most of the emergency calls are to this area.
Dave A. asked about the radio transmitters that send signals from the float switches to the siren. He
wondered if it would be possible to use this signal to warn users and/or emergency personnel that
the river is rising. The group agreed that this would be worth looking into.
Mike W. asked about including high-intensity strobe lights as part of the warning system. Mike W.
felt it would provide an additional level of warning for river users. Mike W. also wanted the group
to focus on the flow scenarios that are the cause of the rapidly rising water. The group then
discussed the placement and coverage area of an additional siren in the area of testing station #4.
The group then examined a series of maps to begin identifying possible areas of concern that should
be included in the warning system. Mike W. provided some maps that Trout Unlimited produced
with possible locations of lights along the river. The group identified several areas below the I-26
bridge for consideration. The group agreed that the area between the I-20 bridge and the I-26
bridge is a low use area. Above the I-20 bridge, the group talked about the area of Corley Island as
a possible siren location as well as the area of Sandy Beach above Saluda Shoals Park.
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The group then discussed changing the operations of Saluda. Mike W. asked if SCE&G could look
at gas turbines to meet their reserve capacity. Bill A. said they have been doing some studies and
will share the cost information for replacing Saluda as their reserve capacity requirement. Steve B.
asked if Charlene could explain what ramping is and how it would work at Saluda. Bill M. had
some information on how fast the water rises in the river. The USGS gauge showed an 8 foot rise
in 30 minutes when the river flow went from XXX to XXX. Someone noted that these numbers
would not apply to the Zoo area because of the morphology of the river.
The group then discussed ramping and if it would actually provide a safer experience on the river.
Alan S. asked if ramping just rewards people for staying on the river as long as possible after the
sirens are activated. Randy M. pointed out that we need to keep the message simple; if the sirens go
off, get off the river. Charlene remarked that ramping is an acceptable method for increasing public
safety in hydropower tailraces and that the river warning system is somewhat defective. She
reported the sirens sometimes are activated on falling water as well as rising water. The group
agreed that ramping will be an alternative that is analyzed in the environmental assessment, but
hopefully a group decision will be made so that the relicensing team can present one preferred
alternative to FERC.
The group then agreed on the next meeting date and reviewed the homework assignments that need
to be completed before the next meeting.
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
February 14, 2006

9:00 AM
Lake Murray Training Center

 9:00 to 9:15

Discussion of 01-10-2006 Meeting Notes

 9:15 to 10:30

Presentation and Discussion of State Boating Laws

 10:30 to 12:00 Discussion of Existing Boating Accident Data
 12:00 to 12:30 Lunch
 12:30 to 1:00

Presentation on Existing Rising Water Sirens

 1:00 to 2:50

Discussion on Improving Existing Rising Water Warning System

 2:50 to 3:00

Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date

Adjourn
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Here are the draft meeting notes from our Feb. 14 Safety RCG. Please have any comments/changes back to me by
March 15th.
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ATTENDEES:
Name
Bill Argentieri
Alan Stuart
Tom Eppink
Alison Guth
Ed Schnepel
Kenneth Fox
Bill Mathias
Ken Uschelbec
Norm Nicholson
Bret Hoffman

Organization
SCE&G
Kleinschmidt Associates
SCANA
Kleinschmidt Associates
LMA
LMA
LMA & LMPS
USCG Auxiliary
LCSD
Kleinschmidt Associates

Name
Dave Anderson
George Duke
David Price
Randy Mahan
Alan Axson
Bill Marshall
Karen Kustafik
Lee Barber
Steve Bell
Mike Waddell

Organization
Kleinschmidt Associates
LMHOC
LMPS
SCANA
Columbia Fire Dept.
SCDNR/LSSRAC
CoC P&R
LMA
Lake Watch
TU

HOMEWORK ITEMS:









Steve Bell – identify specific potential hazardous shoals below 354’ msl
Dave Anderson – continue to try to contact area hospitals
Dave Anderson – better boating accident data from SCDNR
Patrick Moore – identify safety plans at other FERC projects
Charlene Coleman – list FERC projects where ramping is a requirement for safety reasons
Tom Eppink – review letters concerning shoal markers on Lake Murray
Alan Axson – review accident data for incidents at Candy Lane
All – Identify high use areas on maps for possible improvement to warning system

PARKING LOT ITEMS:
 Equipment regulations for the LSR
 Discussion of shoal markers and lake levels
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

April 19, 2006 at 9:00 a.m.
Located at the Lake Murray Training Center
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MEETING NOTES:
These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.
Dave opened the meeting by reviewing the meeting notes from January 10 th, particularly the
comments received from Bill M. concerning group decisions on priority safety issues. Randy M.
disagreed with Bill M.’s wording on the priority items but noted his concern is the meeting notes
should accurately reflect what occurred in the meeting. The group decided on some alternate
wording for the meeting notes and Dave agreed to redistribute the January 10th meeting notes before
finalizing them.
Steve B. asked about written comments submitted after the meeting and if they could be appended
to the meeting notes. Dave noted that Charlene and Malcolm L. had also submitted written
comments, and asked if the group had received copies of those comments. The group decided that
attaching the submitted comments to the meeting notes is acceptable as long as they remain separate
from the events that occurred during the meeting.
Steve B. noted operation of the project is a priority issue of this group. Dave noted that this group
would not be proposing any operating plans for the Saluda project but would consider any
operational changes recommended by the Operations RCG and consider the safety aspects of their
recommendation. Dave further noted that it was beyond the means of the group to determine the
safest operational plan. Steve B. remarked that he believed we need to determine how project
operations affect safety and then quantify those impacts and determine how project operations need
to be modified. Dave agreed and commented that we would begin that process today.
The group then reviewed the homework items from the previous meeting. Dave noted that he called
both area hospitals but has not been able to speak to anyone. Norm noted that he had been told that
SeaTow would be in attendance.
Tom E. presented his homework assignment on boating laws in the state of South Carolina. Tom
observed that there is one state statute that covers boating and that counties can make ordinances
that are more strict than the state statute, but could not find any examples where this had been done.
Counties can also pass noise ordinances that may affect boating in certain areas. Tom also went
over some of the laws related to enforcement and observed that any state law enforcement office
may enforce boating regulations. Norm noted that any Class One officer could put a blue light on a
boat and be official. Mike W. asked if they could board a documented vessel; Norm replied that
documented vessels had to pull over when asked. Someone asked why there is only one sheriff’s
department patrolling the lake; the answer given dealt with avoiding duplicate efforts. Norm
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commented that it was also because of budget constraints and the perception that Lexington County
contained the majority of the lake.
Tom continued his presentation and moved into boating safety and educational programs and
towing laws. Bill Mathias noted that 107 percent is added to fines for court fees. Lee B. noted that
changing any of these laws is very difficult in South Carolina because the legislature believes the
laws are adequate. Steve B. asked if would make better laws through the relicensing process. Tom
E. replied that this might be something to do after the relicensing group continues, but is probably
not necessary for the license application. Tom further commented that FERC has no authority over
water; Charlene observed that the TVA is the only entity she can think of that has authority over
water and they are not governed by FERC.
Mike W. asked how no wake zones are established. Norm replied that the SCDNR was the only
one that could do that. The group then began to talk about reckless operation of water devices and
went over some examples. Dave asked how it was possible for violators to lose the privilege of
boating when there are no laws about boating licenses. Norm noted that they are entered into a
database, which will flag them if they are pulled over and their name is taken. Tom continued
going over boating under the influence laws and the mechanism for punishment for these crimes.
Tom went on and defined Reckless Homicide by Operation of a Boat, which can be charged if a
person dies within three years due to injuries caused by the operation of a boat in a reckless
disregard of the safety of others. Lee B. noted it is interesting the offender did not lose their license.
Tom further explained laws concerning operation of a boat while a license suspended and the duties
of boat livery, which covers rentals of boats. Tom discussed the laws concerning swimming near a
public boat landing or in the vicinity of a hydro generation plant and the laws governing no-wake
zones. Alan S. commented that if FERC wanted to establish a 100 foot no swimming zone around a
public boat ramp, they could not because it is a state law.
Tom continued and talked about the “good Samaritan” clause and the relationship between state and
federal regulations. Tom observed that state laws incorporate laws set by the U.S. Coast Guard.
Norm began to discuss some of the authority he has concerning trespassing and noted that he could
use maritime law if needed. Lee noted that an inspection of the Southern Patriot about 10 years ago
resulted in a requirement for ballast so that the boat would be evenly weighted. Tom continued his
presentation and talked about the placing of aid and regulatory markers, towing water skiers,
windsurfers, and personal watercraft. Tom also discussed the fact that DNR has set out further
boating requirements beyond the state statutes. The group then briefly noted that we can continue
to discuss these laws and that, in the past, these laws have only been changed as a result of an
incident.
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The group then began looking at the accident data collected as part of the homework assignments.
Dave presented the boating accident data on Lake Murray and noted his surprise that better data
were not available on boating accidents (data presented are attached). The group agreed that further
homework needs to be done to see if better data can be collected. Norm remarked his department is
required to collect GPS coordinates of accidents and he believed the SCDNR had the same thing.
Bill Marshall said the DNR probably had more information in the paperwork.
The group then discussed some information it would be nice to have in order to analyze effects of
project operations on safety. Norm believed that most problems were at the swimming beaches and
the rocks inside this area. George wondered if there was a difference in reported accidents between
daytime and night. Dave agreed to further question the SCDNR to see if the group could get some
better information from them. The group then looked at the accident report generated by Bill A.
and Bill A. noted none of the incidents on his report were wearing a PFD. Only one incident on his
list was classified as project-related according to FERC’s definition. Randy M. commented that the
group does not need to get caught up in project versus non-project related accidents.
Dave reported that Patrick M. (not in attendance) was not able to locate any “safety plans” at other
FERC projects. Patrick had contacted some other sources of information to see if he can find an
example of a safety plan. Patrick is continuing his search. Charlene reported the Duke and
Carolina Power have ramping for project safety and wanted to know if this is what the group
wanted to locate. Charlene agreed to list other FERC projects that have specific ramping
procedures for downstream safety. Steve B. inquired whether there are any FERC regulations or
standard license articles that require licensee’s to operate safely. Bret H. identified the Part 12
inspections related to dam safety. Randy clarified that it states that FERC has the authority to
specify flows and such for power production. Steve B. remarked that one of his concerns is that
there are safety issues when the lake level drops in the winter. Steve B. brought up some letters
where he believes FERC stated the licensee is responsible for safety at the project.
Dave A. noted that FERC is going to be interested in specific areas on the lake where project
operations make it unsafe. The group decided, based on Tom’s presentation, that the SCDNR has
the responsibility for marking shoal areas. Steve B. noted that an individual with SCDNR told him
it was SCE&G’s responsibility. Norm disagreed and commented that only the SCDNR has the
authority to put out buoys. Bill A. noted that according to the data he collected, there are fewer
accidents when the lake is down. David P. remarked that this was because many of the amateurs
stayed away during this time. Steve B. noted that the reason the shoal markers do not work is the
drawdown.
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After some further discussion on the shoal marker issue, the group agreed to put the issue into the
parking lot so that Steve B. can gather some additional information. It should be noted that Randy
M. identified the partnership between SCE&G and SCDNR for placing navigational aids on Lake
Murray and other reservoirs. Steve B. agreed to talk to his constituents and identify shoal areas that
are unsafe due to the lake going below the 354’ msl mark. Most of the group agreed that lake levels
are probably not a safety issue, and the inherent dangers of boating are the cause for people not
knowing about the existing shoal markers.
Alan A. then reviewed the data he collected from the 911 database maintained by the Columbia Fire
Department. The CFD uses a specific address (500 Wildlife Drive) to record calls from the
Riverbanks Zoo area. Alan queried the database for incidents at this address from 2000 until
February 2006. The data are attached to these meeting notes.
The group then discussed other possible sources of information for accidents on Lake Murray
and/or the LSR. American Whitewater maintains an accident database, which Charlene described
in some detail.
After lunch, Bret H. presented information on the rising water warning system that SCE&G has
installed on the LSR. There are two sirens: one at Mett’s Landing across from Saluda Shoals Park
and another just upstream of the Riverbanks Zoo. SCE&G had these sirens tested in 2004 to
calibrate the loudness of the sirens. Bret noted that the system was designed to cover an area 1500
ft. upstream and downstream of the siren at the Zoo and 500 ft. upstream and downstream of the
siren at Mett’s Landing. There was some discussion about testing station #4. No sirens were heard
at this location during the testing; Charlene noted that most of the emergency calls are to this area.
Dave A. asked about the radio transmitters that send signals from the float switches to the siren. He
wondered if it would be possible to use this signal to warn users and/or emergency personnel that
the river is rising. The group agreed that this would be worth looking into.
Mike W. asked about including high-intensity strobe lights as part of the warning system. Mike W.
felt it would provide an additional level of warning for river users. Mike W. also wanted the group
to focus on the flow scenarios that are the cause of the rapidly rising water. The group then
discussed the placement and coverage area of an additional siren in the area of testing station #4.
The group then examined a series of maps to begin identifying possible areas of concern that should
be included in the warning system. Mike W. provided some maps that Trout Unlimited produced
with possible locations of lights along the river. The group identified several areas below the I-26
bridge for consideration. The group agreed that the area between the I-20 bridge and the I-26
bridge is a low use area. Above the I-20 bridge, the group talked about the area of Corley Island as
a possible siren location as well as the area of Sandy Beach above Saluda Shoals Park.
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The group then discussed changing the operations of Saluda. Mike W. asked if SCE&G could look
at gas turbines to meet their reserve capacity. Bill A. said they have been doing some studies and
will share the cost information for replacing Saluda as their reserve capacity requirement. Steve B.
asked if Charlene could explain what ramping is and how it would work at Saluda. Bill M. had
some information on how fast the water rises in the river. The USGS gauge showed an 8 foot rise
in 30 minutes when the river flow went from XXX to XXX. Someone noted that these numbers
would not apply to the Zoo area because of the morphology of the river.
The group then discussed ramping and if it would actually provide a safer experience on the river.
Alan S. asked if ramping just rewards people for staying on the river as long as possible after the
sirens are activated. Randy M. pointed out that we need to keep the message simple; if the sirens go
off, get off the river. Charlene remarked that ramping is an acceptable method for increasing public
safety in hydropower tailraces and that the river warning system is somewhat defective. She
reported the sirens sometimes are activated on falling water as well as rising water. The group
agreed that ramping will be an alternative that is analyzed in the environmental assessment, but
hopefully a group decision will be made so that the relicensing team can present one preferred
alternative to FERC.
The group then agreed on the next meeting date and reviewed the homework assignments that need
to be completed before the next meeting.
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
February 14, 2006

9:00 AM
Lake Murray Training Center

 9:00 to 9:15

Discussion of 01-10-2006 Meeting Notes

 9:15 to 10:30

Presentation and Discussion of State Boating Laws

 10:30 to 12:00 Discussion of Existing Boating Accident Data
 12:00 to 12:30 Lunch
 12:30 to 1:00

Presentation on Existing Rising Water Sirens

 1:00 to 2:50

Discussion on Improving Existing Rising Water Warning System

 2:50 to 3:00

Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date

Adjourn
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ATTENDEES:
Name
Bill Argentieri

Organization
SCE&G

Name
George Duke

Alison Guth
Tom Eppink
Aaron Small
Norm Nicholson
Patrick Moore
Randy Mahan

Kleinschmidt Associates
SCANA
USCG Auxiliary
Lexington County Sheriffs Dept.
American Rivers/CCL
SCANA

Bill Marshall
Jim Devereaux
Tommy Boozer
Mike Waddell
Bret Hoffman
Karen Kustafik

Alan Axson
David Price
Bill Mathias
Kenneth Fox

Columbia Fire Dept.
Lake Murray Power Squadron
LMPS & LMA
LMA

Lee Barber
Alan Stuart
Dave Anderson

Organization
Lake Murray
Homeowners Coalition
SCDNR/LSSRA
SCE&G
SCE&G
Trout Unlimited
Kleinschmidt Associates
Columbia Parks and
Recreation
LMA
Kleinschmidt Associates
Kleinschmidt Associates

HOMEWORK ITEMS:
 Dave Anderson – contact local hospitals to see if they are interested in participating
 Dave Anderson – start locating data on project related accidents
 Tommy Boozer and/or Norm Nicholson – contact Sea Tow to see if they are interested in
participating
 Patrick Moore – attempt to locate other "safety plans" at FERC projects
 Jim Devereaux – contact Mike Dawson to see if he is interested in participating
 Aaron Small – bring copies of DNR pamphlets related to boating/safety
 Alan Axson – begin getting data on emergency responses on the LSR
 Tom Eppink – look into state laws about boating safety
PARKING LOT ITEMS:
 None
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

February 14, 2006 at 9:00 a.m.
Located at the Lake Murray Training Center
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MEETING NOTES:
These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.
The meeting began with a recap of organizations and their responsibilities for safety around Lake
Murray and the Lower Saluda River (LSR). Alan Axson with the Columbia Fire Department began
by explaining the CFD responds to anything in Richland County related to swiftwater rescue,
mainly below the I-20 bridge. The CFD also responds to some calls in the Congaree River in West
Columbia, occasionally responding to calls down to State Highway 601. Alan talked about how the
number of visitors at the Columbia Canal have increased (from 5 to 10 per hour to 100 per hour).
The CFD is in the process of putting another station at the Broad River and Greystone. The CFD
has two Zodiacs and about 30 people trained for swiftwater rescue.
Jerry Wise was absent, but Dave went over the information he submitted reporting his involvement
with various safety related organizations around the lake (especially on the Lexington County side
and the Saluda River above the lake).
Lee Barber explained the LMAs involvement with safety around the lake, mainly dealing with
education and legislation. He briefly explained Drew’s Law, one of LMAs successes, which deals
with boating laws and boating under the influence.
Mike Wadell told the groups about Trout Unlimited’s concern with safety education, mainly with
their members.
Aaron Small gave a short presentation about the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary, which is under the
jurisdiction of the USCG base in Charleston, SC. The Auxiliary are located at Lake Murray to
assist with boating safety and emergencies until the Charleston-based unit arrives. They also
maintain the weather link for the U.S. Weather Bureau and have an unofficial reporting station on
the lake. They presently have one unit on-duty (Unit 1) available twenty-four hours a day, seven
days a week, which is available to assist with emergencies. They also have seven other USCG
certified boats and have about 41 members who work closely with the Lake Murray Power
Squadron. They also have boats on Lake Greenwood and Wateree; additional boats can be
requested from the Charleston base. Education is their major concern for promoting boating safety.
Aaron noted that the National Weather Service issues small craft advisories for the lake. While the
Auxiliary does not have any authority for punishing boating violations, when members from the
Charleston base ride with them, they have that authority. Tommy B. noted that SCE&G has a long
standing positive relationship with the USCG Auxiliary and appreciate the work they do; Aaron
expressed similar sentiments about SCE&G.
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Karen Kustafik talked about her efforts teaching whitewater kayaking to prevent emergencies and is
coordinating park rangers for assistance with the riverfront area in Columbia. She also has a few
ACA-certified instructors doing instruction for kids These park rangers are not able to issue
citations, but may eventually be able to and will start patrolling within the city limits of the Three
Rivers Greenway. The rangers are funded by the city of Columbia. Further information on the
whitewater program is available through the city’s website: www.columbiasc.net.
Patrick Moore explained that while American Rivers/CCL don’t have any staff who deal directly
with safety, they are concerned with water quality and its possible effects on public health.
Bill Marshall talked about the Lower Saluda River Scenic River Advisory Council and their
responsibility for advising the Department of Natural Resources regarding the management of the
State Scenic River. Two Lower Saluda River corridor plans have been developed from this effort
and the 1990 plan contains a section with recommendations dealing specifically with safety.
Objectives range from improving information and warning systems to removing rebar from rocks in
the river1 . The Council has worked with SCE&G to put river markers in place on poles and bridge
pilings to help users interpret danger associated with rising water levels. They have put this
information at all public access points and have the information available on their website:
http://www.dnr.sc.gov/water/envaff/river/low_saluda_scenic.htm. Bill noted that the river marker
project was accomplished with leadership from Charlene Coleman of American Whitewater and
with cooperation from SCE&G who provided various flows for evaluation. The color-coding on the
poles equates to river flows as follows: top of blue/bottom of yellow is approximately 2600 cfs; top
of yellow/bottom of red is approximately 8800 cfs.. He also noted that this information is probably
not being handed out at local outfitters, but has been in the past.
David Price talked about the Lake Murray Power Squadron. They offer safe boating courses to
everyone and specific courses to their members on anything from taking care of engines to
navigating the ocean. They also offer a weather course and work with other groups, such as the
Boy Scouts. The Squadron helps to maintain the emergency center on Lake Murray, including the
helipad. They also maintain reference lights and day markers (with the help of the Lake Murray
Association. The Squadron is completely volunteer organization and rely on their members for
continuing education opportunities related to boating.

1

The 1990 Lower Saluda River Corridor Plan, User Safety Recommendations identify the following needs: improved
warning systems, river map signs at access points, training programs for river rescue personnel, improved access to flow
release information, portage path around majors rapids, and river safety education materials for the public. Most of
these safety-related needs have been addressed to some degree but the needs merit ongoing attention and upgrading of
solutions through time.
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Steve Bell explained that his organization is mainly concerned with safety on the lake but has
concerns on the LSR as well. Steve would like to focus on public education and changes in project
operations to make things safer. They have about 16 volunteers who provide reports of hazards on
the lake.
Norm Nicholson discussed the Lexington County Sheriffs Department’s involvement with safety
issues around the lake and the upper Saluda River. They have patrol boats and fire rescue boats on
the lake and have a helicopter to use located at the substation on Lake Murray. Tommy B.
explained that SCE&G leases the land for the sub-station and have been since the late 1990s. This
substation is a very important part of maintaining safety on the lake since it allows responsible
parties to keep emergency boats on the lake. Norm continued explaining that the LCSD also covers
Saluda and Newberry counties and they have jurisdiction in all four counties (Lexington, Saluda,
Newberry, and Richland). David P. noted that his organization has started Harbor Watch to keep an
eye out for terror related activities. Alan S. noted they patrol heavily around the water intake
structures to the dams. It was noted that all agencies work together when there is an emergency.
Lee B. noted that the LMA sells dock signs, at the request of the Sheriff’s Dept., that indicate the
property’s street address to assist with location of emergency situations.
Dave A. listed the organizations that are responsible on the lake, the river, or both.
Lake
Hollow Creek FD
Lexington County EMS
LMA
Lake Murray CG
Lake Murray PS
LMHOC

Both
AR
CCL
SCWF
LMW
SCDNR
Lexington County Sheriff

River
Columbia Fire Dept.
Trout Unlimited
CoC Parks and Recreation
American Whitewater
LSSRAC

The group then discussed the need to contact the Richland, Saluda, and Newberry County Sheriffs
office, as well as Providence Hospital, Richland Hospital, and West Columbia Rescue.
Randy M. questioned the group concerning a registry of certified first responders and who is
responsible for contacting them in case of an emergency. Norm N. indicated the fire departments
should have a list. There was some discussion between Tommy B. and Norm N. about getting
someone from SeaTow to attend the RCG meetings. Norm N. further explained that he helps get
first responders to the location. However, the bottom line is that the number to call in case of
emergencies is 911.
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Dave A. asked the group about statutory authority and who is able to issue citations. Someone
responded that the only people that have that authority were the USCG, SCDNR, and the Sheriffs
Depts. (anyone who is a class one certified law enforcement officer).
Tommy B. explained that there is a FERC safety plan that deals with warning signage and is being
updated right now. It was noted that signs don’t necessarily mean that people will act responsibly.
Tommy B. showed some examples of the signs that SCE&G uses at their sites. The group talked
about the need to increase public education about the signs. It was noted that the USCG Auxiliary
and the SCDNR have created a safe boating checklist and that would be a good beginning for
education efforts. Norm N. and Tommy discussed the idea about getting a package together that the
DNR could give to people when they register a boat. Tommy B. also asked if the DNR could
enforce the signs on the back of the dam in the tailrace. Norm N. replied that if there are four signs
up; then it could be enforced. Tommy talked a little about the idea of putting a positive barrier
across the tailrace so people could not approach the dam.
The discussion turned to the warning system that is in place on the LSR to warn river users of rising
water. Bill A. explained the sirens are activated by a float switch upstream; on every three-inch rise
of the river, the sirens are activated. The sirens stay on for three minutes and there are some
controls in place that keep the sirens from sounding continuously if there is a prolonged rise in
water. After this delay, the sirens will activate on the next three-inch rise in water. The sirens will
sound 24 hours a day; SCE&G received many complaints, so they have performed studies that
resulted in a lowering of the volume. The sirens are located upstream of Riverbanks Zoo and at
Hope Ferry (Metts) Landing.
The group then proceeded to talk about ramping and the pros and cons of ramping releases at
Saluda. Randy M. made the point that ramping is a double-edged sword; it gives the river user a
false sense of security when they know they have “more” time to get off the river. In addition, if
SCE&G needs the reserve capacity of Saluda, then ramping is not an option. Patrick M. noted we
need to approach the ramping issue like FERC will approach it and made the point that SCE&G has
options for offline capacity if Saluda cannot be operated safely. Bill M. suggested the group should
study and understand how fast the water actually rises below the dam, in areas such as Hope Ferry
Landing, to see how rapidly conditions can change for people in the river when the turbines are
opened.
The group then looked at the mission statement and decided to finalize the statement and post it to
the website.
The discussion turned to the difference between the FERC required safety plan and the expected
deliverable from this RCG. The group wondered if there had been another safety plan of this type
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at other FERC projects. Patrick M. agreed to search e-Library to see if there have been any other
plans at a FERC project (besides the FERC required safety plan). Alan S. stated that he envisions
some type of plan that summarizes the safety personnel and equipment around the lake and what is
available and a way to get this information out to the public. Tommy B. noted that this would
probably be the only committee that continues after the licensing process is over. Steve B. asked
about if this committee will examine ramping and higher lake levels. It was explained that lake
levels will be addressed in the Operation RCG and that this group can make recommendations to
the Operations RCG as it relates to safety. The Operations RCG can then balance all the factors
before making a recommendation to FERC. Alan asked what is the main cause of accidents on
Lake Murray. David P. replied that there is probably not one main cause attributable to operations,
most of it is alcohol related. There was some discussion on ramping and lake levels. Norm N.
made the point that it does not matter how the project is operated; the bottom line is that we need to
educate lake/river users on how to be safe. Someone mentioned it would be useful to get data on
calls to the fire department from the lake/river. Dave A. agreed and noted we would be getting
these kinds of data.
After lunch, Dave A. led a discussion about what happens when there is an emergency on the lake
or river. Norm N. talked about 911 and enhanced 911 and the differences between them. When a
911 call is placed, the dispatcher forwards the call to the appropriate authority depending on what
the emergency is. If there is an on-water emergency, the call goes to the Lexington County Sheriffs
Dept.; if a call is for the river, the call usually goes to the Columbia Fire Dept. There are a lot of
problems with people knowing where they are on the water and with emergency personnel locating
accidents (i.e., there are different names for the same coves, people don’t know distances on the
water, etc.). It was noted that the USCG monitors channel 16 on the lake usually, and the two onwater towing companies monitor it all the time. Dave A. inquired as to what information is
generated when an accident occurs. Norm N. said that the DNR usually writes reports for the lake;
Alan A. said they keep a record of the 911 calls they receive. It was also noted that a big problem is
when a new semester starts at the University of South Carolina and there is an influx of thousands
of new people that don’t know the hazards of the river. It was noted that we should contact
someone from the university to participate in this group. Alan S. wondered if we should also invite
Mike Dawson from the Rivers Alliance. Jim D. agreed to get in touch with him.
The discussion then turned back to the need for better education of lake/river users. Randy M.
noted that if we can get people to use certain access areas, we can get the information to them at
those areas.
The group then entered into a question and answer session about safety and accidents around the
lake. It was noted that all the agencies work together to make sure emergencies are taken care of
and they are in constant communication when they are patrolling the lake. Questions were raised as
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to how best promote safety and the group discussed a public education campaign and the possibility
of monthly meetings about safety on the lake. Tommy B. noted that this would be good for
SCE&G as well as they can get input on future access points. There was a discussion as to data that
show how fast the water rises on the river.
The discussion then turned to laws that govern boating use in South Carolina. Aaron S. agreed to
bring in some DNR pamphlets that cover boating laws. Dave A. questioned the group on warning
buoys and the process for getting them installed. The DNR has criteria for placing new buoys.
The group then turned to listing specific issues they will be dealing with in the RCG meetings. The
group talked about water release response time and the issue of ramping. It was mentioned that
ramping provides a false sense of security and the rate of water rise will not encourage people to get
off the river. Alan S. made the point that if the sirens start going off, it’s time to get off the water.
Karen K. noted there are some places where the sirens cannot be heard and the group agreed that is
an issue worth exploring. The issue of egress from the river when the water starts rising was also
discussed. The group agreed to look at maps of the river next time and the estimated coverage of
the current warning system to begin examining if there are areas where the sirens should be heard.
There was some discussion if the confluence needs to be included. The group would like some
more information from Mike Dawson before looking at this issue.
The group then returned to applicable laws that might affect water recreation and use. Tom E.
agreed to look up these applicable laws. Alan S. reminded the group that we need to prioritize the
issues so that we can deal with them in the license application. We don’t necessarily have to have
the safety plan in place, but the issues that will be affected by the application need to be the first to
be resolved. The group agreed that improvements to the information/warning systems for river-user
safety is a priority safety issue. There was also a discussion about the management of river flows as
a safety issue.
The group agreed to meet next month and be prepared to discuss the warning system and the siren
coverage on the LSR. The agenda for this meeting is attached below.
Comments received after this meeting are attached after the agenda.
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
January 10, 2006

9:30 AM
Lake Murray Training Center

 9:30 to 11:30

Discussion on Safety Organizations and Responsibilities

 11:30 to 12:00 Group Discussion of Mission Statement for Finalization Purposes
 12:00 to 12:30 Lunch
 12:30 to 3:00

Discussion on Prioritized Issues

Formatted: Left
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Comments from Steve Bell: Probably, the most important issue that must be addressed in the relicensing is the impact project operations have on public safety. It is apparent that dangerous
situations occur as a result of lake level management and releases downstream. We recommend this
committee be given the task of identifying and quantifying these unsafe conditions. This
information should then be sent to an operations technical committee assigned the task of
determining alternatives to the existing operational scheme which could reduce or eliminate the
unsafe conditons. In addition the committee should review all FERC regs and articles that address
public safety at these projects.
Comments from Malcolm Leaphart: There has been much discussion about the topics and
approaches discussed at the last Safety meeting. There is a real concern from Trout Unlimited and
other stakeholders that the emphasis is being placed on developing public education and warning
systems to deal with the huge fluctuations in flows, without a true consideration of eliminating the
source of the danger. The flows from Lake Murray into the lower Saluda River ranging from 180
cfs to over 18,000 cfs, often in extremely short time frames, are simply unacceptable in a new
FERC license because of the grave danger that flow regime presents to the public, especially with
the lack of advanced notice. Trying to deal with the safety concerns with the confinements of
maintaining the current operational framework is too limited and will not succesfully address the
threats to public life, including those involved in river rescues; and, also the expense to the
taxpayers who bear the costs for those.
The safety problems being raised now by all involved will continue until the flow range is either
significantly reduced or eliminated, preferably to a more natural, 'run of the river' flow, altered only
by hydrological conditions, and managed for constant flows. See the IDC comments from Trout
Unlimited of 8-15- 05 for further concerns and suggestions for safety issues http://saludatu.org/news/www/articles.cfm?fo=Articles&method=story&RecordID=322
A more constant minimum flow was discussed in the the 1980's with several from SCE&G,
including engineers and also Mr. Mahan who suggested that could be accomplished with the
purchase of a new, smaller generator that could run more efficiently at lower flow levels than the
existing turbines. His valid comment then was that his company would want a definitive flow level
determined and set for a long term so that they could maximize any purchased equipment without
altering or even replacing it for new flow requirements. A maximum flow limit also needs to be
established for many reasonss, especially safety, and the new FERC license would be the opportune
time to set both upper and lower flow limits from the hydro at Lake Murray.
Using the hydro to meet SCE&G's regional power reserves has obviously changed thinking from
the time when it was used for 'peak power'; but, ways to meet the regional power demands outside
of the hydro at Lake Murray should be developed. Until those demands can be met with other
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alternatives in the SCE&G power system, the Saluda will never be safe to the public. Plus, the
extremely low and high flows are very detrimental to the fisheries, through scouring of the river
cobble and fish spawning sites, de-watering of spawning sites, erosion of the river banks, and other
frequently documented factors from studies such as the one done on the Smith River in Virginia.
See the following link for the study on the effects on that river from releases at the Philpott Dam
near Martinsville, Virgina.
http://www.cnr.vt.edu/fisheries/Smith_River/
Also, in addition to public safety and fisheries, the dangers from the current flow regime affects or
is directly linked to overall operations, management of the lake, and the provision for recreational
opportunities on a public lake and river in a safe atmosphere. So, all of the RCG's need to be open
to the optimum solution to safe operations, not just the current lowest cost mode. I am
recommending through copies of this note, that all of the above mentioned RCG's add this request
to their agendas as the Operations RCG has for Mike Waddell's request to study gas turbines for
regional power demand.
We would appreciate a Safety agenda item for February 14 for consideration of alternatives to
drastically reducing the fluctations in the flows, or at least reducing them to no more than a few
thousand cfs in a 24 hour period, with an advanced release schedule. And we certainly hope that as
a meeting facilitator, that you will foster a serious discussion of how to elimiate the safety
problems, not continue to live with them as the public has for over 75 years; that is, please
encourage all to 'think outside the box' rather than trying to maintain the current unacceptable level
of danger for the way flows have been managed. I would ask you also to try to reach a consensus
from the Safety RCG member whether the new FERC license is the time to place more importance
on human life than power production, especially for temporary regional power needs which could
be met by other means. A consensus 'vote' on that question would probably provide the proper
direction to the entire current FERC guidelines process that many think is missing now.
Comments from Charlene Coleman: I must say that after reading the minutes I have a few serious
concerns:
1) SCE&G, at first impression, values reserve capacity needs greater than human life. I
sincerely hope that is not the case.
2) ramping does NOT create a false sense of security, it is a responsible operational procedure
during high seasonal public use periods.
3) the present siren system does create a false sense of security for SCE&G. Where
technological testing is useful for equipment, in this situation it is not. Until someone from
SCE&G physically stands at the rapids and has a sensory acceptance that this system is, has
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4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

been and may always be a “cry wolf” to the public, we will get no resolution as to the actual
response of this “system” to actual water fluctuation.
The present warning system does not cover many high use areas and that type of system
may not fit all areas, making ramping an even more critical option during the summer and
trout stocking seasons.
Education must be universal, everyone (SCE&G, DNR, CPD, CFD, City governments,
development groups, and the public) needs an education on the river, it’s dangers, its
resources, its subculture, and its very critical place in the community as more than just a
power source. The river has an important role in this area as a food source for many poorer
families, water for numerous areas, recreation for generations, a habitat for threatened,
redeveloping, and endangered species and a natural treasure of seeming remoteness in an
urban area. Yet in its beauty is the fact, it is formidable whitewater.
the local boaters are the unidentified/unpaid/highly skilled rescuers of the public at the major
rapid. I have included a message from American Whitewater on river safety and who we are
in the US [attached]. I represent local boaters and their concerns. The Saluda also provides a
training ground for some of the best whitewater paddlers in the world. Several US Olympic
and Free style Team members are either from here or have come here to train. Several
pioneers in extreme “creek” boating are from the area. But most important is the fact, we
average over 35 rescues each summer alone. Rescues that don’t make the news, don’t cause
the water to be turned off, and go unnoticed for the skill required to make those rescues non
news worthy.
the whitewater boating community has a good relationship with SCE&G, CPD, DNR, and
CFD Rescue units. The “rock people” consider us their guardians. Most boaters on the
Saluda are Swift and Whitewater rescue trained and have first responder and wilderness
responder first aid training by the same schools that train CFD and DNR. Not to mention
certifications as instructors in rescue and boating and years of experience in whitewater, a
different animal than swiftwater. We offer our skills as the first line of defense and would
like to suggest cooperative training with all rescue sources on the river.
all river users must be identified and how they interact with the river must be examined, to
better understand the impact of reserve capacity rapid high water fluctuation, through out the
project’s effected areas.
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MEETING NOTES
SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY
SALUDA HYDRO PROJECT RELICENSING
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PO Box 1540, Cullowhee, NC 28723
http://www.americanwhitewater.org
(828) 293-9791 Phone
(828) 227-7422 Fax

For Immediate Release
Contact: Charlie Walbridge,
AW Safety Editor
PH 304-379-9002
e-mail ccwalbridge@cs.com

American Whitewater's Accident Database and Safety Code
The Most Comprehensive Source for
Whitewater Safety Education...Anywhere!
Cullowhee, NC -- February 7, 2006 -- Safety has been at the core of American Whitewater's
mission since 1954. "We've been reporting and analyzing accidents since our earliest days and
today we are leaders in whitewater safety education based on that research. Our Accident
Database is the most comprehensive collection and analysis of whitewater accidents and close
calls anywhere," explains Charlie Walbridge, American Whitewater's Safety Editor. He goes on
to say, "The freedom to take calculated risks, in business, love, or whitewater, is one of the
most cherished prerogatives of a free people. We support the right of knowledgeable paddlers
to push their limits, and at the same time help give uninformed paddlers the information they
need to have fun and stay safe." The Accident Database is online at
http://www.americanwhitewater.org/accidents/ .
Accident analysis is the foundation for the AW Safety Code which outlines whitewater saf ety
guidelines applicable to all skill levels. First written in 1957 and regularly updated, it is the
most complete set of guidelines for whitewater paddlers in existence. It also contains the
International Scale of River Difficulty which is in use throughout North America and the world.
AW's listing of Standard Rated Rapids helps make river classification more consistent across
the country. It was developed by former AW Safety Chair Lee Belknap by scientifically
analyzing forms filled out by hundreds of paddlers across the country. Paddlers across the
nation use it to know what to expect when traveling to an unfamiliar river.
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MEETING NOTES
SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY
SALUDA HYDRO PROJECT RELICENSING
SAFETY RESOURCE GROUP
LAKE MURRAY TRAINING CENTER
January 10, 2006
draft dka 02-02-06
Safety often becomes an issue in river stewardship work; AW's key programmatic focus. The
challenge is often explaining whitewater paddling to the non -paddling public. Commonly asked
questions are: "How safe is whitewater paddling? Where does AW stand on riverbed
modification or boat registration? What are the most important issues for legislators, river
managers, and emergency responders?" All of these questions are answered in the safety
section of the stewardship toolkit online at AW Stewardship.

To Report an Accident:
Accident reporting is vital to American Whitewater's mission. But more importantly, it's a sure
antidote to the rumor, gossip, and innuendo that always follows a serious
accident. AW's Accident Database works with individuals who were on the scene and is thus
able to set the record straight.
The Accident Database contains reports of fatal accidents, serious injuries, and near-misses. A
serious injury is one requiring hospitalization; a near miss is an event which could easily have
been fatal. The Safety Committee examines all submissions prior to the final posting and
decides which incidents will be added to the database.

There are several ways to report an accident:
1) Each witness can post their own account to the AW web site and the Safety Committee will
create a report.
2) Groups or individuals can create their own report and post it. If you would like help in
crafting your report, contact Charlie Walbridge, AW Safety Editor, at ccwalbridge@cs.com or by
phone at 304-379-9002.
3) You can post emails, message board and chat room postings, and newspaper articles here.
In addition to providing a link, please cut and paste the text from the article. The links may be
dead when someone from Safety Committee follows it up. Always be sure that the SOURCE
and DATE is clearly indicated.
4) If you want to pass on information that you DON'T want the public to see, please specify on
the report form that the material is private. If so designated, it will not be released without
your OK.
If you have corrections, questions or comments about any accident please email Charlie
Walbridge at ccwalbridge@cs.com.
The recent improvements and updates of the AW Accident Database were made possible by
the Andy Banach Memorial Safety Fund. AW thanks the family and friends of Andy Banach.
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Kacie Jensen
From:

Dave Anderson

Sent:

Thursday, February 23, 2006 3:58 PM

To:

'Bill Marshall'; Dave Anderson; 'Tommy Boozer'; 'Aaron Small'; 'Alan Axson'; Alan Stuart; Alison
Guth; 'Amanda Hill'; BARGENTIERI@scana.com; 'Bill Mathias'; Bret Hoffman; 'Charlene Coleman';
'David Price'; 'Dick Christie'; 'Edward Schnepel'; 'George Duke'; 'Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers)';
'Jerry Wise'; 'Jim Devereaux'; 'Karen Kustafik'; 'Kenneth Fox'; 'Lee Barber'; 'Malcolm Leaphart';
'Mark Leao'; 'Mike Waddell'; 'Miriam Atria'; 'Norm Nicholson'; 'Norman Ferris'; 'Patrick Moore';
RMAHAN@scana.com; 'Steve Bell'; 'Suzanne Rhodes'; 'Tom Eppink'

Subject: RE: 01-10-06 Draft Meeting Notes
Like we talked about in our meeting last week, please review these draft meeting notes from the January 10th
meeting to make sure those in attendance agree with that one sentence on page seven.
I have also included those written comments submitted in response to the draft meeting notes.
Please have any changes back to me by March 3 (one week from today) so that we can finalize these and get
them on the web.

11/5/2007

Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Patrick Moore [PatrickM@scccl.org]
Thursday, February 23, 2006 4:21 PM
Dave Anderson
RE: 01-10-06 Draft Meeting Notes

Hey Dave,
I am back from my hiatus and would like to help out in any way I can. No word on good
safety plans yet. Supoosedly I am being sent a few but we will see. I think the minutes
look good after the additional comments and changes. As things go forward it will be
harder and harder to peg an issue as "priority" just because it is talked about by SCE&G
ad naseum. I find it abundantly clear that the stakeholders priority is stopping deadly
flow releases from the SCE&G dam when SCE&G has actual and constructive knowledge of the
dangerous conditions they create on the entire Saluda and the attractive nuisance at mill
race rapids. I digress, we will talk all about this at length I am sure.
One rec study I want to put on your radar is to wait until it is peak "rock people" season
and then do a test where the sirens are set off and we count how many river users actually
take heed. This would be useful regardless of the eventual solution. Thanks, Patrick
-----Original Message----From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Thu 2/23/2006 3:58 PM
To: Bill Marshall; Dave Anderson; Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan
Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene
Coleman; David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American
Rivers); Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Karen Kustafik; Kenneth Fox; Lee Barber; Malcolm
Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick
Moore; Randy Mahan; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Eppink
Cc:
Subject: RE: 01-10-06 Draft Meeting Notes
Like we talked about in our meeting last week, please review these draft meeting
notes from the January 10th meeting to make sure those in attendance agree with that one
sentence on page seven.
I have also included those written comments submitted in response to the draft
meeting notes.
Please have any changes back to me by March 3 (one week from today) so that we can
finalize these and get them on the web.

1

Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Malcolm Leaphart [malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu]
Friday, February 17, 2006 11:47 AM
Dave Anderson
RE: 02-14-06 Safety RCG Meeting Agenda

Dave Please follow through also with posting my comments on Safety on the
relicensing website, preferably with the meeting summary notes.
Since my concerns were not added to the agenda as distributed via email, what
did you do to raise those issues and to foster some discussion of my main point
that eliminating the dramatic changes in flow levels would eliminate many of
the safety concerns??
It is imperative that as a meeting facilitator that you make sure that there is
a level of objectivity and fairness to the meeting and issues development
process - including seriously considering all viewpoints, including those
submitted in writing. I know SCE&G does not especially want to discuss changing
their basic current operation, but they can not claim a consensus on views on
issues if all alternatives raised are not given serious discussion. For
example, the rate of water allowed to be released from similar sized reservoirs
and tailraces around the country in say an hourly range could be researched and
a comparison made to see if SCE&G is in line with those rates. Until that is
done, stakeholders will always have the concern that the rate of increase and
decrease in flows is much too high for public safety for recreation of any sort
and for fisheries too (which unfortunately is an issue for another of the RCG's
set up for this relicensing that must be coordinated across RCG's as now
structured).
I would appreciate your reply so that I can evaluate whether the process will
actually produce the open discussions needed for consensus building. That is
important as meeting attendance is simply not workable for all issues of
concern as now set up for the many RCGs, and the eventual technical committees.
If participating in writing is not going to be effective, then we will
basically not have enough 'voice' in the process to matter as far as developing
a consensus to 'buy into' to warrant further participation.

Dave Anderson <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com>:
I am either going to hand your comments out to the group on Tuesday, or just forward the
email to the entire group before then. Do you know if you Acrobat Reader on you
computer? That's the only thing I can think of. Did you get the file and couldn't read
it, or did it just not make it through? I tend you send PDF files a lot because all of
this will end up going in the license application, and the PDF files are easier to work
with for such a large document.
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Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dave Anderson
Friday, February 10, 2006 4:53 PM
Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill
Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson;
David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers);
Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; John and Rob Altenberg; Karen Kustafik; Kenneth Fox; Lee
Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman
Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Eppink
02-14-06 Safety RCG Meeting Agenda

Here is the agenda for next weeks meeting. I hope to see you there.

2006-02-14 Safety
RCG Agenda.p...

1

Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
February 14, 2006

9:00 AM

Lake Murray Training Center

9:00 to 9:15

Discussion of 01-10-2006 Meeting Notes

9:15 to 10:30

Presentation and Discussion of State Boating Laws

10:30 to 12:00 Discussion of Existing Boating Accident Data
12:00 to 12:30 Lunch
12:30 to 1:00

Presentation on Existing Rising Water Sirens

1:00 to 2:50

Discussion on Improving Existing Rising Water Warning System

2:50 to 3:00

Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting and Set Next Meeting Date

Adjourn
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Kacie Jensen
From:

C Coleman [cheetahtrk@yahoo.com]

Sent:

Thursday, February 09, 2006 8:58 AM

To:

Dave Anderson; Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill;
BARGENTIERI@scana.com; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Dave Anderson; David Price;
Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Jerry Wise; Jim
Devereaux; Karen Kustafik; Kenneth Fox; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike
Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; RMAHAN@scana.com;
Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Eppink

Subject: Re: 01-10-06 Draft Meeting Notes

Dave and RCG Safety members,
I must say that after reading the minutes I have a few serious concerns.
1) SCE&G, at first impression, values reserve capacity needs greater than human life. I sincerely
hope that is not the case.
2) ramping does NOT create a false sense of security, it is a responsible operational procedure
during high seasonal public use periods.
3) the present siren system does create a false sense of security for SCE&G. Where technological
testing is useful for equipment, in this situation it is not. Until someone from SCE&G physically stands
at the rapids and has a sensory acceptance that this system is, has been and may always be a “cry wolf”
to the public, we will get no resolution as to the actual response of this “system” to actual water
fluctuation.
4)The present warning system does not cover many high use areas and that type of system may not
fit all areas, making ramping an even more critical option during the summer and trout stocking seasons.
5) Education must be universal, everyone (SCE&G, DNR, CPD, CFD, City governments,
development groups, and the public) needs an education on the river, it’s dangers, its resources, its
subculture, and its very critical place in the community as more than just a power source. The river has
an important role in this area as a food source for many poorer families, water for numerous areas,
recreation for generations, a habitat for threatened, redeveloping, and endangered species and a natural
treasure of seeming remoteness in an urban area. Yet in its beauty is the fact, it is formidable
whitewater.
6) the local boaters are the unidentified/unpaid/highly skilled rescuers of the public at the major
rapid. I have included a message from American Whitewater on river safety and who we are in the US. I
represent local boaters and their concerns. The Saluda also provides a training ground for some of the
best whitewater paddlers in the world. Several US Olympic and Free style Team members are either
from here or have come here to train. Several pioneers in extreme “creek” boating are from the area. But
most important is the fact, we average over 35 rescues each summer alone. Rescues that don’t make the
news, don’t cause the water to be turned off, and go unnoticed for the skill required to make those
rescues non news worthy.
7) the whitewater boating community has a good relationship with SCE&G, CPD, DNR, and CFD
Rescue units. The “rock people” consider us their guardians. Most boaters on the Saluda are Swift and
Whitewater rescue trained and have first responder and wilderness responder first aid training by the
same schools that train CFD and DNR. Not to mention certifications as instructors in rescue and boating
and years of experience in whitewater, a different animal than swiftwater. We offer our skills as the first
line of defense and would like to suggest cooperative training with all rescue sources on the river.
8) all river users must be identified and how they interact with the river must be examined, to better
understand the impact of reserve capacity rapid high water fluctuation, through out the project’s effected
areas.

11/5/2007
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Respectfully
Charlene Coleman
American Whitewater
Regional Coordinator
Whitewater Rescue Technician Rescue 3
Swift Water I & II Tenn Assoc of Rescue Squads
American Canoe Assoc Whitewater Kayak Instructor
Dave Anderson <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com> wrote:
Attached are the draft meeting notes for the January 10th meeting. Please have any comments back to
me by February 17th.
<<2006-01-10 Meeting Notes - Safety (DRAFT).doc>>

Learn to get in touch with the silence within yourself and know that everything in this life has a purpose.
- Elizabeth Kubler-Ross

What are the most popular cars? Find out at Yahoo! Autos

11/5/2007

PO Box 1540, Cullowhee, NC 28723
http://www.americanwhitewater.org
(828) 293-9791 Phone
(828) 227-7422 Fax
For Immediate Release
Contact: Charlie
Walbridge,
AW Safety Editor
PH 304-379-9002
e-mail ccwalbridge@cs.com

American Whitewater's Accident Database and Safety Code
The Most Comprehensive Source for
Whitewater Safety Education...Anywhere!
Cullowhee, NC -- February 7, 2006 -- Safety has been at the core of American
Whitewater's mission since 1954. "We've been reporting and analyzing accidents since
our earliest days and today we are leaders in whitewater safety education based on that
research. Our Accident Database is the most comprehensive collection and analysis of
whitewater accidents and close calls anywhere," explains Charlie Walbridge, American
Whitewater's Safety Editor. He goes on to say, "The freedom to take calculated risks, in
business, love, or whitewater, is one of the most cherished prerogatives of a free people.
We support the right of knowledgeable paddlers to push their limits, and at the same
time help give uninformed paddlers the information they need to have fun and stay
safe." The Accident Database is online at http://www.americanwhitewater.org/accidents/.
Accident analysis is the foundation for the AW Safety Code which outlines whitewater
safety guidelines applicable to all skill levels. First written in 1957 and regularly updated,
it is the most complete set of guidelines for whitewater paddlers in existence. It also
contains the International Scale of River Difficulty which is in use throughout North
America and the world. AW's listing of Standard Rated Rapids helps make river
classification more consistent across the country. It was developed by former AW Safety
Chair Lee Belknap by scientifically analyzing forms filled out by hundreds of paddlers
across the country. Paddlers across the nation use it to know what to expect when
traveling to an unfamiliar river.
Safety often becomes an issue in river stewardship work; AW's key programmatic focus.
The challenge is often explaining whitewater paddling to the non-paddling public.
Commonly asked questions are: "How safe is whitewater paddling? Where does
AW stand on riverbed modification or boat registration? What are the most important
issues for legislators, river managers, and emergency responders?" All of these

questions are answered in the safety section of the stewardship toolkit online at AW
Stewardship.
To Report an Accident:
Accident reporting is vital to American Whitewater's mission. But more importantly, it's a
sure antidote to the rumor, gossip, and innuendo that always follows a serious
accident. AW's Accident Database works with individuals who were on the scene and is
thus able to set the record straight.
The Accident Database contains reports of fatal accidents, serious injuries, and nearmisses. A serious injury is one requiring hospitalization; a near miss is an event which
could easily have been fatal. The Safety Committee examines all submissions prior to the
final posting and decides which incidents will be added to the database.
There are several ways to report an accident:
1) Each witness can post their own account to the AW web site and the Safety
Committee will create a report.
2) Groups or individuals can create their own report and post it. If you would like help in
crafting your report, contact Charlie Walbridge, AW Safety Editor, at ccwalbridge@cs.com or
by phone at 304-379-9002.
3) You can post emails, message board and chat room postings, and newspaper articles
here. In addition to providing a link, please cut and paste the text from the article. The
links may be dead when someone from Safety Committee follows it up. Always be sure
that the SOURCE and DATE is clearly indicated.
4) If you want to pass on information that you DON'T want the public to see, please
specify on the report form that the material is private. If so designated, it will not be
released without your OK.
If you have corrections, questions or comments about any accident please email Charlie
Walbridge at ccwalbridge@cs.com.
The recent improvements and updates of the AW Accident Database were made possible
by the Andy Banach Memorial Safety Fund. AW thanks the family and friends of Andy
Banach.
#

Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net
Wednesday, February 08, 2006 2:45 PM
Dave Anderson; Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda
Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave
Anderson; David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis
(American Rivers); Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Karen Kustafik; Kenneth Fox; Lee Barber;
Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris;
Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Eppink
bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net
Re: 01-10-06 Draft Meeting Notes

Dave- Here are additional comments regarding safety issues.
Probably, the most important issue that must be addressed in the re-licensing is the
impact project operations have on public safety. It is apparent that dangerous situations
occur as a result of lake level management and releases downstream. We recommend this
committee be given the task of identifying and quantifying these unsafe conditions. This
information should then be sent to an operations technical committee assigned the task of
determining alternatives to the existing operational scheme which could reduce or
eliminate the unsafe conditons. In addition the committee should review all FERC regs and
articles that address public safety at these projects.
>
> From: Dave Anderson <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com>
> Date: 2006/02/03 Fri PM 12:57:21 EST
> To: Tommy Boozer <tboozer@scana.com>, Aaron Small <arsbhs@bellsouth.net>,
>
Alan Axson <cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net>, Alan Stuart
>
<alan.stuart@kleinschmidtusa.com>, Alison Guth
>
<alison.guth@kleinschmidtusa.com>, Amanda Hill <amanda_hill@fws.gov>,
>
Bill Argentieri <bargentieri@scana.com>, Bill Marshall
>
<marshallb@dnr.sc.gov>, Bill Mathias <bill25@sc.rr.com>, Bret Hoffman
>
<bret.hoffman@kleinschmidtusa.com>, Charlene Coleman
>
<cheetahtrk@yahoo.com>, Dave Anderson
>
<dave.anderson@kleinschmidtusa.com>, David Price <pricedc@dhec.sc.gov>,
>
Dick Christie <dchristie@infoave.net>, Edward Schnepel
>
<eschnepel@sc.rr.com>, George Duke <kayakduke@bellsouth.net>,
>
"Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers)" <gjobsis@americanrivers.org>,
>
Jerry Wise <meddynamic@aol.com>, Jim Devereaux <jdevereaux@scana.com>,
>
Karen Kustafik <kakustafik@columbiasc.net>, Kenneth Fox <skfox@sc.rr.com>,
>
Lee Barber <lbarber@sc.rr.com>, Malcolm Leaphart
>
<malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu>, Mark Leao <mark_leao@fws.gov>, Mike Waddell
>
<mwaddel@attglobal.net>, Miriam Atria <miriam@lakemurraycountry.com>,
>
Norm Nicholson <larana@mindspring.com>, Norman Ferris <norm@sc.rr.com>,
>
Patrick Moore <patrickm@scccl.org>, Randy Mahan <rmahan@scana.com>,
>
Steve Bell <bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net>, Suzanne Rhodes
>
<suzrhodes@juno.com>, Tom Eppink <teppink@scana.com>
> Subject: 01-10-06 Draft Meeting Notes
>
> Attached are the draft meeting notes for the January 10th meeting.
> Please have any comments back to me by February 17th.
>
> <<2006-01-10 Meeting Notes - Safety (DRAFT).doc>>
>
>
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01-10-06 Draft Meeting Notes
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Kacie Jensen
From:

Bill Marshall [MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov]

Sent:

Tuesday, February 07, 2006 4:08 PM

To:

Dave Anderson; Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill;
Bill Argentieri; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; David Price; Dick Christie; Edward
Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Karen
Kustafik; Kenneth Fox; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria;
Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom
Eppink

Subject: RE: 01-10-06 Draft Meeting Notes
Dave and others,
I have attached the meeting notes from our Jan 10 Safety RCG mtg with suggested edits. These are to clarify
what I recall saying in our meeting. Near the end, where the discussion of priorty issues is presented, I have
added a sentence that captures the priority safety issues, as I heard them expressed from the group; those issues
being -- management of flows and improvement of information/warning systems for river-user safety.
I've also included additional notes (inserted at end of mtg notes) to give a better explanation of the User Safety
Recommendations of the 1990 Lower Saluda River Corridor Plan.
Thanks,
Bill Marshall

From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Friday, February 03, 2006 12:57 PM
To: Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill Marshall;
Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson; David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel;
George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Karen Kustafik; Kenneth Fox; Lee
Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick
Moore; Randy Mahan; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Eppink
Subject: 01-10-06 Draft Meeting Notes
Attached are the draft meeting notes for the January 10th meeting. Please have any comments back to me by
February 17th.
<<2006-01-10 Meeting Notes - Safety (DRAFT).doc>>

11/5/2007

MEETING NOTES
SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY
SALUDA HYDRO PROJECT RELICENSING
SAFETY RESOURCE GROUP
LAKE MURRAY TRAINING CENTER
January 10, 2006
draft dka 02-02-06

ATTENDEES:
Name
Bill Argentieri

Organization
SCE&G

Name
George Duke

Alison Guth
Tom Eppink
Aaron Small
Norm Nicholson
Patrick Moore
Randy Mahan

Kleinschmidt Associates
SCANA
USCG Auxiliary
Lexington County Sheriffs Dept.
American Rivers/CCL
SCANA

Bill Marshall
Jim Devereaux
Tommy Boozer
Mike Waddell
Bret Hoffman
Karen Kustafik

Alan Axson
David Price
Bill Mathias
Kenneth Fox

Columbia Fire Dept.
Lake Murray Power Squadron
LMPS & LMA
LMA

Lee Barber
Alan Stuart
Dave Anderson

Organization
Lake Murray
Homeowners Coalition
SCDNR/LSSRA
SCE&G
SCE&G
Trout Unlimited
Kleinschmidt Associates
Columbia Parks and
Recreation
LMA
Kleinschmidt Associates
Kleinschmidt Associates

HOMEWORK ITEMS:
 Dave Anderson – contact local hospitals to see if they are interested in participating
 Dave Anderson – start locating data on project related accidents
 Tommy Boozer and/or Norm Nicholson – contact Sea Tow to see if they are interested in
participating
 Patrick Moore – attempt to locate other "safety plans" at FERC projects
 Jim Devereaux – contact Mike Dawson to see if he is interested in participating
 Aaron Small – bring copies of DNR pamphlets related to boating/safety
 Alan Axson – begin getting data on emergency responses on the LSR
 Tom Eppink – look into state laws about boating safety
PARKING LOT ITEMS:
 None
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

February 14, 2006 at 9:00 a.m.
Located at the Lake Murray Training Center
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MEETING NOTES
SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY
SALUDA HYDRO PROJECT RELICENSING
SAFETY RESOURCE GROUP
LAKE MURRAY TRAINING CENTER
January 10, 2006
draft dka 02-02-06

MEETING NOTES:
These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.
The meeting began with a recap of organizations and their responsibilities for safety around Lake
Murray and the Lower Saluda River (LSR). Alan Axson with the Columbia Fire Department began
by explaining the CFD responds to anything in Richland County related to swiftwater rescue,
mainly below the I-20 bridge. The CFD also responds to some calls in the Congaree River in West
Columbia, occasionally responding to calls down to State Highway 601. Alan talked about the
frequency of calls around the Columbia Canal have increased (from 5 to 10 per hour to 100 per
hour). The CFD is in the process of putting another station at the Broad River and Greystone. The
CFD has two Zodiacs and about 30 people trained for swiftwater rescue.
Jerry Wise was absent, but Dave went over the information he submitted reporting his involvement
with various safety related organizations around the lake (especially on the Lexington County side
and the Saluda River above the lake).
Lee Barber explained the LMAs involvement with safety around the lake, mainly dealing with
education and legislation. He briefly explained Drew’s Law, one of LMAs successes, which deals
with boating laws and boating under the influence.
Mike Wadell told the groups about Trout Unlimited’s concern with safety education, mainly with
their members.
Aaron Small gave a short presentation about the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary, which is under the
jurisdiction of the USCG base in Charleston, SC. The Auxiliary are located at Lake Murray to
assist with boating safety and emergencies until the Charleston-based unit arrives. They also
maintain the weather link for the U.S. Weather Bureau and have an unofficial reporting station on
the lake. They presently have one unit on-duty (Unit 1) available twenty-four hours a day, seven
days a week, which is available to assist with emergencies. They also have seven other USCG
certified boats and have about 41 members who work closely with the Lake Murray Power
Squadron. They also have boats on Lake Greenwood and Wateree; additional boats can be
requested from the Charleston base. Education is their major concern for promoting boating safety.
Aaron noted that the National Weather Service issues small craft advisories for the lake. While the
Auxiliary does not have any authority for punishing boating violations, when members from the
Charleston base ride with them, they have that authority. Tommy B. noted that SCE&G has a long
standing positive relationship with the USCG Auxiliary and appreciate the work they do; Aaron
expressed similar sentiments about SCE&G.
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Karen Kustafik talked about her efforts teaching whitewater kayaking to prevent emergencies and is
coordinating park rangers for assistance with the riverfront area in Columbia. She also has a few
ACA-certified instructors doing instruction for kids These park rangers will not be able to issue
citations, but will eventually be able to do that and will start patrolling the Columbia Canal. The
rangers are funded by the city of Columbia. Further information on the whitewater program is
available through the city’s website: www.columbiasc.net.
Patrick Moore explained that while American Rivers/CCL don’t have any staff who deal directly
with safety, they are concerned with water quality and its possible effects on public health.
Bill Marshall talked about the Lower Saluda River Scenic River Advisory Council and their
responsibility for advising the Department of Natural Resources regarding the management of the
State Scenic River. Two Lower Saluda River corridor plans have been developed from this effort
and the 1990 plan contains a section with recommendations dealing specifically with safety with
objectives ranging from improving information and warning systems to removing rebar from rocks
in the river. (See additional notes on LSR Corridor Plan below*) The Council has worked with
SCE&G to put river markers put in place on poles and bridge pilings to help users interpret danger
associated with rising water levels. They have put this information at all public access points and
have the information available on their website:
http://www.dnr.sc.gov/water/envaff/river/low_saluda_scenic.htm. Bill noted that they have worked
with SCE&G to determine safe water levels and that about that the river marker project was
accomplished with leadership from Charlene Coleman of American Whitewater and with
cooperation from SCE&G who provided various flows for evaluation. The color-coding on the
poles equates to river flows as follows: top of blue/bottom of yellow is approximately 2600 cfs; top
of yellow/bottom of red is approximately 8800 cfs. He also noted that this information is probably
not being handed out at local outfitters, but has been in the past.
David Price talked about the Lake Murray Power Squadron. They offer safe boating courses to
everyone and specific courses to their members on anything from taking care of engines to
navigating the ocean. They also offer a weather course and work with other groups, such as the
Boy Scouts. The Squadron helps to maintain the emergency center on Lake Murray, including the
helipad. They also maintain reference lights and day markers (with the help of the Lake Murray
Association. The Squadron is completely volunteer organization and rely on their members for
continuing education opportunities related to boating.
Steve Bell explained that his organization is mainly concerned with safety on the lake but has
concerns on the LSR as well. Steve would like to focus on public education and changes in project
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operations to make things safer. They have about 16 volunteers who provide reports of hazards on
the lake.
Norm Nicholson discussed the Lexington County Sheriffs Department’s involvement with safety
issues around the lake and the upper Saluda River. They have patrol boats and fire rescue boats on
the lake and have a helicopter to use located at the substation on Lake Murray. Tommy B.
explained that SCE&G leases the land for the sub-station and have been since the late 1990s. This
substation is a very important part of maintaining safety on the lake since it allows responsible
parties to keep emergency boats on the lake. Norm continued explaining that the LCSD also covers
Saluda and Newberry counties and they have jurisdiction in all four counties (Lexington, Saluda,
Newberry, and Richland). David P. noted that his organization has started Harbor Watch to keep an
eye out for terror related activities. Alan S. noted they patrol heavily around the water intake
structures to the dams. It was noted that all agencies work together when there is an emergency.
Lee B. noted that the LMA sells dock signs that indicate the property’s street address to assist with
location of emergency situations.
Dave A. listed the organizations that are responsible on the lake, the river, or both.
Lake
Hollow Creek FD
Lexington County EMS
LMA
Lake Murray CG
Lake Murray PS
LMHOC

Both
AR
CCL
SCWF
LMW
SCDNR
Lexington County Sheriff

River
Columbia Fire Dept.
Trout Unlimited
CoC Parks and Recreation
American Whitewater
LSSRAC

The group then discussed the need to contact the Richland, Saluda, and Newberry County Sheriffs
office, as well as Providence Hospital, Richland Hospital, and West Columbia Rescue.
Randy M. questioned the group concerning a registry of certified first responders and who is
responsible for contacting them in case of an emergency. Norm N. indicated the fire departments
should have a list. There was some discussion between Tommy B. and Norm N. about getting
someone from SeaTow to attend the RCG meetings. Norm N. further explained that he helps get
first responders to the location. However, the bottom line is that the number to call in case of
emergencies is 911.
Dave A. asked the group about statutory authority and who is able to issue citations. Someone
responded that the only people that have that authority were the USCG, SCDNR, and the Sheriffs
Depts. (anyone who is a class one certified law enforcement officer).
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Tommy B. explained that there is a FERC safety plan that deals with warning signage and is being
updated right now. It was noted that signs don’t necessarily mean that people will act responsibly.
Tommy B. showed some examples of the signs that SCE&G uses at their sites. The group talked
about the need to increase public education about the signs. It was noted that the USCG Auxiliary
and the SCDNR have created a safe boating checklist and that would be a good beginning for
education efforts. Norm N. and Tommy discussed the idea about getting a package together that the
DNR could give to people when they register a boat. Tommy B. also asked if the DNR could
enforce the signs on the back of the dam in the tailrace. Norm N. replied that if there are four signs
up; then it could be enforced. Tommy talked a little about the idea of putting a positive barrier
across the tailrace so people could not approach the dam.
The discussion turned to the warning system that is in place on the LSR to warn river users of rising
water. Bill A. explained the sirens are activated by a float switch upstream; on every three-inch rise
of the river, the sirens are activated. The sirens stay on for three minutes and there are some
controls in place that keep the sirens from sounding continuously if there is a prolonged rise in
water. After this delay, the sirens will activate on the next three-inch rise in water. The sirens will
sound 24 hours a day; SCE&G received many complaints, so they have performed studies that
resulted in a lowering of the volume. The sirens are located at Saluda Shoals upstream of
Riverbank Zoo and at Hope Ferry (Metts) Landing.
The group then proceeded to talk about ramping and the pros and cons of ramping releases at
Saluda. Randy M. made the point that ramping is a double-edged sword; it gives the river user a
false sense of security when they know they have “more” time to get off the river. In addition, if
SCE&G needs the reserve capacity of Saluda, then ramping is not an option. Patrick M. noted we
need to approach the ramping issue like FERC will approach it and made the point that SCE&G has
options for offline capacity if Saluda cannot be operated safely. Bill M. suggested that the group
should study and understand how fast the water actually rises below the dam, in areas such as Hope
Ferry Landing, to see how rapidly conditions can change for people in the river when the turbines
are opened.
The group then looked at the mission statement and decided to finalize the statement and post it to
the website.
The discussion turned to the difference between the FERC required safety plan and the expected
deliverable from this RCG. The group wondered if there had been another safety plan of this type
at other FERC projects. Patrick M. agreed to search e-Library to see if there have been any other
plans at a FERC project (besides the FERC required safety plan). Alan S. stated that he envisions
some type of plan that summarizes the safety personnel and equipment around the lake and what is
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available and a way to get this information out to the public. Tommy B. noted that this would
probably be the only committee that continues after the licensing process is over. Steve B. asked
about if this committee will examine ramping and higher lake levels. It was explained that lake
levels will be addressed in the Operation RCG and that this group can make recommendations to
the Operations RCG as it relates to safety. The Operations RCG can then balance all the factors
before making a recommendation to FERC. Alan asked what is the main cause of accidents on
Lake Murray. David P. replied that there is probably not one main cause attributable to operations,
most of it is alcohol related. There was some discussion on ramping and lake levels. Norm N.
made the point that it does not matter how the project is operated; the bottom line is that we need to
educate lake/river users on how to be safe. Bill M. Someone (?) mentioned it would be useful to get
data on calls to the fire department from the lake/river. Dave A. agreed and noted we would be
getting these kinds of data.
After lunch, Dave A. led a discussion about what happens when there is an emergency on the lake
or river. Norm N. talked about 911 and enhanced 911 and the differences between them. When a
911 call is placed, the dispatcher forwards the call to the appropriate authority depending on what
the emergency is. If there is an on-water emergency, the call goes to the Lexington County Sheriffs
Dept.; if a call is for the river, the call usually goes to the Columbia Fire Dept. There are a lot of
problems with people knowing where they are on the water and with emergency personnel locating
accidents (i.e., there are different names for the same coves, people don’t know distances on the
water, etc.). It was noted that the USCG monitors channel 16 on the lake usually, and the two onwater towing companies monitor it all the time. Dave A. inquired as to what information is
generated when an accident occurs. Norm N. said that the DNR usually writes reports for the lake;
Alan A. said they keep a record of the 911 calls they receive. It was also noted that a big problem is
when a new semester starts at the University of South Carolina and there is an influx of thousands
of new people that don’t know the hazards of the river. It was noted that we should contact
someone from the university to participate in this group. Alan S. wondered if we should also invite
Mike Dawson from the Rivers Alliance. Jim D. agreed to get in touch with him.
The discussion then turned back to the need for better education of lake/river users. Randy M.
noted that if we can get people to use certain access areas, we can get the information to them at
those areas.
The group then entered into a question and answer session about safety and accidents around the
lake. It was noted that all the agencies work together to make sure emergencies are taken care of
and they are in constant communication when they are patrolling the lake. Questions were raised as
to how best promote safety and the group discussed a public education campaign and the possibility
of monthly meetings about safety on the lake. Tommy B. noted that this would be good for
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SCE&G as well as they can get input on future access points. There was a discussion as to data that
show how fast the water rises on the water.
The discussion then turned to laws that govern boating use in South Carolina. Aaron S. agreed to
bring in some DNR pamphlets that cover boating laws. Dave A. questioned the group on warning
buoys and the process for getting them installed. The DNR has criteria for placing new buoys.
The group then turned to listing specific issues they will be dealing with in the RCG meetings. The
group talked about water release response time and the issue of ramping. It was mentioned that
ramping provides a false sense of security and the rate of water rise will not encourage people to get
off the river. Alan S. made the point that if the sirens start going off, it’s time to get off the water.
Karen K. noted there are some places where the sirens cannot be heard and the group agreed that is
an issue worth exploring. The issue of egress from the river when the water starts rising was also
discussed. The group agreed to look at maps of the river next time and the estimated coverage of
the current warning system to begin examining if there are areas where the sirens should be heard.
There was some discussion if the confluence needs to be included. The group would like some
more information before from Mike Dawson before looking at this issue.
The group then returned to applicable laws that might affect water recreation and use. Tom E.
agreed to look up these applicable laws. Alan S. reminded the group that we need to prioritize the
issues so that we can deal with them in the license application. We don’t necessarily have to have
the safety plan in place, but the issues that will be affected by the application need to be the first to
be resolved. Everyone agreed that the warning siren system should be first to be resolved.
The priority safety issues that the group identified included: the management of flows and the
improvement of information/warning systems for river-user safety.
The group agreed to meet next month and be prepared to discuss the warning system and the siren
coverage on the LSR. The agenda for this meeting is attached below.

(Additional notes from Bill Marshall: The 1990 Lower Saluda River Corridor Plan, User Safety
Recommendations identify the following needs: improved warning systems, river map signs at
access points, training programs for river rescue personnel, improved access to flow release
information, portage path around majors rapids, and river safety education materials for the public.
Most of these safety-related needs have been addressed to some degree but the needs merit ongoing
attention and upgrading of solutions through time.)
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
January 10, 2006

9:30 AM
Lake Murray Training Center

 9:30 to 11:30

Discussion on Safety Organizations and Responsibilities

 11:30 to 12:00 Group Discussion of Mission Statement for Finalization Purposes
 12:00 to 12:30 Lunch
 12:30 to 3:00

Discussion on Prioritized Issues
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Kacie Jensen
From:

Lee Barber [lbarber@sc.rr.com]

Sent:

Tuesday, February 07, 2006 5:11 PM

To:

Dave Anderson

Subject: Re: 01-10-06 Draft Meeting Notes
Dave
I would like to see added to that part of the discussion related to LMA selling street address signs for the docks
that as pointed out in the meeting this was done at the request of the Sheriff's department.
Also please keep in mind that the imeptus for the safety RCG was the need for the resurrection of the regular
safety meetings involving interested parties. This was discussed on several occasions, to include Randy Mahan,
and I will stay on this like a dog on a bone.
Thanks
Lee Barber
Lee Barber

----- Original Message ----From: Dave Anderson
To: Tommy Boozer ; Aaron Small ; Alan Axson ; Alan Stuart ; Alison Guth ; Amanda Hill ; Bill Argentieri ; Bill
Marshall ; Bill Mathias ; Bret Hoffman ; Charlene Coleman ; Dave Anderson ; David Price ; Dick Christie ;
Edward Schnepel ; George Duke ; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers) ; Jerry Wise ; Jim Devereaux ; Karen
Kustafik ; Kenneth Fox ; Lee Barber ; Malcolm Leaphart ; Mark Leao ; Mike Waddell ; Miriam Atria ; Norm
Nicholson ; Norman Ferris ; Patrick Moore ; Randy Mahan ; Steve Bell ; Suzanne Rhodes ; Tom Eppink
Sent: Friday, February 03, 2006 12:57 PM
Subject: 01-10-06 Draft Meeting Notes
Attached are the draft meeting notes for the January 10th meeting. Please have any comments back to me by
February 17th.
<<2006-01-10 Meeting Notes - Safety (DRAFT).doc>>

11/5/2007
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Kacie Jensen
From:

Kustafik, Karen [kakustafik@columbiasc.net]

Sent:

Monday, February 06, 2006 7:44 AM

To:

Dave Anderson; Axson, William

Subject: RE: 01-10-06 Draft Meeting Notes

Thanks, Dave. If Alan Axson has not already qualified it, your canal figures pertain to the
number of visitors--not incidents--at Riverfront Park. Overall numbers of visitors have
increased with expansion of the Three Rives Greenway. Alan, I would bet that you were using
numbers Mike Dawson quotes. If CFD caught that many actual calls at the Columbia
Canal per hour, something would be very very wrong.
Whether or not the city's park rangers will ever cite folks for littering or possession of alcoholic
beverages in the park has yet to be decided. Because these documents are public record, I
want to be careful about what we say we will do. Please note that we MAY be able to write
citations in the future, and not that we WILL. Park rangers will be present along all of the
city's sections of Three Rivers Greenway: Riverfront Park (canal) as well as Granby Park---and
other sections as they are added.
Thanks, happy Monday to you both.
KAK

Karen Kustafik
Park Ranger Coordinator
City of Columbia Parks and Recreation Department
1932 Calhoun St.
Columbia, SC 29201
office: 803.545.3117
cell: 803.315.7938
kakustafik@columbiasc.net
-----Original Message----From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@kleinschmidtusa.com]
Sent: Friday, February 03, 2006 12:57 PM
To: Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Axson, William; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill
Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson; David Price; Dick Christie;
Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Kustafik,
Karen; Kenneth Fox; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm
Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Eppink
Subject: 01-10-06 Draft Meeting Notes
Attached are the draft meeting notes for the January 10th meeting. Please have any comments back to
me by February 17th.
<<2006-01-10 Meeting Notes - Safety (DRAFT).doc>>

11/5/2007

Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bill Marshall [MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov]
Monday, February 06, 2006 1:59 PM
Dave Anderson
FW: Boating Accidents Region 3.doc

Boating Accidents
Region 3_.do...

Dave,
Harvin Brock provided the attached information related to boating accidents on Lake
Murray.
Bill Marshall
-----Original Message----From: Harvin Brock
Sent: Monday, February 06, 2006 1:27 PM
To: Bill Marshall
Subject: Boating Accidents Region 3.doc

1

Boating Accidents on Lake Murray
Lexington / Richland / Newberry / Saluda Counties
1994-2005

Year
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

# Accidents
11
14
11
13
17
10
10
8
11
7
6
13

# Injuries
6
9
9
10
9
10
5
2
10
1
4
11

# Fatalities
2
1
2
5
2
1
1
4
0
4
0
1

* We had a total of 35 River Rescue calls answered from 1999 – 2004 on the
Lower Saluda.

Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dave Anderson
Friday, February 03, 2006 12:57 PM
Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill
Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson;
David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers);
Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Karen Kustafik; Kenneth Fox; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart;
Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore;
Randy Mahan; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Eppink
01-10-06 Draft Meeting Notes

Attached are the draft meeting notes for the January 10th meeting. Please have any comments back to me by February
17th.

2006-01-10
Meeting Notes - Saf...

1
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ATTENDEES:
Name
Bill Argentieri

Organization
SCE&G

Name
George Duke

Alison Guth
Tom Eppink
Aaron Small
Norm Nicholson
Patrick Moore
Randy Mahan

Kleinschmidt Associates
SCANA
USCG Auxiliary
Lexington County Sheriffs Dept.
American Rivers/CCL
SCANA

Bill Marshall
Jim Devereaux
Tommy Boozer
Mike Waddell
Bret Hoffman
Karen Kustafik

Alan Axson
David Price
Bill Mathias
Kenneth Fox

Columbia Fire Dept.
Lake Murray Power Squadron
LMPS & LMA
LMA

Lee Barber
Alan Stuart
Dave Anderson

Organization
Lake Murray
Homeowners Coalition
SCDNR/LSSRA
SCE&G
SCE&G
Trout Unlimited
Kleinschmidt Associates
Columbia Parks and
Recreation
LMA
Kleinschmidt Associates
Kleinschmidt Associates

HOMEWORK ITEMS:
 Dave Anderson – contact local hospitals to see if they are interested in participating
 Dave Anderson – start locating data on project related accidents
 Tommy Boozer and/or Norm Nicholson – contact Sea Tow to see if they are interested in
participating
 Patrick Moore – attempt to locate other "safety plans" at FERC projects
 Jim Devereaux – contact Mike Dawson to see if he is interested in participating
 Aaron Small – bring copies of DNR pamphlets related to boating/safety
 Alan Axson – begin getting data on emergency responses on the LSR
 Tom Eppink – look into state laws about boating safety
PARKING LOT ITEMS:
 None
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

February 14, 2006 at 9:00 a.m.
Located at the Lake Murray Training Center
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MEETING NOTES:
These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.
The meeting began with a recap of organizations and their responsibilities for safety around Lake
Murray and the Lower Saluda River (LSR). Alan Axson with the Columbia Fire Department began
by explaining the CFD responds to anything in Richland County related to swiftwater rescue,
mainly below the I-20 bridge. The CFD also responds to some calls in the Congaree River in West
Columbia, occasionally responding to calls down to State Highway 601. Alan talked about the
frequency of calls around the Columbia Canal have increased (from 5 to 10 per hour to 100 per
hour). The CFD is in the process of putting another station at the Broad River and Greystone. The
CFD has two Zodiacs and about 30 people trained for swiftwater rescue.
Jerry Wise was absent, but Dave went over the information he submitted reporting his involvement
with various safety related organizations around the lake (especially on the Lexington County side
and the Saluda River above the lake).
Lee Barber explained the LMAs involvement with safety around the lake, mainly dealing with
education and legislation. He briefly explained Drew’s Law, one of LMAs successes, which deals
with boating laws and boating under the influence.
Mike Wadell told the groups about Trout Unlimited’s concern with safety education, mainly with
their members.
Aaron Small gave a short presentation about the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary, which is under the
jurisdiction of the USCG base in Charleston, SC. The Auxiliary are located at Lake Murray to
assist with boating safety and emergencies until the Charleston-based unit arrives. They also
maintain the weather link for the U.S. Weather Bureau and have an unofficial reporting station on
the lake. They presently have one unit on-duty (Unit 1) available twenty-four hours a day, seven
days a week, which is available to assist with emergencies. They also have seven other USCG
certified boats and have about 41 members who work closely with the Lake Murray Power
Squadron. They also have boats on Lake Greenwood and Wateree; additional boats can be
requested from the Charleston base. Education is their major concern for promoting boating safety.
Aaron noted that the National Weather Service issues small craft advisories for the lake. While the
Auxiliary does not have any authority for punishing boating violations, when members from the
Charleston base ride with them, they have that authority. Tommy B. noted that SCE&G has a long
standing positive relationship with the USCG Auxiliary and appreciate the work they do; Aaron
expressed similar sentiments about SCE&G.
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Karen Kustafik talked about her efforts teaching whitewater kayaking to prevent emergencies and is
coordinating park rangers for assistance with the riverfront area in Columbia. She also has a few
ACA-certified instructors doing instruction for kids These park rangers will not be able to issue
citations, but will eventually be able to do that and will start patrolling the Columbia Canal. The
rangers are funded by the city of Columbia. Further information on the whitewater program is
available through the city’s website: www.columbiasc.net.
Patrick Moore explained that while American Rivers/CCL don’t have any staff who deal directly
with safety, they are concerned with water quality and its possible effects on public health.
Bill Marshall talked about the Lower Saluda River advisory council and their responsibility for
advising the Department of Natural Resources. Two plans have been developed from this effort and
the 1990 plan had some recommendation dealing specifically with safety: providing more
information to river users and getting rebar out of the river. The Council has worked with SCE&G
to put river markers put in place on poles and bridge pilings to help users interpret danger associated
with rising water levels. They have put this information at all public access points and have the
information available on their website:
http://www.dnr.sc.gov/water/envaff/river/low_saluda_scenic.htm. Bill noted that they have worked
with SCE&G to determine safe water levels and that about 2500 to 2600 cfs to the top of the blue
stripe on the poles. He also noted that this information is probably not being handed out at local
outfitters, but has been in the past.
David Price talked about the Lake Murray Power Squadron. They offer safe boating courses to
everyone and specific courses to their members on anything from taking care of engines to
navigating the ocean. They also offer a weather course and work with other groups, such as the
Boy Scouts. The Squadron helps to maintain the emergency center on Lake Murray, including the
helipad. They also maintain reference lights and day markers (with the help of the Lake Murray
Association. The Squadron is completely volunteer organization and rely on their members for
continuing education opportunities related to boating.
Steve Bell explained that his organization is mainly concerned with safety on the lake but has
concerns on the LSR as well. Steve would like to focus on public education and changes in project
operations to make things safer. They have about 16 volunteers who provide reports of hazards on
the lake.
Norm Nicholson discussed the Lexington County Sheriffs Department’s involvement with safety
issues around the lake and the upper Saluda River. They have patrol boats and fire rescue boats on
the lake and have a helicopter to use located at the substation on Lake Murray. Tommy B.
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explained that SCE&G leases the land for the sub-station and have been since the late 1990s. This
substation is a very important part of maintaining safety on the lake since it allows responsible
parties to keep emergency boats on the lake. Norm continued explaining that the LCSD also covers
Saluda and Newberry counties and they have jurisdiction in all four counties (Lexington, Saluda,
Newberry, and Richland). David P. noted that his organization has started Harbor Watch to keep an
eye out for terror related activities. Alan S. noted they patrol heavily around the water intake
structures to the dams. It was noted that all agencies work together when there is an emergency.
Lee B. noted that the LMA sells dock signs that indicate the property’s street address to assist with
location of emergency situations.
Dave A. listed the organizations that are responsible on the lake, the river, or both.
Lake
Hollow Creek FD
Lexington County EMS
LMA
Lake Murray CG
Lake Murray PS
LMHOC

Both
AR
CCL
SCWF
LMW
SCDNR
Lexington County Sheriff

River
Columbia Fire Dept.
Trout Unlimited
CoC Parks and Recreation
American Whitewater
LSSRAC

The group then discussed the need to contact the Richland, Saluda, and Newberry County Sheriffs
office, as well as Providence Hospital, Richland Hospital, and West Columbia Rescue.
Randy M. questioned the group concerning a registry of certified first responders and who is
responsible for contacting them in case of an emergency. Norm N. indicated the fire departments
should have a list. There was some discussion between Tommy B. and Norm N. about getting
someone from SeaTow to attend the RCG meetings. Norm N. further explained that he helps get
first responders to the location. However, the bottom line is that the number to call in case of
emergencies is 911.
Dave A. asked the group about statutory authority and who is able to issue citations. Someone
responded that the only people that have that authority were the USCG, SCDNR, and the Sheriffs
Depts. (anyone who is a class one certified law enforcement officer).
Tommy B. explained that there is a FERC safety plan that deals with warning signage and is being
updated right now. It was noted that signs don’t necessarily mean that people will act responsibly.
Tommy B. showed some examples of the signs that SCE&G uses at their sites. The group talked
about the need to increase public education about the signs. It was noted that the USCG Auxiliary
and the SCDNR have created a safe boating checklist and that would be a good beginning for
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education efforts. Norm N. and Tommy discussed the idea about getting a package together that the
DNR could give to people when they register a boat. Tommy B. also asked if the DNR could
enforce the signs on the back of the dam in the tailrace. Norm N. replied that if there are four signs
up; then it could be enforced. Tommy talked a little about the idea of putting a positive barrier
across the tailrace so people could not approach the dam.
The discussion turned to the warning system that is in place on the LSR to warn river users of rising
water. Bill A. explained the sirens are activated by a float switch upstream; on every three-inch rise
of the river, the sirens are activated. The sirens stay on for three minutes and there are some
controls in place that keep the sirens from sounding continuously if there is a prolonged rise in
water. After this delay, the sirens will activate on the next three-inch rise in water. The sirens will
sound 24 hours a day; SCE&G received many complaints, so they have performed studies that
resulted in a lowering of the volume. The sirens are located at Saluda Shoals and Hope Ferry.
The group then proceeded to talk about ramping and the pros and cons of ramping releases at
Saluda. Randy M. made the point that ramping is a double-edged sword; it gives the river user a
false sense of security when they know they have “more” time to get off the river. In addition, if
SCE&G needs the reserve capacity of Saluda, then ramping is not an option. Patrick M. noted we
need to approach the ramping issue like FERC will approach it and made the point that SCE&G has
options for offline capacity if Saluda cannot be operated safely.
The group then looked at the mission statement and decided to finalize the statement and post it to
the website.
The discussion turned to the difference between the FERC required safety plan and the expected
deliverable from this RCG. The group wondered if there had been another safety plan of this type
at other FERC projects. Patrick M. agreed to search e-Library to see if there have been any other
plans at a FERC project (besides the FERC required safety plan). Alan S. stated that he envisions
some type of plan that summarizes the safety personnel and equipment around the lake and what is
available and a way to get this information out to the public. Tommy B. noted that this would
probably be the only committee that continues after the licensing process is over. Steve B. asked
about if this committee will examine ramping and higher lake levels. It was explained that lake
levels will be addressed in the Operation RCG and that this group can make recommendations to
the Operations RCG as it relates to safety. The Operations RCG can then balance all the factors
before making a recommendation to FERC. Alan asked what is the main cause of accidents on
Lake Murray. David P. replied that there is probably not one main cause attributable to operations,
most of it is alcohol related. There was some discussion on ramping and lake levels. Norm N.
made the point that it does not matter how the project is operated; the bottom line is that we need to
educate lake/river users on how to be safe. Bill M. mentioned it would be useful to get data on calls
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to the fire department from the lake/river. Dave A. agreed and noted we would be getting these
kinds of data.
After lunch, Dave A. led a discussion about what happens when there is an emergency on the lake
or river. Norm N. talked about 911 and enhanced 911 and the differences between them. When a
911 call is placed, the dispatcher forwards the call to the appropriate authority depending on what
the emergency is. If there is an on-water emergency, the call goes to the Lexington County Sheriffs
Dept.; if a call is for the river, the call usually goes to the Columbia Fire Dept. There are a lot of
problems with people knowing where they are on the water and with emergency personnel locating
accidents (i.e., there are different names for the same coves, people don’t know distances on the
water, etc.). It was noted that the USCG monitors channel 16 on the lake usually, and the two onwater towing companies monitor it all the time. Dave A. inquired as to what information is
generated when an accident occurs. Norm N. said that the DNR usually writes reports for the lake;
Alan A. said they keep a record of the 911 calls they receive. It was also noted that a big problem is
when a new semester starts at the University of South Carolina and there is an influx of thousands
of new people that don’t know the hazards of the river. It was noted that we should contact
someone from the university to participate in this group. Alan S. wondered if we should also invite
Mike Dawson from the Rivers Alliance. Jim D. agreed to get in touch with him.
The discussion then turned back to the need for better education of lake/river users. Randy M.
noted that if we can get people to use certain access areas, we can get the information to them at
those areas.
The group then entered into a question and answer session about safety and accidents around the
lake. It was noted that all the agencies work together to make sure emergencies are taken care of
and they are in constant communication when they are patrolling the lake. Questions were raised as
to how best promote safety and the group discussed a public education campaign and the possibility
of monthly meetings about safety on the lake. Tommy B. noted that this would be good for
SCE&G as well as they can get input on future access points. There was a discussion as to data that
show how fast the water rises on the water.
The discussion then turned to laws that govern boating use in South Carolina. Aaron S. agreed to
bring in some DNR pamphlets that cover boating laws. Dave A. questioned the group on warning
buoys and the process for getting them installed. The DNR has criteria for placing new buoys.
The group then turned to listing specific issues they will be dealing with in the RCG meetings. The
group talked about water release response time and the issue of ramping. It was mentioned that
ramping provides a false sense of security and the rate of water rise will not encourage people to get
off the river. Alan S. made the point that if the sirens start going off, it’s time to get off the water.
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Karen K. noted there are some places where the sirens cannot be heard and the group agreed that is
an issue worth exploring. The issue of egress from the river when the water starts rising was also
discussed. The group agreed to look at maps of the river next time and the estimated coverage of
the current warning system to begin examining if there are areas where the sirens should be heard.
There was some discussion if the confluence needs to be included. The group would like some
more information before Mike Dawson before looking at this issue.
The group then returned to applicable laws that might affect water recreation and use. Tom E.
agreed to look up these applicable laws. Alan S. reminded the group that we need to prioritize the
issues so that we can deal with them in the license application. We don’t necessarily have to have
the safety plan in place, but the issues that will be affected by the application need to be the first to
be resolved. Everyone agreed that the warning siren system should be first to be resolved.
The group agreed to meet next month and be prepared to discuss the warning system and the siren
coverage on the LSR. The agenda for this meeting is attached below.
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
January 10, 2006

9:30 AM
Lake Murray Training Center

 9:30 to 11:30

Discussion on Safety Organizations and Responsibilities

 11:30 to 12:00 Group Discussion of Mission Statement for Finalization Purposes
 12:00 to 12:30 Lunch
 12:30 to 3:00

Discussion on Prioritized Issues
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Cheryl Balitz
From: C Coleman [mailto:cheetahtrk@yahoo.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 09, 2006 8:58 AM
To: Dave Anderson; BOOZER, THOMAS C; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth;
Amanda
Hill; ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Dave Anderson; David
Price;
Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Jerry Wise;
DEVEREAUX,
JAMES; Karen Kustafik; Kenneth Fox; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell;
Miriam
Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; MAHAN, RANDOLPH R; Steve Bell; Suzanne
Rhodes; EPPINK, THOMAS G
Subject: Re: 01-10-06 Draft Meeting Notes

Dave and RCG Safety members,
I must say that after reading the minutes I have a few serious concerns.
1) SCE&G, at first impression, values reserve capacity needs greater than human life. I
sincerely hope that is not the case.
2) ramping does NOT create a false sense of security, it is a responsible operational
procedure during high seasonal public use periods.
3) the present siren system does create a false sense of security for SCE&G. Where
technological testing is useful for equipment, in this situation it is not. Until someone
from
SCE&G physically stands at the rapids and has a sensory acceptance that this system is,
has
been and may always be a “cry wolf” to the public, we will get no resolution as to the
actual
response of this “system” to actual water fluctuation.
4)The present warning system does not cover many high use areas and that type of
system
may not fit all areas, making ramping an even more critical option during the summer and
trout
stocking seasons.
5) Education must be universal, everyone (SCE&G, DNR, CPD, CFD, City governments,
development groups, and the public) needs an education on the river, it’s dangers, its
resources,
its subculture, and its very critical place in the community as more than just a power
source. The
river has an important role in this area as a food source for many poorer families, water
for
numerous areas, recreation for generations, a habitat for threatened, redeveloping, and
endangered species and a natural treasure of seeming remoteness in an urban area. Yet in
its
beauty is the fact, it is formidable whitewater.
6) the local boaters are the unidentified/unpaid/highly skilled rescuers of the public at the
major rapid. I have included a message from American Whitewater on river safety and
who we
are in the US. I represent local boaters and their concerns. The Saluda also provides a

training
ground for some of the best whitewater paddlers in the world. Several US Olympic and
Free
style Team members are either from here or have come here to train. Several pioneers in
extreme “creek” boating are from the area. But most important is the fact, we average
over 35
rescues each summer alone. Rescues that don’t make the news, don’t cause the water to
be
turned off, and go unnoticed for the skill required to make those rescues non news
worthy.
7) the whitewater boating community has a good relationship with SCE&G, CPD, DNR,
and
CFD Rescue units. The “rock people” consider us their guardians. Most boaters on the
Saluda
are Swift and Whitewater rescue trained and have first responder and wilderness
responder first
aid training by the same schools that train CFD and DNR. Not to mention certifications
as
instructors in rescue and boating and years of experience in whitewater, a different
animal than
swiftwater. We offer our skills as the first line of defense and would like to suggest
cooperative
training with all rescue sources on the river.
8) all river users must be identified and how they interact with the river must be
examined, to
better understand the impact of reserve capacity rapid high water fluctuation, through out
the
project’s effected areas.
Page 2 of 3
7/11/2007
Respectfully
Charlene Coleman
American Whitewater
Regional Coordinator
Whitewater Rescue Technician Rescue 3
Swift Water I & II Tenn Assoc of Rescue Squads
American Canoe Assoc Whitewater Kayak Instructor
Dave Anderson <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com> wrote:
Attached are the draft meeting notes for the January 10th meeting. Please have any comments
back to
me by February 17th.
<<2006-01-10 Meeting Notes - Safety (DRAFT).doc>>

Learn to get in touch with the silence within yourself and know that everything in this life
has a
purpose.
- Elizabeth Kubler-Ross
What are the most popular cars? Find out at Yahoo! Autos

Learn to get in touch with the silence within yourself and know that everything in this life
has a purpose.
- Elizabeth Kubler-Ross
What are the most popular cars? Find out at Yahoo! Autos
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Cheryl Balitz
From: Bill Marshall [mailto:MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, February 07, 2006 4:08 PM
To: Dave Anderson; BOOZER, THOMAS C; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth;
Amanda Hill;
ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; David Price; Dick
Christie; Edward
Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Jerry Wise; DEVEREAUX, JAMES; Karen
Kustafik;
Kenneth Fox; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm
Nicholson; Norman
Ferris; Patrick Moore; MAHAN, RANDOLPH R; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; EPPINK, THOMAS G
Subject: RE: 01-10-06 Draft Meeting Notes
Dave and others,
I have attached the meeting notes from our Jan 10 Safety RCG mtg with suggested edits. These
are to clarify
what I recall saying in our meeting. Near the end, where the discussion of priorty issues is
presented, I have
added a sentence that captures the priority safety issues, as I heard them expressed from the
group; those issues
being -- management of flows and improvement of information/warning systems for river-user
safety.
I've also included additional notes (inserted at end of mtg notes) to give a better explanation of
the User Safety
Recommendations of the 1990 Lower Saluda River Corridor Plan.
Thanks,
Bill Marshall
From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Friday, February 03, 2006 12:57 PM
To: Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill
Argentieri; Bill Marshall;
Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson; David Price; Dick Christie;
Edward Schnepel;
George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Karen Kustafik;
Kenneth Fox; Lee
Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman
Ferris; Patrick
Moore; Randy Mahan; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Eppink
Subject: 01-10-06 Draft Meeting Notes
Attached are the draft meeting notes for the January 10th meeting. Please have any comments
back to me by
February 17th.
<<2006-01-10 Meeting Notes - Safety (DRAFT).doc>>
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Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Alison Guth
Monday, January 09, 2006 12:10 PM
'arsbhs@bellsouth.net'; 'cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net'; Alan Stuart; 'marshallb@dnr.sc.gov';
'bill25@sc.rr.com'; 'cheetahtrk@yahoo.com'; Dave Anderson; 'pricedc@dhec.sc.gov';
'dchristie@infoave.net'; 'eschnepel@sc.rr.com'; 'kayakduke@bellsouth.net';
'gjobsis@americanrivers.org'; 'meddynamic@aol.com'; 'kakustafik@columbiasc.net';
'Lbarber@sc.rr.com'; 'Malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu'; 'miriam@lakemurraycountry.com';
'PatrickM@scccl.org'; 'bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net'; 'suzrhodes@juno.com';
'tboozer@scana.com'; 'bargentieri@scana.com'; 'rmahan@scana.com';
'mark_Leao@fws.gov'; 'Amanda_Hill@fws.gov'; 'Elymay2@aol.com'; 'skfox@sc.rr.com';
'mwaddell@esri.sc.edu'
Safety Agenda

Hello Safety Group
I have attached below the Agenda for tomorrow's meeting. Thanks, and I will see many of you tomorrow. Alison

Safety RCG Agenda
11006.doc (3...

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator

Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive
Suite 21A
West Columbia, SC 29170
P: (803) 822-3177
F: (803) 822-3183
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
January 10, 2005

9:30 AM
Lake Murray Training Center

 9:30 to 11:30

Discussion on Safety Organizations and Responsibilities

 11:30 to 12:00 Group Discussion of Mission Statement for Finalization Purposes
 12:00 to 12:30 Lunch
 12:30 to 3:00

Discussion on Prioritized Issues

interest in safe boating. I see boating as a wonderful recreation but one that has great
potential for disaster in the hands of the wrong persons.
Geographic Area Covered:
Number of Personnel:
Response From: Malcolm Leaphart/Norm
Name of Organization: Saluda River Chapter Trout Unlimited
Safety Activities Involved In: River fishing safety, both by wading and by boat, paddle
and motor; water flows for both recreation and for the fisheries; river safety education
through articles and meeting programs; and river rescues
Geographic Area Covered: Lower Saluda River
Number of Personnel: 325 chapter members
Response From: Aaron Small
Name of Organization: Lake Murray Coast Guard AuxiliaryLake Murray Station
Safety Activities Involved In: boating safety, education, and water rescue on Lake
Murray
Geographic Area Covered:
Number of Personnel: 48 members and eight equipped boats that meet USCG
requirements; Helicopters and additional boats (if available)
Response From: Karen Kustafik
Name of Organization: City of Columbia Parks and Recreation Department
Safety Activities Involved In: COC-Instruction, whitewater kayak program; boating
safety information; Park Ranger staff patrol. I also teach and volunteer on the LSR
personally, outside of my COC duties.
Geographic Area Covered: Lower Saluda River and Three Rivers Greenway
Number of Personnel: Whitewater: ~10 volunteer coaches; Park Ranger Staff: 18
The park ranger staff will begin duties mid-December. They will cover Riverfront and
Granby Parks at present. It is reasonable to assume that, as the Saluda portion of the 3RG
is built, the ranger staff would also cover that area.
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Response From: Charlene Coleman
Name of Organization: American Whitewater (Regional Coordinator)
Safety Activities Involved In: Training: Rescue 3 International Whitewater Rescue
Technician; Tennessee Association of Rescue Squads Swiftwater I & II Technician;
American Canoe Association Swiftwater/Whitewater Rescue; American Canoe
Association Whitewater Kayak Instructor; 17 Years Whitewater Boater Class V (that
includes 15 years of "on time" whitewater rescue experience); Safety/Councilor and
guide Canoeing for Kids (charity);, Palmetto Paddlers Safety & Instruction Director;
River Safety Consultant for SCE&G; Lower Scenic Saluda River Advisory Council;
Volunteer Oconee County Tactical Special Rescue Team (Whitewater Technician);
National First Responder Response Organization; American Whitewater consultant on
access, recreation, safety, water quality, etc; USFS Chattooga River safety consultant as
AW representative; National Whitewater Team judge and safety/rescue boater.
Geographic Area Covered: Southeastern US; Chattooga River; Saluda River; Wherever
I teach; Wherever Im boating; Wherever requested.
Number of Personnel: 1 and the entire whitewater boating community
Response From: Patrick Moore
Name of Organization: American Rivers and Coastal Conservation League
Safety Activities Involved In: None
Geographic Area Covered: Full area of project impact
Number of Personnel: 0
Other: While we do not have any personnel exclusively dedicated to safety, enhancing
the public value of recreational safety is a goal of both organizations.
Response From: Bill Marshall
Organization: Lower Saluda Scenic River Advisory Council in partnership with the
SCDNR, River Conservation Program
Safety Activities Involved In: Provide river-user safety information at kiosks located at
public access sites; Provide safety information on website and in a river-map/brochure
product; Established water-level safety marker system painted on poles at access sites and
on bridge supports (blue, yellow, red color-coded bands convey increasingly hazardous
conditions with rising waters)
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Geographic Area Covered: Lower Saluda River and access sites, which include Hope
Ferry (Metts) Landing, Saluda Shoals Park, Gardendale Landing, and Riverbanks Zoo.
Number of Personnel: One staff person to periodically update and maintain information
and water-level marker system described above
Response From: David Price
Name of Organization: Lake Murray Power Squadron (LMPS)
Type of Safety Activities Involved In:
Mission of the LMPS
The Lake Murray Power Squadron (www.lmpsonline.org), a unit of the United States
Power Squadrons (USPS) (www.usps.org), is a non-profit boating organization dedicated
to making boating safer and more enjoyable through education, civic service and fraternal
boating activities among our members.
Education
o Boating Safety Courses for the General Public - LMPS offers a basic
boating safety course (Boat Smart®) to the public in the fall and spring of
each year. This course consists of 4 two-hour classroom sessions, followed by
a proctored exam. Individuals unable to attend the classes can order
Americas Boating Course from the USPS website and contact a local
squadron (LMPS for the SC midlands area) for assistance as they study the
course material. A proctored exam is provided for the course ordered from
the internet.
o Courses for LMPS Members - Once a member of the LMPS, many other
educational courses are available to enhance ones boating skills. A list, along
with a brief description, is as follows:
Seamanship - types of boats (motor and sail), trailering, maintenance,
weather, navigational rules and aids to navigation, medical
emergencies, and nautical customs
Piloting - course plotting, dead reckoning, marine radio use, chart
reading, compass adjustment
Advanced Piloting - advanced navigational and charting skills, use of
deviation tables, danger bearings and angles, tides and currents,
fundamentals of electronic navigation
Junior Navigation - working knowledge of celestial navigation,
concept of celestial sphere, identification of celestial bodies, and
advanced plotting techniques
Navigation - advanced concepts and skills of navigation
Engine Maintenance - operating principles of gasoline and diesel
engines, trouble shooting, temporary remedies, and safety procedures
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Instructor Qualification - practical skills and use of teaching aids for
teaching courses
Marine Electronics - essential knowledge about electrical and
electronic systems
Sail - terminology; types of hulls and rigs; running standing rigging;
techniques for adjusting to wind and waves; sail handling, storm
survival, sail instrumentation; marlinspike techniques; and sailboat
emergencies
Weather - awareness of weather phenomena and impact upon boating
Compass Adjusting - various methods of ensuring precision of
compass
Skipper Saver - basic skills of operating a boat safely in an emergency
Preparation for Coast Guard License - rules of the road, seamanship,
weather, piloting, and damage control in preparation for USCG license
exam
Principles of Water Skiing Safety - basic techniques, safety
procedures, types of skis, and skier responsibility
Additional courses are listed on LMPS website.
o Future Boating Courses for the General Public - The USPS is considering
making available to the public several of the above courses which are
currently available to members only.
Civic Service
In addition to the boating safety courses, the LMPS performs a number of other civic
service activities which are as follows:
o Reference lights - LMPS spends many hours each month inspecting and
repairing the reference lights on Lake Murray to ensure they are operating
within prescribed functional limits and are compliant with federal, state and
local regulations.
o Shoal marker inspection - LMPS conducts annual checks of all shoal
markers on Lake Murray to ensure presence, positioning. Any problems are
reported to the SC Department of Natural Resources (SCDNR) for repair.
o Vessel Safety Checks - LMPS has many certified inspectors that examine
recreational vessels to ensure the presence of functioning marine safety
equipment, clarify boating regulations, emphasize safety procedures, and
encourage boater education. This inspection program originally was
conducted solely by the Coast Guard Auxiliary; however, in an effort to
expand this important inspection program, the US Coast Guard enlisted the
help of the USPS.
o Adopt an Island Program - LMPS conducts an annual clean-up of Rock
Island in cooperation with SCDNR.
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o Geodetic Marks - ensure presence of small brass plates that provide
geographic framework for mapping and charting, boundaries and property
lines, and setting precise positions of space craft and satellites.
Additional Information About LMPS and USPS
For additional information about LMPS and USPS, and the activities mentioned above as
well as our fraternal boating activities, please visit our websites at: www.lmpsonline.org
and www.usps.org.
Geographic Area Covered: Midlands of South Carolina with emphasis on Lake Murray
Number of Personnel: LMPS has over 300 members who volunteer their time and
resources to carry out the mission of the LMPS.
Response From: Suzanne Rhodes
Name of Organization: South Carolina Wildlife Federation
Safety Activities Involved In: River Sports - Fishing, Canoeing, Overnight Camping On
Lower Saluda
Geographic Area Covered: Lake Murray and Lower Saluda River
Number of Personnel: No dedicated personnel
Other: Concern that there is woefully insufficient notice below the dam when the water
is released for power production. This puts citizens at risk - those who are not paying
attention, who are using the waters recreationally - perhaps for the first time - and also
those who are then called upon to rescue. The Federation's primary concern is wildlife
habitat, but habitat of persons is also of concern. The Federation has raised this issue
previously.
Response From: Steve Bell
Name of Organization: Lake Murray Watch- Committed to protecting and enhancing
the project's environmental and recreational resources
Safety Activities Involved In: Lake Watch Volunteers report unsafe conditions and
activities
Geographic Area Covered: Lake Murray and the Lower Saluda
Number of Personnel: Approximately 16 members on the Lake and 2 on the river.
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Other: Our goal in this committee - To seek changes in Saluda Hydro operations that
will protect public safety for recreational users in the lake in the lower Saluda
Response From: Harvin Brock
Name of Organization: South Carolina Department of Natural Resources
Safety Activities Involved In: Richland and Lexington County Officers are trained in
Swift Water Rescues. This training was done in conjunction with the Columbia Fire
Dept. and incorporated the DNR helicopter. The helicopter was been given to SLED so
our involvement is by boat and from the river bank. Lexington County has a river rescue
boat with a jet motor and Richland has a Zodiac boat.
Geographic Area Covered: Richland and Lexington County Officers respond to
emergencies in LSR and Lake Murray.
Number of Personnel: Lexington County has 5 Officers with 1 a member of the DNR
AIR Team (Ken Simmons)
Richland County has 5 Officers with 1 member of the DNR AIR Team (Tony Walker)
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U.S. COAST GUARD AUXILIARY
LAKE MURRAY STATION
WHO ARE WE?
Since its creation by Congress in 1939, the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary has served as the
civilian, non-military component of the Coast Guard. The Lake Murray Flotilla, which
was chartered in 1947, is part of a 35,000 member force of volunteer men and women
who are active on the waterways and classrooms in over 2,000 cities and towns across the
nation. The Lake Murray Station is considered by U.S. Coast Guard Charleston Sector to
be their presence on Lake Murray.
WHAT ARE OUR RESPONSIBILITIES?
The Lake Murray Station provides the following services for boaters on Lake Murray and
the surrounding area residents:
**For twenty five plus years, the Flotilla has conducted safety patrols on the lake. These
patrols are conducted from privately owned vessels which are specially equipped,
inspected and certified by the USCG for handling emergency operations such as
collisions, fires aboard and sinking boats.
**In 2004, the Flotilla was assigned a dedicated patrol boat by the Coast Guard for use
on Lake Murray. This facility, Unit 1, is on 24/7 standby at Flotilla Island in the event of
an on-water emergency.
**The Flotilla maintains the marine radio network for use by boaters on Lake Murray in
the event of an emergency. This elaborate communications system allows for
communications even in the far reaches of the lake by boaters who are in need of
assistance.
**The Flotilla, through a mutual agreement with the National Weather Service, provides
for a site and communications link to collect weather data on the shore of the lake. This
data is collected and disseminated by the NWS on weather radio frequencies to boaters
and residents on the lake.
**In the event of an emergency, the Flotilla will assist boaters who otherwise cannot
receive towing services form the commercial tow boats now operating on the lake.
**The Flotilla has developed special skills through constant training to handle special
events in conjunction with the law enforcements agencies on the lake. Such events as
sailing regattas, triathlons, boat races, holiday events, etc. are handled when requested
and require a high level of nautical skills on the part of the Auxiliary in order to perform
those duties.
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**The Flotilla has members who have completed U.S. Coast Guard developed training in
crew, coxswain, pilot, air observer, radio watchstander, weather, search and rescue,
advanced navigation, patrol operations, etc. The Flotilla membership has expended
hundreds of volunteer hours in this training to assure that we are ready when the call
comes to assist boaters on the lake.
**The on-water activities are only a portion of the services provided to the boating
public. The Flotilla conducts numerous training classes each year which are available to
the public for a minimal fee. We are in the process of adding to the number of available
courses.
**The Flotilla inspects recreational boats as a courtesy to the owners when requested.
This program assists in eliminating a problem before it develops into an on-water
emergency. We schedule Vessel Courtesy Inspections at each of the major marinas and
launch sites on the lake each year to assure public access to this important program.
**The Flotilla, after the September 11 disaster, now serves as the eyes and ears for the
Coast Guard and law enforcement for suspicious activities on and around the shores of
the lake. During the Sept. 11 crisis, at the request of the U.S. Coast Guard, we provided
24/7 patrols of the major inland lakes where critical power generation equipment is
located.
**The Flotilla maintains a service of distributing water safety literature through periodic
visits to the area marinas, marine supply stores, visitation centers ,etc. where we furnish
counter displays stocked with the brochures. This is another Auxiliary effort to educate
and reach out to the boating public in order to prevent accidents on the lake.
WHAT ARE OUR CAPABILITIES?
**We maintain seven patrol boats including the dedicated Unit 1. In addition, we have
two other patrol boats, one each located at Lake Greenwood and Lake Wateree that can
be transported to Lake Murray as required.
**We maintain six radio operational units in addition to the marine radios which are
required equipment for each operational patrol boat.
**We currently have 41 members on our active roster and they can be responded through
the use of our alert communications tree. Most members live on or close to the lake and
can be under way in minutes.
**Each patrol boat is equipped with and annually inspected for a detailed list of U.S.
Coast Guard required items such as towing bridles and lines, advanced first aid kits,
PEPIRP location device, VHF radio, depth sounder, GPS, extra PFDs, signal flare kits,
heaving lines, night operations equipment, etc. Each crew member who serves during the
winter months is equipped with winter survival suits.
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Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Alison Guth
Thursday, January 05, 2006 4:07 PM
'arsbhs@bellsouth.net'; 'cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net'; Alan Stuart; 'marshallb@dnr.sc.gov';
'bill25@sc.rr.com'; 'cheetahtrk@yahoo.com'; Dave Anderson; 'pricedc@dhec.sc.gov';
'dchristie@infoave.net'; 'eschnepel@sc.rr.com'; 'kayakduke@bellsouth.net';
'gjobsis@americanrivers.org'; 'meddynamic@aol.com'; 'kakustafik@columbiasc.net';
'Lbarber@sc.rr.com'; 'Malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu'; 'miriam@lakemurraycountry.com';
'PatrickM@scccl.org'; 'bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net'; 'suzrhodes@juno.com';
'tboozer@scana.com'; 'bargentieri@scana.com'; 'rmahan@scana.com';
'mark_Leao@fws.gov'; 'Amanda_Hill@fws.gov'; 'Elymay2@aol.com'; 'skfox@sc.rr.com'
Draft Safety RCG Mission Statement

Dear Safety Group,
In our last meeting we both discussed and revised a mission statement for the group. Please look over the attached copy
and let me know of any more comments that you may have on it. Please send me your comments by Jan. 19th. Thanks,
and let me know if you have any questions. ~ Alison

Group Input Safety
RCG Mission...

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator

Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive
Suite 21A
West Columbia, SC 29170
P: (803) 822-3177
F: (803) 822-3183

1

SAFETY RESOURCE CONSERVATION GROUP
MISSION STATEMENT

The Mission of the Safety Resource Conservation Group (SRCG)
is, through good faith cooperation, to make Lake Murray and the
lower Saluda River safer for the public. The objective is to
develop a consensus-based Recreational Safety Plan proposal for
inclusion in the FERC license application.
This will be
accomplished by gathering or developing data relevant to Saluda
Hydroelectric Project safety-related interests/issues, seek to
understand those interests/issues and that data, and consider all
such interests/issues and data relevant to and significantly affecting
safety on Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River.

WAI-2190173v1

Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Alison Guth
Tuesday, January 03, 2006 4:49 PM
Alan Stuart; Dave Anderson; Bret Hoffman; 'gjobsis@americanrivers.org';
'arsbhs@bellsouth.net'; 'bargentieri@scana.com'; 'marshallb@dnr.sc.gov'; 'bellsteve9339
@bellsouth.net'; 'dchristie@infoave.net'; 'meddynamic@aol.com'; 'playinhookyii@aol.com';
'Bill Mathias'; 'skfox@sc.rr.com'; 'lbarber@sc.rr.com'; 'kakustafik@columbiasc.net';
'cheetahtrk@yahoo.com'; 'kayakduke@bellsouth.net'; 'rmahan@scana.com';
'dhancock@scana.com'; 'Norm@sc.rr.com'; 'tboozer@scana.com'
Draft Safety Meeting Notes

Good Afternoon All,
Attached is a copy of the draft November 16th Safety RCG Meeting Notes for your review. Please have comments back to
me by January 17th for revisions. You may also present any comments you have on the meeting notes to me before or
after the Safety RCG meeting next Tuesday. Thanks for your time, and as always, feel free to email me with any
questions. ~Alison

2005-11-16 draft
Meeting Minut...

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator

Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive
Suite 21A
West Columbia, SC 29170
P: (803) 822-3177
F: (803) 822-3183

1

MEETING NOTES
SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY
SALUDA HYDRO PROJECT RELICENSING
SAFETY RESOURCE GROUP
SCE&G Training Center
November 16, 2005
Draft acg 12-22-06

ATTENDEES:

Bill Argentieri, SCE&G
Alison Guth, Kleinschmidt Associates
Dave Anderson, Kleinschmidt Associates
Randy Mahan, SCANA Services
Gerrit Jobsis, SCCCL & Am. Rivers
Dick Christie, SCDNR
David Price, Lake Murray Power Squadron
Kenneth Fox, LMA
George Duke, LMHOC
Karen Kustafik, City of Cola. Parks & Rec.
Norman Ferris, Saluda Trout Unlimited
Bill Marshall, SCDNR & LSSRAC

Alan Stuart, Kleinschmidt Associates
Steve Bell, Lake Watch
Bret Hoffman, Kleinschmidt Associates
Ken Uschelbec, U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary
Aaron Small, U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary
Jerry Wise, Lake Murray Power Squadron
Bill Mathias, LMA & LMPS
David Hancock, SCE&G
Lee Barber, LMA
Charlene Coleman, American Whitewater
Tommy Boozer, SCE&G

HOMEWORK ITEMS:
 Each organization is to come up with a description of its organization and background
information on its organization to present to the group – forward to Dave Anderson
 Each entity will list the issues and goals they feel are valuable and important – forward to Dave
Anderson
 Review the ICD
PARKING LOT ITEMS:
 Cover operational procedures

DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

January 10, 2006 at 9:30 a.m.
Located at the Lake Murray Training Center
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MEETING NOTES
SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY
SALUDA HYDRO PROJECT RELICENSING
SAFETY RESOURCE GROUP
SCE&G Training Center
November 16, 2005
Draft acg 12-22-06

MEETING NOTES:
These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.
Alan Stuart opened the meeting and noted that this group was formed as an ad-hoc group at the
request of many individuals. There was brief discussion on the possibility of the Safety group
continuing to meet after Relicensing. SCE&G explained that there was a committee in the late 80’s
that met to discuss safety issues around the lake. Alan explained that he expected that the role of
this group would be to discuss project related safety issues.
The group then began to discuss the operating procedures and Alan was asked to discuss the format
of the TWC. He noted that once an issue comes up, and a study is required, a technical working
committee is formed out of those individuals that are knowledgeable of those particular subjects.
In a discussion on some of the particular safety issues associated with the reservoir, Randy noted
that SCE&G was working to develop a system to provide as much information to individuals as was
reasonably possible. However, he explained that because the Project is used as reserve there was
going to be the need to release at a moments notice which could change what they may have
originally projected. Randy pointed out that it was important that people did not function
completely on the assumption that any projected flows that may be given do not have the possibility
of changing. He further noted that if any projected flows were given, it did not take away the need
for personal responsibility.
A stakeholder noted that he believed that during Relicensing the group would look at a wide range
of operations not excluding run of the river. SCE&G replied that safety was a major concern for
them but it would not be possible to operate the project run of river due to the huge reservoir.
SCE&G explained that a run of river project generally has little to no storage and is more like
Columbia Canal or Neal Shoals.
Operations Presentation
Lee began his presentation on the operation of Saluda Hydro. The group discussed several
questions that came up during the course of the presentation.
One discussion centered around the role that weather events have on lake levels. The group
considered that SCE&G does not control inflow to the lake. It was pointed out that through
operation they could decrease the lake a couple feet in a few days, however they could not let the
lake fill up in a few days without a rainfall event. Lee Xanthakos pointed out that because the
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MEETING NOTES
SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY
SALUDA HYDRO PROJECT RELICENSING
SAFETY RESOURCE GROUP
SCE&G Training Center
November 16, 2005
Draft acg 12-22-06

project was operated for reserve, if a plant trips and Saluda is needed for 90 minutes, the impact on
the Lake is miniscule. Lee further pointed out that sometimes more than one plant trips and,
hypothetically, if Saluda is fully loaded for a 24 hour period of time the Lake would only drop about
6 inches.
Discussions turned to the external factors that cause lake levels to drop other than generation. It
was noted that certain times of year necessitate an intentional lake level drop to accommodate a
potential storm. It was also noted that evaporation takes large quantities of water out of the lake on
a hot summer afternoon. Lee noted that in the summer they typically lose about 6 inches a week in
evaporation
In a discussion on hurricanes and the release of water from the lake, questions arose as to why a
drawdown is necessary if you could open the spillway gates in an emergency. SCE&G noted that
they are required to use the resource in a prudent manner according to the Public Service
Commission and FERC.
Mission Statement & Other Discussions
Alan Stuart noted that the group would now begin to discuss the mission statement and come up
with issues. He added that they have put together a draft mission statement for consideration and
they have listed goals and issues as a group. He noted that he would like everyone to read the draft
and note any changes that need to be made. As the group considered the mission statement there
were several topics brought up for discussion. Randy Mahan noted that the scope of this group has
the potential to be very broad, however it may be important to focus on what would be involved in
Relicensing and what will be addressed in the application. Eventually, the group could focus on
broader issues as it continues on after Relicensing. Tommy Boozer noted that he believed that the
safety issues on the lake will mainly focus on the public use of the Lake and recreational facilities.
Gerrit Jobsis reiterated that he believed that the group needs to let SCE&G coordinate and discuss
with safety agencies on those non-relicensing situations but focus on relicensing issues for now.
The group began to briefly discuss the Emergency Action Plan and discussions turned to the option
of merging the safety and recreation groups. The group also discussed the option of combining the
recreation and safety groups but separating the Lake and River issues into two separate groups. It
was concluded that a decision regarding this issue would be made at a later date; however, the
group did note that it may be beneficial to split up the agenda and discuss River related safety issues
in the morning and Lake safety issues in the afternoon.
The group began to discuss the mission statement in more detail and some word changes were
made. Lee Barber noted that he understood that there was a degree at which people had exercise
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SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY
SALUDA HYDRO PROJECT RELICENSING
SAFETY RESOURCE GROUP
SCE&G Training Center
November 16, 2005
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personal responsibility and judgment, although added education may be helpful or necessary, which
in turn might be mentioned in the mission statement. The group did note however that there could
be numerous more sirens put and place and it still may not effect how some individuals choose to
act. It was also asked as to where the project boundary extended to on the LSR. It was noted that it
extends to the transmission lines at the rapids.
Steve Bell asked what would happen to a safety plan once the group came to a consensus on it. The
group replied that it would go in as an element of the comprehensive PM&E agreement. If
agreement was not reached on it then SCE&G would have to state their reasons for not including it
in the application and individuals could submit letters to the FERC separately. Dick Christie
pointed out that by his definition, the only way you could have consensus as a group is if it is
something that everyone can live with, maybe not love, but live with. He noted that if it is
something that SCE&G disagrees with then it is not going to be a consensus. Randy Mahan also
noted that one should not always assume that the public interests and SCE&G’s interests are
completely different, and that the goal is to go through the interests and come up with a balance.
Bill Marshall expressed concern as to whether what was being accomplished in the group would
ultimately be vetoed by SCE&G management and noted that he believed it was incumbent that
SCE&G note what they could not live with during the group sessions. Randy Mahan agreed and
noted that it was also the responsibility of the individuals in the group to let the group know if it
was something that they could not live with as well.
Alan briefly noted that Kleinschmidt Associates and SCE&G was coming up with a Workplan that
will be based on the mission statement of the group. He noted that it will identify items that need to
accomplish in the group and how the group is going to go about accomplishing the items.
Discussions then turned to presentations and one individual questioned whether or not any
participating member would have the ability to make presentations to the group. Alan noted that
they would have the opportunity to place the topic item on an agenda for the next meeting. Alan
also began to discuss the “Parking Lot” and noted that all of the parking lot issues would be
addressed at the appropriate time. He noted that the Parking Lot was in place in order to promote
the flow through the agenda.
The group then began to briefly discuss confidentiality as it has to do with settlement negotiations.
A group member noted concern as to compromised issues, and noted that if concessions had to be
made it was important that confidentiality was in place. Randy agreed that that was fair and it
would be looked into. One individual asked if they could bring a tape recorder into group meetings.
Consequently, the group decided that tape recorders should not be allowed in part because it may
discourage individuals from speaking freely.
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The group then began to discuss the need for more county representatives and local law
enforcement officials at the group meetings. It was noted that a special invitation may be necessary.
Aaron Small noted that he would contact the resident deputy of Lake Murray and Tommy Boozer
noted that he would contact Skeet Mills and the DNR law enforcement. The group also noted that it
may be beneficial to include the Lexington County Sheriff and West Columbia Rescue.
Alan noted that comments were received on the Operating Procedures and Kleinschmidt Associates
and SCE&G are working on a second version.
As a homework item the group decided that a representative from each of the participating
organizations should present a list of their interests to the group at the next meeting. It was also
requested that enough copies be provided so that they can be passed out to the group. The group
also decided that each entity represented would provide a group description and background that
would be sent to Dave Anderson at Kleinschmidt Associates with a deadline of December 7th.
The agenda for this meeting is attached below.
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing
Safety Resource Conservation Group

Meeting Agenda
November 16, 2005
9:30 AM
Lake Murray Training Center



9:35 to 9:45

Introduction





SCE&G and KA Staff
Resource Agency Representatives
NGO Representatives
Individuals



9:45 to 10:00

Purpose of Resource Groups



10:00 to 11:00

Presentation – Saluda Hydro Operations – Lee Xanthakos
SCANA Services



11:00 to 11:45

Develop Safety RCG Mission Statement



11:45 to 12:45

Lunch



1:00 to 2:00

Discuss Safety RCG procedures



2:00 to 2:30

Develop List of Homework Assignments



2:30 to 2:45

Develop an Agenda for Next Meeting



2:45 to 3:00

Set Next Meeting Date
Adjourn
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Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dave Anderson
Thursday, March 08, 2007 2:47 PM
Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill
Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson;
David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers);
J. Hamilton Hagood; Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Joel Huggins ; John and
Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Larry Turner
(turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam
Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Roger Hovis ; Skeet
Mills ; Stan Jones (sjones@imichotels.net); Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes
Postponement of Tentative Safety RCG Meeting

Safety RCG Members,
Due to some extenuating circumstances, I have decided to postpone the tentative meeting we had scheduled for March
20th. The new date of the meeting will be April 18. You will receive a number of documents I would like us to discuss at
the next meeting prior to April 18.
Thanks,
Dave Anderson

1

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Alison Guth
Tony Bebber; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri;
Bill Hulslander; Bill Marshall; Bud Badr; Charlene Coleman; Dave Landis;
Dick Christie; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Gina Kirkland;
Hank McKellar; James Smith; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer O"Rourke; Joy Downs;
Kristina Massey; Larry Michalec; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov);
Mark Leao; Mike Summer (msummer@scana.com); Mike Waddell;
Parkin Hunter; Patrick Moore; Ralph Crafton; Randal Shealy; Randy Mahan;
Ray Ammarell; Russell Jernigan; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes;
Theresa Thom; Tom Ruple; Tom Stonecypher; Bret Hoffman;
Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman;
Dave Anderson; David Price; Edward Schnepel; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux;
John and Rob Altenberg; Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox;
Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson;
Norman Ferris; Tom Eppink;
Safety/Ops Meeting
Monday, April 03, 2006 1:55:44 PM
operations & Safety RCG Agenda 4 6 06.doc

Hello All,
Attached is the agenda for Thursday's meeting. It is very brief with no time allotments, Thursday will
consist mainly of round-table discussion. Thank you to all who have RSVP'd. Do not be worried if I
have not responded to your RSVP, I receive quite a few of them, as you can imagine, and simply check
you off a list once I have received it. It is not too late to let me know if you are coming so please do so
if you have not. Thanks, Alison
Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator
Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive
Suite 21A
West Columbia, SC 29170
P: (803) 822-3177
F: (803) 822-3183

FW: 07-20-2006 Safety RCG Meeting Agenda

-----Original Message----From: Dave Anderson
Sent: Tuesday, July 11, 2006 11:11 AM
To:

Alison Guth

Subject:

07-20-2006 Safety RCG Meeting Agenda

Here is our agenda for the meeting next week. As you can see, we will be viewing a presentation
about the Three Rivers Greenway given by Mike Dawson first thing in the morning. Please make
every effort to be ready to start at 9:30 am so we can accommodate Mike's schedule.
<<2006-07-20 Safety RCG Agenda.pdf>>
You can also see that we have a very busy day after the presentation. The objective of our meeting is
to finalize the Safety RCG Work Plan and to begin discussions on the "Safety Program" we will
develop over the course of the next year. I have attached both Word and PDF files of the Work Plan in
order for you to see the changes that have been made via e-mail. These changes are color coded for
your reading pleasure. If you have MS Word, you should be able to see who made the edit by
hovering your cursor over the change. For those of you that don't have Word, the colors and their
respective "editors" are:
Red - Dave A.
Blue - Alan S. (these are actually changes we made on Alan's computer at our last meeting)
Green - Randy M.
Purple - Bill A.
Orange - Charlene C.
Lt. Blue - Malcolm L.
Yellow - Mike W.
Grey - Bill M.
These colors may not match up to what you see in the Word document as Word changes the colors
every time you open the document. They will correspond to the attached PDF file.
<<Draft Safety RCG Work Plan (07-10-06).doc>> <<Draft Safety RCG Work Plan (07-10-06).pdf>>
Finally we will discuss the "Safety Program" outline. I will be looking for your basic comments as to the
components of this program and any additional "sections" you think should be included. I will provide
verbal cues as to what each section will entail at the meeting.
<<Saluda Safety Program Outline_DRAFT.pdf>>
As always, if you are planning on attending the meeting, please let Alison know ASAP so she can
make arrangements for lunch (and for seating for Mike's presentation). Hope to see you next week!
http://owa.kleinschmidtusa.com/public/Jobs/45...CG%20Meeting%20Agenda-758209493.EML?Cmd=open (1 of 2) [5/21/2008 12:40:21 PM]

FW: 07-20-2006 Safety RCG Meeting Agenda

-------------------------------------------------------------------David K. Anderson, Ph.D.
Recreation/Human Dimensions Specialist
Kleinschmidt Associates
4958 Valleydale Rd., Ste. 250
Birmingham, AL 35242
Ph: 205-981-4547x240
FAX: 205-981-4549
Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com

http://owa.kleinschmidtusa.com/public/Jobs/45...CG%20Meeting%20Agenda-758209493.EML?Cmd=open (2 of 2) [5/21/2008 12:40:21 PM]

From:
To:

Subject:
Start:
End:
Location:

Alison Guth
Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth;
Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman;
Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson; David Price; Dick Christie;
Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers);
Jennifer O"Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; John and Rob Altenberg;
Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox;
Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart;
Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris;
Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Eppink;
Safety RCG Meeting
Tuesday, April 18, 2006 9:00:00 AM
Tuesday, April 18, 2006 3:00:00 PM
Lake Murray Training Center

When: Tuesday, April 18, 2006 9:00 AM-3:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where: Lake Murray Training Center
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
Good Morning RCG Members,
This is a reminder that we are having a Safety RCG meeting Tuesday, April 18th at 9:00 at the Lake
Murray Training Center. The agenda for this meeting should be out by tomorrow. I will be out of the
office on Friday, so please let me know if you are attending by Thursday. Thanks and take care, Alison

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Alison Guth
Tony Bebber; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri;
Bill Hulslander; Bill Marshall; Bud Badr; Charlene Coleman; Dave Landis;
Dick Christie; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Gina Kirkland;
Hank McKellar; James Smith; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer O"Rourke; Joy Downs;
Kristina Massey; Larry Michalec; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov);
Mark Leao; Mike Summer (msummer@scana.com); Mike Waddell;
Parkin Hunter; Patrick Moore; Ralph Crafton; Randal Shealy; Randy Mahan;
Ray Ammarell; Russell Jernigan; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Ruple;
Tom Stonecypher; Bret Hoffman; Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson;
Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Dave Anderson; David Price; Edward Schnepel;
Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; John and Rob Altenberg; Karen Kustafik;
Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Miriam Atria;
Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Tom Eppink;
ADHOC Meeting Delayed
Thursday, March 23, 2006 6:02:02 PM

Hello all:
Well our attempts to have an ADHOC Safety/Operations meeting next week have hit somewhat of a
roadblock. There have been many conflicts with the 29th of next week. The next possible date
available is the 6th of April. Hopefully this will be a better day for the group. This meeting will take
place at 9:00 at the Saluda Shoals Park Environmental Center because the Training Center is booked. It
appears that many of the conflicts will be remedied with this new date. We would like to have this
meeting as soon as possible and not extend it out any further. Please let me know if you are going to
attend so I can continue to plan.
Thanks so much, Alison
-----Original Message----From: Alan Stuart
Sent: Thursday, March 23, 2006 12:29 AM
To: Tony Bebber; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill Hulslander; Bill Marshall; Bud
Badr; Charlene Coleman; Dave Landis; Dick Christie; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Gina
Kirkland; Hank McKellar; James Smith; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer O'Rourke; Joy Downs; Kristina Massey;
Larry Michalec; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Mark Leao; Mike Summer (msummer@scana.com);
Mike Waddell; Parkin Hunter; Patrick Moore; Ralph Crafton; Randal Shealy; Randy Mahan; Ray
Ammarell; Russell Jernigan; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Ruple; Tom Stonecypher; Bret Hoffman;
Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Dave Anderson; David Price;
Edward Schnepel; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; John and Rob Altenberg; Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec;
Kenneth Fox; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Tom Eppink
Subject: ADHOC Meeting
Good evening all,
I wanted to get back and respond to Steve Bell's request to convene an emergency meeting of the
Operations RCG. Based on Steve's request and the flurry of emails that I've noticed going back and forth
I support Steve's request to have a meeting. In monitoring the emails, I sense quite of bit of
misunderstanding/miscommunication between all of the Parties in this process. I have heard no
unreasonable operational alternatives requests proposed by the stakeholders and believe these need to
be evaluated as part of this process. To steal a quote from Steve “everything is on the table for
consideration" and well it should be during this process. All of the groups have done an outstanding job
developing reasonable operational alternatives to evaluate and in my experiences this is half the battle.
You have a great deal of participants in this process with very diverse backgrounds which are a great
tool in defining the issues and developing potential alternatives for analysis. You should utilize these
resources that you have at your disposal to the fullest extent otherwise you are cheating yourselves.
Part of our job as Kleinschmidt is to ensure that each and every reasonable alternative is given serious
and due consideration throughout this process. Make no mistake; I assure you this will happen because

we do not want to leave any stone unturned when it comes time to evaluate the options for your
comprehensive Protection, Mitigation and Enhancement Agreement (PM&EA). Remember our job as
Kleinschmidt is to try and bring everyone to the table, keep everyone there, work through the issues/
information needs, make sure all reasonable alternatives are given their due consideration and analysis,
and ultimately assist the group's endeavors to reach consensus on recommendations.
You all have done an outstanding job identifying and scoping of the issues/interests. This is another
huge step in the process that should not be taken lightly. You should be proud of this accomplishment.
I have seen a lot of progress made in the Technical Working Committees and RCG's and you should not
want all of the positive efforts to deteriorate . One item I would like to touch on, it is becoming very
apparent that some of the correspondence we have noticed of late may be directed on a more personal
level. Folks, I made this comment early on that there are two major things (among many things) that
we must all recognize in the other to make this process move forward to reach a common goal,
RESPECT for each other and OPEN and HONEST communication. I know in the "heat of the argument"
personalities and emotions tend to take over but let's not loose sight that everyone is in this process
because they feel strongly about some issue or issues. We should RESPECT them for their opinion, the
time and effort they are putting forth and just because they care that much about the project to be
involved. No matter how frustrated we become at times what must be maintained is mutual respect for
each other, period no questions asked. Therefore, in the future in an effort to eliminate the potential
for personal attacks, I am requesting that all email correspondence for recommendations, operational
alternatives analysis etc be directed by all parties to Kleinschmidt (me). I think this will help eliminate
the personalize and provide more fruitful results. I'd also like to challenge everyone that in the future
we all try to leave the egos and differences at the door and get back to the matter of going through the
process in a very stepwise manner in working toward the common goal, the PM&EA .
Now I'll step down from the soapbox and get to the matter at hand. Since there appears to be a strong
relationship between the Operations and Safety RCG's regarding operation of Saluda Hydro (with respect
to potential alternatives including ramping etc) I'm proposing both the Operations and Safety groups
conduct a joint RCG meeting. I believe a meeting will help to re-establish the working relationships and
make sure there are no misunderstandings between the parties. Additionally, we can address the items/
alternatives/issues raised in the bevy of emails which have been circulating. With that being said, I
would like to convene the joint Operations/Safety RCG meeting on Wednesday March 29, 2006 at 9:30
at the Lake Murray Training Center. I have confirmed with Rita that space is available.
I know this is very short notice but feel this is extremely important before moving forward. Please let
Alison know no later than Monday March 27 by COB that you are attending so she can get a headcount
for lunch. If you have questions please email or give me a call.
Have a great evening all and my apologies for the novel,
Alan
Alan Stuart
Senior Licensing Coordinator
Kleinschmidt Energy and Water Resources
101 Trade Zone Drive Suite 21A
West Columbia, SC 29170
Phone 803.822.3177
Cell 803.640.8765
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Kacie Jensen
From:

George Duke [kayakduke@bellsouth.net]

Sent:

Wednesday, August 29, 2007 12:21 PM

To:

Alan Stuart; bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net; Dave Anderson; Alison Guth;
BARGENTIERI@scana.com; BOOZER, THOMAS C; RMAHAN@scana.com; Bret Hoffman;
bill25@sc.rr.com; pricedc@dhec.sc.gov; wardg@dnr.sc.gov; taylora@dnr.sc.gov;
lmbrite@lexhealth.org; Jim Cumberland ; Suzanne Rhodes; Mike Waddell; skfox@sc.rr.com;
dlandis1@sc.rr.com; Joy Downs; Bill Marshall

Subject: Re: RE: Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
As a matter of information, the system is not working. There are many misplaced markers and markers washed
up on shore. A plan should address hazards at all lake levels as people use the lake at all levels.
George Duke
----- Original Message ----From: Alan Stuart
To: bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net ; Dave Anderson ; Alison Guth ; BARGENTIERI@scana.com ; BOOZER,
THOMAS C ; RMAHAN@scana.com ; Bret Hoffman ; bill25@sc.rr.com ; pricedc@dhec.sc.gov ;
wardg@dnr.sc.gov ; taylora@dnr.sc.gov ; lmbrite@lexhealth.org ; Jim Cumberland ; Suzanne Rhodes ; Mike
Waddell ; skfox@sc.rr.com ; dlandis1@sc.rr.com ; Joy Downs ; Bill Marshall
Cc: kayakduke@bellsouth.net
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2007 11:22 AM
Subject: RE: RE: Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
Steve,
Whether a drawdown is popular or unpopular, should not be a factor. If there truly is an issue of unmarked
hazards below 354' and then some type of groundtruthing (field identification) is the only viable means to
address this. The information which DNR provided suggested that the program is currently working under
normal lake conditions which would be from 358' -350'. While I do not know how long the program has been in
existence, I'm sure it's been at least 10 -15 years. However, what you continue to suggest is that there are
unmarked hazards in lake elevations below 354'. If they are unmarked, I'm sure the DNR and the boating
community would be interested in marking them now as opposed to later. As you know, a new license (and
any associated changes in lake levels/operations) may not be issued for 10 years or more. Which means until
that point at which a license is issued the lake elevations could be fluctuated between 358 and 350. Therefore,
those potential unmarked hazards could still be in place. So if these potential unmarked hazards do indeed
exist I'm sure the DNR would be interested in getting them marked before waiting 10 years. If the unmarked
hazards do indeed exist, only groundtruthing at an elevation below 354' will reveal them. While technology
is tremendous these days, nothing will replace onsite reconnaissance and field verification. Especially, when
folks may have to install a buoy or marker of some type.
Also, If you are currently in the know of these areas and their locations you should report it to DNR and the
Safety RCG/TWC immediately. That's part of what the Safety RCG/TWC was all about, educating the public
and increasing public safety awareness.
Alan

From: bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net [mailto:bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net]
Sent: Wed 8/29/2007 10:52 AM
To: Alan Stuart; Dave Anderson; Alison Guth; BARGENTIERI@scana.com; BOOZER, THOMAS C;
RMAHAN@scana.com; Bret Hoffman; bill25@sc.rr.com; pricedc@dhec.sc.gov; wardg@dnr.sc.gov;
taylora@dnr.sc.gov; lmbrite@lexhealth.org; Jim Cumberland ; Suzanne Rhodes; Mike Waddell;
skfox@sc.rr.com; dlandis1@sc.rr.com; Joy Downs; Bill Marshall
Cc: kayakduke@bellsouth.net
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Subject: RE: RE: Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
Alan- The purpose of the Hazardous Area TWC is to review available information in order to address the issue of
unmarked hazards. Since DNR recently provided us with information on its program, I think it would be appropriate at this
stage to analyze the available information. determine whether any new studies or info is needed ,and determine how best to
get that additional information if needed. If it is determined that no additional information is needed the committee can
move forward with recommendations to resolve the issue. As you are aware a drawn to identify unmarked hazards would
be very unpopular and most likely unnecessary, considering there are other available resources. My request stands.
Steve Bell
Lake Murray Watch
803-730-8121
>
> From: "Alan Stuart" <Alan.Stuart@KleinschmidtUSA.com>
> Date: 2007/08/29 Wed AM 09:17:42 EDT
> To: <bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net>,
>
"Dave Anderson" <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com>,
>
"Alison Guth" <Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com>,
>
<BARGENTIERI@scana.com>,
>
"BOOZER, THOMAS C" <TBOOZER@scana.com>,
>
<RMAHAN@scana.com>,
>
"Bret Hoffman" <Bret.Hoffman@KleinschmidtUSA.com>,
>
<bill25@sc.rr.com>,
>
<pricedc@dhec.sc.gov>,
>
<wardg@dnr.sc.gov>,
>
<taylora@dnr.sc.gov>,
>
<lmbrite@lexhealth.org>,
>
"Jim Cumberland " <jimc@scccl.org>,
>
"Suzanne Rhodes" <suzrhodes@juno.com>,
>
"Mike Waddell" <mwaddell@esri.sc.edu>,
>
<skfox@sc.rr.com>,
>
<dlandis1@sc.rr.com>,
>
"Joy Downs" <elymay2@aol.com>,
>
"Bill Marshall" <MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov>
> Subject: RE: RE: Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
>
> Dave,
>
> I believe a simple solution exists. The DNR representatives indicated they thought the program seemed to be working
well under normal (358' to 350') conditions. It was the extreme drawdown that seemed to impact the program the most. If
I recall the DNR indicated our Safety RCG could be most helpful in providing information. We are developing the safety
program (plan) and part of the intent was to provide useful information to the boating community of Lake Murray. With
that said, my recommendation would be to develop a draft protocol for inclusion in the safety program that details
recommended procedures (including a data punch list) a boater should collect should they encounter ANY unmarked
hazard, regardless of lake elevation. I believe DNR provided us two contact numbers which should be part of the protocols.
If Steve believes he has encountered unmarked hazards at lake elevations below 354', then others may share his same
concerns. So maybe a plan should be developed to lower the lake to 350' this fall/winter (or next) and allow him (and
others on the lake) the opportunity to take GPS coordinates of those unmarked hazards he has encountered. I believe we
have a couple of Garmin GPS units around the office we certainly could be made available for use. Further, it might be
possible to do some upfront PR work through Robert Yanity encouraging all boaters on the lake during the drawdown
period to collect the necessary data, all of which could be provided to DNR. As we discussed yesterday in our Lake and
Land Management TWC the possibility of periodic lake drawdown (in the neighborhood of 350') for water quality
maintenance may occur in the future. Therefore any unmarked hazard coordinate information would have potential benefit
for years to come.
>
> Any protocols should be developed in coordination with DNR including the guys who are actually setting the buoys in
place. At a minimum, I would think it should include GPS coordinates or delineation on one of the commonly used Lake
Murray Maps, contact information of the individual submitting the request, date etc. To expedite the process, it may be
beneficial asking DNR representatives to provide a list of information they would like the public to provide should they
encounter any unmarked hazard. I believe this necessary information could be provided to DNR both expediting the
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marking process and ultimately resulting in cost savings.
>
> thanks,
> Alan
>
> ________________________________
>
> From: bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net [mailto:bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net]
> Sent: Wed 8/29/2007 6:37 AM
> To: Dave Anderson; Alison Guth; BARGENTIERI@scana.com; BOOZER, THOMAS C; Alan Stuart;
RMAHAN@scana.com; Bret Hoffman; bill25@sc.rr.com; pricedc@dhec.sc.gov; wardg@dnr.sc.gov; taylora@dnr.sc.gov;
lmbrite@lexhealth.org; Jim Cumberland ; Suzanne Rhodes; Mike Waddell; skfox@sc.rr.com; dlandis1@sc.rr.com; Joy
Downs; Bill Marshall
> Subject: Re: RE: Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
>
>
>
> Dave- Sorry I forgot about the Hazardous Areas TWC. I don't believe we have ever convened. Regarding your statement
below,
>
> " Second, and most important, we all agreed at the April 18, 2006
> meeting that SCE&G would work with DNR separately regarding a solution
> for the issue of shoal markers
>
> There are two seperate issues here. One is who is responsible for marking the lake and what would happen if DNR
discontinued the program. We agreed that SCE&G and DNR would hash this out and get back to the committiee.
>
> The second issue relates to concerns about unmarked hazards when the lake drops below the 354' contour. DNR provided
info on its hazardous buoy program at our last meeting. I suggest that the Hazardous Area TWC convene to review and
analyzed this information and attempt to address the issue of unmarked hazards.
>
> Thanks,
>
> Steve Bell
> Lake Murray Watch
> 803-730-8121
>
>
> > From: "Dave Anderson" <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com>
> > Date: 2007/08/27 Mon AM 10:14:02 EDT
> > To: <bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net>,
>>
"Alison Guth" <Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com>,
>>
<BARGENTIERI@scana.com>,
>>
"BOOZER, THOMAS C" <TBOOZER@scana.com>,
>>
"Alan Stuart" <Alan.Stuart@KleinschmidtUSA.com>,
>>
<RMAHAN@scana.com>,
>>
"Bret Hoffman" <Bret.Hoffman@KleinschmidtUSA.com>,
>>
<bill25@sc.rr.com>,
>>
<pricedc@dhec.sc.gov>,
>>
<wardg@dnr.sc.gov>,
>>
<taylora@dnr.sc.gov>,
>>
<lmbrite@lexhealth.org>,
>>
"Jim Cumberland " <jimc@scccl.org>,
>>
"Suzanne Rhodes" <suzrhodes@juno.com>,
>>
"Mike Waddell" <mwaddell@esri.sc.edu>,
>>
<skfox@sc.rr.com>,
>>
<dlandis1@sc.rr.com>,
>>
"Joy Downs" <elymay2@aol.com>,
>>
"Bill Marshall" <MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov>
> > Subject: RE: Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
>>
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> > Steve,
>>
> > I appreciate your edits to the meeting notes. I think we all agree the
> > meeting notes need to be a reflection of what occurred in the meeting
> > and these edits make sure they are.
>>
> > As for the comments you submitted, I am sure Alison will attach those to
> > the meeting notes. However, I have to disagree that we need to form yet
> > another TWC to "review the information and begin addressing the above
> > issue." First, we already have a Hazardous Areas TWC of which you are a
> > member. Second, and most important, we all agreed at the April 18, 2006
> > meeting that "SCE&G would work with DNR separately regarding a solution
> > for the issue of shoal markers." As far as I know, Tommy has been
> > tasked and has been meeting with the DNR trying to come to mutual
> > agreement with the DNR as to how to resolve the issue.
>>
> > If you want me to try to get an update to Tommy and send it to the
> > Hazardous Areas TWC, I'll see what I can do.
>>
> > Let me know if you have any questions.
>>
> > Dave
>>
> > P.S. I still haven't heard back from you regarding your mailbox being
> > full and delivery of the Spring Addendum. I would like comments on this
> > report by Sept. 10 and want to make sure you have plenty of time to
> > review it.
>>
> > -----Original Message----> > From: bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net [mailto:bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net]
> > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 3:08 PM
> > To: Alison Guth; Alison Guth; BARGENTIERI@scana.com; BOOZER, THOMAS C;
> > Alan Stuart; RMAHAN@scana.com; Bret Hoffman; bill25@sc.rr.com;
> > pricedc@dhec.sc.gov; wardg@dnr.sc.gov; taylora@dnr.sc.gov;
> > lmbrite@lexhealth.org; Jim Cumberland ; Suzanne Rhodes; Mike Waddell;
> > skfox@sc.rr.com; dlandis1@sc.rr.com; Joy Downs; Bill Marshall; Dave
> > Anderson
> > Subject: Re: Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
>>
>>
> > Alison- Attached are additional comments.
>>>
> > > From: "Alison Guth" <Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com>
> > > Date: 2007/08/08 Wed PM 02:12:21 EDT
> > > To: "Alison Guth" <Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com>,
> > > <bargentieri@Scana.com>,
> > > "BOOZER, THOMAS C" <TBOOZER@scana.com>,
> > > "Alan Stuart" <Alan.Stuart@KleinschmidtUSA.com>,
> > > <RMAHAN@scana.com>,
> > > "Bret Hoffman" <Bret.Hoffman@KleinschmidtUSA.com>,
> > > <bill25@sc.rr.com>,
> > > <pricedc@dhec.sc.gov>,
> > > <wardg@dnr.sc.gov>,
> > > <taylora@dnr.sc.gov>,
> > > <lmbrite@lexhealth.org>,
> > > "Jim Cumberland " <jimc@scccl.org>,
> > > "Suzanne Rhodes" <suzrhodes@juno.com>,
> > > "Mike Waddell" <mwaddell@esri.sc.edu>,
> > > "Steve Bell" <bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net>,
> > > <skfox@sc.rr.com>,
> > > <dlandis1@sc.rr.com>,
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> > > "Joy Downs" <elymay2@aol.com>,
> > > "Bill Marshall" <MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov>,
> > > "Dave Anderson" <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com>
> > > Subject: Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
>>>
> > > Hello All,
>>>
> > > Attached are the draft meeting notes for the July 31 Safety RCG
> > > meeting. Please have any changes or additions back to me by August
> > > 22nd. Thanks, Alison
>>>
> > > <<2007-7-31 draft Meeting Minutes - Safety RCG.doc>>
>>>
> > > Alison Guth
> > > Licensing Coordinator
> > > Kleinschmidt Associates
> > > 101 Trade Zone Drive
> > > Suite 21A
> > > West Columbia, SC 29170
> > > P: (803) 822-3177
> > > F: (803) 822-3183
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>
>
>
>
>
>
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Kacie Jensen
From:

George Duke [kayakduke@bellsouth.net]

Sent:

Wednesday, August 29, 2007 1:34 PM

To:

Alan Stuart; bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net; Dave Anderson; Alison Guth;
BARGENTIERI@scana.com; BOOZER, THOMAS C; RMAHAN@scana.com; Bret Hoffman;
bill25@sc.rr.com; pricedc@dhec.sc.gov; wardg@dnr.sc.gov; taylora@dnr.sc.gov;
lmbrite@lexhealth.org; Jim Cumberland ; Suzanne Rhodes; Mike Waddell; skfox@sc.rr.com;
dlandis1@sc.rr.com; Joy Downs; Bill Marshall

Subject: Re: RE: Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
Alan
All of the above. Through wind, currents or mischief in the area I am familiar with there are buoys in inapposite
places. An inventory in relation to published maps is an excellent starting place.
George
----- Original Message ----From: Alan Stuart
To: George Duke ; bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net ; Dave Anderson ; Alison Guth ; BARGENTIERI@scana.com ;
BOOZER, THOMAS C ; RMAHAN@scana.com ; Bret Hoffman ; bill25@sc.rr.com ; pricedc@dhec.sc.gov ;
wardg@dnr.sc.gov ; taylora@dnr.sc.gov ; lmbrite@lexhealth.org ; Jim Cumberland ; Suzanne Rhodes ; Mike
Waddell ; skfox@sc.rr.com ; dlandis1@sc.rr.com ; Joy Downs ; Bill Marshall
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2007 12:57 PM
Subject: RE: RE: Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
George I agree. Any plan developed should address the full range of operations, and not be specific to any one
elevation. That was my point earlier. Pilings historically were used to mark some of the shoals but according to
DNR folks posed more of a hazard than the shoal. You do raise a question worth investigating further. What
do you mean by "misplaced markers" ? Were they broken from their moorings or where they anchored further
from the hazard than you thought they should have been ?

From: George Duke [mailto:kayakduke@bellsouth.net]
Sent: Wed 8/29/2007 12:21 PM
To: Alan Stuart; bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net; Dave Anderson; Alison Guth; BARGENTIERI@scana.com;
BOOZER, THOMAS C; RMAHAN@scana.com; Bret Hoffman; bill25@sc.rr.com; pricedc@dhec.sc.gov;
wardg@dnr.sc.gov; taylora@dnr.sc.gov; lmbrite@lexhealth.org; Jim Cumberland ; Suzanne Rhodes; Mike
Waddell; skfox@sc.rr.com; dlandis1@sc.rr.com; Joy Downs; Bill Marshall
Subject: Re: RE: Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
As a matter of information, the system is not working. There are many misplaced markers and markers washed
up on shore. A plan should address hazards at all lake levels as people use the lake at all levels.
George Duke
----- Original Message ----From: Alan Stuart
To: bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net ; Dave Anderson ; Alison Guth ; BARGENTIERI@scana.com ; BOOZER,
THOMAS C ; RMAHAN@scana.com ; Bret Hoffman ; bill25@sc.rr.com ; pricedc@dhec.sc.gov ;
wardg@dnr.sc.gov ; taylora@dnr.sc.gov ; lmbrite@lexhealth.org ; Jim Cumberland ; Suzanne Rhodes ; Mike
Waddell ; skfox@sc.rr.com ; dlandis1@sc.rr.com ; Joy Downs ; Bill Marshall
Cc: kayakduke@bellsouth.net
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2007 11:22 AM
Subject: RE: RE: Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
Steve,
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Whether a drawdown is popular or unpopular, should not be a factor. If there truly is an issue of unmarked
hazards below 354' and then some type of groundtruthing (field identification) is the only viable means to
address this. The information which DNR provided suggested that the program is currently working under
normal lake conditions which would be from 358' -350'. While I do not know how long the program has been
in existence, I'm sure it's been at least 10 -15 years. However, what you continue to suggest is that there are
unmarked hazards in lake elevations below 354'. If they are unmarked, I'm sure the DNR and the boating
community would be interested in marking them now as opposed to later. As you know, a new license (and
any associated changes in lake levels/operations) may not be issued for 10 years or more. Which means until
that point at which a license is issued the lake elevations could be fluctuated between 358 and 350.
Therefore, those potential unmarked hazards could still be in place. So if these potential unmarked hazards
do indeed exist I'm sure the DNR would be interested in getting them marked before waiting 10 years. If
the unmarked hazards do indeed exist, only groundtruthing at an elevation below 354' will reveal them. While
technology is tremendous these days, nothing will replace onsite reconnaissance and field
verification. Especially, when folks may have to install a buoy or marker of some type.
Also, If you are currently in the know of these areas and their locations you should report it to DNR and the
Safety RCG/TWC immediately. That's part of what the Safety RCG/TWC was all about, educating the public
and increasing public safety awareness.
Alan

From: bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net [mailto:bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net]
Sent: Wed 8/29/2007 10:52 AM
To: Alan Stuart; Dave Anderson; Alison Guth; BARGENTIERI@scana.com; BOOZER, THOMAS C;
RMAHAN@scana.com; Bret Hoffman; bill25@sc.rr.com; pricedc@dhec.sc.gov; wardg@dnr.sc.gov;
taylora@dnr.sc.gov; lmbrite@lexhealth.org; Jim Cumberland ; Suzanne Rhodes; Mike Waddell;
skfox@sc.rr.com; dlandis1@sc.rr.com; Joy Downs; Bill Marshall
Cc: kayakduke@bellsouth.net
Subject: RE: RE: Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
Alan- The purpose of the Hazardous Area TWC is to review available information in order to address the issue of
unmarked hazards. Since DNR recently provided us with information on its program, I think it would be appropriate at
this stage to analyze the available information. determine whether any new studies or info is needed ,and determine how
best to get that additional information if needed. If it is determined that no additional information is needed the committee
can move forward with recommendations to resolve the issue. As you are aware a drawn to identify unmarked hazards
would be very unpopular and most likely unnecessary, considering there are other available resources. My request
stands.
Steve Bell
Lake Murray Watch
803-730-8121
>
> From: "Alan Stuart" <Alan.Stuart@KleinschmidtUSA.com>
> Date: 2007/08/29 Wed AM 09:17:42 EDT
> To: <bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net>,
>
"Dave Anderson" <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com>,
>
"Alison Guth" <Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com>,
>
<BARGENTIERI@scana.com>,
>
"BOOZER, THOMAS C" <TBOOZER@scana.com>,
>
<RMAHAN@scana.com>,
>
"Bret Hoffman" <Bret.Hoffman@KleinschmidtUSA.com>,
>
<bill25@sc.rr.com>,
>
<pricedc@dhec.sc.gov>,
>
<wardg@dnr.sc.gov>,
>
<taylora@dnr.sc.gov>,
>
<lmbrite@lexhealth.org>,
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>
"Jim Cumberland " <jimc@scccl.org>,
>
"Suzanne Rhodes" <suzrhodes@juno.com>,
>
"Mike Waddell" <mwaddell@esri.sc.edu>,
>
<skfox@sc.rr.com>,
>
<dlandis1@sc.rr.com>,
>
"Joy Downs" <elymay2@aol.com>,
>
"Bill Marshall" <MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov>
> Subject: RE: RE: Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
>
> Dave,
>
> I believe a simple solution exists. The DNR representatives indicated they thought the program seemed to be working
well under normal (358' to 350') conditions. It was the extreme drawdown that seemed to impact the program the most.
If I recall the DNR indicated our Safety RCG could be most helpful in providing information. We are developing the
safety program (plan) and part of the intent was to provide useful information to the boating community of Lake Murray.
With that said, my recommendation would be to develop a draft protocol for inclusion in the safety program that details
recommended procedures (including a data punch list) a boater should collect should they encounter ANY unmarked
hazard, regardless of lake elevation. I believe DNR provided us two contact numbers which should be part of the
protocols. If Steve believes he has encountered unmarked hazards at lake elevations below 354', then others may share his
same concerns. So maybe a plan should be developed to lower the lake to 350' this fall/winter (or next) and allow him
(and others on the lake) the opportunity to take GPS coordinates of those unmarked hazards he has encountered. I believe
we have a couple of Garmin GPS units around the office we certainly could be made available for use. Further, it might
be possible to do some upfront PR work through Robert Yanity encouraging all boaters on the lake during the drawdown
period to collect the necessary data, all of which could be provided to DNR. As we discussed yesterday in our Lake and
Land Management TWC the possibility of periodic lake drawdown (in the neighborhood of 350') for water quality
maintenance may occur in the future. Therefore any unmarked hazard coordinate information would have potential
benefit for years to come.
>
> Any protocols should be developed in coordination with DNR including the guys who are actually setting the buoys in
place. At a minimum, I would think it should include GPS coordinates or delineation on one of the commonly used Lake
Murray Maps, contact information of the individual submitting the request, date etc. To expedite the process, it may be
beneficial asking DNR representatives to provide a list of information they would like the public to provide should they
encounter any unmarked hazard. I believe this necessary information could be provided to DNR both expediting the
marking process and ultimately resulting in cost savings.
>
> thanks,
> Alan
>
> ________________________________
>
> From: bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net [mailto:bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net]
> Sent: Wed 8/29/2007 6:37 AM
> To: Dave Anderson; Alison Guth; BARGENTIERI@scana.com; BOOZER, THOMAS C; Alan Stuart;
RMAHAN@scana.com; Bret Hoffman; bill25@sc.rr.com; pricedc@dhec.sc.gov; wardg@dnr.sc.gov;
taylora@dnr.sc.gov; lmbrite@lexhealth.org; Jim Cumberland ; Suzanne Rhodes; Mike Waddell; skfox@sc.rr.com;
dlandis1@sc.rr.com; Joy Downs; Bill Marshall
> Subject: Re: RE: Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
>
>
>
> Dave- Sorry I forgot about the Hazardous Areas TWC. I don't believe we have ever convened. Regarding your
statement below,
>
> " Second, and most important, we all agreed at the April 18, 2006
> meeting that SCE&G would work with DNR separately regarding a solution
> for the issue of shoal markers
>
> There are two seperate issues here. One is who is responsible for marking the lake and what would happen if DNR
discontinued the program. We agreed that SCE&G and DNR would hash this out and get back to the committiee.
>
> The second issue relates to concerns about unmarked hazards when the lake drops below the 354' contour. DNR
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provided info on its hazardous buoy program at our last meeting. I suggest that the Hazardous Area TWC convene to
review and analyzed this information and attempt to address the issue of unmarked hazards.
>
> Thanks,
>
> Steve Bell
> Lake Murray Watch
> 803-730-8121
>
>
> > From: "Dave Anderson" <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com>
> > Date: 2007/08/27 Mon AM 10:14:02 EDT
> > To: <bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net>,
>>
"Alison Guth" <Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com>,
>>
<BARGENTIERI@scana.com>,
>>
"BOOZER, THOMAS C" <TBOOZER@scana.com>,
>>
"Alan Stuart" <Alan.Stuart@KleinschmidtUSA.com>,
>>
<RMAHAN@scana.com>,
>>
"Bret Hoffman" <Bret.Hoffman@KleinschmidtUSA.com>,
>>
<bill25@sc.rr.com>,
>>
<pricedc@dhec.sc.gov>,
>>
<wardg@dnr.sc.gov>,
>>
<taylora@dnr.sc.gov>,
>>
<lmbrite@lexhealth.org>,
>>
"Jim Cumberland " <jimc@scccl.org>,
>>
"Suzanne Rhodes" <suzrhodes@juno.com>,
>>
"Mike Waddell" <mwaddell@esri.sc.edu>,
>>
<skfox@sc.rr.com>,
>>
<dlandis1@sc.rr.com>,
>>
"Joy Downs" <elymay2@aol.com>,
>>
"Bill Marshall" <MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov>
> > Subject: RE: Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
>>
> > Steve,
>>
> > I appreciate your edits to the meeting notes. I think we all agree the
> > meeting notes need to be a reflection of what occurred in the meeting
> > and these edits make sure they are.
>>
> > As for the comments you submitted, I am sure Alison will attach those to
> > the meeting notes. However, I have to disagree that we need to form yet
> > another TWC to "review the information and begin addressing the above
> > issue." First, we already have a Hazardous Areas TWC of which you are a
> > member. Second, and most important, we all agreed at the April 18, 2006
> > meeting that "SCE&G would work with DNR separately regarding a solution
> > for the issue of shoal markers." As far as I know, Tommy has been
> > tasked and has been meeting with the DNR trying to come to mutual
> > agreement with the DNR as to how to resolve the issue.
>>
> > If you want me to try to get an update to Tommy and send it to the
> > Hazardous Areas TWC, I'll see what I can do.
>>
> > Let me know if you have any questions.
>>
> > Dave
>>
> > P.S. I still haven't heard back from you regarding your mailbox being
> > full and delivery of the Spring Addendum. I would like comments on this
> > report by Sept. 10 and want to make sure you have plenty of time to
> > review it.
>>
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RE: RE: Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes

> > -----Original Message----> > From: bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net [mailto:bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net]
> > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 3:08 PM
> > To: Alison Guth; Alison Guth; BARGENTIERI@scana.com; BOOZER, THOMAS C;
> > Alan Stuart; RMAHAN@scana.com; Bret Hoffman; bill25@sc.rr.com;
> > pricedc@dhec.sc.gov; wardg@dnr.sc.gov; taylora@dnr.sc.gov;
> > lmbrite@lexhealth.org; Jim Cumberland ; Suzanne Rhodes; Mike Waddell;
> > skfox@sc.rr.com; dlandis1@sc.rr.com; Joy Downs; Bill Marshall; Dave
> > Anderson
> > Subject: Re: Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
>>
>>
> > Alison- Attached are additional comments.
>>>
> > > From: "Alison Guth" <Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com>
> > > Date: 2007/08/08 Wed PM 02:12:21 EDT
> > > To: "Alison Guth" <Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com>,
> > > <bargentieri@Scana.com>,
> > > "BOOZER, THOMAS C" <TBOOZER@scana.com>,
> > > "Alan Stuart" <Alan.Stuart@KleinschmidtUSA.com>,
> > > <RMAHAN@scana.com>,
> > > "Bret Hoffman" <Bret.Hoffman@KleinschmidtUSA.com>,
> > > <bill25@sc.rr.com>,
> > > <pricedc@dhec.sc.gov>,
> > > <wardg@dnr.sc.gov>,
> > > <taylora@dnr.sc.gov>,
> > > <lmbrite@lexhealth.org>,
> > > "Jim Cumberland " <jimc@scccl.org>,
> > > "Suzanne Rhodes" <suzrhodes@juno.com>,
> > > "Mike Waddell" <mwaddell@esri.sc.edu>,
> > > "Steve Bell" <bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net>,
> > > <skfox@sc.rr.com>,
> > > <dlandis1@sc.rr.com>,
> > > "Joy Downs" <elymay2@aol.com>,
> > > "Bill Marshall" <MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov>,
> > > "Dave Anderson" <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com>
> > > Subject: Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
>>>
> > > Hello All,
>>>
> > > Attached are the draft meeting notes for the July 31 Safety RCG
> > > meeting. Please have any changes or additions back to me by August
> > > 22nd. Thanks, Alison
>>>
> > > <<2007-7-31 draft Meeting Minutes - Safety RCG.doc>>
>>>
> > > Alison Guth
> > > Licensing Coordinator
> > > Kleinschmidt Associates
> > > 101 Trade Zone Drive
> > > Suite 21A
> > > West Columbia, SC 29170
> > > P: (803) 822-3177
> > > F: (803) 822-3183
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>
>
>
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RE: RE: Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes

>
>
>
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Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

2007-7-31 draft
Meeting Minute...

bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net
Wednesday, August 22, 2007 1:56 PM
Alison Guth; Alison Guth; BARGENTIERI@scana.com; BOOZER, THOMAS C; Alan Stuart;
RMAHAN@scana.com; Bret Hoffman; bill25@sc.rr.com; pricedc@dhec.sc.gov;
wardg@dnr.sc.gov; taylora@dnr.sc.gov; lmbrite@lexhealth.org; Jim Cumberland ; Suzanne
Rhodes; Mike Waddell; skfox@sc.rr.com; dlandis1@sc.rr.com; Joy Downs; Bill Marshall;
Dave Anderson
Re: Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes

replyAll (64 B)

2007-7-31_draft_M
eeting_Minute...

Attached are a few track changes.
I also have some
seperate comment that I will submit no later than 8/23
Thanks
Steve Bell
>
> From: "Alison Guth" <Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com>
> Date: 2007/08/08 Wed PM 02:12:21 EDT
> To: "Alison Guth" <Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com>,
>
<bargentieri@Scana.com>,
>
"BOOZER, THOMAS C" <TBOOZER@scana.com>,
>
"Alan Stuart" <Alan.Stuart@KleinschmidtUSA.com>,
>
<RMAHAN@scana.com>,
>
"Bret Hoffman" <Bret.Hoffman@KleinschmidtUSA.com>,
>
<bill25@sc.rr.com>,
>
<pricedc@dhec.sc.gov>,
>
<wardg@dnr.sc.gov>,
>
<taylora@dnr.sc.gov>,
>
<lmbrite@lexhealth.org>,
>
"Jim Cumberland " <jimc@scccl.org>,
>
"Suzanne Rhodes" <suzrhodes@juno.com>,
>
"Mike Waddell" <mwaddell@esri.sc.edu>,
>
"Steve Bell" <bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net>,
>
<skfox@sc.rr.com>,
>
<dlandis1@sc.rr.com>,
>
"Joy Downs" <elymay2@aol.com>,
>
"Bill Marshall" <MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov>,
>
"Dave Anderson" <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com>
> Subject: Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
>
> Hello All,
>
> Attached are the draft meeting notes for the July 31 Safety RCG
> meeting. Please have any changes or additions back to me by August
> 22nd. Thanks, Alison
>
> <<2007-7-31 draft Meeting Minutes - Safety RCG.doc>>
>
> Alison Guth
> Licensing Coordinator
> Kleinschmidt Associates
> 101 Trade Zone Drive
> Suite 21A
> West Columbia, SC 29170
> P: (803) 822-3177
> F: (803) 822-3183
>
>
>
>
1
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ATTENDEES:
Alison Guth, Kleinschmidt Associates
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Tommy Boozer, SCE&G
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Joy Downs, LMA
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Bret Hoffman, Kleinschmidt Associates
Bill Marshall, SCDNR, LSSRAC
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Lee Barber, LMA

Dave Anderson, Kleinschmidt Associates
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Bill Mathias, LMA & LMPS
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MEETING NOTES:
Dave Anderson opened the meeting and explained that the purpose of this meeting is to discuss the
current SCDNR shoal marker program on Lake Murray. To aid in the discussion, Dave introduced
Col. Alvin Taylor from SCDNR, who is the head of law enforcement. Dave noted that the point of
the day’s meeting was not to discuss responsibility from a legal perspective, but to provide general
information about the shoal marker program. Discussions began with Col. Taylor providing the
group with a general introduction on the shoal marker program.
Col. Taylor explained that he had maintained the shoal marker program for the first 20 years of its
existence. He noted that the program began as an outreach program to provide for safer boating.
Col. Taylor explained that the entire program in funded through federal boating dollars and that the
buoys on Lake Murray account for approximately 50 percent of buoys in the state. He pointed out
that during the past few years they have had some issues due to the maintenance drawdowns,
however, other than that he noted that the program was doing what it was designed to do; which is
provide for a safer boating environment. He explained that at one time the legislators requested that
DNR mark Lake Marion. However, since there are far too many hazards on Lake Marion to mark,
they felt they would be giving boaters a false sense of security by placing buoys. Similarly with
Lake Murray, Col. Taylor explained that since it is impossible to mark every hazard on a lake, they
want to make it a point that the operator has the responsibility to operate the boat in a safe manner
and to be familiar with the waters that they are boating in. Col. Taylor further explained that the
shoal marker program was not something that DNR was mandated to do, or continue to do,
however, they desire to create a safer environment. He expressed that it is their intention to create a
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safer boating environment, whether it is through the enforcement of their boating laws, education
classes or the “Aids to Navigation” program.
After Col. Taylor’s initial discussion, the floor was then opened for questions. Steve Bell asked
how the department prioritized where buoys are placed and under what circumstances is a buoy not
placed on a hazard. Col. Taylor explained that if there is an accident due to a unmarked shoal, they
typically prioritize those. It was explained that when there is a request for a buoy, it will go on the
docket in the order that it is received. Col. Taylor noted that if an individual is interested in
establishing a no wake zone, then they must write a letter that includes directions and addresses, and
it will be investigated.
Col. Taylor explained that they typically look at the average pool levels and determine, using a
topography map, what hazards are present at those levels. He noted that there is now close to 300
buoys on the Lake. He noted that the average lake level is reviewed on a regular basis, going by the
average drawdown. Joy Downs asked what the current average drawdown was, as well as how
often they discussed this with SCE&G. Col. Taylor explained that they have constant contact with
SCE&G, and on a typical basis they move and adjust buoys every 3 to 4 years, and sometimes even
more often. He added that if there is an unusual drawdown they may have to place more buoys,
such as the 2004 drawdown where they placed an additional 150 buoys. However, he noted that
they were concerned about boaters having a false sense of security.
In reference to the type of hazard markers used, Lee Barber asked why pilings were no longer used
on Lake Murray. Col. Taylor replied that hazards were originally marked with pilings, however,
they had an individual hit a piling and sue the state and SCE&G. He added that they have had a
number of accidents across the state with pilings, and they thus decided that the piling itself posed a
greater hazard than the shoal.
When asked the difference between the terms “aids to navigation” and “hazard markers” Col.
Taylor noted that they were the same thing. He explained that aids to navigation included hazard
markers, as well as speed limits, no wake zones, etc.
Bill Mathias asked if individuals were allowed to place a buoy or a no wake marker themselves.
Col. Taylor pointed out that if an individual places a buoy in the Lake, such as a mooring buoy, they
would be required to get a permit through SCE&G. However, Col. Taylor noted that if a
unauthorized official no wake buoy was placed, then DNR would remove it. He further explained
that an official regulatory marker was identified by an orange circle. He also added that a DNR
officer will not write a ticket for not abiding by an unauthorized marker.
One individual asked about buoys that break off or are damaged, and how soon are those found and
replaced. Col. Taylor replied that the often get a call from a property owner who has had a buoy
wash up onto their shoreline. He noted that they also have an officer who regularly patrols the
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reservoir. He explained that they do try and do regular maintenance runs, several times a month in
the summer, and a little less in the winter.
Steve B. explained that one of the issues that has been brought up on Lake Murray are concerns
regarding lake level drop and buoy locations. He noted that when the levels are lower, there are
buoys that are sitting on dry ground and there are some areas that were safe when the level is up that
are then a problem. He added that they are trying to determine how big of a problem this was and if
the drawdown range is covered during the winter. Col. Taylor replied that the past few years have
been unusual, and cannot be looked at to discuss average. He noted that during times of extreme
drawdown, he believes that the boater needs to assume some responsibility and use common sense
and caution. He noted that if the boaters do not assume some responsibility, then they would
constantly be moving 300 buoys. He explained that during an average year, they will mark
anything that is 10ft below the average drawdown level. For example, the Colonel explained that if
the high pool level was 358’, and the winter pool level was 352’, then the average pool level would
be 355’. Additionally, all hazards are marked 10 ft. below the average pool level, which would be
345’. He pointed out that with this method of marking, they are trying to take into consideration
that they are going to cover a greater number of lake drops below the average.
Steve B. noted that during drawdowns, there are some shallow areas that have never been marked.
Additionally, he asked the Colonel if he agreed that there were a lot of unmarked areas when the
water drops down. Col. Taylor replied that there were going to be some areas that are not going to
be marked at an extremely low drawdown. Col. Taylor explained that this is why the boater has to
take responsibility during low drawdowns and use caution. He added that if it is an average
drawdown, and there are areas on the Lake that are not marked, then DNR needs to look at marking
those. If it is an unusual drawdown, Col. Taylor restated that there are going to be some areas that
are unmarked. Steve B. then asked if there was a way to define those areas. Col. Taylor replied
that it was difficult to define those areas, and they depend a lot of the officers and the boating
public. Alan Stuart asked in the chance a boater came across an unmarked shoal, if it was best to
GPS the coordinates if possible. The Colonel noted that that was the best way.
Steve B. asked if a solution to hazards on the Lake was to change the lake level policies to where
the lake was not drawn down as often. He added that if the lake level policy was changed, DNR
may be able to eliminate some of the buoys. Col. Taylor replied that the concerns came into play
when the lake is drawn down extremely low, however DNR is not in the business of telling SCE&G
how to operate the Lake. Col. Taylor further explained to the group that the intention of a buoy is
to alert of a hazard in the area, and to steer wide of the buoy. He noted that the buoys do not always
watch directly over the hazard that they are marking.
Bill Mathias made the statement that shoal markers catered better to power boats than sailboats.
Col. Taylor replied that that was probably a fair statement, but noted that the sailboating community
seemed to be more keen to the hazards around the lake, in general. Lee Barber pointed out that
ultimately it was the boaters responsibility to boat in a safe manner. Also, he added that even if it
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were possible to mark every hazard, something could happen to a marker. Given that, Lee B. noted
that he felt it was important that boaters be educated about the Lake, possibly a requirement. Col.
Taylor described the safe boating classes that DNR offers. He explained that there has been some
interest by legislators to support licensing for boaters or mandatory education for boaters.
Lee B. also pointed out that the TWC desired to revitalize the regular meetings between SCE&G,
DNR, Law Enforcement and stakeholders to discuss what is happening with respect to safety issues
on the Lake. Col. Taylor replied that DNR would be interested in attending regular safety meetings
beyond relicensing. It was added that the Coast Guard Auxiliary and the Power Squadron should be
included as well.
Bill Marshall asked if there were any reservoirs in the state where DNR does not mark the hazards.
Col. Taylor replied that the only lakes that SCDNR does not mark are the Corps lakes. Col. Taylor
also added that they do mark some hazards on other waterways, as well. Col. Taylor explained that
most of the hazard markers in the state were located on Lake Murray because it was one of the
largest lakes that they mark.
Joy D. inquired as to whether or not there were any records that show if a boating accident was due
to hitting a shoal. Col. Taylor replied that the only way they would be able to tell if an accident was
due to a shoal was to read the actual report. He explained that boating accidents and fatalities were
at record lows statewide. He described that they have had years in the past with as many as 64 or
65 fatalities statewide, however last year there were only 14 fatalities, even with an increasing boat
registrations. Col. Taylor also explained that most of the boating fatalities were due to capsizing or
individuals falling overboard without a PFD. Glenn Ward added that most of the fatalities would
not have taken place if the individual involved were wearing a PFD. Dave A. asked if there were
GPS coordinates associated with accident records. Col. Taylor replied that they have began
recording that information in recent years.
Joy D. also asked if there was an agreement, written or gentlemen’s, between SCE&G and SCDNR
concerning hazard marking on the lake. Col. Taylor replied that it was more of a gentlemen’s
agreement. Tommy Boozer explained that there was some documentation many years ago when the
initial hazard markers were put into place. Suzanne Rhodes asked about the funding for the
program. The Colonel explained that the funds have increased in recent years and he believed that
the funds were stable. He also noted that the funding was based on fuel tax dollars.
Steve B. asked if SCE&G gives input into buoy placement around the lake and if DNR initially
came to SCE&G to ask permission to place buoys around the lake. Randy Mahan replied that the
program has been in place for many years, however DNR clearly has SCE&G’s permission and
encouragement to place buoys around the Lake. Col Taylor noted that he believed initially there
was a feeling between the two entities that there were some shallow areas around the lake that
should be marked.
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Alan S. pointed out that Col. Taylor explained that the shoal marker program was designed for the
normal conditions of the reservoir, from 352’ to 358’. Alan S. further asked the Colonel if he
thought that the hazard marker program was working, and if there were any areas that the group
could help with in order to make the program better. Col. Taylor explained that outside of unnormal drawdowns, he believes it has been a successful program. He reiterated that the more
information they receive, the more they can act on it and would welcome input from the group.
Col. Taylor explained to the group that most DNR agencies do not have an Aids to Navigation
program. He pointed out that the do not mark Santee Cooper lakes because they know it would be
impossible due to the tremendous amount of hazards, and they believe that they would then be
creating a greater safety issue.
It was asked whether or not the FERC requires SCE&G to place shoal markers in Lake Murray.
Randy M. replied that that is not something that the FERC requires of its licensees. He explained
that they are responsible for safety for the Project works, dam, spillway areas, and such. It was
noted that the FERC would like the licensee to have a general concern for safety.
Steve B. asked if the fluctuations between 358’ and 352’ were reduced, if the safety hazards would
be reduced also. Col. Taylor explained that they were concerned about knowing what the normal
levels were going to be so that they could have those areas marked. He explained that there were
always going to be drought situations or other situation that would cause the average lake levels to
change.
Lee B. noted that if there were no records that equated injuries to shoals, then how did the group
know whether or not shoal markers were needed. Col. Taylor replied that he believed that the shoal
markers were needed for the uneducated boaters. He explained that educated boaters would not
need as many markers on the Lake. Similarly, Randy M. asked if there were more accidents on the
Santee Cooper lake system. The Colonel replied that if one talks with a boater that boats regularly
on the Santee Cooper system, they are far more careful and far more concerned about hazards under
the water. Randy M. added that a boater can get an idea that everything is marked and they are free
to boat without caution, as opposed to Moultrie and Marion where nothing is marked and boaters
are generally more careful. He also explained that there needs to be a good median between the two
extremes and he is also concerned about giving people the false impression that everything is going
to be marked at all times.
The group continued to discuss hazards on the Lake. One individual suggested developing an
official chart of the Lake. Dave A. replied that other than the great lakes, he does not believe an
official, NOAA sanctioned chart has ever been developed for an inland lake. Tommy B. explained
that there were a number of maps that had the buoy locations on them.
Steve B. noted that he does not believe that every buoy that is placed out there is marked at the 345’
contour. Col. Taylor agreed and noted that some things are hazards at higher levels; if it is a hazard
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at 358’ then it will be marked at 358’. He continued to note that they are not all marked at the same
contour, DNR simply wanted to make sure they were marked at 345’. The group continued to
discuss this issue and it was noted that as the lake was drawn down, the buoys may float away from
the shoal at most 13 ft at 345’. However, Col. Taylor agreed that the intent of the shoal marker
program is to alert boaters to use caution and steer clear of an area, not to give them an exact
defined location of a shoal.
The meeting was brought to a close and it was noted that the group would likely meet again after
the safety program document is nearing completion. Col. Taylor noted that the contact numbers for
DNR were (843) 953-9378 for buoy issues and 1-800-922-5431 for the dispatcher. The group
closed the meeting and thanked Col. Taylor and Glenn Ward for attending.
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MEETING NOTES:
Dave Anderson opened the meeting and explained that the purpose of this meeting is to discuss the
current SCDNR shoal marker program on Lake Murray. To aid in the discussion, Dave introduced
Col. Alvin Taylor from SCDNR, who is the head of law enforcement. Dave noted that the point of
the day’s meeting was not to discuss responsibility from a legal perspective, but to provide general
information about the shoal marker program. Discussions began with Col. Taylor providing the
group with a general introduction on the shoal marker program.
Col. Taylor explained that he had maintained the shoal marker program for the first 20 years of its
existence. He noted that the program began as an outreach program to provide for safer boating.
Col. Taylor explained that the entire program in funded through federal boating dollars and that the
buoys on Lake Murray account for approximately 50 percent of buoys in the state. He pointed out
that during the past few years they have had some issues due to the maintenance drawdowns,
however, other than that he noted that the program was doing what it was designed to do; which is
provide for a safer boating environment. He explained that at one time the legislators requested that
DNR mark Lake Marion. However, since there are far too many hazards on Lake Marion to mark,
they felt they would be giving boaters a false sense of security by placing buoys. Similarly with
Lake Murray, Col. Taylor explained that since i t is impossible to mark every hazard on a lake, they
want to make it a point that the operator has the responsibility to operate the boat in a safe manner
and to be familiar with the waters that they are boating in. Col. Taylor further explained that the
shoal marker program was not something that DNR was mandated to do, or continue to do,
however, they desire to create a safer environment. He expressed that it is their intention to create a
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safer boating environment, whether it is through the enforcement of their boating laws, education
classes or the “Aids to Navigation” program.
After Col. Taylor’s initial discussion, the floor was then opened for questions. Steve Bell asked
how the department prioritized where buoys are placed and under what circumstances is a buoy not
placed on a hazard. Col. Taylor explained that if there is an accident due to a unmarked shoal, they
typically prioritize those. It was explained that when there is a request for a buoy, it will go on the
docket in the order that it is received. Col. Taylor noted that if an individual is interested in
establishing a no wake zone, then they must write a letter that includes directions and addresses, and
it will be investigated.
Col. Taylor explained that they typically look at the average pool levels and determine, using a
topography map, what hazards are present at those levels. He noted that there is now close to 300
buoys on the Lake. He noted that the average lake level is reviewed on a regular basis, going by the
average drawdown. Joy Downs asked what the current average drawdown was, as well as how
often they discussed this with SCE&G. Col. Taylor explained that they have constant contact with
SCE&G, and on a typical basis they move and adjust buoys every 3 to 4 years, and sometimes even
more often. He added that if there is an unusual drawdown they may have to place more buoys,
such as the 2004 drawdown where they placed an additional 150 buoys. However, he noted that
they were concerned about boaters having a false sense of security.
In reference to the type of hazard markers used, Lee Barber asked why pilings were no longer used
on Lake Murray. Col. Taylor replied that hazards were originally marked with pilings, however,
they had an individual hit a piling and sue the state and SCE&G. He added that they have had a
number of accidents across the state with pilings, and they thus decided that the piling itself posed a
greater hazard than the shoal.
When asked the difference between the terms “aids to navigation” and “hazard markers” Col.
Taylor noted that they were the same thing. He explained that aids to navigation included hazard
markers, as well as speed limits, no wake zones, etc.
Bill Mathias asked if individuals were allowed to place a buoy or a no wake marker themselves.
Col. Taylor pointed out that if an individual places a buoy in the Lake, such as a mooring buoy, they
would be required to get a permit through SCE&G. However, Col. Taylor noted that if a
unauthorized official no wake buoy was placed, then DNR would remove it. He further explained
that an official regulatory marker was identified by an orange circle. He also added that a DNR
officer will not write a ticket for not abiding by an unauthorized marker.
One individual asked about buoys that break off or are damaged, and how soon are those found and
replaced. Col. Taylor replied that the often get a call from a property owner who has had a buoy
wash up onto their shoreline. He noted that they also have an officer who regularly patrols the
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reservoir. He explained that they do try and do regular maintenance runs, several times a month in
the summer, and a little less in the winter.
Steve B. explained that one of the issues that has been brought up on Lake Murray are concerns
regarding lake level drop and buoy locations. He noted that when the levels are lower, there are
buoys that are sitting on dry ground and there are some areas that were safe when the level is up that
are then a problem. He added that they are trying to determine how big of a problem this was and if
the drawdown range is covered during the winter. Col. Taylor replied that the past few years have
been unusual, and cannot be looked at to discuss average. He noted that during times of extreme
drawdown, he believes that the boater needs to assume some responsibility and use common sense
and caution. He noted that if the boaters do not assume some responsibility, then they would
constantly be moving 300 buoys. He explained that during an average year, they will mark
anything that is 10ft below the average drawdown level. For example, the Colonel explained that if
the high pool level was 358’, and the winter pool level was 352’, then the average pool level would
be 355’. Additionally, all hazards are marked 10 ft. below the average pool level, which would be
345’. He pointed out that with this method of marking, they are trying to take into consideration
that they are going to cover a greater number of lake drops below the average.
Steve B. noted that during drawdowns, there are some shallow areas that have never been marked.
Additionally, he asked the Colonel if he agreed that there were a lot of unmarked areas when the
water drops down. Col. Taylor replied that there were going to be some areas that are not going to
be marked at an extremely low drawdown. Col. Taylor explained that this is why the boater has to
take responsibility during low drawdowns and use caution. He added that if it is an average
drawdown, and there are areas on the Lake that are not marked, then DNR needs to look at marking
those. If it is an unusual drawdown, Col. Taylor restated that there are going to be some areas that
are unmarked. Steve B. then asked if there was a way to define those areas. Col. Taylor replied
that it was difficult to define those areas, and they depend a lot of the officers and the boating
public. Alan Stuart asked in the chance a boater came across an unmarked shoal, if it was best to
GPS the coordinates if possible. The Colonel noted that that was the best way.
Steve B. asked if a solution to hazards on the Lake was to change the lake level policies to where
the lake was not drawn down as often. He added that if the lake level policy was changed, DNR
may be able to eliminate a lot of the buoys and in turn lower its cost.. Col. Taylor replied that the
concerns came into play when the lake is drawn down extremely low, however DNR is not in the
business of telling SCE&G how to operate the Lake. Col. Taylor further explained to the group that
the intention of a buoy is to alert of a hazard in the area, and to steer wide of the buoy. He noted
that the buoys do not always watch directly over the hazard that they are marking.
Bill Mathias made the statement that shoal markers catered better to power boats than sailboats.
Col. Taylor replied that that was probably a fair statement, but noted that the sailboating community
seemed to be more keen to the hazards around the lake, in general. Lee Barber pointed out that
ultimately it was the boaters responsibility to boat in a safe manner. Also, he added that even if it
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were possible to mark every hazard, something could happen to a marker. Given that, Lee B. noted
that he felt it was important that boaters be educated about the Lake, possibly a requirement. Col.
Taylor described the safe boating classes that DNR offers. He explained that there has been some
interest by legislators to support licensing for boaters or mandatory education for boaters.
Lee B. also pointed out that the TWC desired to revitalize the regular meetings between SCE&G,
DNR, Law Enforcement and stakeholders to discuss what is happening with respect to safety issues
on the Lake. Col. Taylor replied that DNR would be interested in attending regular safety meetings
beyond relicensing. It was added that the Coast Guard Auxiliary and the Power Squadron should be
included as well.
Bill Marshall asked if there were any reservoirs in the state where DNR does not mark the hazards.
Col. Taylor replied that the only lakes that SCDNR does not mark are the Corps lakes. Col. Taylor
also added that they do mark some hazards on other waterways, as well. Col. Taylor explained that
most of the hazard markers in the state were located on Lake Murray because it was one of the
largest lakes that they mark.
Joy D. inquired as to whether or not there were any records that show if a boating accident was due
to hitting a shoal. Col. Taylor replied that the only way they would be able to tell if an accident was
due to a shoal was to read the actual report. He explained that boating accidents and fatalities were
at record lows statewide. He described that they have had years in the past with as many as 64 or
65 fatalities statewide, however last year there were only 14 fatalities, even with an increasing boat
registrations. Col. Taylor also explained that most of the boating fatalities were due to capsizing or
individuals falling overboard without a PFD. Glenn Ward added that most of the fatalities would
not have taken place if the individual involved were wearing a PFD. Dave A. asked if there were
GPS coordinates associated with accident records. Col. Taylor replied that they have began
recording that information in recent years.
Joy D. also asked if there was an agreement, written or gentlemen’s, between SCE&G and SCDNR
concerning hazard marking on the lake. Col. Taylor replied that it was more of a gentlemen’s
agreement. Tommy Boozer explained that there was some documentation many years ago when the
initial hazard markers were put into place. Suzanne Rhodes asked about the funding for the
program. The Colonel explained that the funds have increased in recent years and he believed that
the funds were stable. He also noted that the funding was based on fuel tax dollars.
Steve B. asked if SCE&G gives input into buoy placement around the lake and if DNR initially
came to SCE&G to ask permission to place buoys around the lake. Randy Mahan replied that the
program has been in place for many years, however DNR clearly has SCE&G’s permission and
encouragement to place buoys around the Lake. Col Taylor noted that he believed initially there
was a feeling between the two entities that there were some shallow areas around the lake that
should be marked.
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Alan S. pointed out that Col. Taylor explained that the shoal marker program was designed for the
normal conditions of the reservoir, from 352’ to 358’. Alan S. further asked the Colonel if he
thought that the hazard marker program was working, and if there were any areas that the group
could help with in order to make the program better. Col. Taylor explained that outside of unnormal drawdowns, he believes it has been a successful program. He reiterated that the more
information they receive, the more they can act on it and would welcome input from the group.
Col. Taylor explained to the group that most DNR agencies do not have an Aids to Navigation
program. He pointed out that the do not mark Santee Cooper lakes because they know it would be
impossible due to the tremendous amount of hazards, and they believe that they would then be
creating a greater safety issue.
It was asked whether or not the FERC requires SCE&G to place shoal markers in Lake Murray.
Randy M. replied that that is not something that the FERC requires of its licensees. He explained
that they are responsible for safety for the Project works, dam, spillway areas, and such. It was
noted that the FERC would like the licensee to have a general concern for safety.
Steve B. asked if the average fluctuations i.e,between 358’ and 352’ were reduced, if the safety
hazards would be reduced also. Col. Taylor explained that common sense tells you that the less the
fluctuation the less hazards . Col Tayor indicated, they were concerned about knowing what the
normal levels were going to be so that they could have those areas marked. He explained that there
were always going to be drought situations or other situation that would cause the average lake
levels to change.
Lee B. noted that if there were no records that equated injuries to shoals, then how did the group
know whether or not shoal markers were needed. Col. Taylor replied that he believed that the shoal
markers were needed for the uneducated boaters. He explained that educated boaters would not
need as many markers on the Lake. Similarly, Randy M. asked if there were more accidents on the
Santee Cooper lake system. The Colonel replied that if one talks with a boater that boats regularly
on the Santee Cooper system, they are far more careful and far more concerned about hazards under
the water. Randy M. added that a boater can get an idea that everything is marked and they are free
to boat without caution, as opposed to Moultrie and Marion where nothing is marked and boaters
are generally more careful. He also explained that there needs to be a good median between the two
extremes and he is also concerned about giving people the false impression that everything is going
to be marked at all times.
The group continued to discuss hazards on the Lake. One individual suggested developing an
official chart of the Lake. Dave A. replied that other than the great lakes, he does not believe an
official, NOAA sanctioned chart has ever been developed for an inland lake. Tommy B. explained
that there were a number of maps that had the buoy locations on them.
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Steve B. noted that he does not believe that every buoy that is placed out there is marked at the 345’
contour. Col. Taylor agreed and noted that some things are hazards at higher levels; if it is a hazard
at 358’ then it will be marked at 358’. He continued to note that they are not all marked at the same
contour, DNR simply wanted to make sure they were marked at 345’. The group continued to
discuss this issue and it was noted that as the lake was drawn down, the buoys may float away from
the shoal at most 13 ft at 345’. However, Col. Taylor agreed that the intent of the shoal marker
program is to alert boaters to use caution and steer clear of an area, not to give them an exact
defined location of a shoal.
The meeting was brought to a close and it was noted that the group would likely meet again after
the safety program document is nearing completion. Col. Taylor noted that the contact numbers for
DNR were (843) 953-9378 for buoy issues and 1-800-922-5431 for the dispatcher. The group
closed the meeting and thanked Col. Taylor and Glenn Ward for attending.
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MEETING NOTES:
Dave Anderson opened the meeting and explained that the purpose of this meeting is to discuss the
current SCDNR shoal marker program on Lake Murray. To aid in the discussion, Dave introduced
Col. Alvin Taylor from SCDNR, who is the head of law enforcement. Dave noted that the point of
the day’s meeting was not to discuss responsibility from a legal perspective, but to provide general
information about the shoal marker program. Discussions began with Col. Taylor providing the
group with a general introduction on the shoal marker program.
Col. Taylor explained that he had maintained the shoal marker program for the first 20 years of its
existence. He noted that the program began as an outreach program to provide for safer boating.
Col. Taylor explained that the entire program in funded through federal boating dollars and that the
buoys on Lake Murray account for approximately 50 percent of buoys in the state. He pointed out
that during the past few years they have had some issues due to the maintenance drawdowns,
however, other than that he noted that the program was doing what it was designed to do; which is
provide for a safer boating environment. He explained that at one time the legislators requested that
DNR mark Lake Marion. However, since there are far too many hazards on Lake Marion to mark,
they felt they would be giving boaters a false sense of security by placing buoys. Similarly with
Lake Murray, Col. Taylor explained that since it is impossible to mark every hazard on a lake, they
want to make it a point that the operator has the responsibility to operate the boat in a safe manner
and to be familiar with the waters that they are boating in. Col. Taylor further explained that the
shoal marker program was not something that DNR was mandated to do, or continue to do,
however, they desire to create a safer environment. He expressed that it is their intention to create a
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safer boating environment, whether it is through the enforcement of their boating laws, education
classes or the “Aids to Navigation” program.
After Col. Taylor’s initial discussion, the floor was then opened for questions. Steve Bell asked
how the department prioritized where buoys are placed and under what circumstances is a buoy not
placed on a hazard. Col. Taylor explained that if there is an accident due to a unmarked shoal, they
typically prioritize those. It was explained that when there is a request for a buoy, it will go on the
docket in the order that it is received. Col. Taylor noted that if an individual is interested in
establishing a no wake zone, then they must write a letter that includes directions and addresses, and
it will be investigated.
Col. Taylor explained that they typically look at the average pool levels and determine, using a
topography map, what hazards are present at those levels. He noted that there is now close to 300
buoys on the Lake. He noted that the average lake level is reviewed on a regular basis, going by the
average drawdown. Joy Downs asked what the current average drawdown was, as well as how
often they discussed this with SCE&G. Col. Taylor explained that they have constant contact with
SCE&G, and on a typical basis they move and adjust buoys every 3 to 4 years, and sometimes even
more often. He added that if there is an unusual drawdown they may have to place more buoys,
such as the 2004 drawdown where they placed an additional 150 buoys. However, he noted that
they were concerned about boaters having a false sense of security.
In reference to the type of hazard markers used, Lee Barber asked why pilings were no longer used
on Lake Murray. Col. Taylor replied that hazards were originally marked with pilings, however,
they had an individual hit a piling and sue the state and SCE&G. He added that they have had a
number of accidents across the state with pilings, and they thus decided that the piling itself posed a
greater hazard than the shoal.
When asked the difference between the terms “aids to navigation” and “hazard markers” Col.
Taylor noted that they were the same thing. He explained that aids to navigation included hazard
markers, as well as speed limits, no wake zones, etc.
Bill Mathias asked if individuals were allowed to place a buoy or a no wake marker themselves.
Col. Taylor pointed out that if an individual places a buoy in the Lake, such as a mooring buoy, they
would be required to get a permit through SCE&G. However, Col. Taylor noted that if a
unauthorized official no wake buoy was placed, then DNR would remove it. He further explained
that an official regulatory marker was identified by an orange circle. He also added that a DNR
officer will not write a ticket for not abiding by an unauthorized marker.
One individual asked about buoys that break off or are damaged, and how soon are those found and
replaced. Col. Taylor replied that the often get a call from a property owner who has had a buoy
wash up onto their shoreline. He noted that they also have an officer who regularly patrols the
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reservoir. He explained that they do try and do regular maintenance runs, several times a month in
the summer, and a little less in the winter.
Steve B. explained that one of the issues that has been brought up on Lake Murray are concerns
regarding lake level drop and buoy locations. He noted that when the levels are lower, there are
buoys that are sitting on dry ground and there are some areas that were safe when the level is up that
are then a problem. He added that they are trying to determine how big of a problem this was and if
the drawdown range is covered during the winter. Col. Taylor replied that the past few years have
been unusual, and cannot be looked at to discuss average. He noted that during times of extreme
drawdown, he believes that the boater needs to assume some responsibility and use common sense
and caution. He noted that if the boaters do not assume some responsibility, then they would
constantly be moving 300 buoys. He explained that during an average year, they will mark
anything that is 10ft below the average drawdown level. For example, the Colonel explained that if
the high pool level was 358’, and the winter pool level was 352’, then the average pool level would
be 355’. Additionally, all hazards are marked 10 ft. below the average pool level, which would be
345’. He pointed out that with this method of marking, they are trying to take into consideration
that they are going to cover a greater number of lake drops below the average.
Steve B. noted that during drawdowns, there are some shallow areas that have never been marked.
Additionally, he asked the Colonel if he agreed that there were a lot of unmarked areas when the
water drops down. Col. Taylor replied that there were going to be some areas that are not going to
be marked at an extremely low drawdown. Col. Taylor explained that this is why the boater has to
take responsibility during low drawdowns and use caution. He added that if it is an average
drawdown, and there are areas on the Lake that are not marked, then DNR needs to look at marking
those. If it is an unusual drawdown, Col. Taylor restated that there are going to be some areas that
are unmarked. Steve B. then asked if there was a way to define those areas. Col. Taylor replied
that it was difficult to define those areas, and they depend a lot of the officers and the boating
public. Alan Stuart asked in the chance a boater came across an unmarked shoal, if it was best to
GPS the coordinates if possible. The Colonel noted that that was the best way.
Steve B. asked if a solution to hazards on the Lake was to change the lake level policies to where
the lake was not drawn down as often. He added that if the lake level policy was changed, DNR
may be able to eliminate some of the buoys. Col. Taylor replied that the concerns came into play
when the lake is drawn down extremely low, however DNR is not in the business of telling SCE&G
how to operate the Lake. Col. Taylor further explained to the group that the intention of a buoy is
to alert of a hazard in the area, and to steer wide of the buoy. He noted that the buoys do not always
watch directly over the hazard that they are marking.
Bill Mathias made the statement that shoal markers catered better to power boats than sailboats.
Col. Taylor replied that that was probably a fair statement, but noted that the sailboating community
seemed to be more keen to the hazards around the lake, in general. Lee Barber pointed out that
ultimately it was the boaters responsibility to boat in a safe manner. Also, he added that even if it
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were possible to mark every hazard, something could happen to a marker. Given that, Lee B. noted
that he felt it was important that boaters be educated about the Lake, possibly a requirement. Col.
Taylor described the safe boating classes that DNR offers. He explained that there has been some
interest by legislators to support licensing for boaters or mandatory education for boaters.
Lee B. also pointed out that the TWC desired to revitalize the regular meetings between SCE&G,
DNR, Law Enforcement and stakeholders to discuss what is happening with respect to safety issues
on the Lake. Col. Taylor replied that DNR would be interested in attending regular safety meetings
beyond relicensing. It was added that the Coast Guard Auxiliary and the Power Squadron should be
included as well.
Bill Marshall asked if there were any reservoirs in the state where DNR does not mark the hazards.
Col. Taylor replied that the only lakes that SCDNR does not mark are the Corps lakes. Col. Taylor
also added that they do mark some hazards on other waterways, as well. Col. Taylor explained that
most of the hazard markers in the state were located on Lake Murray because it was one of the
largest lakes that they mark.
Joy D. inquired as to whether or not there were any records that show if a boating accident was due
to hitting a shoal. Col. Taylor replied that the only way they would be able to tell if an accident was
due to a shoal was to read the actual report. He explained that boating accidents and fatalities were
at record lows statewide. He described that they have had years in the past with as many as 64 or
65 fatalities statewide, however last year there were only 14 fatalities, even with an increasing boat
registrations. Col. Taylor also explained that most of the boating fatalities were due to capsizing or
individuals falling overboard without a PFD. Glenn Ward added that most of the fatalities would
not have taken place if the individual involved were wearing a PFD. Dave A. asked if there were
GPS coordinates associated with accident records. Col. Taylor replied that they have began
recording that information in recent years.
Joy D. also asked if there was an agreement, written or gentlemen’s, between SCE&G and SCDNR
concerning hazard marking on the lake. Col. Taylor replied that it was more of a gentlemen’s
agreement. Tommy Boozer explained that there was some documentation many years ago when the
initial hazard markers were put into place. Suzanne Rhodes asked about the funding for the
program. The Colonel explained that the funds have increased in recent years and he believed that
the funds were stable. He also noted that the funding was based on fuel tax dollars.
Steve B. asked if SCE&G gives input into buoy placement around the lake and if DNR initially
came to SCE&G to ask permission to place buoys around the lake. Randy Mahan replied that the
program has been in place for many years, however DNR clearly has SCE&G’s permission and
encouragement to place buoys around the Lake. Col Taylor noted that he believed initially there
was a feeling between the two entities that there were some shallow areas around the lake that
should be marked.
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Alan S. pointed out that Col. Taylor explained that the shoal marker program was designed for the
normal conditions of the reservoir, from 352’ to 358’. Alan S. further asked the Colonel if he
thought that the hazard marker program was working, and if there were any areas that the group
could help with in order to make the program better. Col. Taylor explained that outside of unnormal drawdowns, he believes it has been a successful program. He reiterated that the more
information they receive, the more they can act on it and would welcome input from the group.
Col. Taylor explained to the group that most DNR agencies do not have an Aids to Navigation
program. He pointed out that the do not mark Santee Cooper lakes because they know it would be
impossible due to the tremendous amount of hazards, and they believe that they would then be
creating a greater safety issue.
It was asked whether or not the FERC requires SCE&G to place shoal markers in Lake Murray.
Randy M. replied that that is not something that the FERC requires of its licensees. He explained
that they are responsible for safety for the Project works, dam, spillway areas, and such. It was
noted that the FERC would like the licensee to have a general concern for safety.
Steve B. asked if the fluctuations between 358’ and 352’ were reduced, if the safety hazards would
be reduced also. Col. Taylor explained that they were concerned about knowing what the normal
levels were going to be so that they could have those areas marked. He explained that there were
always going to be drought situations or other situation that would cause the average lake levels to
change.
Lee B. noted that if there were no records that equated injuries to shoals, then how did the group
know whether or not shoal markers were needed. Col. Taylor replied that he believed that the shoal
markers were needed for the uneducated boaters. He explained that educated boaters would not
need as many markers on the Lake. Similarly, Randy M. asked if there were more accidents on the
Santee Cooper lake system. The Colonel replied that if one talks with a boater that boats regularly
on the Santee Cooper system, they are far more careful and far more concerned about hazards under
the water. Randy M. added that a boater can get an idea that everything is marked and they are free
to boat without caution, as opposed to Moultrie and Marion where nothing is marked and boaters
are generally more careful. He also explained that there needs to be a good median between the two
extremes and he is also concerned about giving people the false impression that everything is going
to be marked at all times.
The group continued to discuss hazards on the Lake. One individual suggested developing an
official chart of the Lake. Dave A. replied that other than the great lakes, he does not believe an
official, NOAA sanctioned chart has ever been developed for an inland lake. Tommy B. explained
that there were a number of maps that had the buoy locations on them.
Steve B. noted that he does not believe that every buoy that is placed out there is marked at the 345’
contour. Col. Taylor agreed and noted that some things are hazards at higher levels; if it is a hazard
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at 358’ then it will be marked at 358’. He continued to note that they are not all marked at the same
contour, DNR simply wanted to make sure they were marked at 345’. The group continued to
discuss this issue and it was noted that as the lake was drawn down, the buoys may float away from
the shoal at most 13 ft at 345’. However, Col. Taylor agreed that the intent of the shoal marker
program is to alert boaters to use caution and steer clear of an area, not to give them an exact
defined location of a shoal.
The meeting was brought to a close and it was noted that the group would likely meet again after
the safety program document is nearing completion. Col. Taylor noted that the contact numbers for
DNR were (843) 953-9378 for buoy issues and 1-800-922-5431 for the dispatcher. The group
closed the meeting and thanked Col. Taylor and Glenn Ward for attending.

Additional comments by Steve Bell-Lake Murray Watch
July 31 Safety Resource Group meeting.
The safety issue regarding lake fluctuations is- during a normal year when the lake
fluctuates between 358’ to 352’, there are many unmarked hazards that appear when the
level drops below the 354’ contour.
The information provided by Col. Taylor will be very helpful in addressing the issue
above.
I would like to respond to several comments made during the meeting.
1-According to the meeting summary, Col. Taylor indicated that DNR was not in the
business of telling SCE&G how to operate the lake.
Response- The re-licensing process opens the door for stakeholders including DNR to
make reasonable request for changes in how SCE&G operates the project.
2- According to the notes, Randy Mahan stated, that they are responsible for safety for
the Project works, dam, spillway areas, and such. It was noted that the FERC would like
the licensee to have a general concern for safety.
Response- FERC’s Chief Compliance Officer stated in an official letter to SCE&G
regarding unmarked hazards that SCE&G is ultimately responsible for safety at its
project. In addition, Art. 12 of SCE&G’s license states that SCE&G’s responsibility for
safety includes the storage and discharge of waters.
3- Personal responsibility was brought up by several people.
Response- Personal responsibility is a given and there is plenty of room for improvement.
But we cannot ignore the fact that we are in a relicensing process which provides
opportunity for improving safety via modifying operations and lake management.
Operations is causing the problem. It might be that operations can solve the problem.
Let’s find out.
In closing I would like to suggest that a Technical Working Committee be formed to
review the information and begin addressing the above issue.
Thanks,
Steve Bell
Lake Murray Watch
803-730-8121
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MEETING NOTES:
Dave Anderson opened the meeting and explained that the purpose of this meeting is to discuss the
current SCDNR shoal marker program on Lake Murray. To aid in the discussion, Dave introduced
Col. Alvin Taylor from SCDNR, who is the head of law enforcement. Dave noted that the point of
the day’s meeting was not to discuss responsibility from a legal perspective, but to provide general
information about the shoal marker program. Discussions began with Col. Taylor providing the
group with a general introduction on the shoal marker program.
Col. Taylor explained that he had maintained the shoal marker program for the first 20 years of its
existence. He noted that the program began as an outreach program to provide for safer boating.
Col. Taylor explained that the entire program in funded through federal boating dollars and that the
buoys on Lake Murray account for approximately 50 percent of buoys in the state. He pointed out
that during the past few years they have had some issues due to the maintenance drawdowns,
however, other than that he noted that the program was doing what it was designed to do; which is
provide for a safer boating environment. He explained that at one time the legislators requested that
DNR mark Lake Marion. However, since there are far too many hazards on Lake Marion to mark,
they felt they would be giving boaters a false sense of security by placing buoys. Similarly with
Lake Murray, Col. Taylor explained that since it is impossible to mark every hazard on a lake, they
want to make it a point that the operator has the responsibility to operate the boat in a safe manner
and to be familiar with the waters that they are boating in. Col. Taylor further explained that the
shoal marker program was not something that DNR was mandated to do, or continue to do,
however, they desire to create a safer environment. He expressed that it is their intention to create a
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safer boating environment, whether it is through the enforcement of their boating laws, education
classes or the “Aids to Navigation” program.
After Col. Taylor’s initial discussion, the floor was then opened for questions. Steve Bell asked
how the department prioritized where buoys are placed and under what circumstances is a buoy not
placed on a hazard. Col. Taylor explained that if there is an accident due to a unmarked shoal, they
typically prioritize those. It was explained that when there is a request for a buoy, it will go on the
docket in the order that it is received. Col. Taylor noted that if an individual is interested in
establishing a no wake zone, then they must write a letter that includes directions and addresses, and
it will be investigated.
Col. Taylor explained that they typically look at the average pool levels and determine, using a
topography map, what hazards are present at those levels. He noted that there is now close to 300
buoys on the Lake. He noted that the average lake level is reviewed on a regular basis, going by the
average drawdown. Joy Downs asked what the current average drawdown was, as well as how
often they discussed this with SCE&G. Col. Taylor explained that they have constant contact with
SCE&G, and on a typical basis they move and adjust buoys every 3 to 4 years, and sometimes even
more often. He added that if there is an unusual drawdown they may have to place more buoys,
such as the 2004 drawdown where they placed an additional 150 buoys. However, he noted that
they were concerned about boaters having a false sense of security.
In reference to the type of hazard markers used, Lee Barber asked why pilings were no longer used
on Lake Murray. Col. Taylor replied that hazards were originally marked with pilings, however,
they had an individual hit a piling and sue the state and SCE&G. He added that they have had a
number of accidents across the state with pilings, and they thus decided that the piling itself posed a
greater hazard than the shoal.
When asked the difference between the terms “aids to navigation” and “hazard markers” Col.
Taylor noted that they were the same thing. He explained that aids to navigation included hazard
markers, as well as speed limits, no wake zones, etc.
Bill Mathias asked if individuals were allowed to place a buoy or a no wake marker themselves.
Col. Taylor pointed out that if an individual places a buoy in the Lake, such as a mooring buoy, they
would be required to get a permit through SCE&G. However, Col. Taylor noted that if a
unauthorized official no wake buoy was placed, then DNR would remove it. He further explained
that an official regulatory marker was identified by an orange circle. He also added that a DNR
officer will not write a ticket for not abiding by an unauthorized marker.
One individual asked about buoys that break off or are damaged, and how soon are those found and
replaced. Col. Taylor replied that the often get a call from a property owner who has had a buoy
wash up onto their shoreline. He noted that they also have an officer who regularly patrols the
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reservoir. He explained that they do try and do regular maintenance runs, several times a month in
the summer, and a little less in the winter.
Steve B. explained that one of the issues that has been brought up on Lake Murray are concerns
regarding lake level drop and buoy locations. He noted that when the levels are lower, there are
buoys that are sitting on dry ground and there are some areas that were safe when the level is up that
are then a problem. He added that they are trying to determine how big of a problem this was and if
the drawdown range is covered during the winter. Col. Taylor replied that the past few years have
been unusual, and cannot be looked at to discuss average. He noted that during times of extreme
drawdown, he believes that the boater needs to assume some responsibility and use common sense
and caution. He noted that if the boaters do not assume some responsibility, then they would
constantly be moving 300 buoys. He explained that during an average year, they will mark
anything that is 10ft below the average drawdown level. For example, the Colonel explained that if
the high pool level was 358’, and the winter pool level was 352’, then the average pool level would
be 355’. Additionally, all hazards are marked 10 ft. below the average pool level, which would be
345’. He pointed out that with this method of marking, they are trying to take into consideration
that they are going to cover a greater number of lake drops below the average.
Steve B. noted that during drawdowns, there are some shallow areas that have never been marked.
Additionally, he asked the Colonel if he agreed that there were a lot of unmarked areas when the
water drops down. Col. Taylor replied that there were going to be some areas that are not going to
be marked at an extremely low drawdown. Col. Taylor explained that this is why the boater has to
take responsibility during low drawdowns and use caution. He added that if it is an average
drawdown, and there are areas on the Lake that are not marked, then DNR needs to look at marking
those. If it is an unusual drawdown, Col. Taylor restated that there are going to be some areas that
are unmarked. Steve B. then asked if there was a way to define those areas. Col. Taylor replied
that it was difficult to define those areas, and they depend a lot of the officers and the boating
public. Alan Stuart asked in the chance a boater came across an unmarked shoal, if it was best to
GPS the coordinates if possible. The Colonel noted that that was the best way.
Steve B. asked if a solution to hazards on the Lake was to change the lake level policies to where
the lake was not drawn down as often. He added that if the lake level policy was changed, DNR
may be able to eliminate some of the buoys. Col. Taylor replied that the concerns came into play
when the lake is drawn down extremely low, however DNR is not in the business of telling SCE&G
how to operate the Lake. Col. Taylor further explained to the group that the intention of a buoy is
to alert of a hazard in the area, and to steer wide of the buoy. He noted that the buoys do not always
watch directly over the hazard that they are marking.
Bill Mathias made the statement that shoal markers catered better to power boats than sailboats.
Col. Taylor replied that that was probably a fair statement, but noted that the sailboating community
seemed to be more keen to the hazards around the lake, in general. Lee Barber pointed out that
ultimately it was the boaters responsibility to boat in a safe manner. Also, he added that even if it
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were possible to mark every hazard, something could happen to a marker. Given that, Lee B. noted
that he felt it was important that boaters be educated about the Lake, possibly a requirement. Col.
Taylor described the safe boating classes that DNR offers. He explained that there has been some
interest by legislators to support licensing for boaters or mandatory education for boaters.
Lee B. also pointed out that the TWC desired to revitalize the regular meetings between SCE&G,
DNR, Law Enforcement and stakeholders to discuss what is happening with respect to safety issues
on the Lake. Col. Taylor replied that DNR would be interested in attending regular safety meetings
beyond relicensing. It was added that the Coast Guard Auxiliary and the Power Squadron should be
included as well.
Bill Marshall asked if there were any reservoirs in the state where DNR does not mark the hazards.
Col. Taylor replied that the only lakes that SCDNR does not mark are the Corps lakes. Col. Taylor
also added that they do mark some hazards on other waterways, as well. Col. Taylor explained that
most of the hazard markers in the state were located on Lake Murray because it was one of the
largest lakes that they mark.
Joy D. inquired as to whether or not there were any records that show if a boating accident was due
to hitting a shoal. Col. Taylor replied that the only way they would be able to tell if an accident was
due to a shoal was to read the actual report. He explained that boating accidents and fatalities were
at record lows statewide. He described that they have had years in the past with as many as 64 or
65 fatalities statewide, however last year there were only 14 fatalities, even with an increasing boat
registrations. Col. Taylor also explained that most of the boating fatalities were due to capsizing or
individuals falling overboard without a PFD. Glenn Ward added that most of the fatalities would
not have taken place if the individual involved were wearing a PFD. Dave A. asked if there were
GPS coordinates associated with accident records. Col. Taylor replied that they have began
recording that information in recent years.
Joy D. also asked if there was an agreement, written or gentlemen’s, between SCE&G and SCDNR
concerning hazard marking on the lake. Col. Taylor replied that it was more of a gentlemen’s
agreement. Tommy Boozer explained that there was some documentation many years ago when the
initial hazard markers were put into place. Suzanne Rhodes asked about the funding for the
program. The Colonel explained that the funds have increased in recent years and he believed that
the funds were stable. He also noted that the funding was based on fuel tax dollars.
Steve B. asked if SCE&G gives input into buoy placement around the lake and if DNR initially
came to SCE&G to ask permission to place buoys around the lake. Randy Mahan replied that the
program has been in place for many years, however DNR clearly has SCE&G’s permission and
encouragement to place buoys around the Lake. Col Taylor noted that he believed initially there
was a feeling between the two entities that there were some shallow areas around the lake that
should be marked.
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Alan S. pointed out that Col. Taylor explained that the shoal marker program was designed for the
normal conditions of the reservoir, from 352’ to 358’. Alan S. further asked the Colonel if he
thought that the hazard marker program was working, and if there were any areas that the group
could help with in order to make the program better. Col. Taylor explained that outside of unnormal drawdowns, he believes it has been a successful program. He reiterated that the more
information they receive, the more they can act on it and would welcome input from the group.
Col. Taylor explained to the group that most DNR agencies do not have an Aids to Navigation
program. He pointed out that the do not mark Santee Cooper lakes because they know it would be
impossible due to the tremendous amount of hazards, and they believe that they would then be
creating a greater safety issue.
It was asked whether or not the FERC requires SCE&G to place shoal markers in Lake Murray.
Randy M. replied that that is not something that the FERC requires of its licensees. He explained
that they are responsible for safety for the Project works, dam, spillway areas, and such. It was
noted that the FERC would like the licensee to have a general concern for safety.
Steve B. asked if the fluctuations between 358’ and 352’ were reduced, if the safety hazards would
be reduced also. Col. Taylor explained that they were concerned about knowing what the normal
levels were going to be so that they could have those areas marked. He explained that there were
always going to be drought situations or other situation that would cause the average lake levels to
change.
Lee B. noted that if there were no records that equated injuries to shoals, then how did the group
know whether or not shoal markers were needed. Col. Taylor replied that he believed that the shoal
markers were needed for the uneducated boaters. He explained that educated boaters would not
need as many markers on the Lake. Similarly, Randy M. asked if there were more accidents on the
Santee Cooper lake system. The Colonel replied that if one talks with a boater that boats regularly
on the Santee Cooper system, they are far more careful and far more concerned about hazards under
the water. Randy M. added that a boater can get an idea that everything is marked and they are free
to boat without caution, as opposed to Moultrie and Marion where nothing is marked and boaters
are generally more careful. He also explained that there needs to be a good median between the two
extremes and he is also concerned about giving people the false impression that everything is going
to be marked at all times.
The group continued to discuss hazards on the Lake. One individual suggested developing an
official chart of the Lake. Dave A. replied that other than the great lakes, he does not believe an
official, NOAA sanctioned chart has ever been developed for an inland lake. Tommy B. explained
that there were a number of maps that had the buoy locations on them.
Steve B. noted that he does not believe that every buoy that is placed out there is marked at the 345’
contour. Col. Taylor agreed and noted that some things are hazards at higher levels; if it is a hazard
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at 358’ then it will be marked at 358’. He continued to note that they are not all marked at the same
contour, DNR simply wanted to make sure they were marked at 345’. The group continued to
discuss this issue and it was noted that as the lake was drawn down, the buoys may float away from
the shoal at most 13 ft at 345’. However, Col. Taylor agreed that the intent of the shoal marker
program is to alert boaters to use caution and steer clear of an area, not to give them an exact
defined location of a shoal.
The meeting was brought to a close and it was noted that the group would likely meet again after
the safety program document is nearing completion. Col. Taylor noted that the contact numbers for
DNR were (843) 953-9378 for buoy issues and 1-800-922-5431 for the dispatcher. The group
closed the meeting and thanked Col. Taylor and Glenn Ward for attending.
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MEETING NOTES:
Dave Anderson opened the meeting and explained that the purpose of this meeting is to discuss the
current SCDNR shoal marker program on Lake Murray. To aid in the discussion, Dave introduced
Col. Alvin Taylor from SCDNR, who is the head of law enforcement. Dave noted that the point of
the day’s meeting was not to discuss responsibility from a legal perspective, but to provide general
information about the shoal marker program. Discussions began with Col. Taylor providing the
group with a general introduction on the shoal marker program.
Col. Taylor explained that he had maintained the shoal marker program for the first 20 years of its
existence. He noted that the program began as an outreach program to provide for safer boating.
Col. Taylor explained that the entire program in funded through federal boating dollars and that the
buoys on Lake Murray account for approximately 50 percent of buoys in the state. He pointed out
that during the past few years they have had some issues due to the maintenance drawdowns,
however, other than that he noted that the program was doing what it was designed to do; which is
provide for a safer boating environment. He explained that at one time the legislators requested that
DNR mark Lake Marion. However, since there are far too many hazards on Lake Marion to mark,
they felt they would be giving boaters a false sense of security by placing buoys. Similarly with
Lake Murray, Col. Taylor explained that since it is impossible to mark every hazard on a lake, they
want to make it a point that the operator has the responsibility to operate the boat in a safe manner
and to be familiar with the waters that they are boating in. Col. Taylor further explained that the
shoal marker program was not something that DNR was mandated to do, or continue to do,
however, they desire to create a safer environment. He expressed that it is their intention to create a
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safer boating environment, whether it is through the enforcement of their boating laws, education
classes or the “Aids to Navigation” program.
After Col. Taylor’s initial discussion, the floor was then opened for questions. Steve Bell asked
how the department prioritized where buoys are placed and under what circumstances is a buoy not
placed on a hazard. Col. Taylor explained that if there is an accident due to a unmarked shoal, they
typically prioritize those. It was explained that when there is a request for a buoy, it will go on the
docket in the order that it is received. Col. Taylor noted that if an individual is interested in
establishing a no wake zone, then they must write a letter that includes directions and addresses, and
it will be investigated.
Col. Taylor explained that they typically look at the average pool levels and determine, using a
topography map, what hazards are present at those levels. He noted that there is now close to 300
buoys on the Lake. He noted that the average lake level is reviewed on a regular basis, going by the
average drawdown. Joy Downs asked what the current average drawdown was, as well as how
often they discussed this with SCE&G. Col. Taylor explained that they have constant contact with
SCE&G, and on a typical basis they move and adjust buoys every 3 to 4 years, and sometimes even
more often. He added that if there is an unusual drawdown they may have to place more buoys,
such as the 2004 drawdown where they placed an additional 150 buoys. However, he noted that
they were concerned about boaters having a false sense of security.
In reference to the type of hazard markers used, Lee Barber asked why pilings were no longer used
on Lake Murray. Col. Taylor replied that hazards were originally marked with pilings, however,
they had an individual hit a piling and sue the state and SCE&G. He added that they have had a
number of accidents across the state with pilings, and they thus decided that the piling itself posed a
greater hazard than the shoal.
When asked the difference between the terms “aids to navigation” and “hazard markers” Col.
Taylor noted that they were the same thing. He explained that aids to navigation included hazard
markers, as well as speed limits, no wake zones, etc.
Bill Mathias asked if individuals were allowed to place a buoy or a no wake marker themselves.
Col. Taylor pointed out that if an individual places a buoy in the Lake, such as a mooring buoy, they
would be required to get a permit through SCE&G. However, Col. Taylor noted that if a
unauthorized official no wake buoy was placed, then DNR would remove it. He further explained
that an official regulatory marker was identified by an orange circle. He also added that a DNR
officer will not write a ticket for not abiding by an unauthorized marker.
One individual asked about buoys that break off or are damaged, and how soon are those found and
replaced. Col. Taylor replied that the often get a call from a property owner who has had a buoy
wash up onto their shoreline. He noted that they also have an officer who regularly patrols the
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reservoir. He explained that they do try and do regular maintenance runs, several times a month in
the summer, and a little less in the winter.
Steve B. explained that one of the issues that has been brought up on Lake Murray are concerns
regarding lake level drop and buoy locations. He noted that when the levels are lower, there are
buoys that are sitting on dry ground and there are some areas that were safe when the level is up that
are then a problem. He added that they are trying to determine how big of a problem this was and if
the drawdown range is covered during the winter. Col. Taylor replied that the past few years have
been unusual, and cannot be looked at to discuss average. He noted that during times of extreme
drawdown, he believes that the boater needs to assume some responsibility and use common sense
and caution. He noted that if the boaters do not assume some responsibility, then they would
constantly be moving 300 buoys. He explained that during an average year, they will mark
anything that is 10ft below the average drawdown level. For example, the Colonel explained that if
the high pool level was 358’, and the winter pool level was 352’, then the average pool level would
be 355’. Additionally, all hazards are marked 10 ft. below the average pool level, which would be
345’. He pointed out that with this method of marking, they are trying to take into consideration
that they are going to cover a greater number of lake drops below the average.
Steve B. noted that during drawdowns, there are some shallow areas that have never been marked.
Additionally, he asked the Colonel if he agreed that there were a lot of unmarked areas when the
water drops down. Col. Taylor replied that there were going to be some areas that are not going to
be marked at an extremely low drawdown. Col. Taylor explained that this is why the boater has to
take responsibility during low drawdowns and use caution. He added that if it is an average
drawdown, and there are areas on the Lake that are not marked, then DNR needs to look at marking
those. If it is an unusual drawdown, Col. Taylor restated that there are going to be some areas that
are unmarked. Steve B. then asked if there was a way to define those areas. Col. Taylor replied
that it was difficult to define those areas, and they depend a lot of the officers and the boating
public. Alan Stuart asked in the chance a boater came across an unmarked shoal, if it was best to
GPS the coordinates if possible. The Colonel noted that that was the best way.
Steve B. asked if a solution to hazards on the Lake was to change the lake level policies to where
the lake was not drawn down as often. He added that if the lake level policy was changed, DNR
may be able to eliminate some of the buoys. Col. Taylor replied that the concerns came into play
when the lake is drawn down extremely low, however DNR is not in the business of telling SCE&G
how to operate the Lake. Col. Taylor further explained to the group that the intention of a buoy is
to alert of a hazard in the area, and to steer wide of the buoy. He noted that the buoys do not always
watch directly over the hazard that they are marking.
Bill Mathias made the statement that shoal markers catered better to power boats than sailboats.
Col. Taylor replied that that was probably a fair statement, but noted that the sailboating community
seemed to be more keen to the hazards around the lake, in general. Lee Barber pointed out that
ultimately it was the boaters responsibility to boat in a safe manner. Also, he added that even if it
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were possible to mark every hazard, something could happen to a marker. Given that, Lee B. noted
that he felt it was important that boaters be educated about the Lake, possibly a requirement. Col.
Taylor described the safe boating classes that DNR offers. He explained that there has been some
interest by legislators to support licensing for boaters or mandatory education for boaters.
Lee B. also pointed out that the TWC desired to revitalize the regular meetings between SCE&G,
DNR, Law Enforcement and stakeholders to discuss what is happening with respect to safety issues
on the Lake. Col. Taylor replied that DNR would be interested in attending regular safety meetings
beyond relicensing. It was added that the Coast Guard Auxiliary and the Power Squadron should be
included as well.
Bill Marshall asked if there were any reservoirs in the state where DNR does not mark the hazards.
Col. Taylor replied that the only lakes that SCDNR does not mark are the Corps lakes. Col. Taylor
also added that they do mark some hazards on other waterways, as well. Col. Taylor explained that
most of the hazard markers in the state were located on Lake Murray because it was one of the
largest lakes that they mark.
Joy D. inquired as to whether or not there were any records that show if a boating accident was due
to hitting a shoal. Col. Taylor replied that the only way they would be able to tell if an accident was
due to a shoal was to read the actual report. He explained that boating accidents and fatalities were
at record lows statewide. He described that they have had years in the past with as many as 64 or
65 fatalities statewide, however last year there were only 14 fatalities, even with an increasing boat
registrations. Col. Taylor also explained that most of the boating fatalities were due to capsizing or
individuals falling overboard without a PFD. Glenn Ward added that most of the fatalities would
not have taken place if the individual involved were wearing a PFD. Dave A. asked if there were
GPS coordinates associated with accident records. Col. Taylor replied that they have began
recording that information in recent years.
Joy D. also asked if there was an agreement, written or gentlemen’s, between SCE&G and SCDNR
concerning hazard marking on the lake. Col. Taylor replied that it was more of a gentlemen’s
agreement. Tommy Boozer explained that there was some documentation many years ago when the
initial hazard markers were put into place. Suzanne Rhodes asked about the funding for the
program. The Colonel explained that the funds have increased in recent years and he believed that
the funds were stable. He also noted that the funding was based on fuel tax dollars.
Steve B. asked if SCE&G gives input into buoy placement around the lake and if DNR initially
came to SCE&G to ask permission to place buoys around the lake. Randy Mahan replied that the
program has been in place for many years, however DNR clearly has SCE&G’s permission and
encouragement to place buoys around the Lake. Col Taylor noted that he believed initially there
was a feeling between the two entities that there were some shallow areas around the lake that
should be marked.
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Alan S. pointed out that Col. Taylor explained that the shoal marker program was designed for the
normal conditions of the reservoir, from 352’ to 358’. Alan S. further asked the Colonel if he
thought that the hazard marker program was working, and if there were any areas that the group
could help with in order to make the program better. Col. Taylor explained that outside of unnormal drawdowns, he believes it has been a successful program. He reiterated that the more
information they receive, the more they can act on it and would welcome input from the group.
Col. Taylor explained to the group that most DNR agencies do not have an Aids to Navigation
program. He pointed out that the do not mark Santee Cooper lakes because they know it would be
impossible due to the tremendous amount of hazards, and they believe that they would then be
creating a greater safety issue.
It was asked whether or not the FERC requires SCE&G to place shoal markers in Lake Murray.
Randy M. replied that that is not something that the FERC requires of its licensees. He explained
that they are responsible for safety for the Project works, dam, spillway areas, and such. It was
noted that the FERC would like the licensee to have a general concern for safety.
Steve B. asked if the fluctuations between 358’ and 352’ were reduced, if the safety hazards would
be reduced also. Col. Taylor explained that they were concerned about knowing what the normal
levels were going to be so that they could have those areas marked. He explained that there were
always going to be drought situations or other situation that would cause the average lake levels to
change.
Lee B. noted that if there were no records that equated injuries to shoals, then how did the group
know whether or not shoal markers were needed. Col. Taylor replied that he believed that the shoal
markers were needed for the uneducated boaters. He explained that educated boaters would not
need as many markers on the Lake. Similarly, Randy M. asked if there were more accidents on the
Santee Cooper lake system. The Colonel replied that if one talks with a boater that boats regularly
on the Santee Cooper system, they are far more careful and far more concerned about hazards under
the water. Randy M. added that a boater can get an idea that everything is marked and they are free
to boat without caution, as opposed to Moultrie and Marion where nothing is marked and boaters
are generally more careful. He also explained that there needs to be a good median between the two
extremes and he is also concerned about giving people the false impression that everything is going
to be marked at all times.
The group continued to discuss hazards on the Lake. One individual suggested developing an
official chart of the Lake. Dave A. replied that other than the great lakes, he does not believe an
official, NOAA sanctioned chart has ever been developed for an inland lake. Tommy B. explained
that there were a number of maps that had the buoy locations on them.
Steve B. noted that he does not believe that every buoy that is placed out there is marked at the 345’
contour. Col. Taylor agreed and noted that some things are hazards at higher levels; if it is a hazard
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at 358’ then it will be marked at 358’. He continued to note that they are not all marked at the same
contour, DNR simply wanted to make sure they were marked at 345’. The group continued to
discuss this issue and it was noted that as the lake was drawn down, the buoys may float away from
the shoal at most 13 ft at 345’. However, Col. Taylor agreed that the intent of the shoal marker
program is to alert boaters to use caution and steer clear of an area, not to give them an exact
defined location of a shoal.
The meeting was brought to a close and it was noted that the group would likely meet again after
the safety program document is nearing completion. Col. Taylor noted that the contact numbers for
DNR were (843) 953-9378 for buoy issues and 1-800-922-5431 for the dispatcher. The group
closed the meeting and thanked Col. Taylor and Glenn Ward for attending.

Col. Alvin Taylor
June 5, 2007

2.

In order for the Safety RCG to resolve boating safety issues at the Saluda Project, we
would like you to attend the next Safety RCG meeting, present the full picture of the SCDNR’s
shoal marking program, and respond to questions from the Safety RCG. In order for you to
better prepare for the type of information the Safety RCG is requesting, I have attached the
meeting notes from our last meeting (April 18, 2007, enclosed). The relevant sections of the
meeting notes are highlighted. Please understand that the minutes reflect discussions, not
necessarily consensus or RCG “official” positions, though in some cases, they do. They reflect
conversations about concerns and areas of understanding as well as needs for more information,
as in this case. You will note in the minutes the initial thought of drafting a letter to be delivered
to the SCDNR through Dick Christie. However, after more thought, I believe it makes more
sense at this point simply to have you come, tell us about the program, and answer as many of
our questions as you are comfortable answering.
We have found face-to-face exchanges with our resource agency personnel particularly
helpful. Because we have not yet scheduled the next meeting of the Safety RCG, we can have
the meeting when it is convenient for you. Please contact me with dates you are available and I
will schedule the meeting and inform you of the meeting time and location. If you have any
questions, feel free to contact me (contact information provided below), or Tommy Boozer of
SCE&G at (803) 217-9007.
Sincerely,
KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES

David K. Anderson, Ph.D.
Saluda Relicensing
Safety RCG Facilitator
DKA:clb
Enclosure
cc:

Tommy Boozer, SCE&G
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ATTENDEES:
Alison Guth, Kleinschmidt Associates
Bill Argentieri, SCE&G
Bill Marshall, SCDNR, LSSRAC
Bill Mathias, LMA & LMPS
Bret Hoffman, Kleinschmidt Associates
Charlene Coleman, American Whitewater
Dave Anderson, Kleinschmidt Associates
David Price, LMPS
Jay Schabacher, LMA
Jenn ORourke, SCWF
Joy Downs, LMA
Karen Kustafik, COC Parks
Kenneth Fox, LMA

Malcolm Leaphart, TU
Mike Waddell, TU
Norm Nicholson, Lexington Co. Sheriffs
Dept.
Patrick Moore, SCCCL, American Rivers
Randy Mahan, SCANA Services, Inc.
Stephen Curry, Columbia Fire Dept.
Steve Bell, Lake Watch
Tommy Boozer, SCE&G
Tony Bebber, SCPRT
Marty Phillips, Kleinschmidt Associates (via
conference call)

HOMEWORK ITEMS:
 Draft a letter to DNR requesting clarification on several issues regarding shoal markers on
Lake Murray – Dave Anderson
 Discuss settlement agreement options with DNR regarding the shoal marker issue – SCE&G
 Update the Issue Recommendation on Warning System for the LSR – Dave Anderson
 Update Issue Matrix – Dave Anderson
 Revise Safety and Outreach Programs document – Marty Phillips
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

rd

3 Quarter 2007 – Meeting Date TBA

MEETING NOTES:
Dave opened the meeting and the group briefly reviewed the agenda items that were to be
discussed during the course of the meeting. Dave noted that they would start off by discussing the
issues regarding shoal markers on Lake Murray.
Dave noted the main concern that has been expressed by the group regarding shoal markers
on Lake Murray is there is a problem in marking hazards due to lake fluctuations. Dave explained
that he had researched the FERC e-library and found two documents that may provide some insight
on how other licensees have dealt with this issue. One document was from the Coosa and Warrior
relicensing and one document was from the settlement agreement at the Yadkin Project. At Yadkin,
Progress Energy has proposed to work with NCWRC (North Carolina Wildlife Resources
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Commission) in provided funding for buoy installation and maintenance. Dave explained the
Coosa/Warrior document addresses 7 different reservoirs; however, it may provide the group with
ideas on how to address this issue. Dave asked the group if there were any other ideas on how to
resolve the shoal marker issue. Steve Bell noted that he is not as concerned with how the shoals are
marked at summer lake levels; however, he does have an issue with how the shoals are marked
when the lake levels go down and is also concerned with what would happen if DNR pulls out of
the program on Lake Murray.
The group continued to discuss this issue and a few individuals expressed that DNR does not
have the manpower to keep up with buoy placement and repair, even if money was provided. Joy
Downs asked if the agreement with DNR to maintain the buoys on Lake Murray was semi-formal.
Tommy Boozer explained that although SCDNR has committed to maintain the buoys, there was no
legal, binding agreement that they had to do so. Tommy also pointed out that DNR performs the
buoy placement on many other lakes and any funding that was contributed to DNR for the
placement of buoys would need to carry with it the requirement that that money would only be
spent on the program for Lake Murray. Dave noted the Safety RCG would continue after
relicensing and questioned whether they could then set the priorities for buoy placement on Lake
Murray at their meetings.
The group discussed the option of hiring a third party contractor to work under the
supervision of DNR. Patrick Moore pointed out that the FERC would not be able to agree to a third
party contractor in a settlement agreement. Dave asked the group if there was a current process by
which a homeowner or lake user could put in a request for a hazard marker. Tommy explained that
they frequently receive calls reporting problems with existing shoal markers which they
subsequently contact Skeet Mills from DNR about. Norm Nichols explained that DNR owns two
buoy boats that they use for the entire state and they had been on Lake Murray twice last week,
although he was unsure how often they frequented the Lake. Bill Marshall noted that Skeet had
informed him that 54 percent of the navigational aids in the state are located on Lake Murray.
Steve Bell noted that it would be SCE&G’s responsibility to mark the Lake if the state did
not. Randy Mahan noted that at this point he did not believe they could mark the waters of South
Carolina and would not want to assume that liability. He continued to explain that there are some
things that the government can and should do, one of which is providing highway markers and
markers on the waters of the State. He noted that if it is a funding issue then they may need to look
into providing some level of funding to the DNR for that issue. It was also noted that it may be
possible to rally for legislation that either releases SCE&G from any kind of liability or would
require SCDNR to upkeep this program.
Dave noted that he would draft a letter to send to Dick Christie with some of the questions
that the group had about marking the shoals. Dave noted that he would ask Dick about the agency
funding of the program. He would also ask DNR to better define what they meant in the July 6,
1999 letter regarding shoal markers on Lake Murray. Dave also noted that he would ask DNR to
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define the difference between “aids to navigation” vs. “hazard markers”. He would also ask DNR
for their definition of a shoal. Dave noted that SCE&G would work with DNR separately regarding
a solution for the issue of shoal markers.
After a short break, the group discussed the Warning System for Rising Water on the Lower
Saluda River Issue Recommendation. Malcolm Leaphart had submitted a few questions via email
and the group briefly discussed these. One of Malcolm’s questions was regarding where the float
switches that trigger the sirens are located on the LSR. Bill Argentieri noted that the float switch
for the sirens at Metts Landing is located at the USGS gage about a 3/4 of a mile upstream. Bill
continued to explain that the sirens by Millrace, Shandon Rapids, and the railroad tracks are all
activated by a float switch located about ¼ mile upstream of the first siren at the Zoo near Candi
Lane.
Dave had put together an illustration of the LSR in which the areas that the group had
indicated the majority of the recreational activity occurs are highlighted in red. Bill Argentieri
again asked Trout Unlimited representatives (Malcolm Leaphart and Mike Waddell) if the areas
highlighted in red covered the areas that they typically fish in. Malcolm replied that they fish on the
entire length of the river. Patrick also recommended that an emergency exit light be placed at
Gardendale that would indicate to non-expert boaters the need to exit the waters due to a release.
There were some questions on why all of the sirens were not activated as soon as there was a
release at the dam. It was explained that for the areas by the zoo, at times it would take several
hours for the water to rise significantly in that area. Malcolm asked the group if there could be a
warning for when water was released at the dam as well as a warning when the water started to rise
in the immediate vicinity. Malcolm noted that he would like a clearer idea of how much flow was
released; he continued to explain that if it was around 400 cfs he may be able to stay in the water
and continue with his activities. Bill noted that he believed it was more important that they make
sure there is a good coverage area on the river. He continued to explain that it needed to be clear
that when the siren was activated, individuals should exit the water, and not try to gage how long
they could remain in the water before exiting. Charlene Coleman with American Whitewater
agreed, noting that there only needs to be one light, which indicates when to exit the waters. She
noted that complex combinations of lights and sirens that depicted flow levels would only serve to
confuse the majority of the individuals recreating on the river. Karen Kustafik also agreed and
noted that the more detailed information was something that may be more appropriate on the
website or in the phone tree message.
Malcolm noted that he would like to clarify that it may be important for different river users
to know how much water was coming down the river because individuals with Jon boats may have
an issue negotiating back up the river safely during high flows. Bill A. replied that they were
discussing emergency take out points under the Recreation Management TWC.
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Steve asked for an explanation from Dave on how the Issue Recommendation for Warning
System for Rising Water on the Lower Saluda River was put together. Dave noted that he had put it
together based on the groups recommendations during the meetings and sent it back out to the group
to comment on. Steve noted that he was not agreeable to the wording in the document that stated
Saluda would be used for reserve. Dave noted that if SCE&G was going to be putting in a multimillion dollar warning system in the river, it would be important for them to have the
recommendation to keep reserve capacity.
The group discussed the benefits of reserve capacity to the lake homeowners and Joy Downs
noted that reserve was more beneficial to the lake levels than peaking. However, Malcolm noted
that in his opinion, when the facility was used for peaking, they did not see high flows as often.
Randy pointed out that the data indicates that they rarely run Saluda up to 18,000 cfs. Mike
Waddell asked if the operations model will provide the group with travel times of different flows.
Bret Hoffman noted that they could run a few transient travel times using the model, but it would be
modeled data and could have some inconsistencies due to the many variables involved. It was also
asked that the model be used to look at the ramping of flows. Bret pointed out that initially the data
indicated that it would take the better part of the day in order to allow the river to rise slowly using
ramping. He continued to explain that 15 or 30 minute ramping increments probably will not
significantly affect the rate of river rise, depending on where one was located on the river.
The group discussed changes to the Warning System Issue Recommendation . It was noted
that if the sentence on reserve generation were removed, than the document would be more
agreeable to the group. It was also noted that the recommendation include the area between Corley
Island and I-20 as well.
Bill A. noted that it had been discussed that there may be a need at some locations for strobe
lights instead of warning sirens. The group agreed and noted that this would be left up to the
discretion of SCE&G.
After lunch the group then discussed the Safety and Outreach Programs. Dave noted that
one of the purposes of the document is to put in place a safety group that will continue beyond
relicensing. Dave noted that the document also reviews current public outreach efforts, as well as
those planned for the future. It was further clarified that if the Safety Program was kept out of the
license the group would have more local control of it. Joy explained a little about the safety
committee that met previously and noted Lee Barber could provide more detail on it if needed. The
group noted that it may be beneficial to add more detail into the document that discussed the
previous committee. It was also noted that there was a safety committee associated with the Lower
Saluda Scenic River Advisory Council that developed/constructed the kiosks, painted poles, and
map of the LSR.
Marty Phillips was available by conference call to guide the group through the document.
Marty noted that her goal was to try to make the document as brief as possible, but still provide
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enough information for a clear understanding of the programs that are in place. Marty explained
that in Section 3 of the document, they attempted to separate out the regulatory authorities, as well
as what the laws and regulations were. Marty asked the group if it was necessary to list the specific
laws, or if that section could be generalized. After some discussion, it was noted that the document
should generally define what authorities have jurisdiction and generally how the laws apply.
Marty then asked the group what the lifespan of the document should be. Bill Mathias noted
that he believed it should be reviewed annually and amended where appropriate. Bill M. also
explained that he believed that the safety group should meet on a quarterly basis. The group noted
that since the document would be reviewed annually, the document could be very specific as to
what federal, state and local entities would be involved and their responsibilities. The group briefly
mentioned a few agencies involved, such as DHEC and SLED as State entities, and EMS, the
sheriff, the coroner, the city police and the county police at the local level, and the National
Weather Service at the federal level. Jay Schabacher noted that it may be helpful to put agency
contact information in the document. Marty suggested that it may be provided separately, and noted
that there was the concern that someone may use this as an emergency reference document. The
group agreed that contact information should be provided as an appendix.
The group then discussed the existing safety measures on Lake Murray. Marty asked the
group if there were any safety measures not currently listed that needed to be included in the
document. Bill M. suggested including an item referring to the Lake Murray Power Squadron and
their vessel safety checks, safe boating checklists, and training programs. Charlene also mentioned
the American Canoe Association that certifies instructors on whitewater and flatwater. She pointed
out that the American Whitewater webpage provides descriptions of the rapids on the LSR as well.
Sea Tow and Boat US were also listed as a resource. Marty discussed the existing outreach section
with the group, and it was noted that the Lake Murray Association needed to be added to that
section. Dave asked the group if there were additional outreach efforts that needed to be listed in
this section and the group concluded their discussions on this section of the document.
Dave explained that he still had some difficulty with obtaining accident data from DNR.
Tommy noted that he would assist Dave with his efforts on this. Dave also noted that Patrick had
requested that the group put the ramping of non reserve call flows as part of the Proposed Safety
and Outreach Programs section. Bill Marshall asked the group if, operationally, ramping rates
could be considered under a non-emergency reserve situation. Randy noted that any restriction on
the ability to attain the flow that was needed could be a restriction on economics. However, Randy
noted that this may be something that is worth looking at under lake level management conditions.
Bret noted that they could use the operations model to look at the possibility of ramping during nonemergency lake level management situations. Bret then asked the group what a reasonable rate of
water rise would be. The group noted that the Downstream Flows TWC would look at this during
their recreational flow assessment scheduled during mid-May.
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The group concluded discussions on the agenda items and began to decide on future meeting
dates. It was noted that the next meeting would probably occur around the third quarter of the year.
Dave noted that he would update the issues matrix and send it around to the group.
Meeting Adjourned.

Col. Alvin Taylor
June 5, 2007

2.

In order for the Safety RCG to resolve boating safety issues at the Saluda Project, we
would like you to attend the next Safety RCG meeting, present the full picture of the SCDNR’s
shoal marking program, and respond to questions from the Safety RCG. In order for you to
better prepare for the type of information the Safety RCG is requesting, I have attached the
meeting notes from our last meeting (April 18, 2007, enclosed). The relevant sections of the
meeting notes are highlighted. Please understand that the minutes reflect discussions, not
necessarily consensus or RCG “official” positions, though in some cases, they do. They reflect
conversations about concerns and areas of understanding as well as needs for more information,
as in this case. You will note in the minutes the initial thought of drafting a letter to be delivered
to the SCDNR through Dick Christie. However, after more thought, I believe it makes more
sense at this point simply to have you come, tell us about the program, and answer as many of
our questions as you are comfortable answering.
We have found face-to-face exchanges with our resource agency personnel particularly
helpful. Because we have not yet scheduled the next meeting of the Safety RCG, we can have
the meeting when it is convenient for you. Please contact me with dates you are available and I
will schedule the meeting and inform you of the meeting time and location. If you have any
questions, feel free to contact me (contact information provided below), or Tommy Boozer of
SCE&G at (803) 217-9007.
Sincerely,
KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES

David K. Anderson, Ph.D.
Saluda Relicensing
Safety RCG Facilitator
DKA:clb
Enclosure
cc:

Tommy Boozer, SCE&G
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ATTENDEES:
Alison Guth, Kleinschmidt Associates
Bill Argentieri, SCE&G
Bill Marshall, SCDNR, LSSRAC
Bill Mathias, LMA & LMPS
Bret Hoffman, Kleinschmidt Associates
Charlene Coleman, American Whitewater
Dave Anderson, Kleinschmidt Associates
David Price, LMPS
Jay Schabacher, LMA
Jenn ORourke, SCWF
Joy Downs, LMA
Karen Kustafik, COC Parks
Kenneth Fox, LMA

Malcolm Leaphart, TU
Mike Waddell, TU
Norm Nicholson, Lexington Co. Sheriffs
Dept.
Patrick Moore, SCCCL, American Rivers
Randy Mahan, SCANA Services, Inc.
Stephen Curry, Columbia Fire Dept.
Steve Bell, Lake Watch
Tommy Boozer, SCE&G
Tony Bebber, SCPRT
Marty Phillips, Kleinschmidt Associates (via
conference call)

HOMEWORK ITEMS:
 Draft a letter to DNR requesting clarification on several issues regarding shoal markers on
Lake Murray – Dave Anderson
 Discuss settlement agreement options with DNR regarding the shoal marker issue – SCE&G
 Update the Issue Recommendation on Warning System for the LSR – Dave Anderson
 Update Issue Matrix – Dave Anderson
 Revise Safety and Outreach Programs document – Marty Phillips
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

rd

3 Quarter 2007 – Meeting Date TBA

MEETING NOTES:
Dave opened the meeting and the group briefly reviewed the agenda items that were to be
discussed during the course of the meeting. Dave noted that they would start off by discussing the
issues regarding shoal markers on Lake Murray.
Dave noted the main concern that has been expressed by the group regarding shoal markers
on Lake Murray is there is a problem in marking hazards due to lake fluctuations. Dave explained
that he had researched the FERC e-library and found two documents that may provide some insight
on how other licensees have dealt with this issue. One document was from the Coosa and Warrior
relicensing and one document was from the settlement agreement at the Yadkin Project. At Yadkin,
Progress Energy has proposed to work with NCWRC (North Carolina Wildlife Resources
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Commission) in provided funding for buoy installation and maintenance. Dave explained the
Coosa/Warrior document addresses 7 different reservoirs; however, it may provide the group with
ideas on how to address this issue. Dave asked the group if there were any other ideas on how to
resolve the shoal marker issue. Steve Bell noted that he is not as concerned with how the shoals are
marked at summer lake levels; however, he does have an issue with how the shoals are marked
when the lake levels go down and is also concerned with what would happen if DNR pulls out of
the program on Lake Murray.
The group continued to discuss this issue and a few individuals expressed that DNR does not
have the manpower to keep up with buoy placement and repair, even if money was provided. Joy
Downs asked if the agreement with DNR to maintain the buoys on Lake Murray was semi-formal.
Tommy Boozer explained that although SCDNR has committed to maintain the buoys, there was no
legal, binding agreement that they had to do so. Tommy also pointed out that DNR performs the
buoy placement on many other lakes and any funding that was contributed to DNR for the
placement of buoys would need to carry with it the requirement that that money would only be
spent on the program for Lake Murray. Dave noted the Safety RCG would continue after
relicensing and questioned whether they could then set the priorities for buoy placement on Lake
Murray at their meetings.
The group discussed the option of hiring a third party contractor to work under the
supervision of DNR. Patrick Moore pointed out that the FERC would not be able to agree to a third
party contractor in a settlement agreement. Dave asked the group if there was a current process by
which a homeowner or lake user could put in a request for a hazard marker. Tommy explained that
they frequently receive calls reporting problems with existing shoal markers which they
subsequently contact Skeet Mills from DNR about. Norm Nichols explained that DNR owns two
buoy boats that they use for the entire state and they had been on Lake Murray twice last week,
although he was unsure how often they frequented the Lake. Bill Marshall noted that Skeet had
informed him that 54 percent of the navigational aids in the state are located on Lake Murray.
Steve Bell noted that it would be SCE&G’s responsibility to mark the Lake if the state did
not. Randy Mahan noted that at this point he did not believe they could mark the waters of South
Carolina and would not want to assume that liability. He continued to explain that there are some
things that the government can and should do, one of which is providing highway markers and
markers on the waters of the State. He noted that if it is a funding issue then they may need to look
into providing some level of funding to the DNR for that issue. It was also noted that it may be
possible to rally for legislation that either releases SCE&G from any kind of liability or would
require SCDNR to upkeep this program.
Dave noted that he would draft a letter to send to Dick Christie with some of the questions
that the group had about marking the shoals. Dave noted that he would ask Dick about the agency
funding of the program. He would also ask DNR to better define what they meant in the July 6,
1999 letter regarding shoal markers on Lake Murray. Dave also noted that he would ask DNR to
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define the difference between “aids to navigation” vs. “hazard markers”. He would also ask DNR
for their definition of a shoal. Dave noted that SCE&G would work with DNR separately regarding
a solution for the issue of shoal markers.
After a short break, the group discussed the Warning System for Rising Water on the Lower
Saluda River Issue Recommendation. Malcolm Leaphart had submitted a few questions via email
and the group briefly discussed these. One of Malcolm’s questions was regarding where the float
switches that trigger the sirens are located on the LSR. Bill Argentieri noted that the float switch
for the sirens at Metts Landing is located at the USGS gage about a 3/4 of a mile upstream. Bill
continued to explain that the sirens by Millrace, Shandon Rapids, and the railroad tracks are all
activated by a float switch located about ¼ mile upstream of the first siren at the Zoo near Candi
Lane.
Dave had put together an illustration of the LSR in which the areas that the group had
indicated the majority of the recreational activity occurs are highlighted in red. Bill Argentieri
again asked Trout Unlimited representatives (Malcolm Leaphart and Mike Waddell) if the areas
highlighted in red covered the areas that they typically fish in. Malcolm replied that they fish on the
entire length of the river. Patrick also recommended that an emergency exit light be placed at
Gardendale that would indicate to non-expert boaters the need to exit the waters due to a release.
There were some questions on why all of the sirens were not activated as soon as there was a
release at the dam. It was explained that for the areas by the zoo, at times it would take several
hours for the water to rise significantly in that area. Malcolm asked the group if there could be a
warning for when water was released at the dam as well as a warning when the water started to rise
in the immediate vicinity. Malcolm noted that he would like a clearer idea of how much flow was
released; he continued to explain that if it was around 400 cfs he may be able to stay in the water
and continue with his activities. Bill noted that he believed it was more important that they make
sure there is a good coverage area on the river. He continued to explain that it needed to be clear
that when the siren was activated, individuals should exit the water, and not try to gage how long
they could remain in the water before exiting. Charlene Coleman with American Whitewater
agreed, noting that there only needs to be one light, which indicates when to exit the waters. She
noted that complex combinations of lights and sirens that depicted flow levels would only serve to
confuse the majority of the individuals recreating on the river. Karen Kustafik also agreed and
noted that the more detailed information was something that may be more appropriate on the
website or in the phone tree message.
Malcolm noted that he would like to clarify that it may be important for different river users
to know how much water was coming down the river because individuals with Jon boats may have
an issue negotiating back up the river safely during high flows. Bill A. replied that they were
discussing emergency take out points under the Recreation Management TWC.
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Steve asked for an explanation from Dave on how the Issue Recommendation for Warning
System for Rising Water on the Lower Saluda River was put together. Dave noted that he had put it
together based on the groups recommendations during the meetings and sent it back out to the group
to comment on. Steve noted that he was not agreeable to the wording in the document that stated
Saluda would be used for reserve. Dave noted that if SCE&G was going to be putting in a multimillion dollar warning system in the river, it would be important for them to have the
recommendation to keep reserve capacity.
The group discussed the benefits of reserve capacity to the lake homeowners and Joy Downs
noted that reserve was more beneficial to the lake levels than peaking. However, Malcolm noted
that in his opinion, when the facility was used for peaking, they did not see high flows as often.
Randy pointed out that the data indicates that they rarely run Saluda up to 18,000 cfs. Mike
Waddell asked if the operations model will provide the group with travel times of different flows.
Bret Hoffman noted that they could run a few transient travel times using the model, but it would be
modeled data and could have some inconsistencies due to the many variables involved. It was also
asked that the model be used to look at the ramping of flows. Bret pointed out that initially the data
indicated that it would take the better part of the day in order to allow the river to rise slowly using
ramping. He continued to explain that 15 or 30 minute ramping increments probably will not
significantly affect the rate of river rise, depending on where one was located on the river.
The group discussed changes to the Warning System Issue Recommendation . It was noted
that if the sentence on reserve generation were removed, than the document would be more
agreeable to the group. It was also noted that the recommendation include the area between Corley
Island and I-20 as well.
Bill A. noted that it had been discussed that there may be a need at some locations for strobe
lights instead of warning sirens. The group agreed and noted that this would be left up to the
discretion of SCE&G.
After lunch the group then discussed the Safety and Outreach Programs. Dave noted that
one of the purposes of the document is to put in place a safety group that will continue beyond
relicensing. Dave noted that the document also reviews current public outreach efforts, as well as
those planned for the future. It was further clarified that if the Safety Program was kept out of the
license the group would have more local control of it. Joy explained a little about the safety
committee that met previously and noted Lee Barber could provide more detail on it if needed. The
group noted that it may be beneficial to add more detail into the document that discussed the
previous committee. It was also noted that there was a safety committee associated with the Lower
Saluda Scenic River Advisory Council that developed/constructed the kiosks, painted poles, and
map of the LSR.
Marty Phillips was available by conference call to guide the group through the document.
Marty noted that her goal was to try to make the document as brief as possible, but still provide
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enough information for a clear understanding of the programs that are in place. Marty explained
that in Section 3 of the document, they attempted to separate out the regulatory authorities, as well
as what the laws and regulations were. Marty asked the group if it was necessary to list the specific
laws, or if that section could be generalized. After some discussion, it was noted that the document
should generally define what authorities have jurisdiction and generally how the laws apply.
Marty then asked the group what the lifespan of the document should be. Bill Mathias noted
that he believed it should be reviewed annually and amended where appropriate. Bill M. also
explained that he believed that the safety group should meet on a quarterly basis. The group noted
that since the document would be reviewed annually, the document could be very specific as to
what federal, state and local entities would be involved and their responsibilities. The group briefly
mentioned a few agencies involved, such as DHEC and SLED as State entities, and EMS, the
sheriff, the coroner, the city police and the county police at the local level, and the National
Weather Service at the federal level. Jay Schabacher noted that it may be helpful to put agency
contact information in the document. Marty suggested that it may be provided separately, and noted
that there was the concern that someone may use this as an emergency reference document. The
group agreed that contact information should be provided as an appendix.
The group then discussed the existing safety measures on Lake Murray. Marty asked the
group if there were any safety measures not currently listed that needed to be included in the
document. Bill M. suggested including an item referring to the Lake Murray Power Squadron and
their vessel safety checks, safe boating checklists, and training programs. Charlene also mentioned
the American Canoe Association that certifies instructors on whitewater and flatwater. She pointed
out that the American Whitewater webpage provides descriptions of the rapids on the LSR as well.
Sea Tow and Boat US were also listed as a resource. Marty discussed the existing outreach section
with the group, and it was noted that the Lake Murray Association needed to be added to that
section. Dave asked the group if there were additional outreach efforts that needed to be listed in
this section and the group concluded their discussions on this section of the document.
Dave explained that he still had some difficulty with obtaining accident data from DNR.
Tommy noted that he would assist Dave with his efforts on this. Dave also noted that Patrick had
requested that the group put the ramping of non reserve call flows as part of the Proposed Safety
and Outreach Programs section. Bill Marshall asked the group if, operationally, ramping rates
could be considered under a non-emergency reserve situation. Randy noted that any restriction on
the ability to attain the flow that was needed could be a restriction on economics. However, Randy
noted that this may be something that is worth looking at under lake level management conditions.
Bret noted that they could use the operations model to look at the possibility of ramping during nonemergency lake level management situations. Bret then asked the group what a reasonable rate of
water rise would be. The group noted that the Downstream Flows TWC would look at this during
their recreational flow assessment scheduled during mid-May.
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The group concluded discussions on the agenda items and began to decide on future meeting
dates. It was noted that the next meeting would probably occur around the third quarter of the year.
Dave noted that he would update the issues matrix and send it around to the group.
Meeting Adjourned.

Col. Alvin Taylor
June 5, 2007

2.

In order for the Safety RCG to resolve boating safety issues at the Saluda Project, we
would like you to attend the next Safety RCG meeting, present the full picture of the SCDNR’s
shoal marking program, and respond to questions from the Safety RCG. In order for you to
better prepare for the type of information the Safety RCG is requesting, I have attached the
meeting notes from our last meeting (April 18, 2007, enclosed). The relevant sections of the
meeting notes are highlighted. Please understand that the minutes reflect discussions, not
necessarily consensus or RCG “official” positions, though in some cases, they do. They reflect
conversations about concerns and areas of understanding as well as needs for more information,
as in this case. You will note in the minutes the initial thought of drafting a letter to be delivered
to the SCDNR through Dick Christie. However, after more thought, I believe it makes more
sense at this point simply to have you come, tell us about the program, and answer as many of
our questions as you are comfortable answering.
We have found face-to-face exchanges with our resource agency personnel particularly
helpful. Because we have not yet scheduled the next meeting of the Safety RCG, we can have
the meeting when it is convenient for you. Please contact me with dates you are available and I
will schedule the meeting and inform you of the meeting time and location. If you have any
questions, feel free to contact me (contact information provided below), or Tommy Boozer of
SCE&G at (803) 217-9007.
Sincerely,
KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES

David K. Anderson, Ph.D.
Saluda Relicensing
Safety RCG Facilitator
DKA:clb
Enclosure
cc:

Tommy Boozer, SCE&G

06/05/2007 – CLB
0455029.00-95-00
Z:\SCO\455\029\2007-06-05 Letter of Inquiry to SCDNR.doc
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ATTENDEES:
Alison Guth, Kleinschmidt Associates
Bill Argentieri, SCE&G
Bill Marshall, SCDNR, LSSRAC
Bill Mathias, LMA & LMPS
Bret Hoffman, Kleinschmidt Associates
Charlene Coleman, American Whitewater
Dave Anderson, Kleinschmidt Associates
David Price, LMPS
Jay Schabacher, LMA
Jenn ORourke, SCWF
Joy Downs, LMA
Karen Kustafik, COC Parks
Kenneth Fox, LMA

Malcolm Leaphart, TU
Mike Waddell, TU
Norm Nicholson, Lexington Co. Sheriffs
Dept.
Patrick Moore, SCCCL, American Rivers
Randy Mahan, SCANA Services, Inc.
Stephen Curry, Columbia Fire Dept.
Steve Bell, Lake Watch
Tommy Boozer, SCE&G
Tony Bebber, SCPRT
Marty Phillips, Kleinschmidt Associates (via
conference call)

HOMEWORK ITEMS:
 Draft a letter to DNR requesting clarification on several issues regarding shoal markers on
Lake Murray – Dave Anderson
 Discuss settlement agreement options with DNR regarding the shoal marker issue – SCE&G
 Update the Issue Recommendation on Warning System for the LSR – Dave Anderson
 Update Issue Matrix – Dave Anderson
 Revise Safety and Outreach Programs document – Marty Phillips
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

rd

3 Quarter 2007 – Meeting Date TBA

MEETING NOTES:
Dave opened the meeting and the group briefly reviewed the agenda items that were to be
discussed during the course of the meeting. Dave noted that they would start off by discussing the
issues regarding shoal markers on Lake Murray.
Dave noted the main concern that has been expressed by the group regarding shoal markers
on Lake Murray is there is a problem in marking hazards due to lake fluctuations. Dave explained
that he had researched the FERC e-library and found two documents that may provide some insight
on how other licensees have dealt with this issue. One document was from the Coosa and Warrior
relicensing and one document was from the settlement agreement at the Yadkin Project. At Yadkin,
Progress Energy has proposed to work with NCWRC (North Carolina Wildlife Resources
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Commission) in provided funding for buoy installation and maintenance. Dave explained the
Coosa/Warrior document addresses 7 different reservoirs; however, it may provide the group with
ideas on how to address this issue. Dave asked the group if there were any other ideas on how to
resolve the shoal marker issue. Steve Bell noted that he is not as concerned with how the shoals are
marked at summer lake levels; however, he does have an issue with how the shoals are marked
when the lake levels go down and is also concerned with what would happen if DNR pulls out of
the program on Lake Murray.
The group continued to discuss this issue and a few individuals expressed that DNR does not
have the manpower to keep up with buoy placement and repair, even if money was provided. Joy
Downs asked if the agreement with DNR to maintain the buoys on Lake Murray was semi-formal.
Tommy Boozer explained that although SCDNR has committed to maintain the buoys, there was no
legal, binding agreement that they had to do so. Tommy also pointed out that DNR performs the
buoy placement on many other lakes and any funding that was contributed to DNR for the
placement of buoys would need to carry with it the requirement that that money would only be
spent on the program for Lake Murray. Dave noted the Safety RCG would continue after
relicensing and questioned whether they could then set the priorities for buoy placement on Lake
Murray at their meetings.
The group discussed the option of hiring a third party contractor to work under the
supervision of DNR. Patrick Moore pointed out that the FERC would not be able to agree to a third
party contractor in a settlement agreement. Dave asked the group if there was a current process by
which a homeowner or lake user could put in a request for a hazard marker. Tommy explained that
they frequently receive calls reporting problems with existing shoal markers which they
subsequently contact Skeet Mills from DNR about. Norm Nichols explained that DNR owns two
buoy boats that they use for the entire state and they had been on Lake Murray twice last week,
although he was unsure how often they frequented the Lake. Bill Marshall noted that Skeet had
informed him that 54 percent of the navigational aids in the state are located on Lake Murray.
Steve Bell noted that it would be SCE&G’s responsibility to mark the Lake if the state did
not. Randy Mahan noted that at this point he did not believe they could mark the waters of South
Carolina and would not want to assume that liability. He continued to explain that there are some
things that the government can and should do, one of which is providing highway markers and
markers on the waters of the State. He noted that if it is a funding issue then they may need to look
into providing some level of funding to the DNR for that issue. It was also noted that it may be
possible to rally for legislation that either releases SCE&G from any kind of liability or would
require SCDNR to upkeep this program.
Dave noted that he would draft a letter to send to Dick Christie with some of the questions
that the group had about marking the shoals. Dave noted that he would ask Dick about the agency
funding of the program. He would also ask DNR to better define what they meant in the July 6,
1999 letter regarding shoal markers on Lake Murray. Dave also noted that he would ask DNR to
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define the difference between “aids to navigation” vs. “hazard markers”. He would also ask DNR
for their definition of a shoal. Dave noted that SCE&G would work with DNR separately regarding
a solution for the issue of shoal markers.
After a short break, the group discussed the Warning System for Rising Water on the Lower
Saluda River Issue Recommendation. Malcolm Leaphart had submitted a few questions via email
and the group briefly discussed these. One of Malcolm’s questions was regarding where the float
switches that trigger the sirens are located on the LSR. Bill Argentieri noted that the float switch
for the sirens at Metts Landing is located at the USGS gage about a 3/4 of a mile upstream. Bill
continued to explain that the sirens by Millrace, Shandon Rapids, and the railroad tracks are all
activated by a float switch located about ¼ mile upstream of the first siren at the Zoo near Candi
Lane.
Dave had put together an illustration of the LSR in which the areas that the group had
indicated the majority of the recreational activity occurs are highlighted in red. Bill Argentieri
again asked Trout Unlimited representatives (Malcolm Leaphart and Mike Waddell) if the areas
highlighted in red covered the areas that they typically fish in. Malcolm replied that they fish on the
entire length of the river. Patrick also recommended that an emergency exit light be placed at
Gardendale that would indicate to non-expert boaters the need to exit the waters due to a release.
There were some questions on why all of the sirens were not activated as soon as there was a
release at the dam. It was explained that for the areas by the zoo, at times it would take several
hours for the water to rise significantly in that area. Malcolm asked the group if there could be a
warning for when water was released at the dam as well as a warning when the water started to rise
in the immediate vicinity. Malcolm noted that he would like a clearer idea of how much flow was
released; he continued to explain that if it was around 400 cfs he may be able to stay in the water
and continue with his activities. Bill noted that he believed it was more important that they make
sure there is a good coverage area on the river. He continued to explain that it needed to be clear
that when the siren was activated, individuals should exit the water, and not try to gage how long
they could remain in the water before exiting. Charlene Coleman with American Whitewater
agreed, noting that there only needs to be one light, which indicates when to exit the waters. She
noted that complex combinations of lights and sirens that depicted flow levels would only serve to
confuse the majority of the individuals recreating on the river. Karen Kustafik also agreed and
noted that the more detailed information was something that may be more appropriate on the
website or in the phone tree message.
Malcolm noted that he would like to clarify that it may be important for different river users
to know how much water was coming down the river because individuals with Jon boats may have
an issue negotiating back up the river safely during high flows. Bill A. replied that they were
discussing emergency take out points under the Recreation Management TWC.
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Steve asked for an explanation from Dave on how the Issue Recommendation for Warning
System for Rising Water on the Lower Saluda River was put together. Dave noted that he had put it
together based on the groups recommendations during the meetings and sent it back out to the group
to comment on. Steve noted that he was not agreeable to the wording in the document that stated
Saluda would be used for reserve. Dave noted that if SCE&G was going to be putting in a multimillion dollar warning system in the river, it would be important for them to have the
recommendation to keep reserve capacity.
The group discussed the benefits of reserve capacity to the lake homeowners and Joy Downs
noted that reserve was more beneficial to the lake levels than peaking. However, Malcolm noted
that in his opinion, when the facility was used for peaking, they did not see high flows as often.
Randy pointed out that the data indicates that they rarely run Saluda up to 18,000 cfs. Mike
Waddell asked if the operations model will provide the group with travel times of different flows.
Bret Hoffman noted that they could run a few transient travel times using the model, but it would be
modeled data and could have some inconsistencies due to the many variables involved. It was also
asked that the model be used to look at the ramping of flows. Bret pointed out that initially the data
indicated that it would take the better part of the day in order to allow the river to rise slowly using
ramping. He continued to explain that 15 or 30 minute ramping increments probably will not
significantly affect the rate of river rise, depending on where one was located on the river.
The group discussed changes to the Warning System Issue Recommendation . It was noted
that if the sentence on reserve generation were removed, than the document would be more
agreeable to the group. It was also noted that the recommendation include the area between Corley
Island and I-20 as well.
Bill A. noted that it had been discussed that there may be a need at some locations for strobe
lights instead of warning sirens. The group agreed and noted that this would be left up to the
discretion of SCE&G.
After lunch the group then discussed the Safety and Outreach Programs. Dave noted that
one of the purposes of the document is to put in place a safety group that will continue beyond
relicensing. Dave noted that the document also reviews current public outreach efforts, as well as
those planned for the future. It was further clarified that if the Safety Program was kept out of the
license the group would have more local control of it. Joy explained a little about the safety
committee that met previously and noted Lee Barber could provide more detail on it if needed. The
group noted that it may be beneficial to add more detail into the document that discussed the
previous committee. It was also noted that there was a safety committee associated with the Lower
Saluda Scenic River Advisory Council that developed/constructed the kiosks, painted poles, and
map of the LSR.
Marty Phillips was available by conference call to guide the group through the document.
Marty noted that her goal was to try to make the document as brief as possible, but still provide
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enough information for a clear understanding of the programs that are in place. Marty explained
that in Section 3 of the document, they attempted to separate out the regulatory authorities, as well
as what the laws and regulations were. Marty asked the group if it was necessary to list the specific
laws, or if that section could be generalized. After some discussion, it was noted that the document
should generally define what authorities have jurisdiction and generally how the laws apply.
Marty then asked the group what the lifespan of the document should be. Bill Mathias noted
that he believed it should be reviewed annually and amended where appropriate. Bill M. also
explained that he believed that the safety group should meet on a quarterly basis. The group noted
that since the document would be reviewed annually, the document could be very specific as to
what federal, state and local entities would be involved and their responsibilities. The group briefly
mentioned a few agencies involved, such as DHEC and SLED as State entities, and EMS, the
sheriff, the coroner, the city police and the county police at the local level, and the National
Weather Service at the federal level. Jay Schabacher noted that it may be helpful to put agency
contact information in the document. Marty suggested that it may be provided separately, and noted
that there was the concern that someone may use this as an emergency reference document. The
group agreed that contact information should be provided as an appendix.
The group then discussed the existing safety measures on Lake Murray. Marty asked the
group if there were any safety measures not currently listed that needed to be included in the
document. Bill M. suggested including an item referring to the Lake Murray Power Squadron and
their vessel safety checks, safe boating checklists, and training programs. Charlene also mentioned
the American Canoe Association that certifies instructors on whitewater and flatwater. She pointed
out that the American Whitewater webpage provides descriptions of the rapids on the LSR as well.
Sea Tow and Boat US were also listed as a resource. Marty discussed the existing outreach section
with the group, and it was noted that the Lake Murray Association needed to be added to that
section. Dave asked the group if there were additional outreach efforts that needed to be listed in
this section and the group concluded their discussions on this section of the document.
Dave explained that he still had some difficulty with obtaining accident data from DNR.
Tommy noted that he would assist Dave with his efforts on this. Dave also noted that Patrick had
requested that the group put the ramping of non reserve call flows as part of the Proposed Safety
and Outreach Programs section. Bill Marshall asked the group if, operationally, ramping rates
could be considered under a non-emergency reserve situation. Randy noted that any restriction on
the ability to attain the flow that was needed could be a restriction on economics. However, Randy
noted that this may be something that is worth looking at under lake level management conditions.
Bret noted that they could use the operations model to look at the possibility of ramping during nonemergency lake level management situations. Bret then asked the group what a reasonable rate of
water rise would be. The group noted that the Downstream Flows TWC would look at this during
their recreational flow assessment scheduled during mid-May.
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The group concluded discussions on the agenda items and began to decide on future meeting
dates. It was noted that the next meeting would probably occur around the third quarter of the year.
Dave noted that he would update the issues matrix and send it around to the group.
Meeting Adjourned.

Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Alison Guth
Thursday, May 24, 2007 10:26 AM
Alison Guth; 'Tommy Boozer'; 'Alan Axson'; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; 'Amanda Hill'; 'Bill
Argentieri'; 'Bill Marshall'; 'Bill Mathias'; Bret Hoffman; 'Charlene Coleman'; Dave Anderson;
'David Price'; 'Dick Christie'; 'Edward Schnepel'; 'George Duke'; 'Gerrit Jobsis (American
Rivers)'; 'J. Hamilton Hagood'; 'Jay Schabacher '; 'Jennifer O'Rourke'; 'Jerry Wise'; 'Jim
Devereaux'; 'Joel Huggins '; 'John and Rob Altenberg'; 'Joy Downs'; 'Karen Kustafik'; 'Ken
Uschelbec'; 'Kenneth Fox'; 'Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov)'; 'Lee Barber'; 'Malcolm
Leaphart'; 'Mike Waddell'; 'Miriam Atria'; 'Norm Nicholson'; 'Norman Ferris'; 'Patrick Moore';
'Randy Mahan'; 'Roger Hovis '; 'Skeet Mills '; 'Stan Jones (sjones@imichotels.net)'; 'Stephan
Curry'; 'Steve Bell'; 'Suzanne Rhodes'
Final Safety RCG Notes

Hello All,
Attached is the Final set of Safety RCG meeting notes from April 18th. Thanks, Alison

2007-4-18 final
Meeting Minute...

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator

Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive
Suite 21A
West Columbia, SC 29170
P: (803) 822-3177
F: (803) 822-3183
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ATTENDEES:
Alison Guth, Kleinschmidt Associates
Dave Anderson, Kleinschmidt Associates
Bill Argentieri, SCE&G
Randy Mahan, SCANA Services, Inc.
Tommy Boozer, SCE&G
Stephen Curry, Columbia Fire Dept.
Steve Bell, Lake Watch
Karen Kustafik, COC Parks
Jay Schabacher, LMA
Kenneth Fox, LMA
Tony Bebber, SCPRT
Joy Downs, LMA
David Price, LMPS
Malcolm Leaphart, TU
Bret Hoffman, Kleinschmidt Associates
Bill Mathias, LMA & LMPS
Bill Marshall, SCDNR, LSSRAC
Charlene Coleman, American Whitewater
Patrick Moore, SCCCL, Am. Rivers
Mike Waddell, TU
Jenn ORourke, SCWF
Norm Nicholson, Lexington Co. Sheriffs Dept.
Marty Phillips, Kleinschmidt Associates (via conference call)

HOMEWORK ITEMS:
Draft a letter to DNR requesting clarification on several issues regarding shoal markers on
Lake Murray - Dave Anderson
Discuss settlement agreement options with DNR regarding the shoal marker issue  SCE&G
Update the Issue Recommendation on Warning System for the LSR  Dave Anderson
Update Issue Matrix  Dave Anderson
Revise Safety and Outreach Programs document  Marty Phillips
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

3rd Quarter 2007  Meeting Date TBA

MEETING NOTES:
Dave opened the meeting and the group briefly reviewed the agenda items that were to be discussed
during the course of the meeting. Dave noted that they would start off by discussing the issues
regarding shoal markers on Lake Murray.
Dave noted the main concern that has been expressed by the group regarding shoal markers on Lake
Murray is there is a problem in marking hazards due to lake fluctuations. Dave explained that he
had researched the FERC e-library and found two documents that may provide some insight on how
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other licensees have dealt with this issue. One document was from the Coosa and Warrior
relicensing and one document was from the settlement agreement at the Yadkin Project. At Yadkin,
Progress Energy has proposed to work with NCWRC (North Carolina Wildlife Resources
Commission) in provided funding for buoy installation and maintenance. Dave explained the
Coosa/Warrior document addresses 7 different reservoirs; however, it may provide the group with
ideas on how to address this issue. Dave asked the group if there were any other ideas on how to
resolve the shoal marker issue. Steve Bell noted that he is not as concerned with how the shoals are
marked at summer lake levels; however, he does have an issue with how the shoals are marked
when the lake levels go down and is also concerned with what would happen if DNR pulls out of
the program on Lake Murray.
The group continued to discuss this issue and a few individuals expressed that DNR does not have
the manpower to keep up with buoy placement and repair, even if money was provided. Joy Downs
asked if the agreement with DNR to maintain the buoys on Lake Murray was semi-formal. Tommy
Boozer explained that although SCDNR has committed to maintain the buoys, there was no legal,
binding agreement that they had to do so. Tommy also pointed out that DNR performs the buoy
placement on many other lakes and any funding that was contributed to DNR for the placement of
buoys would need to carry with it the requirement that that money would only be spent on the
program for Lake Murray. Dave noted the Safety RCG would continue after relicensing and
questioned whether they could then set the priorities for buoy placement on Lake Murray at their
meetings.
The group discussed the option of hiring a third party contractor to work under the supervision of
DNR. Patrick Moore pointed out that the FERC would not be able to agree to a third party
contractor in a settlement agreement. Dave asked the group if there was a current process by which
a homeowner or lake user could put in a request for a hazard marker. Tommy explained that they
frequently receive calls reporting problems with existing shoal markers which they subsequently
contact Skeet Mills from DNR about. Norm Nichols explained that DNR owns two buoy boats that
they use for the entire state and they had been on Lake Murray twice last week, although he was
unsure how often they frequented the Lake. Bill Marshall noted that Skeet had informed him that
54 percent of the navigational aids in the state are located on Lake Murray.
Steve Bell noted that it would be SCE&Gs responsibility to mark the Lake if the state did not.
Randy Mahan noted that at this point he did not believe they could mark the waters of South
Carolina and would not want to assume that liability. He continued to explain that there are some
things that the government can and should do, one of which is providing highway markers and
markers on the waters of the State. He noted that if it is a funding issue then they may need to look
into providing some level of funding to the DNR for that issue. It was also noted that it may be
possible to rally for legislation that either releases SCE&G from any kind of liability or would
require SCDNR to upkeep this program.
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Dave noted that he would draft a letter to send to Dick Christie with some of the questions that the
group had about marking the shoals. Dave noted that he would ask Dick about the agency funding
of the program. He would also ask DNR to better define what they meant in the July 6, 1999 letter
regarding shoal markers on Lake Murray. Dave also noted that he would ask DNR to define the
difference between aids to navigation vs. hazard markers. He would also ask DNR for their
definition of a shoal. Dave noted that SCE&G would work with DNR separately regarding a
solution for the issue of shoal markers.
After a short break, the group discussed the Warning System for Rising Water on the Lower Saluda
River Issue Recommendation. Malcolm Leaphart had submitted a few questions via email and the
group briefly discussed these. One of Malcolms questions was regarding where the float switches
that trigger the sirens are located on the LSR. Bill Argentieri noted that the float switch for the
sirens at Metts Landing is located at the USGS gage about a 3/4 of a mile upstream. Bill continued
to explain that the sirens by Millrace, Shandon Rapids, and the railroad tracks are all activated by a
float switch located about ¼ mile upstream of the first siren at the Zoo near Candi Lane.
Dave had put together an illustration of the LSR in which the areas that the group had indicated the
majority of the recreational activity occurs are highlighted in red. Bill Argentieri again asked Trout
Unlimited representatives (Malcolm Leaphart and Mike Waddell) if the areas highlighted in red
covered the areas that they typically fish in. Malcolm replied that they fish on the entire length of
the river. Patrick also recommended that an emergency exit light be placed at Gardendale that
would indicate to non-expert boaters the need to exit the waters due to a release.
There were some questions on why all of the sirens were not activated as soon as there was a release
at the dam. It was explained that for the areas by the zoo, at times it would take several hours for
the water to rise significantly in that area. Malcolm asked the group if there could be a warning for
when water was released at the dam as well as a warning when the water started to rise in the
immediate vicinity. Malcolm noted that he would like a clearer idea of how much flow was
released; he continued to explain that if it was around 400 cfs he may be able to stay in the water
and continue with his activities. Bill noted that he believed it was more important that they make
sure there is a good coverage area on the river. He continued to explain that it needed to be clear
that when the siren was activated, individuals should exit the water, and not try to gage how long
they could remain in the water before exiting. Charlene Coleman with American Whitewater
agreed, noting that there only needs to be one light, which indicates when to exit the waters. She
noted that complex combinations of lights and sirens that depicted flow levels would only serve to
confuse the majority of the individuals recreating on the river. Karen Kustafik also agreed and
noted that the more detailed information was something that may be more appropriate on the
website or in the phone tree message.
Malcolm noted that he would like to clarify that it may be important for different river users to
know how much water was coming down the river because individuals with Jon boats may have an
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issue negotiating back up the river safely during high flows. Bill A. replied that they were
discussing emergency take out points under the Recreation Management TWC.
Steve asked for an explanation from Dave on how the Issue Recommendation for Warning System
for Rising Water on the Lower Saluda River was put together. Dave noted that he had put it
together based on the groups recommendations during the meetings and sent it back out to the group
to comment on. Steve noted that he was not agreeable to the wording in the document that stated
Saluda would be used for reserve. Dave noted that if SCE&G was going to be putting in a multimillion dollar warning system in the river, it would be important for them to have the
recommendation to keep reserve capacity.
The group discussed the benefits of reserve capacity to the lake homeowners and Joy Downs noted
that reserve was more beneficial to the lake levels than peaking. However, Malcolm noted that in
his opinion, when the facility was used for peaking, they did not see high flows as often. Randy
pointed out that the data indicates that they rarely run Saluda up to 18,000 cfs. Mike Waddell asked
if the operations model will provide the group with travel times of different flows. Bret Hoffman
noted that they could run a few transient travel times using the model, but it would be modeled data
and could have some inconsistencies due to the many variables involved. It was also asked that the
model be used to look at the ramping of flows. Bret pointed out that initially the data indicated that
it would take the better part of the day in order to allow the river to rise slowly using ramping. He
continued to explain that 15 or 30 minute ramping increments probably will not significantly affect
the rate of river rise, depending on where one was located on the river.
The group discussed changes to the Warning System Issue Recommendation . It was noted that if
the sentence on reserve generation were removed, than the document would be more agreeable to
the group. It was also noted that the recommendation include the area between Corley Island and I20 as well.
Bill A. noted that it had been discussed that there may be a need at some locations for strobe lights
instead of warning sirens. The group agreed and noted that this would be left up to the discretion of
SCE&G.
After lunch the group then discussed the Safety and Outreach Programs. Dave noted that one of the
purposes of the document is to put in place a safety group that will continue beyond relicensing.
Dave noted that the document also reviews current public outreach efforts, as well as those planned
for the future. It was further clarified that if the Safety Program was kept out of the license the
group would have more local control of it. Joy explained a little about the safety committee that
met previously and noted Lee Barber could provide more detail on it if needed. The group noted
that it may be beneficial to add more detail into the document that discussed the previous
committee. It was also noted that there was a safety committee associated with the Lower Saluda
Scenic River Advisory Council that developed/constructed the kiosks, painted poles, and map of the
LSR.
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Marty Phillips was available by conference call to guide the group through the document. Marty
noted that her goal was to try to make the document as brief as possible, but still provide enough
information for a clear understanding of the programs that are in place. Marty explained that in
Section 3 of the document, they attempted to separate out the regulatory authorities, as well as what
the laws and regulations were. Marty asked the group if it was necessary to list the specific laws, or
if that section could be generalized. After some discussion it was noted that the document should
generally define what authorities have jurisdiction and generally how the laws apply.
Marty then asked the group what the lifespan of the document should be. Bill Mathias noted that he
believed it should be reviewed annually and amended where appropriate. Bill M. also explained
that he believed that the safety group should meet on a quarterly basis. The group noted that since
the document would be reviewed annually, the document could be very specific as to what federal,
state and local entities would be involved and their responsibilities. The group briefly mentioned a
few agencies involved, such as DHEC and SLED as State entities, and EMS, the sheriff, the
coroner, the city police and the county police at the local level, and the National Weather Service at
the federal level. Jay Schabacher noted that it may be helpful to put agency contact information in
the document. Marty suggested that it may be provided separately, and noted that there was the
concern that someone may use this as an emergency reference document. The group agreed that
contact information should be provided as an appendix.
The group then discussed the existing safety measures on Lake Murray. Marty asked the group if
there were any safety measures not currently listed that needed to be included in the document. Bill
M. suggested including an item referring to the Lake Murray Power Squadron and their vessel
safety checks, safe boating checklists, and training programs. Charlene also mentioned the
American Canoe Association that certifies instructors on whitewater and flatwater. She pointed out
that the American Whitewater webpage provides descriptions of the rapids on the LSR as well. Sea
Tow and Boat US were also listed as a resource. Marty discussed the existing outreach section with
the group, and it was noted that the Lake Murray Association needed to be added to that section.
Dave asked the group if there were additional outreach efforts that needed to be listed in this section
and the group concluded their discussions on this section of the document.
Dave explained that he still had some difficulty with obtaining accident data from DNR. Tommy
noted that he would assist Dave with his efforts on this. Dave also noted that Patrick had requested
that the group put the ramping of non reserve call flows as part of the Proposed Safety and Outreach
Programs section. Bill Marshall asked the group if, operationally, ramping rates could be
considered under a non-emergency reserve situation. Randy noted that any restriction on the ability
to attain the flow that was needed could be a restriction on economics. However, Randy noted that
this may be something that is worth looking at under lake level management conditions. Bret noted
that they could use the operations model to look at the possibility of ramping during non-emergency
lake level management situations. Bret then asked the group what a reasonable rate of water rise
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would be. The group noted that the Downstream Flows TWC would look at this during their
recreational flow assessment scheduled during mid-May.
The group concluded discussions on the agenda items and began to decide on future meeting dates.
It was noted that the next meeting would probably occur around the third quarter of the year. Dave
noted that he would update the issues matrix and send it around to the group.
Meeting Adjourned
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reimburse the funds at a time of its discretion, but in any case on or before the 10- or 20-year
dates noted in Appendix C.

2.3.6 Recreation Safety and Enforcement
The Parties agree that within one year of the effective date of the New License the Licensee will
make a one-time contribution of $50,000 to the NCWRC to assist with the development of two
boathouse facilities, one each on High Rock and Narrows reservoirs, for enforcement purposes.
The Licensee and NCWRC will work together to identify appropriate locations for the new
boathouse facilities and to develop and execute any necessary license agreements.
The Licensee will also provide NCWRC with $2,500 annually to assist with the installation and
maintenance of buoys and other hazard markers/signs on the Project reservoirs. In the first
year following issuance of a New License, the funds will be made available within six months of
the effective date of the New License. Thereafter, the funds will be made available in July of
each year. This payment amount specified in dollars shall be deemed to be stated as of the
year 2008, and such sums shall be escalated as of January 1 of each following year (starting in
January 2009) according to the formula set forth in Section 2.3.9.

2.3.7 Assessing Future Recreational Needs
Nothing in this Relicensing Settlement Agreement (RSA) shall preclude the use of established
mechanisms for monitoring growth in recreation facility demands such as the FERC Form 80,
North Carolina State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan, and USFS recreation use
monitoring. The information generated by these processes will serve as indicators of future
recreational needs beyond those noted in this RSA.

2.3.8 Compliance with the Project’s Shoreline Management Plan
The Parties agree that any new recreational facilities or upgrades to existing facilities shall be in
accordance with the requirements of the Project’s Shoreline Management Plan.

2.3.9 Escalation of Funds
Where noted, the Parties agree that the Licensee will escalate payment amounts specified in
dollars according to the following formula:
AD=D x ((NGDP)/IGDP)
Where:
AD = Adjusted dollar amount as of January 1 of the year in which the adjustment
is made
D = Dollar amount prior to adjustment
IGDP = GDP-IPD for the third quarter of the year before the previous adjustment date (or, in the
case of the first adjustment, the third quarter of the year before the effective date of the New
License)
NGDP = GDP-IPD for the third quarter of the year before the adjustment date

Yadkin Hydroelectric Project (FERC No. 2197)
Relicensing Settlement Agreement
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“GDP-IPD” is the value published for the Gross Domestic Product Implicit Price Deflator by the
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis in the publication Survey of
Current Business, Table 7.1 (being on the basis of 2000 = 100), in the third month following the
end of the applicable quarter. If that index ceases to be published, any reasonably equivalent
index published by the Bureau of Economic Analysis may be substituted. If the base year for
GDP-IPD is changed or if publication of the index is discontinued, the Licensee will promptly
make adjustments or, if necessary, select an appropriate alternative index to achieve the same
economic effect.
Contribution amount will not be adjusted to be less than the amount from the previous year.

2.4

Shoreline Management
2.4.1 Modifications to the Existing Yadkin Shoreline Management Plan

The Parties agree that the Licensee will make modifications to the existing Yadkin Project
Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) Specifications for Private Recreation Facilities, Shoreline
Stewardship Policy, and Subdivision Access Approval, Multi-use Facility Permitting, and
Industrial Approval Procedures consistent with Appendix D.

2.4.2 Implementation of the Shoreline Management Plan Modifications
The Parties agree that the Licensee will implement the modifications to the existing SMP
referenced in Section 2.4.1 within three months of the effective date of the New License. The
Parties agree that any provisions in the existing, FERC approved SMP that are not addressed in
Appendix D remain unchanged and in full force and effect.

2.4.3 Fees
The Parties agree that the Licensee has the right to recover the cost of administering the SMP
through permit fees.

2.5

Wildlife, Aquatics, and Rare, Threatened and Endangered (RTE)
Species
2.5.1 RTE Species

The Parties agree that periodic freshwater mussel monitoring to be conducted under the Rare,
Threatened and Endangered Species Management Plan, required by Article FW-1, will be
completed within the first 10 years of the effective date of the New License and will be limited in
scope and duration so as not to exceed a total cost to the Licensee of $50,000 (in 2008 dollars)
over the term of the New License.
The Parties further agree that if, at the completion of the 10-year mussel monitoring period, the
Licensee and NCWRC agree that recruitment of the freshwater mussel species occurring in the
Falls tailwater area is not sufficient to justify continued management efforts in this location,
within one year of such a finding, the Licensee will make a one-time contribution of $50,000 to
the NCWRC to assist with its freshwater mussel management and preservation efforts
elsewhere in the watershed.
Yadkin Hydroelectric Project (FERC No. 2197)
Relicensing Settlement Agreement
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Issue Action Group: R2 Public Safety
IAG Recommendation
Proposal to Enhance Public Safety on APC Reservoirs
Final

June 25, 2003

Warrior and Coosa Projects Combined
The following outlines a proposal developed by Alabama Power Company (APC) and the
Alabama Marine Police (Marine Police) in consultation with other stakeholders to
enhance public safety on all of APCs FERC licensed reservoirs in the State of Alabama.
The proposal is specifically designed to address concerns raised by stakeholders and the
public during relicensing discussions and is intended to be incorporated by reference into
APC's relicensing application.
Goals:
1. Address all aspects of the public safety issue that have been raised in relicensing
(marking, education, training, control and management) at all APC reservoirs.
2. Provide for a fair, equitable and consistent distribution of resources and programs,
3. Provide a solution that allows for both short term and long term planning.
4. Allow program flexibility to address the unexpected.
5. Initiate early implementation of the program (in 2003), as opposed to waiting for
issuance of a new license (in 2007 or later).
6. Clarify public safety responsibilities.
Proposal:
1. Funding
a. APC will commit to providing an annual level of funding to the Marine Police to
enhance public safety on all APC reservoirs.
b. Funding provided by APC will be to supplement, not replace existing Marine
Police programs and existing, ongoing APC commitments.
c. Funding provided to the Marine Police may be used for a variety of activities to
enhance public safety, including but not limited to: purchase, installation, and
maintenance of hazard markers, signs, education program and public input.
d. APC will continue to maintain the markers and signs for which it is presently
responsible.

Alabama Power Company
Warrior and Coosa Relicensing
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Warrior and Coosa Projects Combined
2. Priorities and Decision Making
a. The Marine Police shall determine and set priorities for the boater and
recreational safety programs and projects to be implemented with the contributed
funds.
b. The Marine Police will evaluate the need for all public safety programs and
measures, including requests for regulatory markers, using appropriate criteria
and standards.
c. All decisions will be made through a transparent process including opportunities
for public input.
3. Public Input and Accountability
a. The Marine Police encourage the public to communicate regularly with its
officers on APC lakes, in order to have questions answered and to provide public
safety related comments.
b. The process by which the general public may request a regulatory marker (hazard,
no wake zone, speed limit, etc.) remains unchanged. Applications are presented
to the officer(s) on the reservoir.
c. The Marine Police shall provide APC a report generally describing each safety
program and project implemented during the preceding calendar year. Copies of
this report will be provided to interested parties on request and be made available
at the annual public safety workshop described below.
d. APC agrees to host an annual public safety workshop for its reservoirs. The
Marine Police agrees to chair this meeting. The purpose of this meeting will be to
share public safety information, answer public safety questions and to discuss the
reservoirs public safety needs. This meeting will be held annually, given a
reasonable level of public interest.
e. The Marine Police will enhance its current efforts to respond consistently to
public safety issues and questions raised by the public.
f. Neither the Marine Police nor APC is responsible for marking channels with
lateral system channel markers.
g. APC is not responsible for marking hazards.
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4. Hazard Markers
a. Requests for hazard markers will be evaluated on criteria including conditions at
full pool, amount of boater traffic, etc. If the Marine Police determine a condition
is a true hazard, the Marine Police will install and maintain appropriate marker(s).
b. If determined not to be a true hazard, the Marine Police may permit an interested
individual or group to install and maintain an appropriate marker for a personal
hazard.
c. Applicants are responsible for installing and maintaining other non-hazard
regulatory markers permitted by the Marine Police.
d. Applications that are denied will be returned with an explanation for the decision
and contact information should the applicant wish to discuss the matter further.
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Issue:
South Carolina Electric & Gas (SCE&G) currently operates the Saluda Project in order to
provide reserve capacity for the companys utility obligations. Project generators are
typically offline, i.e., not operating, but can be started and synchronized to the electrical
grid and can increase output immediately in response to a generator or transmission
outage on SCE&Gs system or in response to a call for reserve power from neighboring
utilities, with which the company has reserve agreements and obligations. As a result,
flows from the Saluda Project are generally unscheduled.
American Whitewater, Trout Unlimited, and American Rivers have expressed concern
over the safety of river users due to the unscheduled flows from the Project, as well as the
rates that the river level changes due to the higher flows (> 10,000 cfs). SCE&G
currently has a warning system in place that covers the area from the Riverbanks Zoo to
the confluence with the Broad River, as well as the area around James R. Metts Landing.
A float switch upstream activates the sirens. At Metts Landing the siren is activated with
a 2 inch rate of rise (ROR). The ROR is measured every 10 seconds and averaged with 5
readings over a 1-minute interval. The siren sounds for three minutes once activated.
There is a hold-off period of 16 minutes at the Metts Landing siren and an override if the
water level rises two feet during the 16-minute hold-off period; the siren will activate
again and reset itself for the next 16-minute hold-off period. A strobe light activates and
remains on for 16 minutes concurrently with the siren activation. At the Zoo location, the
siren activates with a 1 inch ROR. The sirens sound for three minutes once activated.
There is a hold-off period of 60 minutes at the Zoo location sirens and an override if the
water level rises three inches during that 60-minute hold-off period; the sirens will
activate again and then reset for the next 60-minute hold-off period. A strobe light
activates and remains on for 16 minutes concurrently with the siren activation. Sirens are
active 24 hours per day, and were tested in 2004 to calibrate the volume to cover an area
1500 feet upstream and downstream of the Zoo siren, and 500 feet upstream and
downstream of the Metts Landing siren. Since 2004 additional sirens and strobe lights
were installed downstream of the Zoo. Their activation is based on the Zoo location float
switch. Prominent warning signs posted near the strobe lights and sirens warn people
that the activation of the sirens and/or the light signals potentially dangerous conditions
caused by a rising water level. SCE&G is also currently testing an electronic call system
that is initiated upon the start of generation at Saluda Hydro. Once activated, a message
is sent to selected individuals via e-mail and telephone, alerting them to the change in
flow. Information about current and planned operations is also provided on a website
maintained by SCE&G.
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Recommendation:
SCE&G will continue to operate the Saluda Project to meet reserve capacity for the
companys utility obligations. In order to mitigate the effects of this mode of operation,
SCE&G proposes to:
1. Continue to work with river users to make the current warning system on the river
more effective;
2. Implement the electronic call system for the general public to alert of generation
releases;
3. Install additional warning devices on the lower Saluda River that will provide
auditory and/or visual warning from the tailrace of the dam to Corley Island, as
well as from I-26 to the confluence with the Broad River (see Figure 1);
4. Continue to implement and improve the website providing current and planned
operations of the Saluda Project; and
5. Coordinate with swiftwater rescue training agencies to determine an annual
schedule for training personnel. Training will involve an estimated 2 days of
training with flows of 8,000 CFS for approximately 10 hours each day.
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This document describes the complex system public safety measures that exist within the project boundary and
identifies numerous regulatory, public, and private entities that contribute to and/or are responsible for public safety
on Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River. This document was current at the time of this writing. This document
should not be used as a source of information for use during emergencies. Telephone numbers, regulations, and
responsible parties may change over time.

1.0

INTRODUCTION
This document seeks to identify the safety and outreach programs in place for public use

of project resources within the boundary of the Saluda Project, including Lake Murray, the lower
Saluda River, and lands within the project boundary. The document provides an assessment of
known or reasonably foreseeable safety issues within the boundary. It identifies existing laws
and regulations governing use of project resources, and existing safety and other outreach
measures in place at the project. This document does not seek to duplicate the detailed
Emergency Action Plan already in place for the Saluda Project. That plan is recognized here as
complementary to other safety plans and programs that exist to benefit the users of Lake Murray
and the lower Saluda River.
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2.0

BACKGROUND
2.1

Project Operations

SCE&G operates the Saluda Project to provide reserve capacity for the companys utility
obligations, a mode of operation that the company proposes to continue under the new license.
Project generators are typically offline, i.e., not operating, but can be started and synchronized to
the electrical grid and can increase output immediately in response to a generator or transmission
outage on SCE&Gs system or in response to a call for reserve power from neighboring utilities,
with which the company has reserve agreements and obligations. As a result, flows from the
Saluda Project are generally unscheduled. Although there is no minimum flow requirement for
the Project, SCE&G has an informal agreement with the South Carolina Department of Health
and Environmental Control (SCDHEC) to provide a minimum of 180 cfs at the Project to
enhance downstream water quality. The average annual flow from the Saluda Dam to the lower
Saluda River is 2,595 acre feet with a minimum flow of approximately 400 cfs. INSERT TEXT
ON LAKE LEVELS TO BALANCE DISCUSSION OF DOWNSTREAM FLOWS.
A more comprehensive review of project operations is provided in the Initial
Consultation Document (Kleinschmidt, 2005).
2.2

Area Description

Lake Murray and the four surrounding counties (Richland, Lexington, Saluda, and
Newberry) are experiencing rapid population growth. Population figures from the U.S. Bureau
of the Census (2002) indicate that in 2000, the combined population of these counties was
approximately 592,000. This represents a change of about 89,000 people since 1990, or an
increase of 17.7 percent. The population of these counties increased by 4.1 percent between
2000 and 2005 and is projected to increase by another 29.3 percent by the year 2030 (SCBCB,
2005). For counties surrounding the lower Saluda River  Richland, and Lexington  population
is expected to increase by 40 percent, with Lexington County having the fastest population
growth of the area, at 52.9 percent from 2000 to 2030 (SCBCB, 2005).
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2.3

Activities and Usage
2.3.1

Lake Murray

Activities
Recreational activities occurring on Lake Murray are diverse including power boating,
sailing, personal water craft (PWC), swimming, diving, water skiing, boat rentals (primarily
novices), hunting, camping, hiking along the shoreline, sport fishing, commercial fishing
excursions, high profile fishing tournaments, sailing regattas, wind surfing, flatwater boating
(kayaking and canoeing), watercraft to construct and repair docks, and occasional seaplanes.
Times of Greatest Use
The lake is primarily used during the day, during weekends, and during the boating
season, generally defined as Memorial Day through Labor Day. There may also be substantial
use beginning with warm days in March and April, and a hearty contingent, primarily anglers,
uses the lake year round regardless of the weather.
Characteristics of Individual Users
The level of expertise of the various participants ranges from first time users to worldclass participants and champions in sailing and professional anglers. Users vary widely in their
experience and in judgment with regard to sun/UV exposure and hydration, experience,
expertise, physical strength, and sobriety.
2.3.2

Lower Saluda River

Activities
Recreation activities downstream from the Saluda Project are somewhat different from,
but equally diverse, as activities on Lake Murray. These include flatwater and whitewater
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boating with canes and kayaks, rafting, sunning, and socializing on rock outcroppings, bank
fishing, wade fishing, camping, and hiking along the riverbanks.
Times of Greatest Use
For most of the activities cited above, the peak usage times are generally consistent with
the peak usage times on the Lake.
Characteristics of Individual Users
Similar to users on Lake Murray, individuals recreating on the lower Saluda River exhibit
varying levels of experience and judgment. Stretches of water may be enjoyed by novice boaters
or by professionals training for major boating events. Likewise, individuals wading in the river
may be local college students sunbathing on exposed rock outcroppings or experienced anglers.
Most users live, work, and/or are enrolled in school in the urban Columbia area (Kleinschmidt
2007).
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3.0

LAWS, REGULATIONS, and REGULATORY ENTITIES GOVERNING PUBLIC
USE
Public use of project lands and waters is regulated and managed by a combination of

federal, state, and local governments, and SCE&G. Public use of project lands is governed by
federal agencies such as the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), and FERC, state agencies that must review and
approve permit applications, local governmental zoning or planning regulations, and SCE&Gs
shoreline management policies. Public use occurring at recreation sites is generally governed by
site operators, while activities such as boating, fishing, and hunting are regulated by the South
Carolina Department of Natural Resources (SCDNR).
3.1

Laws and Regulations

SHOULD USACE OR FERC BE LISTED HERE?
Laws or regulations governing the use of Lake Murray and its shoreline and the lower
Saluda River resources can emanate from federal, state, and local authorities.
3.1.1

Federal

The Congress of the United States(LIST AUTHORITY)
United States Coast Guard
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Army Corps of Engineers
3.1.2

State

South Carolina General Assembly (the primary source) (§_____)(LIST AUTHORITY)
South Carolina Department of Natural Resources (SCDNR or DNR)
South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (SCDHEC or
DHEC)(Clean Water Act)
3.1.3

Local

County/City jurisdictions through which the Lake/River flow(LIST AUTHORITY)
South Carolina Electric & Gas (SCE&G)The owner of the land under the Lake and
licensee of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) which sets conditions
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and grants the license for SCE&G to use the waters/lands of the Saluda River for power
generation and for other purposes, primarily recreation. These waters are owned by the
citizens of the United States and FERC acts on behalf of the citizens in licensing the use
of public waters.
3.2

Regulatory Agencies and Responsibilities

Numerous entities are responsible for managing use, safety, and law enforcement on
Lake Murray and the Lower Saluda River.
3.2.1

Federal

By the terms of the license granted by FERC to SCE&G, the primary responsibility for
safety is assigned to SCE&G. SCE&G is responsible providing warning signs, lights, and
necessary sirens to alert the public of possible dangers. SCE&G has filed a public safety plan
with the FERC that details sign placement, dimensions, and verbiage.
3.2.2

State

Under South Carolina law (§_____), the primary entity responsible for boating safety
(including marking of shoals and navigation hazards) is the SCDNR.
3.2.3

Local

Numerous other local and voluntary organizations hold responsibility for managing use,
safety on the water.

PROVIDER
Lake Murray
Power Squadron
U. S. Coast
Guard Auxiliary
Columbia Fire
and Rescue

SAFETY ACTIVITIES
INVOLVED IN
Boater safety; CPR training;
Vessel inspection; Maintenance of
day markers and reference lights
Boating safety; Education; Water
rescue on Lake Murray
Swift water rescue in the lower
Saluda and Congaree Rivers
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outside Richland
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City of Columbia Whitewater Kayak Program;
Parks and
Boating Safety Information; Park
Recreation
Ranger Staff Patrol
Department
Lower Saluda
Scenic River
Advisory Council
Lake Murray
Association
3.3

County when called
(limited to LSR?)
Lower Saluda River
and Three Rivers
Greenway

Law Enforcement

By statute (SC Code 1976, Annotated, § 50), SCDNR is the state agency with the primary
responsibility for the enforcement of laws on South Carolina waterways, including lakes and
rivers. However, similar legal authority is vested in Sheriffs department of each county. As a
practical matter, the primary enforcement of laws on Lake Murray is conducted by a joint marine
task force comprised of deputies from the four counties. As the work of this task force has
evolved, the only Sheriffs department, which staffs its marine effort twenty-four hours a day,
seven days a week, is the Lexington County Sheriffs Department (LCSD). The greatest portion
of the shoreline of Lake Murray is in Lexington County, and the physical facility for the lake
patrol is located on Bundrick Island, also in the county.
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4.0

EXISTING SAFETY MEASURES ON LAKE MURRAY AND THE LSR
This section addresses measures relating to safety, such as signs, lights, sirens, barriers,

or other safety devices reasonable to alert the public to potential dangers within the project
boundary.
4.1

SCE&Gs Warning and Safety Programs

Hydroelectric licensees are bound by federal regulations to promote safe and responsible
use of project lands and waters. This may include management activities, or safety measures
such as, signs, lights, sirens, buoys, barriers, fences, or other safety devices that may reasonably
be necessary or desirable to warn the public of fluctuations in flow from the project or otherwise
to protect the public in the use of project lands and waters (18 CFR 12.42).
FERC monitors public safety at hydroelectric projects via its Public Safety Program and a
Dam Safety Program, both of which are designed on a project-by-project basis to accommodate
the unique conditions of each project. All safety measures installed at a project must be
approved by FERC prior to installation. FERC conducts annual inspections of the project and
require independent safety inspections, annual spillway gate tests, and the maintenance of an
Emergency Action Plan. SCE&G performs regular project inspections and monitors various
types of instruments at the dam. A backup dam at the Saluda Project is designed to prevent
massive downstream flooding in the unlikely event of a seismically induced primary dam failure.
4.1.1

Warning Systems

SCE&G has installed an early warning system consisting of ten large sirens downstream
of the dam. The sirens are designed to activate in the unlikely event of a dam failure, to alert
people in areas that could be flooded and to seek information from television or radio media
sources for further instruction. A brochure containing evacuation routes and emergency
preparedness information is mailed to businesses and residents in these areas periodically. The
information is also posted on SCE&Gs website at www.xxxx.com.
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SCE&G maintains a warning system on the LSR to warn river users of sudden changes in
water level. Sirens are located at Metts Landing, upstream of Riverbanks Zoo, and downstream
of the Zoo. A float switch upstream activates the sirens. At Metts Landing the siren is activated
with a 2 inch rate of rise (ROR). The ROR is measured every 10 seconds and averaged with 5
readings over a 1-minute interval. The siren sounds for three minutes once activated. There is a
hold-off period of 16 minutes at the Metts Landing siren and an override if the water level rises
two feet during the 16-minute hold-off period; the siren will activate again and reset itself for the
next 16-minute hold-off period. A strobe light activates and remains on for 16 minutes
concurrently with the siren activation. At the Zoo location, the siren activates with a 1 inch
ROR. The sirens sound for three minutes once activated. There is a hold-off period of 60
minutes at the Zoo location sirens and an override if the water level rises three inches during that
60-minute hold-off period; the sirens will activate again and then reset for the next 60-minute
hold-off period. A strobe light activates and remains on for 16 minutes concurrently with the
siren activation. Sirens are active 24 hours per day, and were tested in 2004 to calibrate the
volume to cover an area 1500 feet upstream and downstream of the Zoo siren, and 500 feet
upstream and downstream of the Metts Landing siren. Since 2004 additional sirens and strobe
lights were installed downstream of the Zoo. Their activation is based on the Zoo location float
switch. Prominent warning signs posted near the strobe lights and sirens warn people that the
activation of the sirens and/or the light signals potentially dangerous conditions caused by a
rising water level. Currently SCE&G is working with the Safety Resource Conservation Group
to determine the potential need to install additional sirens two additional sirens have been or will
be installed near Riverbanks Zoo and the confluence of the LSR with the Broad River, by mid2007.
4.1.2

Emergency Action Plan

In accordance with FERC requirements, SCE&G developed and maintains an Emergency
Action Plan (EAP). The purpose of an EAP is to determine the results of a dam failure, and
create discharges, depth of flow, and travel time are part of the dam break analyses. The EAP
contains a notification flowchart showing a priority of who is to be notified, and by whom. It
also identifies who is responsible for carrying out various duties outlined in the Plan.
Responsibilities of the licensee include contacting the emergency and local agencies, who then
have the duty of warning and evacuating affected areas.
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4.1.3

Public Safety Plan

Buoys, signs, and fences are placed throughout the project as part of the Public Safety
Plan, which is on file with FERC. Public safety measures include warning signs near hazardous
areas of the project, buoys in the impoundment serve as navigational aids or notify of dangerous
conditions, and restraining devices such as fences around the powerhouse and downstream
project area. The Plan contains descriptions and locations of these devices.
4.1.4

Other

SCE&G supports numerous programs to promote the safe use of project lands and waters,
in compliance with this regulation, in support of relicensing, and as a community leader and
corporate citizen.
SCE&G supports swiftwater rescue training by providing Columbia Fire and Rescue and
AWW with flows for training events.
SCE&G provides up-to-date information on designated evacuation routes and associated
shelters that are in place for use in case of dam failure. Evacuation routes are available
on-line at SCE&Gs website.
SCE&G partnered with the USCG Auxiliary and SCDNR to develop a safe boating
checklist which is distributed (NEED INFORMATION FROM SCE&G)
SCE&G and SCDNR monitor recreation sites regularly for purposes of public safety.
SCE&G maintains a warning system on the LSR to warn river users of sudden changes in
water level. Currently SCE&G is working with the safety Resource Conservation Group
to determine the potential need to install additional sirens. Two additional sirens have
been or will be installed near Riverbanks Zoo and the confluence of the LSR with the
Broad River, by mid-2007.
SCE&G coordinates safety efforts with the River Alliance to ensure compatibility with
the Three Rivers Greenway Project.
SCE&G manages an electronic call system that is initiated upon sudden changes in water
levels on the lower Saluda River. Once activated, a message is sent to registered
individuals via e-mail and telephone, alerting them to the change in flow. The system is
currently being revised to accommodate a larger volume of use and for the general public
registration. NEED INFO FROM TOMMY TO DESCRIBE WHO IS ON THE
NOTIFICATION LIST AND ABOUT HOW MANY PEOPLE THERE ARE.
The Lower Saluda River Advisory Consul and American Whitewater, with assistance
from SCE&G, established a series of color-coded river markers are positioned along the
LSR for use by boaters, anglers and other recreators. The markers help users interpret
danger associated with rising water levels. The color coding was designed by American
Whitewater. Information on the codes is provided at all public access points on the lower
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Saluda River. Additional information is provided at
http://www.dnr.sc.gov/water/envaff/river/low_saluda_scenic.htm.
4.2

Other Warning and Safety Programs

Safety programs and measures for areas on and along the water, within and beyond the
project boundaries are provided by numerous other local, state, and federal agencies and
organizations. Most of these organizations and the programs they offer work due to extensive
interagency coordination and support from one another and the corporate community, including
SCE&G. SCE&G often sponsors, supports and participates in these efforts. A selection of the
organizations that work to promote public safety within the project boundary is provided below.
The US Coast Guard Auxiliary, which is under the jurisdiction of the USCG base in
Charleston, SC, maintains a base on Lake Murray to assist with boating safety and
emergencies until the Charleston unit arrives. It also maintains a weather link to the US
Weather Bureau and an unofficial reporting station to the lake. The Auxiliary focuses on
educational activities to promote boating safety on Lake Murray. Additional information
on the services provided by the Auxiliary is available at [INSERT INFORMATION
HERE]
The National Weather Service issues small craft advisories for Lake Murray. Advisories
are advertised WHERE?
The City of Columbia Parks and Recreation Commission provides whitewater kayaking
courses, including a focus on how to prevent emergencies. Courses are available for the
general public, and are coordinated with city park rangers along the riverfront area. The
Park Commission also provides ACA-certified instructors for childrens boating classes.
Additional information is provided at the citys website: www.columbiasc.net.
The Lake Murray Power Squadron offers courses on safe boating, engine care, ocean
navigation, and weather. The Squadron also participates in public outreach and education
efforts and assists in maintaining the emergency center on Lake Murray, reference lights
and day markers.
The SCDNR is responsible for placing navigation buoys on Lake Murray, and works with
SCE&G in identifying hazards on the lake at normal or nearly full pond levels.
The Columbia Fire Department is currently working on the Three Rivers Greenway Plan,
which will provide emergency access points on the lower Saluda River. The Plan
includes significant public access along the lower Saluda River, including emergency call
boxes, which provide immediate access to a 911 operator.
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5.0

Existing EDUCATION AND OUTREACH PROGRAMS
Hydroelectric licensees are bound by federal regulations to make reasonable efforts to

inform the public of the availability of project lands and waters for recreational purposes (18
CFR 8.1). SCE&G takes this duty seriously, providing informational signage at all of its public
access sites, and a substantial amount of information on its website. SCE&G also recognizes
that more and better information to users about where and how to properly use the projects lands
and waters can promote responsible resource use; help prevent activity conflicts; help prevent
accidents; and lessen overcrowding, and therefore, participates in many educational programs to
help inform the public on these topics. Outreach activities typically focus on resources related to
the Project and are designed to inform and educate the public regarding the locations of
recreation sites, lake levels, generation schedule, lake drawdown events, and safe and responsible
use of recreation and environmental resources.
This section discusses the types of activities that SCE&G engages in for these purposes.
This section is intended to provide a summary of the education and outreach activities in which
SCE&G participates and supports. SCE&Gs commitment to public education and outreach is
long term and dynamic: the company continually responds to worthy new ideas and requests,
supplementing and supporting the activities described here.
5.1

SCE&Gs Public Outreach and Education Activities

SCE&Gs website is located at INSERT WEB ADDRESS. The website is regularly
maintained and provides information regarding the Saluda Project, ongoing public activities,
educational material, and links to SCE&Gs parent corporation, SCANA, which provides
additional informational and educational resources. The website is used to describe ongoing
activities around the lake and to provide information to homeowners, recreationists, and the
general public of upcoming events. This includes information for shoreline residents regarding
shoreline management and permitting requirements, as well as permit applications and
directions; lake levels, current and planned generation schedules (excluding reserve calls); and
identification of SCE&Gs public access sites used for recreation. The website provides
numerous contact numbers for individuals interested in additional information about the topics
presented.
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The Reservoir Information System (1-800-XXX-XXXX) also provides a source of
information about lake levels and the planned generation schedule (excluding reserve calls).
This system is operational 24 hours a day.
SCE&G also educates the public by advertising in local lakeside magazines, newspapers,
and through the distribution of information to establishments around the lakes.
SCE&G holds periodic information meetings with local contractors and realtors to ensure
they are aware of notification and permit requirements prior to starting any construction work
and makes presentations to local organizations on an as-requested basis. SCE&G also
participates in many ad hoc meetings to discuss notification and permit requirements for various
homeowner and boat owner groups, boards of realtors, and home builders associations, just to
name a few.
Through its Speakers Bureau, which is described on its website, SCE&G provides
informative presentations on a variety of energy-related topics to civic and social groups.
Subjects range from energy costs and conservation to hurricane preparedness. Upon request,
SCE&G strives to create presentations to meet the needs of any requesting party. To schedule a
presentation, please contact us at (800) 562-9308.
SCE&G participates in many community activities and groups. For example, SCE&G
supports the annual Dam Swim for Drew, and is very active with local Boy Scout chapters.
[CANOEING FOR KIDS  PROVIDE FLOWS SO THEY CAN CANOE THE RIVER.
TOY GIVEAWAY]
With agencies and local sponsors, SCE&G maintains a shoreline conservation
demonstration project that illustrates conservation alternatives for shoreline stabilization at its #3
boat launch. The demonstration project, profiled on SCE&Gs website, supports the use of
natural elements as much as possible.
As part of a cooperative effort between SCE&G, the Department of Natural Resources,
and several other lake interest groups host an annual Lake Murray Shoreline Habitat
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Enhancement Project. 2007 will mark the 10th year anniversary of this project. It is designed to
improve the aesthetics of the Lake's shoreline, help control erosion, re-establish shoreline
vegetation, enhance fish and wildlife habitat, and protect water quality. As part of the project,
tree seedlings are provided to lakeside residents free of charge. Seedlings are generally
distributed in bundles of 10 and 15 trees, and include native species such as cypress, river birch,
willows, and button bushes. Planting instructions are provided.
With respect to aquatic plant management, SCE&G posts signs at all public boat
launches, warning boaters of the potential hazards of inadvertently introducing invasive aquatic
species would be detrimental to the health of Lake Murray. In addition, SCE&G monitors and
manages hydrilla and water primrose in the lake, and posts this information on its website for
public consumption.
[INSERT TEXT ON ANY OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS OF INTEREST
ON THE LAKE OR RIVER, RELATED TO ZEBRA MUSSELS, FISHERIES, WILDLIFE,
ETC. WOULD BE GOOD TO GET SOME FISHERIES IN HERE.]
SCE&G is a proud partner in education in communities throughout South Carolina.
Through various initiatives, educational resources and financial contributions, SCE&G strives to
benefit students, teachers and communities overall. One example is SCE&Gs involvement in
Junior Achievement, where business and education are connected through sponsorship of
Homework Centers -- supervised places where students can go after school to work on their
assignments. Other examples of the ways SCE&G fosters education in communities throughout
South Carolina at are described at an educational Web site: www.energeticminds.com.
SCE&G is a strong supporter of the City of Columbias Riverbanks Zoo. SCE&G leases
roughly 180 acres to City, where the Riverbanks Zoo and Garden now exist. Today, Riverbanks
Zoo is one of the top-ranked zoos in the nation and is home to more than 2,000 magnificent and
fascinating animals and one of the nation's most beautiful and inspiring botanical gardens.
SCE&G also provided a cash donation, and continues to provide support for numerous zoo
projects. A special camera provided to Riverbanks Zoo & Garden courtesy of SCE&G offers a
live video feed of selected animals within their zoo habitat. The video feed  tabbed SCE&G
ZooView  is available from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. EST daily through a link on EnergeticMinds.com.
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Finally, and importantly, SCE&G staff are all members of the local community and many
participate in community outreach activities as citizens and active members of their
communities.
5.2

Other Public Outreach and Education Programs

Many different agencies, universities, and organizations support public education and
outreach activities to support good decision-making in resource utilization and management.
SCE&G has compiled a list that identifies some of the various agencies and organizations that
provide outreach and educational materials and services, and in some cases, grant monies. This
list is far from complete  many other sources exist, including in neighboring states and across
the country that may provide useful information and/or educational materials. It is impracticable
to try and list them all, and sources are continually changing; however, the information below is
sufficient to get a person started in learning more about management of our natural resources.
Topic areas addressed by these organizations include a broad range of subjects such as:
boating safety for adults and children; community development and best management practices;
landscaping and agricultural best management practices; watershed and wetland management
and protection; lesson plans and materials for the classroom; fishing; nonpoint source pollution
and water quality management. Persons interested in additional information from these sources
are encouraged to contact the following agencies and browse their websites. The information
and resources provided by these agencies and organizations are frequently free and
downloadable from their websites. Information available is also continually evolving  sources
should be consulted frequently in order to remain current.
American Red Cross
City of Columbia Parks and Recreation
Commission
Environmental Protection Agency
Lake Murray Power Squadron
National Safe Boating Council
National Water Safety Congress
North American Lake Management Society
Recreational Boating and Fishing
Foundation
Safe Boating Campaign

South Carolina Cooperative Extension
Service
South Carolina Department Natural
Resources
South Carolina Department of Parks,
Recreation and Tourism
US Army Corps of Engineers National
Water Safety Program
US Coast Guard Auxiliary
US Coast Guard Office of Boating Safety
US Fish and Wildlife Service
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US Weather Bureau
USDA Forest Service
USDA Natural Resources Conservation
Service
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6.0

PROPOSED SAFETY AND OUTREACH PROGRAMS

THIS SECTION TO BE COMPLETED PENDING FURTHER INPUT FROM THE SAFETY
RCG.
6.1

Annual Safety Meeting

6.2

Shoal Markers

6.3

Additional Communications
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Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Alison Guth
Thursday, May 24, 2007 10:26 AM
Alison Guth; 'Tommy Boozer'; 'Alan Axson'; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; 'Amanda Hill'; 'Bill
Argentieri'; 'Bill Marshall'; 'Bill Mathias'; Bret Hoffman; 'Charlene Coleman'; Dave Anderson;
'David Price'; 'Dick Christie'; 'Edward Schnepel'; 'George Duke'; 'Gerrit Jobsis (American
Rivers)'; 'J. Hamilton Hagood'; 'Jay Schabacher '; 'Jennifer O'Rourke'; 'Jerry Wise'; 'Jim
Devereaux'; 'Joel Huggins '; 'John and Rob Altenberg'; 'Joy Downs'; 'Karen Kustafik'; 'Ken
Uschelbec'; 'Kenneth Fox'; 'Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov)'; 'Lee Barber'; 'Malcolm
Leaphart'; 'Mike Waddell'; 'Miriam Atria'; 'Norm Nicholson'; 'Norman Ferris'; 'Patrick Moore';
'Randy Mahan'; 'Roger Hovis '; 'Skeet Mills '; 'Stan Jones (sjones@imichotels.net)'; 'Stephan
Curry'; 'Steve Bell'; 'Suzanne Rhodes'
Final Safety RCG Notes

Hello All,
Attached is the Final set of Safety RCG meeting notes from April 18th. Thanks, Alison

2007-4-18 final
Meeting Minute...

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator

Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive
Suite 21A
West Columbia, SC 29170
P: (803) 822-3177
F: (803) 822-3183
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MEETING NOTES
SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY
SALUDA HYDRO PROJECT RELICENSING
SAFETY RESOURCE GROUP

Final acg 5-24-07

SCE&G Training Center
April 18, 2007

ATTENDEES:
Alison Guth, Kleinschmidt Associates
Dave Anderson, Kleinschmidt Associates
Bill Argentieri, SCE&G
Randy Mahan, SCANA Services, Inc.
Tommy Boozer, SCE&G
Stephen Curry, Columbia Fire Dept.
Steve Bell, Lake Watch
Karen Kustafik, COC Parks
Jay Schabacher, LMA
Kenneth Fox, LMA
Tony Bebber, SCPRT
Joy Downs, LMA
David Price, LMPS
Malcolm Leaphart, TU
Bret Hoffman, Kleinschmidt Associates
Bill Mathias, LMA & LMPS
Bill Marshall, SCDNR, LSSRAC
Charlene Coleman, American Whitewater
Patrick Moore, SCCCL, Am. Rivers
Mike Waddell, TU
Jenn ORourke, SCWF
Norm Nicholson, Lexington Co. Sheriffs Dept.
Marty Phillips, Kleinschmidt Associates (via conference call)

HOMEWORK ITEMS:
Draft a letter to DNR requesting clarification on several issues regarding shoal markers on
Lake Murray - Dave Anderson
Discuss settlement agreement options with DNR regarding the shoal marker issue  SCE&G
Update the Issue Recommendation on Warning System for the LSR  Dave Anderson
Update Issue Matrix  Dave Anderson
Revise Safety and Outreach Programs document  Marty Phillips
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

3rd Quarter 2007  Meeting Date TBA

MEETING NOTES:
Dave opened the meeting and the group briefly reviewed the agenda items that were to be discussed
during the course of the meeting. Dave noted that they would start off by discussing the issues
regarding shoal markers on Lake Murray.
Dave noted the main concern that has been expressed by the group regarding shoal markers on Lake
Murray is there is a problem in marking hazards due to lake fluctuations. Dave explained that he
had researched the FERC e-library and found two documents that may provide some insight on how
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other licensees have dealt with this issue. One document was from the Coosa and Warrior
relicensing and one document was from the settlement agreement at the Yadkin Project. At Yadkin,
Progress Energy has proposed to work with NCWRC (North Carolina Wildlife Resources
Commission) in provided funding for buoy installation and maintenance. Dave explained the
Coosa/Warrior document addresses 7 different reservoirs; however, it may provide the group with
ideas on how to address this issue. Dave asked the group if there were any other ideas on how to
resolve the shoal marker issue. Steve Bell noted that he is not as concerned with how the shoals are
marked at summer lake levels; however, he does have an issue with how the shoals are marked
when the lake levels go down and is also concerned with what would happen if DNR pulls out of
the program on Lake Murray.
The group continued to discuss this issue and a few individuals expressed that DNR does not have
the manpower to keep up with buoy placement and repair, even if money was provided. Joy Downs
asked if the agreement with DNR to maintain the buoys on Lake Murray was semi-formal. Tommy
Boozer explained that although SCDNR has committed to maintain the buoys, there was no legal,
binding agreement that they had to do so. Tommy also pointed out that DNR performs the buoy
placement on many other lakes and any funding that was contributed to DNR for the placement of
buoys would need to carry with it the requirement that that money would only be spent on the
program for Lake Murray. Dave noted the Safety RCG would continue after relicensing and
questioned whether they could then set the priorities for buoy placement on Lake Murray at their
meetings.
The group discussed the option of hiring a third party contractor to work under the supervision of
DNR. Patrick Moore pointed out that the FERC would not be able to agree to a third party
contractor in a settlement agreement. Dave asked the group if there was a current process by which
a homeowner or lake user could put in a request for a hazard marker. Tommy explained that they
frequently receive calls reporting problems with existing shoal markers which they subsequently
contact Skeet Mills from DNR about. Norm Nichols explained that DNR owns two buoy boats that
they use for the entire state and they had been on Lake Murray twice last week, although he was
unsure how often they frequented the Lake. Bill Marshall noted that Skeet had informed him that
54 percent of the navigational aids in the state are located on Lake Murray.
Steve Bell noted that it would be SCE&Gs responsibility to mark the Lake if the state did not.
Randy Mahan noted that at this point he did not believe they could mark the waters of South
Carolina and would not want to assume that liability. He continued to explain that there are some
things that the government can and should do, one of which is providing highway markers and
markers on the waters of the State. He noted that if it is a funding issue then they may need to look
into providing some level of funding to the DNR for that issue. It was also noted that it may be
possible to rally for legislation that either releases SCE&G from any kind of liability or would
require SCDNR to upkeep this program.
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Dave noted that he would draft a letter to send to Dick Christie with some of the questions that the
group had about marking the shoals. Dave noted that he would ask Dick about the agency funding
of the program. He would also ask DNR to better define what they meant in the July 6, 1999 letter
regarding shoal markers on Lake Murray. Dave also noted that he would ask DNR to define the
difference between aids to navigation vs. hazard markers. He would also ask DNR for their
definition of a shoal. Dave noted that SCE&G would work with DNR separately regarding a
solution for the issue of shoal markers.
After a short break, the group discussed the Warning System for Rising Water on the Lower Saluda
River Issue Recommendation. Malcolm Leaphart had submitted a few questions via email and the
group briefly discussed these. One of Malcolms questions was regarding where the float switches
that trigger the sirens are located on the LSR. Bill Argentieri noted that the float switch for the
sirens at Metts Landing is located at the USGS gage about a 3/4 of a mile upstream. Bill continued
to explain that the sirens by Millrace, Shandon Rapids, and the railroad tracks are all activated by a
float switch located about ¼ mile upstream of the first siren at the Zoo near Candi Lane.
Dave had put together an illustration of the LSR in which the areas that the group had indicated the
majority of the recreational activity occurs are highlighted in red. Bill Argentieri again asked Trout
Unlimited representatives (Malcolm Leaphart and Mike Waddell) if the areas highlighted in red
covered the areas that they typically fish in. Malcolm replied that they fish on the entire length of
the river. Patrick also recommended that an emergency exit light be placed at Gardendale that
would indicate to non-expert boaters the need to exit the waters due to a release.
There were some questions on why all of the sirens were not activated as soon as there was a release
at the dam. It was explained that for the areas by the zoo, at times it would take several hours for
the water to rise significantly in that area. Malcolm asked the group if there could be a warning for
when water was released at the dam as well as a warning when the water started to rise in the
immediate vicinity. Malcolm noted that he would like a clearer idea of how much flow was
released; he continued to explain that if it was around 400 cfs he may be able to stay in the water
and continue with his activities. Bill noted that he believed it was more important that they make
sure there is a good coverage area on the river. He continued to explain that it needed to be clear
that when the siren was activated, individuals should exit the water, and not try to gage how long
they could remain in the water before exiting. Charlene Coleman with American Whitewater
agreed, noting that there only needs to be one light, which indicates when to exit the waters. She
noted that complex combinations of lights and sirens that depicted flow levels would only serve to
confuse the majority of the individuals recreating on the river. Karen Kustafik also agreed and
noted that the more detailed information was something that may be more appropriate on the
website or in the phone tree message.
Malcolm noted that he would like to clarify that it may be important for different river users to
know how much water was coming down the river because individuals with Jon boats may have an
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issue negotiating back up the river safely during high flows. Bill A. replied that they were
discussing emergency take out points under the Recreation Management TWC.
Steve asked for an explanation from Dave on how the Issue Recommendation for Warning System
for Rising Water on the Lower Saluda River was put together. Dave noted that he had put it
together based on the groups recommendations during the meetings and sent it back out to the group
to comment on. Steve noted that he was not agreeable to the wording in the document that stated
Saluda would be used for reserve. Dave noted that if SCE&G was going to be putting in a multimillion dollar warning system in the river, it would be important for them to have the
recommendation to keep reserve capacity.
The group discussed the benefits of reserve capacity to the lake homeowners and Joy Downs noted
that reserve was more beneficial to the lake levels than peaking. However, Malcolm noted that in
his opinion, when the facility was used for peaking, they did not see high flows as often. Randy
pointed out that the data indicates that they rarely run Saluda up to 18,000 cfs. Mike Waddell asked
if the operations model will provide the group with travel times of different flows. Bret Hoffman
noted that they could run a few transient travel times using the model, but it would be modeled data
and could have some inconsistencies due to the many variables involved. It was also asked that the
model be used to look at the ramping of flows. Bret pointed out that initially the data indicated that
it would take the better part of the day in order to allow the river to rise slowly using ramping. He
continued to explain that 15 or 30 minute ramping increments probably will not significantly affect
the rate of river rise, depending on where one was located on the river.
The group discussed changes to the Warning System Issue Recommendation . It was noted that if
the sentence on reserve generation were removed, than the document would be more agreeable to
the group. It was also noted that the recommendation include the area between Corley Island and I20 as well.
Bill A. noted that it had been discussed that there may be a need at some locations for strobe lights
instead of warning sirens. The group agreed and noted that this would be left up to the discretion of
SCE&G.
After lunch the group then discussed the Safety and Outreach Programs. Dave noted that one of the
purposes of the document is to put in place a safety group that will continue beyond relicensing.
Dave noted that the document also reviews current public outreach efforts, as well as those planned
for the future. It was further clarified that if the Safety Program was kept out of the license the
group would have more local control of it. Joy explained a little about the safety committee that
met previously and noted Lee Barber could provide more detail on it if needed. The group noted
that it may be beneficial to add more detail into the document that discussed the previous
committee. It was also noted that there was a safety committee associated with the Lower Saluda
Scenic River Advisory Council that developed/constructed the kiosks, painted poles, and map of the
LSR.
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Marty Phillips was available by conference call to guide the group through the document. Marty
noted that her goal was to try to make the document as brief as possible, but still provide enough
information for a clear understanding of the programs that are in place. Marty explained that in
Section 3 of the document, they attempted to separate out the regulatory authorities, as well as what
the laws and regulations were. Marty asked the group if it was necessary to list the specific laws, or
if that section could be generalized. After some discussion it was noted that the document should
generally define what authorities have jurisdiction and generally how the laws apply.
Marty then asked the group what the lifespan of the document should be. Bill Mathias noted that he
believed it should be reviewed annually and amended where appropriate. Bill M. also explained
that he believed that the safety group should meet on a quarterly basis. The group noted that since
the document would be reviewed annually, the document could be very specific as to what federal,
state and local entities would be involved and their responsibilities. The group briefly mentioned a
few agencies involved, such as DHEC and SLED as State entities, and EMS, the sheriff, the
coroner, the city police and the county police at the local level, and the National Weather Service at
the federal level. Jay Schabacher noted that it may be helpful to put agency contact information in
the document. Marty suggested that it may be provided separately, and noted that there was the
concern that someone may use this as an emergency reference document. The group agreed that
contact information should be provided as an appendix.
The group then discussed the existing safety measures on Lake Murray. Marty asked the group if
there were any safety measures not currently listed that needed to be included in the document. Bill
M. suggested including an item referring to the Lake Murray Power Squadron and their vessel
safety checks, safe boating checklists, and training programs. Charlene also mentioned the
American Canoe Association that certifies instructors on whitewater and flatwater. She pointed out
that the American Whitewater webpage provides descriptions of the rapids on the LSR as well. Sea
Tow and Boat US were also listed as a resource. Marty discussed the existing outreach section with
the group, and it was noted that the Lake Murray Association needed to be added to that section.
Dave asked the group if there were additional outreach efforts that needed to be listed in this section
and the group concluded their discussions on this section of the document.
Dave explained that he still had some difficulty with obtaining accident data from DNR. Tommy
noted that he would assist Dave with his efforts on this. Dave also noted that Patrick had requested
that the group put the ramping of non reserve call flows as part of the Proposed Safety and Outreach
Programs section. Bill Marshall asked the group if, operationally, ramping rates could be
considered under a non-emergency reserve situation. Randy noted that any restriction on the ability
to attain the flow that was needed could be a restriction on economics. However, Randy noted that
this may be something that is worth looking at under lake level management conditions. Bret noted
that they could use the operations model to look at the possibility of ramping during non-emergency
lake level management situations. Bret then asked the group what a reasonable rate of water rise
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would be. The group noted that the Downstream Flows TWC would look at this during their
recreational flow assessment scheduled during mid-May.
The group concluded discussions on the agenda items and began to decide on future meeting dates.
It was noted that the next meeting would probably occur around the third quarter of the year. Dave
noted that he would update the issues matrix and send it around to the group.
Meeting Adjourned
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reimburse the funds at a time of its discretion, but in any case on or before the 10- or 20-year
dates noted in Appendix C.

2.3.6 Recreation Safety and Enforcement
The Parties agree that within one year of the effective date of the New License the Licensee will
make a one-time contribution of $50,000 to the NCWRC to assist with the development of two
boathouse facilities, one each on High Rock and Narrows reservoirs, for enforcement purposes.
The Licensee and NCWRC will work together to identify appropriate locations for the new
boathouse facilities and to develop and execute any necessary license agreements.
The Licensee will also provide NCWRC with $2,500 annually to assist with the installation and
maintenance of buoys and other hazard markers/signs on the Project reservoirs. In the first
year following issuance of a New License, the funds will be made available within six months of
the effective date of the New License. Thereafter, the funds will be made available in July of
each year. This payment amount specified in dollars shall be deemed to be stated as of the
year 2008, and such sums shall be escalated as of January 1 of each following year (starting in
January 2009) according to the formula set forth in Section 2.3.9.

2.3.7 Assessing Future Recreational Needs
Nothing in this Relicensing Settlement Agreement (RSA) shall preclude the use of established
mechanisms for monitoring growth in recreation facility demands such as the FERC Form 80,
North Carolina State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan, and USFS recreation use
monitoring. The information generated by these processes will serve as indicators of future
recreational needs beyond those noted in this RSA.

2.3.8 Compliance with the Project’s Shoreline Management Plan
The Parties agree that any new recreational facilities or upgrades to existing facilities shall be in
accordance with the requirements of the Project’s Shoreline Management Plan.

2.3.9 Escalation of Funds
Where noted, the Parties agree that the Licensee will escalate payment amounts specified in
dollars according to the following formula:
AD=D x ((NGDP)/IGDP)
Where:
AD = Adjusted dollar amount as of January 1 of the year in which the adjustment
is made
D = Dollar amount prior to adjustment
IGDP = GDP-IPD for the third quarter of the year before the previous adjustment date (or, in the
case of the first adjustment, the third quarter of the year before the effective date of the New
License)
NGDP = GDP-IPD for the third quarter of the year before the adjustment date

Yadkin Hydroelectric Project (FERC No. 2197)
Relicensing Settlement Agreement
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“GDP-IPD” is the value published for the Gross Domestic Product Implicit Price Deflator by the
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis in the publication Survey of
Current Business, Table 7.1 (being on the basis of 2000 = 100), in the third month following the
end of the applicable quarter. If that index ceases to be published, any reasonably equivalent
index published by the Bureau of Economic Analysis may be substituted. If the base year for
GDP-IPD is changed or if publication of the index is discontinued, the Licensee will promptly
make adjustments or, if necessary, select an appropriate alternative index to achieve the same
economic effect.
Contribution amount will not be adjusted to be less than the amount from the previous year.

2.4

Shoreline Management
2.4.1 Modifications to the Existing Yadkin Shoreline Management Plan

The Parties agree that the Licensee will make modifications to the existing Yadkin Project
Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) Specifications for Private Recreation Facilities, Shoreline
Stewardship Policy, and Subdivision Access Approval, Multi-use Facility Permitting, and
Industrial Approval Procedures consistent with Appendix D.

2.4.2 Implementation of the Shoreline Management Plan Modifications
The Parties agree that the Licensee will implement the modifications to the existing SMP
referenced in Section 2.4.1 within three months of the effective date of the New License. The
Parties agree that any provisions in the existing, FERC approved SMP that are not addressed in
Appendix D remain unchanged and in full force and effect.

2.4.3 Fees
The Parties agree that the Licensee has the right to recover the cost of administering the SMP
through permit fees.

2.5

Wildlife, Aquatics, and Rare, Threatened and Endangered (RTE)
Species
2.5.1 RTE Species

The Parties agree that periodic freshwater mussel monitoring to be conducted under the Rare,
Threatened and Endangered Species Management Plan, required by Article FW-1, will be
completed within the first 10 years of the effective date of the New License and will be limited in
scope and duration so as not to exceed a total cost to the Licensee of $50,000 (in 2008 dollars)
over the term of the New License.
The Parties further agree that if, at the completion of the 10-year mussel monitoring period, the
Licensee and NCWRC agree that recruitment of the freshwater mussel species occurring in the
Falls tailwater area is not sufficient to justify continued management efforts in this location,
within one year of such a finding, the Licensee will make a one-time contribution of $50,000 to
the NCWRC to assist with its freshwater mussel management and preservation efforts
elsewhere in the watershed.
Yadkin Hydroelectric Project (FERC No. 2197)
Relicensing Settlement Agreement
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Issue Action Group: R2 Public Safety
IAG Recommendation
Proposal to Enhance Public Safety on APC Reservoirs
Final

June 25, 2003

Warrior and Coosa Projects Combined
The following outlines a proposal developed by Alabama Power Company (APC) and the
Alabama Marine Police (Marine Police) in consultation with other stakeholders to
enhance public safety on all of APCs FERC licensed reservoirs in the State of Alabama.
The proposal is specifically designed to address concerns raised by stakeholders and the
public during relicensing discussions and is intended to be incorporated by reference into
APC's relicensing application.
Goals:
1. Address all aspects of the public safety issue that have been raised in relicensing
(marking, education, training, control and management) at all APC reservoirs.
2. Provide for a fair, equitable and consistent distribution of resources and programs,
3. Provide a solution that allows for both short term and long term planning.
4. Allow program flexibility to address the unexpected.
5. Initiate early implementation of the program (in 2003), as opposed to waiting for
issuance of a new license (in 2007 or later).
6. Clarify public safety responsibilities.
Proposal:
1. Funding
a. APC will commit to providing an annual level of funding to the Marine Police to
enhance public safety on all APC reservoirs.
b. Funding provided by APC will be to supplement, not replace existing Marine
Police programs and existing, ongoing APC commitments.
c. Funding provided to the Marine Police may be used for a variety of activities to
enhance public safety, including but not limited to: purchase, installation, and
maintenance of hazard markers, signs, education program and public input.
d. APC will continue to maintain the markers and signs for which it is presently
responsible.

Alabama Power Company
Warrior and Coosa Relicensing
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Warrior and Coosa Projects Combined
2. Priorities and Decision Making
a. The Marine Police shall determine and set priorities for the boater and
recreational safety programs and projects to be implemented with the contributed
funds.
b. The Marine Police will evaluate the need for all public safety programs and
measures, including requests for regulatory markers, using appropriate criteria
and standards.
c. All decisions will be made through a transparent process including opportunities
for public input.
3. Public Input and Accountability
a. The Marine Police encourage the public to communicate regularly with its
officers on APC lakes, in order to have questions answered and to provide public
safety related comments.
b. The process by which the general public may request a regulatory marker (hazard,
no wake zone, speed limit, etc.) remains unchanged. Applications are presented
to the officer(s) on the reservoir.
c. The Marine Police shall provide APC a report generally describing each safety
program and project implemented during the preceding calendar year. Copies of
this report will be provided to interested parties on request and be made available
at the annual public safety workshop described below.
d. APC agrees to host an annual public safety workshop for its reservoirs. The
Marine Police agrees to chair this meeting. The purpose of this meeting will be to
share public safety information, answer public safety questions and to discuss the
reservoirs public safety needs. This meeting will be held annually, given a
reasonable level of public interest.
e. The Marine Police will enhance its current efforts to respond consistently to
public safety issues and questions raised by the public.
f. Neither the Marine Police nor APC is responsible for marking channels with
lateral system channel markers.
g. APC is not responsible for marking hazards.
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4. Hazard Markers
a. Requests for hazard markers will be evaluated on criteria including conditions at
full pool, amount of boater traffic, etc. If the Marine Police determine a condition
is a true hazard, the Marine Police will install and maintain appropriate marker(s).
b. If determined not to be a true hazard, the Marine Police may permit an interested
individual or group to install and maintain an appropriate marker for a personal
hazard.
c. Applicants are responsible for installing and maintaining other non-hazard
regulatory markers permitted by the Marine Police.
d. Applications that are denied will be returned with an explanation for the decision
and contact information should the applicant wish to discuss the matter further.
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Issue:
South Carolina Electric & Gas (SCE&G) currently operates the Saluda Project in order to
provide reserve capacity for the companys utility obligations. Project generators are
typically offline, i.e., not operating, but can be started and synchronized to the electrical
grid and can increase output immediately in response to a generator or transmission
outage on SCE&Gs system or in response to a call for reserve power from neighboring
utilities, with which the company has reserve agreements and obligations. As a result,
flows from the Saluda Project are generally unscheduled.
American Whitewater, Trout Unlimited, and American Rivers have expressed concern
over the safety of river users due to the unscheduled flows from the Project, as well as the
rates that the river level changes due to the higher flows (> 10,000 cfs). SCE&G
currently has a warning system in place that covers the area from the Riverbanks Zoo to
the confluence with the Broad River, as well as the area around James R. Metts Landing.
A float switch upstream activates the sirens. At Metts Landing the siren is activated with
a 2 inch rate of rise (ROR). The ROR is measured every 10 seconds and averaged with 5
readings over a 1-minute interval. The siren sounds for three minutes once activated.
There is a hold-off period of 16 minutes at the Metts Landing siren and an override if the
water level rises two feet during the 16-minute hold-off period; the siren will activate
again and reset itself for the next 16-minute hold-off period. A strobe light activates and
remains on for 16 minutes concurrently with the siren activation. At the Zoo location, the
siren activates with a 1 inch ROR. The sirens sound for three minutes once activated.
There is a hold-off period of 60 minutes at the Zoo location sirens and an override if the
water level rises three inches during that 60-minute hold-off period; the sirens will
activate again and then reset for the next 60-minute hold-off period. A strobe light
activates and remains on for 16 minutes concurrently with the siren activation. Sirens are
active 24 hours per day, and were tested in 2004 to calibrate the volume to cover an area
1500 feet upstream and downstream of the Zoo siren, and 500 feet upstream and
downstream of the Metts Landing siren. Since 2004 additional sirens and strobe lights
were installed downstream of the Zoo. Their activation is based on the Zoo location float
switch. Prominent warning signs posted near the strobe lights and sirens warn people
that the activation of the sirens and/or the light signals potentially dangerous conditions
caused by a rising water level. SCE&G is also currently testing an electronic call system
that is initiated upon the start of generation at Saluda Hydro. Once activated, a message
is sent to selected individuals via e-mail and telephone, alerting them to the change in
flow. Information about current and planned operations is also provided on a website
maintained by SCE&G.

Safety Resource Conservation Group
Issue Recommendation
Warning System for Rising Water on the Lower Saluda River
DRAFT
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Recommendation:
SCE&G will continue to operate the Saluda Project to meet reserve capacity for the
companys utility obligations. In order to mitigate the effects of this mode of operation,
SCE&G proposes to:
1. Continue to work with river users to make the current warning system on the river
more effective;
2. Implement the electronic call system for the general public to alert of generation
releases;
3. Install additional warning devices on the lower Saluda River that will provide
auditory and/or visual warning from the tailrace of the dam to Corley Island, as
well as from I-26 to the confluence with the Broad River (see Figure 1);
4. Continue to implement and improve the website providing current and planned
operations of the Saluda Project; and
5. Coordinate with swiftwater rescue training agencies to determine an annual
schedule for training personnel. Training will involve an estimated 2 days of
training with flows of 8,000 CFS for approximately 10 hours each day.
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This document describes the complex system public safety measures that exist within the project boundary and
identifies numerous regulatory, public, and private entities that contribute to and/or are responsible for public safety
on Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River. This document was current at the time of this writing. This document
should not be used as a source of information for use during emergencies. Telephone numbers, regulations, and
responsible parties may change over time.

1.0

INTRODUCTION
This document seeks to identify the safety and outreach programs in place for public use

of project resources within the boundary of the Saluda Project, including Lake Murray, the lower
Saluda River, and lands within the project boundary. The document provides an assessment of
known or reasonably foreseeable safety issues within the boundary. It identifies existing laws
and regulations governing use of project resources, and existing safety and other outreach
measures in place at the project. This document does not seek to duplicate the detailed
Emergency Action Plan already in place for the Saluda Project. That plan is recognized here as
complementary to other safety plans and programs that exist to benefit the users of Lake Murray
and the lower Saluda River.
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2.0

BACKGROUND
2.1

Project Operations

SCE&G operates the Saluda Project to provide reserve capacity for the companys utility
obligations, a mode of operation that the company proposes to continue under the new license.
Project generators are typically offline, i.e., not operating, but can be started and synchronized to
the electrical grid and can increase output immediately in response to a generator or transmission
outage on SCE&Gs system or in response to a call for reserve power from neighboring utilities,
with which the company has reserve agreements and obligations. As a result, flows from the
Saluda Project are generally unscheduled. Although there is no minimum flow requirement for
the Project, SCE&G has an informal agreement with the South Carolina Department of Health
and Environmental Control (SCDHEC) to provide a minimum of 180 cfs at the Project to
enhance downstream water quality. The average annual flow from the Saluda Dam to the lower
Saluda River is 2,595 acre feet with a minimum flow of approximately 400 cfs. INSERT TEXT
ON LAKE LEVELS TO BALANCE DISCUSSION OF DOWNSTREAM FLOWS.
A more comprehensive review of project operations is provided in the Initial
Consultation Document (Kleinschmidt, 2005).
2.2

Area Description

Lake Murray and the four surrounding counties (Richland, Lexington, Saluda, and
Newberry) are experiencing rapid population growth. Population figures from the U.S. Bureau
of the Census (2002) indicate that in 2000, the combined population of these counties was
approximately 592,000. This represents a change of about 89,000 people since 1990, or an
increase of 17.7 percent. The population of these counties increased by 4.1 percent between
2000 and 2005 and is projected to increase by another 29.3 percent by the year 2030 (SCBCB,
2005). For counties surrounding the lower Saluda River  Richland, and Lexington  population
is expected to increase by 40 percent, with Lexington County having the fastest population
growth of the area, at 52.9 percent from 2000 to 2030 (SCBCB, 2005).
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2.3

Activities and Usage
2.3.1

Lake Murray

Activities
Recreational activities occurring on Lake Murray are diverse including power boating,
sailing, personal water craft (PWC), swimming, diving, water skiing, boat rentals (primarily
novices), hunting, camping, hiking along the shoreline, sport fishing, commercial fishing
excursions, high profile fishing tournaments, sailing regattas, wind surfing, flatwater boating
(kayaking and canoeing), watercraft to construct and repair docks, and occasional seaplanes.
Times of Greatest Use
The lake is primarily used during the day, during weekends, and during the boating
season, generally defined as Memorial Day through Labor Day. There may also be substantial
use beginning with warm days in March and April, and a hearty contingent, primarily anglers,
uses the lake year round regardless of the weather.
Characteristics of Individual Users
The level of expertise of the various participants ranges from first time users to worldclass participants and champions in sailing and professional anglers. Users vary widely in their
experience and in judgment with regard to sun/UV exposure and hydration, experience,
expertise, physical strength, and sobriety.
2.3.2

Lower Saluda River

Activities
Recreation activities downstream from the Saluda Project are somewhat different from,
but equally diverse, as activities on Lake Murray. These include flatwater and whitewater
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boating with canes and kayaks, rafting, sunning, and socializing on rock outcroppings, bank
fishing, wade fishing, camping, and hiking along the riverbanks.
Times of Greatest Use
For most of the activities cited above, the peak usage times are generally consistent with
the peak usage times on the Lake.
Characteristics of Individual Users
Similar to users on Lake Murray, individuals recreating on the lower Saluda River exhibit
varying levels of experience and judgment. Stretches of water may be enjoyed by novice boaters
or by professionals training for major boating events. Likewise, individuals wading in the river
may be local college students sunbathing on exposed rock outcroppings or experienced anglers.
Most users live, work, and/or are enrolled in school in the urban Columbia area (Kleinschmidt
2007).
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3.0

LAWS, REGULATIONS, and REGULATORY ENTITIES GOVERNING PUBLIC
USE
Public use of project lands and waters is regulated and managed by a combination of

federal, state, and local governments, and SCE&G. Public use of project lands is governed by
federal agencies such as the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), and FERC, state agencies that must review and
approve permit applications, local governmental zoning or planning regulations, and SCE&Gs
shoreline management policies. Public use occurring at recreation sites is generally governed by
site operators, while activities such as boating, fishing, and hunting are regulated by the South
Carolina Department of Natural Resources (SCDNR).
3.1

Laws and Regulations

SHOULD USACE OR FERC BE LISTED HERE?
Laws or regulations governing the use of Lake Murray and its shoreline and the lower
Saluda River resources can emanate from federal, state, and local authorities.
3.1.1

Federal

The Congress of the United States(LIST AUTHORITY)
United States Coast Guard
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Army Corps of Engineers
3.1.2

State

South Carolina General Assembly (the primary source) (§_____)(LIST AUTHORITY)
South Carolina Department of Natural Resources (SCDNR or DNR)
South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (SCDHEC or
DHEC)(Clean Water Act)
3.1.3

Local

County/City jurisdictions through which the Lake/River flow(LIST AUTHORITY)
South Carolina Electric & Gas (SCE&G)The owner of the land under the Lake and
licensee of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) which sets conditions
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and grants the license for SCE&G to use the waters/lands of the Saluda River for power
generation and for other purposes, primarily recreation. These waters are owned by the
citizens of the United States and FERC acts on behalf of the citizens in licensing the use
of public waters.
3.2

Regulatory Agencies and Responsibilities

Numerous entities are responsible for managing use, safety, and law enforcement on
Lake Murray and the Lower Saluda River.
3.2.1

Federal

By the terms of the license granted by FERC to SCE&G, the primary responsibility for
safety is assigned to SCE&G. SCE&G is responsible providing warning signs, lights, and
necessary sirens to alert the public of possible dangers. SCE&G has filed a public safety plan
with the FERC that details sign placement, dimensions, and verbiage.
3.2.2

State

Under South Carolina law (§_____), the primary entity responsible for boating safety
(including marking of shoals and navigation hazards) is the SCDNR.
3.2.3

Local

Numerous other local and voluntary organizations hold responsibility for managing use,
safety on the water.

PROVIDER
Lake Murray
Power Squadron
U. S. Coast
Guard Auxiliary
Columbia Fire
and Rescue

SAFETY ACTIVITIES
INVOLVED IN
Boater safety; CPR training;
Vessel inspection; Maintenance of
day markers and reference lights
Boating safety; Education; Water
rescue on Lake Murray
Swift water rescue in the lower
Saluda and Congaree Rivers
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Lake Murray
Lake Murray
Columbia City
Limits & within
Richland County;
outside Richland
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City of Columbia Whitewater Kayak Program;
Parks and
Boating Safety Information; Park
Recreation
Ranger Staff Patrol
Department
Lower Saluda
Scenic River
Advisory Council
Lake Murray
Association
3.3

County when called
(limited to LSR?)
Lower Saluda River
and Three Rivers
Greenway

Law Enforcement

By statute (SC Code 1976, Annotated, § 50), SCDNR is the state agency with the primary
responsibility for the enforcement of laws on South Carolina waterways, including lakes and
rivers. However, similar legal authority is vested in Sheriffs department of each county. As a
practical matter, the primary enforcement of laws on Lake Murray is conducted by a joint marine
task force comprised of deputies from the four counties. As the work of this task force has
evolved, the only Sheriffs department, which staffs its marine effort twenty-four hours a day,
seven days a week, is the Lexington County Sheriffs Department (LCSD). The greatest portion
of the shoreline of Lake Murray is in Lexington County, and the physical facility for the lake
patrol is located on Bundrick Island, also in the county.
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4.0

EXISTING SAFETY MEASURES ON LAKE MURRAY AND THE LSR
This section addresses measures relating to safety, such as signs, lights, sirens, barriers,

or other safety devices reasonable to alert the public to potential dangers within the project
boundary.
4.1

SCE&Gs Warning and Safety Programs

Hydroelectric licensees are bound by federal regulations to promote safe and responsible
use of project lands and waters. This may include management activities, or safety measures
such as, signs, lights, sirens, buoys, barriers, fences, or other safety devices that may reasonably
be necessary or desirable to warn the public of fluctuations in flow from the project or otherwise
to protect the public in the use of project lands and waters (18 CFR 12.42).
FERC monitors public safety at hydroelectric projects via its Public Safety Program and a
Dam Safety Program, both of which are designed on a project-by-project basis to accommodate
the unique conditions of each project. All safety measures installed at a project must be
approved by FERC prior to installation. FERC conducts annual inspections of the project and
require independent safety inspections, annual spillway gate tests, and the maintenance of an
Emergency Action Plan. SCE&G performs regular project inspections and monitors various
types of instruments at the dam. A backup dam at the Saluda Project is designed to prevent
massive downstream flooding in the unlikely event of a seismically induced primary dam failure.
4.1.1

Warning Systems

SCE&G has installed an early warning system consisting of ten large sirens downstream
of the dam. The sirens are designed to activate in the unlikely event of a dam failure, to alert
people in areas that could be flooded and to seek information from television or radio media
sources for further instruction. A brochure containing evacuation routes and emergency
preparedness information is mailed to businesses and residents in these areas periodically. The
information is also posted on SCE&Gs website at www.xxxx.com.
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SCE&G maintains a warning system on the LSR to warn river users of sudden changes in
water level. Sirens are located at Metts Landing, upstream of Riverbanks Zoo, and downstream
of the Zoo. A float switch upstream activates the sirens. At Metts Landing the siren is activated
with a 2 inch rate of rise (ROR). The ROR is measured every 10 seconds and averaged with 5
readings over a 1-minute interval. The siren sounds for three minutes once activated. There is a
hold-off period of 16 minutes at the Metts Landing siren and an override if the water level rises
two feet during the 16-minute hold-off period; the siren will activate again and reset itself for the
next 16-minute hold-off period. A strobe light activates and remains on for 16 minutes
concurrently with the siren activation. At the Zoo location, the siren activates with a 1 inch
ROR. The sirens sound for three minutes once activated. There is a hold-off period of 60
minutes at the Zoo location sirens and an override if the water level rises three inches during that
60-minute hold-off period; the sirens will activate again and then reset for the next 60-minute
hold-off period. A strobe light activates and remains on for 16 minutes concurrently with the
siren activation. Sirens are active 24 hours per day, and were tested in 2004 to calibrate the
volume to cover an area 1500 feet upstream and downstream of the Zoo siren, and 500 feet
upstream and downstream of the Metts Landing siren. Since 2004 additional sirens and strobe
lights were installed downstream of the Zoo. Their activation is based on the Zoo location float
switch. Prominent warning signs posted near the strobe lights and sirens warn people that the
activation of the sirens and/or the light signals potentially dangerous conditions caused by a
rising water level. Currently SCE&G is working with the Safety Resource Conservation Group
to determine the potential need to install additional sirens two additional sirens have been or will
be installed near Riverbanks Zoo and the confluence of the LSR with the Broad River, by mid2007.
4.1.2

Emergency Action Plan

In accordance with FERC requirements, SCE&G developed and maintains an Emergency
Action Plan (EAP). The purpose of an EAP is to determine the results of a dam failure, and
create discharges, depth of flow, and travel time are part of the dam break analyses. The EAP
contains a notification flowchart showing a priority of who is to be notified, and by whom. It
also identifies who is responsible for carrying out various duties outlined in the Plan.
Responsibilities of the licensee include contacting the emergency and local agencies, who then
have the duty of warning and evacuating affected areas.
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4.1.3

Public Safety Plan

Buoys, signs, and fences are placed throughout the project as part of the Public Safety
Plan, which is on file with FERC. Public safety measures include warning signs near hazardous
areas of the project, buoys in the impoundment serve as navigational aids or notify of dangerous
conditions, and restraining devices such as fences around the powerhouse and downstream
project area. The Plan contains descriptions and locations of these devices.
4.1.4

Other

SCE&G supports numerous programs to promote the safe use of project lands and waters,
in compliance with this regulation, in support of relicensing, and as a community leader and
corporate citizen.
SCE&G supports swiftwater rescue training by providing Columbia Fire and Rescue and
AWW with flows for training events.
SCE&G provides up-to-date information on designated evacuation routes and associated
shelters that are in place for use in case of dam failure. Evacuation routes are available
on-line at SCE&Gs website.
SCE&G partnered with the USCG Auxiliary and SCDNR to develop a safe boating
checklist which is distributed (NEED INFORMATION FROM SCE&G)
SCE&G and SCDNR monitor recreation sites regularly for purposes of public safety.
SCE&G maintains a warning system on the LSR to warn river users of sudden changes in
water level. Currently SCE&G is working with the safety Resource Conservation Group
to determine the potential need to install additional sirens. Two additional sirens have
been or will be installed near Riverbanks Zoo and the confluence of the LSR with the
Broad River, by mid-2007.
SCE&G coordinates safety efforts with the River Alliance to ensure compatibility with
the Three Rivers Greenway Project.
SCE&G manages an electronic call system that is initiated upon sudden changes in water
levels on the lower Saluda River. Once activated, a message is sent to registered
individuals via e-mail and telephone, alerting them to the change in flow. The system is
currently being revised to accommodate a larger volume of use and for the general public
registration. NEED INFO FROM TOMMY TO DESCRIBE WHO IS ON THE
NOTIFICATION LIST AND ABOUT HOW MANY PEOPLE THERE ARE.
The Lower Saluda River Advisory Consul and American Whitewater, with assistance
from SCE&G, established a series of color-coded river markers are positioned along the
LSR for use by boaters, anglers and other recreators. The markers help users interpret
danger associated with rising water levels. The color coding was designed by American
Whitewater. Information on the codes is provided at all public access points on the lower
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Saluda River. Additional information is provided at
http://www.dnr.sc.gov/water/envaff/river/low_saluda_scenic.htm.
4.2

Other Warning and Safety Programs

Safety programs and measures for areas on and along the water, within and beyond the
project boundaries are provided by numerous other local, state, and federal agencies and
organizations. Most of these organizations and the programs they offer work due to extensive
interagency coordination and support from one another and the corporate community, including
SCE&G. SCE&G often sponsors, supports and participates in these efforts. A selection of the
organizations that work to promote public safety within the project boundary is provided below.
The US Coast Guard Auxiliary, which is under the jurisdiction of the USCG base in
Charleston, SC, maintains a base on Lake Murray to assist with boating safety and
emergencies until the Charleston unit arrives. It also maintains a weather link to the US
Weather Bureau and an unofficial reporting station to the lake. The Auxiliary focuses on
educational activities to promote boating safety on Lake Murray. Additional information
on the services provided by the Auxiliary is available at [INSERT INFORMATION
HERE]
The National Weather Service issues small craft advisories for Lake Murray. Advisories
are advertised WHERE?
The City of Columbia Parks and Recreation Commission provides whitewater kayaking
courses, including a focus on how to prevent emergencies. Courses are available for the
general public, and are coordinated with city park rangers along the riverfront area. The
Park Commission also provides ACA-certified instructors for childrens boating classes.
Additional information is provided at the citys website: www.columbiasc.net.
The Lake Murray Power Squadron offers courses on safe boating, engine care, ocean
navigation, and weather. The Squadron also participates in public outreach and education
efforts and assists in maintaining the emergency center on Lake Murray, reference lights
and day markers.
The SCDNR is responsible for placing navigation buoys on Lake Murray, and works with
SCE&G in identifying hazards on the lake at normal or nearly full pond levels.
The Columbia Fire Department is currently working on the Three Rivers Greenway Plan,
which will provide emergency access points on the lower Saluda River. The Plan
includes significant public access along the lower Saluda River, including emergency call
boxes, which provide immediate access to a 911 operator.
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5.0

Existing EDUCATION AND OUTREACH PROGRAMS
Hydroelectric licensees are bound by federal regulations to make reasonable efforts to

inform the public of the availability of project lands and waters for recreational purposes (18
CFR 8.1). SCE&G takes this duty seriously, providing informational signage at all of its public
access sites, and a substantial amount of information on its website. SCE&G also recognizes
that more and better information to users about where and how to properly use the projects lands
and waters can promote responsible resource use; help prevent activity conflicts; help prevent
accidents; and lessen overcrowding, and therefore, participates in many educational programs to
help inform the public on these topics. Outreach activities typically focus on resources related to
the Project and are designed to inform and educate the public regarding the locations of
recreation sites, lake levels, generation schedule, lake drawdown events, and safe and responsible
use of recreation and environmental resources.
This section discusses the types of activities that SCE&G engages in for these purposes.
This section is intended to provide a summary of the education and outreach activities in which
SCE&G participates and supports. SCE&Gs commitment to public education and outreach is
long term and dynamic: the company continually responds to worthy new ideas and requests,
supplementing and supporting the activities described here.
5.1

SCE&Gs Public Outreach and Education Activities

SCE&Gs website is located at INSERT WEB ADDRESS. The website is regularly
maintained and provides information regarding the Saluda Project, ongoing public activities,
educational material, and links to SCE&Gs parent corporation, SCANA, which provides
additional informational and educational resources. The website is used to describe ongoing
activities around the lake and to provide information to homeowners, recreationists, and the
general public of upcoming events. This includes information for shoreline residents regarding
shoreline management and permitting requirements, as well as permit applications and
directions; lake levels, current and planned generation schedules (excluding reserve calls); and
identification of SCE&Gs public access sites used for recreation. The website provides
numerous contact numbers for individuals interested in additional information about the topics
presented.
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The Reservoir Information System (1-800-XXX-XXXX) also provides a source of
information about lake levels and the planned generation schedule (excluding reserve calls).
This system is operational 24 hours a day.
SCE&G also educates the public by advertising in local lakeside magazines, newspapers,
and through the distribution of information to establishments around the lakes.
SCE&G holds periodic information meetings with local contractors and realtors to ensure
they are aware of notification and permit requirements prior to starting any construction work
and makes presentations to local organizations on an as-requested basis. SCE&G also
participates in many ad hoc meetings to discuss notification and permit requirements for various
homeowner and boat owner groups, boards of realtors, and home builders associations, just to
name a few.
Through its Speakers Bureau, which is described on its website, SCE&G provides
informative presentations on a variety of energy-related topics to civic and social groups.
Subjects range from energy costs and conservation to hurricane preparedness. Upon request,
SCE&G strives to create presentations to meet the needs of any requesting party. To schedule a
presentation, please contact us at (800) 562-9308.
SCE&G participates in many community activities and groups. For example, SCE&G
supports the annual Dam Swim for Drew, and is very active with local Boy Scout chapters.
[CANOEING FOR KIDS  PROVIDE FLOWS SO THEY CAN CANOE THE RIVER.
TOY GIVEAWAY]
With agencies and local sponsors, SCE&G maintains a shoreline conservation
demonstration project that illustrates conservation alternatives for shoreline stabilization at its #3
boat launch. The demonstration project, profiled on SCE&Gs website, supports the use of
natural elements as much as possible.
As part of a cooperative effort between SCE&G, the Department of Natural Resources,
and several other lake interest groups host an annual Lake Murray Shoreline Habitat
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Enhancement Project. 2007 will mark the 10th year anniversary of this project. It is designed to
improve the aesthetics of the Lake's shoreline, help control erosion, re-establish shoreline
vegetation, enhance fish and wildlife habitat, and protect water quality. As part of the project,
tree seedlings are provided to lakeside residents free of charge. Seedlings are generally
distributed in bundles of 10 and 15 trees, and include native species such as cypress, river birch,
willows, and button bushes. Planting instructions are provided.
With respect to aquatic plant management, SCE&G posts signs at all public boat
launches, warning boaters of the potential hazards of inadvertently introducing invasive aquatic
species would be detrimental to the health of Lake Murray. In addition, SCE&G monitors and
manages hydrilla and water primrose in the lake, and posts this information on its website for
public consumption.
[INSERT TEXT ON ANY OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS OF INTEREST
ON THE LAKE OR RIVER, RELATED TO ZEBRA MUSSELS, FISHERIES, WILDLIFE,
ETC. WOULD BE GOOD TO GET SOME FISHERIES IN HERE.]
SCE&G is a proud partner in education in communities throughout South Carolina.
Through various initiatives, educational resources and financial contributions, SCE&G strives to
benefit students, teachers and communities overall. One example is SCE&Gs involvement in
Junior Achievement, where business and education are connected through sponsorship of
Homework Centers -- supervised places where students can go after school to work on their
assignments. Other examples of the ways SCE&G fosters education in communities throughout
South Carolina at are described at an educational Web site: www.energeticminds.com.
SCE&G is a strong supporter of the City of Columbias Riverbanks Zoo. SCE&G leases
roughly 180 acres to City, where the Riverbanks Zoo and Garden now exist. Today, Riverbanks
Zoo is one of the top-ranked zoos in the nation and is home to more than 2,000 magnificent and
fascinating animals and one of the nation's most beautiful and inspiring botanical gardens.
SCE&G also provided a cash donation, and continues to provide support for numerous zoo
projects. A special camera provided to Riverbanks Zoo & Garden courtesy of SCE&G offers a
live video feed of selected animals within their zoo habitat. The video feed  tabbed SCE&G
ZooView  is available from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. EST daily through a link on EnergeticMinds.com.
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Finally, and importantly, SCE&G staff are all members of the local community and many
participate in community outreach activities as citizens and active members of their
communities.
5.2

Other Public Outreach and Education Programs

Many different agencies, universities, and organizations support public education and
outreach activities to support good decision-making in resource utilization and management.
SCE&G has compiled a list that identifies some of the various agencies and organizations that
provide outreach and educational materials and services, and in some cases, grant monies. This
list is far from complete  many other sources exist, including in neighboring states and across
the country that may provide useful information and/or educational materials. It is impracticable
to try and list them all, and sources are continually changing; however, the information below is
sufficient to get a person started in learning more about management of our natural resources.
Topic areas addressed by these organizations include a broad range of subjects such as:
boating safety for adults and children; community development and best management practices;
landscaping and agricultural best management practices; watershed and wetland management
and protection; lesson plans and materials for the classroom; fishing; nonpoint source pollution
and water quality management. Persons interested in additional information from these sources
are encouraged to contact the following agencies and browse their websites. The information
and resources provided by these agencies and organizations are frequently free and
downloadable from their websites. Information available is also continually evolving  sources
should be consulted frequently in order to remain current.
American Red Cross
City of Columbia Parks and Recreation
Commission
Environmental Protection Agency
Lake Murray Power Squadron
National Safe Boating Council
National Water Safety Congress
North American Lake Management Society
Recreational Boating and Fishing
Foundation
Safe Boating Campaign

South Carolina Cooperative Extension
Service
South Carolina Department Natural
Resources
South Carolina Department of Parks,
Recreation and Tourism
US Army Corps of Engineers National
Water Safety Program
US Coast Guard Auxiliary
US Coast Guard Office of Boating Safety
US Fish and Wildlife Service
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US Weather Bureau
USDA Forest Service
USDA Natural Resources Conservation
Service
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6.0

PROPOSED SAFETY AND OUTREACH PROGRAMS

THIS SECTION TO BE COMPLETED PENDING FURTHER INPUT FROM THE SAFETY
RCG.
6.1

Annual Safety Meeting

6.2

Shoal Markers

6.3

Additional Communications

6-1

Kacie Jensen
Subject:
Location:

Updated: Saluda IFIM Study: Field Visit for Transect Selection
Saluda Hydro Guard Shack

Start:
End:
Show Time As:

Thu 5/10/2007 9:00 AM
Fri 5/11/2007 5:00 PM
Tentative

Recurrence:

(none)

Meeting Status:

Not yet responded

Required Attendees:
Optional Attendees:

Fish & Wildlife TWC - IFIM/Aquatic Habitat; Shane Boring
Brandon Kulik; RMAHAN@scana.com; BARGENTIERI@scana.com; 'Gerrit Jobsis';
'QUATTLEBAUM, MILTON'; 'SUMMER, STEPHEN E'; Alan Stuart; 'Mike Waddell'; Alison
Guth; Scott Harder; Hal Beard

Hello folks:
As discussed at our conference call this morning, we have tentatively planned to conduct a field visit on May 10th and 11th
to select transect locations for the upcoming Saluda IFIM study. For now, let's plan to meet at the Saluda Hydro guard
shack at 9:00 am on Thursday, May 10. As Brandon mentioned, this will likely be a two-day session.
Also, the mesohabitat mapping is being completed by our GIS department and should be available to the TWC within the
next 2 weeks. Based on feedback from the group, field logistics may need to be adjusted to provide access to those areas
of the rivers that the TWC is most interested, so stay tuned for updates. I mainly wanted to get the dates on everyone's
radar screen before things start to get booked up. Thanks to all of you for your contribution to the Saluda IFIM study.
Shane
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Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Alison Guth
Tuesday, May 01, 2007 3:00 PM
Tommy Boozer; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill
Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson; David Price; Dick
Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); J. Hamilton
Hagood; Jay Schabacher ; Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Joel Huggins ;
John and Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Larry
Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria;
Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Roger Hovis ; Skeet Mills ;
Stan Jones (sjones@imichotels.net); Stephan Curry; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes
Draft Safety RCG Notes

Hello All,
Attached are the draft Safety RCG meeting notes from April 18th. Please have any additions or corrections back to me by
May 15th. Thanks, Alison

2007-4-18 draft
Meeting Minute...

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator

Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive
Suite 21A
West Columbia, SC 29170
P: (803) 822-3177
F: (803) 822-3183
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MEETING NOTES
SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY
SALUDA HYDRO PROJECT RELICENSING
SAFETY RESOURCE GROUP
SCE&G Training Center
April 18, 2007
Draft acg 4-27-07

ATTENDEES:
Alison Guth, Kleinschmidt Associates
Dave Anderson, Kleinschmidt Associates
Bill Argentieri, SCE&G
Randy Mahan, SCANA Services, Inc.
Tommy Boozer, SCE&G
Stephen Curry, Columbia Fire Dept.
Steve Bell, Lake Watch
Karen Kustafik, COC Parks
Jay Schabacher, LMA
Kenneth Fox, LMA
Tony Bebber, SCPRT
Joy Downs, LMA
David Price, LMPS
Malcolm Leaphart, TU
Bret Hoffman, Kleinschmidt Associates
Bill Mathias, LMA & LMPS
Bill Marshall, SCDNR, LSSRAC
Charlene Coleman, American Whitewater
Patrick Moore, SCCCL, Am. Rivers
Mike Waddell, TU
Jenn ORourke, SCWF
Norm Nicholson, Lexington Co. Sheriffs Dept.
Marty Phillips, Kleinschmidt Associates (via conference call)

HOMEWORK ITEMS:
 Draft a letter to DNR requesting clarification on several issues regarding shoal markers on
Lake Murray - Dave Anderson
 To discuss settlement agreement options with DNR regarding the shoal marker issue –
SCE&G
 Update the Issue Recommendation on Warning System for the LSR per group comments –
Dave Anderson
 Update Issue Matrix – Dave Anderson
 Update Safety and Outreach Programs document per group recommendations – Marty
Phillips
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

rd

3 Quarter 2007 – Meeting Date TBA

MEETING NOTES:

Dave opened the meeting and the group briefly reviewed the agenda items that were to be discussed
during the course of the meeting. Dave noted that they would start off by discussing the issues
regarding shoal markers on Lake Murray.
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SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY
SALUDA HYDRO PROJECT RELICENSING
SAFETY RESOURCE GROUP
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Dave noted that the main concern that has been expressed by the group regarding shoal markers on
Lake Murray is that there is a problem in marking hazards due to lake fluctuations. Dave explained
that he had researched the FERC e-library and found two documents that may provide some insight
on how other projects have dealt with this issue. One document was from the Coosa and Warrior
relicensing and one document was from the final settlement agreement at the Yadkin Project. At
Yadkin, they have proposed to work with NCWRC (North Carolina Wildlife Resources
Commission) in provided funding for buoy installation and maintenance. Dave explained that the
Coosa Warrior document addresses 7 different reservoirs, however it may provide the group with
ideas on how to address this issue. Dave asked the group if there were any other ideas on how to
resolve the shoal marker issue. Steve Bell noted that he does not as concerned with how the shoals
are marked at summer lake levels, however, he does have an issue with how the shoals are marked
when the lake levels go down and also what would happen if DNR pulls out of the program on Lake
Murray.
The group continued to discuss this issue and a few individuals expressed that DNR does not have
the manpower to keep up with buoy placement and repair, even if money was provided. Joy Downs
asked if the agreement with DNR to maintain the buoys on Lake Murray was semi-formal. Tommy
Boozer explained that although SCDNR has committed to maintain the buoys, there was no legal,
binding agreement that they had to do so. Tommy also pointed out that DNR performs the buoy
placement on many other lakes and any funding that was contributed to DNR for the placement of
buoys would need to carry with it the requirement that that money would only be spent on the
program for Lake Murray. Dave noted that it had been discussed that the Safety RCG would
continue after relicensing and that they could then set the priorities for buoy placement on Lake
Murray at their meetings.
The group discussed the option of hiring third party contractor to work under the supervision of
DNR. Patrick Moore pointed out that the FERC would not be able to agree to a third party
contractor in a settlement agreement. Dave asked the group if there was a current process by which
a homeowner or lake user could put in a request for a hazard marker. Tommy explained that they
frequently receive calls reporting problems with existing shoal markers which they subsequently
contact Skeet Mills from DNR about. Norm Nichols explained that DNR owned two buoy boats
that the used for the entire state and they had been on Lake Murray twice last week, although he
was unsure how often the frequented the Lake. Bill Mathias noted that Skeet had informed him that
54 percent of the navigational aids in the state are located on Lake Murray.
Steve Bell noted that it would be SCE&G’s responsibility to mark the Lake if the state did not.
Randy Mahan noted that at this point he did not believe they could mark the waters of South
Carolina and would not want to assume that liability. He continued to explain that there are some
things that the government can and should do, one of which is providing highway markers and
markers on the waters of the State. He noted that if it is a funding issue then they may need to look
into providing some level of funding to the DNR for that issue. It was also noted that it may be
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possible to rally for legislation that either releases SCE&G from any kind of liability or would
require SCDNR to upkeep this program.
Dave noted that he/and or the Hazardous Areas TWC would contact Dick Christie with some of the
questions that the group had about marking the shoals. Dave noted that he would ask Dick about
the agency funding of the program. He would also ask DNR to better define what they meant in the
July 6, 1999 letter regarding shoal markers on Lake Murray. Dave also noted that he would ask
DNR to define the difference between “aids to navigation” vs. “hazard markers”. He would also
ask DNR for their definition of a shoal. Dave noted that SCE&G would work with DNR separately
regarding on an agreement for shoal markers.
After a short break, the group discussed the Lower Saluda River Warning System
Recommendations. Malcolm Leaphart had submitted a few questions via email and the group
briefly discussed these. One of Malcolm’s questions was regarding where the float switches that
trigger the sirens are located on the LSR. Bill Argentieri noted that the float switch for the sirens at
Saluda Shoals and Metts Landing is located at the USGS gage about a ¼ of a mile upstream. Bill
continued to explain that the sirens by Millrace, Shandon Rapids, and the railroad tracks are all
activated by a float switch located near Candi Lane.
Dave had put together an illustration of the LSR in which the areas that the group had indicated the
majority of the recreational activity occurs on are highlighted in red. Bill Argentieri again asked
Trout Unlimited representatives (Malcolm Leaphart and Mike Waddell) if the areas highlighted in
red covered the areas that they typically fish in. Malcolm replied that they fish on the entire length
of the river. Patrick also recommended that an emergency exit light be placed at Gardendale that
would indicate to non-expert boaters the need to exit the waters due to a release.
There were some questions on why all of the sirens were not activated as soon as there was a release
at the plant. It was explained that for the areas by the zoo, at times it would take several hours for
the water to rise significantly in that area. Malcolm asked the group if there could be a warning for
when water was released at the plant as well as a warning when the water started to rise in the
immediate vicinity. Malcolm noted that he would like a clearer idea of how much flow was
released; he continued to explain that if it was around 400 cfs he may be able to stay in the water
and continue with his activities. Bill noted that he believed it was more important that they make
sure there is a good coverage area on the river. He continued to explain that it needed to be clear
that when the siren went off, individuals should exit the water, and not try and gage how long they
remained in the water before exiting. Charlene Coleman with American Whitewater agreed, noting
that there only needs to be one light, which indicates when to exit the waters. She noted that
complex combinations of lights and sirens that depicted flow levels would only serve to confuse the
majority of the individuals recreating on the river. Karen Kustafik also agreed and noted that the
more detailed information was something that may be more appropriate on the website or in the
phone tree message.
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Malcolm noted that he would like to clarify that it may be important for different river users to
know how much water was coming down the river because individuals with Jon boats may have an
issue negotiating back up the river safely during high flows. Bill A. replied that they were
discussing emergency take out points under the Recreation TWC.
Steve asked for an explanation from Dave on how the Issue Recommendation for Warning System
for Rising Water on the Lower Saluda River was put together. Dave noted that he had put it
together based on the groups recommendations during the meetings and sent it back out to the group
to comment on. Steve noted that he was not agreeable to the wording in the document that stated
Saluda would be used for reserve. Dave noted that if SCE&G was going to be putting in a multimillion dollar warning system in the river, it would be important for them to have the
recommendation to keep reserve capacity.
The group discussed the benefits of reserve capacity to the lake homeowners and Joy Downs noted
that reserve was more beneficial to the lake levels than peaking. However, Malcolm noted that in
his opinion, when the facility was used for peaking, they did not see high flows as often. Randy
pointed out that the data indicates that they rarely run Saluda up to 18,000 cfs. Mike Waddell asked
if the operations model will provide the group with travel times of different flows. Bret Hoffman
noted that they could run a few transient travel times using the model, but it would be modeled data
and could have some inconsistencies due to the many variables involved. It was also asked that the
model be used to look at the ramping of flows. Bret pointed out that initially the data indicated that
it would take the better part of the day in order to allow the river to rise slowly using ramping. He
continued to explain that 15 or 30 minute ramping increments probably will not significantly affect
the rate of river rise, depending on where one was located on the river.
The group discussed changes to the Issue Recommendation for warning sirens. It was noted that if
the sentence on reserve generation were removed, than the document would be more agreeable to
the group. It was also noted that a recommendation of a warning device at Gardendale be placed in
the document, as well.
Bill A. noted that it had been discussed that there may be a need at some locations for strobe lights
instead of warning sirens. The group agreed and noted that this would be left up to the discretion of
SCE&G.
After lunch the group then discussed the Safety and Outreach Programs. Dave noted that one of the
purposes of the document is to put in place a safety group that will continue beyond relicensing.
Dave noted that the document also reviews current public outreach efforts, as well as those planned
for the future. It was further clarified that if the Safety Program was kept out of the license the
group would have more local control of it. Joy explained a little about the safety committee that
met previously and noted Lee Barber could provide more detail on it if needed. The group noted
that it may be beneficial to add more detail into the document that discussed the previous
committee. It was also noted that there was a safety committee associated with the Lower Saluda
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Scenic River Advisory Council that developed/constructed the kiosks, painted poles, and map of the
LSR.
Marty Phillips was available by conference call to guide the group through the document. Marty
noted that her goal was to try to make the document as brief as possible, but still provide enough
information for a clear understanding of the programs that are in place. Marty explained that in
Section 3 of the document, they attempted to separate out the regulatory authorities, as well as what
the laws and regulations were. Marty asked the group if it was necessary to list the specific laws, or
if that section could be generalized. After some discussion it was noted that the document should
generally define what authorities have jurisdiction and generally how the laws apply.
Marty then asked the group what the lifespan of the document should be. Bill Mathias noted that he
believed it should be reviewed annually and amended where appropriate. Bill M. also explained
that he believed that the safety group should meet on a quarterly basis. The group noted that since
the document would be reviewed annually, the document could be very specific as to what federal,
state and local entities would be involved and their responsibilities. The group briefly mentioned a
few agencies involved, such as DHEC and SLED as State entities, and EMS, the sheriff, the cornier,
the city police and the county police at the local level, and the National Weather Service at the
federal level. Jay Schabacher noted that it may be helpful to put agency contact information in the
document. Marty suggested that it may be provided separately, and noted that there was the
concern that someone may use this as an emergency reference document. The group agreed that
contact information should be provided as an appendix.
The group then discussed the existing safety measures on Lake Murray. Marty asked the group if
there were any safety measures, that were not currently listed, that needed to be included in the
document. Bill M. suggested including an item referring to the Lake Murray Power Squadron and
their vessel safety checks, safe boating checklists, and training programs. Charlene also mentioned
the American Canoeist Association that certifies on whitewater and flatwater. She pointed out that
the American Whitewater webpage provides descriptions of rapids, as well. Sea tow and Boat US
were also listed as a resource. Marty discussed the existing outreach section with the group, and it
was noted that the Lake Murray Association needed to be added to that section. Dave asked the
group if there were additional outreach efforts that needed to be listed in this section and the group
concluded their discussions on this document.
Dave explained that he has still had some difficulty with obtaining accident data from DNR.
Tommy noted that he would assist Dave with his efforts on this. Dave also noted that Patrick had
requested that the group put the ramping of non reserve call flows as part of the safety measures.
Bill Marshall asked the group if, operationally, ramping rates could be considered under a nonemergency reserve situation. Randy noted that any restriction on the ability to attain the flow that
was needed could be a restriction on economics. However, Randy noted that this may be something
that is worth looking at under lake level management conditions. Bret noted that they could use the
operations model to look at the possibility of ramping during non-emergency lake level
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management situations. Bret then asked the group what a reasonable rate of water rise would be.
The group noted that the Downstream Flows TWC would look at this during their recreational flow
assessment scheduled during mid-May.
The group concluded discussions on the agenda items and began to decide on future meeting dates.
It was noted that the next meeting would probably occur around the third quarter of the year. Dave
noted that he would update the issues matrix and send it around to the group.
Meeting Adjourned
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ATTENDEES:
Alison Guth, Kleinschmidt Associates
Dave Anderson, Kleinschmidt Associates
Bill Argentieri, SCE&G
Randy Mahan, SCANA Services, Inc.
Tommy Boozer, SCE&G
Stephen Curry, Columbia Fire Dept.
Steve Bell, Lake Watch
Karen Kustafik, COC Parks
Jay Schabacher, LMA
Kenneth Fox, LMA
Tony Bebber, SCPRT
Joy Downs, LMA
David Price, LMPS
Malcolm Leaphart, TU
Bret Hoffman, Kleinschmidt Associates
Bill Mathias, LMA & LMPS
Bill Marshall, SCDNR, LSSRAC
Charlene Coleman, American Whitewater
Patrick Moore, SCCCL, Am. Rivers
Mike Waddell, TU
Jenn ORourke, SCWF
Norm Nicholson, Lexington Co. Sheriffs Dept.
Marty Phillips, Kleinschmidt Associates (via conference call)

HOMEWORK ITEMS:
 Draft a letter to DNR requesting clarification on several issues regarding shoal markers on
Lake Murray - Dave Anderson
 To discuss settlement agreement options with DNR regarding the shoal marker issue –
SCE&G
 Update the Issue Recommendation on Warning System for the LSR per group comments –
Dave Anderson
 Update Issue Matrix – Dave Anderson
 Update Safety and Outreach Programs document per group recommendations – Marty
Phillips
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

rd

3 Quarter 2007 – Meeting Date TBA

MEETING NOTES:

Dave opened the meeting and the group briefly reviewed the agenda items that were to be discussed
during the course of the meeting. Dave noted that they would start off by discussing the issues
regarding shoal markers on Lake Murray.
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Dave noted that the main concern that has been expressed by the group regarding shoal markers on
Lake Murray is that there is a problem in marking hazards due to lake fluctuations. Dave explained
that he had researched the FERC e-library and found two documents that may provide some insight
on how other projects have dealt with this issue. One document was from the Coosa and Warrior
relicensing and one document was from the final settlement agreement at the Yadkin Project. At
Yadkin, they have proposed to work with NCWRC (North Carolina Wildlife Resources
Commission) in provided funding for buoy installation and maintenance. Dave explained that the
Coosa Warrior document addresses 7 different reservoirs, however it may provide the group with
ideas on how to address this issue. Dave asked the group if there were any other ideas on how to
resolve the shoal marker issue. Steve Bell noted that he does not as concerned with how the shoals
are marked at summer lake levels, however, he does have an issue with how the shoals are marked
when the lake levels go down and also what would happen if DNR pulls out of the program on Lake
Murray.
The group continued to discuss this issue and a few individuals expressed that DNR does not have
the manpower to keep up with buoy placement and repair, even if money was provided. Joy Downs
asked if the agreement with DNR to maintain the buoys on Lake Murray was semi-formal. Tommy
Boozer explained that although SCDNR has committed to maintain the buoys, there was no legal,
binding agreement that they had to do so. Tommy also pointed out that DNR performs the buoy
placement on many other lakes and any funding that was contributed to DNR for the placement of
buoys would need to carry with it the requirement that that money would only be spent on the
program for Lake Murray. Dave noted that it had been discussed that the Safety RCG would
continue after relicensing and that they could then set the priorities for buoy placement on Lake
Murray at their meetings.
The group discussed the option of hiring third party contractor to work under the supervision of
DNR. Patrick Moore pointed out that the FERC would not be able to agree to a third party
contractor in a settlement agreement. Dave asked the group if there was a current process by which
a homeowner or lake user could put in a request for a hazard marker. Tommy explained that they
frequently receive calls reporting problems with existing shoal markers which they subsequently
contact Skeet Mills from DNR about. Norm Nichols explained that DNR owned two buoy boats
that the used for the entire state and they had been on Lake Murray twice last week, although he
was unsure how often the frequented the Lake. Bill Mathias noted that Skeet had informed him that
54 percent of the navigational aids in the state are located on Lake Murray.
Steve Bell noted that it would be SCE&G’s responsibility to mark the Lake if the state did not.
Randy Mahan noted that at this point he did not believe they could mark the waters of South
Carolina and would not want to assume that liability. He continued to explain that there are some
things that the government can and should do, one of which is providing highway markers and
markers on the waters of the State. He noted that if it is a funding issue then they may need to look
into providing some level of funding to the DNR for that issue. It was also noted that it may be
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possible to rally for legislation that either releases SCE&G from any kind of liability or would
require SCDNR to upkeep this program.
Dave noted that he/and or the Hazardous Areas TWC would contact Dick Christie with some of the
questions that the group had about marking the shoals. Dave noted that he would ask Dick about
the agency funding of the program. He would also ask DNR to better define what they meant in the
July 6, 1999 letter regarding shoal markers on Lake Murray. Dave also noted that he would ask
DNR to define the difference between “aids to navigation” vs. “hazard markers”. He would also
ask DNR for their definition of a shoal. Dave noted that SCE&G would work with DNR separately
regarding on an agreement for shoal markers.
After a short break, the group discussed the Lower Saluda River Warning System
Recommendations. Malcolm Leaphart had submitted a few questions via email and the group
briefly discussed these. One of Malcolm’s questions was regarding where the float switches that
trigger the sirens are located on the LSR. Bill Argentieri noted that the float switch for the sirens at
Saluda Shoals and Metts Landing is located at the USGS gage about a ¼ of a mile upstream. Bill
continued to explain that the sirens by Millrace, Shandon Rapids, and the railroad tracks are all
activated by a float switch located near Candi Lane.
Dave had put together an illustration of the LSR in which the areas that the group had indicated the
majority of the recreational activity occurs on are highlighted in red. Bill Argentieri again asked
Trout Unlimited representatives (Malcolm Leaphart and Mike Waddell) if the areas highlighted in
red covered the areas that they typically fish in. Malcolm replied that they fish on the entire length
of the river. Patrick also recommended that an emergency exit light be placed at Gardendale that
would indicate to non-expert boaters the need to exit the waters due to a release.
There were some questions on why all of the sirens were not activated as soon as there was a release
at the plant. It was explained that for the areas by the zoo, at times it would take several hours for
the water to rise significantly in that area. Malcolm asked the group if there could be a warning for
when water was released at the plant as well as a warning when the water started to rise in the
immediate vicinity. Malcolm noted that he would like a clearer idea of how much flow was
released; he continued to explain that if it was around 400 cfs he may be able to stay in the water
and continue with his activities. Bill noted that he believed it was more important that they make
sure there is a good coverage area on the river. He continued to explain that it needed to be clear
that when the siren went off, individuals should exit the water, and not try and gage how long they
remained in the water before exiting. Charlene Coleman with American Whitewater agreed, noting
that there only needs to be one light, which indicates when to exit the waters. She noted that
complex combinations of lights and sirens that depicted flow levels would only serve to confuse the
majority of the individuals recreating on the river. Karen Kustafik also agreed and noted that the
more detailed information was something that may be more appropriate on the website or in the
phone tree message.
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Malcolm noted that he would like to clarify that it may be important for different river users to
know how much water was coming down the river because individuals with Jon boats may have an
issue negotiating back up the river safely during high flows. Bill A. replied that they were
discussing emergency take out points under the Recreation TWC.
Steve asked for an explanation from Dave on how the Issue Recommendation for Warning System
for Rising Water on the Lower Saluda River was put together. Dave noted that he had put it
together based on the groups recommendations during the meetings and sent it back out to the group
to comment on. Steve noted that he was not agreeable to the wording in the document that stated
Saluda would be used for reserve. Dave noted that if SCE&G was going to be putting in a multimillion dollar warning system in the river, it would be important for them to have the
recommendation to keep reserve capacity.
The group discussed the benefits of reserve capacity to the lake homeowners and Joy Downs noted
that reserve was more beneficial to the lake levels than peaking. However, Malcolm noted that in
his opinion, when the facility was used for peaking, they did not see high flows as often. Randy
pointed out that the data indicates that they rarely run Saluda up to 18,000 cfs. Mike Waddell asked
if the operations model will provide the group with travel times of different flows. Bret Hoffman
noted that they could run a few transient travel times using the model, but it would be modeled data
and could have some inconsistencies due to the many variables involved. It was also asked that the
model be used to look at the ramping of flows. Bret pointed out that initially the data indicated that
it would take the better part of the day in order to allow the river to rise slowly using ramping. He
continued to explain that 15 or 30 minute ramping increments probably will not significantly affect
the rate of river rise, depending on where one was located on the river.
The group discussed changes to the Issue Recommendation for warning sirens. It was noted that if
the sentence on reserve generation were removed, than the document would be more agreeable to
the group. It was also noted that a recommendation of a warning device at Gardendale be placed in
the document, as well.
Bill A. noted that it had been discussed that there may be a need at some locations for strobe lights
instead of warning sirens. The group agreed and noted that this would be left up to the discretion of
SCE&G.
After lunch the group then discussed the Safety and Outreach Programs. Dave noted that one of the
purposes of the document is to put in place a safety group that will continue beyond relicensing.
Dave noted that the document also reviews current public outreach efforts, as well as those planned
for the future. It was further clarified that if the Safety Program was kept out of the license the
group would have more local control of it. Joy explained a little about the safety committee that
met previously and noted Lee Barber could provide more detail on it if needed. The group noted
that it may be beneficial to add more detail into the document that discussed the previous
committee. It was also noted that there was a safety committee associated with the Lower Saluda
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Scenic River Advisory Council that developed/constructed the kiosks, painted poles, and map of the
LSR.
Marty Phillips was available by conference call to guide the group through the document. Marty
noted that her goal was to try to make the document as brief as possible, but still provide enough
information for a clear understanding of the programs that are in place. Marty explained that in
Section 3 of the document, they attempted to separate out the regulatory authorities, as well as what
the laws and regulations were. Marty asked the group if it was necessary to list the specific laws, or
if that section could be generalized. After some discussion it was noted that the document should
generally define what authorities have jurisdiction and generally how the laws apply.
Marty then asked the group what the lifespan of the document should be. Bill Mathias noted that he
believed it should be reviewed annually and amended where appropriate. Bill M. also explained
that he believed that the safety group should meet on a quarterly basis. The group noted that since
the document would be reviewed annually, the document could be very specific as to what federal,
state and local entities would be involved and their responsibilities. The group briefly mentioned a
few agencies involved, such as DHEC and SLED as State entities, and EMS, the sheriff, the cornier,
the city police and the county police at the local level, and the National Weather Service at the
federal level. Jay Schabacher noted that it may be helpful to put agency contact information in the
document. Marty suggested that it may be provided separately, and noted that there was the
concern that someone may use this as an emergency reference document. The group agreed that
contact information should be provided as an appendix.
The group then discussed the existing safety measures on Lake Murray. Marty asked the group if
there were any safety measures, that were not currently listed, that needed to be included in the
document. Bill M. suggested including an item referring to the Lake Murray Power Squadron and
their vessel safety checks, safe boating checklists, and training programs. Charlene also mentioned
the American Canoeist Association that certifies on whitewater and flatwater. She pointed out that
the American Whitewater webpage provides descriptions of rapids, as well. Sea tow and Boat US
were also listed as a resource. Marty discussed the existing outreach section with the group, and it
was noted that the Lake Murray Association needed to be added to that section. Dave asked the
group if there were additional outreach efforts that needed to be listed in this section and the group
concluded their discussions on this document.
Dave explained that he has still had some difficulty with obtaining accident data from DNR.
Tommy noted that he would assist Dave with his efforts on this. Dave also noted that Patrick had
requested that the group put the ramping of non reserve call flows as part of the safety measures.
Bill Marshall asked the group if, operationally, ramping rates could be considered under a nonemergency reserve situation. Randy noted that any restriction on the ability to attain the flow that
was needed could be a restriction on economics. However, Randy noted that this may be something
that is worth looking at under lake level management conditions. Bret noted that they could use the
operations model to look at the possibility of ramping during non-emergency lake level
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management situations. Bret then asked the group what a reasonable rate of water rise would be.
The group noted that the Downstream Flows TWC would look at this during their recreational flow
assessment scheduled during mid-May.
The group concluded discussions on the agenda items and began to decide on future meeting dates.
It was noted that the next meeting would probably occur around the third quarter of the year. Dave
noted that he would update the issues matrix and send it around to the group.
Meeting Adjourned
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Kacie Jensen
From:

LEAPHART,JR., MALCOLML [MALCOLML@mailbox.sc.edu]

Sent:

Tuesday, April 17, 2007 10:49 AM

To:

Dave Anderson; Tommy Boozer; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill;
BARGENTIERI@scana.com; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; David
Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); J. Hamilton
Hagood; Jay Schabacher ; Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Joel Huggins ; John and
Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; turnerle@dhec.sc.gov;
Lee Barber; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore;
RMAHAN@scana.com; Roger Hovis ; Skeet Mills ; sjones@imichotels.net; Steve Bell; Suzanne
Rhodes

Subject: RE: Documents for Review
Dave,
There are several key questions about the current warning system that still to be discussed at the Safety RCG
meeting on Wednesday concerning the alarm system on the LSR, the new website of planned releases and the
planned 'call' system:
-- Where are the float switches located in reference to the warning system (that is, how many yards upstream
from each of those are the switches)?
-- How much warning time is given by the current system with the float switches upstream from the warning
devices at different flow release levels? A chart with the warning times given for at least each incremented of
1,000 cfs from minimum to maximum flows is needed to evaluated whether or not the current system is providing
adequate warnings. This question has been asked before and a chart showing this information is overdue for
evaluation and discussion...

-- Why is the warning system based on float switches instead of being activated as water is released
from the dam? If it is feared that warnings given more than 30 minutes in advance would be ignored, a
simple lighting system using yellow to mean water has been released at the dam, and red to indicate that
the releases were reaching an area (float switches had been activated?) to maximize the warning times
for the public. The sirens could be used to further alert for red conditions if those are not considered
public nuisances and are to be used in the future.
-- The draft you sent does not distinguish clearly between the purposes of the current warning system
and the proposed 'call' system. It should be clearly noted that the 'call' system is for planning purposes,
but will not help most river users once they reach the river (at least not until waterproof cell phones or
laptops become more commonplace...). The purpose of the current warning system should be clearly
noted as providing meaningful information/alerts for people already on the river so that they have
adequate time to exit the river before higher flows threaten their safety. And as long as there can be
large, unplanned releases at any time that were not posted on the new website, the 'call' system is of no
value to those who are already on the river (and not carrying laptops and cell phones...). The point being
that the proposed call system will not complement the current warning system for those already on the
river. It can provide a valuable alert for planning in conjunction to the website which should also be
updated whenever a call is sent out. That website has not been updated daily since coming on line and
that failure tends to destroy its use and credibility. Daily updates should be made as a mimumum to it,
and any alerts sent through a new call system should also be posted to the website at the same time that
an alert is sent out.
I'm sure there are other questions and viewpoints from others and would appreciate you moderating the
April 18 Safety RCG meeting to ensure that adequate time is available for these and other critical public
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safety issues.

Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Mon 4/16/2007 2:37 PM
To: Tommy Boozer; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias;
Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson; David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke;
Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); J. Hamilton Hagood; Jay Schabacher ; Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim
Devereaux; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox;
turnerle@dhec.sc.gov; Lee Barber; LEAPHART,JR., MALCOLML; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson;
Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Roger Hovis ; Skeet Mills ; sjones@imichotels.net; Steve Bell;
Suzanne Rhodes
Subject: Documents for Review
Safety RCG Members:
Attached are a couple of the documents we will be using during our meeting on Wednesday. Following the
agenda:
Placement and Maintenance of Shoal Markers - I know I have said that this issue could not be resolved until we
hear about what the final minimum lake level might be (given that shoal areas will exist somewhere on the lake at
all elevations). However, I would like us to spend our time on Wednesday discussing possible resolutions to this
issue. If you remember, there were a number of letters that we have seen regarding the issue from FERC,
SCE&G, and Lake Watch. These are attached to the April 18, 2006 meeting notes:
http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/documents/2006-04-18MeetingNotes-SafetyFINAL.pdf
I have done some research on how other relicensings have resolved the issue by searching for "hazard markers",
"shoal markers", "unmarked hazards", and "hazards". Attached are two examples of how other utilities have
resolved the issue. One is from the Yadkin settlement and the other is from the Coosa Project License
Application; I am not sure how FERC will rule in both cases, but this is one way we could resolve the issue. I am
open to other ideas and encourage you to research any other ways that hydroelectric owners have dealt with the
issue.
<<Coosa Project Public Safety Recommendation.pdf>> <<Yadkin Project Settlement Agreement.pdf>>
Lower Saluda River Warning System Recommendation - We have discussed this issue several times over the
past year and I have put together a draft recommendation to begin to finalize our resolution of the issue. Once
this recommendation is finalized and agreed to by the RCG, it will be included in the license application and also
be a part of any settlement agreement.
<<LSR Warning System Issue Recommendation (2007-04-16;DRAFT).pdf>>
I will be sending a draft of the Safety and Outreach Programs shortly. We will be using the afternoon session to
discuss this document.
Let me know if you have any questions.
Dave
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Kacie Jensen
From:

LEAPHART,JR., MALCOLML [MALCOLML@mailbox.sc.edu]

Sent:

Tuesday, April 17, 2007 10:49 AM

To:

Dave Anderson; Tommy Boozer; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill;
BARGENTIERI@scana.com; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; David
Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); J. Hamilton
Hagood; Jay Schabacher ; Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Joel Huggins ; John and
Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; turnerle@dhec.sc.gov;
Lee Barber; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore;
RMAHAN@scana.com; Roger Hovis ; Skeet Mills ; sjones@imichotels.net; Steve Bell; Suzanne
Rhodes

Subject: RE: Documents for Review
Dave,
There are several key questions about the current warning system that still to be discussed at the Safety RCG
meeting on Wednesday concerning the alarm system on the LSR, the new website of planned releases and the
planned 'call' system:
-- Where are the float switches located in reference to the warning system (that is, how many yards upstream
from each of those are the switches)?
-- How much warning time is given by the current system with the float switches upstream from the warning
devices at different flow release levels? A chart with the warning times given for at least each incremented of
1,000 cfs from minimum to maximum flows is needed to evaluated whether or not the current system is providing
adequate warnings. This question has been asked before and a chart showing this information is overdue for
evaluation and discussion...

-- Why is the warning system based on float switches instead of being activated as water is released
from the dam? If it is feared that warnings given more than 30 minutes in advance would be ignored, a
simple lighting system using yellow to mean water has been released at the dam, and red to indicate that
the releases were reaching an area (float switches had been activated?) to maximize the warning times
for the public. The sirens could be used to further alert for red conditions if those are not considered
public nuisances and are to be used in the future.
-- The draft you sent does not distinguish clearly between the purposes of the current warning system
and the proposed 'call' system. It should be clearly noted that the 'call' system is for planning purposes,
but will not help most river users once they reach the river (at least not until waterproof cell phones or
laptops become more commonplace...). The purpose of the current warning system should be clearly
noted as providing meaningful information/alerts for people already on the river so that they have
adequate time to exit the river before higher flows threaten their safety. And as long as there can be
large, unplanned releases at any time that were not posted on the new website, the 'call' system is of no
value to those who are already on the river (and not carrying laptops and cell phones...). The point being
that the proposed call system will not complement the current warning system for those already on the
river. It can provide a valuable alert for planning in conjunction to the website which should also be
updated whenever a call is sent out. That website has not been updated daily since coming on line and
that failure tends to destroy its use and credibility. Daily updates should be made as a mimumum to it,
and any alerts sent through a new call system should also be posted to the website at the same time that
an alert is sent out.
I'm sure there are other questions and viewpoints from others and would appreciate you moderating the
April 18 Safety RCG meeting to ensure that adequate time is available for these and other critical public
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safety issues.

Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Mon 4/16/2007 2:37 PM
To: Tommy Boozer; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias;
Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson; David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke;
Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); J. Hamilton Hagood; Jay Schabacher ; Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim
Devereaux; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox;
turnerle@dhec.sc.gov; Lee Barber; LEAPHART,JR., MALCOLML; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson;
Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Roger Hovis ; Skeet Mills ; sjones@imichotels.net; Steve Bell;
Suzanne Rhodes
Subject: Documents for Review
Safety RCG Members:
Attached are a couple of the documents we will be using during our meeting on Wednesday. Following the
agenda:
Placement and Maintenance of Shoal Markers - I know I have said that this issue could not be resolved until we
hear about what the final minimum lake level might be (given that shoal areas will exist somewhere on the lake at
all elevations). However, I would like us to spend our time on Wednesday discussing possible resolutions to this
issue. If you remember, there were a number of letters that we have seen regarding the issue from FERC,
SCE&G, and Lake Watch. These are attached to the April 18, 2006 meeting notes:
http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/documents/2006-04-18MeetingNotes-SafetyFINAL.pdf
I have done some research on how other relicensings have resolved the issue by searching for "hazard markers",
"shoal markers", "unmarked hazards", and "hazards". Attached are two examples of how other utilities have
resolved the issue. One is from the Yadkin settlement and the other is from the Coosa Project License
Application; I am not sure how FERC will rule in both cases, but this is one way we could resolve the issue. I am
open to other ideas and encourage you to research any other ways that hydroelectric owners have dealt with the
issue.
<<Coosa Project Public Safety Recommendation.pdf>> <<Yadkin Project Settlement Agreement.pdf>>
Lower Saluda River Warning System Recommendation - We have discussed this issue several times over the
past year and I have put together a draft recommendation to begin to finalize our resolution of the issue. Once
this recommendation is finalized and agreed to by the RCG, it will be included in the license application and also
be a part of any settlement agreement.
<<LSR Warning System Issue Recommendation (2007-04-16;DRAFT).pdf>>
I will be sending a draft of the Safety and Outreach Programs shortly. We will be using the afternoon session to
discuss this document.
Let me know if you have any questions.
Dave

10/31/2007

Kacie Jensen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dave Anderson
Monday, April 16, 2007 2:37 PM
Tommy Boozer; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill
Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson; David Price; Dick
Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); J. Hamilton
Hagood; Jay Schabacher ; Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Joel Huggins ;
John and Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Larry
Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria;
Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Roger Hovis ; Skeet Mills ;
Stan Jones (sjones@imichotels.net); Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes
Documents for Review

Safety RCG Members:
Attached are a couple of the documents we will be using during our meeting on Wednesday. Following the agenda:
Placement and Maintenance of Shoal Markers - I know I have said that this issue could not be resolved until we hear
about what the final minimum lake level might be (given that shoal areas will exist somewhere on the lake at all
elevations). However, I would like us to spend our time on Wednesday discussing possible resolutions to this issue. If you
remember, there were a number of letters that we have seen regarding the issue from FERC, SCE&G, and Lake Watch.
These are attached to the April 18, 2006 meeting notes:
http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/documents/2006-04-18MeetingNotes-SafetyFINAL.pdf
I have done some research on how other relicensings have resolved the issue by searching for "hazard markers", "shoal
markers", "unmarked hazards", and "hazards". Attached are two examples of how other utilities have resolved the issue.
One is from the Yadkin settlement and the other is from the Coosa Project License Application; I am not sure how FERC
will rule in both cases, but this is one way we could resolve the issue. I am open to other ideas and encourage you to
research any other ways that hydroelectric owners have dealt with the issue.

Coosa Project
Yadkin Project
Public Safety Re... Settlement Agre...

Lower Saluda River Warning System Recommendation - We have discussed this issue several times over the past year
and I have put together a draft recommendation to begin to finalize our resolution of the issue. Once this recommendation
is finalized and agreed to by the RCG, it will be included in the license application and also be a part of any settlement
agreement.

LSR Warning
System Issue Recom...

I will be sending a draft of the Safety and Outreach Programs shortly. We will be using the afternoon session to discuss
this document.
Let me know if you have any questions.
Dave
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Issue Action Group: R2 Public Safety
IAG Recommendation
Proposal to Enhance Public Safety on APC Reservoirs
Final

June 25, 2003

Warrior and Coosa Projects Combined
The following outlines a proposal developed by Alabama Power Company (APC) and the
Alabama Marine Police (Marine Police) in consultation with other stakeholders to
enhance public safety on all of APCs FERC licensed reservoirs in the State of Alabama.
The proposal is specifically designed to address concerns raised by stakeholders and the
public during relicensing discussions and is intended to be incorporated by reference into
APC's relicensing application.
Goals:
1. Address all aspects of the public safety issue that have been raised in relicensing
(marking, education, training, control and management) at all APC reservoirs.
2. Provide for a fair, equitable and consistent distribution of resources and programs,
3. Provide a solution that allows for both short term and long term planning.
4. Allow program flexibility to address the unexpected.
5. Initiate early implementation of the program (in 2003), as opposed to waiting for
issuance of a new license (in 2007 or later).
6. Clarify public safety responsibilities.
Proposal:
1. Funding
a. APC will commit to providing an annual level of funding to the Marine Police to
enhance public safety on all APC reservoirs.
b. Funding provided by APC will be to supplement, not replace existing Marine
Police programs and existing, ongoing APC commitments.
c. Funding provided to the Marine Police may be used for a variety of activities to
enhance public safety, including but not limited to: purchase, installation, and
maintenance of hazard markers, signs, education program and public input.
d. APC will continue to maintain the markers and signs for which it is presently
responsible.

Alabama Power Company
Warrior and Coosa Relicensing
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Issue Action Group: R2 Public Safety
IAG Recommendation
Proposal to Enhance Public Safety on APC Reservoirs
Final

June 25, 2003

Warrior and Coosa Projects Combined
2. Priorities and Decision Making
a. The Marine Police shall determine and set priorities for the boater and
recreational safety programs and projects to be implemented with the contributed
funds.
b. The Marine Police will evaluate the need for all public safety programs and
measures, including requests for regulatory markers, using appropriate criteria
and standards.
c. All decisions will be made through a transparent process including opportunities
for public input.
3. Public Input and Accountability
a. The Marine Police encourage the public to communicate regularly with its
officers on APC lakes, in order to have questions answered and to provide public
safety related comments.
b. The process by which the general public may request a regulatory marker (hazard,
no wake zone, speed limit, etc.) remains unchanged. Applications are presented
to the officer(s) on the reservoir.
c. The Marine Police shall provide APC a report generally describing each safety
program and project implemented during the preceding calendar year. Copies of
this report will be provided to interested parties on request and be made available
at the annual public safety workshop described below.
d. APC agrees to host an annual public safety workshop for its reservoirs. The
Marine Police agrees to chair this meeting. The purpose of this meeting will be to
share public safety information, answer public safety questions and to discuss the
reservoirs public safety needs. This meeting will be held annually, given a
reasonable level of public interest.
e. The Marine Police will enhance its current efforts to respond consistently to
public safety issues and questions raised by the public.
f. Neither the Marine Police nor APC is responsible for marking channels with
lateral system channel markers.
g. APC is not responsible for marking hazards.

Alabama Power Company
Warrior and Coosa Relicensing
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Issue Action Group: R2 Public Safety
IAG Recommendation
Proposal to Enhance Public Safety on APC Reservoirs
Final

June 25, 2003

Warrior and Coosa Projects Combined
4. Hazard Markers
a. Requests for hazard markers will be evaluated on criteria including conditions at
full pool, amount of boater traffic, etc. If the Marine Police determine a condition
is a true hazard, the Marine Police will install and maintain appropriate marker(s).
b. If determined not to be a true hazard, the Marine Police may permit an interested
individual or group to install and maintain an appropriate marker for a personal
hazard.
c. Applicants are responsible for installing and maintaining other non-hazard
regulatory markers permitted by the Marine Police.
d. Applications that are denied will be returned with an explanation for the decision
and contact information should the applicant wish to discuss the matter further.

Alabama Power Company
Warrior and Coosa Relicensing
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reimburse the funds at a time of its discretion, but in any case on or before the 10- or 20-year
dates noted in Appendix C.

2.3.6 Recreation Safety and Enforcement
The Parties agree that within one year of the effective date of the New License the Licensee will
make a one-time contribution of $50,000 to the NCWRC to assist with the development of two
boathouse facilities, one each on High Rock and Narrows reservoirs, for enforcement purposes.
The Licensee and NCWRC will work together to identify appropriate locations for the new
boathouse facilities and to develop and execute any necessary license agreements.
The Licensee will also provide NCWRC with $2,500 annually to assist with the installation and
maintenance of buoys and other hazard markers/signs on the Project reservoirs. In the first
year following issuance of a New License, the funds will be made available within six months of
the effective date of the New License. Thereafter, the funds will be made available in July of
each year. This payment amount specified in dollars shall be deemed to be stated as of the
year 2008, and such sums shall be escalated as of January 1 of each following year (starting in
January 2009) according to the formula set forth in Section 2.3.9.

2.3.7 Assessing Future Recreational Needs
Nothing in this Relicensing Settlement Agreement (RSA) shall preclude the use of established
mechanisms for monitoring growth in recreation facility demands such as the FERC Form 80,
North Carolina State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan, and USFS recreation use
monitoring. The information generated by these processes will serve as indicators of future
recreational needs beyond those noted in this RSA.

2.3.8 Compliance with the Project’s Shoreline Management Plan
The Parties agree that any new recreational facilities or upgrades to existing facilities shall be in
accordance with the requirements of the Project’s Shoreline Management Plan.

2.3.9 Escalation of Funds
Where noted, the Parties agree that the Licensee will escalate payment amounts specified in
dollars according to the following formula:
AD=D x ((NGDP)/IGDP)
Where:
AD = Adjusted dollar amount as of January 1 of the year in which the adjustment
is made
D = Dollar amount prior to adjustment
IGDP = GDP-IPD for the third quarter of the year before the previous adjustment date (or, in the
case of the first adjustment, the third quarter of the year before the effective date of the New
License)
NGDP = GDP-IPD for the third quarter of the year before the adjustment date

Yadkin Hydroelectric Project (FERC No. 2197)
Relicensing Settlement Agreement
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“GDP-IPD” is the value published for the Gross Domestic Product Implicit Price Deflator by the
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis in the publication Survey of
Current Business, Table 7.1 (being on the basis of 2000 = 100), in the third month following the
end of the applicable quarter. If that index ceases to be published, any reasonably equivalent
index published by the Bureau of Economic Analysis may be substituted. If the base year for
GDP-IPD is changed or if publication of the index is discontinued, the Licensee will promptly
make adjustments or, if necessary, select an appropriate alternative index to achieve the same
economic effect.
Contribution amount will not be adjusted to be less than the amount from the previous year.

2.4

Shoreline Management
2.4.1 Modifications to the Existing Yadkin Shoreline Management Plan

The Parties agree that the Licensee will make modifications to the existing Yadkin Project
Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) Specifications for Private Recreation Facilities, Shoreline
Stewardship Policy, and Subdivision Access Approval, Multi-use Facility Permitting, and
Industrial Approval Procedures consistent with Appendix D.

2.4.2 Implementation of the Shoreline Management Plan Modifications
The Parties agree that the Licensee will implement the modifications to the existing SMP
referenced in Section 2.4.1 within three months of the effective date of the New License. The
Parties agree that any provisions in the existing, FERC approved SMP that are not addressed in
Appendix D remain unchanged and in full force and effect.

2.4.3 Fees
The Parties agree that the Licensee has the right to recover the cost of administering the SMP
through permit fees.

2.5

Wildlife, Aquatics, and Rare, Threatened and Endangered (RTE)
Species
2.5.1 RTE Species

The Parties agree that periodic freshwater mussel monitoring to be conducted under the Rare,
Threatened and Endangered Species Management Plan, required by Article FW-1, will be
completed within the first 10 years of the effective date of the New License and will be limited in
scope and duration so as not to exceed a total cost to the Licensee of $50,000 (in 2008 dollars)
over the term of the New License.
The Parties further agree that if, at the completion of the 10-year mussel monitoring period, the
Licensee and NCWRC agree that recruitment of the freshwater mussel species occurring in the
Falls tailwater area is not sufficient to justify continued management efforts in this location,
within one year of such a finding, the Licensee will make a one-time contribution of $50,000 to
the NCWRC to assist with its freshwater mussel management and preservation efforts
elsewhere in the watershed.
Yadkin Hydroelectric Project (FERC No. 2197)
Relicensing Settlement Agreement
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Safety Resource Conservation Group
Issue Recommendation
Warning System for Rising Water on the Lower Saluda River
DRAFT

April 16, 2007

Issue:
South Carolina Electric & Gas (SCE&G) currently operates the Saluda Project in order to
provide reserve capacity for the companys utility obligations. Project generators are
typically offline, i.e., not operating, but can be started and synchronized to the electrical
grid and can increase output immediately in response to a generator or transmission
outage on SCE&Gs system or in response to a call for reserve power from neighboring
utilities, with which the company has reserve agreements and obligations. As a result,
flows from the Saluda Project are generally unscheduled.
American Whitewater, Trout Unlimited, and American Rivers have expressed concern
over the safety of river users due to the unscheduled flows from the Project, as well as the
rates that the river level changes due to the higher flows (> 10,000 cfs). SCE&G
currently has a warning system in place that covers the area from the Riverbanks Zoo to
the confluence with the Broad River, as well as the area around James R. Metts Landing.
A float switch upstream activates the sirens. At Metts Landing the siren is activated with
a 2 inch rate of rise (ROR). The ROR is measured every 10 seconds and averaged with 5
readings over a 1-minute interval. The siren sounds for three minutes once activated.
There is a hold-off period of 16 minutes at the Metts Landing siren and an override if the
water level rises two feet during the 16-minute hold-off period; the siren will activate
again and reset itself for the next 16-minute hold-off period. A strobe light activates and
remains on for 16 minutes concurrently with the siren activation. At the Zoo location, the
siren activates with a 1 inch ROR. The sirens sound for three minutes once activated.
There is a hold-off period of 60 minutes at the Zoo location sirens and an override if the
water level rises three inches during that 60-minute hold-off period; the sirens will
activate again and then reset for the next 60-minute hold-off period. A strobe light
activates and remains on for 16 minutes concurrently with the siren activation. Sirens are
active 24 hours per day, and were tested in 2004 to calibrate the volume to cover an area
1500 feet upstream and downstream of the Zoo siren, and 500 feet upstream and
downstream of the Metts Landing siren. Since 2004 additional sirens and strobe lights
were installed downstream of the Zoo. Their activation is based on the Zoo location float
switch. Prominent warning signs posted near the strobe lights and sirens warn people
that the activation of the sirens and/or the light signals potentially dangerous conditions
caused by a rising water level. SCE&G is also currently testing an electronic call system
that is initiated upon the start of generation at Saluda Hydro. Once activated, a message
is sent to selected individuals via e-mail and telephone, alerting them to the change in
flow. Information about current and planned operations is also provided on a website
maintained by SCE&G.

Safety Resource Conservation Group
Issue Recommendation
Warning System for Rising Water on the Lower Saluda River
DRAFT

April 16, 2007

Recommendation:
SCE&G will continue to operate the Saluda Project to meet reserve capacity for the
companys utility obligations. In order to mitigate the effects of this mode of operation,
SCE&G proposes to:
1. Continue to work with river users to make the current warning system on the river
more effective;
2. Implement the electronic call system for the general public to alert of generation
releases;
3. Install additional warning devices on the lower Saluda River that will provide
auditory and/or visual warning from the tailrace of the dam to Corley Island, as
well as from I-26 to the confluence with the Broad River (see Figure 1);
4. Continue to implement and improve the website providing current and planned
operations of the Saluda Project; and
5. Coordinate with swiftwater rescue training agencies to determine an annual
schedule for training personnel. Training will involve an estimated 2 days of
training with flows of 8,000 CFS for approximately 10 hours each day.

Carl Bussells
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Suzanne Rhodes [suzrhodes@juno.com]
Sunday, September 09, 2007 4:15 PM
Dave Anderson
bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net; Alison Guth; BARGENTIERI@scana.com;
TBOOZER@scana.com; Alan Stuart; RMAHAN@scana.com; Bret Hoffman; bill25
@sc.rr.com; pricedc@dhec.sc.gov; wardg@dnr.sc.gov; taylora@dnr.sc.gov;
lmbrite@lexhealth.org; jimc@scccl.org; suzrhodes@juno.com; mwaddell@esri.sc.edu;
skfox@sc.rr.com; dlandis1@sc.rr.com; elymay2@aol.com; MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov
RE: Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes

Does Kleinschmidt plan to have a meeting of the Hazardous Areas TWC?
It does not appear to me that there is a plan for hazards when lake levels are lower than
optimum. I hope a meeting can be scheduled. If you wish to have a weightier letter from
SCWF, I can begin that process - just let me know. Thanks.
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Carl Bussells
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Alan Stuart
Sunday, September 09, 2007 7:00 PM
Suzanne Rhodes; Dave Anderson
bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net; Alison Guth; BARGENTIERI@scana.com;
TBOOZER@scana.com; RMAHAN@scana.com; Bret Hoffman; bill25@sc.rr.com;
pricedc@dhec.sc.gov; wardg@dnr.sc.gov; taylora@dnr.sc.gov; lmbrite@lexhealth.org;
jimc@scccl.org; mwaddell@esri.sc.edu; skfox@sc.rr.com; dlandis1@sc.rr.com; elymay2
@aol.com; MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov
RE: Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes

Hi Suzanne,
Yes, the meeting is to follow the recreation meeting on September 13 and is planned to get started at 1:30. It is at Panera
Bread Company on Harbison. Those members of the TWC have been notified through a MS outlook email reminder.
Since you aren't on the TWC this is likely what you have not seen anything. The TWC was formed under Recreation
RCG some time back. As always you are welcome to attend.

_____
From: Suzanne Rhodes [mailto:suzrhodes@juno.com]
Sent: Sun 9/9/2007 4:14 PM
To: Dave Anderson
Cc: bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net; Alison Guth; BARGENTIERI@scana.com; TBOOZER@scana.com; Alan Stuart;
RMAHAN@scana.com; Bret Hoffman; bill25@sc.rr.com; pricedc@dhec.sc.gov; wardg@dnr.sc.gov; taylora@dnr.sc.gov;
lmbrite@lexhealth.org; jimc@scccl.org; suzrhodes@juno.com; mwaddell@esri.sc.edu; skfox@sc.rr.com; dlandis1
@sc.rr.com; elymay2@aol.com; MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov
Subject: RE: Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes

Does Kleinschmidt plan to have a meeting of the Hazardous Areas TWC?
It does not appear to me that there is a plan for hazards when lake levels are lower than optimum. I hope a meeting can
be scheduled. If you wish to have a weightier letter from SCWF, I can begin that process - just let me know. Thanks.
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jennifer Hand
Jennifer Hand; "Tommy Boozer"; "Bill Argentieri"; Dave Anderson; "David Price";
"J. Hamilton Hagood"; "Joy Downs"; "Kenneth Fox"; "Norm Nicholson"; "Steve Bell";
Alan Stuart;
RE: Saluda Relicensing: September 13, 2007 Final Navigational Aid TWC meeting notes
Friday, November 02, 2007 4:00:20 PM
2007-10-13 Meeting Notes - Navigational Aid TWC _JMS_Fina….pdf

All:
Please disregard the previous email I sent out for the September 13, 2007 Final Navigational Aid Technical Working
Committee meeting notes. I forgot to add in a few comments that were requested before the deadline. Attached
are the final meeting notes and will be posted to the Saluda Hydro relicensing website. I apologize for the
confusion.

Thanks,
Jennifer S. Hand
Kleinschmidt Associates
-----Original Message----From: Jennifer Hand
Sent: Monday, October 29, 2007 4:36 PM
To: Tommy Boozer; Bill Argentieri; Dave Anderson; David Price; J. Hamilton Hagood; Joy Downs; Kenneth Fox;
Norm Nicholson; Steve Bell; Alan Stuart
Subject: Saluda Relicensing: September 13, 2007 Final Navigational Aid TWC meeting notes
All:
Attached for your records are the September 13, 2007 Final Navigational Aid Technical Working Committee
meeting notes. As always, the meeting notes will be posted to the Saluda Hydro relicensing website.
<< File: 2007-10-13 Meeting Notes - Navigational Aid TWC _JMS_Fina….pdf >>
Thanks,
Jennifer S. Hand
Biologist
Kleinschmidt Associates
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301
Lexington, SC 29072
P:803.951.2077
F:803.951.2124

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alison Guth
"David Price";
RE: Hazardous area"s TWC meeting Panera Bread Company
Monday, September 10, 2007 11:06:39 AM

Thanks! I believe so.
-----Original Message----From: David Price [mailto:PRICEDC@dhec.sc.gov]
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2007 11:02 AM
To: Alison Guth
Subject: Re: Hazardous area's TWC meeting Panera Bread Company
Alison, I have a conflict with the date and time but I believe Bill Mathias will be attending who will also
be representing the Lake Murray Power Squadron on this TWC.
Sorry I will not be able to make the meeting but I assume there will be others concerning this issue.
David
When: Thursday, September 13, 2007 1:30 PM-4:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where: Panera Bread Company
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
Hello all,
We would like to convene a Navigation Aids TWC to continue the discussions that were held on July 31
when Col. Taylor and Glenn Ward were present. There is a Recreation TWC scheduled for Sept. 13th
which should not last all day, we would like to hold this meeting after the Recreation TWC, as several of
you will already be at the Recreation meeting.
I propose that we convene the Navigation Aids TWC at 1:30 pm. The meeting location is the conference
room at Panera Bread Company on Bower Parkway off of Harbison Blvd (1007 Bower Parkway,
Columbia, SC 29212 ). Please email me so that I will know who will be in attendance. Thanks, Alison

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alison Guth
"Kenneth and Sandy Fox";
RE: meeting
Wednesday, September 12, 2007 2:34:18 PM

I have never been there, but I believe that it is in the same small shopping center
as Boater's World.
-----Original Message----From: Kenneth and Sandy Fox [mailto:skfox@sc.rr.com]
Sent: Wednesday, September 12, 2007 2:31 PM
To: Alison Guth
Subject: meeting
Alison, I will attend the Navigational Aids TWC tomorrow afternoon. I have
not attended a meeting at the Panera Bread Company. I am familiar with
Harbison Blvd, can you direct me.
Ken Fox

From:
To:

cc:
Subject:
Date:

Elymay2@aol.com
bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net; Alan Stuart; Dave Anderson; Alison Guth;
BARGENTIERI@scana.com; TBOOZER@scana.com; RMAHAN@scana.
com; Bret Hoffman; bill25@sc.rr.com; pricedc@dhec.sc.gov; wardg@dnr.sc.
gov; taylora@dnr.sc.gov; lmbrite@lexhealth.org; jimc@scccl.org;
suzrhodes@juno.com; mwaddell@esri.sc.edu; skfox@sc.rr.com;
dlandis1@sc.rr.com; MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov;
kayakduke@bellsouth.net;
Re: Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
Saturday, September 01, 2007 8:51:04 AM

Alan and Dave

Since there was a Hazard TWC formed, I think it appropriate to convene it. We
have been remiss in asking for it to convene. All TWC's that were appointed
really need to meet at least once to make sure we have done all that has been
proposed. As I recall, we asked earlier that Skeet Mills be requested to attend
the meeting since he is truly the only person that has a really good knowledge of
all of the markers on the lake and probably also has a great deal of knowledge
as to the level they are effective. Again, I think we should request him.
Of course, as you know, LMA comes from the school that says generally there
are more hazards in a low lake than in a high lake. We know there are
exceptions to this rule but as I said, generally.
I must admit Col. Taylor's comments that the lake was marked from 345', when
possible, was a surprise to
us. We would very much like Skeet's comments on those markers Col. Taylor
went on to say that fluctuation was a big problem and even though he does not
propose to tell SCE&G how to run their lake, his comments to that effect must be
taken into consideration.
I think it is good for SCE&G and DNR to come up with a plan for marking shoals
and perhaps it is not a specific license event but since we are forming the Safety
Program , it seems a good idea to clarify the plan or program to maintain the
protocol we set 2 years ago.
I don't think it is reasonable or desirable to keep increasing the number of
markers on the lake. I do think it is prudent to consider first a minimum lake level
as high as possible to allow some markers to either be removed or not replaced
and others to be added where their seems to be a danger.
The idea to lower the lake to 350 is not necessary in our opinion to ascertain the

needed markers. We have enough experience around the lake to have
input. GPS and contour maps are available and Skeet should definitely offer
insite.
Joy

Get a sneak peek of the all-new AOL.com.

From:
To:

cc:
Subject:
Date:

Elymay2@aol.com
bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net; Alan Stuart; Dave Anderson; Alison Guth;
BARGENTIERI@scana.com; TBOOZER@scana.com; RMAHAN@scana.
com; Bret Hoffman; bill25@sc.rr.com; pricedc@dhec.sc.gov; wardg@dnr.sc.
gov; taylora@dnr.sc.gov; lmbrite@lexhealth.org; jimc@scccl.org;
suzrhodes@juno.com; mwaddell@esri.sc.edu; skfox@sc.rr.com;
dlandis1@sc.rr.com; MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov;
kayakduke@bellsouth.net;
Re: Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
Saturday, September 01, 2007 8:51:04 AM

Alan and Dave

Since there was a Hazard TWC formed, I think it appropriate to convene it. We
have been remiss in asking for it to convene. All TWC's that were appointed
really need to meet at least once to make sure we have done all that has been
proposed. As I recall, we asked earlier that Skeet Mills be requested to attend
the meeting since he is truly the only person that has a really good knowledge of
all of the markers on the lake and probably also has a great deal of knowledge
as to the level they are effective. Again, I think we should request him.
Of course, as you know, LMA comes from the school that says generally there
are more hazards in a low lake than in a high lake. We know there are
exceptions to this rule but as I said, generally.
I must admit Col. Taylor's comments that the lake was marked from 345', when
possible, was a surprise to
us. We would very much like Skeet's comments on those markers Col. Taylor
went on to say that fluctuation was a big problem and even though he does not
propose to tell SCE&G how to run their lake, his comments to that effect must be
taken into consideration.
I think it is good for SCE&G and DNR to come up with a plan for marking shoals
and perhaps it is not a specific license event but since we are forming the Safety
Program , it seems a good idea to clarify the plan or program to maintain the
protocol we set 2 years ago.
I don't think it is reasonable or desirable to keep increasing the number of
markers on the lake. I do think it is prudent to consider first a minimum lake level
as high as possible to allow some markers to either be removed or not replaced
and others to be added where their seems to be a danger.
The idea to lower the lake to 350 is not necessary in our opinion to ascertain the

needed markers. We have enough experience around the lake to have
input. GPS and contour maps are available and Skeet should definitely offer
insite.
Joy

Get a sneak peek of the all-new AOL.com.

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Alison Guth
Alison Guth; "Bill Argentieri (bargentieri@Scana.com)";
"BOOZER, THOMAS C"; Alan Stuart; RMAHAN@scana.com; Bret Hoffman;
"bill25@sc.rr.com"; "pricedc@dhec.sc.gov"; "wardg@dnr.sc.gov";
"taylora@dnr.sc.gov"; "lmbrite@lexhealth.org"; "Jim Cumberland ";
"Suzanne Rhodes"; "Mike Waddell"; "Steve Bell"; "skfox@sc.rr.com";
"dlandis1@sc.rr.com"; "Joy Downs"; "Bill Marshall"; Dave Anderson;
Final Safety RCG Meeting Notes
Wednesday, September 19, 2007 11:34:54 AM
2007-7-31 final Meeting Minutes - Safety.pdf

Hello All,
Attached are the Final meeting notes from the 7-31-07 Safety RCG Meeting. Thanks! Alison
Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator
Kleinschmidt Associates
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301
Lexington, SC 29072
Phone 803-951-2077
Fax 803-951-2124

Carl Bussells
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Hand
Friday, November 02, 2007 4:00 PM
Jennifer Hand; 'Tommy Boozer'; 'Bill Argentieri'; Dave Anderson; 'David Price'; 'J. Hamilton
Hagood'; 'Joy Downs'; 'Kenneth Fox'; 'Norm Nicholson'; 'Steve Bell'; Alan Stuart
RE: Saluda Relicensing: September 13, 2007 Final Navigational Aid TWC meeting notes

All:
Please disregard the previous email I sent out for the September 13, 2007 Final Navigational Aid Technical Working
Committee meeting notes. I forgot to add in a few comments that were requested before the deadline. Attached are the
final meeting notes and will be posted to the Saluda Hydro relicensing website. I apologize for the confusion.

2007-10-13
Meeting Notes - Na.

Thanks,
Jennifer S. Hand
Kleinschmidt Associates
-----Original Message----From:
Jennifer Hand
Sent:
Monday, October 29, 2007 4:36 PM
To:
Tommy Boozer; Bill Argentieri; Dave Anderson; David Price; J. Hamilton Hagood; Joy Downs; Kenneth Fox; Norm Nicholson; Steve
Bell; Alan Stuart
Subject:
Saluda Relicensing: September 13, 2007 Final Navigational Aid TWC meeting notes

All:
Attached for your records are the September 13, 2007 Final Navigational Aid Technical Working Committee meeting
notes. As always, the meeting notes will be posted to the Saluda Hydro relicensing website.
<< File: 2007-10-13 Meeting Notes - Navigational Aid TWC _JMS_Fina….pdf >>
Thanks,
Jennifer S. Hand
Biologist
Kleinschmidt Associates
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301
Lexington, SC 29072
P:803.951.2077
F:803.951.2124
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Carl Bussells
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jennifer Hand
Monday, October 29, 2007 3:59 PM
'Van Hoffman'; 'Bill Marshall'; Dave Anderson; 'David Hancock'; 'Dick Christie
(dchristie@comporium.net)'; 'George Duke'; Jennifer Hand; 'Jim Cumberland '; 'Joy Downs';
Kelly Maloney; 'Lee Barber'; 'Malcolm Leaphart'; Marty Phillips; 'Steve Bell'; 'Tim Vinson';
'Tommy Boozer'; 'Tony Bebber'; Alison Guth; Alan Stuart
Saluda Relicensing: September 13, 2007 Final Recreation Management meeting notes

All:
Attached for your records are the September 13, 2007 Final Recreation Management Technical Working Committee
meeting notes. I have also attached the Working Document with track changes included. The notes will be posted to the
Saluda Hydro relicensing website.

2007-9-13 Final
Recreation RCG
Meeting Notes-... Working Documen...

Thanks,
Jennifer S. Hand
Biologist
Kleinschmidt Associates
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301
Lexington, SC 29072
P:803.951.2077
F:803.951.2124
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Alison Guth
Alison Guth; "Bill Argentieri (bargentieri@Scana.com)";
"BOOZER, THOMAS C"; Alan Stuart; RMAHAN@scana.com; Bret Hoffman;
"bill25@sc.rr.com"; "pricedc@dhec.sc.gov"; "wardg@dnr.sc.gov";
"taylora@dnr.sc.gov"; "lmbrite@lexhealth.org"; "Jim Cumberland ";
"Suzanne Rhodes"; "Mike Waddell"; "Steve Bell"; "skfox@sc.rr.com";
"dlandis1@sc.rr.com"; "Joy Downs"; "Bill Marshall"; Dave Anderson;
Final Safety RCG Meeting Notes
Wednesday, September 19, 2007 11:34:54 AM
2007-7-31 final Meeting Minutes - Safety.pdf

Hello All,
Attached are the Final meeting notes from the 7-31-07 Safety RCG Meeting. Thanks! Alison
Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator
Kleinschmidt Associates
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301
Lexington, SC 29072
Phone 803-951-2077
Fax 803-951-2124

From:
To:

Subject:
Start:
End:
Location:

Alison Guth
"George Duke"; Tommy Boozer; Bill Argentieri; Dave Anderson; David Price;
J. Hamilton Hagood; Joy Downs; Kenneth Fox; Norm Nicholson; Steve Bell;
Alan Stuart;
Navigation Aids TWC
Thursday, September 13, 2007 1:30:00 PM
Thursday, September 13, 2007 4:00:00 PM
Panera Bread Company

Hello all,
We would like to convene a Navigation Aids TWC to continue the discussions that were held on July 31
when Col. Taylor and Glenn Ward were present. There is a Recreation TWC scheduled for Sept. 13th
which should not last all day, we would like to hold this meeting after the Recreation TWC, as several of
you will already be at the Recreation meeting.
I propose that we convene the Navigation Aids TWC at 1:30 pm. The meeting location is the conference
room at Panera Bread Company on Bower Parkway off of Harbison Blvd (1007 Bower Parkway,
Columbia, SC 29212 ). Please email me so that I will know who will be in attendance. Thanks, Alison

Carl Bussells
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Alan Stuart
Wednesday, September 12, 2007 11:50 AM
'Tommy Boozer'; 'Bill Argentieri'; Dave Anderson; 'David Price'; 'J. Hamilton Hagood'; 'Joy
Downs'; 'Kenneth Fox'; 'Norm Nicholson'; 'Steve Bell'; Alan Stuart
Agenda for Tomorrow's meeting

Good morning all,
Please find the attached Agenda for our Navigational Aids TWC meeting tomorrow at 1:30.
Thanks…
Alan

2007-09-13
Navigational Aids T..

Alan Stuart
Senior Licensing Coordinator

Kleinschmidt Energy and Water Resources
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301
Lexington, SC 29072
Phone: (803)951-2077
Cell 803.640.8765
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Alison Guth
"wardg@dnr.sc.gov"; "taylora@dnr.sc.gov"; Tommy Boozer; Bill Argentieri;
Dave Anderson; David Price; J. Hamilton Hagood; Joy Downs; Kenneth Fox;
Norm Nicholson; Steve Bell; Alan Stuart;
Nav. Aids Reporting Form
Friday, September 28, 2007 10:19:58 AM
Nav Aids Marking Form.doc

Good Morning All,
As you may recall, there was discussion on developing a Navigational Aids Reporting form in order to
assist DNR in locating the whereabouts of any damaged or lost buoys or any unmarked shoals on Lake
Murray. We have developed this strawman in consultation with DNR and would also like feedback from
the TWC. If you have any suggestions, please provide them by October 9th. Thanks and have a good
weekend, Alison
Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator
Kleinschmidt Associates
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301
Lexington, SC 29072
Phone 803-951-2077
Fax 803-951-2124

From:
To:
cc:

Subject:
Date:

Larry Michalec
Alan Stuart; Dave Anderson;
Alison Guth; BARGENTIERI@scana.com; TBOOZER@scana.com;
RMAHAN@scana.com; Bret Hoffman; bill25@sc.rr.com; pricedc@dhec.sc.
gov; wardg@dnr.sc.gov; taylora@dnr.sc.gov; lmbrite@lexhealth.org;
jimc@scccl.org; suzrhodes@juno.com; mwaddell@esri.sc.edu; skfox@sc.rr.
com; dlandis1@sc.rr.com; MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov; kayakduke@bellsouth.net;
Steve Bell;
Lake Murray Hazard TWC
Tuesday, September 04, 2007 4:46:58 PM

Dear Mr. Anderson and Mr. Stuart,
I am writing this morning on behalf of the Lake Murray Homeowners
Coalition, for which I serve as co-chairman of the board.
Following recent discussions regarding the TWC for lake hazards, the
Coalition feels that the TWC for Hazards be convened to investigate
marking obstructions which create unsafe navigation. Certainly these
hazards are more prevalent and impacting when water levels drop, which
is why we call for for a minimum lake level of 356-feet MSL. Assuming
that lake levels are maintained at or around 356-feet MSL, it is our
assertion that reasonable efforts can and should be made to mark
hazards. It is unreasonable to mark EVERY extending point and shallow
shore, however it is reasonable to mark off shore obstructions and hazards
that are not visible.
It is the Coalitions position that with the efforts and cooperation of the
members of the TWC should convene and work this issue.
Please feel free to contact me if there is a role for the Coalition beyond our
TWC participation.
Best Regards,
Larry Michalec
Co-Chairman, Lake Murray Homeowners Coalition.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Alison Guth
"Suzanne Rhodes";
FW: Nav. Aids Reporting Form
Wednesday, October 17, 2007 9:28:02 AM
Nav Aids Marking Form.doc

Hello Suzanne,
You must not have been on the TWC emailing list. Attached is the form below, take a few days to look
at it and just let me know. Thanks! Alison
-----Original Message----From: Alison Guth
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2007 10:20 AM
To: 'wardg@dnr.sc.gov'; 'taylora@dnr.sc.gov'; Tommy Boozer; Bill Argentieri; Dave Anderson; David
Price; J. Hamilton Hagood; Joy Downs; Kenneth Fox; Norm Nicholson; Steve Bell; Alan Stuart
Subject: Nav. Aids Reporting Form
Good Morning All,
As you may recall, there was discussion on developing a Navigational Aids Reporting form in order to
assist DNR in locating the whereabouts of any damaged or lost buoys or any unmarked shoals on Lake
Murray. We have developed this strawman in consultation with DNR and would also like feedback from
the TWC. If you have any suggestions, please provide them by October 9th. Thanks and have a good
weekend, Alison
Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator
Kleinschmidt Associates
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301
Lexington, SC 29072
Phone 803-951-2077
Fax 803-951-2124

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Alison Guth
Alison Guth; "Bill Argentieri (bargentieri@Scana.com)";
"BOOZER, THOMAS C"; Alan Stuart; RMAHAN@scana.com; Bret Hoffman;
"bill25@sc.rr.com"; "pricedc@dhec.sc.gov"; "wardg@dnr.sc.gov";
"taylora@dnr.sc.gov"; "lmbrite@lexhealth.org"; "Jim Cumberland ";
"Suzanne Rhodes"; "Mike Waddell"; "Steve Bell"; "skfox@sc.rr.com";
"dlandis1@sc.rr.com"; "Joy Downs"; "Bill Marshall"; Dave Anderson;
Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
Wednesday, August 08, 2007 2:12:21 PM
2007-7-31 draft Meeting Minutes - Safety RCG.doc

Hello All,
Attached are the draft meeting notes for the July 31 Safety RCG meeting. Please have any changes or
additions back to me by August 22nd. Thanks, Alison
Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator
Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive
Suite 21A
West Columbia, SC 29170
P: (803) 822-3177
F: (803) 822-3183

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Alison Guth
Tommy Boozer; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill;
Bill Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman;
Dave Anderson; David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke;
Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); J. Hamilton Hagood; Jay Schabacher ;
Jennifer O"Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Joel Huggins ;
John and Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec;
Kenneth Fox; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber;
Malcolm Leaphart; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson;
Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Roger Hovis ; Skeet Mills ;
Stan Jones (sjones@imichotels.net); Stephan Curry; Steve Bell;
Suzanne Rhodes;
Draft Safety RCG Notes
Tuesday, May 01, 2007 3:00:00 PM
2007-4-18 draft Meeting Minutes - Safety RCG.doc

Hello All,
Attached are the draft Safety RCG meeting notes from April 18th. Please have any additions or
corrections back to me by May 15th. Thanks, Alison
Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator
Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive
Suite 21A
West Columbia, SC 29170
P: (803) 822-3177
F: (803) 822-3183

From:
To:
cc:

Subject:
Date:

Suzanne Rhodes
Dave Anderson;
bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net; Alison Guth; BARGENTIERI@scana.com;
TBOOZER@scana.com; Alan Stuart; RMAHAN@scana.com; Bret Hoffman;
bill25@sc.rr.com; pricedc@dhec.sc.gov; wardg@dnr.sc.gov; taylora@dnr.sc.
gov; lmbrite@lexhealth.org; jimc@scccl.org; suzrhodes@juno.com;
mwaddell@esri.sc.edu; skfox@sc.rr.com; dlandis1@sc.rr.com; elymay2@aol.
com; MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov;
RE: Draft Safety RCG Meeting Notes
Sunday, September 09, 2007 4:16:24 PM

Does Kleinschmidt plan to have a meeting of the Hazardous Areas TWC?
It does not appear to me that there is a plan for hazards when lake levels are lower than optimum. I
hope a meeting can be scheduled. If you wish to have a weightier letter from SCWF, I can begin that
process - just let me know. Thanks.

From:
To:

Subject:
Start:
End:
Location:

Alison Guth
Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth;
Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman;
Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson; David Price; Dick Christie;
Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers);
J. Hamilton Hagood; Jennifer O"Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux;
Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik;
Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov);
Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson;
Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Roger Hovis ; Skeet Mills ;
Stan Jones (sjones@imichotels.net); Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes;
Safety RCG Meeting
Wednesday, April 18, 2007 9:30:00 AM
Wednesday, April 18, 2007 3:00:00 PM
Lake Murray Training Center

Hello All,
Just a reminder that we will be holding a Safety RCG meeting on Wednesday, April 18th at 9:30. This
meeting will be held at the Lake Murray Training Center in Room 100. Please RSVP by Friday for lunch
and gate access. Dave or I will be sending out the meeting agenda in the next day or so. Thanks, Alison

From:
To:

cc:
Subject:
Date:

Tony Bebber
Dave Anderson; Van Hoffman; Bill Marshall; David Hancock; Dick Christie;
George Duke; Jennifer Hand; Joy Downs; Kelly Maloney; Lee Barber;
Malcolm Leaphart; Marty Phillips; Jim Cumberland ; Steve Bell; Tim Vinson;
Tommy Boozer; Alison Guth; Alan Stuart;
BARGENTIERI@scana.com; RMAHAN@scana.com;
RE: Spring Addendum Draft Report
Monday, September 10, 2007 5:12:35 PM

Dave and others:
My comments on the “Spring Addendum” are as follows:
General:
It appears that the only “new” on-site data collected was in late May and only on
three (?) dates on the lower Saluda River. This was after local colleges adjourned
in early May. This time period likely reflects similar usage as the “Summer” study
done in 2006 and adds very little to the concern about different usage patterns in
January through May. Some new data was collected from user groups – anglers at
a special meeting of the Saluda River Chapter of Trout Unlimited/Federation of Fly
Fishers, and knowledgeable river users during the test flows for another study in
late May. Specific responses to the questions were not provided in an appendix so
it could reviewed by those on the committees. The “Spring Addendum” uses the
“Summer” study and two other secondary data sources to estimate January through
May usage, providing very suspect data and negates the original reason for the
“Spring Addendum.” I am not sure the goals of the study were met.
Specific:
Page 1-4, Goal 1: should be (January-May, 2007).
Page 2-1, Section 2.1, 4th sentence: “Primary data entailed facilitated meetings and
two days of personal interviews of recreationists who use recreation sites on the
lower Saluda River.
Page 2-2, Table 2.1: provide a footnote for both mentions of the “2006 Recreation
Assessment”: A. Includes data from public recreation sites only from Memorial Day
weekend through Labor Day weekend, 2006.
Page 2-2, Table 2.1: provide a footnote for “Public site monitoring reports during
drawdown”: B. Excludes February and March data.
Page 2-2, Table 2.1: there is a discrepancy from the study plan to the draft
addendum in the source column. Originally it should have been the Recreation
Management TWC rather than knowledgeable river users. Perhaps this should be
explained in a footnote.

Page 2-4, discussion of USC Students: provide a statement that USC (and other
local colleges?) adjourn in early May (perhaps students did not respond because
they were in exams or at home by the time the attempted contact was made?).
Provide how many students were interviewed.
Edit: Interviews occurred on one week days and one weekend days during
a period of warm sunny weather.
Page 2-5, 2.1.3: the lack of data for February and March in the drawdown report is
another reason real surveying was needed during this January through May time
period, rather than dependence on secondary data. Thank you for explaining in the
addendum that the estimate provided gives a poor relationship between month and
recreational use.
Page 3-3, Table 3.4: Note that Parksite is closed January through March and these
1,730 estimated recreation days should be distributed to other nearby recreation
sites. Also, Bundrick Island is primarily a summer venue (swimming, skiing,
gathering). Its usage should also be distributed to other nearby sites – at least
January through March.
Page 3-7, 1st paragraph: did the recreational use on the river “mirror the pattern of
use on Lake Murray” because it was estimated from Dreher Island State Park data,
with no adequate river usage data from the same time period?
Page 3-8, 1st sentence: “Most (58%) of this effort was from the bank (including
wade fishing).”
Page 3-12, 2nd paragraph: use Bill Marshall’s corrections regarding the LSR
Corridor Plan and Update.
Page 3-13, Table 3.6 and next paragraph: Where is Old State Road public
access? It has not been discussed in other documents.
Page 3-14, 1st paragraph: typo in walking.
Page3-14, last paragraph: “Sixty-six percent of those who were aware of the siren
and flashing lights stated they had never heard and/or seen them before.”
Page 3-15, 2nd paragraph: Chorley Island should be Corley Island.
Page 4-1, 1st paragraph: Insert as first sentence or third sentence: “Except for
specific surveys in late May, this “Spring Addendum” used secondary data primarily
from prior years to estimate usage and patterns.”
Page 4-2, last paragraph, 1st sentence: change to: “This study presents some
additional information concerning spring use (January-May) at the Saluda Project.:”

Page 4-2, last paragraph, 3rd sentence: change to: “Types of use were
characterized through interpretation of the qualitative data provided by the user
group meetings and two interview days at the Mill Race sites in late May, 2007.”
Appendixes: please add appendixes with responses to various questions, number
of interviews, etc. so the TWC and Resource Committee may evaluate the
usefulness of the addendum.

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment.

Tony Bebber, AICP
Planning Manager, Recreation, Planning & Engineering Office
SC Department of Parks, Recreation & Tourism
1205 Pendleton Street
Columbia, SC 29201
Phone 803-734-0189
Fax 803-734-1042
tbebber@scprt.com
Shaping & Sharing a Better South Carolina
websites: www.DiscoverSouthCarolina.com
net

www.SouthCarolinaParks.com

www.SCTrails.

From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2007 12:26 PM
To: Van Hoffman; Bill Marshall; Dave Anderson; David Hancock; Dick Christie;
George Duke; Jennifer Summerlin; Joy Downs; Kelly Maloney; Lee Barber; Malcolm
Leaphart; Marty Phillips; Jim Cumberland ; Steve Bell; Tim Vinson; Tommy Boozer;
Tony Bebber; Alison Guth; Alan Stuart
Cc: Bill Argentieri; Randy Mahan
Subject: Spring Addendum Draft Report

Good morning,
Attached is the draft Spring Addendum study report for your review. I would like to
have your comments submitted by September 10th (one week longer than normal,
but with the holiday being in the middle, I thought the extra time is needed). After
this date, I would like us to reconvene to discuss plans for moving forward with the

recreation plan.
September 12 to September 14 work best for me. It should be about a half day
meeting to discuss the information we have collected over the past year and then
make plans to move forward with a draft recreation plan by the end of the year.
Please let me know what dates work best for you and I will set up the meeting time
and location.
Let me know if you have any questions.
Dave
<<Saluda Spring Use Addendum Study Report (2007-08-20;DRAFT).doc>>

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Bill Marshall
Alison Guth; Vivianne Vejdani; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Amanda Hill;
BARGENTIERI@scana.com; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman;
Dave Anderson; David Price; dchristie@comporium.net; Edward Schnepel;
George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); J. Hamilton Hagood;
Jay Schabacher ; Jennifer O"Rourke; Jim Cumberland ; Jim Devereaux;
Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik;
Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; turnerle@dhec.sc.gov; Lee Barber;
Malcolm Leaphart; Matthew Rice ; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria;
Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; RMAHAN@scana.com; Roger Hovis ;
Lee (Skeet) Mills; sjones@imichotels.net; Stephan Curry;
lakewatchman@yahoo.com; Suzanne Rhodes; Tommy Boozer;
RE: 4-9 draft notes
Tuesday, May 20, 2008 11:39:42 AM

Hello, Alison and all
– I read through the meeting notes (regarding siren/
strobe warning system) and have a couple of comments to offer.
On the last two pages of the minutes, reference is made to “zones,” a term
which I think refer to groups of warning sirens and strobes in a given area
and may be triggered by a common device. Zones are not described in the
minutes, but the minutes do refer to a “zone 5” and a “zone one.” It would
be helpful to clarify the meaning of the zones.
On the last page of the minutes, the recommendations of meeting
participants are summarized. While at the meeting, I suggested that siren 2
may not be needed for the same reasons that siren 9 may not be needed.
That is, in my experience of living near the river in West Columbia, from my
house I can easily hear the siren at Riverbanks Zoo, which I measured on a
topo map to be one-mile distance from my house. When SCE&G increases
siren coverage along the river, I think a two-mile spread between sirens
might be adequate to provide the desired audible coverage on the river if
the sound is projected both upstream and downstream at the same volume
that is being used at the Zoo. As was mentioned at the meeting, SCE&G
should consider implementing the proposed additions to the warning
system with an initial wide-spaced placement of the sirens to be followed
some testing of the audible coverage and then fill-in with additional sirens
(such as number 2 and 9) as proves necessary.
Thanks,
Bill Marshall

From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2008 4:56 PM
To: Vivianne Vejdani; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill
Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave
Anderson; David Price; dchristie@comporium.net; Edward Schnepel; George Duke;
Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); J. Hamilton Hagood; Jay Schabacher ; Jennifer
O'Rourke; Jim Cumberland ; Jim Devereaux; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob
Altenberg; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; turnerle@dhec.
sc.gov; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Matthew Rice ; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria;
Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Randy Mahan; Roger Hovis ; Lee (Skeet) Mills;
sjones@imichotels.net; Stephan Curry; lakewatchman@yahoo.com; Suzanne
Rhodes; Tommy Boozer
Subject: 4-9 draft notes

Hello all,
Attached are the draft meeting notes from the April 9th Safety RCG meeting. Jim's
presentation is also now posted to the website. Please have any comments on the
notes back to me by May 28th for incorporation. Thanks, Alison
<<2008-4-9 draft Meeting Minutes - Safety RCG.doc>>
Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator

Kleinschmidt Associates
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301
Lexington, SC 29072
Phone 803-951-2077
Fax 803-951-2124

From:
To:

Subject:
Start:
End:
Location:
Attachments:

Alison Guth
Vivianne Vejdani ; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill;
Bill Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman;
Dave Anderson; David Price; Dick Christie (dchristie@comporium.net);
Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers);
J. Hamilton Hagood; Jay Schabacher ; Jennifer O"Rourke; Jim Cumberland ;
Jim Devereaux; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs;
Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.
sc.gov); Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Matthew Rice ; Mike Waddell;
Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Randy Mahan; Roger Hovis ;
Skeet Mills ; Stan Jones (sjones@imichotels.net); Stephan Curry; Steve Bell;
Suzanne Rhodes; Tommy Boozer;
Safety RCG Meeting
Wednesday, April 09, 2008 9:30:00 AM
Wednesday, April 09, 2008 12:00:00 PM
Carolina Research Park
Carolina Research Park - Directions.pdf

Hello All,
Just a reminder that we will be having a Safety RCG Meeting on April 9th at 9:30. Please note that the
location of this meeting will be at Carolina Research Park (directions attached below). Jim Devereaux
with SCE&G will be giving a presentation on the lower Saluda River warning siren system. Although this
meeting will adjourn before lunch, please RSVP for our space planning purposes. Thanks, Alison

From:
To:
cc:
Subject:
Date:

Alison Guth
"Lee Barber";
Dave Anderson;
RE: 4-9 draft notes
Thursday, May 15, 2008 9:54:21 AM

Hello Lee,
As far as I know there has not been one scheduled yet. We will send out a
notice when one is scheduled.
Thanks,
Alison
-----Original Message----From: Lee Barber [mailto:lbarber@sc.rr.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2008 7:41 PM
To: Alison Guth
Subject: Re: 4-9 draft notes
Allison
Do you have a date for the next Safety RCG?
Thanks.
Lee Barber
----- Original Message ----From: Alison Guth
To: Vivianne Vejdani ; Alan Axson ; Alan Stuart ; Alison Guth ; Amanda
Hill ; Bill Argentieri ; Bill Marshall ; Bill Mathias ; Bret Hoffman ; Charlene
Coleman ; Dave Anderson ; David Price ; dchristie@comporium.net ;
Edward Schnepel ; George Duke ; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers) ; J.
Hamilton Hagood ; Jay Schabacher ; Jennifer O'Rourke ; Jim
Cumberland ; Jim Devereaux ; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg ;
Joy Downs ; Karen Kustafik ; Ken Uschelbec ; Kenneth Fox ;
turnerle@dhec.sc.gov ; Lee Barber ; Malcolm Leaphart ; Matthew Rice ;
Mike Waddell ; Miriam Atria ; Norm Nicholson ; Norman Ferris ; Randy
Mahan ; Roger Hovis ; Skeet Mills ; sjones@imichotels.net ; Stephan
Curry ; lakewatchman@yahoo.com ; Suzanne Rhodes ; Tommy Boozer
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2008 4:55 PM
Subject: 4-9 draft notes

Hello all,

Attached are the draft meeting notes from the April 9th Safety RCG
meeting. Jim's presentation is also now posted to the website. Please
have any comments on the notes back to me by May 28th for
incorporation. Thanks, Alison
<<2008-4-9 draft Meeting Minutes - Safety RCG.doc>>
Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator

Kleinschmidt Associates
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301
Lexington, SC 29072
Phone 803-951-2077
Fax 803-951-2124
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